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Royal Academy of Soiences. Amsterdam.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETING

of Saturday May 28 th 1898.

----.·O()c,...----

(Translated from: Vcrslag van de gewone vergadering del' Wis- en Nntuurkundige

Afdecling van Znterdag 28 Mci 1898 m. VII).

CC)N rEI(fS: "On thc cyclographic space representation of Joachimsthal's circles". By Prof.
P. H. SCHOUTE, p. 1. - "On maxima and minima of apparent brightness resulting
from optical illusion". By Dr. C H. ",VIND (communicated by Prof. H. HAGA) with 1
plate, p, 7. - "On the relation of the obligatous an aerobics to free oxygen". By
Prof. M. W. BEIJERINCK, p. 14. - "On the influence of solutions of salts on the volume
of unimalcells, being at thc same timc a contribution to our knowledge of their struc
turc". By Dr. H. J. HAMRURGER, p.26. - "On an asymmetry in the chunge of
the spectral lines of iron, radiating in a magnetic field". By Dr. P. ZEEMAN, p, 27. 
"Thc Hall-effect in electrolytes", By Dr. E. VAN EVEltDING~N JR. (communicated by
Prof. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES). p. 27.

The following papers were read:

Mathematics. - "On the cyclogmpltic space representation of Joa
chimsthal's circles:" By Prof. P. H. SCHOUTE.

1. In his "Cyklographie" Dr. W. FLEDLER has developed a
theory, in which any circle of the plane is represented in space by
one of two points of' the normal, erected in its centre 011 the plane,
and having on either side a distance from this centre equal to the
radius. The ambiguity of this representation can be useful in the
distinction of the two senses, in which a point can move along the
circle. This is not necessary here.

According to the FLEDLERIAN representation the right cone, whose
vertex is a point P of the plane of the circles, whose axis is the
normal in P on this plane, and whose vertex angle is a right one,
corresponds to the net of the circles passing through P. Likewise
the pencil of the circles passing through P and Q has as image a
rectangular hyperbola situated in the plane bisecting P Q orthogo-

1
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nally j of this hyperbola the line common to its plane and the plane
of the circles is the imaginary axis, the intersection of this line
with P Q is the centre, and the normal in this point to the plane
of the circles is the real axis. Or, put more generally: the circles
of a pencil are represented by a rectangular hyperbola, whose real
or imaginary axis is normal to the plane of the circles according
to the points common to the circles being' real or imaginary, and
which breaks up into two straight lines, if thesepoints coincide And
the circles of a general net are represented by a rectanguiar hyper
boloid with one or two sheets, according to the circle cutting the
circles of the net orthogonally being real or imaginary.

In different cases the FlEDLERIA.N theory can give a clear and
concise idea of the position of ranges of circles. So a. o. the circles
having double contact with a given ellipse E. If this ellipse e be

:r2 y2 a·2 z2
represented by -2 +-2 = 1, z = 0, the ellipse 2 2 +- = 1, y = 0

a b a - b b2

y2 z2
and the hyperbola - 2 2 + -2 = 1, .v =0 correspond to the two

a - b a
ranges of circles having double contact with E. As is easilyexplained
these curves are transformed into the focal COllies of E by inverting
the sign of z9..

In the following lines we study the surface that forms the image
of the twofold infinite system of JOACHIMSTHAL'S circles of E.

2. Through any point P of the plane of E can he drawn four
normals to E. The footpoints A, B, C, D of these normals may be
called "conormal". If the point diametrically opposite to A on E is
indicated by A', the known theorem of JOACHlMSTHAL says' that
A', B, C, \Dare concyclic, if A, B, C, Dare conormal,

This non-reversible theorem has been completed by LAGUERRE

in remarking that the circle A' B (' D meets the tangent ta' in A'
to E for the second time in the projection Oa' of the centre 0 of E

on t«. In other words:
If P describes the normal 'l!a in A to E, the corresponding circles

A' B CD form a pencil, as all these circles pass through A' and
0al. This pencil being represented by a rectangular hyperbola, the
image in question is the locus of a simply infinite number of rec
tangular hyperbolae. However, before we proceed to the deduction
of this surface, we investigate somewhat more closely the corres
pondence between the points P of the normal l1a and the centres
M Oil the line la' bisecting orthogonally the segment A' O'a.

3. The relation between the points P and M on 'na and la' ida (1,1)
correspondence, i. e. these points describe p.ojoctive ranges. If P
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is at infinity on 7Ia, this is also the case with M on la'. So the
point at infinity common to na and la' corresponds to itself, i. e.
the projective ranges are in perspective. The centre of perspective
1a is immediately found as the point common to the joints PI M1

and P), M2 (fig 1) of the pairs
ofcorresponding points (PltM1)

and (P2, M2). This point being
found, it is possible to indicate
the centre M of the circle of
JOACHIMSTHAL corresponding
to any point P of 7Ia•

Analytically the obtained
results are given back as fol
lows. The coordinates of A
being acos q;, bsin q;, the equa-

Pa tions of the right linesna, la"

PI M j , P2 J12 are successively:

a.I' by _ ,2 - 2 a.c 2by
?la ••• -- - -.- - c , la• • • • --+-.- = c2 ,

cos q; Sln q; cos cp 81,n cp

- 2 ax by 0

-----=c'"
cos ({J sin cp

c2

So the centre of perspective Ta has the coordinates - - cos cp,
a

2
::..- sin tp and this point describes the ellipse E', the four vertices of
b
which are the four real cusps of the evolute of E. And the joints
A Ta and A' Ta likewise envelope ellipses, etc.

4. The simple relation between the lines na and la' proves
4 $2 4y2

immediately that la' is normal to the ellipse ~ +b2 = 1 and

that through any point M pass four of these norma!s la" In other
words, any normal to the plane of the circles meets four of the
rectangular hyperbolae awl so contains eight points of the locus.
As the point at infinity common to all these normals does not lie
on one of the rectangular hyperbolae, the locus is a surface of the
eighth order. We confirm this result by the deduction ofits equation.

The cones that form the images of all the circles through A' and
all the circles through Oa' are represented by

1*
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(a: - a cos cp)2 + (y - b sin p)2 = ~~ I
(

ab2 cos cp )2 ( a26 sin rp )2 - !
:c- + s>: =z2 •

62cos2 cp + ~2 sin2 cp b2 cos2 tp+ a2sin2q;

So these equations represent together the rectangular hyperbola
projecting itself in la'. Putting for simplicity's sake u2for x2+ y2 - z2,
these equations can be reduced to .

U2 + b2+ c2 cos2q; - 2 ate cos q; 2 by sin q; )

u2 (a2_c2cos2(p) - 2 ab2x cos cp + a262= 2 a2 by sin rp j

So elimination of sin cp gives for cos sp the relation

cos rp [(u2+a2) cos p - 2 ax] = 0 ,

which breaks up into

cos p = ~
2 a:c

cos cp = 2 •
u2 + a'

As cp is variable, the first condition cannot serve here. It cor
responds in fact to this, that the two cones with the vertices A'
and aa' coincide instead of determining together a rectangular
hyperbola, when A' is one of the extremities of the minor axis
of 13; whilst a similar treatment, in which the parts of cos rp and
sin q; are inverted, leads to the relation sin rp = 0, corresponding in
the same manner to the coincidence of these cones, if A' is one of
the extremities of the major axis of E. Substitution of the other value
of cos cp in the first of the second pair of cone equations gives the
result ill the form

4 a2x2 4 b2y2
----:n,.-.. + n 2 = 1 (1),
(u2+ a..)2 (UN + b )2

which really represents a surface of the eighth order.
Inversely this simple equation shows that the surface represented

by it may be generated by rectangular hyperbolae, by considering
it as the result of the elimination of lfJ between

2 a:c = (u2 +a2) cos l/J I
2 by -:=:: (u2+ 62) sin l/J \ '

which represent for any constant value of l/J a rectangular hyper
bola lying in the plane

2 aolJ

cos lIJ

2 by-- _ --=c2

sin IIJ
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For t/J = ep ± 1800 this equation transforms itself into that of 10/ .

5. We signalize here some particularities of the found surface.
a. The intersection of the cone $2 +!/2_Z2 = 0 with the plane

at infinity is a fourfold curve of the surface. - For the substition of

into the equation 1) yields an equation of the fourth degree for e,

It is reduced to a' cubic equation under the condition

(p cos). + q sin }.)2 = a2 cos2 }. + b2 sin2 A

and to a quadratic eqnation for

p cos A+ q sin A= O.

..

So the four tangent planes in the point :Jl= Z cos A, !/ = s sin I.. at
infinity are represented by

a; cos A+ y sin }.. - z= + Va2 cos'}, }.. + 62 sin2 }. ,

:Jl eoe l: +y sin}.. - z = 0 s

the last of these counting twice. The deduction of" the envelopes of
these planes for various values of}.. shows that the surface 1) is
touched at infinity by the developable surface or torse circumscribed
to the tangential pencil of quadrics, to the four quadrics flattened to
conics of which belong the fourfold conic of 1) and the ellipse 8 j

moreover it is osculated at infinity by the cone $2 + y2_z2= O.
SO this cone intersects the surface 1) in a curve in space of the
sixteenth order to which the fourfold conic of 1) belongs six times.

Tb I . . I" h li d 4 :r.
2

4 y2 1e camp etmg curve ID space res on t e cy ID er -2+2 = ,
, a b

in which 1) is transformed for u2 = 0 j this cylinder meets the
surface 1) in another curve of the twelfth order, etc.

b. The intersection of the surface 1) with each of the planes
Z 0 X, Z 0 Y consists of four straig-ht lines and a rectangularhyper
bola counting twice. So y = 0 yields the four lines $ ± Z = ± a and
the hyperbola $2_Z2 +a2 = 0, and likewise 1/1 = 0 yields the four
lines y ± z = ± b and the hyperbola y2_z2 + b2= O. SO 1) con
tains besides the fourfold conic at infinity still two double conics j

moreover it bears eight right lines, viz. the fourpairs oflines into which
the rectangular hyporbolae of the' vertices of 8 are degenerated,



c. The surface contains four separate double points, the four vertices
of E. By transporting the axes of coordinates parallel to themselves
to . one of these points as origin and equalling the terms of the
second order to zero the equation of the corresponding osculating
cone is found.

d. The curve limiting the projection of 1) on the plane of the
circles is obtained by elimination of e between 1) and its differential
quotient according to e, It consists of the intersection of 1) with the
plane of the circles and of the projection of a curve in space. The
first is the locus of the octuples of points common to the eorres
pending pairs of circles of the two circle involutions

(m ± a sec },)2+ y2 = a2 tg2 ),

1/'2 + (y ± b cosec ~ )2 = b2 cot2 ),

and as such a quadricircular octavic ; the isolated double points
in the vertices of E excepted, all its points are imaginary. The
second is found by the elimination of u2 between 1) and its diffe
rential quotient according' to u2, which, v being substituted for u2,

comes to the elimination of v between

By 'solution we find

and by elimination of v

224

(2 a :r):l + (2 by)tl = cS ,

4 oX2 4 y2
i. e. the evolute of the ellipse 7 +b2= 1. This result was to

be foreseen. For the normal at the plane of the circles in a point
of this evolute meets two immediately succeeding rectangular hy
perbolae and is therefore tangent to the surface on either side of
the plane X 0 Y. The curve of contact itself, of which this evolute
is the projection, is of the twelfth order. The cylinder of the sixth
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order, of which this evolute is a right section, meets the surface 1)
moreover in a curve in space of the order 24.

6. The found image 1) can be useful in different 'researches
about the system S of' the circles of JOACHIMSTHAL. By determining
the number of points common to this surface and a rectangular
hyperbola, a parabola and a straight line, we find that the system
S has the characterizing numbers 4,8,t6; in other words, it contains
four circles .passing through two given points, oight circles passing
through a given point and touching a given line,' sixteen circles
touching two given lines. In the same manner, is proved that it
contains sixteen circles touching two given circles, etc.

7. If we are given a parabola instead of an ellipse, all the
circles passing through three conormal points plt~S also through the
vertex of the parabola. Here the found surface of the eighth order
is reduced to the right cone 0;2 + y2 = z2, of which the vertex of
the parabola y~ = 2 p.-v is the vertex. And the case of the hyperbola
$2 y2
a2 - b2 = 1, z.= 0 leads to the surface

and is quite analogous to that of the ellipse.

Physics. - "On maxima and minima of apparent brightness resttl
ting from optical illusion:" By Dr. C. H. WIND. (Commu
nicated by Prof. H. HAGA).

1. If we see on a surface two zones of different (real) brightness
united by a transition-zone whose brightness decreases continuously
from the brighter down to the darker zone, this transitionzone
seems to be separated from the brighter zone by a still brighter line
(maximum of brightness) and from the darker zone by a still darker
line (minimum of brightness).

2. This phenomenon, which - as will be seen from what
follows - presents itself under very different kinds ofconditions was
first observed by me in a drawing- carefully and succesfully executed
by Mr. 'VAN GRIEKEN, of the firm VAN DE WEYER at Groningen,
by means of lithography. This drawing of which fig. 1 is a pho
tographic reproduction (reduced to 1/4 of its size), whichunsatisfactory
as it is, yet enables us to observe the phenomenon, consists of a·great
number of parallel/lines of equal thickness drawn at intervals of 1
m.M. in two outer zones, at intervals of 0.4 m.M, in a middlezone,
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ll.t continuously increasing distances in the transitionzones hetween
the lastnamed and the two firstnamed (The law of increase of the
distances has been chosen so that the proximity of the stripes in the
transition zones varies as a linear function).

3. This phenomenon may be produced even more obviously and
in a simpler way by means of revolving discs, as are often used
in physiological optics. If we paste a piece of white "paper of
suitable shape on a black disc and cause the disc to turn very fast
in its plane we may get on the surface any distribution of light
in which the brightness of the observed plane differs only for points
situated at different distances from the centre of rotation and RO we
may compare it with the corresponding distribution of apparent
brightness. We can also photograph the discs first in rest, afterwards
in rotation, and then the first photograph gives an auxiliary figure,
from which the real distribution of light on the figure given by
the second photograph may be known.

Fig. 2, 3 and 4 show (reduced to ± 1/6 of their real size) some
of the discs used by me; the outlines of the white parts of the
discs are partly radii pointing towards the centre of' rotation, and
partly arcs of spirals of Arehimedes, for which, as is welJknown,
the variation of the length of the radius-vector is proportional to _
that of its angle of rotation; at a rapid rotating of the discs re
presented by these figures we get in accordance with these curved
outlines transitionzones in which the apparent brightness varies 0.'3

a linear function.
The maxima and minima of brightness on the limits of the tran

sitionzones as mentioned in 1., are clearly seen especially by direct
observation of the discs while rotating, but also by examining the
photographs taken of them. Fig. 5 and 6 are reproductions of such
photographs ; fig. 5, corresponding to fig. 3, shows pretty clearly
the maxima and minima, alluded to above (being circles in this
case); fig. 6, corresponding to fig. 4, shows them hardly at all. The
reproductions of several of the photographs made by me proved so
inadequate that I preferred not to have them inserted here at all;
all those published, without an exception, show the phenomena in
question far less distinctly than the originals 1).

4. Now the question arises whether this optical illusion cannot
be classed among phenomena already familiar to us. Although I
dare not give a definite answer to this question I may be allowed
to offer the following considerations.

t) Before the assembly Prof. HAGA has demonstrated the phenomena described b~'

me, as well by means of revolving discs as by photographs taken of them.
\
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It is well known that two areas of different brightness, either
adjoining: each other, or at some distance of eachother standing out
against the same background, when viewed in one glance, influence
each other's apparent brightness by contrast, so that the brighter area
causes the brightness of the darker area apparently to decrease and
conversely. Several psychologists LEHMANN 1), EBIlINGHAUS 2), HESS
and PRETORI 3), KJRSCHMANN 4-) and othershave made this phenomenon
a subject of investigation and have brought to light some regularities
in its occurring; the laws that govern this phenomenon have however
not yet become completely known in spite of the important inve
stigations of these scientists.

Now we should be inclined to suppose that the maxima and
minima of brightness described above are to be reduced to the
said effects of contrast. But then it would seem strange that
there should Le no intensifying whatever of the lines, whenever the
transitionzone disappears between two areas ()f equal bright
ness ; for we might expect that especially in this case there would
be a prominent maximum on the one side of the border and a pro
minent minimum on the other side of it. But as it is, each of the
two zones shows almost uniform brightness (fig. 7a, which shows
the disc of fig. 7b while rotating) although it is not to be denied,
that in both areas there can be detected, towards the limits a slight
variation of brightness in the sense to be expected. Similar changes
appear a little more distinct in a zone of uniform brightness bounded
on the one side by a brighter zone, on the other side by a darker
zone as represented in fig. Sa (corresponding to fig. 8b); but although
in this case the contrasting influence of the neighbouring zones is
more visible, yet the phenomenon observed shows quite another
character than in the case of the presence of a transitionzone.

5. Presently we shall say a few words more about a possible
explanation of the optical illusion; first however I'll give some
further information abont the conditions under which it appears and
about the laws which seem to govern it:

1°. In the case of a transitionzone with constant gradient of
decreasing or increasing intensity the maximum and minimum appear
exactly on the borders of the transitionzone ; at any rate the devia-

1) LT.IlMANN, Wundt's Philosophisohe Studien 3, S. 497, 1886.

2) EIlIlINGHAUS, Berl. Sitzber. 1887, b. 9H5

J) HESS a, PUETOnJ, Von Graefe's Archiv f. Ophthalmologie 40, 4.

4) KJRSCIlMANN, Wundt's Phylosophische Stndien 6, S. 417, l891.
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tions, which might still exist, seem to fall within the limits of
probable error in the determination of the place of those lines.

2°. If we examine sueeessively several drawings in which a tran
sitionzone occurs and which differ only in this regard that the
transitionzone gets narrower and narrower, we see the bright and
the black line growing finer and finer without there being any conti
nuous increase in their distinctnese ; on the contrary the distinctness
diminishes when the tranaitionzones are very narrow and it seems
as if the narrowing transitionzone were a zone of almost constant
brightness, with sharply defined limits towards the other zones.
(Besides it seems to me that there is a general tendency to take
the middle part of a transitionzone in the above sense, for a zone
of uniform intermediate illumination). This gradual fading away
of the lines at a narrowing of the transitionzone may easily be
seen by slightly extending (for instance 1/2 cM.) the opening in
the middle of the rotating disc (fig, 7b), by means of which the
disc is mounted on the axis, in the direction of one of the radial
borders of the white paper and then causing the disc to rotate, it
being mounted on the axis first as excentrically as possible after
wards with gradually decreasing excentricity. Indeed we get in this
way a gradual narrowing transitionzone and at the same time the
exp~riment shows very clearly the just mentioned fading away of
the lines.

30. Not only do the two lines appear when in the transition
zone the brightness varies in a direction perpendicular to the border
of the zone with constant gradient, but also under quite diffe
rent laws of intensity-variation as may be gathered from the
fact that also the pllotog'raphs of the rotating discs show the lines
clearly; they are very prominent for instance when this gradient
is infinite on the brighter border and becomes finite and diminishes
gradually towards the other border, where it attains a minimum
differing from zero.

40. The lines can also be very conspicuous when the gradient
continuously approaches zero on the borders of the transitionzone.

50. Lastly the lines appear in some cases even where the zones
of equal brightness on either side the transitionzone are replaced
by zones of which the brightness graduallydecreases (resp. increases)
towards the transitionzone. It may easily be stated by means of
a rotating disc that the brightness between the two transitionzones
still may appear to have two maxima as in fig. 5, two minima as
in fig. 6 the real brightness having even a faint maximum, resp. a
faint minimum, in the middle between the two trunsitiouzones.
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6. To return to the explanation of the optical illusion described
above, it seems not impossible to roe that we should have to look for
it in the influences by contrast as mentioned in 4., starting for instance
from the hypothesis that each element of the field in general in
fluences the observed brightness of any definite element under
consideration, an influence depending in a definite way on the
distance between the two elements and on the brightness both of
the "inducing" and the "reacting" element. But then we are not
allowed, as we might be inclined to do at first sight, to assume that
this influence increases as continually the distance between the inducing
and the reacting element diminishes and as the difference in bright
ness between these two elements increases. For the peculiarity of
the appearing of the lines mentioned in 5. sub 2°. would be
incompatible with an influence acting in this manner. Moreover
LEHIUNN'Sl) investigations have already brought to light that the
influence by contrast reaches its maximum at a definite value of
the proportion between the brightness of the inducing and the
reacting field. If we may as seems quite natural apply this law to
the contrast between any two elements of the field and if at the
same time further investigations might prove this "critical" propor
tion between inducing and reacting brightness to decrease as the
distance between these two elements diminishes, it may be con
ceived that the optical illusion we have described and the ordi
nary effects of contrast Will, be found to obey the same laws.
Accurate investigations will however be required 2), especially con
cerning the influence of the distance between two contrasting fields
on the amount of the influence, before we can arrive at exactly
formulating these laws.

7. Among the methods which may be used to produce the optical
illusion described I roa,y still mention a very simple one: we send
a beam of light through a not too narrow slit, so that it falls on a
second slit parallel with the first, and receive the beam on a screen.
If the second slit is under than the first, a middle zone on the
screen will be illuminated by all the elements of the first slit; on
either side this middle zone transition-zones will be found illuminated
by continuously decreasing parts of the first slit, and these zones will
pass into other zones not at all illuminated by light through the slit.

1) LBHMAN 1. c. S. 525.
2) KIl\SCHMANN announces in his treatise alluded to above the publication of l\is

investigations already partly made 011 this influence of distance; but the publication
seems not to have taken place yet.
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The image on the screen will show very beautifully the bright
and dark lines mentioned in 1. On photographs taken of this image,
these lines are very clearly visible too; fig. 9, a reproduction of
such a photograph also shows them, but much less well-defined.

If the second slit is sufficiently narrower than the first, the image
on the screen will not show a part illuminated 'by the whole of the
first slit, yet there will be again a middle band of maximum
illumination across its whole extent; and for the rest the image on
the screen will show as a whole the same characteristics as in the
preceding case as to both real and apparent brightness. If the second
slit is gradually narrowing towards the lower part we see an image
projected on the screen in which two straight bright lines appear,
these lines, parallel with the edges of the second slit, intersecting so
mewhere, but remaining clearly visible beyond the point ofintersection.

If we cause the light emitted from the first slit to cast a shadow
of a thin needle or thread, we get a silhouette with' a middle zone
having over the whole of its breadth uniform minimum brightness
bounded by transition zones of uniformly increasing brightness
which on their outsides again are bounded by areas of uniform
maximum illumination. The maxima, and especially the minima
alluded to in 1. are again very clearly visible here, even to such a
degree that in some cases the appearing of the minima might lead
one to speak of a doubling of the shadow cast by the thread.

In all these cases, if only the slits .are wide enough, diffraction
plays no 'perceptible part.

8. If we illuminate the first slit of 7. by It X-ray tube instead
of by ordinary light, and if the ray's are not caught on a screen
but 011 a sensitive plate we get on developing, negatives of which
the positives are exactly similar to the images described in 7.
Fig. 10 shows a reproduction of such a positive, corresponding to a
similar case as fig. 9.

Fig. 10 moreover shows a white rectangle, which covers part of
the drawing. This effect was obtained by covering part of the
negative, of which it is a reproduction, with a slip of paper during
the copying. I did 1:>0 in order to point out that the disappearing
of the transition zone - which was effected on the spot in ques
tion, at least for the greater part, by this slip of paper - is suf
ficient to cause the line corresponding to it to vanish. Indeed the
bright line which in the other parts of the image is still visible,
however mucn it has lost of its clearness by repeated processes of
reproduction is no longer to be traced where the transitionzone
has been covered, which sufficiently proves the fictitious nature
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of the line. The same experiment may be made in the case of
fig. 9 by covering somewhere the transitionzone (for the greater
part) with a sharply ontlined piece of paper. That the disappearing
of the line is really due to the disappearing ofthe transition-zone and
not to ordinary contrast in consequence of the covering piece
of paper will appear if we take first a dark piece of paper and
afterwards a light one, both producing the same effect.

9. Although the optical illusion described above may be produced
especially by the methods given here, yet it may be often observed
in a simpler way. In nearly all cases where we have an umbra
passing into a penumbra we may observe a dark and a bright line
as borders of the penumbra, and the optical illusion appears in all
the various forms described above and even more.

10. Attention has been drawn to the appearing of bright and
dark lines conjointly with a penumbra, as described in 7 and 8 by
SAGNAC (Journal de Physique VI p. 169, 1897). Formerly I did
not conclude from what he said on this subject that he took those
lines for the resnlt of optical illusion only, although now it seems
to me, if not probable, yet possible that this has been the case.
That I feel justified to communicate my observations on this subject
somewhat extensively is owing to the great importance that, in my
opinion, must be attached to this optical illusion.

In the first place it has deluded many a physicist, who thought
that he observed diffraction lines or other important lines in cases
where now it is certain that no real maxima or minima of bright
ness of any importance existed; so it has especially caused bright
and dark liues to be observed in X-rays·shadows the true nature
of which some have tried to explain in various ways, but no one
had yet sufficiently accounted for. (Another time I hope to return
to this subject).

In the second place it seems to me that this optical illusionmay
under special conditions lead to the observation of the doubling of
bright or dark lines or hands where in reality there is nothing but
a broadening of these lines or bands together with the borders
growing less sharply defined (compare what has been said in 5. sub
5°), a thing that may occur f. 1. when the optical system we use in
observing is not accurately adjusted (resp. accomodated). It may
be that in some cases this optical Illusion must be held responsible
for doublings which have been observed and which have not yet
been explained in the right manner or not yet been explainedat all.

In the third place the optical illusion may lead to errors in the
estimation of the place of the maxima and minima of brightness
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in a system of bright and dark lines, as soon as the brightness in
the neighbourhood of the lines is not perfectly symmetrical with
respect to their centres.

At any rate we may conclude from what preceeds that wecannot
be too critical while observing maxima and minima of brightness,
and that in many cases we shall even have to convince ourselves
of the existence or non-existence of real maxima and minima of
brightness corresponding to the observed maxima and minima.

Bacteriology. - On the relation of the obliqatous anaerobice to
free oxygen. By Prof. ]\'1. W. BEIJERINCK.

The relation of the living cell to free oxygen is best to bejudged
from the influence of this gas on the growth and on the mobility.
Of course, only the first method is of universal application .

.As to the mobile microbes, some time ago I gave the name of
»figures of respiration" 1) to the peculiar groupings, which originate
in preparations destined for the microscope, in consequence of the
access of oxygen only along the edge of the examined drop under
the cover-glass, the microbes being thereby enabled to seek that
quantity of oxygen which is hest adapted to their respiration. Three
types may here be distinguished according as the microbes seek the
highest tension of the oxygen along the edge, a middle tension at
some distance of it, or the smallest tension in the centre of the
preparation. These types I called the aerobic, the spirillous and the
anaerobic type. c

Further experience has shown that the anaerobic type, charac
terised by the accumulation of the moving microbes at that spot
of the preparation where the oxygen tension is minimum, - com
monly near the centre, - does not exist as a special type, but
becomes visible only under particular circumstances, and further,
that when the aeration of the preparation is sufficiently small, all
anaerobics, examined till now, appear to belong to the spirillous
type, that is to say, they not only don't fly those places in the
preparation, where a small oxygen tension still exists, but they even
seek them.

This tension, beneficient for the anaerobics, is however very slight,
whence follows, that by using only a moderate number of microbes,
consuming but very little oxygen, there may enter at the edge more
oxygen than is wanted. In such a case the tension, most approaching

,
1) Centralblatt fur Bacteriologie Bd. 14 pag, 837, 18113.
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the required optimum, will be found in the centre. The accumu
lation of the microbes will then also be localised to the centre,
causing the semblance of an anaerobic type as a special case. It is
clear, that if this is the right explication, the true representatives
of the second type, viz. the spirilli, must under certain conditions
also accumulate at the centre, namely then, when all the spirilli
together cannot absorb the total quantity of oxygen entering along
the edge of the preparation, and this is indeed easily to beobserved,
by using a small number of spirilli and a large coverglass.

So, there is lIO sufficient reason to divide the mobile bacteria
into three types according to their relation to free oxygen, as I
formerly did, but only into two. It also seems to me that the
names for the types, already mentioned, are not quite applicable, and
that it is preferable to call aerophilous all organisms whichseek the
highest oxygen tension 1), and microaerophilous those which require
a lower tension. To this latter group then, belong the obligatous
anaerobies as far as now observed, and the aerobic spirilli with
regard to their mobility.

I am obliged here to speak of "aerobic spirilli", as I have for
merly shown that there also exists an obligatous anaerobic spiril,
namely the organism of the reduction of sulphates, Spirillum desul
[uricans. Though this kind is very mobile, yet the growth is so
slow, that I have not succeeded in collecting a sufficient numberof
individuals to get distinct figures of respiration, - a difficulty which
exists also more or less with other obligatous anaerobics,

The conviction that free oxygen is beneficial to all that lives,
and in the long run probably even necessary, is based on the
relation of the growth of the obligatous anaerobics to this gas,
and here the mobile forms as well as those which are not mobile
may enter into consideration. Before however describing the experi
ments which seem decisive, I must fix the attention on the following
circumstance,

For alcohol yeast and the other facultative anaerobios, it must be
admitted, that the possibility of their temporary anaerobiosis, is
determined by the presence of a provision of oxygen in loose com
bination with the living matter of the cell itself, by which combination
some cell divisions are rendered possible without the supply of new
oxygen. Consequently there must be a difference between aerated
and not aerated cells.

1) Here is only question of experiments in common air, not in pure oxygen.
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If it is accepted that this relation holds also good for the obli
gatous anaerobics, then it is to be expected that their provision of
oxygen will be much sniuller than that in the yeastcell, so that it is
necessary to take much more efficacious measures to render the
influence of the oxygen visible in the former than in the latter case.
It is therefore desirable, in some cases even neeessal'y, to use for
the experiments materials, taken from such cultures as have long
been continued in absence ofair, by which the provision ofoxygen has
been lessened. So far as I am now able to judge, strongly aerated
anserobics are, as to their growth, aerophobic, i. 1'. they grow best
there where the oxygen tension is minimum or zero. As contact
with air is in itself not sufficient to cause aeration, - spores for
instance seem less fit to be aerated than vegetative cells; - there
now and then occur strange incidents which make the experiments
troublesome.

The way in which I arranged my growth experiments is as follows.
Material of the species to be examined, is introduced, in a not

aerated condition, and if possible, in the state of spores, into the
culture mass still in fusion, in such a quantity, that the germs,
developped into colonies, may render that culture mass, after solidi
fication, rather opaque.

If such a culture mass, from which the free oxygen is completely
withdrawn, is contained in a deep experiment-tube, where the air
can only find access from above, then, if the growth is favoured by
a certain oxygen tension, there must result at the very place where
this tension becomes optimum, an opaque and distinctly visible
nieea» of colonies, which are greater than the colonies beneath and
above this niveau.

The 'easiest way for completely removing the oxygen, is to
sow simultaneously an aerophilous species, not acting injuriously Oll

the development nor disturbing the observation of the anaerobic.
Such an aerobic must have the following- qualities: The oxygen
must be completely absorbed, without exciting so much growth in
the surface of the culture mass, that the colonies of the anaerobic
become indistinct. Besides, an easy recognition in the microscopic
preparation, and a simple separation of the aerobic and the anaerobic
must be possible. ,

In trying various species of microbes, I found some kinds of
yeast to be most efficient for the research of the anaerobics ofputre
faction and of sulphate reduction, as for these processes no carbohy
<hates are cs-ontial, in which case yeast does not grow strongly,
whilst it is distinctly recognisable under the microscope. Besides,
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yeast can easily be separated from the anaerobies ofproteine putrefac
tion, because it dies at 50° a 60° C., whilst the spores of the latter
can be heated to 90° a 1000 C. without dying. For the examina
tion of those anaerobics which require sugar in their food, as for
instance the butyric ferments, it is preferable, for oxygen absorption,
to make use of certain blastornycetes (which grow and reproduce
like yeast, whilst alkohol fermentation is absent) or aerobic bacteria,
which don't produce acid, nor liquefy gelatine. Good results were
obtained with a red blastomycete, isolated from garden-soil, and with
Bacillus fluorescens non liquefaciens.

It is good (but not always necessary), to place the prepared
experiment-tubes, in an exsiceator which is vacuated. For this vacua
tion a KORTING-waterjetpump with manometer will suffice, by which
at the same time the pression of the gas used may be measured.

Another very suitable method to state the influence of oxygen
on the growth, is to cultivate in. the llhumid room" on the object
bearer under the cover-glass, in a not too small quantity of the
nutritious liquid, but in such a way as to keep the preparation
thin enough for the microscope. In this way it is possible to observe,
in the same preparation, first the figure of respiration and afterwards
the growth.

The species of obligatous anaerobics which I have examined are
the following.

Butyricferment (Granulobactel' saccharobutyricum). This anaerobic
is extremely common in garden-soil. Fit material for figures ofrespir
ation is to be obtained as follows. Water with some kalium phos
phate and magnesium sulphate and 5 or 10 pOt. glucose is boiled
in a little flask with so much fibrine that a thick paste is formed.
During the boiling an infection with garden-soil is practised, in which
only spores of bacteria remain alive. In the thermostate a vegetation
of aerobics develops first, which, by the absorption of the oxygen,
Introduces butyric fermentation. Sometimes this fermentation willfollow,
even in absence ofaerobics, i. e. uotwithstanding the entranceofair into
the mass of fibrine, thus showing that some aeration is certainly no
bar to this process. If perhaps an aerobic grows too strongly, reinfection
in another flask with the same mixture, will suffice to make it dis
appear and at length still to obtain an almost pure butyric fermen
tation. If in the infection material there are too few spores,
as well of the butyric ferment as of aerobics, some aerobic bactery,
or a blastomycete must be purposely added for the absorption of
the oxygen.
I In this way a culture is obtained containing' only the "oxygen

2
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Yol. I.
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form" of butyric ferment, i. e. only mobile staves and no clostridia.
With them a figure of respiration may be produced consisting of
a single fine line of quickly moving little staves, situated at some
distance from the edge of the cover-glass and the meniscus of the
preparation, which places the microaerophily of this ferment beyond
all doubt.

If to the fermenting mass pure calcium carbonate is added, by
which the acid is neutralised, the growth of the bacteria becomes
much stronger, and the staves give place to clostridia rich in gra
nulose, and which at length produce spores. Although the opaqueness
caused by the chalk, spoils in some degree the purity of the figu
res of respiration, yet the experiment succeeds wellenough, and leads
to the same result, L e. proves that the clostridia of the butyric fer
ment are microaerophilous in the same way as the oxygenform. With
boiled milk, 1) in which a spontaneous butyric fermentation had origi
nated, the above observations could equallybe made. That the same may
be said with regard to the butylic ferment iGranulobacter butylicum)
formerly described by me2), I need hardly add here, as it was the
continued study of this very ferment, which rendered the here
described relations clearer to me.

Anaerobice of puirefaciion of proieids. The most striking instances
of obligatous anaerobics are met with in the putrefaction of pepton,
or, generally speaking, of proteine substances. If one wishes to
isolate the microbes concerned, efficacious measures must be taken
for the exclusion of oxygen, as the quantity of air which these
ferments admit, without their growth being impaired, is certainly
much smaller than with the butyric and butylic ferments. Hence
here in particular it was of importance to study their relation to
oxygen,

Before entering upon my immediate subject, I think it necessary
to say something about the different species concerned in the process
of putrefaction, the literature on this subject being quite unsatisfactory.

Bacillus putrificus coli BIENSTOCK 3) is an anaerobic, found back
by nobody, so that it cannot be typical for the putrefaction of
proteids. Besides, an exact microscopic examination shows that more

1) Milk, boiled in a not too undeep flask, will sometimes get into butyric fermen
tation, even with free entrance of air, without the presence of aerobics.

2) Archives Neerlandaises T. 29, pg. 1. As this ferment produces much more
propyliculkohol than butylicalkohol it would have been better to call it GIauulobactel'
propl/licm1t.

d) Zeitschrift fur klinisohe Medicin, Bd. 8. pag. 1. 1884.
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than one species must here be active. That however, the number
of typical bacteria should be very great, I think doubtful, for the
following reasons: 'The course of the process of putrefaction is quite
the same when the material, after infection with soil, is for some
moments heated to 90 a 100° O. as when this is not done. Hence
it follows that only spore-forming microbes are typical for the
process. The experiment shows further that exclusion of air acts
favorably all its course, so that all aerobic microbes appear to be
indifferent, except in so far as by absorption of oxygen, they favor
the development of the properly so-called putrefaction bacteria.

By these two data the process was so much simplified from a
bacteriological point of view, that there appeared some chance of
further unravelling it. Though hitherto I have by no means entirely
succe~ded, I think, nevertheless, that what follows holds good.

Three species of obIigatous anaerobics are in particular concerned
with the putrefaction of proteids. In the first place Bacillus septicus,
secondly a group of extremely variable forms, related to the tetanus
bacillus, and to which I will give the name of "skatoJ-lJacteria",
and thirdly, an immobile, well-characterised species, called by me
B. pseudopulche1·. For separatmg these different species, I used a
culture gelatine of the following composition: Destilled water, 10 pOt.
gelatine, 3 pOt. pepton siccum, 0,05 pOt. dinatrium phosphate) 0,05 pOt.
magnesium sulphate, using at the same time yeast or a blastomycete
for withdrawing the oxygen. When put into a deep experiment-tube,
the anaerobics develop even with free entrance of air.

B. septicus PASTEUR, is, according' to my experience, one of the
most spread species of bacteria, to be found wherever animal sub
stances are tainting, and very common in dust and in the boil.
It is an easily recognisable and well defined species. .A. virulent
form of it goes in the German literature by the nameofB. oedemaiis
maliqni 1). Material of the latter, occurring in the laboratoria,
I compared, also with a view to their relation to oxygen, with cultures
of B. sepiieue, repeatedly isolated by me from putrefying albumen
solutions, or fibrine, infected with garden-soil, but I could discover
no difference.

The skatol-bacteria are to be known by the globular spores
which are found in proteine putrefactions, in the swollen ends of
thin, commonly long staves. One of the forms isolated retained

1) A bactery, accepted by the medical men as a particular epecies, B a#auvl!au~ (of
the French) or .E. e1ltp#l/selltato8 (of the Geunnns) is, in myopinion, onlya varietyofIt.

2*
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at first, even in the pure cultures, globular spores, whilst in other
isolations the spore-form proved not to be constant. Tbe_ dimensions
of spores and staves are most variable. Motion, if present, is slow,
in pure cultures sometimes absent. Glucose, added to the above
mixture, gives rise to the production of gas. The colonies cause the
culture gelatine more to weaken than to liquefy; they are sometimes
colorless, commonly, however, surrounded with a brownish aureole.
The study of this species is difficult on account of the great vari
ability in form and functions, which rendhs the experiments doubtful
and often suggests infection with allied forms, to which their com
mon occurrence gives particular cause.

While skatolbacteria never fail in putrefying substances, B. sepiicus
may be absent and its place be taken by B. pseudopulcher, This
name was chosen on account of its resemblance to a common earth
bactery, related to B. megatherium, and which I baptised B. pulcher 1).
Motion is never observed in pseudopulcher ; the spores are oblong,
larger than in B. septicus, frequently to be found in long rows
within the threads, generally, however, they occur in, short staves.
The colonies, which liquefy strongly, have a smooth surface, by
which they may be easily distinguished from B. septicus. They are
characterised by a heavy sediment, consisting of staves and spores.
This sediment is different, or wanting in B. sepiicus. The pure
cultures develop gases but not many stinking products. There is often
a distinct smell of cheese to be observed. The study of this bactery
is still imperfect and I mention it only because it might be taken
for B. septieu«.

For the object I have in view) I studied in particular B. septicus,
while I think, that there is not one indication in bacteriological
literature which suggests any benifieient effect offree oxygen on the
functions of this bacillus, For the skatolbacteria on the other hand)
such indications exist. It seems at least according to some authors,
that certain varieties of the nearly allied and commonly obligatous
anaerobic tetanus-bacillus, are suseept to change into aerobics, a
transformation which I witnessed myself by other varieties isolated
from putrefying albumen. Moreover B. septicus is a "bona species",
i. e. recognisable for everybody.

B. septicus is exceedingly mobile and generally consists of staves,
covered all over with oiliae, Spores grow easily, especially when
there is contact with air. They are more oblong than globular,

1) At present in trade by the name of I/alinit."
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mostly enclosed in the somewhat swollen ends of the staves, and
surrounded by a hollow space. Though this bacillus is evidently
polarical1y constructed, it moves spore-end or tail-end forward,
and may suddenly change the direction of the movement. When a
little air accedes, the staves may grow out into long threads and
the motion ceases. .

With a total withdrawal of oxygen there is a disposition for the
formation of clostridia, but without a marked difference between
an "oxygenform" and a "clostridiumform" as found in Granulo
bacier butylicum.

If the nutrient matter is merely albumen 01' pepton, gases are pro
duced, whose quantity increases more or less by the addition ofglucose.

Fibrine and proteids produce volatile sulphides) sometimes in great
profusion; production of merkaptan, too, is observed under unknown
circumstances. The colonies liquefy the gelatine of the above com
position; their surface is quite characteristically pointed, evidently
because many small shoots pierce slightly into the gelatine, before
the melting sets in. This may be compared with the behaviour of
anthrax, where, however, there is no melting at all. Commonly
whether spores or vegetative cells are sown out, only few germs
develop, which proves, that the nutrient matter itself, - even the
best I could procure, - acts in a high degree as a "bactericid" in
relation to B. sepiicu«. The growth is slow, even at brooding tem
perature, when compared to allied aerobics.

Concerning the necessity of oxygen for B. sepiicus and the skatol
bactery, I could state what follows.

B. sepiicue I observed as well with regard to the figures of
respiration, as to the growth. In both ways the microaerophily
could with certainty be stated. As this bacillus is extremely mobile,
and as the spores render the swarms of bacteria very opaque, the
study of the figures of respiration offers no difficulty.

A small number of bacteria accumulating in the centre of the
preparation, produce the impression of aerophoby. If on the con
trary, the bacteria are very numerous, a circular accumulation
is formed at some distance from the edge of the cover-glass and
the meniskus, pointing out the place where the tension of oxygen
is optimum. If we examine the inner field, i. e. the part surrounded
by the accumulation and totally deprived of oxygen, there} too, all
is in motion. This motion is however much slower, more staggering
and uncertain, than in the accumulation itself. I think that this
inner part is continually supplied with individuals from the accu
mulation, which individuals, after some time return to the latter, to
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take In a new provIsIOn of oxygen. Outside the accumulation, near
the edge of the cover-glass, where the pression of oxyge!I increases,
the number of bacteria diminishes quickly, together with the mobility
of the remaining ones. At the edge itself all is in complete rest,
and no motion sets in when the surrounding is freed from oxygen.
Still 1 have no reason to consider the resting individuals as dead;
I even think they function as an "oxygen filtrum", thus protecting
the more inwardly swarming.

If some grains of fibrine are introduced into preparations of
which the figures of respiration are being studied, and if placed at
c. a. 25° a. in a ",humid room", a considerable increase of bacteria
may readily occur. Watching the process micros- and macroscopically,
we find the growth almost exclusively limited to the accumulation
parallel to the edge, which accumulation grows more and more dense by
the increase of the spores, whilst the central part continues as clear
as at first. Consequently, it may be taken for granted that B. sepiicus
requires oxygen for its growth, as well as for its mobility.

On this occasion I wish to correct a mistake in my description
of Spi1'illum desulfuricane. I there stated erroneously I) that Spi
rillum tenue, which is typical for mioroaerophily as to mobility,
is also mieroaerophilous with regard to growth, so that, whcn sown
in a fit culture mass, it shows its maximum growth, not at the
surface, bnt at a certain distance below it.

This has proved to repose on "trophotropy'!, signifying that growth
is more favored by the influence of the food than by the oxygen.
It occurs only when a bad culture ground is taken for the experi
ment, and it is by the aerophily of the growing spirilli that it must
be explained. For the intense growth will cause at the surface a
rapid exhaustion, so that, if no abundance of food is present, and
if the food can only come up slowly from the depth by the process
of diffusion to the place of consumption, then, not the surface itself,
but a deeper layer will, under the joined action of oxygen and
food, be most favorably situated for growth and increase. Thus in
fact, Spirillum ienue is aerophilous as to growth and microaerophilous
as to mobility.

Beside to this peculiar form of "trophotropy" in the growth, one
has to pay attention, when studying the figures of respiration, to a
phenomenon of almost the same nature with respect to the mobility,
and which may be called "trophotaxis". It consists in the aecumu-

1) Archives Ncerlandnises, T. 29, pug. 272.
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lation of the mobile microbes, which are more attracted by ths food
than by the oxygen, not in the meniscus and ut the edge of the
preparation, but at some distance. I observed this in an aerobic
species, which I have called Bacillus perlibratus, where trophotaxis
may become so strong, that microaerophily is mimicked, and was
erroneously described by me as such 1).

With abundant food, however, nothing is to be seen of these
phenomena, so that by attentive observation microaerophily may
always distinctly be recognised.

I now return to the anaerobes of the putrefaction of proteids,
and in particular to the second important form, the skatolbactery.
Of this polymorphous form I examined, as already said, material
closely allied to the tetanus-bacillus, which material is strictly
anaerobic, and perhaps ought to be considered as the most character
istic for the process of putrefaction in general. I isolated various
varieties and by means of growth experiments I was enabled to state
microaerophiiy, The mobility of my varieties was too insignificant
to be of use for the production of figures of respiration. When using

, the above mentioned pepton gelatine as nutrient matter and Saccha
romyces apiculaius for the absorption of oxygen, most convincing
"niveaus", of a light brown color and with much growth, originate
in deep experiment-tubes at a certain distance from the surface,
in the surface itself the transparent clear colonies of the apicu
latus-yeast develop vigorously, the skatolbacteria not being able to
develop there.

The spore-formation seems here also to be favored by a small
quantity of oxygen. Certain it is that spores are the mostprofusely
formed in the niveau, and as their production goes parallel, first
to the weakening and then to the complete liquefying of the gela
tine, it is clear that also the latter process must begin in the
niveau, to become only much later perceptible in the depth, and
without reaching the surface at all.

I wish to terminate this survey of the obligatous anaerobics,
studied by me, with the statement that the existence of micro
aerophily could also be proved for Spirillum desulf1tricans by means
of growth experiments.

This species is, in opposition to S. ienue, strictly anaerobic and
belongs morphologically to quite another group than the butyric
ferments and the bacteria of putrefaction, which is clearly demon-

1) Oentralblatt fUr Bacteriologle, Bd. 14, pag. 839, 1893.
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strafed as well by the vibrio- or spiril-form, as by the absence of
spores 1).

If sown in pepton gelatine, with MORR's salt and an aerobicbac
tery (B. termo) for the absorption of oxygen, in deep experiment
tubes, the. mieroaerophily becomes visible by a black "niveau"
of ferrosulfid, first formed at some distance beneath the surface
and thence, only slowly, growing towards the depth and upward.
When microscopically examined this niveau proves to be richest
in reducing spirilli, so that evidently not the function of the sul
phate reduction as such, but the growth of the Spi"illtlm, active in this
process, is furthered by a low oxygen tension.

It is fit bere to make a few remarks concerning the relation of
facultative anaerobics to free oxygen. By far the greater part of facul
tatives is aerophilous. I mention for instance Mucor racemosus, all
alcohol yeasts, Bacterium coli commune, H. tactis asroqenee, Granu
lobacier polymyxa, Bacillus tuberculosis, B. prodiqiosus. If the pro
duction of figures of respiration is possible, then the width of the
moving bacteria zone is very great, even in dense swarms, which
indicates a slow consumption of oxygen. This is especially the case
with the fermenting species, as coli and aeroqenes, and sometimes,
too, with not fermenting species, such as Bacillus tuberculosis 2).

Microaerophilous are among the faeultatives, so far as I think I
can assert now, only the true lactic ferments, which may he brought
to two groups of which the most important representatives are:
Bacterium lactis (of buttermilk), and Bacillus l0l1,qU8 (of cheese and
of the yeast industry).

As these forms have no motion and produce little living matter
in growing, the total quantity of absorbed oxygen is very small,
whence the experiments are difficult and subject to doubt. If
sown, however, in a proper solid culture mass, to which calcium
carbonate is added, in It deep experiment-tube, it may be observed
that, under favorable circumstances, at a certain depth below the
surface, the formation of acid is the most vigorous. This is caused
by the existence of a niveau, very rich in bacteria if compared with
deeper layers where less, as well as with those nearer to the
surface, where more oxygen is present. A.fter some time, however,
so many colonies originate, as well at the surface as in the depth,

-
1) As I think the only well-described instance of a spore-free obligatousanaerobic.

2) The mobility of Bacilltl8 tulJel'CUl08i8 has first been seen by Mr. MAO GrLLAVRY.

The figures of respiration are troublesome to obtain and only with quite young cul
tures, as for instance of flesh bouillon agar, not older than 24 hours.
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that the microaerophily grows indistinct, without changing into
aerophily.

Recapitulating, and adding some instances not yet mentioned, I
come to this conclusion:

AiJt'ophilous are: All aerobic bacteria (except some spirilli), most
facultative anaerobies, probably all cells of higher animals and plants,
roost infusoria.

Mic1'oaerophilous are: The few hitherto examined obJigatous
enaerobics, to which belong also the chromatia and other sulphur
bacteria, and S.pit·illum desulfu1·Z"cans. Of the facultatives probably
all lactic ferments, besides some (perhaps many) species of monads,
and -some infusoria.

Aerophilou« Wit/I "egard to growth, microaerophiloue with regard
to motion are: Some true spirilli, perhaps also some monads.

Though nobody will be surprised that, in reason of the above
observations, I believe that all living organisms known at present,
require free oxygen for their existence, I am far from pretendingto
have furnished the entire proof for that belief. It may even'be asked
whether there is cause to speak of 11 want" of free oxygen, and if
"use of it if accessible" were not more adequate.

With regard to the examined obligatous annerobica I have only
shown that an extremely small quantity of free oxygen is propitious
to their growth and mobility, but not yet that in the Jong run they
would perish without it 1).

I must however insist on this being positively the case with the
aerophilous facultative anaerobios, such as alcohol ferments, B. coli
commune, etc. If these are prevented from laying in a "provision"
of oxygen, on which to live when this gas fails, the growth soon
ceases and, even with the best food, life too 2). This fact is very
singular, for the extremely small quantities here concerned, are
nothing as to the development of energy.

Consequently it is not clear why the combined oxygen, which
abounds in the food, cannot here fill the place of free oxygen. With

1) Experiments in this latter direction have not yet given any sure results and
have only proved that, with apparently efficacious precautions, anaerobiosis without
access of air can long- go on. So I could, without supply of air, make sevenbutylic
fermentations go on successively, but at the seventh there arose some doubt whether
the bacteria had varied or that nn infection from without with butyric ferment had
occurred.

2) For this reason I formerly proposed to call these organisms I/temporaryalluero
bics", but now that I am more and more convinced that also the /Iobligates" can
exist only temporarily without free oxygen, I no more attach much value to that term.
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the unknown signification of the latter it IS, to be sure, quite
uncertain whether there must exist a minimum limit beneath which
the possibility of life is totally excluded; but as this limit does
certainly exist for the facultatives, one is by analogy inclined to
accept its existence everywhere, consequently for the obligatous
anaerobics, too. That is, for them also, to recognise free oxygen as
a necessity for existence.

This opinion has the more weight now that it has been proved
how easily may be shown that they not only use free oxygen but
if possible, seek it and that it may promote even such important
functions as growth and mobility.

Without doubt, this points to something' more than "use", albeit
the term "wanf' goes perhaps too far. As it is however a fact
that the obligatous anaerobics can produce thousands of new gene
rations without a renewed contact with free oxygen, the hypothesis
demands the acceptance of a peculiar exciting action of the free
oxygen, stored up as a provision in the body of the bacteria.

This action cannot be compared to that of kalium, or of magne
sium, or of the other elements necessary for life in small quantities.
In the first place, because the latter must be present in quanti
ties of another order, quantities gigantic compared to that of the
oxygen provision; secondly and especially, because these elements
may be withdrawn from the most different chemical compounds.
The very necessity of the oxygen being free, causes the difficulty
of giving a definite representation of its function. Some light would
go up if it could be proved, that in the food a 100'3ely bound
form of oxygen might occur, accessible to the anaerobics, and
PASTEUR has indeed supposed that the oxygen, which is found in
beer wort, and cannot be separated from it by pomping or boiling',
makes the anaerobiosis of beer yeast possible.

Facts are however not in accordance with this hypothesis. Now,
as in the case of beer yeast and the other facultative anaerobics, we
are obliged to admit the existence of a store of free oxygen in
the cell itself, which, in a way hitherto unexplained, makes a
temporary anaerobiosis possible, analogy, supported by the observa
tions here described, leads to the same conclusion for the obliga
tous anaerobics.

Physiology. - On the influence of solutions of salts on the volume
of animalcells, being at the same time a contribution to our
knowledge of their structure. By Dr. H. J. HAMBURGER.

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting).
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Physics. - »On an asymmetry in the change of the spectral ti11es
of iron, 1'adiating in a magnetic field". By Dr. P. ZEEMAN.

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting).

Physics. - The HALL-effect in electrolytes. By Dr. E. "VAN EVER
DINOEN JR. (Communication N°. 41 from the Physical Labo
ratory at Leiden, by Prof. H. KAIllERLINGH ONNES).

1. The researches on the HALL-effect and the increase of resist
ance in the magnetic field for bismuth, communicated to the
Academy in the Meetings of 30 May 1896, 21 April and 26 June
1897 1), and afterwards treated more at large in my dissertation,
induced me to put the question, whether these phenomena may
justify a choice among various theories about the nature of the
electric current and the resistance of metals. A first step towards
answering this question was the deduction ot a formula for the
HALL-effect in elecuolytes, with the aid of simplifying' suppositions.
Indeed it is generally assumed that in electrolytes the electric current
consists in a convection of charges by the ions; the velocities of
this motion are known in many eases, hence all the data for the
calculation are present. This research, already begun in Chapter
VIII of my dissertation, being concluded for the present, I wish
here briefly to communicate the results.

2. Several physiciats have tried to observe the HALL effect in
liquids. They succeeded indeed in observing differences of potential.
caused by a magnetic field in solutions of' sulphate of zinc and
copper which were traversed by currents, and changing their signs
on the reversal of the magnetic field or of the current. Whereas
however in most metals the HALL-effect is proportional as well to
the strength of the current as to the field, and in all metals the
difference of potential appears immediately on closing the magnetizing
current, in the liquids this difference increases more than the current
and less than the magnetic field, and after the applying of the field
it grows slowly towards a maximum. Chiefly on account of the last
named fact ROITI 2) , FWRIO 3) and CHIA"VASSA 4) refused to acknow
ledge the differences of potential observed also by themselves as

1) Communiennons from the Phys. Lab ut the Univ of Leiden, NO. 26,37 and 40.
I

2) Attl della R. Acc. dei 1111cei 12 p 397, 18~2; Journ, de Phys. 1883.
2) It nuovo Cimento, Ser, 4, '1'. 4, p. 106, 189ft
4) Elettricista 6, 1897. I
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proofs of the existence of the HALL-effect in liquids, and attributed
those differences rather to ponderomotive forces, exerted by the mag
netic force on the particles of salt, to differences of concentration
or to differences of temperature. The two physicists first mentioned
confined themselves to experiments, in which disturbances of this
kind were avoided, and the Ham-effect had really disappeared;
CHIAVASSA however also demonstrated the existence of differences
of temperature and of concentration, determined the influence of
these differences on the readings of the electrometer, and proved that
in a non homogeneous magnetic field vortical motions occur in the
liquid, which depend on the strength of the current, the magnetic
field etc. in the same manner as the observed apparent Har.t-effect,

BAGARD 1) on the contrary believed to have avoided all distur
bances in his experiments and was therefore con vinced of the reality
of the HALL-effect in liquids.

The observations of CHIAVASSA were made in the same manner
as those of BAGARD; hence the greater part of the difference of
potential observed by BAGARD was very likely due to disturbances.
In the controlling experiments however, which were to prove that
whithout disturbances no difference of potential appears at all,
strongly concentrated solutions were always used; so it was still
possible that in the diluted solutions used by BAGARD a part of the
observed effect would remain even in the absence of disturbances.
Hence the question has not yet been solved by experiment.

3. We proceed to the theory of the phenomenon and for the
present confine our attention to the state of matters in the inner part
of the liquid, 1. e. far from the lateral borders. If we put for the
E. M. F. in the direction of the axis of X Ex, and for the velocities
of the ions caused by a slope of potential of 1 C.G.S. unit per cM.
U and V, then the velocities are

ExU and ExV

respectively in the directions of the positive and the negative axis
of X. We assume with LORENTZ Z) that an ion, moving with the
velocity v in a magnetic field of intensity H is acted upon by a
force represented by the vector product [v. H.] for each unit ofelec-

1) C. R. T. 128, p. 77 and 1270, 1896.•Tourn. de Phys. Ser. 3, T. 5, p. 499, 1896.

:) See f. i. Versuch einer Theorie der eleetrisohen und optischen Erscheinungen
in bewegten Korpern. Leiden, 1895.
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tricity. In real cases the numerical value of this product is small
as compared with unity; the variation in the direction of motion is
only slight; hence we are allowed to assume this force to be always
perpendicular to the axis of X. If the magnetic force is along the
axis of Y, the ions will obtain on additional velocity in the direc
tion of the axis of Z 1).

These velocities will cause differences of potential and of concen
tration. When the state of equilibrium has been reached it is not
necessary that the velocities should be zero, but it will be suf
ficient if

10. The velocities of positive and negative ions are equal.
20. As much of the dissolved material wanders back by diffusion

in the molecular state as is transported in the form of ions by the
said velocities.

For completing the image formed in this way we ought to ima
gine at the borders of the liquid, or at all events outside the space
now considered, on one side molecules dividing into ions, on the
other side ions combining again into molecules. For the moment
we suppose the reaction-velocities for these processes to be infinitely
great.

We will now work out the two conditions.
If we call the E. M. F. in the direction of the axis of Z E; , the

ions obtain velocities in the direction of this axis equal to

Writing Cl for the concentration of both ions and Cg for the con
centration of the salt, we may represent the velocities of diffusion
of the ions by

and that of the salt by !!-. dCg • U.
('2 de

Here A is a constant 610selY related to the diffusion constant of
completely dissociated electrolytes; B has a similar signification for
the diffusion of a non dissociated salt.

I) A calculntion which takes into account the irregular thermal motion of the ions
leads to the same results.
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The first condition reads

(
/ AdC]) (' A dCl )U HEx + Ez - - -. U= V H Bx - Ez - - - . V • (1)

Cl dz Cl dz

the second

'l'aking into account that the difference of concentration will be
very small, and that we supposed the reaction-velocities to be infi
nitely great, we shall put Cl = k C2, k being a constant.

(2) may now be written

B dCl ( A dill)- - = U H Ex +Ez - -- k.
Cl dz Cl dz

so
1 dCl ( U HEx + E z) k

Cl dz B+ Ak

Ak
Substituting this in (1) and writing a for B-1- Ak we obtain

(U H Ex+Ez) (1- a) U:= I(VHEx-Ez)-a (U HEx -I-Ez)IV.

Ez{U -I- V' - a (U - V)j = - Ex III U2 - V J - a ( U2 - U V) I
:b';: U (1 - a) -I- V
Ex =-H(U- V). U(1-a)-I-V(1-1- a)

and

1 dCl I U (1 - a) -I- V I a
-;;;Z;=ExH./U-(U- V). U(l-a)-I- V(l-1- a) \ A '

The limiting cases are k =0 and k =00 •

First case (very slightly dissociated) a::= O.

Ez 
-=-H(U- V)
Ex

dC2- = o. . . . . . (3)
dz

Second case (completely dissociated) a = 1.

s, H
-=--(U-V)s, 2

1 dCl U -I- V
- -::::= Ex H. A'" (4)
Cl de 2
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Both these results may be deduced directly. If Cl tends to zero,
no differences of concentration of the free ions are possible and the
velocities must be equalised by the action of electromagnetic and
electric forces alone.

'The equation

is; UH +Ez) U= (Ex V H - B'z) V

immediately gives the relation (3).
In a completely dissociated solution on the contrary no molecules

of salt eau go back by diffusion, so the velocities of the ions in the
direction of the axis of Z should both become equal to zero; hence

A dCl A dCl
Ex U H + Ez - - - = 0 and Ex V H - Ez - - - = 0

cl dz Cl dz

from which the relations (4) follow immediately.

A.s a matter of fact, the reaction-velocities are not infinitelygreat.
By supposing these velocities to be equal to zero we may however
perceive that the result is not very much altered by this. In this
case no decomposition or combination occur; the concentration of
the molecules of salt is not altered, these have therefore no influence
at all upon the phenomenon. So we then find, whatever the real
degree of dissociation may be, the same result as in the case of
complete dissociation.

Hence 'it is very likely that the Hxr.t-effect in liquids may ge
nerally be represented by

El lying between 1 and ~.

This result gives the rotation of the equipotential lines in the
inner part of the liquid. The question rises, whether this is what
has been observed in the experiments. In these namely the difference
of potential between two electrodes of metal is read; if these elec
bodes are immersed in liquids of different concentration, another
difference of potential will appear, the value of which may be
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estimated by means of the formula of HELMHOLTZ 1)

Here Po means the osmotic pressure fora concentration of 1 gram-ion
per eMs., e the charge of a gram-ion in electromagnetic units.

We take a definite case for this estimation, namely a solution of
sulphate of copper with the concentration 1"1 = 3.10-5 , the lowest
value we find among the numbers of KOHLRAUSOH 2) for this salt.
We shall suppose that, in this case, applies the formula for com
pletely dissociated solutions.

U = 218.10-14 v = 373.10-140

so - (V - V) = 155.10-14• Taking Ex = 1 volt or 108 C. G.S.,
H= 104, we find Ez = 0,78.

This is the difference in C. G. S. units between two points on the
axis of Z, 1 cM. apart.

The difference of concentration is determined by

1 U+ V
- . dCl=ExH . .
cJ 2 i.1

Comparing our formula for the velocity of diffusion with that of

NERNST S
) , it appears that .A =~ ~ where : = force required to

move a gram-ion, with migration-velocity u, with the velocity of
1 cM. per second through the solution.

We retain only the first term, so

C2 U+ Vl-=ExH. - __-
Cl 2A

1) Wied. Ann. 3. p. 201, 1878. In this form the formula1is givenby Nl:.RNST, Zeitschr.
f. ph. Chem. 4, r- 129, 1889.

2) Wied. Ann. 50, p. 404. 1893.

3) Zeitschr. f. ph. Ohem, 2, p. 619, 1888.
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v U -I- v Ex H UV
-- ExH.--.J.U.=--.J-
U + V 2po U 8 It

108 • 104, 1~ HO
- .0,89.10 . --8 • 373.10-14 = 3,6

104 10

These calculations are sufficient to show that this difference of
potential is of the same order of magnitude as the HALL-effect.

If the electrodes are placed in little vessels communicating through
long tubes with the points on the axis of Z, as frequently occurred
in the experiments, then no difference of concentration exists at the
electrodes, and the last mentioned difference of potential disappears.

4. Comparison of theory and experiments.
For this comparison we choose the experiments of BAGARD with

a half normal solution of sulphate of copper. We find for this
solution V - U= 11.10-13 1).

The experiments of BAGARD however in a field of 385 C.G.S.

give for b'z: H a value of 13.10-7•
Ex

Taking the sixteenth normal solution in the strongest field, 962,
the theory gives 14.10-18, the experiment 35.10-7•

If we moreover consider, that even the sign of the apparent effect,
which agrees here with the theoretical sign, in the experiments of
CRIAVASSA with sulphate of zinc proved to be variable, it will
aprear that we may safely conclude that the hitherto observed
galvano-magnetic differences of potential in liquids are not caused
by the phenomenon of HALL.

Researches much more accurate than have been attempted till now 2)
should decide whether the weak theoretical effect can be observed.
It maybe dou bted however whether the disturbances, which can
assume such large proportions, will ever be completely It voided.

5. So the result of this research is: for the present we can not

1) In the dissertation the factor 1O-~ (ratio of volt and C. G S. unit) has been
omitted. As moreover the accurate researches of CmAVASSA had not yet appeared
then, the experiments of llAGAl!D were, at that time, trusted more than they now
lLppear to deserve. Also mr..F. G. DONNAN at Ilolywood (Ireland) has noticed t!:e
omission and has been so kind as to tell me so.

2) The smallest observable difference of potential was in the experiments of
CHIAVASSA 5.10--· volts. The largest effect calculated above would give for a slope
of potential of 1 volt per cM in 0 field of 10000 C.G. S. units 1,4.10-8 volts.
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yet use the phenomena in electrolytes in order to get a better insight
into the nature of the electric current in metals. Iu this- respect
more may perhaps be expected from researches as those published
lately by RIECKE 1) under the title "Zur Theorie des Galvanismus
und der Warme," where relations are sought between the different
thermic, galvanic, thermo-magnetic and galvano-magnetic phenomena
in bismuth. r. a. RIECKE calculates with the aid of certain supposi
tions U and V for bismuth and finds

U= 0,05.10-5 V= 7,21.10-5•

I intend shortly to publish the results of measurements of the
various phenomena in the same plate of bismuth, and to compare
those results with RIECKE'S theory.

1) Gatt. Naehr, 1898.

(June 24: 1898).
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COKTENTS: "On chemical and microscopical examination of antimonial alloys for axle boxes".
By Frof H, BEHRENS also in the name of Mr. H. HAUCKE, p. 35. - "The condition
of substances insoluble in water formed in gelatine". By Prof. C. A. LORRY DEBRUYK,
p. 39. - "On the notion of the role of the Eal·th according to the observations of the
years 1890-1896". By Dr. E. F. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN (communicated by Prof

H. G. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN) p. 42. - "On 0. 5-ce11ar quadrant-electrometer and
on the measurement of the intensity of electric currents made with it". By Prof. H. HAGA,
p. 56. (With 1 plate). - "On the influence of the dimensions of the source of light in
diffraction phenomena of FRESNEL and on the diffraction of X-rays". (3d communication)
By Dr. C. H. WINn (communicated by 1'1'0£ H. HAGA), p. 65. -"The galvanomngnetie
and thermomagnetic phenomena in bismuth". By Dr. E. VAN EVERDlNGEN JR. '(com
municated by Prof. H. KAMERLIKGII ONNES), p. 72. - "On the deviation of DEllEEK's
experiments from VAN DER WAALS' law of continuity." By Dr. J. VIIRSCIIAFFRLT
(communicated by Prof. H. KAMERLINGH ONNRS), p. 82. - "The composition and the
volume of the coexisting vapour- and Iiquid-phuses of mixtures of methylchloride and
curbonic-acid", By OII. Ill. A. HARnlAN (communicated by Prof. IT. I\:AMERLIKGH
OKNES), p. 83 • (With 1 plate). - "Considerations concerning the influence of a
magnetic field on the radiation of light". By Prof. H. A. LOREKTz, p. 90. - "On an
asymmetry in the change of the 'speetrll) lines of iron, radiating in a magnetic field".
By Dr. P. ZEEMAN, p. 98.

The following papers were read:

Chemistry. - nOn chemical and microscopical examination of
antimonial alloys for axle boxes." By Prof. H. BEHRENS

also in the name of Mr. H. BAucKE.

By the direction of the nHoll. IJz. Spoorweg-MU" severalcushions
of Rabbits-metal (82 % Sn, 9 % Sb, 9 % Cu) were put aside for
chemical and microscopical examination. Alloys of this kind, when
slowly cooling from a melting heat, will split up into a nearly
amorphous mother liquor, rich in tin, into rectangular crystals (pro
bably cuboidal rhombohedrons) of an a110y of tin and antimony and
into a whitish bronze, forming radial clusters of brittle rods, com
posed of hexagonal plates.

3
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. V01. I.
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The chemical examination of these components has been carried
out by Mr. BAUCKE, analytical chemist at Amsterdam, partly by
means of analytical, partly by means of synthetical methods, while
I have undertaken the microscopical and mechanical investigation
of the properties of Babbits metal.

For separating the products of liquation I proposed pressing of
the alloys in a semi-liquid state. This suggestion has been adopted
by Mr. BAUCKE and the method, worked out and perfected by him,
has given very good results. When Babbits metal in a pasty con
dition is pressed between hot slabs of iron, tin will flow out, con
taining 3 % of antimony and copper and a hard, brittle cake will
be left, formed principally by the crystals described above. An alloy
composed of 90 % tin and 10 "l» copper gave a hard residue, from
which a remnant of mother liquor was removed by treating it with
hydrochloric acid and subsequently with caustic soda ley. Powdery
copper was washed away in a stream of water, and then analysis
gave 35.1 % Cu, 64.8 % 8n for the composition of the cristalline
alloy, while the formula Cu 8n would require 34.9 Ofo Cu and 65.1 8n.
Repeated heating and pressing will drive out more tin, so that this
alloy may be said to comport itself in a similar manner as some
hydrated salts, e. g. crystallized sulfate of sodium.

In alloys with antimony the tin was found to be more strongly
combined. From an alloy, containing 10 Ofo of antimony, after heating
and pressing thrice, a residue was obtained, resembling closely an
alloy of 70 % tin and 30 % antimony. Purified by extraction with
hydrochloric acid and washing in a stream of water it was found
to be composed of 33.7 Ufo Bb and 66.3 % 8n. Calculation from the
formula 8b 8n2 gave 33.8 Ofo 8b, 66.2010 Sn. With 42 % Sb an alloy
was obtained, showing prismatic crystals of higher melting point
between the cuboid ones of the compound 8b 8n2' By hot pressing
and treatment with hydrochloric acid an alloy was isolated, answering
to the formula Bb8n. Found: 8b 50.35, 8n 49.65 %; calculated:
8b 50.37, 8n 49.63 0/0, In alloys. containing 80 Ofo of antimony,
this element can be made to crystallize in a nearly pure state. Its
crystals are enveloped by \a compound of prismatic form, probably
answering to the formula 8b28n. This point has hitherto not been
settled in a satisfactory manner.

Microsoopical examination of cushions, that had done duty under
railway cars led speedily to the conviction, that their behaviour
depends on the frequency and size of rectangular crystals. In cushions,
marked as having been unduly heated by running, the rectangular
crystals of the compound Sb 8n2 were found poorly developed or
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absent. By mechanical engineers I was told, that the alloy for
bearings must not be heated further than necessary for giving it
sufficient fluidity, then stirred and cast without delay in moulds
heated to the boiling point of water.

In Babbits metal, heated till its surface becomes smoothand bright
the majority of the crystals is not liquified. Castings, made of such
metal, without previous stirring, consist of tin, with about 4 % of
copper and antimony, while at the bottom of the melting pot a
hard porous mass is found, melting at the same temperature with
zinc. Made quite liquid, and then chilled, Rabbits metal becomes
nearly amorphous, sonorous and very smooth when filed or turned.
Nevertheless it will stick to an axle, even when liberally lubricated,
and when heated to softenir:g it .is liable to recrystallization, crystals
being formed in a groundmass of liquid tin. Tinning of the axle,
sticking, and as an inevitable consequence heating will occur, when
ever a heavily weighted axle is run in a box filled with such
metal. Finally recrystallization sets in and liquid tin is squeezed
out, the newly formed crystals accumulating around the axle. In
one case the crystals had formed a compact cylindrical layer, at
first sight puzzling, but now easily explained.

With a view to test this theory, experiments were made with
model cushion blocks, cast under varied conditions. The blockswere
fitted on a mandril of polished steel, running with l!- speed of 1600
revolutions per minute in a wooden casing. The apparatus was
contrived in such a manner, that the pressure on the mandril could
be varied at pleasure ani! the temperature observed on a thermometer
fitted into the blocks. The following table gives for some of the
experiments the pressures reduced to kilogrammes on the square
centim. of the longitudinal section of the mandril and the mean
increase of the, temperature after a minute of running. Block I was
east in a mould, cooled by running water, block 11 in a mould
heated to 1000, block III in a mould heated in molten zinc.

0.3I'g. 0.6 kg. 1.2 kg. 3.0 kg.

I 0.50 1.12 1,50 3.80

II 0.64 0.74 0.75 1.64

III 0.65 0.72 2.62 4.64

3*
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After the series of experiments with a charge of 3 kgr. block I
presented a running surface scarred by irregular grooves and scratches.
On block II the rectangular crystals stood out in a relief, similar
to that, produced by etching with hydrochloric acid. They' were
smooth and bright, the interstices deadened by small scars or dimples.
On block III the particulars shown by I and II were found
combined.

An unexpected result was obtained by examining the metallic
sediment from the oil that had been used as lubricant. Mixed with
fine dust (essentially tin) were found: in sediment from block I
shavings, threads and angular fragments; in sediment from block II
spherical and egglike bodies (0.08-0.1 mm.), looking like small
drops of mercury; in sediment from block III spheroids and angular
fragments. A few of the spheroids from block TI were subjected to
microchemical tests and found to consist of tin with a considerable
admixture of antimony.

These observations suffice to explain the slow increase of tempe
rature in block II: the oil has been more evenly spread, owing to
the peculiar relief, developed on the running-surface of this block,
and at the same time a ball cushion has been formed, whereby
rolling has been brought in the place of sliding friction. Spheroids,
similar to those of block II were formed in experiments with model
bearings of magnolia metal (77.8 Ofo Pb, 16.3 % si, 5.9 Ofo Sn) and
of aluminium brass, but not with bearings of common brass and of
grey cast iron. In this way I have been able to trace their origin
to cubical or polyhedric crystals, scattered in a softer metal and
accompanied by smaller crystals of a hard and brittle alloy. In
Babbits metal fragments of the brittle rods of bronze act Its a
grinding powder, undermining and rounding the rectangular crystals
of the compound Sb Sn2, in the same way, as pebbles are formed
in the bed of a river. The tin comes in as a soft cement, possibly
its powder has also a favourable influence, augmenting the viscosity
of the lubricant. Metal of coarse structure (cast in overheated moulds)
is not evenly eroded; the majority of the rectangular crystals, weakened
by cracks, are scarred and crushed, instead of being rounded and
loosened.

Further reasoning would be misplaced, as it may be expected,
that continued experiments and observations in the directions, pointed
out above, will speedily throw more light on the subject.
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Chemistry. - "The condiuo» of substances insoluble in water
{armed in gelatine." - By prof. C. A. LOBRY DE BRUYN.

The condition of matter called the colloid, is in many respects a
subject of interest. The physiologist, the physicist, the chemist take,
each in his department, an interest in the peculiar qualities of the
colloids. For to a great extent the processes of life take place in
a colloidal medium or between colloids; the part taken by colloid
bodies in osmose is generally known; every chemist knows a certain
number of examples in which some substances [.ppear in a colloid
form, between liquid and solid-amorphous or as so-called colloidal
solutions.

An important study on the qualities of colloidal mixtures or
solutions, especially in a physicochemical direction, we already owe
for many years to Mr. VAN BEMMELEN. In these important experi
ments Mr. VAN BEMMgLEN has studied, besides other qualities, quan
titatively the changes taking' place in a colloidal mixture prepared
with water (a hydrogel) in varying the temperature or the relative
humidity of the surrounding atmosphere.

The observations of which I beg leave to give a concise survey,
do not refer in the first place to changes of a colloid mixture itself,
but to the influence exercised hy a hydrogel on the physical condi
tion of amorphous, insoluble substances, created in a hydrogel as a
medium. These observations are partly the result of former expe
rience gained in the daily practice of the laboratory, as the non
appearance of precipitates if in a qualitative analysis, say on metals,
there is an admixture of substances like gum; the non-precipitating
of chromate of silver in a gelatine solution a. s. o. Such observations
are in my opinion not indicated with sufficient accuracy by stating
that the substances formed remain in suspension.

Experiences like those just mentioned were recalled to my memory
by a communication of Dr. ERNS'!' COHEN in a meeting of the
"Amsterdamsch Genootschap." Mr. (hEDlCKE had asserted in a
photographic journal that if equivalent qualities of AgNOs and K Br
(somewhat more of the latter) are mixed in a gelatine solution of
5%, these two salts are onlypartially transformed, whilethis reaction
is complete in aqueous solution in consequence of the excessively
small solubility of Ag Br. This assertion of GAEDICKE will appear
strange to no one who performs this reaction; he will namely not
see a precipitate of Ag Br forming itself, but only a mild opal
eseence ; while in aqueous solutions he will notice a strong troubling
arising. GAEDICIm rested his assertion on the observation (proved to
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be 'incorrect by Dr. OOHEN) that when placing the -mixed, solidified
.AgBr-gelatine in water, there appeared 'in the latter Ag Br-fiakes ;
he ascribed their formation to the diffusion of non-transformed K Br
and Ag NOg from the gelatine into the water, where the reaction
then takes place and the ordinary flaky Ag Br appears.

This opinion of GAEDICKE'S seemed improbable to Dr. COHEN;

and he has proved it to be incorrect by determining the conducti
vity of the gelatine solutions before and after mixing, The reasoning
was simple i if the transformation is complete, the conductivity of
the gelatine solution (tested in a liquid state at 300

) must be equal
to that of K NOs; if no reaction has taken place, the conductivity
should be greater and reach the total of the conductivities of Ag NOs
and K Br in ratio to the imperfectness of the transformation effected.
The experiment decided in the former sense; the conductivity was
equal to that of K NOs alone and the hardly visible transformation
had yet completely taken place; the Ag Br is not dissociated into
ions, does therefore not conduct.

So we have here before us some examples of phenomena that
must strike the chemist; the apparent non-appearance of transforma
tions and of precipitation when gelatine is present in cases in
which a strong precipitation is observed in water alone. I have
further extended these observations over a long series of reactions
in which precipitation takes place. It has appeared then that what
has been observed in different cases under peculiar eircumtances for
purely aqueous solutions viz. the interesting phenomenon that some
bodies (silicic acid, titanic acid, chrome- and ferrichydrate, arsenious-,
antimony- and coppersulphide, silver, gold, selenium) can remain in
colloidal solution, is a rule for solutions in aqueous gelatine. The
colloidal medium keeps amorphous bodies which are created in it,
colloidally dissolved. This holds good for instance for the halogenous
combinations of silver, the sulphides, and many \ hydrates of the
heavy metals, for metallic silver, gold and mercury, for chromate
of silver, Prussian blue, eopper-ferrocyanide, iodide oflead, peroxyde
of manganese a. s, o. They all give transparent gelatines which solidify
on cooling, preserve their transparency, but often show an internal
reflection or fluorescence. Especially for the coloured bodies, which
I have cited here in the first place, the phenomenon is still remark:
able in 80 far a8, by the very appearance of the color one need
not be in doubt about the question of the chemical change (as in
the case of Ag Cl or Ag Br) and need therefore not convince oneself
of its having taken place by determining the conductivity.

The modus operandi is nearly the same in all cases; deviations
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in the concentration of some of the salt-solutions, required by the
precipitation of the 'gelatine itself, betray themselves. I started
with a 10 pOt. gelatine solution, which was filtered through a
sievefunnel ') when warm. By adding to this the same quantity
of the salt-solutions to be mixed (which were generally 1/10 a 1/9,0

normal) I got solutions containing 5 pOt. gelatine with the salt as
1/20 or 1/40 normal. Theso still liquid solutions (temp. ± 300

) were
mixed under strong stirring and cooled quickly to the point of soli
dification. I then get a perfectly transparent gelatine, more or less
opalescent according to the concentration and the thickness of the
layer, which reflect a light internally and as it seems to me also
show fluorescence. The formation of colloidal silver, which as we
know, was first made by OAREY Ll~A in an aqueous solution, already
takes place in gelatine with Ag NOs alone, especially under the
influence of light; it appears in a very concentrated form after the
addition of some formaldehyde ; it is then black-brown, still perfectly
transparent in thin layers and homogenous with the strongest mag
nifying; only on the glass wall it deposes very slowly as a metallic
layer.

Without investigating the different cases more particularly, I only
wish to observe that I have not succeeded in keeping substances,
that precipitate crystalline or at all events crystallize very quickly,
colloidally soluted in a medium of gelatine. Calcium oxalate, barium
sulphate, ammonium- magnesium-phosphate and someother substances
form in gelatine' miscroscopically correct crystals or crystalline
particles. In general it seems to me that from the many cases I
have investigated, this conclusion may be drawn that the visible
precipitation of amorphous bodies is prevented by gelatine, that of
crystalline bodies not or not so easily.

Now the question is which lis the degree-of division of the sub
stance, the size of the particles which are prevented by their origin
in a colloidal surrounding to join to visible matter? It is here, in
my opinion, not a phenomenon of suspension or emulsion; these
terms are applied to microscopically visible particles; and therefore
I have spoken of colloidal solutions in a colloid. The size of the
particles is undoubtedly far beyond the limit of the microscopically
visible and therefore embraces the vast field extending between the
molecules themselves and the particles that are visible under the
strongest magnifier. According to the nature of the substances and

1) The gelatine contains a. little chlorine (± 0.1% H Cl) and somesulphuric acid.
This must be taken into account in some reactions f. i. when forming Ag2 Cr 04'
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the modus operandi (concentration of the gelatine and of the salts)
greatly differen t dimensions may be expected. PWTON and LINDNER
who among others have proved the extremely small conductivity of
the aqueous colloidal solution of arsenious sulphide, admit four diffe
rent "grades" of division of this substance 1). It will be found impos
sible however to make clearly defined distinctions in this respect,
a gradual change in the sizeof the particlesbeingmuchmore probable.

The study of the phenomenon of the internal light-reflexion and
fluorescence, that shows itself more or less distincly in several sub
stances formed in gelatine, may perhaps lead to further insight;
these optical phenomena are also found in bodies as milky colored
glass, that also contains invisible, extremely small particles, Others
however of the colloid solutions in gelatine are not only perfectly
transparent, but do not show any reflection of the light or fluores
cence; it may therefore he admitted that the division of matter in
gelatine approaches that of bodies soluted in water. In view of
phenomena as those stated here, the idea of being soluted·seems to
lose its sharpness of outline.

Equally interesting are the chemical reactions, which are the effect
of diffusion, on the substances formed in gelatine and in which one
may be passed into the other. If a Na Cl-gelatine is surrounded by
a Ag~ Or 0 4 gelatine the Na Cl diffuses from the former gelatineinto
the latter, the colloidal Agl! Cl 0 4 being not (or very little) diffusable,
while it is known (f i. by experiments of GRAHAnr and RUGa DE
VRIES) that the salts dissociated into ions diffuse as quickly in
gelatine as in water. Now when the Na Cl ions penetrate in the
bright red Ag2 Cr 0 4 the latter is converted into AgCl which, equally
colloidal in solution, remains transparent and spreads in the form
of a ring.

Astronomy. - On the motion of the Pole of the Earth. according
to the observations of the years 1890-1896. By Dr. E. F.
'VA.N DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN. (Communicated by Prof. H. G.
VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZI~N.)

1. In treating the meridian-observations made at Leiden in the
last 20 years, it was necessary to arrive at a knowledge as exact
£I,S possible of the change in latitude during that period and, before
investigating the Leiden observations in this respect, it seemed de-

1) JOI 1. Chem. Soc. 611 137, 61, 63, 111 568.
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sirable first to make endeavours to derive information from other
sources.

Since in 1891 the 14-monthly period in the motion of the Pole
of the earth had been found by CHANDLER, many computations
have been made on that subject by him. On the other hand the
chief series of' observations of the last 50 years were submitted by
H. G. v. D. SANDE BAKHUYZEN 1) in 1894 to a searching and
complete examination, in which the result of the Leiden observations
of the years 1864-1874 obtained by Mr. WILTERDINK'S 2) elaborate
researches, as compared to those of the other observatories, proved
to be entitled to considerable weight.

Meanwhile a beginning had been made with special series ofobser
vations having expressly in view the investigation of the problem
of the latitude and soon important results were furnished by the
voluntary co-operation of a number of astronomers. More than once
Prof. ALBRECHT has summarised those results in the reports of the
"International Geodetic Survey" and of late an ample report has
been given by him about the state of the problem in Dec. 1897 3) ,

in which he adjusted the whole series of the obtained results by a
continuous curve for the motion of the pole.

But a small part of these results could yet be used by H. G. v. D.
S. BAKHUYZEN and though it be true that CHANDLER has already
made many computations on this subject, yet often there is a lack
of judgment in the treatment of the observations, which in my
opinion justifies a new investigation covering now the whole of the
period of 1890-1897. The results I found being perhaps of some
importance apart from the particular aim for which I undertook
my investigation, I take the liberty of making them the subject of
a concise communication.

2. AI,BRECHT could use the observations of 19 observatories, viz:
of Tokio, the Cape of Good Hop", 10 observatories in Europe, 6 in
America and finally Honolulu; a temporary observatory having been
erected there in 1891-1892. With a few exceptions the observations
have been made according to the Horrebow method. Not in a single
place however do they cover the whole period, so ALBRECHT had to
undertake extensive computations to derive in successive approxima-

1) Report of the Meeting of the Roy. Acad. Amsterdam. Febr, 1894 and also
Astr. Nachr, vol. 136 and 137.

2) Report of the Meeting of the Roy. Aoad, Amsterdam. Dec. 1892.

J) 'I'ir, AtB:RIJCIlT, Bericht uber den Stand der Erforschuug der Breitenvariation
m December 1897.
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tions the mean latitude for each place and to join all the results
to a connected system of co-ordinates, by which the instantaneous
positions of the pole in respect to a mean one are represented.
Ar;BREcHT chose as eo-ordinate axes the meridian of Greenwich and
one 90° westward, passing centrally over America, and finally he gives,
besides a curve for the motion of the pole, the said co-ordinates .r

and y for every tenth of a year from 1890.0 till 1897.5.
The curve of ALBREcH'f is rather intricate and so we may take

for granted that his adjustment, performed undoubtedly with great
care, has strained the observations but slightly. Therefore I thought
myself justified in avoiding for my further computations the prolix
work of falling back upon the original observations, and in making
use of ALBREcHT's IV and y co-ordinates. Finally however I have
also compared my results with the original observations.

It being tolerably certain that the motion of the pole consists at
least in the main of a 14-monthly and a yearly motion, I have
examined.

1°. the 14-monthly motion;
2°. the yearly motion j

30. in how far the observations may be represented by the com
bination of a constant 14-monthly and yearly motion.

3. The 14-monthly motion.
Leaving the results 1897.0-1897.5 out of consideration for my

computation, I had 70 e- and 70 y- co-ordinates at my disposal.
Assuming for the present 432 days for the length of the period we
find 6 periods= 7 years and 35 days. So the data allow of a good
separation of the two motions, but the mutual commensurability is
not so ap!,~ximate that an easy determination of the elements
of both at the same time can be founded thereon. So I began by
deriving in 1st approximation the yearly motion and proceeded to
to use corrected :c- and y- eo ordinates to determine the 14-monthly
motion.

The computation of the IV and y was made quite independent of
each other and, assuming 432 days for the length of the period, I
united in both cases the 70 values to 8 means, which then formed
the basis for the computation of periodic formulae.

So I obtained:

t-2412439
IV =+0".151 cos 2 IT 432
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y = - 0".143 sin 2 n
t-24.12438

432

in which the epochs are expressed in J ulian dates.
By these my 8 means are represented as follows:

.r ohs. O_C l
yohs. O-C

+ 0".127 0".017 0".046 0".003

+ 076 + 7 115 + 13

040 + 7 118 + 18

145 10 085 22

164 21 + 036 12

056 + 10 + 157 + 28

+ 059 + 7 + 141 + 7

-1 120 15 + 042 21

and

V~A:v2 = ± 0".013 V.:£ A y2 = ± 0".017
n n

ALBRECH'f assumes 0".04 as mean error of his eo- ordinates,
according to which that of the mean of 9 values, with which we
operated here, would be 0".013. I

We thus see that the amplitudes found for .c find y are very
nearly equal and that the difference of phase amounts to 90° with
the difference of only a single day. The motion thus proves to be,
with considerable approximation, circular and to be direct, that is
with the rotation of the earth from west to east.

To determine the length of the period these results must be
united with the results of anterior observations. For that purpose I
did not retain the whole of the data used by H. G. v. D. SANDE
B.umUYZEN, but chose only the most certain results, namely those
from' Leiden 1864-1874 and those from Pulkowa 1882-1892,
for which the mean errors are by far the smallest. So I obtained
as epochs of maximum of IV, = epochs of maximum of the latitude
for Greenwich:
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'0-0 O-Oh

Leiden 1864-68 Fundam. Stars 2403394 +2 - 19

> 1864-74 Polaris 2403386 1) -6 - 27

Mean 2403390 -2 - 23

Pulkowa 1882-92 Vert. Circle 2410298 +8 - 7

Observ, 1890-96 Summ. of Albrecht 2412-139 6 + 13

Giving equal weight to the three results, we get:

Epoch of maximum 2408565

Period 431.11 days

and the differences Obs.-Comp. contained in the last columer
but one.

This epoch of maximum falls in 4 days before the one according
to the results of H. G. Y. D. S. BAKHUYZEN, whilst the length of
the period found by him was first 431.22, later 431.55. Had I
combined his mean epoch of maximum with my result then 430.36
would have been found for the-length of the period. -,

This result again agrees well with the supposition that the length
of the period has remained unchanged for the last 35 years. In
that entire period it cannot have differed much from 431 days and
such a great variability as CHANDLER assumes is now already con
tradicted by the observations. This appears, first in the differences:
Obs.-Ch. which I inserted in the last column of the above table.
In the second place however the consideration that just in the very
last years, according to both suppositions, the epochs must begin to
differ widely led me to investigate separately the three last years
of ALBREClIT'S summary. I operated only with the 3J co-ordinates
and determined from these the epoch in the same way as before.
This result, though necessarily less certain, an error in the assumed
yearly motion being now of influence, agrees however almost per~

fectly with that of the 7 years together.
I found:

Ep. of Max.

2413299

Obs.-C. Obs.-·Ch.

- 8 + 27

1) These numbers deviate 8 and 4 days from those in the summary of H. G. V. D.

S. BAKlIUYZ&N, as I interpreted the results of Wml'ERDINK somewhat dift'erently.
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The error of the hypothesis of CUANDLER is thus already rather
considerable in 1895.

Let us now consider the amplitude. Uniting according to the
weights my results obtained by the :c and by the '!J and adding to
them some values, formerly found, we obtain

Leiden 1864-68 Fundam. stars.

» 1864-74 Polaris

Pulkowa 1882-92

Final result of H. G. B. ]860-9~
Result 1890-96

Amplitude

0".156

o.158

0.189

o.168
o.148

We have to remark here, that the result of Pulkowa is probably
too small on account of the unequal distribution of the observations
of the individual stars, for which WILTERDINK applied a correction
in dealing with the Leiden observations.

So a change in the amplitude since 1860 is no more probable
now than it appeared before to H. G. v. D. S. BAKHUYZEN. On
the other hand we may not, as he already remarked, combine the
observations before 1860 with the later ones, certainly not so far as
the amplitude and perhaps not so far as the phase is concerned.
This might be reconciled with the conception of the 431 day-period
as a time of oscillation proper to the earth, when we assume 1) that
from time to time sudden causes may change the mutual position
of the axis of rotation and the axis of inertia.

Finally I should like to lay down as most probable elements of
the motion of 431 days since 1860

Time of transit through the posit. axis of x

Period .
Amplitude

consequently

" t-2408565
It = + 0 .155 COB 2 n -----4-31-.-1-

t-2408565
'!J = - 0".155 sin 2 1t 431.1

1) See also GYLDEN Astr. Naehr, Vo!' 182. N0. 3157.

2408565
431.1 days
0".155
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4. Yearly motion.

To the original .c's and y's of ALBRECHT the values according
to the 431 day-motion were applied, in order to derive from
the residuals the yearly motion in 2nd approxination, I employed
for that purpose however values deviating slightly from those found
above as the most probable. For the amplitude I adopted 0".151, for
the period 431.0 and for the epoch 2412439 (or 2408560), which is
that found by me from ALBRECHT'S summary only.

Taking the means of the corresponding values for the different
years, I obtained for .c and y 10 mean values, from which periodic
formulae, depending only on the sine and cosine of the single angle,
were derived, just as had been done in the 1st approximation.

The results found for the 7 years together deviated but slightly
from those which the 1st approximation had given, but I had now
also the opportunity of dividing the period into two and of deriving
the yearly motion from each half separately.

This seemed desirable, it being a priori very well possible that
this motion, probably caused by meteorological influences, might dif
fer considerably in the different years.

So I fonnd

from or

, t-261
1890-96 .c= + C} '.116 cos 2 'IT;-

365

. t-252
1890- 92 :c = -I- 0".123 cos 2n-

365

, t-269
1893-96 :c -= + 0 '.113 cos 2 'IT;"36'5"

from y

" t-143
Y= + 0 .067 cos 2 'IT; -365-

, t-126
Y = + 0' .087 cos 2 'IT; 365

0" 0 8 t-1(i3
Y = + . 5 ,COB 2 'IT; 365

The epochs of maximum are expressed here in days from the
beginning of the year j if they are expressed in dates they are:

to= Sept. 18

Sept. 9

Sept. 26

to= May 23

May 6

June 12

By the formula found for the whole of the period the means
employed are represented as follows:
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J! ohs. 0-0 11 ohs, o.:«:

0",034 0".009 0".060 0".008

085 + 2 011 + 6

117 2 + 032 + 8

107 7 + 060 + 4

061 15 + 054 13

+ 025 0 + 0:51 1

+ 089 + 2 + 024. + 7

+ 109 6 017 + 7

+ 089 11 058 2

+ 045 1 067 0

V:2 b,.:c'Z = ± 0".007 V~b,.y2 - ± 0".007
11. n

The mean residuals found by testing the mean values for the
half-periods have about the same magnitude.

For the entire period, as well as for both halves, the amplitudes
in J: and in y prove to be considerably different. .At the same time
the difference in phase clearly deviates from 90° = 91 days; it
amounts in the three cases to 117°, 124° and 105°.

So the orbit of the yearly motion of the pole is a rather excen
trio ellipse, whose principal axes are inclined to the meridian
of Greenwich.

'I'he motion of the pole in this orbit is very approximately a sim
ply harmonic one. The mean deviations of the observations are here
even considerably slighter than in the case of the 431-day motion,

In order to investigate this elliptic motion more closely, I have
in the 3 cases turned the co-ordinate axes through an angle such
that they coincided with the principal axes of the ellipses. Doing this
it appeared in the first place that the major axes of the ellipses fall
east of the meridian of Greenwich and form with it the following
angles:
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ellipse 1890-96 19° E.tst.

» 1890--92 29° »

;) 1893-96 100 »

Further we find for the components of the motion in the direction
of the principal axes:

t-Sept.28 ,,., t-Sept.28
1890- 96 x= +0".121 cos 2 71: y= - 0' 05, sin 271:--::,-::-:--

365 365

t-Sept. 23 t Sept 23
1890--92 x= +0".136cos 271: 0" 065 . 2 - .365 Y = - . szn 71: 365

t-Oct. 1
1893-96 a = +0".114cos2n--

365
r t-Oct. 1

y= -O'.055sin271:--
31>5

So the motion is direct, like that of 431 days, and the times to
express the times of transit through the positive halves of the
major axes.

The motions found for the two half-periods do not differ so much
that there is any guarantee for a real difference existing. It is my
opinion therefore, that for the present we must assume as the most
probable orbit for the yearly motion of the pole an ellipse, whose
major axis lies 19° east of the meridian of Greenwich and whose
semi-axes amount to 0 '.12 and 0".06.

As early as 1894 CHANJJLl!.R had found 1) an excentric orbit for
the yearly component; so on the whole I can fully confirm his result.
His ellipse however has a greater inclination (45° east of the meri
dian of Greenwich) and also a somewhat greater excentricity (semi
axes 0".16 and 0".05) than mine.

The results of absolute determinations of zenith distances are so
liable to systematic perturbations of a yearly period, that to my idea
they cannot contribute to a more accurate knowledge of the yearly
term of the motion of the pole.

The results obtained by the Horrebow-method too are certainlynot
quite free from these perturbations and particularly there would be
reason to fear for them the influence of the inclination of the strata
of air either in or outside the observing room. (see a. O. ALBRECHT

1) Astron. Journal, No. 323, 329 and 402.
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"Report etc." page ] 1-12). Yet I believe, especially on account
of the good mutual agreement of the results 1890 -92 and 189i3
9o, obtained by the cooperation ofobservatories partly different for the
two periods, that the results obtained are on the whole trustworthy.

To derive the yearly term IT G. v. D. S. BAKIIUYZmN also exclu
sively made use of the results then known of the Horrebow-obser
vations, namely the series of observations ofBerlin, Potsdam, Prague
and Strasburg made in 1889-1892. Of course onlythe x co-ordinate
can be derived from these and, computing the corrections for the
small differences in longitude by considering the motion as circular,
the result is :

t-Sept. ]2
.c= +011.112

COB 2 n
365

nearly coinciding with that which has now been derived from BO

much fuller data.
Let us finally consider what may be said about the meaning of

the results obtained. In 1890 RADAU 1) for the first time drewatten
tion to the fact that by cooperation ofperiodic displacements ofmass,
depending on the season, with the period proper of the axis of the
earth, then evaluated at about 304 days, motions of the axis of
inertia, caused by the above mentioned displacements, may be trans
mitted greatly magmfied to the axis of rotation. By the relatively
small difference between the period of the perturbing action and the
period proper, we have to do with phenomena which can be regard
od as resonance and consequently the possibility arises that the
relatively small displacements of mass which may be brought about
by meteorological influences, may cause a rather considerable motion
of the axis of rotation. Shortly afterwards the matter was more
fully investigated by HELMERT 2) who showed that the general el
lipne motion of the pole of inertia causes motions of the pole of
rotation in orbits, which in the various cases may have everyshape
from the circle with direct motion through more and more excentric
ellipses and the straight line, to ellipses with retrograde motion and
finally the retrograde circle. In the most favourable case (a direct
circular motion of the pole of inertia) the motion is transmitted mag
nified about 6 times, in the most unfavourable case (a retrograde

1) Bulletin astrou. T. VII, page 352.
2) Astron. Nachr. Vol. t26, NO. 8014.

4
Proceedings Royal Acad Amsterdam Vol I.
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circle) reduced to about one half. If the motion of'the pole of inertia
is not simply elliptic, but, more generally, expressible by a series of
periodic terms, these are transmitted more and more reduced to the
pole of rotation the higher the terms we reach. So in general to
irregularities in the motion of the former will correspond much
smaller ones in that of the latter.

All this remains not only true in principle, when we take the
period proper of the axis of the earth to amount to 431 days, but
also the numerical values remain about the same 1). So it is pos
sible and important to consider which motion of the pole of inertia
must be assumed to explain the yearly motion found for the pole
of rotation. Substituting my final results for 1890-96 in the gene
ral formulae, we find as co-ordinates for the pole of inertia with
respect to the axes finally adopted:

t-Sept.28
Il' = +0".055 cos 2 'If: 365

I, • t-Sept. 28
y = +0 .084 sw 2 'If: 365

that is, the motion must be reiroqrade, the principal axes have
the same direction as those of the pole of rotation, but the major
and minor axes have changed places, and the motion of the pole of
inertia is but slightly smaller than that of the pole of rotation. We
would have found a more considerable proportion had the ellipse of
the latter been assumed less excentric.

So after all little has been gained for the explanation of the
phenomenon. Only it .is perhaps more intelligible that the yearly
motion of the pole of rotation may be pretty regular, though apriori
the reverse be probable for the pole of inertia.

5. Compariso« of the observed motion with the sum of the two
adopted terms.

In the first place the ,~ and y of ALBRECHT have been compared
with the computed values. I adopted for the motion of 431 days
the same elements which have served for the derivation of the yearly
motion, and for the yearly motion my final results for the whole
period. So I found the following differences between observation
and computation expressed in hundredths of seconds.

1) See also NEWCOMB Mouthl, Not. 1892, March.

1
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a' Albrecht - ol' computed.

. 7 1=:E
-1 -6 -7

0 + 2 + 5

+2 -1 -2

-1 -2 0

-2 0 +3

-2 -2 0

+1 +2 +3

0 + 3

3 5

+ 2 0

t 7 -I.. 4,,

-10 -10

3 4

+ 3 2

,
1890 -10 - 6 -. 2

91 - 8 - 4, - 1

92 + 6 + 6 + 1

93 - 1 + 1 + 2

94> + 2 + 4, 4- 6

95 + 4 0 - 7

06 + 1 + 1 - 1

97 + 6 + 5 + 6

". .o! J. 2 CEJ3:!--·6--:---r-

+1+2+2+1

+ 3 + 1

o + 3

+ 4 + 1

+ 2 0

8 3

3 2

6

'!I Albrecht - JJ computed.

• 0 . 1 . 2 I '. 3 4, . 5 . 6 . 7 • 8 . 9

1890 - 4, + 5 + 9 + 8 + 4 + 2 - 1 -2 -3 -6

91 - 7 - 3 + I .j- 7 + 4 - 3 - 9 -11 -6 +1

92 + 7 + 8 + 2 - 5 - 8 - 1 + 4, +6 +1 0

93 0 + 1 0 - 2 - 4, - 1 - 2 -1 0 -1.
04 0 0 + 3 + 5 + I - 1 - 2 -2 -1 0

05 - 1 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 6 + 6 +6 +5 +1

96 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 2 + 2 + 8 + 9 +9 +2 +4
97 + 1 - 4, - 1 - 3 - 4, - 1

v ~ I::. 0'2 = ± 0".040 V:S l::. y
2 = ± 0".041) ,

n n

whilst ALBRECHT assumes as mean error ofhis co-ordinates the value
0".04, differing but slightly from the former. The residuals however
show more than once a systematic character.

In the second place the original results of observations - usually
monthly means - as they are communicated byALBRECR'f, werecom
pared with my formula, and for each observatory 1) the mean devia-

1) If there exist for one observatory various separate series of observations, I reckon
them each separately as ALllRECHT does; besides as he I use only the observations
till 1896.5. So, if we leave out 4 very slrort ones, we arrive at 27 series. Neither did
I take into consideration the observations which ALBRECRT laid aside on account of
clearly appearing systemlltic error.

4*
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tion of such a result was computed; by ALBRECRT himself the
comparison of the observations with his curve had already been
made. Moreover for every observatory A.LBRECHT'S residuals as well
as mine were united to half yearly means; that is to say means of
these residuals were taken for each summer- and each winter-half year,
and finally from these, mean deviations for those half-yearly periods
were computed. 1)

It would take too much space to communicate these comparisons in
extenso, so I shall restrict myself to a few results derived from them.

If we call D.A and D.B the mean residuals of the single results
of observation as found by A.LBREcHT and by myself, computed for
each observatory; D.'A and D.'B the corresponding quantities for the
half-yearly periods, I find, taking the means of the 27 values of
each of these quantities:

D.A (mean) == ± 0".061 D.'A (mean) = :t: 0".033
D.:s (mean) = ± 0 .071 D.':s (mean) = ± 0 .048

.A mong the 27 series D.:s is smaller than D.A in 5 cases. (Pulkowa
2nd series, Berlin 1at S., Cape of Good Hope, Potsdam 2nd s, and
Lyons) and larger in 22 cases; for the D.' the corresponding numbers
of cases are also 5 and 22.

If I use only the 18 series with the smallest mean deviations
from ALBRECHT. I find

D.A (mean) = ± 0".051 D.'A (mean) = ± 0".029

D.H (mean) = ± \) .061 D.'.o (mean) = ± 0 .041

The fact that the D. B are in general larger than the D.A may
be attributed to real deviations from my formula and to systematic
errors of the observations, which for a part will have been trans
mitted to the curve of ALBREcRT. As mean values for the sum of
those influences (deviation from my formula and partial influence of
the systematic errors), we find for all observatories together:

V2'(D.B
2-D.A}) = ± 0".037 V2'(D.'B

2-D.'A2
} = ± 0".036

27 27

and for the eighteen most accurate series only:

V~(b.d~-D.l~) = ± 0".033 V 2' (6.' 8
2
- 6.' A

2
) = ± 0".033.

18 18

So it appears: 10 that the combined influence of both circum
stances is very appreciable; 20 that influences are at work which

1) MenDS depending only on a single monthly result were neglected.
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operate in a constant direction for rather long periods, 30. that
in the most accurate series of observations they appear in a less
degree. So it appears certain that systematic errors have been at
work, as indeed had already been found before (see above).

How great however is the share of those systematic errors? In
this respect only the deviations of the various observatories compared
mutually for the same period can give us some indications and we
can use for this end the half-yearly means. 1£ we look into these
more closely we often find considerable differences between observa
tories situated close to each other, which must thus be due to
systematic error, but side by side with these we sometimes also
find criteria that real deviations from my formula may exist.

To show the first I have derived for the 4 observatories which
have furmshed observations during 6 successive half-years (Potsdam,
Strasburg, Carlsruhe and Lyons), by comparing the result of each
ODe with the mean of the 4, the mean value of the total error of
observation in the half-yearly mean of an observatory. The result
found is ± 0".049, that is a considerable amount and which,
as it agrees exactly with the value of D,,'n obtained above, would
as far as it goes tend to show that in this case 1) systematic
errors of the observations alone may account for the deviations
from my formula.

On the other hand a case pointing to a real deviation from my
formula is offered by the summer of 1895. Here follow for the
European observatories the deviations from ALBRECHT as well as
from me:

O-A O-B
Kasan + 0".025 0".022
Prague + 10 48
Potsdam + 33 30
Oarlsruhe 104 170
Strasburg 26 90
Lyons + 17 37

If a real deviation from my formula is indicated by this, it would
prove that the combination of a constant motion of 431 days and a
constant yearly motion does still somewhat fall short of the reality.
'I'hat the latter may be different in the various years is a priori
not improbable. It must be left to further observations, which will
have to be kept still more carefully free from systematic error, to
furnish more certainty upon this point.

1) The same criterion IS not so easily applicable to other obssivatories andin other
years.
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Physics. - "On a 5-cellar quadrant-electrometer and on the measu
remeni of the inten8ity of electric currents made with it." By
Prof. H. HAG.A..

During the last years I was repeatedly obliged to measure with
accuracy the intensity of a constant current of about ten ampere.

From the many methods which might be used, I chose that by
which the difference of potential is measured between the ends of a
known resistance, inserted in the circuit. As this method is excee- ,
dingly simple, capable of measuring currents of greatly different
intensities with an accuracy of 1/10 percent, it seems desirable to
me to draw the attention to this method.

A. good quadrant-electrometer is required. In 1893 HIMSTED'r 1)
described a 4-cellar quadrant-electrometer; the needles were sus
pended by a silvered fibre of quartz; the damping was obtained,
by hanging two vertical magnets at the lower end of the small rod
which bears the needles, the poles to opposite sides; so that they
could move within an annular spare in a piece of copper. The
magnets Dot forming a perfect astatic system, a small directing force
was left, because of which HIMSTEDT was obliged to make the
whole apparatus moveable round a vertical axis.

It seemed to me that this difficulty might be avoided, by rever
sing the HIMSTEDT method of damping, that is to say by hanging
a hollow copper cylinder movable in a magnetic field 2). A. 5-cellar
quadrant.electrometer with this damping was constructed in the
physical laboratory at Groninghen. The principal part of this
apparatus is represented by fig. 1; the brass cylinder round the
quadrants and the cylindric case round the mirror are removed.

The base of the instrument is a brass plate five mm. thick on
three levelling screws; the four quadrants are placed on the plate, .
insulated by glass columns; one of them may be moved micrornetri
cally. 'I'he terminals are attached under the plate, in order to protect
them from dust as much as possible. They are perfectly insulated
from the plate by ebonite, glass and shellac.

The whole apparatus for damping also is attached to the uuder
side of the plate; it consists of a circular magnet three cm. high

. (fig. 2), provided with the armaments a and b; in the latter not
ches have been filed, in which the poles of the magnet fit closely;

."

1) vYied. Ann. Bd. 50, p. 752, 1893.

~) Beibliitter, Bd. 19, p. 896, 1895.
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Fig. 1.

Proceed. Hoy. AClld. An,ateroalll Vol. 1.
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two brass plates c and d unite the
Fig. 2, llg of the real size. t cl th t th t- urmamen s an e magne, so a

they form one whole. Another pair
of brass plates e and f are bent under
a right angle, the vertical parts are
soldered to c and d j the horizontal
parts serve to attach the apparatus to
the under side of the plate. Also the
under sides of the armaments are
covered by a brass plate, in which
a copper tube is soldered, in which the
iron core k fits closely (fig. 1 and 2).
The hollow copper cylinder can move
in the annular space between the outer
part of the iron core and the inner
part of the armaments a and b j in

the middle of the plate is a hole as large as the space between the
armaments, so that a small aluminium tube may be slid over the
lower end of the aluminium rod, to which the needles are attached.
The tube bears an ebonite rod, which is screwed on the lid of the
hollow cylinder. In this way the cylinder is suspended exactly in
the centre of the magnetic field, the currents of air being excluded
by the brass plates round the armaments.

Moreover the apparatus bears a torsionhead and an arrangement
to move the needles in a vertical direction without their being dis
charged. The length of the suspending fibre is 17 cm.: the distance
between the lower and the upper plate is 13.5 cm.

As to the sensitiveness of the electrometer, it depends on the
suspending fibre to a great extent. With a silvered quartz fibre of
55_ It diameter a CLARK-cell caused a deviation of 760 mm. by
reversal, the needles being charged at 180 volt j distance of the
scale 2 M. In about half a minute the position of equilibrium WdS

reached after three oscillations.
As the total weight which the fibre had to bear, was 20 grams

(the hollow copper cylinder weighed 10 grams), a quartzfibre of 24 ,U

may also be used, through which the deviation would be increased
more than 16 times. The period, however, would be increased to
four times its former value.

If this very great sensibility is not necessary, a platinum wire1)
annealed in a candle-flame is to be preferred because of its

1) HALLWAcns. Wied. Ann. Bd. 55, p. 170, 1895.
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greater convenience in use. The elastic hysteresis 1) moreover IS not
to be perceived, as is proved by the observations mentioned below.
The 'WOLLASTON wire of 25 ft, supplied by HERlus can -bear but 4
grams, a platinum wire of 50 p more than 30 grams; most of the
later measurements have been made with this platinum wire. The
time of oscillation (l/2 period) is about 12 see., and as the damping
was so regulated that the needles were in rest after three oscillations,
the observation could already be made after 36 sec.

In order to be able to regulate the damping, the hollow copper
cylinder is so long thinned and shortened, till (the whole iron core
being in its copper tube) the movement is aperiodic. By moving the
core downward, the required damping may be obtained. Every wire
has of course its own hollow copper cylinder which fits it best.

In using the quadrant-electrometer the charging-battery is of great
importance. If measurements are to be made only for a short time,
a ZAMBONI pile or a battery of water-cells, consisting of small
test tubes filled with water, in which copper and zinc rods have
been put, is sufficient. If' the charging-battery, however, must be
kept ready for use for some months, these arrangements do not
suffice any more; 1101' have I succeeded in reaching this by
replacing the water by: paste of plaster or by gelatine with carbo}.
I was very much satisfied with 300 LECLANcHE-cells, supplied by
P. J. RIFF AND SONS, J. W. GILTAY successor. In the following
measurements the positive pole of this battery was connected with
the needles, the negative one with the earth.

Table I contains the comparison of six CLARK-cells, constructed
according to the instructions given by KARLE in Wied. Ann. Bd. 51,
p. 203, 1894, with a normal CLARK-cell furnished by R. FUESS,

at Steglitz near Berlin and tested by the Physikalisch-T'echnische
Reichsanstalt. This cell is called N, while the cells,here constructed
are marked A, B, C, D, E and JP.

The neg-ative pole of the cells, remained connected with the earth,
the positive one with one of the pairs of the quadrants, while the
other pair of quadrants was kept on zero potential, the position of
equilibrium was determined. By reversal these two connections were
interchanged and this was continued till five observations were made.

I) GERMAN: Elastische Nnehwirkung,
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TABLE I.

February 11th 1897.

Needles charged by 300 LeclancM cells; distance of the scale two metres.

Clark cell. jObservcd position of Deviation.equilibrium,

787.8
188.1

,

N.18°.0 787.8 099.~

188.1
787.8

788.0
188.1

A.. 18°.3 788.0 099.S5

188 2
788.0

-
787.2

187.2
B.18°.2 787.0 599.9

187.2
787.1

787.3
187.4

N. 787.1 099.8
187.3

787.1

787.1
187.3

B.18°.2 787.1 599.~5

187.4
787.1

188.2
788.1

A. 188.3 099.S
788.1

188.3

788.2
188.35

N. 788.1 099.S
188.25

788.0

186.0
785.9

U. 18°.0 185.9 800.0
785.9

185.9

784,.95

184.8
D. 18°.0 784.9 5 800.1.

185.0
785.0 5



185.1
785.2 0

18'5.1N. r 600.1.
785.2

185.)
,-

786.1
185.1

D. 18°,.0 785.2 600.1
185.1

785.3
- -

785.6
185.2

C.18°.0 785.5 600.3 0

185.1
785.4

790.9
._-.

191.1
N. 790.7 699.~

191.1'
790.8

791.1
,

191.6
E.18°.1 ' 791.0 699.tJ.

, 191.6
791. 0

193.2
792.5

099.4F. 193.1
792.5

193.1

193.0 '
792.7

N. 193 1 699.6
792.5

193.2

]92.9
792.4

F.18°.2 193-.1 599.-1:
792.6

193.2

791.1
·191.9°

E. 18°.1 791.3 699.~

7\l1.2
192.0°

..,-
791. \}

192.0
, .

N'.18°.0 791;7 . 699.8
192.0

71l1.7

Clark cell.

( 60, )

Observed position' of
equilibrium.

Deviation, -
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From these observations we deduce:

N. 599,8' lIT. 59~,9 N. 599,7
A 599,8 0 600,2 E 599,3
B 599,8 D 600,1 F ' 599,4

The difference of deviation, caused by N, must in my opinion,
be ascribed to the influence of temperature, in consequence ofwhich
the potential of the charging battery was changed. Ifgreateraccuracy
is desired, it is necessary to keep the temperature of the charging
battery and of the CLARK cell constant; in these experiments the'
CLARK cells were placed in glass vessels filled with paraffins oil,
and care was taken that the temperature could, not differ much
during the night preceding the experiments.

From this .series. of observations is seen: 1°. that with this platinum
wire the elastic hysteresis may be quite neglected and ~o. that with
one observation a difference of potential of1,4 volt may bemeasured
to at least 1/10 percent. -

Another great advantage of this method is that the CLARK cell,
does not yield a current. '

If, without examining in how far the deviation of the electro
meter and, the difference' of potential are proportional, we wish to
measure the intensity of an electric current, the resistance must be
chosen .in such a way, that at its ends the difference of potential
is nearly equal to that of a CLARK cell, and this must becompared
with a. CLARK cell. So a resistance of 0.14 ohm is required for
currents of about ten ampere; this resistance must be constructed'
in. such a way that the current cannot cause great differences of
temperature; therefore ten German Silver wires of %, mm. diameter
and about 112 M. long were arranged in parallel and placed in a
large basin' filled with parafflno oil; because of the small' tempera
ture coefficient it is sufficient to know the temperature to within'
three degrees .without making a mistake greater than 1110 percent.
The resistance itself was determined in the usual way. with the
WHEATSTONE bridge. Many measurements of the intensity of cur
rents have been made and ampere-meters have been tested with
this resistan?e 1).

1) That it is necessary to test ampere-meters repeatedly is proved by the fact, that
on an ampere-meter of CARPENTIER a current of 10 ampere was marked in

March '95 with 12 aIllp.
January '96 If 13,5 /I

March '97 If 14 If

October '97 If 16 If

Evidently the. magnet has been losing its strength continually.
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As it is, however, of importance to be able to use the flame
resistance for currents of different intensity, it was investigated, in
how far the deviation of the electrometer and the difference of
potential between the pairs of quadrants are proportional.

To this purpose the current of two accumulators was conducted
through a 1esistance of 1050 ohm, viz. 400 +300 +200+100+
100 +30 +20 ohm of a tested rheostat. By means of the side
plugs the difference of, potential could be measured between 500,
400, 300, 200 and 100 ohm, ID doing which the plug on one end
was always connected with the earth.

In order to eliminate the difference of the indication of the in
strument between the positive and the negative potential of the
same absolute value, the current was led in both directions through
the resistance; the two OLARK-cells A and B were placed together
in one cylindric glass vessel, filled with paraffine oil; the negative
pole of A and the positive pole of B were continually in connection
with the earth and the others by turns with the electrometer.

The following table contains the observed positions ofequilibrium
and the deviations, the smaller values of the deviation caused by
1 OLARK compared with those of table I are to be ascrihed to the
gradual weakening of the charging battery; measured with an
electrometer of BRAUN the 300 LECLANCHE cells had no more than
320 volt. Distance of the scale was 2 meters.

TABLE rr.

May 5th 1898. t = 15°.1.

Observed position of equihbnum. Deviation.

283 0
Clark B - 781 1 49S.1.

283.0
15°.1

78].6
Olark A + 284.8 496.S

781 6

203.8
8660 66~M'

203.8
500 Ohm

866 3
206.4 659.9

866 3
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-
Observed position of equilibrium. Deviation.

798.2
269 7 528.4

798 0
400 Ohm

267 6
797 5 529.95

267 5

331.1
728 2 39;'.0

331.3
300 Ohm

7288
332.7 396.1

728.8

866.2
5000Lm 206.3 659.9

866 2

660 2
396 0 26-1:.0

659.8
200 Ohm ----

395 1
659 1 264.0

395.1

458 9
590.9 131.9

459 1
100 Ohm ----

591.1
459 5 131.6

591 1

866.1
500 Ohm 206.3 659.8

866.1

282.0
OJalk B- 780 6 -1:98.5

282 2

781.2
Clark A + 284.2 49;'.0

781.2

The observation of the difference of potential at the ends of the
resistance of 500 ohm has been repeated a few times for one of
the two directions to find out, whether the intensity of the current
has changed during the experiment; it appears that it has remained
perfectly constant.

The results of this experiment have been collected in table Ill;
the two numbers between brackets represent the deviations caused
by the current in its two different directions.
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TABLE Ill.

Deviation.
Difference of potential in volt. Intensity of the

current

Observed. Calculated. in ampere.

Clark B - 498.1
497.5

Clark A + 496.8

662.2
500 .!1 061.1 1.900 1.905 0.003801

6,9.9

5\18.4
400 .!1 529.2 1.524 1.524 0.003810

529.9 5

397.0 ~i
300 .!1

\
390.6 1.143 1.143 0.003811

396.1

264.0 I200 .!1 I 264.0 0.7617 0.76]5 0,003811
264.0

131.9 I100 .!1
~

131.8 0.3800 0.3810 0.003805
131.6

Olark B - 498.5 I 4.97.7
Clark A + 4·97.0 \

Because of' the slight difference between the deviation of 1 OLARK

and the difference in potential a.t the ends of a resistance of 400
ohm, the proportionality between the deviation and the difference
of potential was. assumed, from which ] .524 V. was derived;
accordingly the intensity of the current was 0.003810 ampere;
if we multiply this value with the value of the resistances - taking
the very slight corrections into consideration - we find the "calcu
lated" differences of potential. Under "observed" differences of
potential the values have been given which are found in the sup
position of proportionality between deviation and difference ofpotential.
It will appear that this proportionality ranges within pretty wide
limits. The same fact is also shown in the last column where the
intensity of the current is calculated by dividing' the observed diffe
rence of potential by the resistance. It is a matter of course that
the deviations are reduced to angles.

If care is taken that the angle through which the needles are
moving, does not exceed 7°t, (agreeing with the deviation 529 by
reversal) and that the deviations do not become too small, so that
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the errors of the readings are less than 111000 of the deviation,
very different intensities may be determined with' the same resistance
to at least ]/10 percent. In this case the current. was weak, and it
is clear, how with the quadrant-electrometer we may determine
among others the constant of mirror ga1vanometers without any
difficulty. If on the other hand we have a »Normal Widerstand"
of 0.001 ohm, as it is constructed by SIEMENS and HUSICE for
instance, a current of 1000 ampere may be measured with the same
accuracy.

To conclude I shall point out "a circumstance which may occur
in some cases with such measurements, and which may cause very
great mistakes, and has rendered a great many of my own experi
ments worthless. In this laboratory 30 accumulators are coupled
in series, and different groups may be used in different rooms; in
my experiments the current, which passed also through the resis
tance, mentioned on page 6; was taken from a group of 5 accumu
lators; one end of this resistance was connected with the earth,
the other with the electrometer j when however in another room
another group of accumulators is used at' the same time and part
of the circuit is in connection with the earth in that room too, or
is not quite insulated, the end, connected with the electrometer may
be between two points which are in connection with the earth, and
the true difference of potential is not measured. A mistake of this
kind is at once found when we change the direction of the current j

moreover this mistake may be easily avoided by insulating the
cells used.

Physical Laboratory. Groninghen.

Physics. - »On the influence of the dimensions of the source of
light in diffraction phenomena of FRESNEL and on the dif
fraction of X-mys." (Third communication.) By Dr. C. H.
WIND (Communicated by Prof. H. HAGA).

17. In my former communications on this subject1), I have
pointed out (cf. Arts. 10 and 16) that the theory concerning the influence
of the widening of the illuminated slit, in the simple form at least
in which it was given there, cannot explain the fact that, when
the diffraction slit gradually narrows towards one end, the two
principal maxima continue to appear as two distinct bright or (on
photographic negatives) dark lines, even after the point of inter-

1) VersI. K. A. v, W. 5, p. 448 and 6, p. 79, 1897.
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sccting. According to theory there should be soon after the point
of intersection an area of nearly uniform maximal illumination in the
middle of the diffraction image, covering the whole region- between
the two places where in fact the maxima are seen. This difficulty is
solved by the optical illusion, which I have described in the Procee
clings of the May-Meeting. In cases like that mentioned - viz: those,
where a zone of uniform maximal illumination gradually P!1s~es on
both sides into zones of continuously decreasing illumination- there
are indeed two separate maxima to be observed on the borders of
the bright zone (cf. fig. 9 and 10 in the former communication).

18. This proves already that the optical illusion mentioned may
largely influence our observations of diffraction phenomena. As also
appears from some experiments, which I have lately made for this
purpose, this influence may evenbe so great, that the real distribution
of light in the diffraction images can hardly be deduced from imme
diate observation in many cases. So, for instance, it has struck me
repeatedly that the diffraction image of a slit still shows the principal
maxima with great distinctness, even when the luminous slit has a
considerable width, whereas theory indicates the excess of intensity
in the maxima, compared with the field round them, to become
smaller and smaller, when the slit is widened more and more. As
we know now, that under the influence of the optical ill usion
distinct maxima of brightness are observed even on the borders of
a zone of uniform illumination, provided that it passes into zones of
decreasing intensity, we may by no means wonder, if we see the prin
cipal maxima apparently continue to be clearly visible, though their
excess of intensity become very small. We may ask however,
whether, because of the optical illusion, the place where weobserve
our maxima of brightness be still the same as the placewhere those
maxima of illumination really occur. And without any doubt the
answer ought to be: no. Yet it may be presumed and experiments
have confirmed, that, as long as the principal maxima themselves
are of a considerable distinctness (excess of intensity), their apparent
place is only slightly influenced by optical illusion, that i. o. w.
the place, where our eye observes a maximum ofbrightness, is chiefly
determined by the principal maxima themselves. This explains why
some measurements of secondary diffraction images, mentioned in
my second communication on the subject, may have led to a taxa
tion of the wave-length of light which was not quite wrong.

19. Another remark relating to my former experiments is this.
The maxima observed in the secondary diffraction images are of a
pure white, though we should expect them to be slightly coloured,
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as their place, as deduced from the theory of those diffraction
images, is not quite independent of wave-length. We now easily
understand this particular to be also dUE! to the optical illusion.
1'110 differences of colour, which should really exist to some extent,
have intensities, which correspond to the real excesses ofillumination
in the principal maxima and by no means to the much greater
excesses of brightness, which our eye perceives there.

20. Whereas our optical illusion leads in this way to the expla
nation of some difficulties, it compels us on the other hand to give
up our former conclusion (cf. Art. 15), that the analogy between the
shadow images ofX-rays and of ordinary light justifies the supposition
that the X-rays consist of undulations. The facts mentioned in my
former communication sufficiently show, that even without a trace of
diffraction the X-rays could produce shadow images, which presentto
our eye the well-known bright and dark fringes. The photo a repro
duction of which is given lJ1 that communication as fig. 6 shows in
originali a characterwhichagrees perfectly with the (negative) X-shadow
images, obtained formerly by FOMM and others. Its dark fringes are
by no means less distinct than those of the X-shadow images men
tioned; and on the other hand the latter show very distinct bright
fringes 011 their outer sides - though there may have been paid
little attention to these fringes hitherto -, these bright fringes being
exactly those corresponding to the bright circular lines in fig. 6.
Moreover it is by ao means difficult -- as I pointed out in Art. 8
of my former communication - to obtain the X-shadow images
with the characteristic bright and dark fringes by using slits
of It considerable width (cf. fig. 10 of that communication). This
however would contradict with expectations founded on the suppo
sition of those fringes being caused by diffraction.

21. The optical illusion alluded to leaves, of course, beyond all
doubt the correctness of the theoretical considerations, communicated
before, on the influence of the widening of the luminous slit on
Idiffraction phenomena. Especially the simple method, developed in
order to take that influence into account, holds quite good as far
as concerns an exact interpretation of the diffraction images observed
and a calculation of the distribution of light, which may be expected
in diffraction images under given conditions 1). I

1) It is easy to see that my method for calculating the influence of the widening
of the slit on the distribution of light in diffraction images also applies, in principle
at least, to other diffraction phenomena than those of FRESNEL, e. g. to those of
FRAUNHOFER, and it is easy to conceive how this method is to be modified for
being applicable to such cases.

5
Proceedings Royal Acad, Amstcrdam V01. 1.
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The following question seemed rather important. What are the
different stadia through which the primary diffraction image, (pro
jected by the edge of a' screen f. i.), the luminous slit being gradually
widened, passes into the shadow image, belonging to a slit so wide
that diffraction has finished to be of any consequence; and howdoes
the diffraction image present itself to our eye in the different stadia
under the influence of the optical illusion mentioned. In order to
be able to answer this question I have photographed a series of
fifteen diffraction images of a rather wide slit, the luminous slit
having throughout the whole series an ever increasing width, but
the conditions of the experiment being left quite unaltered in any
other respect. The width of the latter slit ranged between such
limits, that the space through which the primary diffraction curve
must be displaced, in the construction of Art. 5, in order to obtain
a correct geometrical representation of the secondary diffraction image
we should expect, corresponded in the consecutive experiments to
displacements of the starting-point of the effective arch on the
spiral of CORNU, as by which the well-known quantity v of FRESNEL

varied from 0,2 (when the slit was narrowest) to 8,4: (when the
slit was widest). Applying the construction alluded to, I have on
the other hand drawn common-type graphical representations of
the distribution of light in the diffraction images belonging to the
consecutive widths of the slit. It is not the place here for a de
scription in details of the distributions of light expected and of
the distribution of brightness observed on the negatives; iT may
be sufficient to remark that most of the plates of the series
showed a considerable difference between the distribution oflight and
that of brightness, a difference even as concerns the general aspect
of the image. There is, however, not a total want of regularity
in these differences, I generally found that the eyeperceives maxima
resp. minima of brightness in, those places of the zones ofcontinually
increasing intensity (transition zones), where - in consequence of
undulations of the primary diffraction curve - the rate ofincreasing
of the intensity changes considerably. For the rest the diffraction
appeared to come forth pretty clearly in the first plates of the
series (the luminous slit being rather narrow), so far as concerns
the general aspect of the images, whereas its influence further on
in the series decreases more and more and is at last scarcely
recognised. The latter remark is of some importance especially
with a view to the following considerations.

22. The leading idea of the whole investigation has always been
the desire to get an estimation of the wave-length of X·rays, or
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at least a determination of a possibly low upper limit for such a
wave-length. With a view to this purpose Prof. HAGA and myself
have continued the experiments begun by Mr. TIDDENs; in the
beginning, however, always with a negative result.

Finally two experiments have been made these last days under
the following conditions. In both of them the width of the luminous slit
was (i = 49 f.l and this slit received the radiation of an X-ray tube
(with self-regulating vacuum according to the newestsystem of MULLER

at Hamburg), placed in such a way that the anticathode made a
very small angle with the axis of the arrangement (cf. Art. 1) in
01dor to procure the greatest possible: concentration of the pencil of
X-rays, terminated by the slit.

One of the ends of the diffraction slit was narrower than the
other, the latter being of a width of ± 400 ft, the other of a few
microns only. In the experiment A the distances were: a = 293,
b = 2gS cM., in the experiment B: a = 605, b = 615 cM.

Both the slits as well as the sensitive plate were attached to
firm stands, fastened by means of plaster to col~mns of compact
lime-stone, which were attached with plaster to the pillars or the
stone floor of the building. The time of exposition was a little
more than 8 hours for the experiment A, 40 hours for the expe
riment B.

After development each of the two plates clearly showed a thin
black line, sharpening towards one end and being the image of the
second slit.

By first observation there is no influence of diffraction to be
perceived on either of the plates, the borders of the black line
mentioned appearing almost absolutely sharp defined and the line
itself ending in a very sharp point. Closer observation, however,
shows on both sides a transition zone limited by a dark line OD the
inner side, by a bright one on the outer side. Finally, by looking
carefully at the lines under a microscope, magnifying about 14 times,
I have been led to the following observations.

10. On plate A the dark and the bright lines are pretty sharply
defined, much like those appearing in transition zones, where there is
no diffraction. The distance between the dark and the bright fringe
has for each of the transition zones an average value of about 67 p
over nearly the whole plate, while on the other hand the width of
the transition zones as calculated from the values of Cl, a and b
would amount to 50 ft, in the supposition of rectilinear propagation,

Comparing the plate with the series of images mentioned in
A.rt. 21, one llJay feel inclined to assume that the difference between

5*
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those 67 and 50 p be possibly caused by diffraction j but at all
events it is certain that the image of the slit on plate A does agree
pretty well in its aspect with the images on those plates of the
series for which v > 2, 3, but does not agree with the other images 
a peculiarity which is quite compatible with the rather small value
of the difference just mentioned. Hence follows, however, as is easy
to calculate, that - if we may speak of a wave-length ofX-rays 
we may assume:

2°. The dark and the bright lines on plate B are less sharply
defined; the dark lines seem even to have passed into rather broad
bands with 11 gradual decay of darkness towards the outer side, the
image beginning in this way to resemble, as far as concerns its
general character, the former plates of the series of experiments
mentioned in Art. 21. It might even be considered, from its general
aspect, as being exactly similar to those of the images of the series,
for which v is about 1,5. If we might take this similarity for
granted, it would follow that

Ax = ± 0,18 pp.

Influence of diffraction in this experiment is also made probable
to some extent by the fact that there have been found values for
the distance between the dark and the bright fringes in the tran
sition zones, which range between 76 and 91 p over nearly the
whole plate and amount to 78 on an average, so as to point to a
distance actually bigger than on plate A; in this respect we should,
however, remember that the measurements could not be effected
with a high degree of accuracy. On the other hand the point of
intersection of the dark fringes on this plate correspond with a lar
ger width of the diffraction slit than on plate A, which also seems
to point out an influence of diffraction. Nevertheless, though all
these particulars may be considered as possibly being caused by
diffraction, we ought to be aware it being by no means impossible
that they might have been caused by continual, though very slight,
vibrations of one or more of the stands, if only the manner in which
these stands have been mounted may have not quite prevented them
from any such continual motion.

30. In the neighbourhood of the point-end of the image of the
slit on piate A, my attention was repeatedly drawn to something,
that in my opinion may possibly be considered as a slight indication -

--- -----
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of It fan-like broadening of the image of the slit, chiefly manifesting
Itself in a diverging of the two bright lines of the outer side. If
we might assume, that this fan-like broadening really exists and is

I a consequence of diffraction, and further that such a broadening of
the image does not occur before the diffraction slit is so narrow as
to correspond at the utmost to a value 2 for the quantity v, we
should find by calcnlation, as the diffraction slit has proved by
measurement to have a width of 2,3 p on the spot where the
phenomenon is seen:

A:x: > 0,12ft ft .

Though on one hand I am aware that what I have described as
seeming to be a fan-like broadening of the image of the slit is in
its appearance so utterly mean, that everyone might feel justified
in not accepting my interpretation, yet it is on the other hand of
some importance, that this particular presented itself to my eye quite
spontaneously, I having had not the slightest expectation to observe
anything of the kind.

4°. After having observed the phenomenon mentioned under 3°
on plate A, I tried to find something of the same kind on plate
B, and indeed I succeeded in finding It place which gave an indi
cation of a phenomenon somewhat like it. The phenomenon being
even less distinct here than on plate A is in itself not astonishing
at all, as plate B on the whole seems to be much less affected
by the processus of insolation and development than plate A.
The spot where I believed to observe the fan-like broadening lies
higher here than on plate A, VIZ: on such a heightas to correspond
with a width of the diffraction slit of about 30 ft.

If the reality of this phenomenon might be accepted, we might
deduce from it by calculation:

A:x: > 0,15 ft ft.

suppositious of the same kind being made as before.
It is in agreement with the above remarks that the image of

the slit extends considerably farther, at the point-end, on plate A
than on plate B and less far on both the plates than would corre
spond to the real length of the diffraction slit. We may, however,
not attach too much importance to this fact, 1°. because plate B
shows on the whole a less intensive darkness than plate A, as has
already been said, and 2°. because the diffraction slit becomes so
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exceedingly narrow on one end, that we could not expect much
effect of the insolation on the corresponding parts of the negative,
even if diffraction were to be excluded from before hand.

I do by no means intend to say that by what precedes the con
clusion might be justified, that X-rays are diffracted and that they
have a wave-length of abou,t 0.1 er, 0.2 ft u; Yet, as we have arrived
through two or three independent ways at results which agree pretty
well, those results - though each of them, the first excepted, may
separately be of nearly no value at all - if taken together make
me believe, that the conclusion mentioned may possibly be not very
[ar [rom truth. Moreover they make a further investigation in the
same direction desirable, As to the result mentioned under 10. I
think it may be accepted without any restriction 1).

Physics. - The galvanornagnetic and thermomaqneiic phenomena in
bismuth, by Dr. E. VAN EVERDINGEN JR.' (OommttnicatiolZ
No. 42 from the Physical Laboratoru at Leiden, by Prof.
H. KAMERLINUH ONNES).

In order to explain the galvanomagnetic and thermomagnetic
phenomena RIECKE 2) assumes that a galvanic current is always
accompanied by a current of heat, and a current of heat by a gal
vanic current. The basis of these hypotheses lies in WEBER'S theory
of the conduction, of electricity and heat in metals; in this theory
also the conduction of heat is ascribed to the motion of charged
particles alone.

The velocities of the positive and negative particles are:
for a slope of potential of 1 O. G. S. unit per cM. u and - v

for a slope of temperature of 10 per cM. gp and gll'

In the magnetic field H a positive ion with the velocity U is
acted upon by a force H U for each unit of electricity.

RLECKE assumes further that the velocities in the direction of this
force of the particles are zero in the state of equilibrium in the case
ot the phenomenon of HALL j the equilibrium is reached by the
combined action of a difference of potential and of temperature
between the sides of the plate.

In this way he finds for the coefficient of the galvanomagnctic

1) With great pleasure I acknowledge the assistance given by Mr. C. Scrrotrm in
the measurements, necessary for the experiments.

2) Gott. Nnchr, 1898.
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difference of temperature (i. e. the difference of temperature per linear
cM. for a slope of potential 1 and a magnetic field 1)

uv(u+v)

U[Jn + v [Jp
=a . (1 )

and for the rotation of the equipotential lines Occurring III the
IJALL-effect

U2[In - v 2 [Jp

U [In + V [Jp
b • • • • • • • • (2)

In a similar manner he deduces:
Ooefficient of the thermomagnetic difference of potential

gpgn (u + v)

u[Jn+vg~
c . • . . • . (3)

d. . . . . . . . (4)

Coefficient of the thermomagnetic difference of temperature (i. e.
the rotation of the isothermal lines)

u v (gp - gn)

ugn + vgp

When these four phenomena have been observed, u, v, [Jp and .qn

may be calculated. Proceeding to this calculation, RIECKE says: "Eiue
thermomagnetische Temperaturddferenz scheint hier (bei Wismuth)
nicht vorhanden ZIl sein." Therefore he takes flp = gll, which consi
derably simplifies the formulae.

This remark however is not justified. As early as 1887 LEDUC 1)
observed the rotation of the isothermal lines in bismuth; this obser
vation was corroborated by the experiments of VON ETTINGSHAUSEN 2).

The rotation however is not very large and hence one might think,
that RIECKE'S assumption does not remain far behind the truth.
In order to decide this question I have repeated the calculation with
the data used by RIECICE, augmented by VON ETTINGSHAUSEN'S
result for the rotation of the isothermal lines. The latter found
with a plate of bismuth, 2,2 cM. broad and probably3) 4,8 cM.

1) O. R 104, p. 1784, 1887.
2) Wied. Ann. 33, p. 135, lR88.

J) See VON E'rTINGSIIA.USEN and NmtNsT, Wied. Ann. 33., P: 477, 1888.
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long, when two opposite borders of the plate were maintained res
pectively at 1000 and at the temperature of the room, in a magnetic
field of 9500 C G. S. a difference of temperature of 1/8

0 between
the two other borders. The slope of temperature in the middle of
this plate was probably no more than 10° per linear cM. Hence d

was about - 6.10-7, and the four quantities must be calculated
from

a = 2,98.10-10 b = - 7,16.10-5
C = 0,132 d = - 610-7

Eliminating gp and gll from the equations 1 to 4, we obtain

v2+(b+d)v+(bd-ac)=O .• (5) and u=v+(b+d) .. (6)

or
uv = a c - bd and u - v = b + d.

Only one of the two sets of values for u and 1', furnished by these
equations, satisfies aU conditions

u = - 0,005.10-5 v = 7,215.10-5,

whence we calculate by means of the relations 3 and 4

,9p = - 0,012 gn = 0,133.

It 1'3 evident that gp and gn are not even approximately equal.

The quantities gp and 9
n

, which according to RIECKE'S theory are
u v

proportional to the kinetic energy of positive and negative particles,
appear now to be

9p= 2,4.105

1£
gn= 0,0185.105

1.1

2. An objection which may be raised both against this calcu
lation and against that of RIECKE is, that the various coefficients
wen' not determined all with the same sample of bismuth, and not
all in the same magnetic field. Indeed we know how different the
results of experiments upon bismuth from different sources may
prove to be; and though theoretically all the phenomena are propor
tional to the first power of the strength of the field, practically this
Pl'0POI tionality is sometimes far from complete; VON ETTINGSHAUSEN
and NERNST f. i. obtained as constants of the HALL-effect ill mag-
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netio fields from 1650 to 11]00 values from -10,27 to - 4,95.
Moreover in the formulae the value of the resistance of bismuth
must be used, which depends largely on the strength of the mag
netic field. These considerations induced me to repeat the measure
ments of the various phenomena with the same plate of bismuth
and in the same magnetic field 1).

In order to avoid as much as possible the disturbances which
might be caused in cast plates by irregularities in the cristalline
structure ~), these experiments were made with a plate of bismuth
deposed by electrolysis in a solution of nitrate of bismuth.

During the experiments the plate was fastened on a little wooden
board under two copper strips, soldered to the copper tubes ser
ving to supply or absorb heat and at the same time as electro
des for the galvanic current through the plate. The thermo-electric
needles could be introduced between the plate and the wood at three
different, fixed distances from the copper plates, for which purpose
three grooves had been sawn in the wood. In measuring differonces
of potential the copper wires of the thermo-electric couples (German
silver-copper) were used. The space between the plate and one of
the poles of the magnet was filled up with cotton.

A similar arrangement of the experiments was used by VON

ET'l'INGSH.A.USEN and NERNST in their research on the phenomena in
pure bismuth and in alloys of bismuth and tin 8), with this diffe
rence, that as well the copper tubes as the thermo-electric needles
were soldered by them to the plate.

3. Measurements. Dimensions ot the plate: length ~,3 cM.,
breadth 1,15 cM., thickness 0,089 cM.

The experiments in which the thermo-electric needles were on the
middle of the plate are indicated by the letter A j those in which
they were placed on the side of the heated tube by B and the third
series by C. The distance between the two copper strips was 2,96
cM; the distances between the heated strip and the 1st, 2d and 3d

groove were respectively 0,65, 1,53 and 2,37 cM.
In judging the results, entered under Band C we should keep

1) See my communication in the Meeting of May 28, 1898, p. 53. Communications
Phys. Lab. Leiden, NO. 41, p. 13.

~) See my communication III the Meeting of April 21, 1897, p. 501 and June 26,
18!J'1, p. 71, 72. Comm. N°. 37, p. 17, NO. 40, p. 8, 9.

J) Wied. Ann. 38, 1'. 474. If in the course of this research also the rotation of
the isothermal lines had been measured, it would have furnished good data for a
calculation.
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in mind that the proximity of the well concluding copper strips
must cause a decrease of the occurring differences of temperature
and of potential.

Some observations were made in magnetic fields differing a little
from those mentioned below. 'I'he communicated numbers were then
obtained by graphical interpolation, just as the numbers of VON

ETTINGSHAUSEN and .NERNST, entered under v. E. and N., which are
given for the sake of comparison.

a. Galvanomagnetic difference of temperature. The method of ob
servation was the following': when the current through the plate and
the magnetizing current had been closed during about 15 minutes
and the temperature had become approximately constant, the deflec
tions with both thermo-electric couples were alternately read at con
stant intervals, f. i. 4 times that with the first and 3 times that with
the second. Then the magnetic field was reversed, after some minutes
the series of experiments repeated, thereupon the magnetic field
reversed again and a third series of experiments made. Afterwards
this whole series was repeated with the direction of the current
through the plate reversed.

Each series of 7 observations furnishes a mean difference of tem
perature between the upper and the lower border of the plate. The
difference between the mean of series 1 and 3 and series 2 gives
double the galvanomagnetic difference of temperature. Finally the
mean was taken of the results with both directions of the current.

During these experiments water at the temperature of the room
was flowing through both tubes But for this precaution a difference
of temperature of about 30° might arise between the two borders
where the current entered and left the plate, caused by PELTIEH.
effect; in consequence of the rotation of the isothermal lines a sen
sible error might be caused by this difference of temperature.

Current through the plate 3,0 amperes.

D i f fer e n c e 0 f t e In per a t u rei n °0.

Magnetic field

.d. B

1350 0,00

2730 + 0,03 + 0,02

4800 0,16 0,10

6100 0,29 0,20

c

+ 0,09

I
v E. andN

(current 5,6)

+ 0,95

1,66

2,12
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b. HALL-effect.
The observations were made by means of the method of corn

pensation 1).

IIALL-c o n s t a n t

Magnetic field. ------_------,.-----_,__----

.ti B 0 v. E. and N

] 350 14,2 11,7 11,5 10,5

2730 B,l 11,1 11,1 9,3

4800 \12,~ 10,2 10,2 8,0

6100 11,8 9,9 9,7 7,1

c. Transverse thermomaqnetic difference of potential.
For measuring this phenomenon the upper and lower borders of

the plate must be connected through the galvanometer; as moreover
the current of heat cannot be reversed momentaneously, we are
obliged to observe the change in the deflection on the reversal of
the magnetic field. These reversals occurred every minute; the
readings were taken just before reversing.

In this measurement the rotation of the isothermal lines causes a
disturbance. Though the rotation is not considerable, yet tho distur
bances are not to be negleeted ; for on the I eversal of the field the
sign of the difference of temperature between the borders is changed;
moreover we have to do with a thermo-electric couple bismuth
copper; in fact the disturbnnces assumed sometimes a value of 60
'wale-divisions, which would cause an error in the difference of po
tential of 1800 C. G. S. units.

The current of heat "as obtained by conducting steam of 1000
through one of the tubes, and water at the temperature of the room
through the other tube. Thc slope of temperature, which we must
know ill order to calculate the coefficient of this effect, is not the
same in different sections, in consequence of the loss of the heat
absorbed by the surroundings. Therefore I have measured the tem
perature in the three places and found for A ± 34°, B 50° and
C 28°. Thence the slope of temperature given below was deduced
by graphical interpolation.

I) See communication of May 30, 1896, p. 47. Comm, N0. 26, 1). 1.
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.d I B c v, E. and N

< 4828Magnetic field. Slopeofternp.H t --!!-- ..1.- _

Transverse thermomagn, diff of temp in C.G.S. umts

1350 - 1650 -- 3390 900

2730 -1300 - 5130 825 + 4900 1)

4800 + 1350 - 4020 + 700 + 8600

6100 + 4480 -1200 + 2600 + 10700

A

/ C
1/

t /..
/ /

1/ /
/1,1('

,,,a 1/ .
~ R'
\' "'I<. '''~ ..f D
\ "- /'

\ - /

c \ /

\. /
.v

\ j-

-, 1/
'k.. - v

.1JD

.SPOO

In the graphical representation all observed differences of potential
have been inserted i the abscissae are strengths of the field, the
ordinates differences of potential, both in C.G. S. units. I

!()(JP d. Transverse thermomaqne-
tic difference of temperature
(rotation ofisothermal lines).

This difference of tem
perature might have been
observed after the same
method as the galvanomag
netic difference of tempe
rature i just as the latter
it arises gradually. In con
sequence of the heating of
the surroundings however
the temperature in the plate
was not so constant as in
the experiments without a
current of heat i moreover it
was desirable, with a view
to the correction of the
thermomagnetic difference
of potential, to measure the
rotation under quite the
same circumstances as in

those experiments. Therefore the variation of temperature on the
reversal of the field was here determined for each of' the thermo
electric couples seperately.

1) The breadth of the plate wns here 2,2 cM.
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A.

Slope of temp 14 I
B

28

o
8

Transverse thermomagn, dill. of temp. in QC

1350

2730

4800

6100

- 0,04

0,09

0,14

0,16

- 0,06

0,12

0.18

0,23

- 0,04

0,06

0,07

4. Generally these results differ rather considerably from those
of VON ETlINOSHAUSEN and NERNST. The galvanomagnetic difference
of temperature is smaller and increases nearly in proportion to the
second power of the strength of the field instead of the first. The
HALL-effect is larger - larger even than has ever been observed
in bismuth - and increases more with the magnetic force. For
the thermomagnetie difference of potential we find in the weaker fields
even another sign than wasobserved before; only in the strongerfields
the sign agrees again with the observations of VON ETTINGSHAUSEN
and NERNST; accordingly the effect, when positive, increases more
than proportional to the first power of the magnetic force.

Probably the most important cause of this difference is the diffe
rent purity of the bismuth; also the circumstance, that my bismuth
was deposed by electrolysis may have some influence.

The behaviour of the alloys of bismuth and tin may now serve
in order to indicate which bismuth is purer. VON ETTINGSHAUSEN
and NI~RNsr experimented upon bismuth, considered as chemically
pure, and four alloys with increasing quantities of tin. They found:

a. The galvanomagnetic difference of temperature has a maximum
in the alloy with 1% of tin. In the alloys the increase is less than
proportional to the fhst power of the magnetic force, in bismuth it
is almost proportional to the magnetic force.

b. The HALL-constant is in the alloys much smaller than in
bismuth j the relative decrease with increasing magnetic forces grows
with increase of the quantuy of tin.

c. The transverse thermomagnetic effect is largest in bismuth j the
longitudinal thermornagnetic effect Oll the contrary has a maximum
in the alloy with 1% of tin. The increase in the alloys is less
than proportional to the magnetic field j in bismuth it is nearly
proportional to that field.

Hence in respect to a and b my bismuth and the alloys differ
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in opposite senses from the bismuth of VON ETTINGSHAUSEN and
NERNST; also with respect to c, if we regard only the relation
with the magnetic force, whilst the discrepancy of sign If> not fonnd
in the alloys.

That indeed the b.smuth of the physicists mentioned was not
completely pure is moreover proved by "hat follows: the temperature
coefficient of the resistance was found to be negative, whereas with
the electrolytic bismuth from HAR'nrANN and BRAUN according to
FLn:M:ING and DEWAR 1) it is positive ann just as in other pure
metals i the conductivity was 4,8.10--6 instead of 8,6.10-6 with
elect! olytic bismuth) and the increase of resistance in a magnetic
field 8400 was 30% against 40% with the electrolytic bismuth
according to HENDERSON 2).

Hence very likely the bismuth used by me was very pure. By
this result the confidence in the iesults of the experiments is aug
mented i yet I will indicate a possible, though Improbable disturbance,
which might account for the change of sign in the transverse effect.
It is namely possible that the thermo-electric needles did not follow
completely the' variations of temperature of the plate, and that
therefore the disturbances caused by rotation of isothermal lines was
greater than was calculated. If we consider however, that I found
for that rotation greater values than VON ETTINGSHAUSEN found
with soldered thermo-electric needles, that after 1 minute the deflections
varied rarely more than one scale-divrsion, and that my values for
the rotation would have to become at least 6 times greater in order
to render the effect positive in all cases, then it will be agreed that
this explanation is very improbable, I intend however to repeat one
of the experiments with soldered electrodes.

5. Before proceeding to the calculation of u, v etc. from the new
data I wish to point out a remarkable discrepancy between RIECKE'S

theory and my observations.
According to formulae 1 find 3 the ratio of the coefficients of

thermomagnetic difference of potential and galvanomagneticdifference

. 1 gp gaof temperature IS equa to _.
u v

gp ga I- and - however are equa to
u v

1) Proc, Roy. Soc. 60, p. 73 and 425, 1896. A smnlnr result I obtained with
bismuth from Obe)8cltlema. (See my dissertanon P: 99).

2) Wied. Ann. 53, p. 912, 1894.
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and 1 2
- pn Cn
2 e

(see § 12 of Rmoxa's paper) where e denotes the charge in electrc
magnetic units, up and fin denote masses and Cp and Cn velocities
of tl e charged particles. Of course the product of these quantities
can never be otherwise than positive Now for the galvanomagnetic
difference of temperature always a positive value, for tbe therrno
magnetic difference of potential m weak fields however n ueganve
value was found. The regularity with which this phenomenon showed
itself, appearing f. i. from the graphical representation, proves that
there can be no question of errors of observation; none of the known
thermomagnetic phenomena can cause a systematic error; hence the
negative SIgn of the thermomagnetic difference of potential in weak
fields is not to be reconciled with RJECK~~'S theory in its present
form.

But even If we will not insist upon this negat! ve SIgn in the
weak fields, the positive value in stronger fields leads III connection
with the other quantities to conclusions, which give rise to the
question whether in the theory everything' has been taken into con
sideration.

For the calculation I chose the magnetic field 6100 and the series
of observations A. We find then

a = 1,05.10-10 b =-8,83.10-6 C = 4,56.10-2 d=-1,63.10-G•

In the calculation of a and b for the resistance of the bismuth,
which has not yet been determined by me, was taken the value
which FJJEl\IING and DEWAR found in a field of 6100, namely
134.103 in O. G. S. units.

The formulae 5 and 6 give

1t = - 0,157.10-5

whence we deduce further

[Jp = - 1,304

so

[Jp = 8,3.105
U

v = 8,84.10-6

[J1l = 0,046

fin = 0,0052.1 05
V
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This result does not appear to me very probable.
6. I wish to defer a comparison between theory and experiments

entering into more particulars until also the longitudinal pheno
mena: the conductivity for electricity and for heat, the change of
these in the magnetic field and the longitudinal thermomagnetic
effect have been investigated in this plate.

I think it probable that RJECKE'S theory will have to be modified.
Firstly also the variation in the magnetic field of the conductivity
for electricity and heat might be included in it. The observations
of these phenomena prove that the variation is much smaller for the
thermal conductivity than for the electrical conductivity. This indi
cates, I think, that the theory wrongly ascribes the whole conduc
tion of heat to the charged particles 1). It would be desirable to
try whether it is possible, taking this into account, to explain the
phenomena with the assumption that the kinetic energy is the same
for positive and negative charged particles, which seems at first
sight more probable. .A t the Flame time it might perhaps be recom
mended to omit, in the deduction of the formulae for the four trans
verse phenomena, the condition that the velocities of the particles
in the direction of the electromagnetic force should be zero, and to
replace it by a similar condition as was assumed by me in the
theory of the HALL-effect m electrolytes 2). Finally it will appear
necessary to make some hypothesis in reply to the question, what
happens with the charged particles when they reach the borders of
the metal RIECKE himself indeed has observed 3), that it is not
possible to formulate a complete theory of thermo-electricity with
the aid of his hypotheses whitnout accounting for the conditions at
the junction of the two metals and forming- an idea about the reci
procal influence of ponderable molecules and electric particles.

Physics. - On the deviation of' DE BEEN'S experiments [rtmi VAN
DER WAALS' law of continuity. By Dr. J. VERSCHAl!'FELT
(Communicated by Prof. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES).

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting).
\

1) See my dissertation p. 114

~) See communication of May 28, 1898, p. 48. Comm. N°. 41, p. 6.

I) §8 of his paper.
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Physics. - The composition and the volume of thecoexisting vapour
and liquid-phases of mixtures of Methylclzlol'ide and Carbonic
acid. By CH. M. A. IIARTMAN (Communication N°. 43 [rom the
Physical Labomtory atLeiden, byProf.H. KAMEHLINGH ONNES).

§ 1. VAN DER WAALS' theory of mixtures has already given rise
to numerous observations. KUENEN f. i. has determined the isother
mal lines for three different mixtures of methylchloride and carbonic
acid in the gaseous phase in order to construct the I/l-surface up to
the border-curve for different temperatures and to obtain data about
the values of al,Z and bl,g. 'I he phenomena in the neighbourhood
of the plaitpoint have also been investigated by him for different
substances. Through this the shape of the connodal lines in the
neighbourhood of the plaitpoints has become fairly well known.

It was very desirable that now also a first plait crossing the 1fJ"

SUI face from one side to the other should be traced experimentally
with special indication of the coexisting phases. If at a given
temperature the composition and the density of these phases are
known we may draw the projection of the connodal line in the x-v
plane and in this figure we may draw the projections of the tangents
which unite the coexisting phases on the surface.

To obtain the data required for this has been the purpose of this
investigation. I have chosen methylchloride and carbonic acid for
substances because many data about the mixtures of these two have
already been gathered by KUENEN. I

§ 2. Fig. 1 may serve to explain the principle of
the method of investigation that has been followed.

The coexisting phases are contained in a wide reser
voir R. At the upper end of the reservoir we may
isolate a definite volume of the vapour-phase by
shutting the cock Bl and draw it off by means of the
cock B2 and receive this above mercury in a common
gas tube. The quantity of this is found by measuring
the volume, pressure and temperature of the gas and
the composition is found by having the carbouic acid
absorbed by potash.

In the same way we may isolate a definite volume
of the liquid-phase at the lower end of the reservoir.

The volumes of the liquid.space A and of the
vapour-space B have been determined by measuring
the volume of oxygen which they can contain at high
preslmrc.

6
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The equilibrium between the two phases is obtained by stirring,
with the aid of an electro-magnetic. stirring-apparatus, as has lately
been described by VAN ELDIK 1) (see § 6). In this manner-a perfect
equilibrium must be obtained within the wide' reservoir. The cocks
Al and B1 are wide open during the stirring. Care should be taken
that the composition of the substance in the- space B should be the
same as that of the rest of the vapour-phase in R, and therefore,
after sufficient stirring (or while carefully continuing the stirring)
as much of the vapour as is contained in the space B must be
slowly blown off by slightly opening the cock B2, after which the
cocks B2 and B1 are successively shut. In tapping from the liquid-
phase the same is done with respect to the cocks Al and A2• ,

The spaces A and Bare 0,0778 and 3,25 e.o.m., while the volume
of R is about 150 c.o.m. So we may assume that the change of the
composition of the liquid and of the vapour during the tapping may.
be left out of consideration, if the tapping be done with the neces
sary care in the way described, above, and that the 'compositions of'
1iquid- and vapour-phases, found by analysis, indicate the .composi
tions of coexisting phases at the temperature and under the pressure
at which the' tapping is done. I, intend to connect with the present
apparatus the compound hydraulic pumpfor moving coexisting phases
(described in the Proceedings of the Meeting of May 27th 1897 p.
21) by means of which the permanent equilibrium between the phases
may' be still better secured. .
, In order to keep the temperature constant, the apparatus is placed
in a water bath (see § 5).

The pressure of the coexisting phases is 'measured before and after
the tapping by means of the manometer connected with p(see § 4).
The average of both measurements is taken as the pressure, to which
the coexisting phases belong. ' .

When one measurement has been .performed we may makea second
determination by tapping once more, and so on, as long as .the
quantity of the liquid phase in the reservoir is sufficient. At' each
successive determination' we find a new value for the pressure to
which the new pair of coexisting' phases belongs.

In this way a series of a certain number of 'successive determina
tions war) generally made at the same temperature.

§ 3. Description of the appm'atus (fig. 2-4).
The reservoir R consists of a drawn brass tube (long 55 cM.

internally) closed at both ends by a plug screwed and soldered in

1) V. ELDIK, Proceedings of the Meeting of May 29 '97' P: 20.
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it. The liquid-space A is contained between the needle points of
a double cock; the chamber of cock Al is connected with the reser
voir by a brass overpipe a, which is provided with two nuts, and
in which a narrow steel capillary tube has been soldered which is
so long that the lower end of it reaches as far as the chamber of
Al and the upper end not only goes through the plug but emerges
nearly 5 m.m, beyond it.

Thus has been obtained that the communication of R with A
has as little volume as possible; while at the same time at the
lower end of the reservoir an annular space has been formed, in
which. may settle particles from the walls or from the packings
which during the distilling of the gas might get into the reservoir.

A rim on the plug protects the capillary tube from being damaged
by the stirring-rod.

In the plug at the upper end of the reservoir three copper ca
pillary tubes have been soldered.

One of these, b, leads to the cock B I ; the vapour-space B consists
in a spiral made of a copper capillary tube (long 80 cM.) of the
same diameter. Care has been taken that the channel through which
the vapour streams out has the same diameter over its whole length
in order to prevent as ,much as possible the condensing ofthe vapour
by adiabatic expansion.

A second tube c leads to the cock C2 and serves to connect the
purifying apparatus with the reservoir. 'I'he third tube d connects
this reservoir with the apparatus for the measuring of the pressure.

§ 4. The measuring of the pressure.
Special care is required for this. By filling the tube which leads

to the closed air-manometer with mercury, we may prevent conden
sation or evaporation in that tube caused by differences of tempe
rature between that tube and the water-bath of the apparatus. But
then the mercury-meniscus on which the vapour presses must be
within the water-bath and moreover it must be visible in order to
enable us to read the difference in height-with the meniscus of the
closed manometer.

Therefore the tube d has been connected through the cock Cl
with the copper capillary tube e, which ends in the upper part of
the glass reservoir D, which is again connected with the mercury
in the air-manometer through the steel capillary tubes t, g and the
steel cock DI • WIth a view to greater accuracy twoair-manometers
are used I the one for pressures from 4 to 20, the other for
pressures from 18 to 90 atmospheres, so that their indications may
be compared together.

6*
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The pressure-cylinders of the two manometers are connected at
their upper ends with an hydraulic pump; from the latter and from
the tube h they are separated by cocks, so that each of them may
be put out of use separately. By means of the hydraulic pump the
mercury may be forced from one of the pressure-cylinders into the
capillary tubes h, g and t, and so at the required height into D.

The difference in height of the mercury in D and in the mano
meters is taken into account as a correction for the pressure.

The volume of lJ is so large that after a change of pressure the
mercury-meniscus in it always remains visible, without the hydraulic
pump being required continually.

§ 5. The toater-baih,
A. constant temperature is obtained by causing- water to flow

through the water-bath in which the apparatus is placed. Whenever
water from the main was used the temperature was regulated by
means of the same apparatus which was used by Dr. VAN ELDIK

in his investigations on capillary ascension 1).
If the temperature of the water from the main was higher than

was required for the observations it was cooled by means of ice
and a circulation was brought about, on the whole agreeing- with
that used by Dr. .DE HAAS in his researches on the viscosity ofliquids !).

The water-bath is made so that the whole apparatus may beput
into it from above. For this the fourcocks B l , B2, 01, O2 are mounted
on a base-plate H, to which the cover K of the water-bath is
fastened. In the centre of this cover is an opening to let through
the tubes e and f; a rim surrounding that opening serves tofasten
a glass tube L in it. Besides in the four corners of the cover are
smaller openings in which the tubes b' and c', the other end of
and a thermometer are tightly fixed by means of corks. A.t the
lower part of the base-plate is screwed an anglepiece with sliding
tube supporting the reservoir.

The water-bath itself consists of a rectangular box M, containing
the four cocks and 1I cylinder N, surrounding the reservoir. In the
front of the box are four openings with necks corresponding' to the
steel pins of the cocks; when these have been placed into the water
bath we apply brass lengthening-pieces to those pins and the ope
nings are shut water-tight by means of corks. The double cock A
has a water-bath of its own soldered to it; an india-rubber ring
P (high 10 c.m.), which can slide along the cylinder, and when it is

\ 1) VAN ELDlK, 1. c. p. 22 Comm, etc. N°. 39.
') DE HUB. Dis. Leiden 1894, p. 8.
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tightly fixed completes the waterjacket. One of the glass side-walls ofthe
box M enables us in the case ofa leak in the apparatus, to find out where
the gas escapes. As in the water-bath alone there are twelveconnections
with overpipes and nuts, this measure it! not superfluous.

During my observations at 9 to 10° the temperature in the room
exceeded that of the water-bath. In this case the waterflows into the
apparatus through E and can leave it through the pipe F; we may then
expect the temperature of the water when flowing through to risea
little, but 'by no means to fall. Thus we prevent the liquid from
distilling from R into D. Yet from time to time a small quantity
of liquid appeared on the mercury in D; however no perceptible
disturbance of the equilibrium between the two phases ensued, at
least the manometer showed no permanent change.

In case the temperature of observation should exceed that of the
room 'the same result may be obtained by letting the water in
through F and by causing it to flow off throug-h E. G may serve
here to prevent the level from rising too much if F for the time
being does not lead off a sufficient quantity.

§ 6. The Btit·ring.
The soft iron stirring-apparatus consists in a little rod (long

15 m.m.) provided at both ends with a disc (broad 12 m.m.) and
moved electro-magnetically by means of a coil B, outside the water
bath. A cylinder T of sheet iron fitting round the reservoir moves
together with the coil and serves to concentrate the lines of mag
netic force in its axis. The current for this coil is supplied by four
portable accumulators.

§ 7. The analyses.
The composition of the gas-mixture, received above the mercury,

is determined by having the carbonic acid absorbed by pieces of
caustic potash (oylindres of 10 to 15 m.m, length). They must not
be too dry, else we are not sure that all the carbonic acid will be
absorbed. But on the other hand care must be taken that those
pieces are not too moist, as a separate experiment showed that the
methylchloride is dissolved by a saturated solution ofcaustic potash.
After some practice I soon succeeded in introducing potash in the
desired state of humidity into the gasometric tubes.

For some days the gas is left m contactwith the potash. In order
to hasten the absorption the tubes are plunged as far as possible
into deep reservoirs filled with mercury, each consisting in an iron
gaspipe, closed at the bottom and carrying at the top a wide glass
basin. The absorption of the carbonic acid may also be hastened by
moving the tube in the mercury up and down.
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In determining the quantity of gas in the tube the latter is sunk
into the mercury so deep that the measuring of the volume and Of
the pressure of the gas may be done with the same accuracy. Fitting
round the tube are elastic cylinders of thin sheet iron, provided
with sharp points, which are bent downwards. The needle is pointed
at the mercury surface, and the rim allows to read the divisions on
the glass tube. In doing this an india rubber stopper bearing a
g-lass water-jacket is fixed round the glass tube. By means of this
simple contrivance we know also the temperature of the gas to b~

measured and so the volume may be reduced to 0° C and 1 atmosphere.
In determining the quantity of the liquid-mixture and of the

vapour-mixture drawn off, we also take into consideration the portion
of the mixture which remains in the spaces A and B after the
flowing off under the barometric pressure. Especially for the vapour
at low pressure this should not be disregarded.

As the measuring tubes were filled with mercury in the ordinary
way, there remained a small quantity of air in the theoretical vacuum;
this quantity was determined and taken into account.

§ 8. Results.
The plait on the lp-surface of carbonic acid and methylchloride

~.v
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tr~.VJ

at 9°,5 has been investigated. As it was especially important to
learn as well as possible the character of the plait at one definite
temperature, corrections were applied for slight differences in order
to reduce all the determinations to the same temperature. The results
obtained as derived from the determination of ten coexisting phases
are only provisional; but yet they are sufficient to show us the
character of the plait as resulting from the observations. .A. graphical
representation of the results will be sufficient.

Fi~. 5 gives the quantity of methylchloride contained in the mixture
(~g of VAN DER WAALS) in function of the pressure in atmospheres (RS

ordinate) for the liquid- and for the vapour-phase. FIg. 6 shows
further the value of the logarithm of the volume in function of :v.
As unit of volume of a mixture we have chosen that at 0° C. and
1 atmosphere. For the sake of a convenient representation the loga
rithm of the volume instead of the volume itself has been chosen
as ordinate (turned towards the bottom of the page). From this fignre
and some lines drawn in it, which connect the coexisting phases,
we may immediately deduce the projection on the x-v plane of the
connodal curve with the conjoint points of contact.
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It is remarkable that the liquid-curve in fig. 5 should differ so
little from the straight line. So it seems that for these mixtures
at the chosen temperature the vapour-pressure of the liquid-phase
may be represented with near approximation by:

in which PI and P2 represent the vapour-pressures of the compo
nents. If we compare this with the formula given by VAN DER WAALS 1),

it appears that the exponents in the latter differ little from zero.

Physics. - "Considemtions concerning the Influence of a Magnetic
Field on the Radiation of Light." By Prof. H. A. LORENTZ.

§ 1. The assumption that every molecule ofa source oflight contains
a single movable ion, which eau be displaced in all directions from
its position of equilibrium and is always driven back to that position
by the same force, proportional to the displacement, leads to the
elementary theory of the phenomenon discovered by Dr. ZEEMAN.

Viewed across the lines of force, a single spectral line must, by the
action of the field, be tripled, and viewed along the lines of force,
be doubled; besides, the components of the triplets and doublets
must be polarised in a well known manner.

Whilst the first observations of ZEE~lAN were consistent with this
theory, and he soon could confirm the theoretical predictions by the
observation of distinct triplets and doublets, yet it has become ap
parent that the case is often less simple. CORNU proved, that f. i.
in the case of one of the sodium lines, viewed across the lines of
force, the central component of the triplet is doubled, so that in
reality a quadruplet is seen. MWHELSON and 'I'h, PRESTON observed in
many cases not only a far more complicated structure of the central
component, but a similar structure of the outer components of the
triplet. According to these observations, the word "tri plet" is
hardly applicable, though there is always an imporrant difference
between the central part of the appearance in the spectrum (the two
central lines, f. 1. of CORNU'S quadruplet) and the outer parts; the
first is plane polarised, the plane of polarisation beingperpendicular
to the lines of force, whereas in the right and left part the plane
of polarization is parallel to the lines of force.

§ 2. The facts mentioned evidently make it necessary to replace

I) Y. D. WHLS, Vere!ng Kon Aknd May 28 '91 p. 4L&.
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the elementary theory by a more complete one. Some time ago, I
examined 1) therefore what phenomena are to be expected, if a mole
cule, having an arbritary number of deg-rees of freedom and arbri
tarily distributed electric charges, is oscillating about a position of
equilibrium.

Before returning to this subject, I will consider the conclusions
which may be obtained by arguments from symmetry, without ente
ring into the details of the mechanism of radiation.

There can be no doubt, that we may consider the source of light
as a system of extremely small particles, oscillating partly with the
frequency of the light vibratious; in virtue of their electric charges,
these particles must excite in the surrounding aether periodically
oscillating dielectric displacemeuts, These constitute the luminous
motion radiated by the source.

For briefness' sake this entire system will be indicated by S.
We may now conceive a second system S', which is the image of

S, relatively to a fixed plane P. The meaning of this is as follows.
If A is a particle in S, there is in S' a particle A', which is

the image of A and of the same physical nature as this particle.
Especially, the mass and the electriccharge are the same; or, to speak
more accurately, in corresponding points of A and A' the same
material density and the same density of electric charge will be
found. Moreover the particles A' will be at every moment the image
of the particles A, or, as we may say, the motion of the ions in
S' will be the image of the motion in S. If this is the case, the
luminous motion in the aether in S' will likewise be the image of
the motion in S, in this sense that tbe vector representing the die
lectric displacement in S' is always the image of a corresponding
vector in S.

Of course all this will only be possible, if the forces operating
on the particles A' are the images of those to which the particles
A are subjected. So far as the mutual action of the particles is
concerned, we may regard this as a consequence of the supposed
equality in physical nature. In order that the forces, originated by
the external magnetic field, may satisfy the same condition, we will
suppose that the vectors, representing the magnetic force in S', may be
derived from the corresponding ones in S by first taking their ima
ges, and then reversing the directions of these imagea-),

1) Wied. Ann. Bd. 68, p. 278, 1897.
2) If the magnetic field is generated by electric currents, we mny imagine the

required field in S' to be produced bycurrents, which lire the images of the currentsiu S.
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It will also be assumed that the properties of the image{of the
source of light, as far at least as we are concerned with them in
really observable phenomena, are the same as those of the source
itself, so that the latter may be substituted for the image. Finally,
we suppose that the entire luminous motion in the aether is developed
by means of FOURIER'S theorem into simple harmonic motions j when
the total luminous motions in S and S' are each other's images,
the same will evidently be true of those parts of the luminous

\ motions, which have a determinate period T - or rather periods
between two definite limits 7.' and T + d T.

§ 3. Let Q be a straight line, drawn from any point in the source
of light parallel to the lines of force, and let L denote the luminous
motion with a definite period T, existing at a distant point of Q.
By taking the image of the whole system, relatively to a plane
parallel to the line Q, it is easily seen that the image L' is exactly
the luminous motion, that would exist in the point considered, if,
the source of light remaining' unchanged, the direction of the field
were reversed. Hence £' may very well differ from L, but, in all
observable properties, L' must remain unchanged, if the reflecting
plane be turned around the line Q as axis. -

Whence it follows, that, if all vibrations of L are resolved parallel
to a line R, perpendicular to Q, the intensity produced by the com
ponents must be independent of the direction of R. Indeed, RI and
R2, being two linos perpendicular to Q, and Irl and I r2 the inten
sities corresponding to them in the manner indicated, we may give
to the reflecting plane two positions PI and P2, in such a way
that the image of RI, relatively to PI, coincides with that of R2,

relatively to P2,. Indicating' by R' the direction of these coinciding
images and by I'» the intensity corresponding to this direction of
vibration in L'- this quantity remaining the same, as was remarked
above, for every position of the reflecting plane - we may write
I r1= l'r' and I r2= l'« j hence I r1= 1/"2.

In this way we come to the oonclusion that the light propagated
along the lines of force, and having a definite period T, or, in other
words, occupying a definite place in the spectrum, cannot bepolarised
plane or elliptically, neither completely, nor partially. It can only
be unpolarised, or circularly polarised; in the latter case the pola
rization can be partial as well as cornplete.

The light would be unpolarised, if an influence of the magnetic
field did not exist at all. As far as we know, the components of the
doublets seen along the lines of force are completely circularly pola-
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rised. From the above considerations it however appears that the
radiation might also be partially circularly polarised. We see at
the same time that, if in a given place of the spectrum the polari
zation is righthanded, it must become lefthanded at the same place
by reversing the magnetization.

§ 4. Arguments of the same kind may be used when the ob
servations take place across the lines of force. Now, we place the
reflecting plane perpendicular to these lines. The magnetic
field remains unchanged; consequently, the luminous motion must
have the same properties as its image. Hence the light, observed
in a given place of the spectrum, cannot be circularly nor ellipti
cally polarised - neither completely nor partially. It must be either
unpolarised light, or plane polarised - wholly or in part - the
plane of polarization being parallel or perpendicular to the lines
of force.

It needs scarcely be mentioned, that all observations are in agree
ment with this conclusion.

§ 5. A closer examination of the mechanism of radiation gives
us a relation between the light radiated along and the one radiated
across the lines of force. At least one conclusion concerning this
point lies at hand.

Let M be a single molecule ot the source of lig-ht, and let three
rectangular axes OX, OY, OZ be drawn, the first along the line
(If force. Let e be the electric charge in a point of the molecule,
having the coordinates x, y, z; then we may call ~ ex, ~ ey,
:E ez - calculated for the entire molecule - the components of
the electric moment of the particle.

These quantities are continually changing, and will perhaps be
extremely complicated functions of the time. By means of FOURIER'S

theorem, we lJIay however separate the parts that have a deter
minate period T. We will confine ourselves to these parts and
denote them by ro~$, >JRy, >JRz.

If now the dimensions of the molecule are very small compared
with the wave-length, then, the observer beingsupposed at a distance
of a great many wave-lengths, it may be deduced from theory, that
in all points of 0 Y, light is produced merely by the variations of
~m.l' and >JRz, 9J?.lI producing vibrations along, and >JRz across the lines
of force. Similarly for points of OX and OZ.

Suppose, that, when viewing across the lines of force, f. i. from
a point of 0 Y, in a given place of the spectrum light is seen
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which is entirely plane polarised, the plane of polarization being
perpendicular to the lines of force.

Then, at the place in question, there will not be any luminous
motion produced by ro?z, and, because the molecules are vibrating
independently of each other and hence light emitted by one can
never be totally destroyed by that originating from another, ro?z must
vanish in all molecules. Of course the same argument applies to <;J-ny;
hence it follows, that no light can be observed from any point of
OX, that is to say in the direction of the lines of force.

BECQUEREL and DESr.A.NDREl:! have found 1) that one of the iron
lines, when viewed across the lines of force, becomes a triplet, the
central and side components of which, as compared with those of
the ordinary triplets, have interchanged their states of polarization 2).
The foregoing- reasoning entitles us to predict, that only the middle
component of this triplet will be visible, when the phenomenon is
observed in the direction of the lines of force.

§ 6. In the paper cited above, I have established the equations of
motion for infinitely small vibrations of a molecule, having n degrees
of freedom, and placed in a magnetic field. I called PI' P2, ••• P»
the general coordinates, chosen in such a manner, that they are
o in the position of equilibrium, and that they are principal COOl"

dinates as long as there is no external magnetic force. I obtained
for the equations of motion

aI P; + bI PI - (C1.2P2 + C13PS +
a2 p~ + b2 P2- (C2.IPI + C2.3PS +

etc.,

where a and b are constants, independent of the magnetic force.
The influence of the field is expressed by means of the terms con
taining the quantities c, which are all proportional to the intensity
of the field.

They further satisfy the relations

Cr.s =- Cs.r • • • • • • • • (2)

To determine the possible periods of vibration, we put, according
to a known method, in (1):

I) Oomptes rendus, 4 avril 1898.
2) 'I'he same phenomenon has been observed in the case of some iron-lines by

AYES. EA.RIIA.RT and REEsE. Johns Hopkins Univ, Circular. Vol. 17. No. 135.
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PI = !licIt I P2 = 112 elt, • • • pn = Un eft I

and eliminate flJ' !l2' • • • fln. If

and

er.s
- =-671.B'
a,

the result may be put into the form

=0" (3)

6n.1 l, 8n.2 l, 8n.3 l,

In consequence of the relation (2), the development of the deter
minant will contain only even powers of l2. Hence an equation is
obtained, of the nth degree in l2. From the circumstances of the
case it follows, that the roots of this equation are all real and nega
tive; hence n pairs of imaginary values of l are obtained. If +i le',
and - i k'r are two of those values, there will be a mode of vibra
tion with the frequency (number of vibrations in the time 2 n) k'r'

Evidelltly, without the field, the frequencies would become

and it is clear that, if there is a magnetic field, each of these
frequencies is modified into a value le'r, differing very slightly from ler.

In the cited paper I had restricted the development of (3) to
terms containing the products of two factors e. Denoting by Il the
product

and by 11,.8 the value, got from this by omitting the facial's l2+,V
and l~ +ks2, we obtain

If - ~ l2er.s es.rIIr.s = 0, • • • • • • (4)
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where the sum is to be extended to all combinations pf unequal
indices I' and s.

I inferred from this equation, that a triplet can only be observed,
if three of the values k are equal, or, in other words, if the system
has three equivalent degrees of freedom. This will also be clear
when it is considered, that by a continuous decrease of the magnetic
field, the three eomponeuts of the triplet may be made to coincide,
so that the simple spectral line, as seen out of the field, may be
considered as consisting of three coinciding lines. .A.pplying the same
argument to CORNU'S quadruplet, it seems natura! to suppose that the
lines, which are apt to undergo this modification, consist already,
under ordinary circumstances, of four coinciding lines, or otherwise,
that now we have four equivalent degrees of freedom, or four equal
values k,

Yet, the origin of a quadrupletcannot beexplained by equation (4).
Indeed, if k1, k2, ka, k4 are the frequencies having the same value k,
there are in each term of (4) at least two factors -l2 +k2• Hence
the equation must still have two equal roots - kZ, and besides only
two roots, differing very little from _~k2.

§ 7. It was however brought to the notice of the author by
Mr. .A.. PANNEKOEK that in this case equation (4) is incomplete,
because some of the terms neglected are of the same order of mag
nitude as those retained, and that, by returning to equation (3), an
explanation of the quadruplet m9,y be arrived at.

If k1
2 = k,l = kl' = k4,2 = k2, certainly four roots of equation (3),

if not = - k\ will differ only very little from this value.
If l2 is one of these values (we need not occupy ourselves with

the other values of l2), then the four quantities l2 + k1
2, l£+ k2

2
,

l2 +kS
2, l2 + k4,2 will be small. On the other hand, the quantities

will bave values, which by no means become small. Since all the
quantities e 1 are likewise small, the elements (5) of the determinant
will exceed by far all other elements, and we shall obtain a suffi
cient approximation, when we take in the development of the
determinant only those terms, which contain all the quantities (5).
Evidently, the equation serving for the determination of the values
of l2, which differ only slightly from - k2, will therefore be
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l2 +k2, 81.2 l, 81.3l, 81.4 1

82.1 1, l2 +k2, 82.3 l, 82.41
=0.

83.1 1, 83.2 1, 12 +k2 88,41

84.1 1, 84.21, 84.31, l2 +k2

If we develop this determinant, all terms, which have an odd
number of factors er•s l, are excluded by (2). Hence the eqnation
may be written

(12 + k2)4 +A (l~ + k2) 1l +B = 0,. . • • • (6)

where A contains terms with 2 factors er•s l, and IJ terms with 4
factors of this kind. In all these factors l2 may be replaced by
- k2• Cdnsequently, A and B can be found, and A is now propor
tional to the square and B proportional to the fourth power of the
intensity of the field. .

From (6) we get two values of (l2 +k2l , which are both real and
positive, because, as was already remarked, real values must be
found for lll. Hence the solution of (6) may be represented by

and

where a and {j are known, say positive, quantities. By reason of
what has heen remarked about A and B, the values of ex and (1
will be proportional to the intensity of the field.

Finally from (7) and (8) the following four values of l2 are
obtained:

12 = - k2 +a, - k2 - a, - k2 +p, - k2 - p,

50 that in fact there must be seen a quadruplet in the spectrum. In
order that the four lines of this quadruplet may be perfectly sharp,
it is however necessary, that in a given magnetic field the quantities
a and (J are independent of the direction into which the molecule
is. turned, or, what comes to the same thing, that, for a given po
sition of the molecule, ex and (J are independent of the direction of
the magnetic force,

Mr. P.A.NNEKOEK has IIIso remarked, that a similar reasoning ap
plies when an arbitra;ry number, e. g. p, frequencies k are equal.
In this case we come to the conclusion that, fora given position of the
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molecule in the field, the simple spectral line must be separated into
a p-fold line, in such away, that the position of the different corn
ponen rs is symmetrical to the right and left of the original line.
From this it follows, that if p is odd, one component remains at
the place of the original line. .

It seems however very difficult to conceive a system, having
really, as is necessary for quadruplets, four equivalent degrees of
freedom, especially if in addition to this, it is required thas the values
of et and (:1 must be independent of the direction of the maznetie, 0

force, relatively to the molecule. I have not been able to find out
a system, really fulfilling these conditions. It is true, it might be
argued that the very existence of a quadruplet proves the equality
of four frequencies, when there is no magnetic field, and hence that
the above theory of the quadruplet must be true, even though the
mechanism has not yet been found out. However I have some scruples
to be satisfied with this view of the case, for I think, it is not yet
quite certain, that the' vibrations which produce light are really
to be described by equations of the form (1).

Physics. - On an Asymmet1'!J in the Change of the sp~ct1'al Lines
of Iron, 1'ad£ating in a Magnetic Field. By Dr. P. ZEEMAN.

1. It is known that in the elementary treatment of the influence
of magnetic forces on spectral lines according to LORENTZ'S theory
it is sufficient, if only one spectral line is considered, to sllppose
that in every luminous atom is contained one single moveable ion
moving under an attraction proportional to the distance from its
position of equilibrium. All motions of such an ion can be resolved
into linear vibrations parallel to the lines of force and two circular
vibrations, righthanded and lefthanded perpendicular to the lines
of force. The period of the first mentioned vibration remains un
changed, those of the last are modified, one being accelerated and the
other retarded. The doublets seen along the axis of the field, the
triplets seen across it are in this manner simply explained and
also the observed polarisation- phenomena. Besides we must expect
according to the theory that the outer components of the triplet are
of equal intensity and likewise the two circularly polarized corn
ponents of the doublet. Eye observations as well as the negatives
taken by myself and others have always confirmed till now this
most simple symmetrical distribution of intensifies. The question arises
cannot the external magnetic forces, sufficient to direct the molecular
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currents assumed in the ionic theory of magnetism 1), favour the
circular vibrations more than those along' the 'lines of force 2). If
this be assumed we are also compelled to admit that the revolving
of the ions takes place more in a given direction than in the
contrary, Hence then there must be a difference of intensity between
the two outer components of the triplet and between the two com
ponents of the doublet. Although the ordinary magnetism of the
highly-magnetic substances has probably disappeared in the spark,
it seems rather natural to examine in the first place iron, nickel
and cobalt in search of a phenomenon in which the "molecular cur
rents" of AMPERE (or that part of these currents, which is pro
duced by the motion of the light-ions) would manifest themselves
optically. However it seems to me by ]]0 means decided beforehand,
that other substances would 'not exhibit something of this kind. I
have however investigated in the first place iron.

The first results obtained were much promising. In the field used
several of the iron lines exhibited on the negatives a more intense
component at the less refrangible side of the spectrum. Further
inquiry has however shown that this seemingly positive result seems
to be of no value. I will give the results of my experiments
only in extract. Before describing them, it may be remarked, that,
if a directing influence, as mentioned, exists, we must expect that
the component at the less refrangible side must be intensified and
in the case of the triplet as well as in that of the doublet. The
sign of the charge of the ions cannot have any influence upon
this result.

2. Negatives were taken in the spectra of the third and second
orders obtained by means of a ROWLAND grating (radius 10 ft.,
14438 lines to the inch). More accurately was studied the part of
the spectrum between 3000 and 4000 A. U., when viewed in the
two principal directions across and along the lines of force. The vast
majority of' the iron lines were, with the field used, resolved into
doublets, triplets, quartets etc. perhaps only three or four lines seemed
unaffected. Now I found in the case of a few lines inequality between
the outer components of a triplet across and of the corresponding

1) cf. RWHA.:RZ. Wied. Ann. 5", p. 385, 410. 1894.

2) cf. LORENTZ. Versl. Ak. Amsterdam, October '97, p. 213. [It was pointed out
by LORENTZ in the article referred to, that the phenomena observed by EGOROF.l!' and
GEORGJEWSKY can be explained, without nny hypothesis of the kind mentioned by
the absorption, which the rays from the posterior part of the flame undergo in the
anterior part.]

7
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. 1.
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doublet along the lines of force. On the negative the component at
the red side of the spectrum was darker, independently of a commu
tation of the current. Of course the difference of intensity is depen
dant upon the time of exposition. Upon some of the neg-atives the
difference was for a special line perhaps 50 or 100 percent.

However it was plain enough, that the outer components of the
triplets and also the two components of the doublets .were, in the
case of the strong iron lines, of equal intensity. Now in the case
of feebler lines, let L be one of them, perturbations will be possible

I

due to the overlapping of one of the components of a "normal"
triplet or doublet and a feeble line, say but slightly affected by
magnetism. The latter line can 10 be present near L in the same
spectrum; or 20 belong to a spectrum of another order as the line
L; or go by the very presence of the field a special line may become
relatively to other lines more intense or a new line may be ori
ginated. By taking neg-atives with different fields it will of course
be possible to evade difficulties from these three causes, at any rate,
if the supposed line is thin. We can however by taking also negatives
in absence of the field exclude 1, and by taking negatives in spectra
of different order or by cutting' off any interfering spectrum in' using
absorbents 2. Having done this, it appeared that also case 3 some
times occurs i the intensity of the iron lines relatively to the air
lines varies considerably and the mutual intensity of the iron lines
appreciably. New lines appear, at least lines absent on negatives
taken with the field off, became distinctly visible, while yet the
intensity of the field was insufficient to resolve the lines in
triplets etc.

The last mentioned perturbation is of course most treacherous.
Using however fields of varying intensities, I could avoid perturbation
3. Excluding however 1, 2, 3, only triplets, doublets etc. remained,
which, I think, can only be called quite symmetrical. Hence till now
there is no evidence for a directing influence of the magnetic field
on the orbits of the light-ions. 1)

I) cf. PRESTON, Phil. Mag. Val. 45, p. 333, 1898.

(August 9th 1898).
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The following papers were read:

Chemistry. - "Congealing points and points of transition in
mixed crystals of two substances". By Prof. H. W. BAK

atrrs ROOZEBOOM.

In 1891 the author has laid down a theory on the building of
mixed crystals from solutions. This theory was applied to equili
brium in systems of three substances.

Up to now no general rules had however been given for the
building of mixed crystals from fused mixtures of two substances.

The investigations in this direction had either been limited to
the influence of small quantities of the second substance on the
fusing-point of the first (VAN 'T HOFF) or, as far as this had been
extended to greater concentrations, it had been done without any
theoretical guide and had led to false conclusions (KitSTER).

It is possible to plan a survey of the different cases of equili
brium, which may present themselves between the fused mass and
the mixed crystals by making use of the condition of equilibrium
that the thermodynamic potential be a minimum.

Now VAN RIJN VAN A.LKEMADE has already stated formerly,
how in case of a continuous series of solid mixtures the potential

8
Proccedlngs Roy(d Acad. Alllstll!:dam Vol. 1.
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as a function of the concentration is represented by a similar curve
as that representing the potential values of mixtures of two liquids.
The problem therefore is to find out what cases may present them
selves when these two curves are made to alter their relative
positions, in passIDg from higher temperatures to lower.

The result of this investigation is, that where a continuousmixture
series exists, three cases are possible.

Case 1. The congealing points of mixtures of liquids of the
substances .A. and B, fall gradually from the congealing point of
B to that of A, in proportion as the composition of the fused liquid
is shifted in the direction of A. (in case of B's being the substance
having the highest fusing-point).

Case 2. The line of the congealing points shows a maximum.
Case 3. The line of the congealing points shows a minimum,
In all the three cases there is the following connection between

the concentration of the fused and the solid mixtures:
The solid mixture contains, in comparison to the fused, a higher

percentage of that ingredient, at the increase ofwhich the congealing
temperature rises. In the maximum and in the minimum the two
concentrations are equal.

Important conclusions for the process of congealing and fusing
and for the fractionation of mixed crystals may bededucted from this.

If the mixture-series in the solid state is not continuous, it may
be deducted that two cases are possible.

Case 4. The line of the congealing points shows a break in a
transition temperature, situated between the fusing points of the
two components. At this point occurs a hiatus in the composition
of the mixed crystals.

Case 5. The line of the congealing points shows two descending
branches, meeting' in a minimum point, below which temperature
every fusion congeals to a conglomerate of mixed crystals with two
different concentrations

There may still appear further complications, should there exist
more than one solid modification in either of the components or
in both. Following the same lines that have led to the discovery
of the connection between temperature, concentrationof solid mixture
and concentration of liquid, it is equally possible to find in what
manner the transition takes place from one solid state into the
other with different mixing-proportions both in case of homogeneous
and non-homogeneous mixtures. The number of peculiar cases is
here extraordinary, owing to the fact that in both components the
corresponding couditions l\)dY follow each other in different mauners
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and the transition-temperatures may lie at different distances from
each other.

The method given enables us to deduct the phenomena in each
particular ease and promises to be an important expedient in solving
the complicated phenomena that appeal' in the congealing and the
consequent changes in alloys.

Physiology. - On the influence of salt-solutions on the volume
of animal celle, being at tile same time a contribution to our
knowledge of their structure. By Dr. H. J. HAMBURGER.

My investigations concerning the connection which exists between
the power of salts to attract water and their power to extract
colouring matter out of the led blood-corpuscles, led to the hypothesis
that for every salt a solution might be found in which the cor
puscles would retain the same volume that they have in their own
serum. This supposition proved to be correct and it could moreover
be shown that those solutions which left the volume unchanged
represented a precisely equal hygroscopic power.

The experiments referred to, made in 1884 and suggested by the
classic analysis of the phenomena of turgescence in plant-cells by
our countryman, HUGO DE VRlES, have been to me as well as to
others the point of departure for a series of researches which among
physiologists and pathologists have awakened a constantly increasing
interest in the new doctrine of osmotic pressure. To this result the
theory of electrolytic dissociation of vA.N 'T HOFF and ARRHENIUS

has of late contributed. And in combination with each other these
two theories are on the way to clear up many a dark point in the
domain of physiology. One might have supposed that in the
course of 14 years other animal cells would have been inves
tigated in the same way as have been the red blood-corpuscles.
This, however, has not been the case. For various purposes in
deed the hygroscopio power of fluids, such as blood, lymph, serous
fluid, milk, has been studied; to the serous and mucous mem
branes, indeed. fluids of different osmotic pressure have been offered
for absorption, in order to deduce from the change in this osmotic
pressure data for the knowledge of the resorption process; but
the influence of salt solutions on any other than the red blood-cells
has not yet been investigated. And yet for more than one reason
this is to be desired. In the first place in order to control the
inferences that have been drawn from the observations made with red
blood-corpuscles, and to decide many differences of opinion which

8*
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exist OIl them; but also with a view to the questions for the solu
tion of which the red blood-cells are not serviceable, because they
are known to lose their colouring matter very easily,

For years then it had been my desire to extend my researches in
the above direction, yet, extremely simple as my plan was in prin
ciple, I was checked by the difficulty of obtaining a sufficient quantity
of isolated cells, which, with the means, then at my disposal, would
have enabled me to determine their volume.

This difficulty has now been overcome by the use I can make of
little tubes which I constructed last year to compare the volume of
bacteria in two cultures, and which admit of experiments with
small quantities 1). We have, as yet, investigated four sorts of cells,
white and red corpuscles of different animals, spermatozoa of the
frog and the intestinal epithelium of the horse and the pig.

We shall treat of the intestinal epithelium on somefuture occasion.
Phenomena of a peculiar nature, which have manifested themselves

while studying it, make a further research necessary.

White blood-corpuscles.

These were obtained by leaving horse-blood, in a closed bottle
defibrinated with pieces of glass. The red corpuscles then for
the greater part precipitate, while the white all remain suspended
in the fluid above. Their number is comparatively small. Now in
order to obtain a fluid abounding in white blood-corpuscles, 1/2 L.
of turbid fluid was centrifugalized, 470 cc. of the clear serum
eliminated and the precipitate equally divided in the remaining
fluid. Of this fluid about 1/4 C.C. was measured off and placed in
test-tubes with 15 c.c, of different salt solutions. After repeated
mixing, and after half an hour or a little longer 5 cc. or more
were placed in the above mentioned little funnel-shaped tubes and
centrifugalized till (the rapidity of revolution of the centrifuge not
varying) the level remained constant for fifteen minutes.

Fluids.

NI/, Cl solution 0.7 pOt.

Serum (isotonical with NI/, Cl 0.9 pOt.)

NI/, Cl solution 1 pCt.

NI/, Cl solution 1.5 pOt.

Yolumes of precipitate.

46.25

41

39.25

33.5

1) Report of the lJleeting of the Royal Academy of Sciences, April 21st 1897.
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Volume of Volume of Percentage volume-increaee,

white and calculated with respect to
Precipitate red the volume in sernm.

]'luids. of red together.

corpuscles.
See former Red blood Mixture of

table. corpuscles. red and white.

a Cl-sol. of 0.7%
, 43.5 46.25 + 13% + 12.8%

Serum (isot. with Na VI.0.9%.) 38.5 41 - -
Na Cl-sol. 1%

, 36.75 39.25 - 4.54% - 4.2%

a Cl·sol. 1.5010' 31.75 33.5 -17.5% -18.3%

.A. regular diminution of volume is seen.
Mea'nwhile among the whiteblood-corpuscles there were a number

of red ones. In the case under consideration 569 red ones were
counted to 109 white, and the question now was whether, and to
what extent the red ones must be considered reponsible for this
result. In order to get an idea of the share that each had contri
buted to the volume, let us for a moment suppose that the diameter
of the white corpuscles amounts to double that of the red ones, and
moreover that the latter are not discs but globules. In this case the
red corpuscles would represent a volume of 569, and the white 872.
This calculation tells undoubtedly to the advantage of the red cor
puscles, seeing that the diameter of the white is more than double
that of the red, while the shape of the latter is a dinted disc and
not a sphere. '

In order now to inquire what share in the contraction and
expansion must be assigned to the influence of the red corpuscles,
the above experiment was made with red corpuscles only. If we
arrange the figures obtained, and the percentage alterations in volume
proceeding from them, in a table, which at the same time contains
the results just obtained, a striking agreement is evident.

N

N

From this table it appears that the alterations in volume of red
corpuscles are exactly similar to those exhibited by the mixture of
white and red, whence it follows that the red and white blood cells,
caeteris paribus, expand and contract in an equal measure. '

This remarkable result, which, as will presently appear, was
confirmed by many other experiments, was made the point of de
parture for the investigation of which an account now follows.

Though, as may appear from the introduction, it was originally
my intention to study the influence of the solution of different salts
on the volume of cells, I have hitherto occupied myself only with
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Na 01 solutions and mixtures of serum and water, considering tjIem
quite sufficient to answer the question which at the outset inte
rested me most. Whence arises the equality of expansion and con
traction of red and white corpuscles? A question which immediately
led to another, viz., why are the cells expanded by hypisotonio and
contracted by hyperisotonic solutions?

Now we may with SCHWARZ consider the contents of the cell
(exclusive of the nucleus) as a homogeneous mass, or with REM.A.K,
KUPFFER, FLEMMIMG, BUTSCHLI and many others, as a protoplasmic
mass intermingled with fluid. What must happen then in the former
case, if in a Na Cl solution of 1.8 % we immerse a cell of which the
homogeneous contents corespond in hygroscopic power to a Na Cl
solution of 0.9 %? This mass will then contract to one half. If it
is placed in a NaCl-solution of '11 % the expansion must amount to

1.5-0.9 1 0 If h h d 1 it0.9 X 0 = 66 %. on t e ot er han , we pace

in a NaCl-solution of 0.7 Ofo the expansion must then amount to

0.9-0.7 Wb d ? Th h0.9 X 100 = 22 0/0. at appeal'e though. at t e con-

traction as well as the expansion amounts to much less, viz., respec
tively 17.5 and 13 % (cf. former table). This leads us to the conclusion
that in the red and white corpuscles there must be a substance,
which has either no part in the hygroscopic power, or a smaller
one than the other ingredient, and the question then presents itself
to us, how are we to suppose these substances to be arranged.

Of the different hypotheses which in this respect have been formu
lated for cells in general, there is only one which has appeared satis
factory to us. And this is the hypothesis of BUTSCHJJl 1) .

According to this hypothesis the cells consist of a protoplasmicI

net the closed meshes of which lie close to each other, and
the contents of which is a fluid. From the fact that the percen
tage of the contents of the cells in hygroscopic matter, notwith
standing that salt-solutions of different degrees of strength are
brought in contact with it, remains the same, we may suppose that
the protoplasmic net is not permeable to salts, but only to water 2).

We may further suppose that only the fluid contents represent the,
hygroscopic power of the cell.

1) Cf. BUTSCHLI, Untersuchungen uber mikroskopische Schaume und das Protoplasmal
2) If the blood-corpuscles are considered permeable to salts, a change in the

isotonic relations must then take place, for by this only is the immutability of the
water-attractmg force of the contents of the meshes guaranteed. :FOl what follows,
however, it is indifferent which of these two conjectures is correct. 'Ihe one men
tioned in the text is certainly the simplest.
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It is thus only the fluid contents which produce the expansion and
contraction of the cell by hypisotonic and hyperisotonic solutions.

If this conjecture is correct, then in the amount of expansion and
contraction of the cells there must lie a measure for the compara
tive volume of the two ingredients, and the result must then depend
to a great extent on the concentration of the salts employed.

Under this impression we began to effect a number of determi
nations of the volumes of the network-substance in white blood
corpuscles.

The white corpuscles used for this purpose were almost entirely
freed from the red by simply leaving the fluid rich in leucocytes
which was obtained by the method above described at rest for an
hour. The red corpuscles were then precipitated and in the fluid
above were only the white.

Let us discuss the first series of experiments somewhat more in
detail. Equal quantities of white corpuscles are mixed with Na Cl
solutions of 0.7, 0.94 (isotonic with the serum) and 1.5%. After
centrifugalizing equal quantities of these solutions, the volume of
the white corpuscles respectively amounts to 41, 35.5 and 29 5.
In order to calculate the volume of the protoplasmatic net by means
of these two last figures, we may reason as follows: Suppose p to
be the volume of the protoplasm of the network substance, then the
volumes of intra-cellular fluid amounts respectively to (35.5-p)
(29.5-p). Seeing we must take for granted that the percentage of
hygroscopic matter in the intra-cellular fluid remains the same, the
following equation must hold.

(35.5-p) 0.94 = (29.5-p) 1.5
P = 19.4

From the following figures obtained with the NaCI solutions 0.7
and 1.5% the equation results

(41-p) 0.7 = (29.5-p) 1.5
P = 19.5

It appears, therefore, that the quantity of protoplasmic network
in both cases is nearly equal.

The mean is 19.45.
If we now take into consideration that the totel volume of the

white blood-corpuscles in the solution of 0.94 which is isotonic with
serum, amounted to 35.5, we then find a percentage of

35.5 ;~:.45 X 100 = 54.50Ja,

taken up by the protoplasmic network.
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The network-volume of the same white blood corpuscles was
further investigated with the aid of mixtures of serum and different
quantities of water.

Volume of white corpuscles

35.75
39 ~

41.75
43.5

(1) in undilated serum
(2) in serum mixed with 20 olD water

3 "" " " 40" "
4 ,." ., " 50 " "

From (1 and 2) we obtain the equation:

120 (35.75-p) = 100 (39-p)
P = 19.5

From (1) and (3) we obtain the equation:

140 (35.75-p) = 100 (41.75-p)
P = 20.6

From (1) and (4;) we obtain the equation.

150 (35.75-p) = 100 (43.5-p)
P=20.3

It wilt be seen, that the figures which are found for p agree

11 . h h h Th . 19.5 + 20.6 + 20.3 2004very we WIt eac ot er. e mean IS 3 =. ,

i. e. calcultated at 35.75 :;~:~: X 100 = 56%, a number that cor

responds well with that obtained by the NaOl solutions.
The observation might be made, that the numbers 54.5 or 56

cannot give the exact volume of the protoplasmic network as by cen
trifugalizing only the precipitate and not the real volume of blood
corpuscles is determined. I have, however, convinced myself by
experiments, that this has no perceptible influence on the percentage
of the network substance.

This may be clearly observed inter alia when by means of acce
lerated velocity of the centrifugal machine we compress the precipitate
a little more.

The percentage of p is hardly or not at all changed by it. It
must, moreover be borne in mind, (I) that for one experiment all
fluids are centrifugalized at the same time and (Il) that the figures
of the last experiment, 39, 41, 75, and 43.5 are a little greater
than corresponds with the real volume of the cells, because there is
still fluid among the cells, the same is the case with the number
35.75 with respect to which the percentage has been calculated.

A second observation may be made viz, that in the calculation we
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have overlooked the influence of the volume of solid substances
dissolved in the intra-cellular fluid. The figure that has been obtained
for the volume of the protoplasmic net might perhaps by this have
to be a little modified.

It appears difficult to me to state exactly what degree of accuracy
has been attained by our deterrninations. For our object, however,
the absolute values are of but little moment. Meanwhile, as will be
observed, the correspondence between the ciphers obtained is striking:
I should be surprised if they deviated much from the exact number.

We now subjoin a table, comprising some of the experiments
just described, and in which the percentage volume ofp is calculated
in the way that has been indicated.
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J H. IH IV. V.

+

Volume obser Volume of the proto- Menn vol. Mean percentage
vedofwhite u-ne of the of protoplas-

Fluids blood- plasmic network protoplas- mic network
corpuscles mIC m the

(p) network whitecorpuscles

calcUlated from
a. Na 01 sol. 0 7% 49 25

b. 11 , 0.93% 42 75 23.9 aandc I
\

24.1 56 g%
c. 11 U 1.5% 35.75 24 3 b " c

a Na 01 sol. 0 5% 40.25 (194) a 11 c (OJ 0%)
b. 11 u o 7% 35 16.7 b JI cl

~ 16 55 543 %

11 JI 094% 30 5 16.4 c " cl

cl. I , 1 50/0 25.25

a NaClsol 025% 30 5 20.46 a 11 cl (2040) (88 0/0)

b. " k 0.5% 29 25 (15 8) b " cl (158) (079%)

c , " o 7% 26 50 12 4 C JI e I
j 12.5 537%

cl u , o 9% 23 25 12 6 d 11 e

e. " , 1 5% 19

a. Na Cl sol. 0 25% 37.75 (18 i2) a 11 cl (18 i2) (i9 %)

U. , 11 o 5% 30.25 (10 18) b 11 d (10 18) (032°/ 0)

C 11 11 o 7% 27 25 13 2 C 11 e

~ 13.35 55 6°io
d. 1/ /1 0.9% 24 13.5 rl JI e

e 11 " 1 5% 19.75

a. serum. 34.75

b serum+20°10 water 37.75 19.75 a " b

c. serum+40% water 40.75 19 70 a 11 C 19.73 56 7Ofo

d. serum+50% water 42 25 19 74 a " d

a. serum. 33

b: serum + 200{0water 36 18 a 11 b

~c. serum+ 40% water 39 18 a 11 c 17 83 54%

\d. serum 50° 0 water 40.75 17.5 a " d
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From this table it follows:
1. That the volume of the net-work varies between 56.7 and

53.7 pCt. of the whole cell-volume.
2. That, where a solution of NaCl of 0.5 pet. is employed, a

solution which with horseblood causes colouring-matter to issue from
a portion of the red corpuscles, the figure for the net-work is found
to be greater than where solutions of 0.7 and 1.5 are applied.

What applies to NaCl 0.5, appears to be in a still greater measure
the case, when a NaCl-solution of 0.25 pCt. is employed. In the
table the numbers bearing on this are indicated in small ciphers.

This result may be thus explained:
By a very weak salt solution the volume of the intra-cellular

fluid increases so considerably that, in consequence of the great
tension, the protoplasm becomes permeable and allows the contents
to pass through it. Consequently the expansion cannot be so conside
rable as according to the calculation a NaCl-solution of 0.5 or 0.25
would have to produce, and the equation must, therefore, yield too
great a p. .A.ccordmg to this view or the matter there is a perfect
agreement with what we observe in the red corpuscles j there the
issue of the fluid contents of the cell is rendered visible by means
of free haemoglobin.

As to the way in which protoplasma and intra-cellular fluid are
arranged in the white corpuscles, we do not learn much from the
experiments communicated. We may indeed explain the phenomena
by considering the cell to consist of a protoplasmic net of closed
meshes; but we may also imagine it to be built up of a closedhusk,
within which is a fluid divided among protoplasmic strands, which
do not form closed meshes. In the latter case, however: we must
take it for granted that the external husk is only permeable to water
(cf. note 011 page 106).

In order IlOW to make a choice between the two hypotheses, I
measured off two equal quantities of white corpuscles, and for an
hour vigorously shook one quantity with a large (number) of sharp
pieces of glass. By this means a considerable quantity of white
corpuscles were bruised and torn.

When now equal portions of the bruised and not-bruised white
corpuscles were treated with different salt solutions, the contraction
and expansion appeared for both sorts caeteris paribu« almost
the same.

The result obtained, as far as l can see, is not to be otherwise
explained than by taking it for granted, that every ave1'age pari of
tlte u'kite corpuscle, again of itself, consists of a closed netofmeshes.
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From simple histological experiments into which 1 <10 not propose
to enter now, we learn the same.

Red Corpuscles.

The same experiments that we made with white corpuscles (omitting
of course the bruising experiment) we also made with the red.

It may suffice to give again some of these experiments in a table.

RORSEBLOOD.

1. 11. Ill. IV. V.

Volume obeer- Volume of the Mean volu- Mean percentage
me of the of protoplas-

Fluids. ved of red protoplasmic protoplas- mic network
mic in red

corpuscles network. network. corpuscles.
-

calculated from
a. Na·Clsol. 0.7% 41.75 a andc 19.7 i

I 19.8 55°/",
b. If 11 0.94,0/0 36 b 1/ c 19.9

c. K n 1.5%

a. Na Cl sol. 0.70
/ 0 43.5 a 1/ C 20 6 i

~
19.98 53.30

/ 0
b " " 0.94% 37.5 b " c 19.9

c. " 1/ 1.5% 31

a. Na Cl sol. 0.70/
0 42 a 11 c 19.7 i

j 20.15 54.50/0
b. " If o 9°}0 37 b 11 C 20.6

c. " 11 1.50
/ 0

30.25

a. serum. 34.5 a " b 18.25

b. serum+20% water. 37.75 a " c 18.8 18.51 53.60/0

C. 1/ 1/ 400 {0 11 40.75 a " it 18.5

it. 1/ N 500
/ 0 N 42.50

a. serum. 85.75 a tr b 19.5 (
b. serum+200{o water. 39 a 1/ c 20.1 19.93 55%

\C. 1/ 1/ 400
}0 1/ 42 a " it' 20.24

it. " N 500}0 K 43.5

a. serum. 36 (7, " b 19.75

b. serum+200}0water. 89.25 a 1/ c 19.75 19.83 55%

c. " 1/ 400
/ 0 If 42.5 a " d 20

d. 11 If 500/Q If 44
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Here too it appears, that in the different experiments the per
centage relation between protoplasm and intracellular fluid shows
but little deviation, and corresponds in a most striking manner with
what was found in the white corpuscles of the same animal.

We were now interested in ascertaining what results the blood
corpuscles of a rabbit would yield.

We took some blood from the ear and defibrinated it. A.fter care
fully filtering off the fibrine, it was mixed with salt solutions in
the same way as the corpuscles of the horse. In the following table
are found some of the results obtained The number of white cor
puscles after defibrinating is, however, so small, that we are almost
justified in considering the result as proceeding exclusively from the
red corpuscles.

RABB 1 T-B LOO D.

Volume of Volume of the Mean volu- Mean percentage
me of the of the

F I ui d s, corpuscles protoplasmic protoplas- protoplas-
mic mic network

observed. network. network. In corpuscles.

calCUlat8d from
a Na Cl sol 0.7% 4,3 aandc 20.2

b. U If 0.85%
39 a n d ]9 6 19.9 5]%

(isot, with blood serum).

c. Na Cl sol. 1. 2°/0 35.5 b , d 19.3

d. If , 1.5% 30.5

a. Na Cl sol. 0.7% 44.25 a If C 19.6

b. , • 0.87%
40 a d 19.9 19.5 48.7%(isot, with blood serum). n

c. NaCl sol. 1.2% 34 b , it 19.1

d. 1/ 1/ 1.5% 31.25

a. NaClsoJ. 0.7°/0 40.5 a , C 17.7 I
N , 0 86%

36.25 a , d 18 17.93 49.4%

(isot. with blood serum).

Nil Cl sol. 1.2°/0 31 b , d 18.1

d. v " v et, 28.5

These experiments indicate a smaller volume for the protoplas
matic network than was found in the horse.

In the third place we communicate a few determinations with
the blood-corpuscles of the frog'.
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FROG-BLOOD.

a

a

c

b

-
Volume of Volume of the Meanvolu- Meanpercentage

red blood- me of the of protoplas-
Fluids. corpuscles protoplasmic protoplas- mic network

observed. 'mic in red
network. network. corpuscles.

calcUlated from -
a. NaClsol. 0.35% 44.5 a and a 28.7

11 11 0.6% 38 b v a 29.25 28.78 75.7 %

C. " " 0.7 % 36.75 a , c 28.9

a. " " 1% 34<.5

a. Na Cl sol. 0.35% 41.75 a , a 27.9

b. 11 11 O.6°io 36 b , a 27.8 27.5 76.4%

c. 11 11 07% 34.25 a , c 26.8

a. " 11 1% 32.75

. NaCl sol. 0.35 % 45.5 a , e 27

, , 0.6 % 37.5 b " a 27.5 27 72°/"

v 11 0.7 % 36 a /I C 26.5 \

11 1% 33.5
~

"

. Na Cl sol. 0.35 % 40.5 a , a 25.14

" 11 0.6% 34.25 b , d 24.83 25.16 734..%

11 , 0.7 % 33 a " c 25.5

"
, 1°/ 30.5

/0

b

c

a

d

If, on one hand, we compare the protoplasmic network in the horse
and rabbit with that of the frog on the other, we are struck by
the fact, that in the frog the volume of network is so considerable.

On further consideration, however, this point agrees with what
we observed in 1886. It then appeared, that while we may dilute
horse-blood serum with from 60 to 70% of water before colouring
matter issues, frog-blood serum will bear 200% and more of water.
~his would not be possible, if there was as much intracellular fluid in
these blood corpuscles as in those of the horse's, for the expansion
would have then become much too strong.

Spermatozoa of the F1·Og.

In conclusion I will describe a few experiments, which served
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provisionally to ascertain whether cells, the nucleus of which con
stitutes the main mass, would conduct themselves like those we had
examined. An excellent subject happened to present itself viz. imma
ture spermatozoa of the frog; only a few stirred.

Volume ob. Volume of the Mean volu- Meonpenlentage
served of the me of the of protoplas-

F I ui d s, red blood protoplasmic proto,Plas. mic net\tork
corpuscles. ID,\C in the

network. network. spermatozoa.

a. NilCl sol. 0.35°/0 69 a andtJ 48.2

" , 0.6% 61 lJ 1/ iJ 47.25 48.13 78.8%

c. , , 0.7% 59 a If C 49

d. 11 1/ la/a 55.5

a. NaCl sol. 0.350 / 0 70 a , rJ, 42.3

1/ " o.n% 58.5 b , d 42.2 42,83 73,\l~/Q.

H 11 0.7% 57 a d C 44

N 1/ 1% 52

a. Na Cl sol. 0.35% 62 a If d 44.3 .
11 11 O.6°fo 65.5 b 1/ iJ 43 44.1 79,4°!Q

11 , 0,7% 53.5 a , C 45

1/ 11 1% 50,5

a. Na Cl sol. 0.35% 72 a , d 44,3 }
b. " Jf 0.6% 60.5 b , tl 44.2

\
44.5 73.5 0

/ 0

c. , 1/ 0.7°/0 58.5 a , C 45

d. 11 , 1"/0 54

We see therefore, that the spermatozoa give nearly the same
cipher as the blood-corpuscles of the frog.

In how far a correspondence will prove to exist between the
quantative proportion of protoplasma and intracellular fluid in different
cells of one and the same individual, we shall have to learn from
further researches.

CONCLUSION.
,

1. Besides the red blood corpuscles, the white and the spermatozoa
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also exhibit contraction by hyperisotonic and expansion by hypiso
tonic solutions.

2. The observation, that the amount of this expansion and con
traction is much less than it would be if the cells in question
consisted of a homogeneous mass, leads to the conclusion, that the
cells must consist of two substances, one representing the hygros
copic power of the cell, the other, which has no share, 'or only a
slight one in the hygroscopic power.

3. By the quantitative determination of the expansion and
contraction which the cells undergo under the influence of NaCI
solutions of different concentrations, or of serum, mixed with dif
ferent quantities of water we have a means of fixing the percentage
proportion between the two constituents of the cells.

From the experiments hitherto made it has appeared, that in the
white blood corpuscles of the horse the volume of protoplasm-sub-
stance amounts to 56.7010::-53.7%

For the red corpuscles of the horse 55 %-53 0/0
" "" " of the rabbit 51 %-48.7%
" "" " of the frog 76.4%-72 %
:'I " spermatozoa of the frog 79.4%-73.2%

If we injure the white bloodcorpuscles by mechanical means,
the expansion and contraction under the influence of .salt solutions
appears to be almost unchanged. The results obtained are with
difficulty otherwise to be explained but by supposing, that these
cells consist of a network of protoplasm, the closed meshes of which
contain a fluid that exclusively represents the hygroscopic power of
the cell.

Consequently BUTSCHLI'S theory of the "Wabenstructur" of the
cells receives, at least for the leucocytes, from physiological experi
ments a powerful support, which seems not to be superfluous in
face of the objections of an histiological nature which have been
urged against the arguments in its favour,

(October 14th 1898).
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The following papers were read:

International Catalogue. - Prof. D. J. KORTEWEG reads the
following Report:

The interest, which many members of our Academy have shown
in the issue of the second International Catalogue Conference, held
in Londen from Oct. 11th to is», as well as the circumstance that
our A.cademy has declared itself willing to contribute towards the
part, which the Netherlands are to take in the work, being well
executed (see the Proceedings of the ordinary meeting of Nov. 28th

1896), have induced me here to give a short account of what has
been done since the holding of the first conference, in July 1896.

9
l'roceedingll-- Royal Acad. Amsterdam; Vol. I.
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To some extent this account is to be considered as a sequel to
my communication, published in the Proceedings of our meeting of
Sept. 26th 1896. .As r did then I shall now again confine myself
as much as possible to those points that may be considered to be of
more lasting interest to science.

The former conference had addressed itself to the Royal Society
requesting that this Society might appoint a committee for studying
and reporting all questions regarding the Catalogue that still remai
ned unsettled.

In compliance with this request a copious report, dated March
30th 1898, was sent to the different governments and to the dele
gates of the former conference. These last were requested to state
their personal remarks in an inofficial manner.

This report, which we will call the Report of the Royal Society
Committee, contained in the first place further proposals regarding
the international organization to be introduced. One of these con
cerned the instituting of an International Council and of Internatio
nal Conventions, besides the Central Bureau in London and the
National or, as they are now called, Regional Bureaux, the esta
blishment of which had already been resolved upon by the first
conference and which are to do the regular work of composing the
Catalogue.

The International Council, formed by delegates of the Regional
Bureaux, one for each, was to meet at least once in every three
years in London and was to constitute the governing body of
the Catalogue. It has however to submit to the decisions of the
Iuternational Conventions, which shall be held in 1905, in 1910
and after that every tenth year, the members being appointed by
the governments participating in the organization.

A further proposal tended to institute for each science an Inter
national Committee of Referees, consisting of five members, appoin
ted by the International Council. It is to this Committee that the
director of the Central Bureau shall have to apply on the arising
of difficulties in the application of the classification-schedule, drawn
up fur that particular science. Changes of and additions to the
schedule, which the Central Bureau- deems desirable, are submitted
to its approval, while it has the right independently to introduce
such changes and additions.

In the second place the costs of the enterprise were estimated in
this report.

This was done on three different suppositions, firstly, that only
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a Book-Catalogue shall be issued; secondly, that moreover a primary
Slip-Catalogue shall be edited, with this restriction however that
.hut one slip has to be issued for each publication (book, paper etc.);
thirdly, that a secondary Slip-Catalogue shall be composed in which
each paper has to be represented by one slip for every subject treated
therein, so far as these subjects give rise to different entries in
the Book-Catalogue; every effort being made however to prevent
an excessive extension of the number of slips pertaining to one
paper.

As a result of the committee's estimates and calculations it ap
peared that on the fi,1'st supposition the receipts probably will cover
the expenses, if not at once at least after a certain period; that
this may be the case even on the second supposition; but that it
can hardly be expected on the thi1'Cl supposition.

In the fhi1'd place the report of the Royal Society-Committee
contained classification-schedules, worked out for most of the sciences
that have to be treated in the Catalogue.

In these schedules, the construction of which differs considerably
for the different sciences, according to the particular demands of
each science, ample room has been left everywhere for changes and
extensions, that may be desirable in future. The registration-symbols
ana numbers only play a subordinate part. They are technically
indispensable to the work of the Central Bureau and for arranging
the slips of the Slip-Catalogue. Acquaintance therewith however
may be considered as wholly or to a great extent superfluous to him
who uses the Catalogue.

When too many entries should come under the same heading, a
further sub-division may be attained by the introduction of "signi
ficant words" which may afterwards, if desirable, be transformed
Into new headings. In this way a natural growth of the classifi
cation will b~ armed at, keeping up with the development ofseience,

'I'aking' into account this in my opinion very suitable construction
of the book-catalogue and the circumstance, that the instituting Of
Committees of Referees seems to me a sufficient guarantee that the
needs and demands of the real scientific workers in the different
Bclellces will be decisive, I complied with the above-mentioned
request of the Royal Society-Committee by stating that my personal
opinion was in favour of the project in general. At the same time
I subjected the mathematical schedule to a closer examination and
added some remarks on the classification-schedules of more general
tendency.

9*
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In the second conference now held, this Reportof theRoyalSociety
Committee was made the babe of the deliberations, in order to come
as much as possible to a decision on the subjects contained therein.

Amongst the conclusions so arrived at I have to mention in the
first place those concerning the international organization.

The establishment of an International Council and of International
Conventions, constituted as proposed by the Royal Society-Committee,
that is to say as described above, was accepted by the conference.

The instituting of the International Committees of Referees on
the other hand was referred for consideration to the International
Council when constituted.

In the second place resolutions were passed on the arrangement
of the catalogue.

Notwithstanding the greater costs that will be incurred by it,
the maintaining of the slip-catalogue, besides the book-catalogue, was
urgently insisted on from many sides. The resolution taken by the
former conference ofediting the catalogue in both forms was unanimously
confirmed. It was however deemed necessary to make the finantial
prospects of the enterprise, which cannot at present be rightly
estimated, decide on the question whether only the primary slip.
catalogue or also the secondary one will have to be issued.

This last course was thought very desirable in itself, as it offers
the only means of collecting and keeping together the complete slips
for each particular branch of science. The hope was expressed that
a suitable arrangement of the secundary slips might greatly reduce
the large difference of cost which, according to the report of the
Royal Society-Committee, would exist between the two forms of the
slip-catalogue.

As to the classification-schedules in the tMrd place, it wasresolved
that separate schedules shall be composed for the following sciences:

Mathematics; Astronomy; Meteorology; Physics; Oristallography ;
Chemistry; Mineralogy; Geology (including Petrology): Geography
(only the Mathematical and the Physical part); Paleontology ; Ana
tomy; Zoology; Botany; Physiology (including Pharmacology and
Experimental Pathology); Bacteriology; Psychology; Anthropology.

For the rest the assembly confined itself to draw up some very
general rules for the construction of these schedules, the further
development of which is left to a provisional International Committee,
which probably shall appoint experts for every branch to assist in
the working out. In many cases certainlythe provisional classification
schedule, added to the Report of the Royal Society-Committee, may
serve as a base.
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Appointed at first to jndge of and to fix the classification-schedules,'
the Provisional International Committee has at the same time been
invested with the extensive power of taking resolutions on different
questions left undecided by the conference, regardingthe construction
of the catalogue. This committee will have to frame a report, not
later than July 31st 1899; which will be incorporated in the deci
sions of the conference.

It cannot be denied that the task of this International Committee
is a heavy one. In order to render it somewhat easier and to give
to all opinions an opportunity of making themselves heard, the de
legates have been charged with the formation of local committees,
each in his own country, to consider the questions left undecided
and to report there on to the International Committee within six
months.

Iu my opinion these committees will indeed be able to do useful
work. For if it might appear tlIat there was but little difference of
opinion on matters of importance, the decisions of the International
Committee would certainly be facilitated. The clear exposition ofthe
different questions in the report ofthe Royal Society-Oommittee raises
a wen founded expectation that such concordances will take place.

I venture to express the hope, that the Committee ofour Academy,
which has already formerly occupied itself with the International
Catalogue, will by its cooperation enable me to fulfil this part of
my charge.

Conformable to the above the President promises again to con
vocate the Committee which has on former occasions given advice
on the International Catalogue.

Physiology. Prof. C. WINICLER on: "Attention and respiration".

/ § 1. Inf?·oduction.

The present physiology of the cortex of the brain justly attaches
great importance to the idea of association. Since it has been proved
that different functions may be ascribed to different parts of the
cortex of the brain, it has become necessary on anatomical grounds
to suppose connections between those parts, moreover to assume on
clinical grounds, that in psychical processes these connections arc used.
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The physiology Of the cortex of the brain is compelled to 'ac
cept the theory of so-called parallelism between physiological and
psychical processes - for without this theory all physiology 3S a
foundation of psychology is impossible - it is therefore required
that a special physiological modification in the central nervous
system correspond to every special psychical procesf:l., At once
however, a difficulty arises.

Through self-observation, psychology knows a succession of diffe
rent conscious states, but no more, It teaches nothing concerning
the way, in which this succession occurs. Physiology, therefore, has
to explain the way, in which this succession takes place.

For this it uses the idea of association. It assumes that a phy
-siological modification in one group of cells can propagate along
fibres to another and bring about a new modification there. If it
is true, that in general only modifications in cells may be accom
panied by conscious parallel processes, and not the processes pro
pagating ill the fibres, the fact that self-observation knows succession
and no more, is not strange. But the idea of association has a wider
application.

It is its task to point out what special pbsysiological modification
corresponds to every special conscious condition.

The characteristics of the former may be determined in different
ways, either by the place occupied by the cell-group which is modi
fied, or by the combination of two or more eo-acting cell groups.
By means of association this combination is possible in numberless
variations.

To physiology taken in this sense, which aims at combining a
succession of conscious conditions with an association of physiological
parallel processes, the name of association-physiology has been giveu,
It is of course, rigorously a science of matter. It does not suffer itself
to be led astray in its views by the existence of conscious parallel
series. It states their existence, but keeps silent about their nature.
It treats conscious life as the life of an automaton, who perceives
scarcely anything- of the processes going on in him, but who reacts
to some, by far the fewest in number, with the corresponding con
scious parallel series.

At all times a difficulty.has presented itself to the association
physiology. It cannotbe contradicted that self-observation, in our wan
ting to make movements, in our being attentive and in many
other conscious processes gives the impression, as if we were active
agents in the conscious processes. Whence this feeling ofbeing active?
llow is it to be explained tllat self-observation misleads the subjec t
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about the part it plays, though to the association-physiology the subject
appears as a passive, successively perceiving and imaginating subject?

A better knowledge of the psychomotor area of the cortex has
solved this question fairly satisfactorily. .A number of clinical ob
servations have shown that perception and remembrance of a once
performed movement of the muscles as well as the movement itself,
depend upon the psychomotor area remaining intact.

A. number of physiological experiments have proved, that every
modification of a definite centre in this part of the brain - e.g.
one caused by an electric current, - flows to a special group of muscles
and brings about a special combination of movements.

If the supposition is admitted that the modification brought about
in the cortex of the brain is no other than the one originating
under physiological conditions, the latter, whose conscious parallel
is known to our self-observation as remembrance of the same com
bination of muscular contraction which is to be performed, will give
rise to the error of the subject. The subject sees that on the remem
brance of such a combination of movements, the movements them
selves invariably follow and concludes that the former causes the latter.

The physiological modification, however, remains the cause of the
muscular contraction. Its conscious parallel series, unexplained,
perhaps unexplainable, does nothing. The subject, as long as it is
taught by self-observation only: fancies \that it is active, that it
possesses a feeling of effort.

When we speak of a will to move, we mean the remembrance
of a movement of the muscles, which is to be performed, whose
physiological parallel series brings about this same movement, while
the subject fancies that the remembrance is the cause.

.All remembrances of movements of the muscles have this cha
racter of activity in common and it is also found in many corn
Found psychical processes.

When many impressions from sources of light bring about visual
perceptions, there is generally but one which we retain, or as
WILHELIlI WUNDT expresses it, of which we have the apperception,
compared with tlie many sensations of which we have the perception.
We direct our attention to that one actively, as it seems to us. It
has a chance of being distinctly remembered, while the others pass
by unnoticed, are forgotten.

Here too, a feeling of being active. If we did not possess this
gift of apperception) if we could not, even in appearance, detain an
image actively, Oul' thinking would be a whirl of successive images
(recollections), as may perhaps occur in the brain of a maniac.
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Direction of our thoughts in one sense, would be impossible.
It is the question if, in this exertion of the attention which ap

pears so undoubtedly active to the self observation, the remembrance
of movements do not play a similar part, as was the case,with
the will to move.

Can the subject actively, by the association of psychomotor cell
groups with the modifications which are accompanied by conscious
rernembrancos in the observing regions of the cortex be made to
fancy, that he fixes his remembrance?

To answer this question, it is necessary to know beforehand,
whether there are contractions of the muscles, and if so what con
tractions, through which the man who fixes his attention is diffe
rent from himself, as he is when he is not attentive.

For every modification of the psychomotor erea must necessarily
flow to the periferic muscles. Even if it is not very strong, it must
bring about some modification in the corresponding group of muscles,
though it be only a beginning of contraction, an increase of the
tension of the muscles.

It will appear - and this I want to show in my exposition ._
that the attentive man distinguishes himself from one not attentive
in various respects by changes of a motor nature and that tHis
remarkable combination of movements may be reproduced from one
single point by electric stimulation of the cortex of tlie brain of
a dog.

§ n. The variations in the oolume of the brain during

psychical procesees.

Before entering upon my real subject, I must dwell for a moment
on the modifications, which occur in the brain when at rest or
during conscious function. Many years ago Mosso has proved that
the volume of the brain varies continually. Sometimes people have
a defect in the bones of the cranium. Then the brain, covered
only by the membranes on that place, is fit for observation. If the
movements of the brain in half-sleep are registered - movements
visible even to the naked eye - it appears that the brain regu
larly varies in volume according to the varying quantity of blood
it contains. We see then:

10. Oscillations caused by pulsation, because every contraction
of the heart urges blood in the scull.

2°. Oscillations caused by respiration, because at every expira
tion the blood can flow less easily from the brain.
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3°. Special oscillations of vo
lume, which are longer and occur at
irregular periods j their cause is less
clear.

-'~""'-""' ..- .... , '''~ --. ¥ ._,

Oscillations of the volume of the brain
caused by pulsation and respiration
in half-sleep.

a. tracing of the volume of the brnin.
b. tracing of the respiration. The des

cending line is that of the inspimtion.
c. tuning fork. 2 vibrations per second.
d. abscis.

(LAURENS ••June 18th 1898. Defect
of the scull caused by tuberculosis
of the os pnrietale.)

Figure I is an example of the two
first mentioned, in fig. II and III the
last mentioned are very clear.

Whenever a sensation of sound
draws his attention, whenever the
person performs an intellectual pro
cess, e.g. the solution of a sum, the
hyperaemia of the brain increases j

it decreases as soon as the exer
tion stops, The long last-mentioned
oscillations continue for some time
afterwards, to be of much greater am
plitude and of much longer duration
than before the exertion took place (see
fig. Ill). On the other hand the oscil
lations caused by respiration become
less visible during the exertion; after
the exertion, however, they become
very distinct.

At last the oscillation caused by
pulsation changes too. It becomes
quicker. Moreover the long oscillations
are influenced to a certain degree by
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Oscillations in the volume of the brain during intellectual labour. CBy GRAUSZ. See fig. n.)
Fig. Ill. 1. At A there is a knock nt the door. Fig, IH. 3. from A-B a sum U X 4 = 48 is being solved.

Fig. HI. 3. from A-B a sum 3 X 3 X 3 X S = 81 is being solved.
In all tracings a = that of the volume of the brain, 1J = that of the respiration, o = that of the tuning-fork with 2 vibrations p. sec.
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the oscillation caused by pulsation. At the moment when the curve
of such a long oscillation rises high above the abscis, the duration
of the oscillation of the pulse is long 1). The increase of the volume
of the brain is preceded by acceleration of the pulse, as appears
from the graphical representation in fig. IV and from the figures
in the note.

,,
.. .I

/

13 ./.. --' A ,................ -\
'..... \ h ' ..i' .. ,..... " ~ ..

. '" 'B "0' V

Fig. IV. Graphical representation of the duration of the pulsations in seconds,
compared to the elevation of the tracing of the volume of the brain
above the absois at every pulsation.

A. Height above the abscis of the volume of the brains in mM.
\ B. Duration of the pulse in seconds, - - - - - (GRAuzS, see fig. Il.)

So 'it is clear, that in registering the pulsation of an artery, we
must find the same acceleration and retardation, which returns at long
irregular intervals and is not dependent on the respiration.

l)If we measure the height above the abscis of the long oscillation, when the
cylinder rotates quickly, and the duration of every oscillation of the pulse which
corresponds to that height, we find:

Height Duration of Height Duration of Height Duration of Height Duration of

above abscis pulsation aboveabscis pulsation above pulsation above pulsation

in mM. in seconds in mM. in seconds. abscis, in seconds. abseis, in seconds.

5.00 0.62 4.25 0.65 1. 75 0.615 4.50 0.65

5.26 0.62 3.50 0.725 2 50 0.65 4.50 0.625

5.00 0.02 3.00 0.75 3. 0.025 5.00 0.625

5.25 o 65 2.25 o 775 2 75 0.65 5.00 0.05

4.75 0.075 1 75 0.77 3.00 0.625 4.25 0.65

2.00 0.77 3.50 0.625 3.75 0.65

1 VG 0.77 U!5 0.625 3.75 0.65

4.50 0.6 3.50 0.65etc.
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If we take into consideration that even these single facts prove,
that every increase of the volume of the brain is attended byquick
pulsations, we shall find that a great deal may be learned from
the study of the pulsation of the artery, when the brain is at work.

This wiII be my first investigation.

§ 3. Tile influence of tile exertion of attention on the heart,
the 1'espimtion and the extensor muscles of the hand

and the neck.

If we examine the influence which the exertion of attention has
on the heart and consider it separately for a moment, remarkable
facts will be found.

First a few words about the arrangement of such experiments.
As an example of a strong exertion of attention, 'Which is very

slightly if at all attended by feelings of pain, the solving of a sum
is taken. The intellectual labour which is not attended by feelings
of pain or pleasure IlS suggested by the French authors is taken as
starting-point. The person used for the experiments is laid on a
couch. When he himself is perfectly calm and all around is quiet,
the pulse and the respiraton are registered. It has been arranged
that a number, generally of two figures, shall be called out to him
at a given moment, and that he shall continue to multiply this
number with itself, till a signal tells him to stop. He is to calculate
without using expedients. He works therefore with visual repre
sentations, with remembrances of visual representations of numbers.
Generally the experiment lasts ± half a minute.

The result, whether right or not right, is not pronounced by the
calculator j it must be dismissed at once from his mind. For many
experiments have proved, that the correctness or incorrectness of
the result is of no importance to my purpose j the rest or unrest
after the labour is.

In such experiments the pulseand the respiration may be registered.
The person to be experimented on lies calmly, the cylinder rota

tes quickly. Three levers note down. The pulsation of the arteria
radialis, the respiration and a tuningfork, which makes ten complete
vibrations a second, are registered with air-transport. The latter
enables us to read the time accurately down to the twentieth parts
of seconds, independent of the irregularities of the clockwork of the
cylinder. The tuning-fork is kept in continual vibration by an
electro-magnet.
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In this quiet half-sleep we see what follows:
Towards the end of the respiration, which has become calm, the

pulsations are of a long duration. When the inspiration begins, they
are shorter. Towards the end of the inspiration and during the
beginning of the expiration the pulsations are at the quickest.

When the expiration has reached its maximum, they are very long;
the same thing begins over again just before or after the beginning
of the inspiration.

It is not necessary to dwell on the influence of the respira
tion on the duration of the pulse and the pressure of the
blood, which is fairly well-known. It appears, however, also, that
the duration of the pulse varies at irregular intervals. Independently
of the respiration, which never loses its influence, the pulsations
become quicker or slower at irregular periods. These particularities
must not be overlooked.

When we have registered long enough to have a sufficiently trust
worthy starting-curve (see fig. VII) in half-sleep, a number is called
out to the person. Even if he does not calculate, this call is sufficient
to bring about a slight, passing acceleration of the pulse. If howe
ver, he calculates, the acceleration sets in at once. It increases,
according to the increase of exertion. When after half a minute
the signal "stop" is given, the acceleration of the pulse continues
for some seconds. After that, a shorter or longer smphibole stadium
follows, in which there is neither acceleration nor retardation. Finally

"/'''''''.~.' Y.IY'/V'~'~/<~.'''t~'~ .'/'r"~"A_'
l., - ._ '-,J .. ."...~ .. t, .;, .: _ ... r- ,-..1- '-", J".i'

'. ,

/"~/JV:~~/1~-"JV~~~1:-- ~/V: rv~/ '/~/"t/v ':v-::~_

J/I/lf\jI,r!1/V\0/\~l/I/\./\/\!\/l/~/\(\IL1jl>l/IVl!V\lJ.r /~~, .\ ....
'. . .. I.

Fig. V. Tluee series of pulsations one above the other.
In all three: a. is the pulsation of the arteria rarlinlis.

li. is the tuning-fork of 2 vibrations per second.
The lowest series, with 28 pulsations in 20 seconds before
The middle series, with 29 pulsations in 20 seconds during f the sum,
The highest series, with 25 pulsations ill 20 seconds after ,

(J. DE VVE, April 1898. Reduced to 1/3 of its size by means of photogiaphy.)
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and sometimes for a very long time, a compensatory retardation
follows 1) (see also fig V and VI). -

All this occurs by oscillations. The influence of the respiration

1) Here is an example in fignres: Experiment March 1898, J. DE VBll',s. Pulse and
respiration noted down during quick rotation. Duration of the pulse in seconds.

0.875 0.825 0.7 0.565 0.5 0.625 0.775 0.875 0.925 0.9

0.8 0.8 0.75 .0575 0.25 0.625 0.825 0.85 0.9 0.9

0.85 0.8 0.75 0.6 0'.5 0.625 0.8 0.85 0.925 0.925

0.8 0.8 0.7 0.55 0.525 0.625 0.85 0.875 0.95 - 0.975

0.8 0.775 0.7 0.55 0.525 0.65 0.875 0.875 0.925 0.975

0.85 0.75 0.7 0.525 0.55 0.625 0.825 0.85 0.9 0.9

0.85 0.75 0.65 0.55 o 525 0.625 0.825 0.875 o.n 0.925

0.85 0.775 0.65 0.525 0.55 0.65 0.825 0.9 0.9 0.95

0.875 0.775 0.675 0.525 0.525 0.675 0.875 0.975 0.9 0.925

0.85 0.775 0.675 0.525 0.55 0.7 0.875 0.9 0.950 0.95

0.875 o 775 0.675 0.5 0.525 0.725 0.875 0.875 0.925 0.95

0.900 0.775 0.7 0.5 0.55 0.75 0.85 0.9 0.925 0.925

0.875 0.8 0.675 0.525 o 575 0.75 0.9 0.875 0.9 0.925

0.85 0.675 0.5 0.55 0.85 0.875 0.875 0.9 0.925
0.8

0.85 0.675 0.5 0.575 0.825 0.85 0.875 o 9 0.925
0.75

0.85 0.675 05
0.575 0.85' 0.85 0.925 0.9 0.9

0.75
0.85 0.625 0.5

0.575 0.85 0.875 0.925 0.925 0.95
0.75

0.875 0.625 0.6 0.85 0.85 0.9 0.9 0.975
0.7 0.5

0.8 0.625 0.575 0.8 0.925 0.925 0.875 0.9
0.7 0.5

0.825 0.625 0.4-75
06 0.8 0.925 0.925 0.9 0.9

0.675
0.85 0.625 0.4-75

0.6 0.775 0.9 0.925 0.925
o 65

0.825 0.6 0.475
0.6 0.825 0.950 0.9

0.65
0.8 ,0.575 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.925

0.622 0.475

~
0.6 I 0.475

0.625 0.8 0.95

0.65 1.-
0.5

0.625 0.925
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1J8 1. . ..
WoN ' 'c', '- -- I .~::..;;:

/6 .1.1.
%

/5 H IS" L.l IS ,U

,-- :- --' ---~f'~-"--"'·l- 't--- -, ',-- - '--, r. -.;......1••, .
~~~ _.-..

. .
-- -,-------.;/'------- -/"'.- -----../ -. -- ---~", .

_ ~'. I t ~~.;.;\~;~r:;~~....-
'""' - .-~-

/s 2.S /6 tq If 19 tr 13 /(, 21( /6 H I/' 2.3

Fig. VI. Three series of pulsations one above the other during quick rotation of
the cylinder.

In all three a = the pulsation of the arteria radialis, 1.J = the respiration
c = the tuning-fork of 10 vibrations per seconds, il = the abscis.

The highest I has been taken before -, the middle II during -, the
lowest III after the sum.

The figures give the duration of the pulse in 1/20 of seconds (half vibra
tions of the tuning-fork). Those along the upper border give the duration
of pulsation. Those along the lower border give the division of the length
of a pulse by the dicrotrsm. I ,

(Prof. SALTET, March 1898.) Reduced to 1/2of its size by means of pho
tography.

is more clearly noticeable after the sum than before, and also the
longer oscillations return. (See the graphical representation fig. VII
for the different oscillations, the acceleration, the amphibole stadium
and the compensatory retardation 'as consequences of exertion).

The acceleration of the pulse under such circumstances has, ho
wever, been known since TlIANHOFER. The compensatory retardation
has not had due acknowledgment. A.nd yet, compare fig. V, it may
be very considerable.

But this is not all that happens. During the sum the blood
pressure in the radial artery seems to increase, at least the curve
rises, and at the same time the form of the pulse-curve chan
ges somewhat. Though the shortening of the duration principally
influences the diastole of the heart, yet the dicrotism moves a little
nearer to the top when the pulse is short, than when it is long.

A.t least in an absolute sense. 00mparatively, however, the dicro
tism has moved farther from the top. Compare fig. VI.

Summa summarum. DUl'ing the exertion of 'tlte attention the pulse
is accelerated. Afte1' that it becomes slouer, The acceleration sets
in at once, at least' if the other influences on the durafion of the
pulse are taken into account.

Let us now turn to the respiration. This is registered by the
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pneumograph of Marey, The descending line.' r~pre8ents the inspira
tion, the ascending line the expiration in every curve which has
been obtained in that way. The arrangement of the experiment is
the same as before.

During the sum, the respiration becomes quicker and more super
ficial, after the sum slower and more extensive (fig. VIII-XIII).

The first expiration can be lengthened, but it reaches rarely
the height of the preceding expirations. The shorter duration of
the next respirations, however, is principally dependent' on the
shorter duration of the expiration 1), while the lengthening of the
expiration after the sum is characteristic (fig. IX and X). It exists
even then, when the duration of the respiration is little or not
lengthened, because a slight shortening of the inspiration continues
after the sum. -

A tendency to deep inspiration with limitation and specially
shortening of the expirations is characteristic of what happens during
the sum. Not with everybody, though. Sometimes the deeper inspi-

1) The counting fig. 8, 9, 10 shows this clearly.:

Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

Before During After Before During After
tlle sum. the sum. the sum. the sum. the' sum. the sum.

S'Cl I '" t::l S·\::l '" t:::: ~. t::l Cl> t:; ....Cl Cl> t; ~. ':; Cl> t; .... t::l '" t;
=,,1=" ~ j:: -~ ~~ g.~ ~~ g.~ ~~ g.~ ~~ g.;; ~.. E;::.-[ [[ ~~ e.~ ~~. E..~ ~~. ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ E..~
g..g- ~§. g·ff g..g" g.g ~8' sg g..g" , g.. gO ~8' g.~ ~:g'
Ps.. :::g, ~g. :::~ ~~ E='~ p::~ ::s~ F~ ~g" ~~ Fg.,

1.3see.2.5sec. 0.6see.1.9see. 1.1see.3'.Ssee t,2see. 2.4see. 0.9see.1.7see. 0.9see.2.Gsee.

1.41/ 2.6 If 1. 1/ 2.2 1/ 1.2 1/ 3.6 " I),9 If 2.4 N o 8 u 1.8 , 1. 1/ 2.0 1/
\

1.31/ 3. I 1.1 u 1.8, 1.3 , 3.3 1/ l.l , 2.6 " 0.8 • 2.2 1/ 1. 1/ 2.8 ,

1.31/ 3.2 1/ 1, 1/ 1.91/ 1.31/ 3.6 , 1.11/ 2.5 1/ 0.8 1/ 1.7, 0.0 11 2.6 1/

1.21/ 1,01/ 1.51/ 3.4 u 1.1 1/ 2.2 , 0.9 , 1.2 u 1. 1/ 2.9 11

1. 1/ 2.2 11 1,2, 3.9 1/ 0.9 11 1.51/ 1. 1/ 2.9 ,
I

0.8 1/ 1.7" 1.21/ 2,6 ,

0.6 , 1.411 0.9 iI 2.4 ,

0.6 , 1. ,

I I 0, 6 u \2.1 11 _

, I I I I I I
On an average Oll an average jOll an average On an average Oll an average On an aver8lte

1.3&ee.j~.8sec.j 1. sec.j2. sec., 1.3See.j3.6see.1. see.j24sec. 0.8sec.jl.osee. o.!lSec.j2.7Beo•

,



Fig. VJII-XIU. Clllmges «I tbe respiration during tJle sum from a-b.

In at! figures: t = the pulstltion of toe arteria radialis. :: = ihe ebscis. a = the tllning·fork of 5 vibt'ILtions per aeceed... = the respiration (tlte ;desceu(ling line is the inspiration).

/lg. Yl!/l--1.7 it J..8 1.1 H if 2-1 .. 14 aB 2./" 2.. ,.q lQ 18 ].3 .. 1. 11 ~.b 11 ;.~ U ~~ R 31 i1 af.l

,,
.Fig. a: ,

t

/l l' /.' J IS It ,i "9 10 H 11 1.8 10 ,., /·1 "1 ,n !-I (.I J.8 /.1 36 J..

a 6

,
••

:Fig. xrr. During the sum, notllitl~

bnt c'Coee{lingly quick lIml $\Lpel'lieial
respiration. 'Ihen slightly longel' expi ,
r,\tion. Ciphers as nbove SumSSx 33.

(UI'. RUlTIN(U, Sept. 1898).

Fig. XIII. During the sum the
respiruticn becomes quick nud super
:fieilll, with aomewhut deeper insll\ratiOll
thnn before. After tlUlt long expimtiou.
nnd deep iuspirn.tioll. Slim, 32 X 32.

~UTl'lmQlrLEN, Scpt, 1898).

llig. XI. Dl\ril\!j the sum, the ecpl
It rntion, which is long n~ first, i~ couti
3 Many Interrupted b,jo' quicker inspim~

tions. It becomes l(1,B end lessextensive
nnd mllk~ pteee furdeeper inspieatiou,
After the SLIm lengthened eo;;:pimtion.

(VAN DIm PL\A.TS, ,Tuly 1898).
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RgJ:O.

/iKXI.

//.1 Z¥I'1 l~ /./

/'ir.I.

lhg, VIlI. During the )Ulll, respleation quick,
etpil1ltiou restrained, illSpirlltion becomes lleeller.
After the sum the e'tptratio'l is Ieugtheaed.

ine ciphers ~;I'<: tlle d~l1I.~iQJI 1)[ tlle in. end
HpLtlItiOU in seconds. SlUD 76 X 76. (Wr"KLl:Il,
lilt;, 1398),

Fig:. IX. Dllring tile ~U1n the respiration beco
aes {JlI.la"ker, after r~Btl:t:1iJl! lOll,;" a"pir.ltioll it
111Mmes less extensive, the inspiration beelJffieS
deeper. AltoI' !lze srun the e'l:[lillltioll is leng~!Iened.

Ciphers ua in llg. vrrt Sum 59 X 59. (WU.RDT

BtClOrA.N, .Tuly 1898).

.!i\~. X. Dllrlllg the sum the respimtlon hee,,:
m~~ "et.\'qtlld.:, tll3 expirnelon less esjenaive, the
l~spiratiQn daepar. 'Iuen the expiraflon is soma.
wlmt lengthened. Ciphers IlS before. Sum ~7 X 47.
lK1l:YN, July lS!lS).

Procef'dingll Royal Acnd. Amsterdam. VoL I,
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ration is wanting and gives place to an enormous acceleration ofthc
superficial respiration (see fig. XII). Sometimes there is a form
intermediate between the two (see fig. XIIII.

Summa surnmarurn. During the exertion the respiration, specially
the expiration, is shorter and more superficial j both inspiration tuul
expiration are diminished. in the beqinninq, but give gl'adually way
to a sironqer position of inspiration of the thorax. 'Then a compen
satory retardation of respiration follows, 'specially of the expiration,
witlt an inclination towards more extensive expiration and longer'
intervals.

During such a sum, however, the lumen of the periferic blood
vessels changes also. HALLION and COMTE have invented a simple
instrument to register the volume of the fingers, the so-called capil
lary pulse of the fingers. A caoutchouc cylinder is placed firmly
along the fingers in the hollow of the hand, while the whole hand
is covered by a solid glove. Every change in the volume of the
fingers under the influence of the working of the heart or the respi
ration, is imparted to the caoutchoue and can be registered.

And now, just as BINET and COUHTIER have already pointed out,
it appeared also to me, that sometimes after a preceding extension,
the volume of the fingers decreases during the sum (see fig. XV).

BINET and COUTtTIER think rightly, that this is partly the con
sequence of a spasm of the blood-vessels in the fingers. In fact,
when we try to find out with Mosso's sphygmomanometer, as they
also did, how it is with the blood-pressure in the capillaria, the
result is, that the pressure of the blood increases in the capillaria
during the sum.

If according to the particular arrangement of this instrument we
start from a very slight opposing pressure (in casu 30 mM. Hg.), a
curve is traced during the sum, which does not only ascend, but
shows increasing' deviations (see fig. XVJa); and if we start from the
optimum of the opposing pressure (in casu for myself ± 50 mM. Hg.)
the tracing rises, while the deviations decrease (fig. XVlb).

So the volume of the finger becomes smaller, the pressure in
its small blood-vessels increases. There is undoubtedly a spasm
of the vessels in the perifery. Besides the spasm of the vessels
another influence works on the volume of the fingers. The deep
inspiration empties the blood-vessels and has certainly some in
fluence on the descending of the curve which the volume of the
fingers traces during the sum. III the third place it is not impossible
that in the arrangement of the experiment as done by IIALLION and

10
Proceedings Hoyal Acud. Amsterdalll. Vol. I.
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COMTE and BINET and COURTIER, a slight extension-movement of
the fingers causes a release of the cylinder. If this were the casC',
a descending of the tracing registered in that way, would be found.

It was natural to register also the extensor muscles of the hand
and the fingers. This may be very fitly done with an air-cushion.
In this case, the local capillary pulse is of course noted down, but
every local expansion of the muscles will occur as a rising in
the curve.

Such a rising takes place. The influence of the spasm of the vessels,
which exists in the perifery, as we saw before, should be noticeable
here, and the tracing should descend. But on the contrary the tracing
very considerably ascends as fig. XVII and XIX show.

The objection, that an air-cushion does not work as a volume
writer, but as a sphygmomanometer, is not justified. This is also
to be seen on the curve traced. The deviations remain as large as
before I in spite of the enormous rise of the curve during the sum
(fig. XVII and XIX).

When an air-cushion is placed at the same time on the flexor
muscles of the hand and the fingers, and is made to trace the slight
deviations, we see hardly a change, at the utmost an indication of
a slight falling of the line, which is to be regarded as a conse
quence of the spasm of the vessels.

It is then unvariahly a volume-pulse which is noted down, and if
we place an air-cushion on the muscles of the calf (fig. XIX),
exactly the same volume-curve is obtained, as we know sinceBINET
and COURTIER for the fingers, and which is represented during
the sum in fig. XV. There is only one explanation left: the
extensor muscles of hand and fingers are contracted to some
degree, or rather, for the movement does not manifest itself in
a change of place visible to the eye, the tonus of the extensor
muscles of hand and fingers has become greater. In consequence the
curve which has been traced during the sum by the air-cushion
placed over these muscles rises.

If finally we place the air-cushion on the neck, an observation
like the one on the extensor muscles of the hand can be made. The
curve, which is here of course very much influenced by the respi
ration, and which is registered by the air cushion as rising by
inspiration, but falling by expiration, rises during the Bum. Some
times the head is even visibly thrown backwards. (see fig. XX).

Summa summarum. The tonus of' the extenso?' muscles of' the
hand and neclc is augmented.

If we take all this together, the question arises, if all these
.-
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I . . ,il Fig. XIX. Tracing of' the loonl. volume registered with air-euehions above the e,I.ten-
:1 sor muscles of' the lower part of the arm and above the muscles of the calf. '

11·· ' , A that on the,extensormus~l~s of the arm,
: B tllat on the rauscleaofthe eall.
I . . During the SUffi J the' air-cushion _on the m~s~lesof the calf notes down the usu.-Ll
!: volame-ourve, as is represented in fig. XV for the fingers: The curve 011 the extensor
III muscles' rises us 'n consequence of the teusion of the muscles which takes. place,

11 (W"URDI BEeKMAN, Sept. 1898).

11

fig-XX,
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.Fig. XV-XIX. Ohanges in the extremities during the sum.
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Fig.: XVII a~d XVIII. Tracings of the 100111 volume registered ,rith small air-cushions over the e~tensor muscles Ca) and over the flexor
muscles (u) of the 10\\r8r part of the nrm, c. "abscis.· d. tnning-fork with 2 vibrationsper second.

During the sum' curve a. rises, curve IJ. not or it goes down. The rise is dependent on-the increase in tension of the extensors, which
does not take place iri the flexors Or in a far smaller degree. (LA..VGELAAN, Sept. '1898).

»#~
IIMW.wm.W/!'II/lNMW/l/l!'I/,\~IIll!\W.WIM\\WI!II

~ ~~-._--~- ~-....._---~ -.,-

}~ig.- XV. Ohange of the 'volume of the fingers 'registered "ith the
caoutohouc air-eylinder of HALLION' and Cm.rrE.

During the sum (multiplication : 11 and 19) this curve goes
down after n short slight -rlsiug. The volume of the fingers decreases
accordingly (WINKLBD,June 1898).:

Fig. XVI. Change of the pressnre of the blood in the capillerie,
registered with Mosso's sphygmo.manometer. III fig. XVla the oppo
sing pressure is ± 30 mM, Hg•.

'During the. ·snm tile tracing rises and the deviations increase, In
fis. XVIb the ,oppos,ing pressure is ± 50 mM. Hg., that is ·tb.e, op
timum, with which the greatest deviatious are obtained. During the
sum the tracing: rises, but the deviations become smaller. So. the
blood-pressure increases during 11,e sum. (WINKLER, Sept. 1898)

:Fig.· XX (WINKLER, Sept. 1898).: Fig. XX. (WIARD! BEOKiuN,
'Sept. 1898). Fig, XXh (LANGELAAN, Sept. 1898). Tracingaregiatered
witb ~tn~ovable air-cushions on the muscles of the neck. Thid~acing

rises. at ~very inspiration, because the"head threatens to be thrown 11.

little backwards' through' the tension .0£ these muscles. This happens
in a far greater measure durin~_ the .sum.

I
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1
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Fig. XXb.
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:Figo. xx.
Side-view of the scheme of the cortex

of the brain of n dog. The ciphers in
dicate the squares, which were successi
vely stimulated with the induction cur
rent When 15 nnd 16 are stimulated
we see deeper inspiration or less extensive'
expiration, or quicker superficial respi
ration.

Fig. XXI. b

I

Fig'. XXII.

Fig. XXIII.

Side-view of the scheme of dog's

brain. (as above).

Side-view of the brain of a: dog. If
the place, indicated by a circle, is stimu
lated with un induction current, the in
spiration becomes deeper, the respiration
quicker: the expiration less extensive and
the pulsation quicker. After the stimula
tion the expiration is lengthened, the
pulsation slower than before. By stimu
lation with a moderately strong induction
current we find stretch-movements of the
fore leg and lifting up of the head.

Front-view of the same brain of a dog.

The circle agrees with point IQ of the

schemes above.

Proceedings Royal Aend, Amsterdam. Voir.
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changes cannot be regarded as consequences of changes of respiration.
In fact. leaving the periferic contraction of the vessels out of

account, there is much to be said in favour of this conception.
Inspiration and acceleration of the pulse, expiration and retardation
of the pulse belong together and it is scarcely possible that the
tendency to inspiration should _not be accompanied by acceleration
of pulsation during the sum, whereas the long respirations after it
must be attended by retardation. As to the stretching of the muscles
of hand and neck, everyone can observe in himself, that a strong
inspiration is attended by these movements.

So my exposition comes to this, that the popular saying that one
who listens very attentively, listens with suspended breath is not a
very incorrect expression, I know, however, yery well, that the
movements here described, are not the only things, which happen
during the exertion of attention.

§ IV. All the movements described here, may be brought
about experimentally by stimulating a certain area

of the cortex of dog's brains by means of
an induction current,

When we try to find out whether the movements mentioned above
can be brought about experimentally, it is obvious, that we must
turn to the cortex of the frontal lobe of the brain. We are brought
to this on clinical grounds. Patients suffering of the cortex of the
frontal lobe on both sides show an inability of detaining- an image;
they are often confused maniacs; they are so no less by their
inability of remembering events. Both phe~omena point to a marked
disturbance in the power of apperception.

I began therefore a methodical investigation with Mr. WIARDl
BECKMAN who will discuss the literature 1) on this subject and a
number of details of the experiments. The question was, whether
the functions of respiration could be modified by stimulation of
the cortex of the frontal lobe of a dog's brain.

To this purpose the cortex was stimulated with a secondary indue
tion current with electrodes, at a distance of two mM. from ono another.

Four Leclanche-cells feed the induction coil, a sledge of Du-BOIs
REYMOND, and the current can be scarcely felt on the tip of the

1) I leave it to Mr. WIARDI BECK~IAN to point out the agreement and the diffe
rences of our results with the investigations of HI1.'zIG, MUNK, KRA.USE, SE~lON,

1l0RSLlJY and SPENOER.

10*
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tongue when the secondary coil was 11 cM. from covering the
pnmary,

A Desprez-signal indicates the moment of stimulation on the
cylinder, while, the respiration is registered with the pneumograph
of Marey and the arteria femoralis with an instrument borrowed
from the tonometer of Talma.

At eight o'clock in the morning the dog gets from 30-50 mGr.
morphia, depending' on its size. In narcose with ether the frontal
lobe is exposed as far as the dura mater, according to the well
known method.

After a long time of rest and when the respiration is no longer
disturbed by the morphia, the experiment begins about one or 'two
in the afternoon.

The surface of the brain, representations of which will be found
in fig. XXI-XXIV, is divided into a number of squares, so far
as it is reqnired for our purpose. The size of these squares are
determined by the topography of the cortex.

After having determined the different centres on the cortex by
stimnlating a well-known area of the motor region, the animal
breathing calmly, it is first found, that there are a numberofcentres
from which it is impossible to bring about any change whatever in
the respiration.

It appears however, that constant changes may be brought about
regularly after stimulation of a few points indicated by 15 and 16
in the scheme. This point lies in the transition from the gyrus
sigmoideus (prae-cruciatus) to the frontal lobe and in the second
lateral gyrus near the place, where the fissura coronalis approaches
the fissura praesylvia closely. As soon as we stimulate with an
exceedingly weak current e.g. with 11 cM. distance between the
coils, some quick inspirations are seen to be brought about as in
fig. XXIV. If we stimulate with a current somewhat stronger, the
inspiration becomes somewhat quicker and is accompanied by acce
leration of pulsation (see fig. XXV). A moderately strong stimulation,
e.g. of 9 cM. distance, causes a stronger spasm of inspiration with
strong acceleration of pulsation, whereas the current also irradiates)
and causes stretch-movements of the muscles of arm and neck (see
fig. XXVIJr- which were distinctly visible, so that it was unneces
sary to register them. In fact the respiration (inspiration) centre
mentioned, lies between the centre for stretching the muscles of the
hand and that for lifting the neck.

This acceleration of respiration with deeper inspirations, eventually
restraining and shortening of the expiration is always followed by
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Fig. XXIV-XXVIII. ' Changes of respiration and pulsation dnring the *,ul.tion of point 16, (see fig. XX-;xXIV) of the cortex of the brain of dogs,

In ~ll curves the absois ld. the, time have been registered. Time by a tuning-fork with 2 vibrations' pe~ s..und,

f1XXfII.

,
:Fig. XXIV. 'Respiration and pulsa

ioaofadog registered (July, 15th'1898).
,Itd and e~ point I; and 16 the cor
lex is stimulated with n weak induct
lion current (distance of the. coils 11
eM.) During the stimulation nenelern..
tion of the respiration, specially shor
teuing of- the expiration) which con
tinues for some time after the stimu
lation. Thenstrong lengthening of the
expiration.

Fig.,XXV. Respiration and pulsation'
ofa dog (July 12th 1898). At e= point
16 the cortex is stimulated. Quiek and
superficial respiro.tionduring, long.ex
phation after the stimulation.

bIg, XXVI and XXVII. Asbefoie of
adag(July9th 1898). AtIlI stimulation
of Faiat 16 with a moderately strong
current (distance of the coils 8 a9 cM).
During thestimulation tendency to deep
inspimtian end acceleration of the pulse,
Then lengthening of expiration and
"lordation nf the pulse.

}'ig.XXVIII. Respiration (a)and puL
satian (b) of a dog (J uIy 27tI1l89S). At
li stimulatinn with the induction current'
during thetime indicated by the signal.
In every phasis nf the respiration, both
in, inspiratiun, and expiration, 'deep
inBpimtiau and acceleration of the
pulse, as well as quicker 'respiration
lllkes place.

b

a

"::;::",

~
~

Rg.XXVI.

Proceedings Royal Aead. Amsterdam. Vol. L
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long expirations, nay even by the expiration-position of the thorax,
and at the same time a distinct retardation of the pulse is seen to
follow as a consequence of that stimulation. The influence on the
respiration of electric stimulation of this point 16 is perfectly con
stant, and can be brought about in all phases of the respiration,
as fig. XXVIII proves. 'l'here is always stronger inspiration etc.

Summa summarum. By stimulation of a very small region in
the frontal lobe of a dog's brain, acceleration of respiration, ten"
dency to deep inspiration, acceleration of pulsation, contraction of the
extensor-muscles of hand and neck may be brought about, followed
by retardation of pulsation and long expiroiio«.

The movements expressing attention are consequently localized on
a comparatively small area of the cortex of a dog's brain and may
be demonstrated experimentally.

§ V. Conclusion.

Let us now return to the theory of the parallelism between phy
siological and psychical events.

I have shown in a series of arguments, that any man, fixing
his attention, performs a constant series of movements. I do not
mean to say that these are the only movements, through which
the attentive man differs from himself, as he is in a not attentive
state. I am convinced that there is a great deal to be done in this
direction. But the movements described here form a sharply defined
group. I believe that they all depend on a modified respiration.

Self-observation teaches us, that we turn our attention actively
to a perception. We are justified in assuming that representations
of movements possess an active character for the self-observation.
We find attentively examined representations alsoconnected with the
representation of movement, and in consequence provided with the
same character.

The physiological process parallel to attention, from the point of
view of the association-physiology may be explained by the existing
complexes of movements. .A. special complex of movements may be'
produced by means of an electric current from the cortex of a dog's
brain. It is OD a larger scale exactly the same combination of
movements which is found in the attentive man.

When a physiological change whose parallel series is e.g. a visual
lepresentation, propagates and brings about a new change in the
Psycho'lnotor inspiration centre, there is £01' the self-observation, a
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visual representation + a representation of a respiration-movemenh
performed in a special way. Self-observation calls this complex the
apperceived or the attentively observed visual representation.

Though psychology cannot be treated now experimentally, yet the
theory of physiological parallel processes justifies the opinion that
attention and representations of movements originated by special
respiration movements, are closely connected. Closer investigations
on monkey's brains will be necessary. The other movements expres
sing attention will have to be submitted to a systematical investi
gation in the same way, to- throw further light on the problem
treated in this paper.

Physics. - ."Simple deduction of the characteristic equation for sub·
stances with extended and composite molecules". By Prof. J. D.
VA.N DER W A.ALS.

If the quantity of substance inolosed in a certain volume is con
sidered as consisting of material points, which may also be done
with extended molecules, composed of atoms, the equation

holds, provided that the quantities occurring in this equation be
applied to all material points.

If groups of these material points are united to separate systems,
as is the case with molecules, which cannot be considered as one
single point, the equation mentioned above, becomes:

in which the index z relates to the centres of gravity of the systems,
and the value 'J' indicates the value of a quantity relatively to the
centre of inertia.

For the stationary condition of the centres of gravity as well as
of the systems themselves, this equation is simplified to:

~ 1/2m TTzS +~I 1/2fl TT,.2 = - 1/2I (X:r= + Yyz + ZZz)

_1/2II (X.(', + Yyl' +Zz,). • • • (0)
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The condition which is required for considering a group ofpoints
as a system is, that these points keep always together, whatever
may happen and that the quantity .::s.::s fl 'l'r

2 keeps constant.
For the term _1/2.::s (XtI'z + YYz +ZZz) we may write3/2 (N +NI) v,

so that the latter equation may be written:

~ 1/2 m Vz2 + .::s.::s 1/2 fl Vr2 = % (N+ NI) v -

- 1/ 2 .::s.::s (X:?'" + Yt), +Zz,). • • . (d)

In these equations co1lisions taking place between material points,
cannot furnish a value, as in every point where a collision takes
place, there are two forces of opposed direction, which, working
at the same point, destroy each other. The forces in the term
1/2 2 2 (XJ'r + Y.Yr +- ZZr) are simply the attractive forces between
the points of the system and possibly also the attractive forces which
are exercised on a system by the surrounding ones.

It is true that in transforming - 1/2 :E (XJ'z + Yyz +ZZz) to
312 (N -+ NI) v it has been assumed for these latter forces, that for
a system, which does not lie near the surface :EX is equal to 0,
but from this does not follow that .::sXx, is equal to O.

If to the moving systems themselves the virial equation is applied,
we get the equation

provided that in X', Y' and Z' all forces, also those which exist on
the surfaces as pressures, are taken into account. These systems
move in a space, in which the pressure is N +NI per unity ofsur
face, and if we were justified in considering the pressure as really
exercised on the surface of every system, the value furnished in the
second member of the equation would be equal to % (N+NI) bl 1

if we represent the volume of all the systems together by bl •

As this pressure, however, is transferred on every system by the
collisions with the other systems, in calculatmg this value, we
must consider that pressure as exercised at a distance twice as
great, so on the surface of a volume, whose lineal dimension is
twice that of the sytem; at least for spherical systems. Of the
value obtained in this way, the half is to be taken, because a
pl'ebsure exercised by the first system on the second is at the same
tIme a pressure, which is exercised by the second 011 the first. The
equat~on (e) becomes then if we put b = 4 b1
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If (f) is subtracted from (d) the well-know equation is obtained

The equation (j) may be considered to contain the condition for
the stationary state of the molecules themselves. In the form given
it is, however only applicable, if the molecule is supposed to be
composed of' material points, ,!hich do not form again separate
systems. If the latter is the case, the equilibrium ofevery separate
system will give rise to a new equation, which, however, will not
change the equation 3/2 (N + NI) (v - b) = 1/2 :2 m Vz2.

For a mixture consisting of 111 + 112 molecules, we find the virial
value of the surface-pressure of all the molecules together through the
observation, that the amount of the pressure on the unity of surface
for the two kinds of molecules is proportionate to the numbers
which are found in unity of volume and therefore also proportionate
to nJ and 112' For collisions with a molecule of the first kind, a

111
surface-pressure amountingto (N +NI) must beassumed. and

111 + n2

for collisions with molecules of the second kind a surface-pressure of

112 (N +NI)'
7tl + 112

We find for the quantity with which 3/ 2 (N +NI) is to be multi
plied in order to indicate the value of the virial of the pressUl e,
which is exercised on the surfaces of the moving systems, the same
value as Mr. LOREN'rz (Wied. Ann. 1881, Bd. XII, Heft 1) has
found, viz.:

It is easy to deduce, by the preceding way of obtaining the characte
ristic equation that the value of b is equal to 4 times the volume of
tho molecules only in case of infinite rarefaction, and that it must
be smaller in case of less great rarefaction; it is not even difficult
in that case, to give a first approximation of the way, in which b
depends on the volume of the substance. By the calculation of the
equation (f) we find the value of the virial of the pressnre on the
moving systems to amount to half the value of the virial of a pres
sure N +N1 , exercised Oil as many surfaces as there arc systems,
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but the systems are supposed to be limited by a spherical surface,
described with a radius, which has twice the length of the radius
of the systems themselves. Let us call these larger spheres: distance
spheres.

All these distance-spheres are supposed to lie quite outside one
another and to have no points in common. As the volume of all
these spheres together is 8 times as great as the volume of the
molecules, the case that all these spheres lie outside one another is
by no means possible, If the volume is smaller than 2 b.

But even i.f the volume is so large, that the distance-spheres
would lie quite outside one another, if the molecules are supposed
to be spread in the space at regular distances, a great number of
distance-spheres are sure to cover one another in consequence of the
fact tbey are spread quite irregularly. Now the question is, in how
far the computation of the value of the virial of the pressure
N + NI is to be modified in consequence of this fact. If we have
some molecules, lying in such a way that the distance-spheres inter
sect, we have not two entire spherical surfaces on which pressure
is exercised but a surface consisting of two parts of spherical sur
faces. The pressure within the space enclosed by them, is the same,
as if it consisted of two separate parts, but the value ot the virial
of the pressure for the two molecules together amounts to twice
%(N +N])(B - S), if B is the volume of a distance-sphere and S
the volume of the segment which is cut off from a distance-sphere
by the plane of their intersection. In other words, we must take
into account only that part of the distance-sphere that reaches up
to the plane of the intersection, instead of the whole distance-sphere.

We come, accordingly, to the same result which I had obtained
in another way before (Verslag Kon. Ak, van Wetenschappen Am
sterdam, 31 October 1896).

A second approximation is also I mentioned there, and though the
determination of the value of that correction leads to such long
calculations, that as yet I have not brought them to an end, yet I
will make some remarks on the way in which this value might be
obtained.

If A, Band C are taken for the instantaneous position of the
three centres of the I distance-spheres and]f1 for the centre of the
circumscribed circle, the mean value of the volume limited by the
surface of the distance-sphere A and the two planes F J.ll and
.A M D, will represent the second correction.
. If we put AM=a and LAjUG= C, and the radius of the

dlstallce-spllOre =R, the value of the volume FJfD will be
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If C moves on the circle AB C, the centre of which is :Af, a and
C remain the same and consequently I keeps its value also.

Let provisionally, the distance of A and B remain invariable and
let C move arbitrarily, then M moves along the line FG. If we call
the heigt of M above AB equal to It, I may be considered as fune

2

tion of It by observing that a 2 = lt2 +~ (1' the distance AB) and
4

sw C= ~. If tho whole figure is turned round line AD, and jf
2a
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the whole space, in which C may be found is divided into volume
elements l::. TT, we have to determine

fN
---:;;- I l:::. V.

As 1 is known as function of It, l:::. TT must also be given as de
pendent on 11.

If we represent the angle which CM forms with FG by Cp, the
annular volume-element, in wioh C lies, is to be represented by

2 n dsp dlt (It + a cos cp)2 •

If we take cp between 0 and the value which it has, when C lies
on the distance-sphere of A, twice the value of this integral it> to
be taken.

As the value of tp is quite determined by It, when C lies on the
sphere of A, the integration must be done with respect to It, and the
limits are to be determined, between which It is to be taken.

'rhe highest value of I! is of course V (R2 - :); the lowest

value may be found from

or

11=------

The lowest value, however, cannotdescend below - V (R2 - ~)

which would be the case If r> R1/3. This is the cause that the
integration, must be done m two tempo's, and that we have to
calculate
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Chemistry. - "The raie of 8ubstitution of a nitro.qro'Up by an
oxall~yl17. By Prof. O. A.. LOBRY DE BRUYN. With reference
to DR. A. STEGER'S dissertation.

Up to this moment no investigation had taken place of the velo
city of substitution of'the atoms or atomgroups, immediately connected
with the benzene molecule by other groupfl; yet such an investiga
tion was of importance for the knowledge of the qualities of the
benzene-nucleus and the influence of the different places on each
other. A reaction which was excellently fit for this purpose I had
formerly met in a comparative study on the three dinitrobenzenes
viz. the substitution of one of the nitrogroups in ortho- and para
dinitrobenzene by oxymethyl or oxyethyl ') according to the equation:

A preliminary experiment had sheady shown me that the para
dinitrobenzene at 0° is more speedily substituted with natnum
methylate than ortho-dinitrobenzene,

Now Mr. STEGER has studied quantitatively the four above
mentioned reactions at temperatures of 25°, 35° and 45°; besides
the influence of concentration, that of the presence of a natriumion
and that of the gradual adjunction of water were also examined,
The results of this study, published by Mr. Sl'EGER as a dissertation,
are of general interest, to which I think I may draw attention.

In the first place then it is now proved that the velocity of
substitution is greater with paradinitrobenzene than with ortho
dinitrobenzene; for Loth the transposition takes place more speedily
with natriumethylate than with natriummethylate, a phenomenon
that agrees with the observahons of others. The conduct of ortho
and paradinitrobenzene is not the same for the two alky1ates, a
difference that may be brought back to the influence of the two
alcohols that served as solvents. The influence of the temperature
however, being different for the two dinitrobenzenes, was equal for
each of them towards the two alcoholates.

The question as to the influence of the concentration on the ve
locity of reaction was important with a view to an investigation by
HECRT, CONR.A.D and BRUCKNER 2) on the velocity ofaetherformation,

1) Recneil 13 (1894) 101, 106.

2) Z f. pbys oi, ~ (1890) 289.
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consequently of reactions which were perfectly comparable to those
mentioned here; for they run on the equation;

OHs J +Na 0 OHs = OH3 0 OHs +NaJ, etc.

Said investigators had proved that in the process of the aether
formation the reactionconstant increases with the dilution. To us
it is evident (which in 1890 could not yet be the case with H.,
O. and BR.) that we must here think of the influence of the elec
trolytic dissociation increasing in proportion to the dilution, that is
to the increase of the oxalkylions 1) and to write the following
equation;

OHs J +Nu + 0 OHs = OHs 0 OHs +Na +r

or, the natriurnion not taking part in the reaction

OHs J + 0 OHs = OHs 0 OHs +J.

The reaction studied by Mr. STEGER would then be represented by

But then it came out, remaikably enough, that in opposition to
the process of aetherformation the constant of the last named reac
tion was not changed by the concentration.

The question that now naturally offered itself as a consequence
of this result was this. If a regular influence of the dilution, as
required by the electrolytic dissociationtheory does exist in the nether
formation and does not exist in the substitution of the dinitroben
zenes, what is then in both reactions the influence of the addition
of a substance with the same ion? If a sodium salt is added, the
increase of the concentration of the natriumions will keep back that
of the oxalkylions and consequently cause the reactionconstant to
fall. By H., O. and BR. this question bad been studied cursorily
and unsatisfactoiily only.

When investigating the velocity of the aetherformation while
adding increasing quantities of Na J, it was now shown, that the
reactionconstant, in accordance with the iontheory, decreases in re-

I) Neither CIlJ J nor C6 H4 (N0 2)2 conduct the electric currentin alcoholic solutions.
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gular gradations. On the other hand however the experiment showed
that for the transposition of orthodinitrobenzene a change in the
velocityconstant by the addition of a sodium salt is not noticeable.
Consequently we arrive at the conclusion, improbable in itself, that
of two for the rest perfectly homogeneous reactions, oneis under the
influence of the electrolytic dissociation while the other is not. More
acceptable seems to be the supposition that the theoryof the electrolytic
dissociation cannot be considered as an element of explanation in
all reactions in solutions containing electrolytes and that the trans
positions between substances, which both or one of which behave as
an electrolyte may still depend upon other causes than the nature
and concentration of the ions.

To the problems to which we are led by this result, one of the
foremost is: what change the conductiveness of alkylatesolutions
undergoes by dilution.

The study pf the reaction we treat uf here, has still been extended
for orthodinitrobenzene and this has also afforded some resultswhich
are not unimportant. Some observations of an earlier date had
shown that the addition of very small quantities of water sometimes
greatly alters the qualities of alcohols. Consequently we resolved
to equally investigate that influence on methylic and ethylie alcohol.
The result was unexpected in many respects. In the first place we
saw the reactionconstants continued to exist, even in mixtures of
alcohol and water with up to 50 pOt. water. Now it is generally
supposed that sodium-alcoholate with only a little water is already
transformed, at least partly, in natron and alcohol. If natron had
been present we might have expected the formation ofnitrophenolate
and consequently the two following reactions taking place simulta
neously:

and
o, H4 (N02) 2 +Na 0 C2 n, = o, R4 NO,2 0 C,2 n,+Na NO,2

Ca H4 (N02)2 +Na 0 H = c, n,NO,2 OH+Na NO,2'

In the latter case a second mol. natron should have formed the
natriumnitropbenolate and consequently the concentration of the
natron should be equally diminished. In case of the two reactions
running simultaneously an equal velocity might not beexpected. With
this difference in velocity the equilibrium between Na OH and
Na 002 H5 had to be equally altered and 00, besides the three men
tioned reactions there, should appear a fourth:
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If all these reactions should take place simultaneously, there could
be no question of a constant. And yet, as mentioned above, there
were found constants for the two aleohols, even for alcohols diluted
with an equal weight of water. The explanation proved to be easy.
In opposition to the generally adopted idea, it was shown that the
sodium in methylic alcohol diluted with 50 pOt,. of water was mostly
bound to oxalkyl. The same may also be proved by a quantitative
estimation of the natriumnitrophenolate formed, which was pos
sible along the eolorimetric way owing to the yellow colour of that
salt. The quantities formed of it, proved to be very small and
amounted only to a few percent for 50 pOt. and 60 pOt. ethylic
alcohol.

There also came out another peculiarity viz. this, that the addition
of water causes the reactionconstant in methylio alcohol to rise from
0.0169 to 0.0249, in ethylic alcohol to fall from 0.0261 to 0.0104.
For a percentage of ± 12 pOt of water the constant of the two
sloohols is the same. It was now highly to be regretted that the
constantly decreasing solubility of orthodinitrobenzene in the diluted
alcohols did not allow to continue the experiment down to water.
The two curves that may be constructed with the constants and the
percentage of water must necessarily meet in one point, the one
that would indicate the reactionconstant for aqueous natron, that
is in absence of the alcohols. Yet we were able to extend our
tests so far that we have shown for the still more diluted alcohols
how much nitroanisol and nitrophenetol and how much nitrophenol
were formed when boiling dinitrobenzene with natron that contained
40, 20 and 10 pOt. of the alcohols. The result of these tests 
see below - shows that even in the strongly diluted methylic
aleohols the formation of the methoxyl-compound forms the principal
reaction, while in ethylic alcohol a considerable quantity of nitro
phenetol is created nevertheless.

Mcthylic alcohol

40%

20 »

10 »

.Et1lyhc 1I1c01101

b. pt. time dinitrobenaeue oxalkyl-comp,

81° 8 h. 3.03 gr. 2.7 gr. ± 96%

89° » 3 01 l> 2.4 l> ± 88 »

94° 16 ». 3. l> 2.0 l> ± 70 l>

40%

20 »

8 h. 3.2 l>

16 l>. 3.3 »

2. l>

1.15 »

± 63 l>

± 35 II
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In continuing these experiments it will in the first place be our
purpose to make out if in the aetheiformations, taking place in alcohol,
diluted with water, the same conductappearsas in the transformations
of the diniLrobenzenes treated here. Further we shall try to find
substances the transformations of which adapt themselves to a
quantitative study, both in alcohol and water and in any mixture
of these two solvents, with simultaneous estimation of one of the
products.

Chemistry. - nOn some anomalies in the system of MENDELEJEFF".

By Prof. TH. H. BEllRENS.

In his fourth paper on isomorphism CllBeitrage zur Kenntnis des
Isomorpbismus", IV, in nZeitschr. f. physik. Chemie, vrn,' 1) Mr.
J. W. RETGERS has denied the existence of isomorphism between
tellurates and sulfates and has gi\ en to tellurium a place between
Ru and Os (Fe = 56, Ru = 104, Te = 128, Os = 195). His views
are founded on two facts: on the absence of compound crystals, com
posed of K2 804 and K2 Te 0 4 and on the existence of isomorphism
between chlorotellurates, chloroplatinates and chlorostannates. In the
second place the anomaly in the differences of the atomic weights
of Sb, Te and J is mentioned and likewise the analogy between
H2 To and H2 S, but the principal weight is attached to the con
clusion deduced from isomorphism. His first assertion is drawn from
experiments with K2 Mn O~, a compound, forming green crystals
with Kg SOol, but not with K2 're 0,1' It has been confirmed bJ
experiments with Ag'2 Cl'0 4 , by which compound growing crystals
of Ag2 S04 are stained from amber yellow to a fiery reel, while it
does not enter into crystallizing Ag2 're 0 4 ,

Where Mr. RE'l'GERS has made use of isomorphism between chloro
tellurites (he writes: chlororellnratos) and chloroplatinates, to sub
stantiate his second assertion, his argumentation is less stringent,
as he has not given experiments of his own. The base ofhis second
assertion must therefore be thoroughly tested.

No compound crystals were obtained with Te Cl1- and Pt O],j" the
solubilities of the two compounds K2 Pt CIa and K2 're Cla differing
too much. With CS2 Sn Cle and Clle Te Cle and with CS2 Os C16 and
Cs£ Te Cle better results wore obtained. Beautiful compound crystals
were produced by adding Cs Cl to mixed solutions of Te Cl4 and
II' 01 4, strongly acidulated with hydrochloric acid. In this case the
compound crystals were light brown, while the one of the compo
nents is yellow, the other red-blown.
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To ascertain, if Te comes more near to Sn or to 11' and Os
experiments with several acids were tried, with a somewhat starting
result. Tellurium dioxide is dissolved by K HC2 0 4, forming well
developed mieroscopical crystals of a double oxalate, resembling
crystals of potassium-zirconium-oxalate in form, dimensions and
manner of formation.

Here the question arose: How far may the isomorphism of the
compound K2 Sn Cia with analogous compounds ofother tetrachlorides
extend? In the first place the behaviour ofPb CJ4 was examined. With
strong hydrochloric acid, cooled by ice, Pb O2 gives a yellow solu
tion, from which CsCl precipitates dark yellow octahedrons, while
in a solution, mixed with Sn 014, bigger crystals of light yellow
colour are formed. From mixed solutions of Sn CI4 and Pt Cl4 no
compound crystals could be produced, while mixed solutions ofSnCl,
and II' 0]4 gave a complete series, varying in colour from dark red
to a faint reddish yellow. Crystallization of pure ehloroiridate is
prevented by means of a strong dose of hydrochloric acid ana
heating, before adding rubidium chloride. At ordinary temperature
only a few compound crystals are formed, and these are faintly
tinged. Fraetionating by repeated additions of Rb Cl is to be recom
mended; it facilitates the preparation of a complete series. Mixed
solutions at Sn C14 and OsCl4 are not so easy to manage, besides
the variation of colour (from colourless to light brown) is not so
striking. Finally experiments were made with Mn C14, prepared by
dissolving- Mu O2 in cooled hydrochloric acid. From this solution
Cs Cl precipitated dark red octahedrons, resembling crystals of the
compound Kz 11' Cla, while from solutions, mixed with Sn CIJ.,
compound crystals of all shades between a dark red and a faint
reddish yellow were obtained, perfectly imitating the series produced
from mixed solutions of Sn Cl4 and II' 014,

These last experiments are particularly suggestive. The isomor
phism of K Mn 0 4 and K Cl 0 4 is the principal argument forplacing
Mn near 01 in the seventh group of MENDELEJEFF i on account of
the isomorphism between K2 Mn 0 4 and K2 S04 it might be placed
in the sixth group; reasoning from the experiments with the tetra
chlorides of Mn and Sn would bring it into the fourth group; from
this it must be removed to the third group if you start from the
isomorphism between common alum and manganum-alum; finally,
if you fix your attention to the crystalline forms of manganous
oxalate and of the double phosphate of ammonium and manganum,
:Mn must have its place in the second group, next to Mg. The
compounds of chromium exhibit a similar protean behaviour.

11
Proceedings Royul Acud. Amsterdam. Vol. 1.
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With a view to isomorphism chromium might be placed in the
eventh, the sixth, the third, and on account of ehrom-ammonium
in the eighth group. For tellurium you have choice between thres
groups. If the principal weight is accorded to the analogy between
H2. Te and H2S, it must be placed in the sixth group; if you
follow Mr. H,T!,TGERS, in putting the isomorphism of K2Te 016 with
K2OsCI6 and K2 II' C16 upon the foreground, a place must be
found for it in the eighth group; if the attention is fixed on the
somorphism of OS2 Te 016 with CS2 Sn Ola and on the analogy
of potassium - tellurium- oxalate with potassium -zirconium - oxalate,
it may be put into the fourth group. Meanwhile it may not
be overlooked, that Te owes its place in the sixth group solely
to the analogy of H2Te and H2 S; that, to fit into this group,
its atomic weight ought to range below 126 (Sb = 120, Te = 123(?),
J = 126.5) and that the atomic weight of Te stands likewise
in the way of a migration to the fourth and to the eighth group.
In the fourth group no place is open next Sn for an element
having an atomic weight about 1~0 (Sn = 117.4, Ce= 141), and
if Te should be placed in the eighth group, between Ru Bud Os,
search would have to be made for seventeen new elements in tlns
group. The difference between the atomic weights of two acknow
ledged membres of this group, taken in a vertical column, amounts
to 45-48; between Ru and Te it would be half as great (Ru= 104,
Te = 1~6-128), thus: three unknown elements, filling the gap
between the first and second file, eight between the second and
third (Ru = 104, Os= 195) and six below the third (Pt = 195,
U = 240). Not impossible, but certainly not probable. Probably,
if Mr. RETGERS had been acquainted with the isomorphism of
CS2Mn CIa and OS2 Sn C16, he would have stopped at the statement,
that isomorphism between tellurates and sulfates does not exist,
and would not have proceeded to seek a place for tellurium in
the eighth group with a difference of 22 between two consecutive
atomic weights instead af 45.

The weight of isomorphism in chemical speculations must be
further reduced than has been done by Mr. Rr';TGlUts. The hypo
thesis, that isomorphism among a group of compounds does point
to isomorphism of the elements which these compounds have in
common, is abandoned by most chemists, but isomorphism between
sulfates and chromates, between phosphates, arsenates and vanadates,
stated without restriction, if! even objectionable. In alum trivalent
chromium can take the place of aluminium, while sulfuric acid
cannot be exchanged for chromic acid, and yet this exchange can
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easily be made in sulfates of univalent and bivalent metals, without
[tltering their crystallization, In double arseniate of ammonium and
calcium phosphoric and vanadic acid cannot fill the place of arse
nicic acid, while ill lead-apatite the three acids can be exchanged
without any visible change in the form and structure of the crystals.
Here isomorphism is restricted to small groups of compounds, whose
limits are narrow and sharply defined; in other cases the limits of
isomol'phous g;roups are very wide, wider than generally admitted.
Take for example the double arsenate of ammonium and calcium,
(NH4)2 Ca As 04 + 6 !I2 O. In this compound Ca can be exchanged
for Ba, SI', rb, Mg, Mn, Fe, Co, :Ni, Zn, Cd and Cu. Nearly the
same extension of change is found in triple acetates of the type:
Na Mg (U02)s (C2 n, O2) 9 + 9 !I2 O. They form rhombohedral
crystals, imitating the regular (tetrahedric) crystals of the compound
Na (U02) (C2 !IS 02)S' Speculation on a possible connexion between
the wide range of isomorphism in complicated double and triple
compounds with their constitution leaves the impression, that their
form is ruled and fixed by constantly recurring nuclei of great
volume, or, with other words: that isomoi phism and morphotropism
have a cause in common. The nucleus of the triple acetates is the
compound :Na (D02) (C2 n, 02)S' Morphotropism plays here a pro
minent part, accompanying isomorphism and producmg a striking
imitation of regular forms in rhombohedral crystals. Obviously a
connexion exists between these phenomena and the combination of
isomorphism and morphotropism, found in some families of minerals,
o. g. the pyroxenes, where exchange of Mg for Ca, of Ca for Zn
or Mn does change the system of crystallization, while the general
shape or habitus of the crystals remains unchanged.

Chemistry. - nOn the action of mcthylic alcolio! 011 the imide~

of bibasic acids", By Prof. S. TIOOGEWEHFI!' also in the name
of Dr. W. A. VAN DORP.

In April of this year we have placed in the Rccucil des 'I'ravaux
Chimiqnes des Pays-Bas et de la Belgique a ~IJOrt account, which
showsr that, by heating the imides of bibasic acids with methj lie
aloohol containing muriatic acid, the methylie ethors of the amide
acids, corresponding to the imides, are formed in some eases.

At least this was observed with the phenylimides ofsuccinicacid
and maleic acid, also with those, substituted in the radical of tbe
acid. For example the phenylimide of maleicacid with methylic alco

11*
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hol oontaining muriatic acid forms the ethereal salt according to
the equation

OH-CO OH-OO. NHOaHs
11 >NOaHs + OHsOH = 11
OH-OO CH-OO. OOHs

On a closer study of this reaction we have found that the eo
operation of the muriatic acid may be promotive in some cases to
the formation of the methylic salt, but is not required for it.

Several imides investigated by us are transformed partly in the
ethereal salts of amide-acids, when heated with absolute methylie
alcohol without the addition of methyIic alcohol containing hydro
chloric acid. It is best to work in sealed glass tubes at temperatures
between 150°-2000 O. and sometimes higher still; but methylic salt
formation also takes place when the imides are for a long time
boiled with methylic alcohol.

We could show besides in some cases that these ethereal saIts,
when heated with methylic alcohol, are partly transformed again in
imides and methylic alcohol. Perhaps these reactions are reversible:

imide +methylic alcohol;: methylie salt of the amide-acid,

This point will be investigated.
BERTHELOT and PEAN DE ST. GILLES in their classic papers on

the formation of ethers from acids and alcohols say, that the maximal
quantity of ethereal salt that can be formed is but slightly depen
dent on the temperature. This seems equally to be the case, at least
sometimes, in the case of the formation of the etherealsalts ofamide
acids from imides,

We have prepared the ethereal \salts of the corresponding amide
acids from the following imides by heating with methylic alcohol:
succinimide, succinphenylimido, succinparanitrobenzyIimide, malein·
phenylimide, phtalphenylimide.

OH~-OO .
Succinimide I >NH, when heated for three hours in

OH2-OO

sealed tubes with 'the oetuple weight of absolute methylic alcohol
at a temperature of 1700 C., gives the methylic salt of the succino'

OH2-CO-NH2
amido-acid I ' in large quantity.

CH2-CO °OHs
We prepared this ethereal salt, which we did not find mentioned
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in literature, also by letting methylic iodide act upon the silver salt
of suecinoamido-acid, and convinced ourselves that both compounds
are identical.' If the imide is boiled with methylie alcohol, ethereal
salt formation takes equally place, though slowly.

CH2-CO
The transformation of the suecinphenylimide I > ~ o, H5 in

C1I2-CO
CH2-CO-NH Co H5

the ethereal salt of the amide-acid I , which takes
CH2-CO--CO OUHs

place easily if methylic alcohol containing muriaticacid is used, seems
to be more difficult when this alcohol 'alone is employed. We had
to heat up to 2400 C. in order to obtain a satisfactory result. We
consider our work with this imide as not yet finished.

CH2--CO
If the succinparanitrobenzylimide I_ >N CH2 o, H4- N02 is

CH2- CO
heated with a septuple quantity of methylic alcohol for some hours

CH2CO: NB. err, CoH4-N02
at 1700 C., a small quantity of the ester I

CH2• CO 0 OHs _
is formed. Experiments on ethereal salt formation at lower tempe
ratures were not made in this case. On the other hand this methylic
salt, when heated to 1700 0.' with methylic alcohol, is for the greater
part transformed in the imide.

CH-OO
The maleinphenylimide 11 >NCo H;; (1 part), when heated

CH-OO .
with methylic alcohol (7 parts) at 1700 C., is transformed partly in

CH-Ca-NU o.a,
the methylic phenylamidomaleinate 11 " The same

CH-COOCHs
reaction takes place already, though slowly, when the phenylimide
is boiled with methylic alcohol.

/CO
The phtalphenylimide c, H4" > N U(\ H51 when heated with

"CO
rnethylic alcohol on a waterbath in a flask connected with an
inverted condenser, or at a higher temperature in sealed tubes"
produces small quantities of the methylic phenylamidophtalate

/CO-NHCoHs
Ca H4 • The fact of this ethereal salt beingunstable

,""CO 0 CHs
against methylie alcohol we learn at once, when trying to crystallize
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it from this solvent. The warm solution soon deposits some phe
nylimide.

To conclude we have found in comparative experiments that the
imides form the ethereal salts of amide-acids much easier with me
thyJic alcohol, than with aethylic- or propylic alcohol. The greater
ethereal saltforming faculty possessed by the former alcohol 1) shows
itself equally in these experiments. -

We herewith tender our best thanks to Messrs. VAN BREUKELE

VEEN and VAN IIAAHST, who assisted ns with great zeal in the
present investigation.

Del{tIAm<;terdam, October 1898.

Physics. - "DoscJiplion of an open manometer of reduced height".
By Prof. n. KHfERLINGII ONNl~S.

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting).

Zoology. - "Oup·shaped red bloodcorpnscles. (Ohromooraters)".
By Dr. M. O. DEICHUYZEN. (Communicated by Dr. P. P. O.
HOEK).

'I'ho red bloodcorpuscles of the lamprey (Petromyzon fluviatilis)
whcn examined living or after fixation, exhibit a remarkable shape,
which has escaped the attention of investigators. They are hell-or
('up shaped cells. Their body contains a rather deep I cavity which
may be called an "oral invagination". The rather wide opening-is
round, but owing to the facility with which the cells change their
shape, may become a split or a triangle.

A second less evident "aboral" invagination is found at tho aboral
pole, in a somewhat eccentric position however. Seen from above
one of the poles, the cell is somewhat oval, almost round. :No
wonder that such a shape is not recognized, when the blood 18

spread out in a thin layer, dried and then preserved.
There is scarcely an object imaginable better calculated to mal,o

the objections evident which must be alleged against the usual
methods of drying for the purpose of investigating the blood.

True amoeboid properties are wanting; some of the damaged cells

1) Vitl. ML!iSWU'lKIN. Ueb. Ann. 19S, 1). 357.
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however do indeed remind us of the thorn-apple shapes of the red
blood-corpuscles of mammalia and amphibia.

The nucleus is ellipsoid. It lies in the proximity of the aboral
invagination, and appears to be connected here with the boundary
layer of the body of the cell by means of the microcentrum, the
group of centrosomes.

The retraction sometimes tapers off rather sharply. The bottom
of the deep oral invagination also appears to he connected, though
much more loosely, with the nucleus.

Under injurious influences the mouth may disappear and the cell
hecome globular, or the bottom of the oral invagination Ibe thrust
outwards like a bag turned inside out, so that a (clear) vesicle is
extruded from the oral ring, 01' the nucleus may be ejected from
the opening of the mouth. In preparations where the boundary layer
of the body of the cell presents itself as a sharply defined mem
brane, a ring is visible round the mouth, viz. the oral ring. Round
the aboral invagination we observe in such preparations, though
less frequently, an aboral ring. What kind of peripheral, oral and
aboral differentiations, preformed in the living cell, lie at the bases
of these images, we callnot as yet say.

These cells may be called chromoeraters, a word derived, by
analogy with the term ehromocyt in zoology, from the Greek ~!!at"rl!!,

a cup.
The desirability of proposing- this new name arises from the

circumstances that the chromocratere proves to be a red blood-corp
uscle occurring in widely divergent groups of animals. It may
be a thing ofimportance in phylogeny and in mammalia an inheritance
of great antiquity.

The common red blood-corpuscles of mammalia (rat, cavia, rabbit)
pass through a stage, in which they are nucleated chromocraters,
and that as mature erytlwohlasts or normoblasts, when the nucleue
is al1'eady pycnoticaUy degenemted, which cells eject their nucleus
tlwough the oral invagination.

They then become cup-shaped erythrocytodes (known already to
RINDFLEISCH 1) and HOWELL 2)): e.g, enucleated chromoeraters with
deep oral and less deep aboral invaginations.

In the full-grown red blood-corpuscles of man viz, in the tips of

---
1) R1NDrLJJISCH, Ueb, Knoehenmark und Blutbildung, Archiv f. mikrosk, Anato-

lUte. XVII. 1880. -,
2) HOWELL, The life history of the formed elements of the blood, especially the

red bloodcorpnscles; Journal of Morphology, IV, 1890.
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the fingers it may also be shown that the two invaginations of the
hi-concave discs are not morphologically equal. Their chromocrateric
nature may be rendered visible by "fination" of the out-flowing
blood in osmic acid. (according to an observation by Mr. H. W.
BLoTE, assistant at the Leyden Laboratory of Physiology).

We will by no means assert that all nuclei are eliminated by
ejection; there seems to be no reason to question the statements I

made by trustworthy writers ofcases in which the nucleus is destroyed
by intracellular degeneration.

In the freshly fixed thighbone-marrow of a Cavia in an advanced
stage of pregnancy, a round corpuscle, corresponding in all respects
to the pycnotic nucleus of mature normoblasts, was observed in
nearly all leukocytes next to the polymorphous nucleus.

Moreover the ejection of the nucleus already figured by RnmFLEIscH,
may be easily observed e.g. in the thighbone-marrow of a rabbit
three weeks old.

Now chromocraters, corresponding in shape to that described of
the Lamprey, were also observed by me in Phoxichilidium femora
tum, a Pycnogonid abounding in the port of Nieuwediep. Also just
the same typical exterior of the aboral invagination, sometimes sharply
tapering and pointing to the adjacent nucleus. The pjection of the
nucleus through the oral opening of a somewhat damaged cell has
also been observed.

I myself have observed chromccraters only in mammalia, lampreys,
and the species of Pycnogonid just mentioned. Now we find in
zoological literature descriptions and figures by different writers, who
probably have seen chromocraters hut owing to the difficulty of
obtaining living specimens of the sometimens scarce material, their
statements could not as yet be controlled or verified.

Unknown to each other the writers observe with surprise and
more or less incidentally, that they have seen bloodcells which
were cupshaped.

DOHRN in his Monograph of the Pantopoda of the Gulf of Napels
says, that in nearly all Pycnogonids he had seen bloodcells which
he called, llBallons". llSieht men sie im Blut circuliren, so erscheinen
sie gefaltet, wie ovale Ballons aus Seidenpapier die nicht mit Luft
voll erfullt sind."

GIUESBA.CH 1) has figured the haemoglobine-containing cells ofPee
tunculus glycimeris, a Lamelhbranch Mollusc. "Sie sehen miltzen-

I) GnIDSBAOII, Beihuge zur Histologie des Blutes. Arch. f. mikroskop, AnntomJe
XXXVII. 1891.
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fOrl'nlg aus, sie lassen sieh vergleiohen mit einom eingedriickten
Gummiball, sie ahneln dem Hut eines Pilzes und dureh die ein
gedriickte StelIe sieht man deutlich den Kern hindurchsohimmern."

From the figure I think I may conclude that we can here have
10 do with hardly anything else than with chromocraters, at least
with cells which have a great many properties in common with
those we have described.

EISIG in his Monographie der Capitelliden has figured at least
dish-shaped red bloodcells in Chaetopod worms (Notomastus), Nor
should we omit to mention the figures and communications of
CUENOT) 1) concerning Cucumaria Planei, an Eehinoderm, and of
Sipunculus and Phasealosoma (Gephyreans).

That the same verycharacteristic species of cell,possessing a shape,
the appropriateness of which is at least very questionable, the sig
nificance enigmatic (unless the calyxiform bloodcells ofthe Gephyreans
be congenial with chromocraters) should occur among such widely
divergent groups of animals as Pycnogonids, Petromyzontes, Molluscs
(perhaps) and Mammalia, justifies, in my opinion the conclusion, that
the ehromocrater is a heritage from the common ancestors ofthe above
mentioned groups of animals, that is from worms. In the ontogenesis
of the red blood-corpuscles of mammalia the ancestral ealyxiform
nucleated blood-cell again appears for a short duration.

Thifol investigation was carried on in the Physiological Laboratory
of Leyden and at the zoological station at the Helder.

By the communications of GIG-LID Tos 2) our attention was
directed to the Lamprey.

Astronomy. - "Some remark» l£pon the 14-monthly motion of the
Pole of the Earth and upon the length of its period". By

Dr. E. F. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN (Communicated, by
Prof. H. G. VAN DE SXNDE BAKHUYZ~N).

(Will bo published in the Proceedings of the next meoting.)

1) OUENOT Etudes sur le sang etc. Arch. d. Zool. experimentsle et generale.
IX. 1891. •

d
2) E. G1GI.lO Tos, Sulle cellule del saugue delln lampreda. Accad, realedellasciense

1 TOrino. 1896.
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Physics. - »The influence of preSSltl'e cn the eritieol temperatu1'e
of complete mixture". By Mr. N. J.'VAN DER LEE. (Corn.
municated by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS.)

In 1886 (Wied. Ann. Bd. 28) Mr. ALEXEJEW published investl
gations, undertaken to find out the influence of temperature on the
mutual solubility of two liquids which are but partly soluble in
each other. A temperature proved to exist, above which mixture in
all proportions takes place (critical temperature of complete mixture).
The existence of this temperature had been already suppoeed before.
In 1880 (Verh. Kon. Ale), Prof. VAN DER WAALS had pointed out,
that the pressure too, \must play a part in this phenomenon, and
he had found that in a mixture of ether and water, the meniscus,
parting the two phases, becomes flatter by higher pressure. Though
this might be considered as a proof that the two phases approached
each other as far as composition is concerned, complete mixture is
not attained. Mr. ALEXEJEW seems to have been induced through
this treatise, to examine also the influence ofpressure for the mixtures
investigated by him, but with a negative result. (1 have not been
able to consult the description of these last experiments. I know
them only from citations). By the theory of the surface lJ1 (3. D.
VAN DER WAALS: »TMorie moleculaire d'une substance composes
de deux matieres diff6rentes. Arch. Neorl. T. 24 or Versl, Kon. Ak.
23 Febr. 1889) the influence of the pressure on the mutual solubi
lity was also examined. In 1894 Mr. J. DE KOWALSKY published
the description of his investigations (C. R. T. CXIX p. 512) concer
ning this theory. No influence of the pressure was found - not
even by very high pressures - except for a triple mixture of
aethylalcohol, isobutylalcohol and water. A pressure of 900 atm,
made the liquid homogeneous at a temperature of about 3° below
the temperature of complete mixture. Of late Mr. KLOllBIE (Zeitsehr
f. phys. Ohem. 24. 617. 1897) has found a perceptible influence of
the pressure for mixtures of ether and water by a pressure of 100
atmospheres, without, however, determining its degree.

The purpose of the experiments which will be described here,
was, to find something about the influence of the pressure on the
mixture of liquids.

Of all the mixtures examined by Mr. ALEXEJEW the pair water
and phenol seemed best fitted for these investigations. The critic!!l
temperature of complete mixture is about 67°. The phenol used
was from MERCK & Co. and was tested beforehand by determining
the fusing-poin t. It was preserved in the dark in sealed glass tubesl
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each containing about the quantity necessary for one experiment.
The proportion of the mixtures was regulated by putting together
quantities of a given weight of the two substances. As the deter
minations were made for mixtures whose temperature of complete
mixture was near the critical, the liquids were divided into two
phases at the temperature of the room. Therefore the mixture was
well shaken, so that an emulsion was obtained. A certain quantity
of this was quicklypoured into a capillarfunnel, with which the liquid
was brought into the observation-tube. This tube consisted of a
straight tube of thick glass with about 3 m.M. inside diameter, It
was fused together at one end, widened in one place just as the
CAILLETET-tubes are, and cemented in a brass mounting, After a
sufficient quantity of the mixture was poured into this tube, the
stirring-contrivance was applied to the liquid, consisting of a
magnetised needle, round which a closely fitting glass capillar was
elided, which was then fused together on both ends and provided
with glass balls to prevent its sticking to the glass walls. To bring
this bar in motion an electro-magnetic stir-apparatus was used,
like the one described by A. VAN ELDIIC (Versl. Kon, Ak. 1897).
After the stir-apparatus had been put in, the air-bubbles were
removed as much as possible, and then the mercury was put in the
tube. For this a not too great quantity was first carefully put in
at the top of the tube. If care was taken that the mercury had but
very little velocity, it kept sticking high in the tube, in consequence
of the capillarity. After that it was easy to make it glide along a
capillar down to a few cM. above the surface of the mixture. Now
mercury could be poured in by means of a capillar-funnel, in which
air-bubbles could be avoided. At last the whole mercury fibre could
be 10wered , till the lower end reached the surface of the mixture.
Aftel' the tube had been completely filled with mercury, it could
be turned upside down and placed in a steel vessel, which was in
connection with the forcing-pump. Within this steel vessel a glass
vessel filled with mercury, was placed in such a way, that the lower
end of the glass tube was below the surface of the mercury. The
space was further filled with glycerine, and the glass vessel closed
with a brass nut. '1'0 have it hermetically closed, rubber rings
are used.

The pressure could be kept constant with this instrument for a
considerable time and could be rear] by a metal-manometer, a new
one specially used for these experiments. This manometer had been
tested, before it was received by us. As the influence of the pressure
proved to be very slight, little differences of pressure were not paid
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attention to, and it was not necessary to use a more accurate in
strument. This slight influence, which had been expected beforehand
from the theory and in connection with the experiments before
mentioned, made it necessary to make the observations near the
temperature of complete mixture. Here the difficulty presented itself,
that the heat which would be developed by compression, might be
the cause that the temperature, which had first been below the
temperature of complete mixture, would rise above it. In this case
mixture would not be the direct consequence of the pressure. 'I'here
fore it was of great importance to make an arrangement by means
of which it would be possible to keep the temperature round the
glass-tu be constant for a considerable time: for in this way it would
be possible to remove the disturbing influence mentioned before. The
attempts to get a suitable thermostat, led to the following arrange
ment agreeing in many respects with the ono described by W. WATSON

(Phil, Mag. Vol. 44 July 1897): a glass cylinder, 30 cM. high and
with a diameter of 5,5 cM., is closed on both ends with caoutchouc
stoppers. These stoppers are pierced in the middle, so that a glass
cylinder of the same height as the former and with a diameter of
2,6 cM., can be placed concentrically with the other.

The annular cylindric vessel obtained in this way. is placed so
as to have its axis vertical. Two holes made in the higher stopper,
give an opportunity of adjusting two glass tubes. One of these is
closed with a tap and serves to bring- the liquid into the vessel.
The other is (the glass tubes being in close contact) connected by
means of a rubber tube with another glass tube placed vertically,
which leads throngh a cooling-apparatus, and is bent horizontally
just above it. It leads further to a T shaped piece to which are
fastened 10

• an open manometer 2°. another T shaped piece. One
arm of the latter T shaped piece has a rubber tube with a squeezer.
This squeezer is so constructed that by means of a screw the ad
mission of air can be nicely regulated or entirely stopped. The
other arm leads to two large closed bottles, having together about
40 L. contents, and from there to a rubber tube (with a squeezer),
which brings about the connection with a waterairpump. In this
way the vessel is connected with a large space, in which the
pressure can be lowered. The regulating of this pressure, read
by means of the open manometer, can be easily done by the two
squeezers mentioned. Then a small quantity of mercury is first
brought into the vessel, enough to cover the bottom, and to
preserve the caoutchouc in this way, and on it a quantity of aethyl
alcohol) which can be made to boil under various pressures. The
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heat required was furnished by an alternating current, easily obtai
ned by the installation of Electra which is found in the laboratory.
This current is led through a spiral, wound round the inner cylinder
of the boiling-vessel, the ends of which have been sealed through
the glass of the outer cylinder. A necessary condition for the remai
ning constant of the temperature proved to be that the spiral rema-ined
entirely merged in the liquid.

The glass forcing-tube containing the mixture was then placed
nearly in the axis of the inner cylinder with a thermometer and
the tube of the electro-magnetic stir-apparatus near it. The space
was then closed with wads on both sides. The thermometer was
quite inside that part of the inner-cylinder, where the temperature had
proved to be the same throughout. Therefore correction for the sticking
out of the mercury was not necessary. Within the same space the
mixture which was to be examined ana the tin tube were placed.

The mixture was now brought to about the temperature of com
plete mixture, which took about an hour. Then the temperature
was made to rise a little under continual stirring; after a moment's
rest it was made to rise again etc., till the cloudiness (the proof
of the presence of two phases), had quite disappeared. Then the
temperature was read. After that the temperature at which the
cloudiness reappeared was determined in the same way by cooling
the mixture. By repeating these observations a few times, the
temperature of complete mixture could be very accurately determined.
(The thermometer was verified at the Reichsanstalt). In the same
way the temperature of complete mixture by greater pressure was
determined. The results of these observations follow:

22% 0: =0.05

pressure: norm. 30 60 90 120 150 180 atm,

temp. of compl. mixt.: 66.7 66.7 66.9 67 67.1 67.2 67.3

34% :c =0.09

pI'essure: norm. 30 60 no 105 130 atm,

temp. of compl, mixt. : 67.6 67.6 67.8 67.8 68 68.1

38 % :c = 0.11

pressure: norm. 60 90 atm,

temp.ofcompl.mixt.: 67.3 67.5 67.7
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47% w = 0.15
pressure: norm. 60 90 120 atm.

temp.ofcompl, mixt. : 64.8 65.1 65.3 65.3

49 °(0 :.c= 0.16
pressure: norm. 30 60 90 120 150 180 atm.

temp. of compI. mixt, : 65 65 65.1 65.2 65.3 65.5 65.6

55 °(0 tl'=0.18
pressure: norm. 30 60 90 atm.

temp. of compl. mixt.: 61.2 61.2 61.3 61.3

(The percentage of phenol has been given here. In the thoory
of the surface lIJ we suppose that the quantity of one of the liquids
is MI (I-x) and of the other 112 x, in which J11 and M2 represent
the molecular weights. Here 1.112 = Co Ho OH.)

These observations prove, that increase of pressure causes the
temperature to rise. Considered in connection with the theory of the
surface lfJ, they show that the longitudinal plait (second plait) hasa
plait-point on the side of the greater voJ umes and that at that plait
point it turns Its hollow side towards the «-axis. As moreover, it is
possible to prove in general theoretically, that rise of temperature
makes the plait move in such a way that the projection of the
connodal line on the XV plane falls within that of a preceding'
connodal line, it follows from this, that the longitudinal plaits
(second plaits) will be moved to the side of the x-axis if the tem
perature rises. At a certain temperature the two connodal lines
will intersect. Then we have three co-existing phases. When the
temperature rises, the two points of intersection approacheach other,
in other words, the phases begin to resemble each other more and
more. .At last the two curves touch; there is only one liquid phase
left, co-existing with the gas-phase. This temperature is called the
temperature of complete mixture. This, however, is but one of the
many critical temperatures of complete mixture, for at a higher tem
perature it is possible, by increasing the pressure, to get two liquid
phases, which can become perfectly equal in composition and mole
cular volume. In this case also, there is a critical temperature.
So the critical temperature rises through increase of pressure in
the mixture examined.
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If once more the case that twoconnodallines intersect is examined,
it is easily seen, that the two intersection-points are nodes of the
longitudinal plait (second plait). When the temperature rises they
approach each other, and whcn the curves touch, the point ofcontact
may be considered as two nodes having fallen together. From this
follows, that when two connodal curves -touch, the point ofcontact is
a plait-point of the longitudinal plait (second plait). The spinodal
curve of the longitudinal plait will therefore also touch the spinodal
curve of the transverse plait (first plait). A consequence of this is,

that the differential coefficiont dp (see 'I', M. p. 15) must be 0 in
dte]

this case which points to a maximum or minimum of the line
p = 11 (./'1), that is the curve, which represents the relation between
the composition and the pressure of the saturated vapour of the
mixture.

To test this conclusion experimentally, some pressures of vapour
were measured according to the method denoted by LEHFELDT

(Phi!. Mag. July 1898), the results follow:

4..8% s:= 0.01 10.1% ,7]=0.02 18,9% ,7]=0.04
T. P. in m.M, T. P. in m.M, T. P. in m.M.

'/2.4 263 77.2 321 72.2 260

73.9 280 773 323 72.3 262

7Ul 291 77.5 325 72.9 269

75.1 294 81.9 388 73.7 277

76.1 306 85 438 75.5 299

77.4 323 75.7 301

78.5 338 76.5 312

79.9 357 77.7 328

81.6 382 77.9 331

83 403 78.9 344

83.8 416 79.6 353

85.4 443 80.5 367

86.6 464 81.6 384

87 ,.1:71 83 405

84.4 428
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33.60/ 0 tJJ=0.09 50.9% $=0.17
T. ' P. in m.M. T. P. in m.M,

71.2 251 71.2 251

72.2 261 ..11.4 253

73.1 272 72.4 264 .

'14.1 284 73.7 277

74.4 288 74.6 289

75.5 300 76 306

76.7 315 77.2 321

76.9 318 '78.3 337

77 319 79.3 351

77.7 328 81.3 378
-

78.7 343 81.8 386

79.4 352 82.8 401

79.9 300 83.8 417

80.9 375 85.6 448

81.6 385 86.6 462

82.6 400 86.7 468

84.2 426 86.8 470

85 440

77.2% :r = 0.3l) 84.% IV = 0.5
T. P. in m.M. T P in m.M.

I

73.3 253 75.9 212

73.5 254 76.3 215

74.5 262 77.5 229

75.7 276 77.9 234

76.5 282 79.7 253

77.7 296 81.6 274

78.9 311 82.8 1287

79.3 315 85.8 323

80.6 330 89 381

81 336 89.1 382

81.6 344 89.4 389

83.2 367

84.4 387

86.2 419

86.4 422

87.6 444
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From these figures the following values were found by interpola-
tion for the curves p = fl (Xl)' (The pressuresfor pure water are taken
from the tables of LA:NDOLT. A. slight correction ought to be made
in the figures mentioned, which is, however of no infiueneo on the
general course of the prt'sslue curves).

% ((' 7:io 77° 79° 81° 83° 85°

0 (J 280 814 ;)40 SQ9 400 433

5 001 293 :J18 344 373 403 436

10- 0.02 294 319 3,1;) 374 40:> 438

HI 0.04 204 319 345 374 405 438

34 0.09 204 319 34G 375 40G 440

51 0.17 294 319 345 374 404: 438

77 0.39 2G8 289 310 33G 3G4 397

84 0.5 201 223 245 267 290 311

Though its exact place cannot be determined from these figures,
yrt it appear:> that there is a maximum, which corresponds nearly
with value 34 pOt. (;u = 0,1), so nearly with the composition by
the critical temperature of complete mixture of three phases.

(November 23tb, 1898.)





KONINKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAN WRTENSCHA.PPEN
TE AMSTEHDA.M.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETING

of Saturday November 26th 1898.

---_o::c.....----

('l'llIll~latud from: Vcislng van de gowone vergndering del' Wis- ell Natuurkundige
Afdecling Villi Zatcrdng 26 November 18!JS Dl. VII).

COI.TCX1S: "Hacmlltopoicsis in the placenta of 'I'aisius und other ~ammals". By Prof A. A. W.
HUDIIECIIr, p. 167. - "On a Contagium vivum f1uidum causing the Spot-disense of
the 'I'obucco-leuves", By Prof; M. W. BRIJEIUXCK, p. 170. - "On congealing- and
melting-phenomena in substances showing tautomerism", By Prof. H. W. BJl.KIIUIS Roo
Z.:BQOM. p. 176. - "Vllriation of volume and of pressure in mixing". By Prof.•r.D. VAN
DIm 'VAALS. p, 179. - "Equilibriums in systems of tluee components, Change of the
rnixing-temperuture of binary mixtures by the addition of 11 third component". By
1111'. ]'. A. n. SCIlRclxlmAKIlIlS (Communicated by Prof. J. M.VAN BE]DlELENJ, p. l!n.
"On the accurate determinntion of the molecular weight of gases tiom thcir density",
By Prof J. D. VAN nun W'AALS, p. 198. - "Somc remarks upon the 14-mouthly
motion uf the Pole of the Earth and upon the length of its period". By Dr. E. F. VAN
ilE SAXilC BAKIIUYZIl:N (Communicuted by Piof, H. G. VAN DE SANilE BAKIIUIZEI-)
p, 201. - "A stunduid open manometer of reduced height with transference of pros
sure by means of compressed I,;IIS". By. Prof. 1I. KHIl>lU.IKGH ONXCS, p. 213. (With
one plute.)

The full owing papers were read:

Zoology. - 11Ilaemaiopoiesis ill the placenta of' Tarslus and oilier
mammals." By Prof. A. A.. ,V. HUBRECH'£.

The various authors who have investigated in the course of the
last thirty years the first origin of the mammalian red blood-cor
pm,cles have come to conclusions that are far from unanimous.
This can ill part be ascribed to the wish to look upon the red
blood.corpuscles without nucleus of the full-grown marnmalia as
morphological elements, that are equivalent with the nucleated red
corpuscles of' the lower vertebrates and of mammalian embryos.

12
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdaul. Vol.
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Against this view SCUAIJ'ER, SEDGWICK-MINo'l' and IhNVIER (whose
experimental proof has however a year ago been disposed of by
VOSMAER) protested. The two first-named look upon the non-nucleated
mammalian blood-corpuscles as plastids, that are formed in cells in
an analogous way as are the chlorophyll-granules in vegetable
cells. The majority of the remaining investigators consider the non
nucleated mammalian blood-corpuscles ab cells from which the
nucleus has either been extruded (RINDFLEISCH, VAN DER STRICH'f,
BIZZOZEIW, SAXER, KOSTANECICI, HOWELL, MONDUW), or in which
the nucleus gradually disappears within the bloodcell (KOLLIICER,
NEUIIIANN; SAlIFEtICE, SPULER, L6wIT, ELIASBERG, FREIBERG, GRUN
BERG, ISRAEL, PAPPENHEIM). DISSE; summarizing the results obtained
up to 1895 writes as follows: »Eine sichere Entscheidung del'Frage
nach dem Modus del' Entkernung del' rothen Blutzellen erscheiut
einstweilen unmoglich, da die directs Beobaehtung des Vorgangcs
der Entkernung im stromenden Blut unthunlieh ist."

On comparing the maternal and the embryonic blood-corpuscles
as they circulate in each other's immediate vicinity in any section
of the preserved placenta of various mammals in various stages of
development we are struck by two facts. Firstly the nuclei of the
embryonic blood-corpuscles differ in many respects from the nuclei
of the very earliest bloodeells that arise in the area vasculosa.
Secondly it is the first-named »nuclei" and it is not the corpuscle
that encloses them, which resemble both in size and very often in
staining properties the non-nucleated corpuscles of the mother, so
that the question imposes itself whether, if indeed the nucleated
embryonic mammalian blood-corpuscles change int.o non-nucleated
corpuscles by extrusion of the nucleus, it might not much rather
be this so-called nucleus (which differs notably from a normal
nucleus) which will correspond to the definite non-nucleated corpuscle,
than the vesicle from which it has been expelled.

The observation of quite a different series of phenomena in the
placenta of 'I'arsius spectrum leads to a confirmation of this hypo
thesis. They render it probable that during the development of the
'Iursius-plnceuta part of the cell-material which is actively concerned
in this development, becomes converted into blood-corpuscles that
arc set free in the circulating maternal blood which bathes it. These
bloodcorpuscles, entirely corresponding to those which we encounter
everywhere in the maternal blood vessels, do not take their origin out
of the cytoplasms but out of the nucleoplasma and do not consist
of chromatin so cluuacteristie for the nucleus, but rather and prin
cipally of nucleolar matter which plays a part in many cell-nuclei
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by the side of the chromatin. Haematopoiesis occurs in various
ways in the 'I'arsius-placenta. Every now and then we notice a
nueleolar body (the nuclear membrane surrounding it becoming
partially indistinct and then disappearing) being set free and mixing
up with circulating blood-corpuscles from which it cannot possibly
be distinguished. Besides this simpler mode of origin we find
another in which large-sized, so-called giantcells with lobulated
and gemmating nuclei play a part. Numerous nuclear fragments
are set free from it, the nucleus itself vanishing in the process.
The fragments are of equal size, behave in a corresponding way
towards the most different staining reagents and might bedesignated
as .,haematogonia". All the intermediate stages between these hae
matagonia and normal blood-corpuscles were observed and similarly
their development out of the enlarged nucleus and not out of the
cellplasm could be demonstrated. It are not only maternal but also
embryonic trophoblastcells which partake in this haematopoiesis
under similar phenomena of proliferation; the blood-corpuscles thus
formed are I also caught up by the maternal blood and circulate
with it.

A destructive significance cannot reasonably be given to the giant
cells in the Tarsius-placenta: they are decidedly constructive ele
ments, which furnish not only blood-corpuscles, but also the walls
of bloodlaeunae. 'I'his double part is often played by solid strands
of cells in lower vertebrates.

It deserves attention that the participation of giantcel1s with
characteristic proliferating nuclei in the formation of blood in the
bone-marrow, the liver and the spleen of mammals was expressly
recognized by NEUM.A.NN, KOLLIKER, PERE~IESCHlCO, KUBORN, SAXER,
ELl.A.SBERG, FRElBERG a. o. :Many of them look upon the prolife
ration of the nuclei of these giantcells (which are perfectly distinct
from those other giantcells, the osteoclasts which occur in their
immediate vicinity in the bone-marrow) as the first step in the
formation of blood-corpuscles, although none of them has expressed
the opinion that these latter should not be looked upon as cells but
as nuclear derivates, As soon as we do this, on account of what
We have observed in Tarsius, light is also thrown on the develop
ment of the fullgrown non-nucleated corpuscles out of embryonic
nucleated ones, a phenomenon which as above indicated is undoub
tedly comparable to it.

Similar haematopoietic processes are noticed in the placenta of
Tupaja, which differ in detail but agree in general outlines with
what has here been described for Tarsius.

12*
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Whether blood is also formed in the placenta of other mammals
must be carefully looked into. Corpuscles are figured.: mixed up
with maternal blood-corpuscles, by NOLF for the bat's placenta, by
MAXIMOW for that of the rabbit, by SIEGENBEEK VAN HEUKELOM

- for that of man, with which I feel inclined to identify my "haema
togonia" and of which the first and last-named author decidedly state
that they are distinguished by certain characters from polynuclear
leucocytes,

Neither of them, however, refers what he has observed to hae
matopoeisis.

In point of fact MASQUELIN and SWAEN (1880) and FROMMEL (1888)
have already stated that blood is formed in the placenta respectively
in the rabbit and in the bat. Their observations have up to now
convinced but few and do not correspond in their details with my
OWIl. What I have myself observed in the rabbit, the hedgehog, the
shrew and the mole has never emboldened me to conclude to the
existence of haematopoietic processes in the placenta: it was not
until I had examined the Tarsius-placenta in which the phenomena
are so extraordinarily lucid that I was forced to draw the con
clusions of which a rapid sketch was given above, but which is in
no way meant to be a generalisation. Ungulates and Lemurs,
certain Edentates (and probably also the Cetacea) undoubtedly miss
a similar haematopoiesis. Its strong' development in Tarsius is
perhaps connected with the unfavourable relation in which the small
and delicate mother finds itself placed with respect to the compara
tively large foetus, while moreover each parturition is generally
immediately followed hy a new pregnancy, a circumstance which
however exhausting its effect may be upon the mother is decidedly
most favourable to the collector of embryological material.

This short account will soon be followed by a full description
with plates and figures, which will appear in the Report of' the
Zoological Congress that was held at Cambridge in 1898.

A discussion followed in which Prof. MAC GILLA VRY and Prof.
HUDRECHT took part.

Botany. - "On a Contagium vivum fluidiun causing the Spot
disease of the Tobacco-leaves". By Prof. M. W. BEIJERINC!(,

The spot-disease of the tobacco plant, also called mosaic-disease,
consists in a discoloration of' the chlorophyll, spreading- in little
spots over the leaf and afterwards succeeded by the partly or entirely
dying away of the tissue which originally composed the spots. Com-
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manly the discoloration first manifests itself near the nerves of the
leaf by a considerable increase of chlorophyll; afterwards the inter
spaces between the dark green spots are affected by a bleaching
process, which mostly does not go farther than to give a yellow
hue to the sickened parts, but which in some cases, causes variega
tion. The dark green spots grow in the beginning more intensely
than the rest of the leaf, thus becoming blown-up protuberances
rising from the upper surface of the leaf, This, however, occurs
oftener with artificial infection experiments than on the tobacco fields,
where the diseased leaves remain flat. The third phase ofthe disease
consists in the locally dying of little spots irregularly spread over
the leaf; they get soon brown, are very-, brittle and even the culling
of the leaf may change them into holes. They make the leaves
valueless as wrappers of cigars.

Professor AnoLF MA-YEll. pointed out in 1886 that this disease is
contagious. Re prossed the sap out of diseased plants, filled with
it little capillar tubes, put them into healthy plants and after two
or three weeks he found these to be likewise attacked by the disease.

In 1887 I endeavoured to solve the question whetherany parasite
might be found as cause of the disease. It was clear that, if this
should really be the case, there could only be thought of bacteria,
for microscopic observations had not indicated the least traces of
microbes. The bacteriologic culture-methods proved that aerobic
bacteria could not come into consideration for they failed as well
in the' tissue of the healthy as of the diseased plants, and the
same holds good regarding the anaerobies. So, it was certain that
here was an instance of a disease caused by a contagium fixum.
This consideration induced me in 1897 to conduct new infection
experiments in order to become better acquainted with the eharac
teristics of the contagium. The chief results of these experiments
art' the following.

In the first place it 'was proved that the sap pressed from diseased
plants and filtered through Vel~y dense porcelain was absolutely
devoid of bacteria, without losing of its virulence. Attempts made
to point out in the fiitrate aerobics or anaerobics again did not
give any result.

In order to answer the question whether the virus ought to be
considered as corpuscular or as dissolved or liquid, some parenchyma
of diseased plants- rubbed fine was spread over agar-plates and then,
left to diffusion. A virus, consisting of discrete particles, would
needs remain 'on the surface of the agar and consequently be in
the impossibility of rendering the agar virulent; a virus, really
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dissolved in water would, on the contrary, be able to penetrate to
a certain depth into the agar.

After about ten days' diffusion, a time which I considered suffi
ciently long in accordance with that ,...anted for the diffusion unto
a considerable depth of diastase, and trypsine, the surface of the
agar-plate was first cleaned with water and then with a solution of
sublimate; then the upper layer was removed by means of a sharp
platinum spatula. In this way the inner part of the agar might be
reached without its having any contact with the particles adhering
to the surface. Infection experiments performed with these deeper
layers caused as well the disease as the porcelain-filtrate. So, there
seems no doubt left but the contagium must be fit for diffusion and
consequently considered as fluid.

The infection experiments were performed with the expressed sap
by injections with the syringe of PRAVAZ. The most proper place
for injecting is the stem, and in particular the youngestparts which
are still in growth. The nearer the place of injection is to the
terminal bud, the sooner its consequences show themselves. This is
evident from the experience that only those leaves are susceptible
of infection which are still in growth and in the phase of cell
multiplication, meristems being by far the most susceptible. By
making use of this fact and injecting the virus cautiously quite
near to active meristems, I was of late enabled, three days since
the injection, already to observe the first symptoms of the disease,
whilst otherwise they must be waited for two or three weeks longer.
Full-grown leaves, and even leaves whose cells are still in the phase
of elongation but no more in that of multiplication, are unfit for
infection.

As the quantity of virus, sufficient to produce a large number of
diseased leaves, is extremely small, and as the juice of these leaves
will serve to infect an unlimited number of plants, it is clear that
the virus must increase within the tissues. In accordance with what
is said before, this increase occurs in and 'with the dividing cells,
the full-grown tissues of the plant not allowing any such increase.
This quality of the virus reminds, to a certain extent, of the action
of the cecidiogenous substances, which likewise exert their influence
in those parts of plants only, which are still in a state of growth
and cell-multiplication. Out of the plant lit seems impossible to bring
the virus to increase. This conclusion must be drawn from the fact
that bougie-filtrate mixed and long kept with a certain quantity of
the filtrate of juice of a healthy plant, not only does not increase
but even loses in virulence in the same degroo as if it had been
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diluted with pure water. It is not difficult to convince oneself 01
this, for the quantity of the virus employed is of great influence
upon the symptoms and the course of the spot-disease. If a consi
derable quantity of virus is at once introduced into the plant, tho
first diseased leaves, which develop from the bud, not only show,
besides the usual symptoms, a remarkable relaxation and suspense
of growth, by which they remain much smaller than normal leaves,
but also deep, irregular pinnate or palmate incisions in the margin
in consequence of some lateral nerves remaining short. AR the
chlorophyll-tissue thereby develops very imperfectlyaml as, especially
near the nerves, the formation of chlorophyll may be quite deficient,
these leaves get a peculiar striped appearance and by their shape
belong to the true monstrosities 1). When a small quantity of the
sap is used such deformations don't appear at all, so that it seems
to me that an increase in virulence of the sap under the said circum
stances would not have escaped me.

Oonsequently I consider it as certain that the virus can only be
reproduced in the manner described, with and through cell-multi
plication of the plant. In my opinion this fact must be related to
the fluid or dissolved state of the virus, for, with regard, to a
contagium fixnm, were its particles ever so small that they escaped
all microscopic observation, there is no plausible reason why it
might not augment, like parasitical bacteria, out of the fosterplant,
It does not even appear impossible that a microscopically invisible,
but notwithstanding corpuscular contagium, might occasion visible
colonies on culture gelatine. A fluid virus, fit for diffusion like that
of the spot-disease, would penetrate into the gelatine or the agar
and, if it were fit for reproduction, it would then alter the chemical
nature of the nutritive substances, which might perhaps be observed
by a change of colour or of refrangibility in the plates. When
.sowiug" the virus on malt-extract gelatine, and on plates obtained
from some plant-infusion with 20/0 cancsugnr and 10°/0 gelatine,
according to my experience excellent culture masses for bacteriacom
monly occurring on plants, - such alterations could in no way be
observed. Moreover, though reproduction or growth of dissolved mrtttt'l'
is not quite inconceivable, yet, it is difficult to imaginein what way
su('h a process might be achieved. A division-process in the molecules
('ausing their multiplication, meets, to m,}" mind, with great difficulties.;
even the conception of »molecules \Vhich take food", would seem to
me vague, if not inconsistent. The increase of the contagium now, is

1) On one of my plunts such n lenf had taken the f01'1I1 of an uscidlum,
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on the contrary, partly explained by the circumstance that it must
first be bound to the protoplasm of the living cell itself, and so
carried on into the reproduction. Jn any rase, two enigmas seem
by this fact to a certain degree to be reduced to one 1).

If the ground in which the tobacco-plants grow is infected with the
virus, one sees, after some time, the disease appear in the terminal bud.
The time of the incubation varies very much and depends on the
size of the plants. In smaller plants I remarked the first symptoms
of the disease i1,1 the new-formed leaves of the terminal bud two
weeks after the infeetion; in bigger ones after three to six weeks.
Root and stem are in this case obliged to convey the virus often
to considerable .distances. Various observations provfl that this con
veyance goes, by way of exception, along the xylem, which conducts
the water; usually, however, it seems to follow the so-called descending
sap, and then it probably goes along the phloem.

That the first mentioned way may be followed, must be concluded
from the order of succession in which the symptoms of the disease
appear 'when a great quantity of the contagium is introduced into
the stem, for in this case those parts of the young leaves get first
diseased which are exposed to the strongest evaporation, such 11'l

the tops and margins which reach freely out of the bud. The con
veyance of the virus along the phloem may be concluded from the
following observation.

If one infects the middle-ribs of full-grown leaves, 01' of leaves
whose cells are in a state of elongation but no more of cell-division,
the leaves themselves continue healthy, but the virus turns back to
the stem, thence, in the usual way, to infect the meristcms of the
buds and the youngest leaf-rudiments. This return of the virus from
the leaf down to the stem must undoubtedly be by the way of the
descending sap, that is along the phloem.

1) Perhaps, basing on these considerations, one may think of the possibility that
el1z~ mes, in II manlier agreeing with that of the contagium fiuidum, are reproduced
in the cells, nnd might thus, to a ceihllll extent, be considered as independently
existing. Concerning this point I wish to observe the following. Pressed yeast, eulti
vuted in nutriment containing diustnse, takes from it a notable quantity of diustuse
which it is difficult completely to remove from it by washing. If, however, this yl'ust
continues growing in a medium free from diastase, then the diastase soon totlLlly
disappears, That this might be attributed to incong:uence between the protoplasm of
the yeast.cell and the diustnse-molecule, so thnt a pelsistent union might possibly be
effected by other microbes 01' by means of the tissue-cells of higher organisms, is not
probable, the yeast-cell being not absolutely free from diastatic substances, cont,tilliug,
for instance, some glucase, 1'01' the moment, therefore, I must consider such a con
clusion as uuaveiluble,
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From out the root, infection is possible even with plants of two
or more decimeters in height. If for this purpose woundings of the
root are ne('essary, is not yet clear ; probably roots may absorb the
virus from the ground even through their unhurt surface. As infec
tion only occurs in the buds and meristems, the number of healthy
leaves found at the bottom of the plant, indicates in some way the
date of the infection, in case the virus has entered through the root

Without any loss of virulence the virus may be dried and in tha
state exist through the winter, for instance in the ground; part,
however, gets lost then.just as is the case with many bacteria and yeast
species. The loaves, too, keep their virulence when dried, so that
the dust of the brittle leaves helps, no doubt, to spread the disease.
Precipitating the virus with strong alcohol from its solution and
drying the precipitate at 40° ,C., it remains virulent.

As was to be expected, the virus in moist state is rendered in
active, not only by boiling temperature, but already at 90° C. The
lowest deadly temperature I have not been able to fix; I think it
will be found between 70 or 80° C.

Above I alluded to the formation of characteristic leaf-monstrosi
ties when a large dose. of the virus is injected. Another, but rarer
effect of, artificial infection, is variegation or albinism. Hitherto I
obtained this effect in too few plants, than that I should be able
to point out how it may be expected with certainty; but I have
some hopes that further experiments will enable to produce it
at will.

That albinism, or at least one of the forms in which it appears,
shows a certain relation to the leaf-spot disease, may be allowed
already at a superficial view of the latter. However, until now, we
ate obliged to admit that an important difference exists between
them as to the way of transferring the infection. In so far as may
Le concl uded from the relatively few experiments concerning this
point, infection for albinism requires a direct uniting, by means of
grafting or budding of the variegated with the green plant. In
fection, on the contra!y, of green plants with the crushed tissue of
variegated varieties, seems never to produce any results. My above
men tioned plants, however, indicate that there must exist another
way along which variegation may be called forth, namely by a virus
existing outside of the plant.

Probably there are various other plant-diseases, which originate
in n manner alike to that of the spot-disease of the tobacco. The
di&case of the peach-trees in America, described by ERWIN SMITH

~ndel' the name of "Peach Yellows" and "Pea('h Rosette" (D. S.
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Departm, of Agr.culture, Farmers' Bulletin N°. 17, Washington 1894)
are, according to the description, undoubtedly caused by a conta
gium fluidum, but it is still dubious whether the infection is only
transferred by grafting and budding, or, - which is more pro
bable, - also by a virus existing outside of the plant.

Chemistry. - "On c0l1geali17,q- and. meltin,q-pllenomena in substances
showing tautomerism". By Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS RooZEBooM.

-
The latest discoveries on tautomerism, which have shown, that

tautomeric substances in the liquid state must be considered as
mixtures of two kinds of molecules of different structure, have raised
the problem how to explain the complicate congealing- and melting
phenomena of such substances, in case both forms or ono of them
can appear in the/ solid state.

Some remarkable investigations on this subject have of late been
made by BANCRoFT and his disciples, which were a continuation
of a theory of DUHEM.

At an attempt to unravel the investigations of OLAISEN on this
subject, the reader had come to the same conclusions, which may
be united to a perfectly clear graphic sketch.

BANCROFT having already published this, there would be no reason
to revert to the subject, if not all examples chosen by him, referred
to cases in which all the melting- and congealing-points were fouud
in the region of temperatures in which equilibrium is still obtained
between the two forms in the liquid state.

In such a case we generally have the disadvantage of there being
no certainty about the mixmg-propoi tion of the two substances at
the moment of melting or congealing. Oonsequently it is impossible
to give quantitative representations.

To arrive at a good understanding of the phenomena, it is there
fore desirable to begin with a deduction of the conduct of tautomeric
substances, the congealing- temperatures of which art' below the
temperature-limit where in the liquid state transformation between
two forms is still possible.

If we call the two forms a and (j, we may build up a sketch
in which the mixing proportion of u and (j is measured on the
horizontal axis of 0-100 aud the temperature on the vertical axis.

According to the supposition made above, the congealing appoais
in the ordinary and simplest form of the congealing of mixtures
of two substances i. e. starting from the melting points A and B
of the two modifications, we have two melting-lines A C and BC
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concentrationCl

meeting in the point C, below
which every liquid mixture
congeals entirely to a conglo
merate of et and (3 crystals.

We now suppose that at
higher temperatures not all
mixing-proportions in the liquid
state are possible, but equili
brium appears, giving at each
temperature a definite mixing
proportion of et and (3. We
represent these mixing-propor
tions by the line F G which
is arbitrarily drawn as rising
from left to right, representing
the case in which the transition

E et -;. (3 takes place with absorp
tion of heat.

The reverse is also possible,
B or it may be a vertical line if

the heat is zero.
On the left of the lino F G

is the region in- which the
transformation et -;. /~ takes

(3 place, on the right that of the
transformation et <E- (3.

Now in case both transformations do not take place at lower
temperatures, the supposition naturally occurs to us - on analogy
of many other phenomena of recent date - that the transition from
the region of reciprocal equilibrium to the region of noequilibi ium is
formed by two regions of one-sided equilibrium, as may berepresented
by splitting up the line G F into two lines Jt" D and FE which
end below certain temperatures on each of the axes.

If I now heat the solid modifications only a little above their
melting point, they will be in a condition to congeal again at the
same temperatures at which they melted. But if I heat them to a
higher temperature, keeping them for some time at a temperature
belonging to the region of one-sided or reciprocal equilibrium, a greater
or less transformation in the liquid will t~ke place between the two
modifications, varying afterwards according to the velocity ofcooling.
The manner of proceeding of the congelation after return to this
r<'gion WIll depend upon all these circumstances.

A

JJ
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From the sketch the following conclusions may be drawn:

Case I. The substance et 01' (1 is heated for a considerable time
after melting at a temperature situated above that of point F. Then
the liqnid is slowly cooled.

No matter what the heating-temperature was, and whether we
started from a or from (1, the congelation now begins in point Ill),
deposing solid ri, until it is completed 111 C, deposing solid a + (1.

Case n. The substance et is heated for a eous.derable time after
melting at a temperature situated below F, being afterwards ::,lo1Oly
cooled.

The first melting point is now variable always lying above H,
and that the more so in proportion to the heating having taken
place to a lower temperature. 'I'he first deposit is solid et, the con
gealing ends in C.

Starting from (1, and in proportion to the heating having been
lower than F, the first congealing point will be at first below E,
deposing et, then falling to C, then rising along CB deposing (3.
e remains the final congealing point.

Case nr. The substance et or (1 is heated for a considerable
time after melting at a temperature above F, but afterwards quickly
cooled.

The first congealing point is situated to the right of H, no matter
whether a or (1 be the strrting point, and this the more so in
proportion to the heating having been greater and the coolingquicker.

The starting point of the congolation may even move past C,
so that I~ becomes the substance first deposed, provided the line
F G running sufficiently to the' right. C remains the final con
gealing point.

Case IV. The substance et or (1 is heated for a considerable
time after melting at a ternpcrature below F beingafterwards quickly
cooled.

The results both for et and (1 are the same as in Case n.
Case V. If the heating does not last long enough to reach the

final equilibrium in the liquid state, the same result as in Case Il

1) Thc point H lies vertically under ]1, or better still under the point of pIton
wlnch 11 vertical tangent may be drawn to this curve,
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will be obtained in CUbe of a quick cooling - indepeudcnt of the
situation of the heating-temperature.

The velocity of cooling as mentioned in Case Ill-V, is supposed
to be such that the liquid finds no occasion to alter its mixing
proportion a]f1 acquired at a higher temperature. Should the velocity
of cooling be less, thib only results in the differences between the first
acquired congealing-point and point 11 being smaller than in a ease
of very quick cooling. The deviations remain however in the same
direction.

It is therefore possible to determine with perfect accuracy the
apparently curious phenomena of congolation, with a knowledge of
the lines G F, F D and F E. On the other hand it would be pos
sible, from observation of the congealing temperatures, after the
substance a or (1 having gone through a sharply defined way, to
conclude to the situation \.lf different points of these lines, e011&e
quently to determine their direction, if this were not possible along
other ways.

The phenomena described. here, may appear not only in tautomeric
substances, but in all substances which in the liquid. state, givo two
modifications that are apt to transformation.

Consequently many optic isomers that show equilibrium at higher
temperatures, come under this head. There howev er the matter can
often become complicated, it being possible that after the transfer
uiation of the d or the l-form, the racemic form deposes in the solid
condition. It is however easy to take this into account.

Physics. - »Variation of volume altd at' jJl'ebSlfl'e in mixltu]"
By Prof. J. D. VAN DEn. VhALs.

The supposition of 1\11'. A:bfAGAT (C. R. 11 J uillet 1898), that in
a mixture every gas can be considered to occupy the volume which
it would occupy separately under the same pressure and at the
same temperature, comes to the same thing as supposing, that
mixing under a constant pressure does not cause variation of
volume, and that there would be no question of either positive 01'

negative contraction. As at great densities (of liquids), mixing is
generally accompanied by contraction, the thesis, also in case of
slight densities, can only be meant ab an approximation. For slight
dt>llflities this thesis can be tested by means of the characteristic
equation of a mixture.
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Fur a molecular quantity of a mixture, consisting of' IItI (l-J)
and m~.l' unities of mass, the equation holds:

MR1' 'V ax
p'V= ----v-v", 'V

or by approximation
1

pv == :AIRT - - (ax - bx MR1') • • . . • (l)
v

For each of' the components

would hold for a molecular quantity, and

1
pV2 = ."t[RT - - (a, - b, :AiRT). . . . . (3)

'V2

If wc put v = v1 (1 - :r) +v"v+D.ul am] take into consideration

that Ux = uI (1 - J:)~ + 2 ai, .c(1 - a.) +u: ,'l;'

and bx = b, (1 _.v)' + 2 b1, ,1'(1 - J') +b2 Z'

we get

1 (l-,r) (a - b jJJN,'[)
pb.u=--(ax - bx MR '1') + I I +

V ~

by subtracting the sum of (I-x) times equation (2) and .v times
equation (3) from equation (1).

As pv as wen as PVI and PV2 are equal to MIlT by approxima
tion, we Dlay put

or

MWi' b." = - aJ (I-a,) I [2 aI, - UI -uJ ] - [2 bl , - b, - b,] MR'll

or
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From this equation (4) follows: 1°. that the absolute value of
the variation of volume at a gi, en temperature is independent of
the pressure, under which the mixture takes place, of' course only
as long as it does not surpass the limit, below which the calcu
lations mentioned are sufficient approximations; 2°. that the maximum
value of this volume variation is found for a:. !; so if the sub
stances to be mixed have the same volume, For ail', which is
composed of oxygen and nitrogen, the volumecontraction willamount
to no more than 1%5 of the value, found when equal volumes of
oxygen and nitrogen are mixed. The quantities must, of course, be
chosen in such a way, that in both cases the total volume of the
components is the same; 30. that it depends on the value of the
expression:

et +a -2a
I 2 12 _ (b

l
+ bo _ 2 v

I O
) . • • • • (5)

1 + ut ••

whether negative or positive contraction takes place.
As in the characteristic equation the volume, occupied by the

molecular quantity under the pressure of one atmosphere and at 0°,
has been taken as unity of volume, the quantity Av is also expressed
in that unity.

It is true that the unity of volume in the three equations (1),
(2) and (3) is not absolutely the same, on accoun t of their different
degree of deviation from the law of BOYLl!J, but the influence of
this fact may be neglected in these calculations, as the deviation
it causes, is a small quantity of higher order,

If we proceed to the discussion of the expression (5), we sec in
the first place that b, +b2 - 2 bl 2 = 0 comes to the same thing as
assuming the eo-volume of a mixture equal to the sum of the co
volumes of the components.

The circumstance, that it is easier to arrange aibitraiily formed
bodies, which take up together a certain volume, in a given space,
when the bodies are different in size, than when they are all of
the same size, makes it probable, that the eo-volume of a mixture
of molecules of different sizes will be smaller than 4 times the real
volume. In the deduction of the chaructoristic equation, in which,
however, the molecules are thought as spheres, this has been proved,
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and %(lYb~-~-bZ>~ (tY"b~ + lYZ,l) 1) has been found for the value
of bl + b~ - 2 bu , an expression which is always positive. On the
other hand, this expression, which is equal to 0, when °1 = b~, and
which is positive, as well when bl > ba as when 01 < b~, shows
that for a small difference in size the value of bl + 0a - 2°12 ia
very small. If we might neglect it, it would only depend on the
sign of 2 a12 - ul - a2 , whether mixture would cause contraction
or not.

When 2 a12 - al - a~ is positive, mixing is favoured by the mo
lecular forces. For if we suppose the two gases before the mixing

separated by a mathematic surface, ala and ~ are the forces which
VI t'~ ~

2 a l " •
oppose mixture} and --'- IS the force, which draws the two sub-

VI V 2

stances through the bounding surface. In this ease we may put
VI =v~, and the sign of 2 a12 - al - a~ proves to be decisive.

In general we are justified in expecting, that when mixing is
favoured by the molecular forces, and when in consequence of the
mixing a smaller molecular volume must be subtracted from the
external "Volume, both circumstances cause positive contraction (ne
gative value of bv).

If (al + a2 - 2 a,~) and (b, + b~ - 2 bu ) are both positive, a
temperature exists, below which D.v is positive and above which
D.v is negative, just as is the case for the deviation from the law
of BOYLE for a simple substance. But in g-eneral we may expect
that - D.v (volume contraction) will be small and that the thesis
of Mr. AMAGA'£ will hold true with a high degree ofapproximation,
at least in all cases, in which the properties of the components
differ little. III the first place because 0, + a~ -2 0, ~ and b, + b~ - 2b.,

are both equal to 0, if the substances are the same, and we may
therefore put, that when the difference is small, the value of these
quantities will be small, compared to each of the terms, of which
they consist, e.g, al + a~ - 2 al 2 is small as compared with £11 or a~,

and b, + b~ - 2 bu is small as compared with bl or b2 • Secondly
on account of the factor .r (t-.v); for air this factor amounts to no

4
more than 25 .

Our equation cannot be tested at the values which Mr. AlIIAGAT

gives for air of the ordinary temperature and which begin at a

') TMolie Molec. Arch. Need. Tom. XXIV.
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pressure of 100 atm., as the equation is not sufficiently approxima
tive, and because Mr. AlIIAGAT himself comes to the conclusion,
that the deviation found does not exceed the possible errors of
observation. It were desirable that similar experiments were made
with equal volumes of substances which differ much in physical
properties. In testing, the equation (4) should bereplaced by another
which would hold with it higher degree of approximation. If
the volumes VI' V2 and V show a marked difference, the term
etl + a2 - 2 al 2 should be replaced by:

an expression, which at a feeble density may be considered as equal
to a l t a2 - 2 au, but which approaches

if the density increases.
We have no right to expect, that the value of bv will remain

perfectly constant at various degrees of density (which would follow
from the approximative equation), and at any rate the reservation
is to be made, that always either two gas-phases or two liquid
phases are to be mixed. We may however expect, that the value
of bv will keep within certain finite limits, and that therefore, that
which may seem large as compared to two small volumes (liquid
volumes), may be neglected if compared with very large gas volumes.

Mr. KUENEN (Dissertation 1892, Leyden) has made observations,
from which the quantity /::,.V may be determined for mixtures of
of CO

2
and CHJ Cl and has found it positive. It is to be regretted,

that he has not tried to determine the value of b v, but that he
gives the increase of pressure, which is to be applied, in order to
reduce the volume of the mixture to the sum of the volumes of
the components. Intricate calculations are necessary for finding our
result confirmed, namely that bv is not 0, but that it has a value
of the same order of greatness all through the courseofthe isotherme.
If he had restricted himself to the determination of b.v, he would
undoubtedly have come to the conclusion, that bv is quasi-constant,
and he might have given an approximative rule, which I now feel
obliged to ascribe to Mr. AMAGAT~ though AMAGAT'S rule b.v =0
must be replaced by b v is nearly constant.

13
Proceedings Royal Aead. Amsterdam. Vol. 1.
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I shall not carry out the intricate calculations, which would be
necessary to calculate!::'v from Mr. KUENEN'S observations of the
increase of pressures, but I shall restrict myself to an approxi
mation, sufficient to conclude that the different values of !::'v in
Mr. KUENEN'S experiments must have been quantities of the same

order.
From

MRT a
p=----

v-b '11
2

follows
dp MRT 2a

- a;;= (V_b)2 - -;;a

and
dp • a (a-2b MRT)

- MRT -d--;= r - ---v-4--

by approximation.
(1 + at) (!::,p)'

So we can calculate the quantity !::'V from !::'v = .p2

Variatio1t of pressure in mixing.

Atmosph.

10

30

50

Mixture. '1'.433.0

10.06

10.04

30.67

30.56

52.4

52.1

403.0 37d.0 :143.0

10.07 10.08 10.08

10.05 ]0.07 10.10

10.06 10.07 10,09

30.85 31.20

30.81 31.25

30 78 31.06

54.4

54.3

53.1

If we take T= 4030 and v = 3/4 l as an example from Mr. KUBNEN'S

table, which I have reproduced here, we find at



p= 10 .

p=30

p=50
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L:.v = 0,0010

s, = 0,0014

L:.v = 0,0026

Also from Mr. KUENEN'S values, about whichhe himself remarks,
that they show but little regularity, we get the impression, that
the exact determination touches the limit of the errors ofobservation.

From the observation at 4330 we find if a; = 3/4

p= 10

p=30

p= 50

b.v= 0,00095

Av = 0,00118

L:.v = 0,00152

.A ccording to the formula (4) L:.v must be smaller at a higher
(

temperature, which is also confirmed by the calculated values; for
the rest the increase is not so quick at 433° as at 403°. But I
repeat, what I said before, that though the approximative formula
gives a constant value for L:.v) we want more accurate formulae, to
indicate the real course.

Let us compare, in order to judge about the degree of approxi
mation, with which the thesis of Mr. AMAGAT holds true, the cal
culated quantity L:.v with the value of L:.p • By L:.p we represent the
difference between the pressure of a mixture and that pressure,
which we should find if the law of DALTON held good.

If we take in a volume v first 1 - a; molecules of the first sub
stance and if we call PI the pressure, after that a; molecules of the
second substance, with the pressure p~; and finally a mixture with
pressure p, then L:.p = P - (PI +p~).

In the first case the molecular volume is _v_; in the second case
I-a;

11

-;-, and for the mixture e. So we have the three following equations:

13*
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MR1 ax
p=----

v-bx vJ

and

lllRT a; a, .v'
P2=------

v-b, a; v'

and from this by approximation

or

If we first restrict ourselves, when discussing the value of D.Pl

to this approximative formula, which is sufficiently accurate under
a small pressure, we see 10

• that bp variesgreatly with the density,
that it is even proportional to the square of the density; 20• that
bp depends on the composition of the mixture in the same way
as bv, and 30• that the sign of bp depends OIl the sign of
(1 +at) bl 2 - aa' This expression cannot be considered as small,
and does by no means disappear, when the two components are
the same.

In this case bl 2 = bl and al 2 = al and the value of bp is also
of the same order as the deviation of the pressure in the investigation
of the law of BOYIJE, and varies also inversely as the square of
the volume. Also for D.p there is a temperatnre, at which it 1'1 0,
just as is the case with p - r', if pI is the PI'C1>SUre according to
the law of BOYLE and p the observed pressure. Below this tempe
rature t::. p is negative, above it, on the contrary it is positive. The
agreement of the course of D.p with that ofp - p ', when the volume
gradually decreases, is nearly perfect,

When the volume is continually decreasing, a maximum value
for p - pI is found III those cases, in which this difference Iq

negative JOI a large volume, and in tlns C<.L6C a volume may be
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reached, at which p - pI has descended again to 0, reversing its
sign when the volume is still more dimimshed. The same holds
true for bp 1).

In order to show this, the approximative value of equation (5)
does not suffice. A more accurate value of 6.p is:

\ (v-/) (1 + at) a12 /

bp= 2:1'(1-:1')Ib12 (1 +ax) (l-bx) (v-bx) [v-b
1

(l-.r)J (v-b:J:) - v2 !'

if we represent by / the quantity

If we calculate p - p', we find

1_ (l +a) (I-b) b (1+at) a.
p-p - v (v-b) -~

If a> (l +a)(l- b) b (1 + at), P - pI is negative, when the
volume is large, but positive when

b
V< b

1 - - (1 +a) (1 - b) (1 - at)
a

b.p has, it is true, a more intricate form than p - pt, But this
is more in appearance than in reality.

If al : > b12 (1 + ax) (1 - bx) (1+at), bp is negative, when the
volume is large, but positive when v does not differ much from bx'

It has in reality no significance that the sign would be again re
versed for other values of v also, e. g. between bx and b1 (1 - .1'),
because in a volume smaller than bx the mixture could not take place.

A series of values for 6.p, which Mr. KUENEN gives from his
observations on mixtures of CO2 and CRa Cl and which we repro
duce here, may be used to test the properties of D.p pointed out here.

I) These results have already been deduced by lIfARGULES from the observations
of ANDRE1\S. WIen SItZ. Ber, 1889, Band XOVIII, Seite 885. See also B. GAI,lTZINE.

Wled. Ann. Band XLI.



At lower terr.peratures the agreement is less perfect than is the
case for the three first mentioned volumes in the above table; but
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Deoiaison f1'om the law of DALTON.

V01. T 4.3,3.0 403 3 373 0 .343.0

p. A P 6. p. 6. p. 6.

o 015 3/4 74 43 -5 9 62 S -6.8 50 0 -8 9~ 35.7 -11 7

1/2 81 14- -9.1 71.3 -9.9 60.0 -11 9 48 8 -132-
1/4 78 5 -74 68.3 -88 57 7 --10.4

o 030 3/4 44 5 -16 39 7 -20 ,34 5 -26 28.93 -335

1/2 4.6 2 -29 41 8 -32 ,37.0 -37 32 31 -410

1/4 4.3.9 -21 39.5 -2.5 34.94 -2.96

o 045 3/4 3] 58 -078 28 59 -096 25 46 -1 22 22.13 -155

1/2 32.30 -1.38 29 50 -1.52 26 55 -178 23 62 -195

1/4 30 50 -093 27.69 -1 16 2~ 83 -1.36

o 060 3/4 2446 -046 22 30 -0 56 20.06 -070 17 72 -090

1/2 24, 83 -081 22 79 -089 20 66 -104. 18.55 -114

1/4 23.35 -0.55 21.30 -066 19.23 _078

~= P - (PI+P2)'

In the approximative equation (5) the value of 6.p does not va: J,

when we interchange IV and 1 - e. In the more accurate equatIOn

this IS no longer perfectly true, but the abymmetry is only pt'r·

ceptible for very small volumes.
Mr. KUENEN finds, at T = 403

0,3

if v = 0,06

if v = 0,045

if v = 0,03

If v = 0,015

and :I' == 1/4 6.p = - 0,55 Atm.

IV = 3/4 6.p = - 0,56 :t

and a = 1/4 Ap = - 0,93 "
'iJ = 3/4 l:.p = - 0,96 l)

and .1) = 1/4 6.p=- 2,1 »

IV = 3/4 6.p = - 2,0 :t

and IV = 1/4 6.p= - 7,4 :t

IV = 3/4 6.p =- 6,8 »



1,78 and 1,04.
1,19 0,68'
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in general more perfect than in the case of the last volume. The
rule that 6 p is proportional to a' (I-a') involves that for J' = 1/2 a
value must he found that is 4/3 times larger than that for e = 1/4or
'l.•. From Mr. KUENbN'S value a greater proportion is generally found
for it. At T = 403°,3 the proportion found in the case of the four

. 0,89 1,52 3,2 d 9,9
before-mentioned volumes IS --, --, -- an --' so values

0,555 0,954 2,05 7,1 '

varying between 1,6 and 1,4.
11,9 3,7

At T= 373°, the values found were 8,875' 2,55 '

so they are varying between 1,5 and 1,35.
But at T= 343°, we may consider the proportions found as

equal to 4/3,
According to the remarks, deduced from equation (6), the depen

dence of 6 p on the volume must be expected less great than pro
portional to the squares of the density. This may be considered as
being confirmed by the values, given by Mr. KUENEN. So Mr. KUENEN

finds, if v= 0,6 6 p = 0,81 and if v = 0,03 6 71 = 2,9 and if
v= 0,045 6 p = 1,38 etc.

The dependence on the temperature, for which according to equa
tion (5)

would hold, and according to which formula for the same value
of IV and v the differences of the observed values of 6 p would be
proportional to the differences of tern perature.:is not confirmed by
KUENEN'S figures. But in all this we must not overlook the fact
that the 6 p's are already differences of observed quantities and not
the observed quantities themselves, while !(-Dp)T2 - (-6p)T

t
l are

again differences from these differences. It is therefore to be regretted,
that there are so few observations, which may be used for this
investigation, and specially that Mr. A:MAGAT has not been able
to continue his investigation of the mixture CO

2
and N

2
1).

If we try to caleulate a value for 0 13 from the observed value of
D.p, e. g. from the observation with v = 0,06/ .11 = 3/4, T= 373,
which gives 6.p = - 0,7, this can of course, only be done by

I) C. R Acnd. des Sciences. 11 JuilIet 1898.
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assuming a value for bu- If we assume 0,0024, a value which lies
between bl =0,0020 and b, = 0,0029, while' an error in this value
will have comparatively little influence on the value of am we find

au = 0,7 X 0,0036 X 8/3+0,00328 = 0,010 .

From Mr. KUENEN'S values for the variation of pressure (- D.p),

we find the following value for au, which has been calculated by
means of the approximative equation.

T= 343

:v=: 1/4

x= 1/2

x= 3/4

T= 3'73

T=403,3

v = 0,06 _

0,0105

0,0112

0,0116

0,0096

0,0096

0,0093

0,0088

0,0099

0,0089

v = 0,045

0,0117

0,0109

0,0114

0,01086

0,0104

0,0099

0,0086

0,0097

0,0087

v = 0,03

0,0101

0,0104

0,0110

0,0100

0,0097

0,0095

0,0086

0,0093

0,0084

For the calculation of GI 2 from the results at v = 0,015, given
by Mr. KUENEN, the approximative equation is no longersufficiently
accurate.

For these values of au ~e see the same not yet explained phe
nomenon, generally observed for the values of al and G,: namely
that they increase at lower temperatures. 'I'he advantage of the
equation which has served to calculate them, is that it is indepen
'dent of possible changes, which might have occurred in the values
of a, and as through change of temperature. So the accurate deter
mination of - D.p is as yet the best means of supplying at least
one relation between au and bu ' The variability of au with the
temperature, would therefore be no reason to doubt of the values
found for Gw 'I'here is, however, another circumstance, which makes
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me doubt; and that is, that according to the results obtained by
me formerly (Verslag Kon. Akad. 27 Nov. 1897) a1 + a~ - 2 an

would be negative for CO~ and CHa Cl or au > a1
-; a~, and this

would require a greater value for al~ than would be found from
a +a

Mr. KUENEN'S values for - D.p. In order that an > 1 2 ~ should

hold good, e. g. at T = 343°, an would have to be greater than
0.00126, while from the calculation of - D.p, an is found to be
at the utmost 0,0116. That from Mr. KUENEN'S observations

a12 < a1
-; a~ follows, is confirmed by the observation, that mixing

of CO2 and CE
J

Cl gives increase of volume.
If this is really the case, it would prove that I ought to have

expressed myself with still greater reserve than I did in my: "Ap
proximative rule for the course of the plait-curve of a mixture" 1).
Though I have drawn the attention to the fact, that the real plait
curve will deviate from the curves drawn, yet- I had thought, that
the deviations would not be so great, as to make the different types
no longer to be distinguished. Yet so great a deviation really
occurred in this case.

If we look back on the' two rules discussed here: D.v = 0 and
D.p = 0, we are induced to' qualify the first rule as an approximative
law. Throughout the course of the isotherme, from an infinite volume
down to the smallest possible volume of the substance, there may
be deviation, but the deviation remains within finite limits. The
second rule holds perfectly good for infinite rarefaction, but it
'would be utterly impossible to apply it also to liquid volumes.
Such a law may be qualified as a loi-limite. Considered from this
point of view, the law of BOYLB too is not an approximative law,
but only a loi-limiie.

Chemistry. - Prof. VAN BEMMELEN reads a paper of Dr. F. .A..
H. SCHREINEMAKERS on: »Equilibriums in systems of three
components. Change of the mixing-temperature of binary mi~v

tures by the addition of a third component."

Among the different systems composed of the components A, B
and C we suppose the case, that in two of the binary systems f.i.
il-B and A-C two liquid phases can appear, but not in the system
B- C. .An example of this we find f.i, ill the system formed of:

1) Verslllg Kon. Akad. Nov. 1897.
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w

1) Vid. J. D. VAN nnn WAALS, Proceedings of the .Royal Acndemy of Amsterdam
1897, 209.
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besides the eonnodal lines ending onthe side W N, alsoconnodallines
ending on the side N A. Both plaits extend more and more when
the temperature falls and the two eonnodal lines approach eachother
continually; the crosses on the dotted line d e indicate the plait
points of the different connodal lines. We are therefore led to
suppose that in the end the two plaits merge into each other; yet
it was imposible to demonstrate this experimentally, because, in
consequence of the appearance of the solid phase sucoinonitrile, the
left connodal line below ± 505 and the right one below ± 4°5
indicate only less stable equilibriums,

Quite different are the phenomena in the system water,anilin and
phenol in fig. 2. Here there appears namely but one plait on the
~-surface. Above 1670 a separation of a liquid in two layers can
never occur in this system i the S'-smface is in every point convex
convex downwards. At 1670 there appears a plait-point on the side
W An l;, its projection being e. As the temperature falls the
plait extends and we get connodal lines as in fig. 2, in which
the crosses again indicate the plaitpoints. The plait continues to
extend and reaches at 68° the plane W Pl~; in a point, the projection
of which is indicated by d; the connodal line has a form like the
one which in fig. 2 touches the side Pl~ W in point d. At still lower
temperatures the plaitpoint on the l;-surface disappears; the plait
extends fro-m one side to the other, so that two entirely separate
convex-convex parts are formed. The connodal line now has fallen
into two parts, separated from each other, both ending on the sides
Pl~ Wand An W. At further lowering of the temperature the con
nodal line keeps its form; the two parts move however continually
farther from each other and at last some of the points represent
less stable states, as solid phases, viz phenol and a combination of
phenol and aniline are formed.

The preceding investigations have led to a theoretical and expe
rimental investigation of different curves; in these pages a survey is
given of some of the experimental investigations.

Let us take the connodal lines of fig. 2; below 68° no plaitpoint
appears on them j at 680 it appears in point d and the temperature
rising it moves along the line de from d to e where it disappears
at 167°. It is however Vt3ry difficult to realize theseplaitpointeurves
experimentally; neither has this been done in the different systems
iuvE'stigated by Mr. SCHHEINEMAKERS. "He has however determined
another curve, which will not much deviate from it in the two
systems mentioned above. It is the line of the critical mixingrem
peratures which coincides with the former in at least 2 points,
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viz. in the points d and e: the critical mixing-temperatures of the
binary systems.

If we start with a mixture of phenol and aniline, adding water
to this binary mixture, two liquid phases are formed, passing into
one when heated; this mixing-temperature depends upon the quan
tity of water added. The highest mixing-temperature we are able to
reach by the addition of water, may be called the critical mixing
temperature of water with the said binary mixture. In varying
the proportion of phenol and aniline in the binary mixture, another

critical mixing-temperature
will be obtained by the ad
dition of water.

In fig. 3 is shown on the
X-axis the composition of the
binary mixture; on the Y-axis
the critical mixing-tempera.
ture of this binary mixture
with water. We then get the
line de in which d indicates
the critical mixing-tempera
ture of phenol with water,
and e that of aniline with
water. The line de may be
drawn according to the table

Molec. mllltll 011 100 Molec phenol + amlin. given below.
Composition of the binary mixture

in Molec. aniline on
100 Molec.

Phenol + Aniline

Critical mixingtemperature
after the addition of

water.

o 6~

11.58 950

25.4 114°_115°
37.3 127°
50 1390-1400

62.8 1480

76.07 155°5
87.66 1630

100 1670

For each of the binary mixtures ofphenol and aniline, given in the
above table the mixing-temperature is determined by the addition ofdif·
ferent quantities of water and the critical temperature deducted from it.

We see therefore that the critical mixing-temperature ofthe binary
mixtures increases in proportion as they contain more aniline -
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decreases on the contrary in proportion as they contain more phenol.
The extreme limits are 68° and 167°.

Dr. SCHREINEllfAKl<JRS has also investigated how the critical mixing
temperature of water with phenol is changed by the addition of
sodiumchloride. In the following table the results are given.
Composition of the binary mixture

in Molec. Na Cl on 100 Molec.
(H2 0 + NaCl)

o
0.304
1.579
2.084 .

Critical mixingtemperatures
after the addition of

phenol.
68°
78°

123 0

1440

"lIolec alcokoi 011 100 JIolec. 100(81' -I- a!eokol.

cl' ,
-, ,,;;' ..._--_ ..__ .... ,.'

:56' d

If we now indicate in fig. 3 on the X-axis the binary mixture
viz. Molec. Na 01 on 100 Molec. (Na 01 + H20), and on the Y-axis
the critical mixingtemperature of those mixtures with phenol, we
gAt the dotted line dj, rising very quickly. A similar line also
exists in the system investigated by SCHREINEMAKERS of water
succinonitrile and sodiumchloride.

By the addition of aniline or Na 01 we therefore get a rise in
the critical mixingtemperature of phenol with water; the same
occurs also if the pressure.is augmented, as lately shown by Dr.
N. J. VAN DER LEE 1). A fall in the critical mixingtemperature can
also occur, as Dr. SCHHEINEMAKERS found with alcohol.

A line quite different from that in fig. 3 is found by SCHREINE

:MAKERS in the system: water, alcohol and succinonitrile.
If we start from the bi

nary mixture water and
alcohol, we can again get
two liquid layers by the
addition of euecinonitrils.
In fig'. 4 the composition

e 3"S of the binary mixture:
water and alcohol is read
on the .L'-axis, while on the
y-axis we find the critical
rnixingtemperature by the
addition of succinonitrile.
The course of the line dd' e'e
is known from the following
table:

1) Dissertntion. The influence of pressure on the critical mixing temperature. Am
sterdam 1898.
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Composition of the binary mixture in

Molec. Alcohol on 100 Molec.

Alcohol -I- water.

o Point d •

5.7

12.1

25.9

30.1 Point d'

66.6 Point e'

70.4

84.6

100 Point e

Critical mixingtempcrature

after the addition of

.succinonitrile.

12°

7°5

8°5

• 11°

• 21°

• • 31°5

Of the dotted line d' e' only a small .part could be realized; the
greater part it is however impossible to determine. Yet we are led
to suppose that the line d' e' will run as drawu in the figure viz.:
with a minimum-temperature at ± 3° coinciding with the point in
which in fig. 1 the two connodal lines merge into each other. The
difficulty of determining the course of the curved line lies in the
fact of the two liquid-phases presenting there lessstable equilibriums j

the few cases in which Dr. SCHREINBMAICERS succeeded in obtaining
them, were insufficient to deduct the critical mixingtemperatures
from.

Besides the question of the critical mixingtemperatures of ter
nary systems, we -can set ourselves mallY other problems one of
which I shall discuss.

Take a binary mixture viz. one of water and phenol; the mixing
temperature of such a mixture depends upon its composition; f.i. the
mixingtemperature of a mixture containing 10.9 pOt. of phenol is
± 46°. This mixingtemperature is altered not only hy pressure,
but also by the addition of a third component; it may be raised or
depressed. An example of a rise Dr. SCHREINEMAKF.RS has determined
experimentally by taking as a third component aniline; he found
that the mixingtemperature began by rising from 46° to about
163°, to fall again after a further addition of aniline. In order to
draw this line in fig. 3, only the components phenol and aniline
of ,the ternary mixture are considered. Owing to the proportion of
water and phenol being constant in all the mixtures, the entire
composition is known. We have:



Molee aniline on 100 MoIre.
phenol -I- aniline.

o
46.57

67.68

79.99 •

86.18

89,9

93.6

95.66 •

97.47
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Mixingtemperature.

· 46
0

· 1270

• 148
0

1570

• • 1600

· 1620

: 161°5

. ± 157°

. . . ± 1420

If in fig. 3 the number of Molee. aniline on 100 Molec, Phenol
+aniline is indicated again on the X-axis, and on the Y-axis the
mixingtemperature, we get a line g h k as is drawn in fig. 3 which:
1° starts from [J to a higher temperature, 2° touches the line de

go reaches its maximum temperature in It and 40 further on bends
down to lower temperatures.

The preceding line fJ h k is for a mixture containing 10.9 pOt.
Phenol and 89.1 pOt. water; for mixtures of other compositions we
also get other lines. F. i. if we take a mixture of 63.7'pOt. phenol
and 36.3 pOt. water, it has just like the former its mixingtem
perature at ± 46°. When adding.aniline we then get the following:

Molee. aniline on 100 Molee.
phenol + aniline. Mixingtemperature.

0 46°

21 64: 90°

29.58 · 97°

43.72 · 107°

51.93 1090

60.48 · 108°5

71.97 1020

78.35 9~0

These values are indicated in fig. 3 by fJ l m; which like 9 It k
begins at fJ, reaches its maximum temperature at l, and then bends
down to lower temperatures.
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So we bave now got two lines, both starting from point rJ in
fig. 3. From each point below d two more such lines may bp
drawn; but from d itself but one. To find this we must set out
from the critical solution of water and phenol. But this is not
exactly known. Dr. SCHREINE:MAKERS took a solution, containing
35.77 pOt. phenol wich certainly lies near the critical one. He
found:

Molec amline OD ] 00 Mol

phenol + amliue,

o
20.46

23.83

50.68 •

68.69

76.88

80.18

87.20

MlxmgtempcratulO

± 680

105°5

1200

135°

1440

1450

144°

± 1370

The line that may be deducted from this table is however not
given in fig. 3; as far as it is continued, it is entirely above ,g Em
but intersects g Itk in a point situated between g and the intersection
of the two curves g 7~ k and de.

Physics. - "On the accurate determination of the molecular weight
of gasps f1'om their density." By Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS.

From the equation:

follows

and
4 l/S m N b2 = Po "'0 (1 + a) (I-b) (1 + at) •

If the quantity N is equal for two different gases, it follows
from the thesis that at the same temperature 1/ 2 m 82 is the same,
that for the two gases Po Vo(1 +a)(l-b) has also the same value,
and therefore also uo(l +a) (I-b).
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If the whole quantity of the substance is equal to the molecular

\\eight, "o= ~, so that the aquality of Vo (l +a)(l-b) may be written
do

m m'
- (1 +a) (I-b) = -, (1 + at) (l-b')
do do

or
do

m: m'=
(1 + a) (1 - u)

d'o
(1 + a') (1 -- b') •

The quantity do is the normal density, which would
(1 +e,) (I-b)

also have been found at 00, if the law of BoYw~ had been true.
Let us represent it by dll •

If we deter mine the density of a gas at 00 and under the pressme
Po (at which the quantities a and b have been determined), we have
only to divide this density by (1 + a) (1 - b), to find the normal
density, and to this the molecular weights are proportional.

If the density is determined at another temperatuie and under
another pressure, a volume vo' is calculated from the pressure, the
temperature and the volume read, making use of the formula:

pv

1 +at

B
. , 1n

y means of this volume a density (do) = -, is found, and we
Vo

have to investigate in what proportion it stands to dll •

Let us calculate for this purpose the proportion of "o and VOl.

Flom

Po Vu (1 + a)(1- b) (1 + at) aPovo2

p=
v -- b Vo v2

foHo\\ S

, 7)0 1 v a Vu
t'o =-- -=(l+a)(l-b)oo ---00-1 +at Po V - b Vo 1+at v

01'

~ ~ ~ I a ~- = (1 t a) (1 - b) 1 +b - ••• ( - - •
Vo v ) 1 +at v

It' we restrict ourselves to very large volumes only, so to obser
vatIOns under a smaU pressure, we may put

14
l'roceedlllgs Ro~ al Acad Amsterdam Vol I.
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t'o'

or

dy/' _ 1 _ P Vo ! a _ bl
d'o- povo(l+a) (l-b)(l+at) /(1-+ a)(l-b)(l+at) I

~l P \ a I
~=1- Po (1 +a)(l-b) (1 + at) /(1 +a)(l-b) (1 +at) -0\ .

If we take for p a certain fraction of the critical pressure e.g.~
76

(as LEDUC does "Annales de chimio et de physique, Sept. 1898"),
then

re 1 a Po
p = 76 =76 27 b2

pIa
or -

;; - 7G 27 b2

and

dll=l_2. .2.-__ a ! a -1 1,
a, 7627b(1+a)(1-b)(1+ut)/b(l+a)(1-b)(1+at) \

By means of the critical temperature

8 a

1 +atk = 27 b (1 + a) (1 _ b)

we find

dll 1 1 Tk (27 1ic )
d'a= - 76 X 8 T 8" '1,-1

or

e; 'lie (27 TIc )- = 1 - 0,001645 - - - - 1 .
~ T 8 T

For Tk = ~ the 'correction is 0 and the density found is the
'1' 27

normal density. At this temperature a gas follows the law oJ
BOYLE, of course only under a slight pressure.

'1/., 8 27 l' , 1For - < - or '1'> - 'Ii. t le correction is neuatrve as IS tie
'1.' 27 8 e ,

case with hydrogen at 0°. In this case a; > (do)'. Then the value

of~ has a maximum for '1 = 27 '1,". For hydrogen at 00 the
(do)' 4
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value of '1' has already surpassed this limit. The fact that such a
maximum value exists may be understood, if we consider that a
gas under a constant pressure is ever more rarefied, when the

temperature rises - so that at T = infinite, a pressure =~
_ 76

would require an infinite volume, and. correction would be un
necessary.

The condition for the observation under a pressure of ..!!-, without
76

the vapour being' saturated is, that T must not descend below a
. Tk

eCItain limit, which we shall put at 
1,6

For 11= 1,6 we find dn, = 1-0,0116, so that the-normal density
T (~)

is more than 1 pOt. smaller than that which is furnished by the
observation. I

1£ the assumption of at = a Tk agrees better with the observations,
T

than the supposition that a is constant, we should have to put:

(~;, = 1-0,001645 ( ~) [2
87
(~r-1] ,

in which case for Tl., = 1,6 the normal density would be more
T

than 2 pOt. smaller than would follow from the observations.

Astronomy, - »Some remarks upon the 14-monthly motion of the
Pole of the Earth and upon the length of its period". By
Dr. E. F. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN (Communicated by
Prof. H, G. VAN DE SANDE BARHUYZEN),

(Read ill the Meeting of October 29lh 18!J8).

1. In the recent N°. 446 of the Astronomical Journal another
eSf"ly is given by Dr. CHANDLER on the motion of the Pole of the
E'lIth, ill which he discusses the observations performed in the years
1890-1898 and employs the older series to investigate anew the
length ol the 14-monthly period. On tlns last point he contends the
opinions formerly emitted by H. G. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN

and recently by me (Proceedings of the Royal Academy, Amsterdam.
June 1898). 'I'o this latter paper he devotes a note running ab follows:

»The memoir last referred to did not arrive until the present
14'"
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"article was written, but I interpolate this statement with -regard
"to it in order to enable astronomers to decide as to the justness
"of the views therein set forth. Both of the gentlemen ofthe Leiden
"observatory strenuously maintain that the mean period is more than
"431 days, and that it is invariable. The formula V" (that is the
result given by E. F. v, D. S. B.) "is deduced by a peculiar and
"arbitrary treatment of the results-of observation, its initial epoch
"being based on the Leyden observations alone, on the alleged
"ground that its errors are far smaller than those ofall other series,
"which are rejected. I must however deny the propriety ofassigning
"a weight of zero, relative to Leyden, to the extensive and precise
"series at Pulkowa between 1863 and 1882 with the Vertical Circle
"and Prime Vertical Transit."

I shall now take the liberty to add 011 my part some remarks to
these opinions of Dr. CHANDLER. At the same time I shall make
use of the opportunity to consider the problem of the length of the
14-monthly period somewhat more closely, which consideration will
naturally lead to the discussion of the results on this point arrived
at by CHANDLER in his last paper.

2. In the first place in regard to the grievances raised by
CHANDLER against my manner of treatment I will grant at once
that, by not using the results obtained at Pulkowa in the years
1863 to 1882, I would have committed a gross error, ifit had been
my purpose to include in my investigations, in an independent way,
the observations before 1890."This however was in nowise the case.
It was simply my intention to submit to a discussion only those
obtained in the period 1890 to 1897; but as from these alone the
length of the 14-monthly period could naturally be derived with
but slight accuracy I had recourse to the results formerly deduced
and compiled by H. G. Y. D. SANDE BAKHUYZEN. It seemed unde
sirable however to use all these results. In the first place, for
reasons to be stated hereafter, I thought it necessary to exclude
those of an epoch before 1860. Further consideration then led me
to restrict myself, in the deduction of a provisional result, as faras
concerns the observations between lSGO-1880, wholly to the Leyden
results. 1 determined on this course because these proved to havemuch
smaller mean errors than all others of the same time, in as far as
t!lPy had been treated by H. G. v, D. S. BAKIIUYZEN, whilst moreover
these Leyden results proved to lie about midway between the others;
so that by including these the final result could not be modified
to any considerable amount.

I might perhaps have pointed out still somewhat more clearly the
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entirely preliminary character of my result for the length of the
period, if I had not thought my meaning sufficiently evident. A.t all
events I assuredly think that, in formulating my result, I have not
lost sight of the prudence necessary under these circumstances. Thus
I give, beside my result of 431.11 days, also the one which would
follow if the mean epoch found by H. G. v. D. S. BAKHUyzffiN
were corn bined with mine, viz. 430.36, whilst finally I observe that
for the last 35 years the length of the period cannot haoe differed
considerably from 431 days and that such a great va1'iability as
CHANDLER assumes, is now already contradicted by the observations.
So 1- believe I may state that the words of Dr. CHANDLER: "stre
nnuously maintain that the mean period is more than 431 days,
nand that it is invariable" show but very inaccurately the stand
point taken up by me 1).

Let this suffice to answer CHANDLER'S observations about the
treatment followed by me; his remarks concerning the facts themselves
will be presently considered.

3. Before discussing the results furnished by my later computations
on the length of the period, I will concisely state the results arrived
at by CHANDLER in 1894 (Astr, Journ. N°. 322) and those lately
deduced by him. His formula of 1894 gave as Epochs of minimum
in the 14-monthly motion:

T = ~402327<1 + 428 d.6 E + 55d sin 1J'

in which, with a sufficiont approximation (1)

'IJf = (t-1865.25) . 5°.48 = EX 6°.43

From this there results for the length of the period, osculating
for the epoch E:

P = 428d.6 + 6d.2 cos (E X 6°.43). • . • • (2)

So the length of the period may vnry from 434d.8 to 422d,4 and
the cycle of this change embraces 56 periods or 66 years. The
lIlaximumlength would have been reached in 1865, the minimum
length would take place in the present year 1898.

In his lust paper CHANDLEl~ starts with this formula and tests it
by the observations of 1890 to 1897. He does not use the » and y of
ALBRECHT, but values derived by himself, which however agree with

1) Neither are his words accurate, where they COl1Cerl1 U. G. v. D S. lhKrlUl.'ZDN.

See a,o, Astr. Nnehr, NO. 3275, page 163 at the top.
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the former in their general course. The length of the period with
which he starts thus amounts to about 423 days and from the
observations a correction is found for it of+5 days, which however,
as CHANDLER observes, must be quite uncertain, it not heing sure
that the length of the yearly period is exactly a year. Meanwhile,
later on, a correction of + 4 days for the length of the period is
assumed beside such a one of + 8 days for the mean epoch and,
as CHANDLER thinks it proved that the length of the period is
variable, he accounts for the correction by a quadratic term added
to the formula of the epochs which thus becomes:

T= 2412646'1 + t127cl.0 E - 0<1.08 E2. . . . . (3)

where the initial epoch is placed 24 periods Inter than that of the
preceding formula.

Tested by the older observations this formula proved to satisfy
fairly those since 1835, but not at all those of POND, which leave
for the epoch a deviation of 166 clays. Although formerly OHANDLER

set great store by POND'S observations, it yet seems that he desires
to have the elements of formula (3) regarded as "the revised elements"
he wished to determine. It is true that a doubt about this conclu
sion arises by reading in the "conclusions" which, in another part
of the paper (p. 107), are derived from "substantiallyall the competent
"testimony available" (b) "that the mean period since 1825 is 428 days
"within a small fraction of a day", whilst formula (3) gives us for
this quantity 431cl.6, and (d) that the hypothesis of a change in the
period uniform with the time is incompatible with the observations
before 1860, whilst in conclusion (e) a change per saltum between
1830 and 1860 is called also incompatible with the facts, Leaving
this for what it is, I shall in what follows, indicate.formula (3) as
CHANDLER 1898.

The differences between the epochs computed according to this
formula and to that of 1894 are rather small between 1870 and
1894, but increase rapidly beyond these limits. So we find for
OH 98-0H 94 in 1830 - 126 d., in 1860 + 38 d., in 1898
+ 25 d. and in 1900 + 32 d.

4. In the first place I investigated more closely what the obser·
vations from 1890-97, taken by themselves, can teach us about
the length of the 14.-monthly period. In my former paper 1 examined
the .Il of the three last years only; now I did the same for the three
first years and then I acted in the same way for the y.

I thus obtained the following results for the mean epochs of
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maximum, to which I add those for the whole ofthe period 1890-96.

I Observ. IObs.-E. n./ Obs.-Ch.94 IObs.-Ch 98

$ I
1890-1B96 2412439 -6 + 13 + 6

1890-1892 2412006 -7 + 3 0

1894-189G 241.1300 -7 + 28 + 13

Y
1890-189G 24.12438 -7 + 12 +, 5

I

lS!l0-1892 2<112007 -G + 4 + 1

1B9'4-18\lG 2413298 -9 1- + 26 +11

If we derive the length of the period from those couples of par-
tial resuIts, lying three periods apart, we shall find:

from a' 431et.3

"
y 430.3

The surpnsmg agreement with tile results obtained from great
intervals of time had of course to be regarded as partly accidental.
Now in order to investigate more closely what llccurncy might be
arrived at, I fell back on the original values for the coordinates :r

and y as they have been derived by ALBRECHT. In my preceding
paper I gave on page (53) 12 a comparison ofthese values with those
computed by my formula. In, entirely the same way I now made
comparisons with formulae in which 423 and 428 days were sue
cessively assumed for the length of the 14-monthly period, but which
agreed for the rest, mean epoch included, (which mean epoch coin
cides approximately with 1893.0) with those employed for the former
comparison. These lengths of the period were taken from CHANDLER'S

two formulae.
T shall not here communicate these comparisons themselves, hut

shan give only the sums of the squares of the deviations and the
mean values of the latter, repeating also the values formerly found
with the length of the period 431c1 :
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Period :2 b. :1,2 M. dev. I b. y'J, M.dev.

431 1207 ± 0".040 1582 ± 0".046

428 1322 ± o.042 1651 ± o.047

423 1699 ± 0.047 2083 ± o.052

1708 ± 0.047 1976 ± 0.051
"

We see that a 428 days' period satisfies the original observations
almost as well as a 431 days' period.

On the other hand a 423 days'period leaves considerably g-reater
errors, which are but slightly diminished by deducing anew also the
yearly motion, as is shown by the numbers given in the last place.

So our result is, that the observations from 1890-97 prove in
themselves a 423 days' period to be improbable; but much farther
than that we cannot go.

5. In the second place I had recourse again to the older series
of observations, but, before discussing this investigation, I will state
that, now again, it Jays no claim to completeness. I have only again
combined the results of observations treated already by others, with
each other and with my results for 1890-1897 and from these I
have drawn such conclusions as seemed most probable to me. The
observations of Pulkowa 1863-1875 only make an exception, as
for these I made a computation myself founded on the results arrived
at by IVANOFF in two important papers. 1)

First came the question how far we may go back in the employ
ment of older observations and this again depends upon that other
question, whether we assume in the 14 monthly motion a lasting
continuity, or whether we do not exclude the possibility that more
or less sudden changes may take place.

As is already remarked, OHANDLER includesamongst the conclusions
formulated in his last paper, also this one, "that a changeper saltllm
"between 1830 and 1860 is incompatible with the facts". To me
on the contrary it seems that there is every reason to assume the
possibility of such a change between 1840 and 1860.

This statement is based in the first place on the values for the
amplitudes as they have been found before 1860 and after that

I) A. IVANorI', Variations de la latitude de Poulkovo d6duites des obsel'l'ations
1863-75. (Melanges math. et ask T. VII,) St. Petersbourg 1894.

A. IVANm', Reoherches d6fiuitives sur les variations de la latitude de POlllkol'O
(HIlII. Acnd, Pctersb, Serie V. T. H). St. Petersbour.; 189:>.
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time, and which follow below. Here and there I have inserted the
results of two different treatments of the same series ofobservations.

Series of Observations. Amplitude. Authority.

-,-----------:,-------!----------
Greenwich Mural C ., 1825-1836 0".126

Greenwich 1'1' C .... 1851-1858

Greenwich Mural C " 1836-1850

Pulkowa Prime Vert.. 1840-1855

Pulkowa Vert. C•.... 1810-]849

" 1/ , ,
"

o .060

o .035

o .056

o .08

o .069

Ch. A. J. 320

/1 , v 296

H. G BAN. 3275

Ivanof Rech elM.

H G. B. A. N. 3261

Greenwich Tr. C..... 1858-1865 o .175 R. G. D. A. N. 3261

Greenwich 1'1'. C..... 1865-1872

" Polaris 1864-1874.

Pulkown VOlt. C. Pol. ]863-1870

WashingtonPrime Velt 1862-1867

Leideu Fund. Stars ... 1864-1868

11

,
,

H

"

,

,

1/

Result Wilteriliuk.

H. G. BAN 3261

,0 .126

o .156

o .158 1)

o .233

o 226

o .179" 1871-18751/

" All the St. 1863-1875

PrimeVcit . 1875-]882

Vert. C ..•. ]882-1891

"
N

N

" , ,.. 1/ /1

o .127 Ivnuof Rech dM, E l!' B

o .23G2) Ch. A. J 297

o .145 3) Nyrcn Bull. Pct T. 35

o .139 H. G. B. A N. 3261

Mndison ....•.. , .•.. 1883-]890

Lyon ..•............ ]885-1893

Summary Albl'ccht .. , 1890-1896

cs, M. N. 53 119

Ch. A J. 307

E. F. B. Ac Amst. 1898.

Result E. F. B.

Greenwich Tr. C

1/

/1

1880-]891

1890-1802

1891-1896

o .141

o .152

o .175

o .14:8

o .167

o .131~)

"

,

" 334

1/

. t) These results deviate slightly from those communicated by H. G v, D. S. B.
10 A. N. 3261. The investigation of WW1TRDINK will be shortly published by
him in detail.

") The result 0".33 given bv NYRl.N for 1875-1878 in Bull. Pcteisb, Vol. 35 is
certainly too great, ns it is influenced by the yenrly motion.

3) Result for the entire motion, upon which however the yearly motion seems to
llnve hall but slight influence.

I) Results now deduced by me for the pnrtial groups,
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This summary shows pretty clearly that the amplitude was
found to be considerably smaller in the years 1836-1858 than in
the following period. For a num her of series the mean errors have
Leen deduced (see A. N. 3261) and the consideration of these
strengthens the conclusion which admits as probable the reality of
the observed difference. On the other hand no variability of the
amplitude is to be found after 1860 and we may conclude at least that
the observations make a more or less sudden change between 1850
and 1860 much more probable than a periodic or continually in
creasing one. Now the dynamical theory of the rotation of a sphere
not absolutely solid, either as a whole or in some of its parts, leads
to the same result. It teaches US,I) that with slow secular displace.
ments of mass the axis of the greatest moment of inertia is entirely
followed in its motions by the axis of rotation; that with periodic
displacements the axis of rotation will get a motion of the same
period as that of the axis of inertia, which is added to its own
motion, hut that in the case of sudden displacoments of mass the
axis of inertia is the only one to shift its position, so that the
opening of the cone, described by the axis of rotation around H,
changes, introducing' thereby a discontinuity in the motion ofthe latter.
The amplitude changes and in general also the phase, but after that
the motion continues in its old period.

May we however be led in this problem by a dynamical theory?
CHANDLER denies this strenuously. He thinks it has proved itself
a blind guide in this case, and that he who would follow it would
betray reprehensible conservatism.

It is a fact that misplaced conservatism has frequently delayed
the development of science and, if it were still necessary, the
beautiful discovery of CHANDLER himself of the motion of the pole
Darned after him, would prove once again that an unprejudiced in
vestigation of the observations, without being guided by any theory,
can lead it problem in the right paths and render an important
service to science.

But on the other hand 'We are justified I think in not granting
the conclusion that the most simple theory is erroneous or incom
plete, before such a theory is shown to be decidedly incompatible
with the observations.

At the same time it tlleorJ" even a somewhat imperfect one, ifit
be only based in general on correct foundations, is certainly entitled

I

1) See a. o, HET,MeR'I'. Die mnth. und phys. 'Iheorieen del' hoheren georl.tsie,

Vol. H pllge 417.
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to some consideration in those cases, where the observations cannot
as yet furnish the necessary information. Such a case being before
us we are justified in not wholly disregarding what it teaches.

6. .According both to observation and theory therefore a more 01'

less sudden displacement of the axis of rotation between 1850 and
1860 must be regarded as possible and so I think that for the
present only observations after that time may be employed to deduce
tlw length of the period.

In the following table all the epochs of maximum after] 858, that
have been determined, are brought together, at least thosewhich were
accessible to me and which seemed more or less trustworthy. In the
first place all the results of H. G. v. D. S. BAKHUYZEN have been
inserted, together with those of WILTERDINK for Leyden; further
several ones deduced by CHANDLER, then my result from the obser
vations 1890-1896 and finally an epoch of maximum deduced by
me from all the observations with the vertical circle at Pulkowa
1863-1875, as they have been treated by IVANOFF.

Series of observations. E. I Epoch. Iweights.j o.-E.B.I·1 Auth.

Greenwich 1'1'. C..•.1858-65 -]8 2400745 1 - 60 H. G. B.

Washington Pr. Vert. lS62-C7 -1.4 250( 1) 2 - 24 If

Pulkowa V. C. Polo .1863-70 -13 3035 1) 2 + 74 "
Leydeu Fund. stars.. 1864.-68 -12 3391, 2 + 2 Wilt.

If Polaris ......1864-74 -12 3386 2 6 "
Greenwich Tr. C.. , .18G5-72 -]2 3435 1 + 43 H. G. B.
Pulkowa Vert. C....18G3-75 -10 4277 4- + 23 Iv.,E.F.B.

, V. C. Pol. ..1871-75 -8 51461) 2 + 30 H. G.B.

, Prime Vert. 1875-82 -3 7290 2 + ]8 Ch.

, Vert. 0.....1882-91 +3 ge67 4 + 8 H. G. B.

Greenwich 1'1'. C....1880-91 +3 9870 1 +11 Ch.

:Madison .........•.1883-90 +5 2410704 -16 11

Lyon ..............1885-93 +6 1151 J) 2 0 "
Summary Albreeht...1890-9~ +9 24.39 6 6 E. F. B.

J) UIIANDLER also discussed these series of observntions; his results devinte resp,
only + 4, + 5 and - 5 days•

• ~) GONNESSIAT, whose observations of 15 polar stars hav"e been employed here, found
Illmself an epoch 3 days later. Bull. Astr. Vol. XI. Afterwards a formula with 4< terms
hM been deduced-by him. C. R. '1'. 124. page 930.
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For that purpose I employed his table on page 269 of the »Re
cherchos definitives" and resolved the 14 equations founded there
on without paying regard to the weights assigned. The epoch
obtained by me agrees entirely with the epoch deduced from a
curve by IVANoFF himself.

The column E contains the rotation-numbers of the maxima; for
the initial epoch was taken the mean maximum epoch of my preeo
ding paper. The following column contains the epochs of
maximum reduced to Greenwich and against these the weights have
been inserted which I assigned to those results. It was difficult to
determine these weights accurately on account of the evidently con
siderable systematic errors. It was not allowed to take as their
exclusive measure the mean errors derived from the agreement of
the observations of a single observatory inter se; so they have been
determined according to a rough estimation. I adopted the values
assumed by H. G. v. D. S. BAKHUYZEN, and for the remaining
series I acted in an analogous manner. The column Obs.-E. B.1.
contains the deviations from my formula deduced in the preceding
paper and the last contains the authorities from which the several
results were borrowed.

I at once omitted the series of Greenwich finally not included by
H. G. v. D. S. BAKHUYZEN in his eomputation., their results being
already contained in those of the other series. On the other hand
I have inserted, besides the epoch deduced from IVANoFF's results
for all the observations with the Vertical Circle at Pulkowa1863
1875, also those deduced by H. G. v. D. S. BAKHUYZEN, from Polaris
only, as observed resp. by GYI,DEN and NYREN. True, the former
result is founded on a much greater numberofobservations, but it is pos
sible that the mixing up of the results of both observers has done
more or less harm, a point which IVANoFF himself also discusses
in his first paper page 516.

I have now tried to correct my first formula with the aid of the
results compiled in this way, and have rigorously resolved for that
purpose all the equations they furnished, having due regard to their
weights. A.t first sight the differences Obs-E.B.I seem to betray a
non-linear course, but on closer examination this proves to be only
apparent, at least for the greater part, and on account of the occasio
nally considerable differences between close-lying epochs I thought
I was not allowed to depart even now from the simple supposition
of a constant length of the period. I made two solutions: including
the fil'st time the result according' to IVANoF and omitting those of
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the Polaris-observations of GYLDEN and NYltEN and the second time
including the two latter results instead of the former 1).

So I obtained:
1st solution: b. epoch

,b. length of the period

soluiion: b. epoch
!:::. length of the period

+ 0(1,1

+ 0.06

+ 4d.7

- 0.45

We see that it makes rather a considerable difference whether we

Obs-E.B.IIa Obs-E BIIh Obs-Ch.!l4008-Ch.98

---------+----:----+----f----
+116 d + 44d.

0+2

- 30 - 23

Greenwich Mural 0..••. ]825-183(2)

u U 1836--1850~

Pulkowa Prime Vert ]810-18552)

u Vert. C 184.0-184!l3)

Greenwich !r. C 1851-18581)

+142 d.

+ 22

- !l

- 50

- !l2

-71

-10S

- 5!l

- S2

+lIi3 d.

+ 7
- 27

- 70

.::..127

n Prime Vcrt ]875-1882

u Vert, C 1882-18!l1 I
Grecllwieh '1'1'. C.~ ..•. 188Q-lSU1

Mmlison •..•.•••...... 1883-1S90

Lyon 1885-1893

Sllm1l1ary Albrecht.•••• lS!l0-1896

Greenwich 1'1'. C 1858-1865

Washington Prime Vert. 1862-1867

Pulkowu Vert. C. Po!.. 1863-1870

Leyden Fund, Stars 1864.-1868

11 Polaris 1864-1874

Glecllwieh 1'1'. C......• 1865-1872

Plllk. Vert. C. All the St. 1863-1875

v 1'01. Ib71-1875

- 5!l

- 23

+ 75

+ 3

- 5

+4.4
+ 23

+ 30

+ IS

+ S

+11

-Ill

o
- 7

-73

- 35

+ 63

- 8

-](j

+ 33

+14.
+ 22

+ 12

+ 5

+ S

-IS

- 2

- 7

- 61

- 38

+ 56

-1!l

- 27

+ 22

- 5

- 3

- 18

- 12

- U

- 25

- 3

-93

- 61

+ 37

- 34

- 42

+ 7

- 13

- 4

- 7

o

+ 3

-HI

o

+ 6

1) I also made a solution in which the length of the period was assumed as UlI:
forlUly variable, but 1 do not mention it here, as the result seemed wholly illllsor~r.

2) According to CHANlJLER. '

3) According to H. G. VAN DE SANDE 13AKHU:l.Z}lN.
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follow one way or the other in reference to the observations of
Pulkowa,

For the initial epoch and the length of the period itself weobtain
in the two cases:

Ha
lIb

2408565
2408570

431.17 days.

430.66 "

Although after all the first solution seems preferable, I havegiven
below the deviations of the observations from both, besides thosefrom
CHANDLER'S twoformulae of 1894 and of 1898. In order to show in
what relation the results of the observations before 1858 stand to
those of later years I also include the former.

The consideration of the deviations for the observations 1858
1896 shows that the agreement for CHANDLER'S formulae, notwith
standing their greater intricacy, is not better than that for mine.
If, in order to compare in this respect E.B. Ha with Ch.94 and
Ch.D8, we omit, as is only just, the two Polaris-series of Pulkowa,
we shall find that the sum of the squares of the residuals multiplied
by the weights is even smallest for E.B.Ila. "The distribution of
weights, however is of very great influence on these results.

With regard to this period (1858-1896) therefore I should like
to give as the results of my investigation :

1°. For the present there is no sufficient reason to assume in the
14-monthly motion since 1860 a non-uniform velocity.

2°. The length of the period in these years has not deviated
much from 431 days.

These results clash entirely with those of CHANDLER'S last papel'
and little change has been brought about in the conclusions, at
which I arrived in my previous communication agreeing in the
main with the anterior results of H. G. v. D. S. BAICHUYZEN.

'I'he epochs according to both solutions Ha and lIb coinciding' about
1893 and no reason existing' not to adopt for the length of the
period the round number of 431.0 days, lying between both solu
tions, I assume for the present as final result:

Elements II of the 14-monthlJj motion since 1860.

Epoch of maximum for Greenwich . 2412446

Length of the period . 431d.O

Amplitude . . . . 0."156 1)

1) Mean value deduced frum the previous summuly.
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In the second place with regard to the period before 1858, I
think as yet little can be said about it. "ViThilst the much smaller
amplitude found in this period makes it fully justifiable in my
opinion, not to connect the results for that period with the later
ones, I dare not deduce anything from the observed epochs them
selves. The results 1836-1858 are very uncertain on account of
the small amplitude and I cannot give an opinion about the
certainty of the results of the observations of POND.

Physics. - Communication No. 44 from the Physical Laboratory
at Leiden by Dr. H. KHrERLINGH O.NNES. "A. standard opet~

manometer of reduced height with transference c] pressure by
means of compressed gas."

(Read in the meeting of October 29th 18(8)

§ 1. The Principle. In order to make accurate determinations
of high pressures to about 100 atmospheres, open mercury-mano
meters are indispensable. If we deduce the pressure from the com
pression of any kind of gas in a closed manometer by making use
of the equation of condition of this gas, determinations with open
manometers form the basis of the measurements and in making
accurate measurements it will prove desirable to test if possible the
indications of the closed manometer by comparing them with those
of the open manometer. But wherever we want to determine the
pressure with greater accuracy than is secured by the equation of
condition of the gas with whioh the closed manometer is filled, there
is no other way than making the measurements by means of an
open manometer, and that with an apparatus which admits of a
high degree of accuracy.

The frequent use made of closed manometers 1)for the experiments
in the Leiden laboratory and the necessity to measure the pressure
with great accuracy in the case of some determinations (especially

1) If we call mensuie U range of pressures in u comparatively short time withgreat
dCcllL,ICy the gruduutiug of closed manometers utter we have filled them becomes so
simple that we may omit the meusurements from which in other cases the value
ol the scale is deduced. In principle a closed manometer graduated in this way, as
d me<lsllring-llpplllatus is equal to the metal-manometer, but it is preferable to the
1.ltter in so far as its indications when the necessllty corrections at e applied, are
pelfectly reliable and probably much more sensitive. The graduating of the closecL
tnllllometer after its construction relieves the observer from those detenninntions that
t,lke up much time and me very uncertain, The accuracy which can bt' attained in
closed mnnometers to 100 ntmospheres is sufficient for the gnugina of ordinarymetal
11l,1\l0IUetels, which in Older to be reliable must be tested repeatedly and wInch are
specllllly used as-indioators of operations when employed in accurate measurements.
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to pressures of about 60 atmospheres), made an al solute manometer
a real want for a long time past. It it impossible to-place there
open large manometers with a singlecontinuous mercury-column fol
lowing the example of REGNA ULT, C.A.ILLETET and A~J.A.G.A.T. Only in
special cases there will be an opportunity for doing' this and generally
one will have to have recourse to the principle (first applied by
RICHARDS in 1845 and afterwards Ly others) to shorten the open
manometer by dividing it into several not very high manometers placed
side l>y side in which the pressure to be measured causes the column
of mercury in the first manometer to rise, while a pressure is applied
above the mercury which pressure again is measured by transferring
it to the second manometer where it causes the mercury to rise
under an excess of pressure which is measured by the third mano
meter, etc. RICH.A.RDS and his followers have the pressure transferred
by water. 'I'his means is also given by THIESEN 1) and his design
has boen taken as a basis in constructing the normal-manometer of
the Physikaliech-Technische Reichsanstalt, an apparatus which though
made after the principle of those formerly mentioned fulfills far
higher conditions by its whole construction.

In the (diagrammatic) serpentine syphon of upright and reversed
U's when in equilibrio the upper n parts contain water, the
lower U parts contain mercury and if a pressure is applied to
one end, all the menisci are set in motion at the same time, so
that the pressure might be deduced from the moving of one of
the menisci. Adjustments however are made on all the menisci sepa
rately, and in this way only, as WIEBE rightly remarks 2), a
standard instrument is obtained. Yet the moving of all the menisci
together has been one of the difficulties _which checked the operations
with the standard-manometer in the Phys. Techn. Reichsanstalt.
For then', although the apparatus was intended also for determinations
of higher pressure, they have contented themselves with attaining
20 atmospheres, a limit not even high enough for testing the mano
meters of the Government Survey of Stoam Boilers in this country by
direct comparison with the absolute manometer. (Among the manometers
which I have tested by means of the open manometer for the Chief
Government Surveyor of Steam Boilers, there were some to 30 atmo
spheres; among those tested by me for the ChiefConstructors ofH.1\[·
Navy there were some to 60, and others even to 100 atmospheres).

1) Zeitschrift f. Instrumentenkunde, 1881, p. 114.
2) Compare his interesting paper in the Zeitschrift fur Uomprimirte Gase 1891,

p. ss, 25, 82, 101.
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Another defect of the Rcicbsanstalt-apparatus is that both the
weaker and the greater pressures are indiscriminately measured in
tubes of such a size of bore as is required to resist the greatest pressure
that those pressures whether great or small are deduced from the and
equilibrium of one and the same number of columns of liquid of
the same length, and adjustments on one and the same number of
mercury-menisci. And so in the case of low pressures the uncertainty
resulting from the correction for capillary depressions ani! for the
temperature and the reading error are unnecessarily great. For the
purpose mentioned in the beginning, this apparatus which for the
rest serves to test metal-manometers is of no value.

When I reflected for the first time upon the problem how to
measure regularly with an absolute manometer pressures, even greater
than those determined. by REGNAULT on the tower of the College
de France, at the Leiden laboratory where I could not dispose of
a great height, the shortened manometers mentioned above were
unknown to me. I have considered the transference of pressure by
means of a liquid which allowed of contact with steel and mercury,
yet after all I did not make use of this means. At first sight it
seems that the division of the manometer into separate manometers,
in which the pressure is transferred from the one to the other by
means of compressed gas offers more difficulties than the transference
of the pressure by water so simple in its, principle. Yet it seemed
to me that these difficulties, at least there where the experimentalists
are accustomed to work with gases under high pressure, could be
easily surmounted. Especially the ordinary steel bottles filled with
gas under high-pressure may be utilized to bring the required tension
into the space between the two succeeding columns ofmercury, by ad
mitting gas into the connecting-tube of the manometers and this with
great accuracy with the aid of finely-regulating high-pressure-cocks.

By adhering to this idea I have already succeeded so far that in 
a room of the laboratory pressures to 60 atmospheres ,can be deter
mined by one direct measurement with an apparatus constructed
according to this principle and consisting of 15 partial mauometers
connected together. Seven of the partial manometers connected
together may b~ used as a differential manometer of 28 atmospheres
under a pressure of 100 atmospheres, so that after having deter
mined at once directly the pressure of 60 atm. one can, with this
pressure as a basis by means of a second determination with a
column of mercury of 28 atm, attain a pressure of 88 atm. and
again proceeding from this pressure attain 100 atm. by means ofa third
determination. This apparatus (represented In fig. I) is constructed

15
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by the ordinary means offered by the laboratory. It can easily be taken
to pieces and cleaned, leakages can easily be detected and repaired
and it admits of a high degree of accuracy in reading. Even in Use
it answers expectations better than I dared to expect. It nowseems
to me that a shortened manometer consisting of a tube of every
wl.ere (qual bore which is alternately filled with water and mercury
would offer more difficulties and admit of less accuracy than this
apparatus consisting of parts which each can be used either as
manometer or as differential manometer, of which each has a size
of bore agreeing with the pressure te be determined therein, and to
which more partial manometers for higher pressures can be added
without any alteration being made in those which exist already.

2. The separate manometers. .At first I had thought of using
tubes of 12 atmospheres length and to fasten these on a wall of a
staircase. On nearer consideration of several sources of error in the
observations it seemed to me desirable however to arrange the whole
apparatus at least to pressures of 60 atmospheres in one and the
same room along the wall. Quick reading, so desirable in many
respects, was only possible when the single tubes "ere not longer
than 3.14 M. so that the height of the mercury in the tubes could
be 3.04 M., corresponding to 4 atmospheres.

Every separate manometer consists of one single piece of glass,
made of tubes sealed together, which can be properly cleaned and
dried. The mercury once brought into the manometer-tube remains
there and has contact only with the carefully cleaned glass and the
dry gas which causes the pressure. Where a meniscus is to be
adjusted the manometer- tube should be wide enough for sufficiently
obviating the uncertainty resulting from the capillary depression,
and for the rest so wide as the pressure which the separate
manometer shall have to resist will admit of. The manometer is
on both ends provided with suitable contrivances by means of
which it may be connected with the other parts of the apparatus,
and the tubes of 'Which it consists are bent in such a way that
these joints together with the others can be brought very near to
each other at the bottom of the apparatus near the stopcocks.

I used three different types of glass tubes. The first type is repro
sented by tube A in fig. 1. One leg of the L-shaped wider tube
(12 m.m. diameter) is half the length of the other, to both legs
capillary tubes have been sealed on which are bent downwards and
reach below the lower part of the U. Tubes of this kind A may
generally be used where we want to read a whole range ofpositiw
pressnres from 0 to 4 atrn., (from 0 to ?no'-mo) on the same tube.
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One might construct a manometer entirely with tubes of that type,
each for l' atmospheres, in which the additional pressure above n r
atmospheres might be read on a tube proof against n r atmospheres,
while each of the n preceding tubes were adjusted on a difference of
prflssure of r atmospheres but this manometer when adjusted to a
high pressure, would contain more compressed gas than is necessary.

This is not desirable, for with unaltered section of the tubes at
the place of the mercury-menisci, and with unaltered distance
of the latter, change of temperature in the gas confined between
the two columns of mercury, will bring about a displacement of the
menisci which will be the stronger as the volume of the confined
gas is larger. So we must try to limit as much as possible the volume
of the space filled with gas. This is also desirable in order not to
waste any gas during the operations; which gas, with a viewto the
preservation of the apparatus and in order to enable us to apply the
corrections with exactitude must be perfectly dry and pure; finally
because the effect of a possible explosion of a tube filled with gas
at a high pressure, is in proportion of the quantity of the gas
compressed therein.

In order to economize gas we use the second type represented
by the tubes B ll B 2 in figure 1, which is also easier to be handled
than A. These tubes consist of a wider upper cylindrical vessel,
~ and a lower cylindrical vessel, u, in which the mercury-menisci
are adjusted, of a capillary [J, (comp. fig. 2) through which the mercury
rises and of the connecting capillaries j, and A, bent downwards.
The diameter of both vessels is such as would be chosen for a
manometertube of class A, intended for the same pressure and
smaller in proportion to the augmentation of the pressure for which
it is destined. The following are the diameters of manometers for:

Atmospheres Inner diameter Outer diameter

12 9 mM. ]2.8 mM.

20 8 13.5

32 6.5 13.5
I

60 6,5 15.5

In order to be able to take the lower cylinderas short as possible
We choose a narrow capillary for the ascension of the mercury, in
doing this however we must take into account that this has a
great influence on the motion of the mercury and makes that the
adjusting' requires more time. As the co-efficient of friction of mer-

15*
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CU1'y is much greater than that of gas, one might take the capillary
through which ouly gas flows, narrower than that through which
me-rcury flows, without causing thereby considerable delay in adjust
ment. As the dimensions of those capillary tubeshowever do not offer
any difficulties, and it is not desirable to take them narrower than
is strictly necessary (comp. § 7) I used capillaries of nearly the same
section both for gas and mercury. "

The section of the capillary tubes is from 0,75 m.m", to 1.37 m.m'',
The length of the upper cylindrical vessel is 8 cm. This length
leaves more than sufficient room in adjusting the meniscus, without
the accurate determination of the height ofthe mercury beingdamaged.
The cylinder may not be shorter because when the mercury rises,
danger might arise for the mercury to overflow which would cause
all the other manometers to overflow likewise. The whole apparatus
would temporarily become unfit for use and even the joints on the
board to which the stopcocks are fixed might be endangered.

The length of the lower cylinders is calculated after the available
capillaries and the upper cylinders. It has been taken into account
that when the lower cylinder contains so much mercury as necessary
to fill the whole capillary and the whole upper cylinder, a space
of 4-5 c.m. long remains above the mercury. If this precaution
had not been taken, gas bubbles that might rise (in blowing off
the manometers) would cause the mercury to overflow, which as
mentioned above must be prevented carefully.

An open manometer cannot consist of tubes of the type B only
as iJil these we can only adjust at a fixed difference of pressure
(position of the mercury nearly in the middle ofthe upper cylinder).
With n of these tubes, each measuring a difference of pressure of,'
atmospheres one can adjust accurately at n'l' atmospheres only. For
adjustment at the additional pressure above nr atmospheres we want
another tube, viz. the tube A, the first in the plate.
, In constructing shortened manometers we can very succesfully
avail ourselves of tubes of the third type, C (camp. fig. 1): These
are distinguished from the type A by their having the two branches
of the U equal in length so that we may adjust both positive and
negative differences of pressure, according as we adjust either at
1'1 on the left and 'I'll on the right or conversely at 1'1 on the right
and at '1'2 on the left. Suppose that we have adjusted tbe tubes
A and El to BB together at 35 atmospheres and tbat we want to
measure the pressuro of 34.8 atmospheres, this can be obtained, (the
a djustment in all preceding tubes remaining unaltered), byadjusting
the mercury in tube C at - 0.2 atmospheres difference of pressure.
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The tube shown in fig. 1, serves tu adjust at positive and negative
differences to within 1/2 atmosphere.

§ 3. The connections and the stop' cock board. In the apparatus
J'(,prescnted IJerC', tube .A at one end has contact with the atmosphere
by means of a drying tube Q, coated with P2 0 5 by which it is protected
from moisture. And so in this case an india-rubber tube is suffi
cient connection. At the other end however the ordinary contrivance
which is found at both ends of all other separate manometers has
been fastened. To the thick-walled glass capillary (comp. fig. 4) fJ, a
steel capillary q has been cemented which carries an ovcrpipe TV
with a nut U. This nut is screwed (comp. fig. 1) on the correspon
ding tap (of T1) of the stop-cock board; the steel capillary gives
elasticity to this joint. The communication between the other
manometers is also obtained by screwing' the connection-nut on to
the Tvpieces, T, on the stop-cock board. 'I'he horizontal branches
of the T-pieces form the connection between the successive
manometers, the steel stop-cocks in the vertical branches of the
T-pieces form the communication of the space between the lower
meniscus in one manometer and the upper meniscus in the next
manometer with the main feeding tube H, from which whep brought
to a sufficient preS5Ul'e, gas can be admitted in that space iu order
to apply the desii ed pressure on the columns of mercury.

This main feeding tube (of copper with brazed on branches)
is fined by the bronze stopcock X through the steel cross-piece N
from a cylinder with gas compressed at a sufficient pressure - dry
air or oxygen 01' hydrogen, for lower pressures sometimes dl'y
carbonic acid - which gas pas~es over P205 (in the drying tube
J») before entering' the apparatus. The cross piece N enables us at the
same time to make communication between the manometer and the
apparatus in which we want to measure the pressure; such an apparatus
in the drawing being a metal-manometer HS represented by M. 'I'his
meral-manometer and the stop-cock Z are also used to measure tlw
pl~ssure in an apparatus which is joined to Z, before causing corn
!nuJJication between this apparatus and the open manometer by means
of the stop-cock Y.

4. The adjustment at a given pressure. The admission of tho
compresseu gas in the differcn t spaces in the manometers must be
performed with the greatest caution. In the first place we have to
provent the overflowing of mercury from one manometer into tho
other; we have alluded already to the disagreeable consequences of
this. Then we must remark that when we cause mercury to rise in
one of the manometer-tubes B 2 f. i, and admit therefore (keeping' the
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stop-cock 1(2 shut) pressure into the lower cylinder, the gas in the
closed space between the upper meniscus in B 2 and the lower meniscus
in the preceding manometer will be compressed and comequently
the lower meniscus in B I will be further depressed. A similar
displacement is repeated in all preceding manornetertubes at the
adjustment of each following manometertube. If finally we want
to get the desired adjustment in all cylinders we must begin because
the spaces between two manometers are not provided with separate
stop-cocks for drawing off so as not to add unnecessarily to the num
ber of stop-cocks and connecting' pieces, by causing the mercury to
rise in the manometer to less than the required height i. e. only ;:,0

far that it will be brought to the required height by the following
adjustments in the other tubes. In order to facilitate the filling these
heights have been indicated by distinct marks (comp. Xl, J!2 in fig. 1).

In order to bring the apparatus to a given pressure, (at 461/4

atmospheres f.i. as in the drawing) we must find out which multiple
of the whole height is nearest to that pressure, how many tubes
of the type B we shall have to use therefore and which additional
pressure has to be adjusted in A.

Then all stopcocks except ](01 ](A and X, arc opened wide and
gas is carefully admitted through X until the difference of level in
A has the required amount (in this case 21/ 4 atmospheres) within
about 6 c.M., after which X is shut. In all the other manometer
tuups the plessure rises to the same height, but the position of the
mercury remains unaltered during this process. Then shut ](1 and
open X carefully until the mercury in B l has reached .rl; shut
](2 (.c is shut) and admit gas through X until the mercury in Bz
has reached J'2, etc. until the mercury in B 10 has reached J'IO, shut
X and Kn and admit pressure through X till the topsurfaee of the
mercury in Bll ill this special case is j Ubt in the middle of the
upper cylinder. Then the menisci in all the preceding manomctcr
tubes are in a proper position.

A given pressure can always be adjusted accurately within a
small fraction of an atmosphere.

If differences should remain or arise between the pressure adju~

ted and the pressure we want to determine, we can take away thesr
difference'! by means of the differential tube C which in the
case represented here was not used. 1(12 to K 15 are left open,
K 16 is shut and more gas is admitted through X, but at the sametime
we draw off through J( A just as much as to leave the menisci in Ell
in the same position, and then the desired difference of pressure in
C is adjusted. After this X and J( A arc shut.
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In order to stick to the principles of the construction of OUl' ap
paratus we should have at haud C tubes of different sections and we
should always have to join on such a tube as agrees most with the
pressure to be measured.

From what preceeds it appears that when we have adjusted at a
certain pressure and we want to pass to another this can be done
easiest by 4 aim. at a time. In order to rise 4 atmospheres we must
let the last tube Bn go back to the mark.xn by drawing offthrough
K A, shut ]( A and K12 and admit gas through X until the required
adjustment in B 12 is attained. In order to let the mercury fall 4
atm. we must act conversely, viz. draw off through K A till the
mercury in B12 has fallen; shut K A ana open ](12 and again admit
gas through X until the mercury in Bll has reached the middle of
the upper cylinder,

If we want to pass over to pressures higher by a fraction of 4
atm. say 2 atm. then we must proceed more cautiously; as a rule one
should WOl k with all stop-cocks shut, because all menisci will vary
at a higher adjustment in A, but it will often be sufficient to bring
A almost to the desired new pre'3sure throug-h the stopcock ](1 and
to bring the other menisci to a properposition by admitting a higher
pressure through x, if only we have left unimpaired the reserve
space in the upper cylinders. In none of these cases the adjust
ment will offer any difficulties.

It is however more difficult to let the pressure fall by differences
of less than 4 atm, We then must firstadjust at 4 atmospheres lower
und must mise the pressure to the desired pressure by adding the
remaining difference, if the position of the mercury in tube A per
mits. If not, we shall have to empty the main tube, to blow off the
manometers, and to raise the pressure anew from 0 to the desired
prcssure. For in the tube A we can only adjlist at a rising pres!>ure,
because at a falling' pressure mel'Cury would overflow from the upper
receptacle B J•

If we should want an apparatus in which we can adjust with
the same rapidity at rising as at falling pressures, this should
consist entirely of A tubes and we should have to read the addi
tional pressure above the multiple of 4 atmospheres on the tube
containing the highest pres'lure. Or we should have to add to a
1l1anometer consisting of B-tubes a differential tube C of 2 atmospheres,
or two tubes C of 1 atmosphere each to which as in the case of
the separate manometers a special supply-stopcock has been joined.
The remarks made previously concerning the diameter apply to
thcse tubes unless one should be satisfied for all pressures with
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reading 2 (or 4) menISCI III tubes calculated for the highest pressure.
The standard- manometer as a matter of course is used to determine

pressures, that are carefully kept constant for a long time, and by
preference by repeated readings from one and the same adjustment.
And so there was no reason for using the above-mentioned auxi
liary means.

5. The 1·eacl1"l1g. 'The position of the menisci is read on tubular
measuring rules, suspended between the manometer tubes in rings
of CARDANUS COl Cl •••• " which rules besides promoting the
accuracy of the measurements, have the advantage of being easily
applied to the apparatus and removed from it. The measuring
rule used with the manometer of type A in which adjustments are
made at different heights is a brass tube graduated in m.!!!. over its
whole length. The measuring rules used with tubes of the type Bare
ordinary brass tubes to which only at both ends short graduated
scales a are fixed. We adjust at the menisci in the tubes B, all of
which are at an elevation of nearly 1 M. or nearly 4 M. above the
ground with the aiel of two theodolites. One of these is placed on
an isolated observation pillar in the room, 4 M. in front of the
wall against which the apparatus is fixed. Vertically above this
one a second theodolite is placed on a table (3.5 M. high) resting
on the same pillar. Next to this isolated elevation or observation
tow er steps provided with a platform, such as are generally nsed
for observing purposfls in the laboratory, are placed.

In this our case it was very difficult to make the menisci clearly visible
in the way in which it is generally done viz. by sliding along the tubes
a piece of black paper tubing until the rim of this piece of tubing
almost touches the meniscus and the meniscus stands out as a dark
reflection against the bright background (white pnperj.especially because
in order to protect the observer when he opens or shuts stopcocks, or
looks for leaks and his eye is very close to the apparatus, sheets of
plate glass P (fig. 1) have been placed in front of the manometer
receptacles. The sheets of plate glass are supported by clamps fixed
to beams t: which are screwed on to the wooden strips l fixed every
where along the walls of the laboratory for fastening pUl poses.

Mr. J. C. SCHALICWIJK, assistant at the laboratory to whom
I am much indebted for the care bestowed upon the apparatus,
has hit upon the idea to place behind the meniscus a drawing of
black teeth against a white surface (comp. fig. 2 and 3) which IS

reflected on the meniscus. The coming together of the reflection
of the teeth on the meniscus with the drawing of the teeth enables
us to determine accurately the place of the top of the meniscus.
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The method of adjustment of .!\II'. SClIALKWIJK will prove very useful
in many other cases.

'I'he illumination is obtained by means of incandescents lamps
which are moved along at a suitable distance of the apparatus.

In order to read the position of the mercury in the tube A or in
the small tube C, we can, if perfect precision is not necessary and we
therefore need not take the readings by means of a levelling teles
cope, utilize indicators fixed to pieces of tubing, which can be moved
to and fro round the glass tube.

§ G. Remarks on the const1'ucting of the manometer. The appa
ratus is constructed by Mr. G. J. FLIM chief of one of the instru
mentmakers workshops of the laboratory, whose able help was of
great value. Although the single pieces of manometer-tubes are
very large the constructing and handling especially of the type
B did not offer great difficulties. Bnt it need hardly be men
tioned that all the operations have- to be done vel'y carefully
and cautiously, if so complicated an apparatus as the manometer
is not to have any leak or other defect. To persons who want
to construct snch an apparatus the following remarks may be
useful. In order to make a tube of the type B the separately blown
cylindrical vessels with short capillary tubes (about 15 c.M.) bent
in the proper form (comp, fig. 2) are put together with the other
parts either suspended from pulleys or placed on stands, provided
with proper india-rubber tubes in which we can blow, and sealed
together by means of the hand blow-pipe (fed by a water blow
pump). In this way tubes of any length can be sealed together. As
the manometertube of the type E, consists principally of capillary
tubes it forms a very elastic whole. It is mounted on a loose board
between cork by means of clamps, cleaned with boiling, and dried
with the same precautions as the glass 'used for the thermometer
described in the Proceedings of Mai 30th '96, p. 40 1). During the
boiling the tube with the auxiliary board are placed in a slopingpo
sition, entirely filled and with both branches plunged into small basins,
and heated by means of a BUNSEN-flame regularly over its whole
length. After the drying the ends are provided with the steel caps,
'fl, (prepared beforehand) to which the steel capillaries (treated :IS

the thermometer capillaries eomp. Proceedings May 30tll '96, p. 41)2)
with the overpipe W have been fastened (fig. 4). The steelcapillary
(camp. Proceedings Dec. '94, p. 168) 3) (long 35 cM.) has been

1) Comm, of the Phys. Lab. at Loyden 1896, nO. 27 p. 8.
2) Ibid. p. 9.
3) Oomm. of the Phys. Lnb. at. Leyden 1804, n", 14 p. 8.
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screwed as 1. c. p. with marine-glue into the cap and into the over
pipe, and after' this the joint has been soldered with tinmans solder
in order to shut up the soft marine-glue firmly while the seam is
protected from the action of the mercury.

The fastening of the steel caps to the glass capillaries which are
widened towards the ends requires special care (comp. the cementing
of thermometer-capillary, Proceedings May 30th 1896, p. 41) 1). It is
done as then by means of red sealing-wax, that answered the pm
pose better than several other mixtures that have been examined
since that for this pUIpo~e. In addition to the precautionsin the case
mentioned 1. c. we had to prevent the sealing-wax from having
contact with the steel capillary until all the air has escaped, as
else the passage for the air would he blocked up, which would
cause a defective closure.

We continued the pushing on of the cap under moderate heating
as when cementing the volumenometer c,ap (1. c. p.) until the sealing
wax became visible between the steel capillary and the glasswall.
In this way we succeeded in getting perfectly tight connections,
only the joint between the glasscapillary and the ateelcapillary
would sometimes give rise to defects and as the reliability of this
joint is of great importance to the usefulness of the manometer
we are still trying to get a better connection. After the joints
have been made the manometertube is ready to be tested by pres
sure in order that we may detect leakages. In order to fill the
manometertube with mercury we cement a small thin-walled glass
capillary the point of VIhich has been sealed, on the end of the
steelcapillary which projects beyond through the overpipe, then we
exhaust the manometer by means of the mercury pump and the
point is broken off under mercury. By admitting ail' we then can
expel as much mercury as is desirable.

Bach manometertube is fastened on a separate board /f1 by means
of 4 clamps k (comp. fig. 5) between cork and this board is screwed
on to a board fi2 which is fastened to the wall by means of fixing
it to a strip l.

The T-pieces on. the board on which the stopcocks are fastened, are
forged of steel and have been pierced afterwards. The high-pressure
stopcocks (the ordinary Leiden pattern) are also entirely made of steel
in order not to be attacked by the mercury which might accidentally
get into the horizontal connection-canals of the T -pieces ; they have

1) Comm. of the Phys. Lab. ut Leiden 1896. NO. 27, p. 8.
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been placed higher than these connection-canals so as to make it
more difficult for the mercury to get into them. The footplates of
the stopcocks are fastened by means of wood-screws on the stopcock
board. The connection of the stopcocks with the steel T-pieces is
obtained again by marine-glue fastened by soldering-work; a) these
parts and the coupling by nuts and taps proved perfectly reliable.
After the manometertubes have been connected, the whole apparatus
is exhausted through the stopcock Ko (at the same time coupling
the left side of A to the airpump) and is filled with gas from the
main feeding tube.

When there are still leakages in the apparatus after this has been
performed, these are shown by the motion of the mercury columns
when the manometer is brought to pressure. They are then detected
by passing a pencil with soap-water or oil along the suspected
seams, and generally they can easily be repaired without removing
any of the separate manometers from the apparatus (which however
would not offer the least difficulty owing to the elasticity of the
glass capillaries, the flexibility of the steel capillaries, the mobility
of the boards and the suitable position of the joints).

7. Corrections. In computing the pressure from the read height
of the mercury the ordinary corrections for open manometers must
be applied. _

I need not dwell upon the well-known small corrections which
the theodolite-readings (comp, § 5) might require,' from the telescope
being not perfectly level in the way of reading which is followed
herc; I will only suggest that the correction for the capillarity may
be applied by determining the height of the meniscus by means of
the rending telescope. We have however not yet much experience
about that correction and till now we tried to equalize the t.wo
menisci in one and the same tube as much as possible by knocking.
There are however two corrections resulting from the peculiar con
struction of the apparatus on which I shall have to make a few
remarks.

The first correction is that for the difference of pressure ill the
compressed gas near the lower meniscus in the one and near the
upper meniscus of the next manometertube. If the corrections must
be very small we might use for the supply of pressure compressed
hydrogen, this may be of advantage for very high pressure, at 60
atmospheres or 45600 m.m, the correction for all hydrogen columns
together is not more than about 9 m.m., at 100 atm, or 76000 m.m.
not more than 21 m.m. so that these corrections have only to be
applied to mensnrcrnents, which are very accurate. But as the slightest
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contamination of the hydrogen has it great influence on the correction- ,
this gas call only be applied when one disposes of a compression,
pump as constructed at the Leiden laboratory (Proceedings, Dec. '94,
P: 168) 1) by means of which the hydrogencan be re-compressed without
its becoming impure. Compressed air at 60 atm. (about 120 m.m.j
gives a correction which can be applied with perfect certainty.

In the case of lower pressures we can use commercial carbonic
acid from cylinders, if only one takes good care to dry it. At a
comparison at about 48,6 atm. we read on the manometer, after
having applied all the corrections except those for the connecting
tubes between the separate manometers, a total column of mercury
of 36943,3 m.m. The correction for the carbonic acid columns was
but to - 144,8 mm. _

After the correction for the columns of compressed gas in the mano
meter has been applied we must still take into account the column
of the gas between the level of the last meniscus of the manometer
and the level of the place at which we want to measure the pressure
in the apparatus. The determination mentioned above referred to
the pressure in apparatus which were placed in a distant room j

these were connected with the manometer by a conduit (40 M.
long) filled with carbonic acid; the difference of level amounted to
0,65 M. and the correction was + 6,2 m.m. '

A second correction peculiar to this apparatus, must be applied
when the mercury in the manometertubes stands not perfectly still, as
even the slowest motion of it through the narrow tubes requires a
measurable pressure. If a velocity of 0.1 m.m. in a minute is ob
served at the menisci in one of the separate manometers, this agreos
with an excess of pressure md with a correction of about 0.1 m.m.
For the streaming of the gas this correction would be uncertain as gus
·mny oveiflow without this being perceived at the movement of the
menisci. Therefore the tubes along which the g'as flows from the one
manometer to the other may not be too narrow. The diameterofthe
steel capillaries is 0.6 m.m. 'I'hey don't add to the friction more than
the glass capillaries and these are taken coruparatively wide (comp.
§ 2) so -that when the apparatus is in a good condition we need
not pay attention to the motion of the gas,

Usually the filling of the tubes is done very slowly, the filling of
each tube takes about 4-5 minutes. Ea'ch time at the closing ofthe
stop-cocks the equilibrium is fairly well attained. If howevera small

1) Commun, fr. the Physical Labomtory fit Lei(lell. 1894. NO, 14 pg. 7.
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excess of pressure hail to be applied it appeared that even in the
remotest tube the mercury soon stands still. After the adjustment
is made we usually wait 10 minutes to make sure that no further
change occurs. During that time several readings can be prepared
or taken, amongst others those of the 8 thermometers, indicating'
the temperature.

.As the temperature during the observations is kept as equableas
possible, and as the cylindrical vessels have been taken as short as
possible (comp. § 2) the movement of the menisci of the mercury
columns through the alteration of temperature of the gas, after the
adjustment has been made, is very slight.

(December 211h , 18p8.)
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RAKIIUIS ROOZEBOOM, p. 229. - "Variation of volume and of pressure in mixing (II)."
By Prof. J. D. VAN DEU WAAJ.S, p.232. - "Mcasurcments on the course oftheisothcrms
in the proximity of the pluitpoint and particularly on the course of the retrograde
condensation in a mixture of carbonic acid and hydrogen," By Dr. J. VllRSCHAn'J>LT.
(Communicated by Prof; H. KAMERLUiGH ONlms), p. 243. - "Measurements on the
mugnetic rotatory dispersion of gases," By Dr. L. H. SIERTSE~(A. (Communicated by
Pwf. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES), p. 243.

The following paper8 were read:

Chemistry. - "On m£xed crystals of' nitrate of'kal'iwn and nitrate
of tkalliwmn

• Dissertation written by Dr. O. VAN EIJIC and
presented by Prof. H. W. BAICHUIS ROOZEnOm[ who reads
on this subject as follows:

Some time ago (vide Proceedings of the meeting of the Academy
of 24 Sept. last, page 101) speaker has given a theoretical develop
ment of the course of congealing of a molten mixture of two sub
stances, from which mixed crystals are deposited when cooling and
of the oourse of transformation of such crystals, in case one of the
two components or both of them pass into another solid modification.

Nitrate of kalium and nitrate of thallium now are the first
examples of a system of two substances, of which we have acquired
a general survey of the course of, these two phenomena over the
entire field of concentration, and in which the observations agree
in all respects with the course deducted theoretically.

16
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Let ns first con
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concentration. At the minimum congealing-point C the liquid :0£
31.3 pet. K NOs solidifies to a conglomerate of' two kindsof mixed
crystals, .one with. 20 pOt. and the other with 50 pOt. K NOs.
Notwithstanding both kinds belong to the rhomboedrie system, the
mixing series is not continuous.

Below 182° three different conditions are therefore possible in the
solid state: homogeneous mixed crystals (a) of 0-20 pOt. K NOs,
homogeneous of' 50-:...100 pOt. K NOg (a') and conglomerates of the
limit-crystals of 20 and 50 pOt. in variable relations, in accordance
to the composition of the fused mass, taken as a starting point. .

The mixed crystals, either homogene or conglomerate nndergo in
case of further cooling, transformations from the rhomboedric to the
rhombie form.

For K NOs that transition was known at 129°.5 (G).
For TI NOg Dr. YAN Era found' for the transition temperature

14~~~ .
The determination of these temperatures for these two substances,

and for their mixed crystals,·was effected either by observing the
delay in the rise or fall of the temperature, effected by the heat of
transformation, or by determining the temperature at which the
transformation becomes noticeable by the refractive power or the
exterior of the crystals. These latter observations are made both
microscopically and with the naked eye.

Between 1820 and 144° no transformation ·takes place; we have
only found, from the course'of the transformation at a lower tom- 
perature, that : the limits of the homogeneous crystals a and a'
diverge somewhat more' at a. falling temperature. At 1330 these
limits have become: 20 pOt. and 69 pOt. K NOs.

The transformation-temperature of the homogeneous a-crystals falls
with increasing K NOg proportion from 144°-1330 (line FH); the
correct" position of line FH2, indicating the rhombic fi-crystals
formed, is however not known., The transformation temperature for
all conglomerates of a and a' mixed crystals is at about 1330 and
from the fact that this temperatnre remains constant between 20
pOt. and 69· pOt. K NOg the situation of the points Hand 111 is
deducted and the course of the lines DB and EHl •

At 1330 all the rhomboedric a-crystals of the conglomerate are
transformed in rhombic fi-crystals. . .

Below 13?0 the conglomerate consists therefore of /3- and a'·
?rystals. The limits. of these two kinds are proved equally to change
III case of a further fall in the temperature (lines H2 J 2 and Hl J)

16*
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namely both to a higher K NOs proportion so that theso limits have
become at 108°.5; 40 pOt and 84 pOt.

The homogeneous rhomboedric a'-crystals only begin below 129°.5
to be transformed in rhombie mixed crystals /3'.

For crystals of 100-84 pOt. K NOs the transformation tempe
rature falls from 129°.5-108°.5 (GJ). At 108°.5 the composition
is attained, also possessed by the a' mixed crystals, which were
already present in the conglomerate with (3-crystals from 133°.Below
108°.5 all the a'-crystals in the conglomerates are now transformed
in rhombic ones. The transformation is completed at this tempe
rature.

In consequence of the discontinuity of the mixing-series there
remain however below 108°.5 still 3 mixing-types of rhombic crystals
viz. homogeneous (3 and /3' crystals and conglomerates of both
limit-crystals.

The limits of mixing and consequently the composition of the
two component parts in the conglomerates, being at 108°.5 + 40
pOt. and 84 pOt. K NOM diverge still more with falling tempera
ture, so that they have become at 10°: 15.5 pOt. and 96.5 pOt.
(J2 K and J1K1).

At the lower temperatures these limits are easily found, by deter
mining the limits of the' mixtures in the crystals that are deposited
from aqueous solution.

Physics. - "Variation or volume and of pressure in mixing(Il):"
By Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS.

For a simple substance we may calculate how much its volume
under a giveh pressure and at a given temperature differs from that
which it would have occupied, if it had perfectly followed the law
of BOYLE.

Let us call the real volume v, and that which it would occupy
according to the law of' BOYLE Vi, then the quantity to be examined
is v' - u, Let the quantity of matter be equal to the moleculal
weight.

From
},[RT MRT a

P=-v'- = v-b - v2

follows
tJ

b a- 1
1 + v-b - (1 +a) (1 - b) (1 + at) -;

v' = ----------------:-



v - b v
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a' b
a'-b-

v
a' a' b •

1--+-
V v2

v' - v = --.,.---,,....-

or

If v = 00 we find for the increase of volume in consequence of
the causes which make a substance deviate from the law ofBoyLE,

the value a' - b.

If we had not solved the problem in general, but had restricted
ourselves to a first approximation, we should have found this
special value (a' - b) as apparently the general one. So in my paper
on "variation of volume and of pressure in mixing" I have found
for b.v

a
If we put = a' we find

(1 +a) (1 - b) (1 + at) ,

, v
a-b--

v - b a' v (v - b) - bv2

v'-v=-----
v a' - v2 - a' (v - b)

" a' b
a - b ---

I V
V -v= ,

a' a' b
1--+-,,-v v~

wo first observe that for v =~ the quantity 11' - v = O. This
a'-b

is the same value for which the quantity p - p', treated in my
former communication, is equal to O.

but only because the value of b.v had been determined by approxi
mation - and the question is not without interest, can the real
Course of !::.V be determined? For the quantity v' - v for which the
accurate value has been found above, this may of course be done
- and it will be possible to show that a similar course is to be
expected for !::'v.

If we proceed to the discussion of
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Two cases, however, are possible, if beginning with l' == 00 we
diminish the volume gradually.

When diminishing '17, the value of v' - v may either decrease
continually down to 0, or it may first" increase to a certain maxi.
mum, and then decrease. Which of the two cases occurs will depend

a'
on the value b. If we put by first approximation

(
a' b) ( a'

v' - v = a' - b - -'17- 1 +-;-)
or

, , b + a'(a'-2b)
v - v=a -

f1

we see, that when a' > 2 b, v' - v will begin to increase and vice

versa. The condition a' > 2 b leads to Tk>~. When T < 27 Tic,
T 27 16

v' - v will begin to increase and vice versa. The condition for the

limiting value of v' - v being positive, is a' > b or T < 2; Tic.

Our result is therefore that for half of the temperatures, at which
v' - v is positive, this quantity will begin to increase still more.

This result will be modified to some extent, if we take also the
variability of b with the volume into account, - for this particular
problem it is sufficient to know the first correctiou term - but as
long as the accurate value of b is not known, it may be better to
consider b as invariable -, also because the laws found in this
supposition are generally much simpler. Not before a sufficient
number of reliable observations are at our disposal, at which the
result of this and similar calculations may be tested, it will be
possible to investigate, whether this and the following calculated
correction-terms of b can account for the deviations.

If we consider b as independent of the volume, we find by diffe
rentiating v' - v, that a maximum is found at

v a'------.
b - a' - 2b

In order to find v positive, a' must be greater than 2 b, which agree3
with the preceding result.
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If wesubstitute this valueof~ in v' - V, we find for the maximum
b

value of Vi - V

I b
(v - v)mn'\. = -4-b--

--1
a'

b

32 T
27 '11. - 1

As a matter of course it is better to restrict ourselves to tempe
ratures above the critica1. Below this temperature v' - V is not
single-valued and the inquiry after the value of v' - v for such
points ,on the theoretical isothermal as for which the pressure
would be negative, has no sense. If we take as utmost case T = T/,

I 27
the maximum value V - V has risen to 5 b.

For the value of the proportion of the maximum amountofv' - v

and the initial value, we find

1

(
32.! _ 1) (27 Tk _ 1)
27 Tk S T

27
T to be taken between 16 Tk and Tk. This proportion which at

T= ~: T]. is equal to unity, reaches the value of 2.27 at T= T]..

Now we can imagine the course of v' - v at all temperatures
above the critical.

1°. for T> ~7 Tk the limitingvalueof v' - v is negative and equal

to b Cs7~ - 1) , so contained between - band O. For decreasing

value of v, the quantity descends to the value -b at v = b. There
is neither maximum nor minimum.

20 £ T b 27 d 27 h li ., I' ..• 101' etween "8 Tk an 16 TTc t e uniting va ue IS positive

and keeps between 0 and b. ]'01' decreasing value of v, v' - v
descends down to - b. So there must be a value of v, at which
v' - v changes its sign. This value of v has been calculated above,

a'b
and has been found to amount to a' _ b ' for which we may write



v=
b

8 1"
1--

27 11~

This value for v lies between Cl) and 2 b.

As in the preceding case there is no question of a maximum
value.

27
3°. for T between 16 Tk and Tk, the limiting value of v' - v is

contained between band 23/ 8 L, When the volume decreases, v' - v
begins to increase, till a certain maximum value is reached, which
amounts, however, at the utmost to 2.27 times the limiting value.
It decreases afterwards, reaches the value 0 and ends with - b.

4°. for values of T < Tk only those values of v have to be con
sidered, which lie beyond the limits of coexisting gas- and liquid
volumes, and v' - v loses even its theoretical siguification for such
volumes for which the pressure on the theoretical isothermal is ne-

27 _
gative. For T = - Tk the isothermal touches the p-axis at v = 2b.

32
There the quantity v'-v is infinite, because if p=O, v'is also infinite.
But this does not mean at all that for the volumes which may be
realized at that temperature, v' - v will increase to a high amount.

27
Let us take e. g. T = 32 Tk. In order to find the highest value for

v' - v, we have to determine the value of v for saturated vapour and
to substitute that value of v in the formula

, a' b
a-b--

v

a' a' b
1--:;;-+~

v' - v = ------

Let .!!-. be taken equal to 2., - and as at this temperature a' =4 b
v 25

we find

4
3--

, ... 25
v-v=o 2\2'

(1- 25)

so a value which is not much higher than the limiting value. If
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we follow the border-curve from T = Tlc down to very low tempe
ratures, at which the vapour volumes are very large, a large pro
portion may be found in the-beginning, but very soon that proportion
must become nearly equal to unity.

By means of the knowledge of v' - v, we may conclude to the
course of t::..v, the increase of volume when two substances mix under
constant pressure. If we call the molecular volume of the first
component under a given pressure VI, of the second component V2

and of the mixture v, then v'l and V'2 and '/)' are equal to MET
p

and so equal to each other.
For t::..v = V - (1 - :er vI - IV V2 we may therefore write

and so we find t::..1' from the values of V' - v for each of the sub
stances.

For VI =1)2 = v = 00 we find

If we put (1 + al) (1 - b1), (1 + az) (1 - b2) en (1 +ax) (1 - bx)

equal to 1, we obtain equation (4) of my former communication
(Proceedings Nov. 1898, p. 181). There also the sameapproximation
is applied in equating pVll pv'), and pv : But from the result now
obtained, it appears clearly that

is only the limiting value of t::..v for infinite rarefaction and we are
led to. the question, whether something further may be deduced with
regard to the course of t::..v under increasing pressure, and whether
it may be possible to account for the fact that the values for D.v
which may be deduced by means of KUENEN'S observations, do not
show that symmetry which follows from the factor it (1 - x) and
which appears so clearly from this observations of c.p.

If we substitute the values found for V'1 - Vll v''), - V2 and v' - '/)
We find
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I

I
I

in which Vl l V2 and 'll represent the volumes, occupied by the com
ponents and by the mixture under the same pressure. As long as
we restrict ourselves to large volumes, we may taks Vl l V9 and vas
being equal to each other, and then we find for the second term
of b.v (which must be divided by v) the value:

The sign of this quantity for the different values of IX will decide
whether D,v, when the value of v is decreasing, will decrease or
increase and the value which this quantity possesses, will bedecisive
as to the degree of this variation. This quantity disappears for
[C = 0 and ilJ= 1, and must therefore have [C (1 - a) as a factor. If
the remaining factor were independent of or, there would again bp
symmetry in the values of b.v, also when the volume decreases. If)
however, this factor depends on IX, there remains symmetry in the
limiting value of D,v, but this symmetry must disappear sooner or
later, when the pressure increases. The remaining factor has the
following intricate form, which I shall give in the five parts, into
which it may be divided:

If we put a'l +a'2 -2 a'12 = b..al and bl +b2 ~ 2 bl 2 = bb, the
sum of these five terms may be brought under the following form:
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h . k x (1 - x) . h fiSo t is quantity to. en times represents t o rst correc-
v

tion of l:::.v, whereas $ (1 - :1') (l:::.a' - l:::.b) represents the limiting
value of this quantity -- so that for '1J near zero the value of
bv is equal to

and for IV near 1 equal to

(a'2-a'l){(a'2-b2) - (a'I-b l ) } + 2l:::.a' (a'2 - b2) - 2l:::.b a'2/
:rei-x) ~t(b.al-b.b)+--.:.--------'--------)

V2

So there is a distinct asymmetry, as soon as a'2 - b2 is sensibly
greater than a'l - bI! but the different cases that may occur are so
numerous, that it is better for the present not to enter into a further
discussion, as the experimental data are wanting.

Yet it should be observed that the asymmetry is not so great as
to account for the circumstance that Mr. KUENEN'S values for (I:::.p)' 1)
at ,I: = 3/4, .t = 1/2 and :lJ= 1/4 differ so little, while with scarcely
an exception the highest value is given at .v = 314.

As, however, the accurate value of 1:::." requires too intricate cal
culations to draw general conclusions from them, we shall have
recourse to the graphical representation, in order to give at least
an idea of the course of this quantity.

Let us consider for this the formula:

b.v = (1 - $) (V'I - VI) + :lJ(V'2 - V2) - (V'x - V),

from which appears, that b.v may be considered as resulting from
three separate quantities, viz. V'1 - V1I V'2 - V2 and v' - v. Each of
these quantities, which have been discussed before, may be rE'pre
sented by curves as have been drawn in the following figure.

I) Proo, Nov. 26th 1898, p. 184.
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In this figure v and v'-v have been taken as axes. The orrgm
is in point O. At T=!Xl v'-v is equal to - b for all values of v,
In the figure this has heen represented by a line parallel to the
v axis. If the variability of b with the volume could also be taken
into account, this straight line would naturally have to be changed
into a curve, which approaches asymptotically the position given
here when the volume is large and which has come sensibly closer
to the e-axis at the smallest volume possible. But then every curve
had to be modified, specially in the region of the small volumes.

Under an infinite pressure the value of V'-t· is equal to -b at
all temperatures. Hence all curves pitSS through the StIDe point.
According as the temperature falls the curves begin higher at

27
v = co , The curves drawn are those for T = - Tk(thetemperature

8
at which a substance obeys the law of BoyLE, if the volume is

infinite) j for T = 27 Tk (the limiting temperature at which v'-v
16

begins to show a maximum value), for T = 9fs Tk and T = 11.
'I'he maxima lie on an equilateral hyperbola, which has v = 2b

and v'-v = b as asymptotes.
When the volume is rather large, the different curves do not

differ sensibly from straight lines parallel to the v-axis.
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A.s soon as T descends below Tk' the quantity v'-v can become
very great; this happens, however, between such values of v, as lie
within the border curve, and which therefore cannot be realized.

If for the two substances, of which the mixtureis to be composed,
such curves are construed, whose dimension and form will depend,
on b and ~, a point of the mapping of (1-x)(VI'-V1) + m(vz'-vz)

b
may be found by connecting two points of those curves by a
straight line, and by dividing that straight line into parts which
are in inverse ratio to :JJ and I-m. The two points chosen must
always belong to values of VI and V2, which occur under the same
pressure. The curve obtained in this way will approach V/-VI the
nearer, the smaller :JJ is, and may to some extent be considered as
a mean curve. When v'-V has been construed, !::"v may be found
hy taking the difference of the ordinate of the resulting curve of
the two first mentioned and of the last mentioned, always for such
values of v, as occur at given p.

Though it is true that the course of !::"V does not follow in parti
culars from this way of construing, yet some general rules may be
derived from it. As has been observed before, we find for v = 00

again the former value, viz. IC (1 - m) IDoa' - Dohl. For the limiting
value on the other side we find:

so a contraction. In all these cases, in which D.a'-!::,.h is positive,
a pressure must exist, under which mixture without variation of
volume takes place. It the volumes are very great so that vI'-vI I

IJz'-V£ and v'-v remain invariable, Dov too will not vary much in
absolute value. The variation may however be considerable relative
to the limiting value. But it appears at any rate, that if none of
the three substances, viz. the components and the mixture, remain
considerably below the critical temperature 1), the absolute value of
D.v remains within finite limits throughout the course of the iso
thermal.

If we try to calculate (Dop)' directly, viz. the increase of pressure
on the mixture, in order to keep the volume equal to the sum of

1) By the cntical tempeintuie of' a mixture is understood that temperature which
15 cnlcnlated from a$ nnd 0", in the same way as for a simple substance.
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the separate volumes, we find for it the following expression:

(bp') !Vl (1 - le) + vz.c}
x(l - x)

For volumes which are not too small, which do e.g. not descend
below 0,03, we might put by approximation

If Vi and Vz are left the same and only the value ofx is changed)

(b-pY is a maximum if -1x = ~. This leads to the rule, that
-x Vz

the maximum value of (bp)', which for small values of p is found
in mixtures for which J) = l/z , passes, when the pressure increases,
towards mixtures, in which that component is in excess which is
most compressible. As b v reverses its sign, when the volume is
very small, this must also be the case for (bp)' .

If al-bl (1+ a t) = 0, the first component follows the law of
BOYLE. In the same way the second component, if az-bz(1+ at) == O.
If a1Z-b1z (1 + at) = 0 the law of DALTON holds good. And finally
if (a1 +a2 - 2 ad - (bl +02 - 2 b12) (1+at) = 0 , there is no
variation of volume, and the law of AMAGAT holds true. All this
only in the supposition of large gasvolumes. Let us call the tempe
ratures, at which these four relations are fulfilled: t« I tu I tc and ta·
If t« > tu > tc , then te'> t«. The supposition ta>tb> tc is fulfilled,
if the two components can form mixtures, the critical temperature
of which lies below that of the components 1). Then t« is the lowest
of these four special temperatures.

1) Moleculartheorie, Phys. Ohem, V. 2, p. 149.
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On the other hand ta is the highest of these four temperatures,
if there should exist mixtures, the critical temperature of which is
higher than that of the components. In general the following rela
tion exists between these four temperatures:

If we call tm the temperature that fulfils the condition that

tm lies always between ta and ta, while the distance between tm
and ta is smaller than that between tnl and ta.

Physics. - 'f)MeaSU1'ements on the course of the isotherms in the
proximity of the plaitpo~'nt and particularly on the course of
the 1'etrograde condensation in a mixture of carbonic acid and
hyd1·ogen." By Dr. J. VERSCHAFFELT (Communication N°. 45
from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden, by Prof. H. KAMBli

LINGR ONNES.)

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.)

Physics. - 'f)Measzwements on the magnetic 1'otatory dispersion of
gases." By Dr. L. H. SIERTSEllI.A. (Communication N0. 46
from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden, by Prof. KAMER

LINGH ONNES.)

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting).

(.JanUlll·Y 16th 1899.)
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PH,OOEEDINGS OF TIIE MEETING

of Saturday January 28th 1899~
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(l'1allbllltcd Iiom: VcIblng van de gcwollc vcrgndciing dcr Wig- ell Nntuuikuudige
Afdecling van Zatcrdng 28 Janunri 1800 DJ VII)

CO~ll.~TS "U1'llcldsh" atei deposits of the MtJawi in the interior of Boineo", By Piof; K.lIIARTIN:
p. 245. - "On Hydrogel of oxide of iron (feu ic-oxide"). By Prof. J.l\I. VAN BE.\IMELEN
P 240. (With one plute.) - "The equilibrium of systems of three substances, in which
two liquids occur", By Mr. B. DE BRUYN. CC omrnunieated by PIOf. J. M. vA.N

Bl.MMELEN), p. 253. - "The representation of the screws of BAlL passing through a
point or lying in a plune, aecoidmg to the method of CAI'ORUI". By Prof. J. CAR
D1~AAL, p. 258. (With one plute.) - "On the vibmtions of electnfied systems, placed
in a magnetic field. A contribution to the theory of the ZmmAN·effect". By Prof.
H. A. LORElIT~, p, 263. - "On tunodul Quultics". By Piof JAN DE VRlES, p.263. 
"Clllculation of the second con ection to the' quantity b of the equation of condition 01

VAN DER W.ULS". By MI J. J. VAN LAAR. (Communicated by Piof; J. D. VAN DlI:R
WAALS), p. 273. - "lIIeasulements on thc system of isothermal lines nea!:. the plait
point, and especially on thc plocess of the ienog: ade condensation of a mixture of
caibonic acid and hydrogen," By DI. J. VIIRSClIAlT,.I.T. (Communicated by Pruf.
n. I(AMERLI~GH Oxxss), p, 288. (WIth one plate.) - "MeasUlcments on the mugneuc
rotatory dispersion of gases", By Dr. L. II. SIl>RISCMA. (Commumcated by Piof
H. KUIERLINGlI ONNES), p. 206. (With one plute.i

The following paper~ were read:

Geology. - "On Brackish-water deposii« of the Melawi in the
interior of Borneo". By Prof. K. MARTIN.

It is more than forty years sincethe miningengineer R. EVERWIJN'S

gcognostical expeditions in the "Wester-Afdeeling" of Borneo. Since
that time several explorers have been occupied with the geology of'
that country and nevertheless all our present knowledge ofthe geolo
gical formation of West-Borneo is still based on incoherent data only
of which we do not even possess a rough geognostical sketch map.

During the last years the mining engineer N. WIl\O EASTON has
been intrnsted to make a closer investig-ation 0 this country and

]7
Proceedings Hoyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol
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from the examination of the fossils forwarded by him to Leydcn it
was possible to point out inter alia the existence in Borneo of a
jurassic system 1).

His last consignments from the basin of the Kapoeas contained
sedimentary rocks with hundreds of fossils upon which I wish to give
some preliminary information. Of the objects to which I wish parti
cularly to draw attention only a few have been collected at the
main river somewhat below the mouth of the Melawi whereas the
greater portion were found in the region of.the last- named important
left branch of the Kapoens. The localities are situated either 011 the
said Melaw! 01' on its tributaries the S. 2) Kajan and the S. Tebidah
which flow into the S. Kajan, Taken altogether the fossils have been
collected in ten different places and an examination of important
material containing numerous organic remains from most of these
localities was possible. This examination however proved to be rather
difficult, the objects being as a rule exceedingly brittle thus requiring
to be prepared with the greatest care which could only be done
with the aid of a needle.

The fossils are embedded in clay some of which contains calcium
carbonate and turns into mad; in some cases they also form the
organic centres of mad concretions. In other cases the clay becomes
sandy and often it serves only as the cementing material which keeps
the thick mass of fossils together. Shell-breccia are numerously
represented.

Among many hundred specimens of shells and periwinkles obtained
from this material, only seven species can benamed viz. Arca mela
oiensis spec. nov., UIP'ena subtrigonalis P. G. KIUUSE, Cyrena sub
rotundata P. G. KRAUSE, Corbula dajaceusis P. G. KRAUSE, Melania
melanimsis spec. 1l0V., Paludomus gracilis P. G. KRAUSE spec., and
Paludomus crassa P. G.KRA USE spec.) but the greater part of these
species vary so much as to render the determination very difficult.
The material collected by G. A. F. MOLENGRAAFF at the upper
Kapoeas especially at the S. Pinoh and the S. Lekawai (also branches
of the Melawi) on being examined by P. G. KRAUSE was found to
contain also the above mentioned species; but the material at his
disposal for his researches being defective in several respects, hehas
not <been successful in giving a complete determination of some species
(Arca and Melania) while to others he has given different generic
names (Paludo1nus).

Having compared the petrifactious of the different localities in the

1) See: Summlg, d. Geol. R. Museums in Leiden, Bd, V. (l\.lnUSIJ, M.UI'J.'IN, VOGLL)

2) S = Boengui, MlIlaYllll name for liver.
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collections of MOLENGRAAl!'F and WING EASTON it becomes evident
that in the basin of the Mclawi a deposit occurs which taken as a
whole is of the same age. This deposit evidentlycorresponds with the
formation stated by EVERWIJN to be tertiary, his statementhowever
was not sufficiently proved. The fauna of these beds exhibits diffe
lent facies which is due in all probability to the quantity of salt
having varied during the process of formation and also having been
present in greater or lesser quantities in different localities. A num
bel' of species (Melania and Paludo'mus) living in fresh water have
been found amalgamated with the species of Oyrella and Corbula
which are prevalent amongst these fossils and were inhabitants of
brackish water as also the species of Area which may have lived
in close proximity to the sea. This amalgamation would chiefly take
place during the rainy season.

It is exceedingly difficult to settle the age of the strata in regard
to the character of the fauna as sketched above. A direct determi
nntion based solely on the occurrence of the species is impossible as
none of the above mentioned species corresponds with an~ described
species either from India or the Malay Archipelago. Neither is it of
any use' to compare these fossil species with the terrestrial shells of
Nias described by WOODWARD and which up to the present time
have been considered by others to be tertiary. During a recent visit
to London I have had an opportunity of studying these Nias forms
and feel assured that they decidedly are not tertiary but are, as
WOODWARD supposed, of a more recent date.

A comparison with the »illtertrappean beds" of India, whichcon
stitute a connecting link between cretaceous and tertiary, seems to be
of the greatest importance. Their fauna still allows relations to be
traeed to the Laramie-group of North America and similar relations
also exist between the Laramie-group and the upper cretaceous of
Ajka in Hungary; consequently this fauna was not from a geographical
point of view so well differentiated in those days as at the present
time. The fauna of the Melawi beds does not show any features to
correspond with that of the "intertrappean beds" the Laramie-group
etc" on the contrary containing only still living Indian generaamongst
which is the genus Paludomtts it resembles very closely in character
that of the present day.

Separating from Paludonnu: the genera Pyrgltlifera Meek and
Oosima Staohe which certainly do not belong to it, there remains
only a single group which must be considered one of the most
characteristic of the Indian fauna. The occurrence of the genusFa
ludomus is restricted to this area, being' found in India, Further

17*
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India, Sumatra and especially in Ceylon and Borneo. Amongst the
still living Bornean forms there are found some species closely allied
to the fossil ones; P. gracilis in particular closely resembles P.
Eoereit! Smith from Sarawak.

Setting on one side its dissimilarity to the fauna of the "inter
trappean beds" and on the other its resemblance in one highly
characteristic point to the fauna of the present day we mayconclude
that the Melawi deposit must be of more recent date than the said
Indian strata, which constitute a transitional formation between
cretaceous and tertiary. For the above reasons the Melawi deposit
cannot be older than tertiary but may be of eocene age as, not one
of the seven aforesaid species is known to belong to the present
fauna and may be considered as extinct, the habitus of two of'
these species (lvlelania melaoiensis and CYl'ena snbtriyonalis) is more
over somewhat aberrant when compared with still living forms.
Meanwhile a more exact determination of its age than "tertiary"
cannot be given with any certainty and it is for this reason and to
avoid all misunderstandings that I propose to call this deposit by
the generalizing name of "Melawi group" in reference to the region
where it bas originally been found.

From the material which has been examined, the Mcluwi-group can
be traced from the S. Tempoenak below Sintang eastwards along
the Melawi as far as the S. Lekuwai and also on the S. Kajan to 11

certain point somewhat. above Maboek 1). This tertiary (eocene?)
brackish-water sediment can only have been formed with the assis
tance of rivers and brooks which perhaps belonged to the same river
system that is now represented by the Mclawi and its tributaries and
accordingly the beds of these streams may have been cut out of
the sediments which they themselves have contributed to form.

1) At present it is impossible to trace a further extention ofthe l\tclawi-gl'Oup. I cun
only state that I have also received through the agency of WING EAS'l'ON a consignment
of pehefuctions from the river Silat (flowing into the Knpoeas near Silat above Sintlln~)

which contains a fauna differing from that of the Melawi-group.
Particularly numerous amongst which are the remains of 17ivipaJ'u which is reple

sented hy at least two different species and therealso OCClll'S a species of' UOl'bllla (s, stl'.).
The latter seems to he quite distinct from U. dajacel/818
while amongst the species of f/ivipaJ'a, a highly chmacteristlC
fonu is found which I propose to nume P. Eastou}. The
figures of' two specimens of' this Hew species are inserted hele.
A very remarkable charucteristic of' this species is thepie

sence of sharp uud prominent keels, one of which situated at the angle of the whorls
projects very strongly.

It is possible that this deposit at' the river Silat is older than the l\lulawi-g1oIl11,
but certainly it is not older than cretaceous.
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Chemistry. - "On Ilydrogel of oxide of iron (ferric-oxide)".
By Prof. J. M. VAN BEMMELEN.

In the Recueil des Travaux Chimiques des Pays-bas 1) Mr. SPRING
stated some time ago that he had prepared a hydrate of oxyd of
iron: d'une composition definie. He had got it by allowingto drj 
by exposure to the air - the gelatinous precipitate produced by
ammonia in a diluted ferri-solution and that after having washed
it out. After 72 days the equilibrium became stable, and after 5
months it was found to be unchanged. It answered to the composi
tion Fez Os. 4 TTzO. Above sulphuric acid it lost water so that after
3 days the composition was Fez Os 1.78 H, 0 (calculated by me).

Formerly, in 1888 2) and 1892, I have communicated, that the
gelatinous oxide of iron had DO stable composition, but was an
absorption-alloy of Fez Os with water. I had also found the number
± 4,0 H, 0 in one of my preparations, but I considered it as an
alloy, that only answered to a whole number by chance. The opinion
that a fixed hydrate had been obtained, is contrary to the nature
of hydrogels. For the composition is continuously dependent on: I",
the structure of the colloid, which in its turn depends upon the
circumstances of the gel-formation; 211(1. the modifications that the
structure has undergone by the further treatment ; gr<l. the concentration
of the gaseousphase, with which the gel co-exists; 4th • the temperature.

Owing to my having determined the composition only with a few
vapour-tensions, SPlmw's communieation lod me to determine the entire
isotherm at 15° viz. of dehydration of rehydration and of rede
hydration and to exam.ne carefully how the Hydrogel behaves wheu
exposed to the air, the vapour-tension ofwhich is continuallychanging.

Accordingly I prepared again a Hydrogel from a highly diluted
ferric-solution S) and worked with it at once, while it was still
quite fresh. Besides I determined the same curves for the prepara
tion already investigated by me in 1882, which had now grown
16 years older (Ill); and in the third place for a preparation made
in 1891, which had been under water for seven years (Il), These
determinations were made in the same rranuer as formerly for the
hydrogel of Si O2 and of Ou 0 4) . On the graphic sketch 1 have

,

1) 18,222 (1898).
~) Heclleil VII 106-114. J. f. prnkt, Ch. 48-52D.
3) 1 1lllrt Fe~ 0 3 on 136 p. water = 1 M.ol. Fe20J on 585 p. wnter,
:) Vide Verslug 1\:011. Aknd, of 28 Jn1l1'.ISH3 nud29 June 18H5. At present the equili

blIlIlllS are determined ut vnpour-pressures of 122-1 16-10R-IO-UI_Sl_'72-(j2_5
-4i-2_0s 111.m. both for A nud for Z t and Z t.
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made use of the same signs (see fig.) vir. A t for the Curve of
dehydration of water, Z t for that of the rehydration of water
and Z t for that of the redehydration of water. The equilibrium
at a certain vapour-tension was only gradually approximated on
A't, the more slowly in proportion to the latter's differing less
from the tension of saturated vapour (12.7m.m.). At 122 m.m. a loss
in 1 month's time was still noticeable after 5 months j at 9 m.m,
the loss in 1 mon th's time was no longer noticeable after 3 months;
and at 00 m.m. after one week. On the contrary the equilihrium
in Z t and Z t was obtained. within 1-2 days, except on part of
Z ~ (from point ° to 01) where the phenomenon of Hysteresis
showed itself again,

From the figure we see that the curves agree with those for the
Ou0- and the Si Oz-hydrogel.

The proportion of water at 15° is greater than that of these two
(I only give here that at 12Z and at 0 m.m. vapour-tension).

122 m.m. 00 m.m,

Fez 03 ± 9.5 1.51
OuO ± 7 1.1
Si O2 ± 6 02;

but is equally continuously dependent on the vapour tension.
Point 0, which shows a break in the continuity in silicicacid (in

consequence of a transformation in the gel and the diminution of
the power of absorption resulting therefrom ) and at the same
time the turnpoint of the process of de-hydration, this point is not
so clearly seen in the hydrogel of Fez 0 3• But it betrays itself in
the following' manner. If the gel, arriving in any point of the lino
A t, is provided again with water from this point (by the exposition
to a higher vapour-tension up to 127 m.m.) it only absorbs ±
°12 HzO; eomp. for this on fig. 1 the lines At, starting from the
points a, b, C, d. This rule however only holds good if the propor
tion of ± 3,5 H20 is not yet reached; below this the gel absorbs in
case of rehydration so much water, that the proportion in tension
of saturated vapour amounts to ::t: 3,6r,. It is therefore about here
that the possi bility of reversing the further process of the dohydra
tions begins, and there is a point which answers in that respect
to the turningpoint °in silicic acid. At the end of the dehydration
in point 00 (vapour-tension = 0° m.m.) the appenrcuce ofair-bubblos
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on the immersion in water is only observed III a slight degree 1).

It must therefore be inferred that but few cavities are formed during
the dehydrations on the branch 0-00 , This phenomenon is how
ever much better noticed in the gel II (see below). The final curve
of the rehydration Z t again has the points 0 1 and O2, which
appear at the redehydration of water as in the case of silicic acid.
For the rehydration curve Z ~ does not converge, neither with
Zt nor with A.~. It is true that the difference for the branches
03 O2 and 0 1 00 is slight, but just as with silicic acid, the branch
02 0 is vastly divergent from 0 1 O2, The samehysteresis-phenomenon
appears. Line Z t, especially the branch 0 1 O2 can only be realized
in the direction t (rehydration), the line 0 01 in the direction
t (dehydration). An intensified power of absorption is created on
Zt, that leaves its influence on Z~. At the redehydration (Z ~)

a point 0 appears, showing the same phenomena as in silicic acid.
Starting from this point 0 1 the equilibrium is obtained very slowly
on the branch 001 ; a weakening of the power of absorption takes
place, that leaves its influence behind, so that at the rehydration
it is not the branch 00] that is run back, but the branch 0102,

As a result, here as with silicic acid return-curves may be realized
within the figure 0 0 1 O2°, if rehydration or redehydration
takes place, starting from a point on the line 0 0 1 or on the line
01 O2, 'I'wo of these intermediate cUl'\'es, one of the dehydration
t and one of the rehydration t, are indicated in the figure by
dotted lines.

lvlodificatirms. The modificalion caused by time, by which the
power of absorption is weakened, is also the same as with silicic
acid. The figure shows this for a Gel, that has grown 16 years
older (curve A. ~ of Ill). The proportions are lower again than
were found before, when the same substance was seven years older
than at the first determination. The fact of the Gel having been
under water for seven years has also weakened the power of ab
sorption (curve A ~ of 1I). For the sake of clearness the curves
Z t and Z t have been omitted. ThE'Y differ very little from the
A. ~ line, and only diverge from it at higher vapour-tensions (at
about 10-11 m.m.), lIS is shown in the following table:

1) In silicic acid mnny cnvities 11\,(' fO\'111('(I, which condensate a eonsidernble vo
lume of air, Vide Verslng Kou Akllll. of ApJil Il, 18\)8, p. '198- 506.
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III (lG years old). I1 7 years under water.

I
-----

Iz l' z t z l' z ~

m.m, Mol H2O Mol H2O

I
--

II 1.56 15fi 1.5 1 5
10 UP 1 G· 1.\lfi 1.71

]0 7 1,74 ].77 i.s- l.ll·
IF 2.21 2.'1,7 302 4.5
H!I 33- 't5' 6,7 7 !lG

121 saturated ± 8.5 1) 8.62)-
I) Obtained in 111e course of

\
2) Mlcl S dny~.some 11101\1,115.

The same phenomenon presents itself as with silicic acid. The
more it is modified, the more water it Can absorb at the higher
vapour-tensions. The hysteresis is removed to that region. The
Gels II and IH at rehydration can absorb up to more than
8 Mol. H20, while I can come no further than to + 3.65•

It is highly remarkable that III requires months for it, n only
days. This too points to a difference in structure. Now it is very
remarkable that Gel III does not show any air-bubbles escaping
at the point 0 0, when immersed in water, while Gel II does. In
Gel II there llppenr immediately on the surface and at the rims
of the transparent (SO exceedingly thin) films at numerous places
smaller and larger air-bubbles. Consequently the gel contains cavi
ties, but their joint volume is not by far so great as in silicic acid.
In connection herewith seems to be that n absorbs pretty quickly
a considerable amount of aqueous vapour at a vapour-tension of 12
m.m., while HI, which contains no cavities, does this so extremely
slowly.

It results from the above that no chemical hydrate can be obtsi
ned by drying- the Gel by exposure to the ail', and that moreover the
composition must change with the change in the vapour-tension ofthe
air. This was also proved by daily weighing a quantity of I exposed
to the air (fresllly prepared and pressed between two porous plates)
for half a year. In the beginning it contained ::t: 18 Molec. II~O
on 1 Melee. Fe2 Os and contained therefore much water inclose<1.
With decreasing velocity the proportion had fallen after \) days to
5.4 H20; from that period it came sensiblyunder the influence ofthe
changes in the vapour-tension of the air, so that it decreased irre
gularly in weight and sometimes increased. After 11/ S month the
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proportion had fallen to 4,64 IJ20 , and for the next three months
this proportion varied according to the vapour-tension of the air,
between 4,64 and 4,5lJ H20. Unaltered weight, rising or falling
were found to agree with the indications of the hygrometer (of
KLINICERFUES). Meanwhile a little decline was observable. If the
vapour-tension of the air, which in that time varied between 10
and 8 m.m, had fallen to 7 m.m, and had remained stationary
for some time, the composition ± 4 H~ 0 would have been
attained. For this amount has been obtained in the Gel I after
some months at that vapour-tension. That composition would have
risen but little if the vapour-tension of the air had become again
greater.

That the composition depends on the temperature, that the power
of absorption is weakened by heating to higher temperatures, and
is destroyed at incandescence, all this I have already communicated
before 1).

Dr. KLOllBIE and I have only succeeded in observing the transition
of colloidal ferric oxide to a crystalloidal chemical hydrate in caseof
monohydrate''), by the influence of water at 150 on the hexagonal
crystals of the chemical compound Fe203' Ncl20, in whichNaz0 is
~l'Hdual1y replaced by 1120 without the crystalline structure (form,
transparency, power of polarisation) being modified. Nature provides
us with the crystalline Monohydrnte : Gdthit, that can bear heating
to ± 2800 without losing water and without passing into the amor
phous state 3).

Chemistry. - MR. VAN BI!~Ml\IELU presents in the name of
Mu. B. DE BRUIJN a paper on an investigation held in the
Inorganic Chemical Laboratory of the University of Leydon,
concerning: "The equilibrium of systems of three sllbsfcT1/I'(!s,
in 10hich two liquids occur".

In systems of three components, in which two liquid phases
Occur, the following cases may be distinguished:

i». the components A and B form t~gethcr two liquid phnsos ;
equally so the components A and C and Band C.

2nd• the components A and 13 and A and C form two liquid
phases, but the components B and C ,10 not, at least in stable
conditions.

I) Reeueil ':. 111-11 a. Zpilsc·hl'..moig, Ch. 1.8. 2-1..
2) .f. f. Ill. Ch. 40 !l23-!l2U.
3) J. f. pr. Ch. 40. 521.
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3\(1. only the phases A and B form two liquid phases; A and
B or Band C do not do 80, at least in stable conditions.

4th • the components in pairs never give two liquid -phascs at
least in a stable condition.

Examples of the first three cases have been investigated by
SCHREINEMAKERS 1); purpose of this investigation was to examine
also an example of the last mentioned case. Not until the inves
tigation was nearly finished, did there appear an essay by SNELL
on potassiumehloride, acetone and water, by which an example of
the fourth case is given 2).

Mr. D1<J BRUIJN examined the equilibriums in the following systems:
Ammoniumsulphate, ethylalcohol and water.
Potassiumcarbonate, methylalcohol and water.
Potassiumcarbonate, ethylalcohol and water.
Sodiumsulphate, ethylalcohol and water.
Guided by the theory of SCHRIHNEMAKERS on equilibriums in

systems of three components, in which two liquid phases occur, he
succeeded in making a sketch of the equilibriums in the systems
examined. The composition of the phases is represented iu the
usual manner by means of a triangle; if the temperature-axis is
placed vertically on the plane of the t: ianglo, we get a represen
tation in space.

I. The system: ammoniumsulphoie, efhylalcoltol and water.

Above ± 8° the general form or the isothennals is as given in fig. 1.
The isothermal consists namely of three parts: RO, OPB and HQ,
meeting in 0 and B in an angle. RO and BQ indicate all possible
solutions, that can be in equilibrium with the solid (NH.h SO,•.
OPB is the eonnodal line with the plait-point P; it indicates
therefore the solutions that coexist; the points 0 and B are the
two liquid phases which are not only in equilibrium with each
other, but also with solid (NH4)2S04' In case of a change in the
temperaturc the different parts of the isotherm are displaced; at a
higher temperature L OZB increases; at a fall in the temperature
L OZB diminishes till at ± 8° the lines OZ and ZB coincide.
The points 0, Band P coinciding at this temperature, the iso
thermal consists at this and lower temperatures of only one curve
BO and BQ coming in each other's prolongation; there remain
therefore only the equilibriums of solid salt with solution. Mr. DE

BRUIJN has determined such an isothermal at 6,°5. Two liquid

1) Zeitschr. f. r.hys. Chem, 25 5,13 :6 237 2;' 95 (1898) ~3 -H7 (18 97).
2) JOUl'n. of pIlyll, Chem, 2 457 (1898).
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phases are no longer possible in a stable equilibrium. It is true
that Mr. DE BRUIJN has noticed them several times, but they
disappeared at the appearance of the solid phase.

z Mr. DE BRUIJN has also deter-
5-i"J' 1 mined several isothermals at higher

temperatures,wherethe isothermals
have forms as in fig. 1. As to
the connodal lines for the diffe
rent temperatures, it was proved,
that they intersect each other in
different manners or cover each
other within the limits of the faults

IV ~ of analysis. In order to further
investigate this point several sec

tions wore determined, in which the proportion of water and alco
hol was the same, but the quantity of (NH4)2804 varied. In accor
dance with the situation of the connodal lines with respect to each
other Mr. DE Bn.UIJN found the following facts. If the proportion
of (NH4) 2 804 is taken for the ordinate and for the abscis the
temperature at which two liquid phases become homogeneous or a
homogeneous liquid phase is divided into two others, we get, with
a greater proportion of alcohol, lines rising with the temperature;
with a smaller proportion of alcohol, lines falling with the tempe
rature, between the two, lines showing a maximum, which moves
toward a higher temperature with a greater proportion of alcohol.
From these different Elections follows in accordance with the iso
thermals given, that it is possible to have solutions of (NH4h 80 4

in water and alcohol that are homogeneous at It certain temperature,
but divide into two layers both in case of It rise and of a full in the
temperature. Mr. DE BRUIJN has made several of these solutions.

H. Tlte syr;tem:

z
Poiassiumcarbonale, methy lalkoho land uioier,

Next to the two liquid phases
there appears in this system as
a solid phase the hydrate (K,2,COs)z
(HzOh (at lower temperatures per
hnps a still higher hydrate). 'I'he
isotherm has here the form of fig.
2. RO and B8 indicate the solu
tions that can be in equilibrium
with (Kf2COsMHzO)3 ; SQ the
solutions in equilibrium with
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Kz OOg i OPB is the connodal line with the plait-point Pi with earh
liquid phase of part OP one of PB can be in equilibrium. Mr. DR

BRUIJN has determined the situation of the connodal-Iine OPB at
different temperatures. Just as in the preceding system the points°and B approach each other when the temperature is lowered i in
the preceding system they met at ::!: 8° i in this system however no
earlier than at :± _33°.

Ill. The system: Poiassiumcarbonaie, rthylall.·olcol and water.

'I'he isotherm has here the same form as in the preceding system.
The composition of the two liquid phases in equilibrium with the
hydrate was determined at temperatures of- 18° to 75°. The propor·
tion of salt rises with the temperature, that of alcohol changes less
than the amount ofthe faults ofanalysis. That a change in the composi
tion of the two liquid phases does however decidedly take place when
the temperature is changed may be deducted from the observation, that
such homogeneous solutions divide into two liquid phases at a change in
the temperature, Different pairs of conjugated points" eredetermined
on the connodal line at 1'j0 and at 35°. The connodal lines for dif
ferent temperatures intersect hoie too. Sections, as in the case of
ammoniumsulphate aie not determined hete; fr0111 a single observa
tion made by SNELL it may be deduced that these sections will not
show a maximum here but a minimum.

A great difference ill the conduct ofmethj1- and ethylalcohol is shown
by what follows. At 17° the upperlayer contains in equilibrium with
the' solid phase 91,0 pOt. ethylalcohol and 0,06 pOt. K2COS ; the lower
layer 0.2 pCt. ethylalcohol and 55.2 pOt. K, COg. The ethylaleohol and
the potassiumcarbonate form therefore each of them, with part of the
water, a liquid in which the other component hardly OCCUI'S. In the
system 1(zOOg,OH30 II and H20 the upperlayer contains however at the
same temperature 69,6 pOt. methylalcohol and 6,25 pOt. KzCOg. the
lower layer 5,7 pOt. methylalcohol and 48,4 pOt. KzOOs. Another great
difference in the conduct of methyl- and eth} lalcohol in these systems
is the following. In the system with ethylalcohol the temperature has
ktnlly any influence on the position of the points ° and B i the
propOl tion of water and alcohol remaining in two liquid phases, that
are in equilibrium with the solid hydrate of K,9 003, nearly unal
tered from - 18° to + 75°. In the system with methylalcohol the
temperature has on the other hand a great influence on the propor
tion of water and moth) lnlcohol, the latter being more miscible in
presence of the solid salt than water and ethylalcohol,
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Mathematics. "The representation of the Screws of BALL pas-
sing tlt1'ougl~ a point 01' lying in a plane, accbrding to the
method of CAPORALI." By Prof. J. CARbINAAL.

1. This communication must be regarded as a continuation and
enlargement of a lecture delivered at the 70th Congress of the ~Ge

sellschnft deutscher Naturforscher und Aerzte" at Dusseldorf (Sept.
1898) and published in the last "Jahresberielit del' Deutschen Ma
thematiker-Vereinigung", There the method applied in the following
pages has been considered in its relation to the "Theory of Screws"
by Sir R. St. BALL, so I think I can suffice by boginning with a
few brief indications indispensable for the understanding of the pur
pose of the communication.

2a. The motion of a body considered here is the motion with
freedom of the 4th degree; the screws about which motion is possible
form a quadratic complex, consisting of all screws reciprocal to a
given cylindroid 0.

b. We construct the screws passing through a point P and be
longing to the complex by drawing perpendiculars through P to
the generatrices of ()3; each of these perpendiculars moreover inter
sects two gencratrices of G3, equidistant from the middle plane (con
jugate linos). The locus of these screws is the corie P2.

c. In a similar manner we construct the screws situated in a
plane n, 'I'hey envelop a parabola n2•

3. The representation of the rays of a quadratic complex has been
treated among others by R. STURlI1 and CAPOltALI. We find it inserted
at large ill Mr. STURM'S "Liniengeometrie", In, pages 272 - 282.
The special complex formed by the screws alluded to belongs to the
type treated on pages 438-444. Although the results laid down in
the following correspond with those obtained there, as could be
expected, there is a great difference in the investigation; this diffe
rence can be circumscribed as follows;

1st. The proofs are here deduced immediately from the theory of
BALL: whereas with STURM they follow as special cases out of the
oom~~ .

2nd• The constructions, more particularly a principal construction,
are really executed,

4. Fig. 1 represents the axonometrical projection of a cylindroid,
whose construction is understood to be known. The nodal line d
coincides with the axis 0 Z; we suppose further that the rotation
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of the goneratrices has begun in the plane Z 0 Y; on the line
0-0 the maximum pitch g has been measured out; on the following
lines 1-1, II-2, etc. the succeeding pitches are now continually
measured out from the nodal line, the measuring ceasing in the
position where the rotation amounts to 180°, thus the whole
height of the cylindroid having been described on both sides of the
centre O. To explain this we make use in the first place of the
circle, which has served to find the length of the pitch of any
generatix, drawn on half the scale of the principal figure, where the
length of any generatrix (e. g. II-2) is indicated with its corres
ponding angle of deviation.

In the second place we see axonometrically constructed the pitch
curve projected on X 0 Y with the projections 0-0, 0-1 etc. of
the generatriees. Further is drawn the perpendicular Lt B to 11-4
passing through A on a =1-7. According to 2b. this is a screw,
so it meets the line a'===.I-5 conjugate to 1-7.

Remarks. a. 'I'he projection of the above mentioned pitch curve
lies entirely on ono side of the axis 0 Y. Evidently this is half the
figure we obtain in constructing the curve with the equation:
Cl = a + 2 r cos2 O. It is merely a consequence ofour peculiar manner
of measuring that by the followed construction only half the figure
is obtained.

b. In the constructed figure all the pitch values have the same
sign: if this were not the case, the figure of the projection would
be changed, the curve half drawn, half jotted would show a double
point, so the entire projection n fourfold point. This last has now
becolne isolated.

5. Fig. 2 represents the parallel projection of the principal curve
of the representation of CAPOH,ALI and must be considered in con
nection with fig. 1. On the generatrix a of CS a point A has been
fixed. Through A the screw A A' B has been dJUWD, being one of
the raJ's of the pencil through the centre A in the plane .A a' = a.
A, as pole of {x, determines with it a linear system of the 3d order
of linear complexes.

With these figures we suppose that CS lies in the space I, the
principal curve in the conjugate space I\. To any linear complex
in I a plane in I 1 corresponds, to any screw ,<t point. The prin
cipal curve is the locus of the points in I 1 to which corresponds
in Z not only a single screw but a pencil of screws. Ac~

carding to these conventions and to the indication sub N°. 1
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we can pass to the analysis of the principal curve. It consists of
the following parts:

a. The conic ](2d in plane J1 , locus of the points corresponding'
to pencils of screws having a ray in common with the pencil (A, er)
and whose planes are parallel to the nodal line d.

b. The conic ](21). in plane VI, locus of the points corresponding
to pencils of screws having in common a ray with (A, a) and con
sisting of parallel rays.

c. The line II == Dd DII , intersecting fC<-,j and ](21)., locus of
the points corresponding to pencils of screws whose vertices lie 911
(t' and whose planes pass through a.

Both conics have two imaginary points in common; the planes
J I and VI are the loci of the points corresponding to screws pa
rallel to d and to those in the plane at infinity. They have not
been indicated here.

In the figure have further beenconstructed the vertices Tv and JI. of
the two quadratic cones, determined by ](2d and ](211 , 'I'he lino
connecting 'J'g, '11. meets J I and VI in Md and AJ;,.

G. Now the forms of ~\ corresponding to the cones and parabolas
of ;S call be found. It is evident that we shall get curves in .2'1'
Let us take a vertex P and construct a cone of screws ]J2. The
construction gives rise to the following remarks:

a. Let us imagine through (A, a) a zero system, formed by two
reciprocal systems of points and planes with the property that any
point lies in its corresponding' polar plane ("N ullsystem" of lVIOBllIUS),

with a linear complex a situated in it j the polar plane of P inter
secting cone p2 in two generatrices, the corresponding plane UI inter
sects in two points the curve PI'), corresponding to p2j so P12 is
a conic.

b. One scrow of p2 intersects a and et'; so p I 2 moots t, in ouopoint.
c. One screw of p2 is parallel to d; so I\ 2 intersects (~I in 0110

point not situated on f(2(/.

• d. It is very important to determine how many screws of ]J!'

belong to the pencils of parallel screws having' one screw in common
with (A, «), Let us bring II plane parallel to a through Pi two
screws of p2, 1n and 11, are parallel to the screws 1n' and n' of
pencil (A, a) j from this we conclude that m and rn' are perpondi
cular to the same generatrix of C3 ; so they belong to the same
pencil of parallel screws, viz. to a pencil having with (A, ct) one
screw in common. The same can be said of n and n'; so 1\2 inter
sects the conic Ku2 in two points.
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e. Further we must determine how many screws of' p2 belong
to pencils of screws, whose planes are parallel to d, having with
(J, u) it screw in common. Therefore it is necessary to determine
the points common to screws of p2 and the screws of (A, «) lying
at the eame time on a generatrix of C3• Let us first consider the
section of plane a with C3 ; it consists of the line (1,' and a conic
A 2. In the sacond place we must notice that the feet of the per
pendiculars through P on the generatrices of C3 form a conic B2,
lying in a plane having moreover with C3 a right line b in common.
Both degenerated cubic curves A2 + a', B2 + b, intersect in three
points. As the lines a' and b cannot intersect, those points lie in
such a manner that a' meets once B 2, b once A2 and A2 once B 2.
Now the last point' L it., the only point of intersection satisfying
the above condition; so P12 intersects ]{2a in one point.

7. The curves corresponding in ~1 with the screws, enveloping
the parabolas in the planes %, are determined in the same way.
We shall show this briefly.

a. Out of the pole of tt with regard to the zero system through
(A, a) two tangents can be drawn to the parabola %2. So the cor
responding curve %12 is a conic.

b. One screw in %12 meets a and a'; so %12 intersects II in ono
point.

c. One screw in % lies at infinity; so %12 meets the plane VI

in one point, not situated on ](2u•

d. One screw of pencil (A, a) is parallel to the plane % i both
belong to the same pencil of parallel screws; so %12 has one point
in common with le 2u •

e. The line "7l" common to a and % meets C3 in its point ofinter
section with a' and moreover in two pointsN and N. Through..itIpass
two tangents of %2. One of these tangents contains a point lying
on the generatrix m' of C3, conjugate to that on which M is situated;
the other ono is perpendicular to m itself. The latter tangent deter
mines with the screw A ItI a plane perpendicular to 'In; consequently
in that plane there is a pencil having a screw in common with
(A, a); this pencil belongs to those, whose plane is parallel to d.
The same reasoning can be applied to N. Consequently the corres
ponding conic %1 2 intersects the conic ](2d in twu points.

8. So the conics P12 and %12, having four points in common
with the curve s», + J(2c/ + III their number in ~1 would amount
to 00 1. there beintr however in ~ onlv 00:J cones and curvesof the'0 v

18
l'roccOllillg~ Royul ACLLtl. AlllbtOl'lltUIl. Vol. L
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complex, there must be a closer definition of the conics. This is
also evident from the following. All cones p2 of the complex belong
to zero systems of a special kind. The line connecting P and A
defines such a special linear complex of rays; it consists of all rays
intersecting P A. All these systems have the point A in common;
the net of rays through A contains the rays common to these
systems and finally the screws common to all consist of the pencil
(A, a) and the pencil through A perpendicular to a. Hence it
follows:

All zero systems in which. the screws of the cones of the complex
are situated have in common the pencil through A perpendicular to
a, to which in 2 1 a point Ca on K2a corresponds (compare STURM,

III p. 276).
In a similar manner is proved that the pencil of screws common

to all zero systems of the curves of the complex is the pencil of
parallel screws lying in ex, to which pencil a point Cu in 2 1 on
K2u corresponds. -

9. :Now a construction will be deduced to find the points Cd
and Cu' It is evidently sufficient if we consider the point of inter
section of a plane, in which one of the conics P12 or %12 is lying,
with K2a and K2u ; specially that point of intersection whichis not
at the same time a point of P12 or- n}, for which we can choose
in I a special cone or conic.

Let us take P on the nodal line d in the point where the
generatrices with maximum and minimum pitch9 and k meet. Cone p2
breaks up into two planes through d; one plane is perpendicular to
9, in which a pencil of screws lies with P as vertex, all screws
having a pitch equal to that of k; the second is perpendicular to
k, which also contains a pencil of screws having a pitch equal
to that of g. To each' of these pencils a right line corresponds in
.21 ; the first belongs to the cone T2k, the second to the cone T2g ;

further a screw of the degenerated cone p2 coinciding with cl, the
corresponding plane of .21 passes through Dd Tg 'lk; so it intersects
K2d still in a point, the point Ca that was to be found.

10. From the preceding we easily deduce the construction ofthe
point Cu • Let us bring plane % through 9 and k, The parabola
n 2 breaks up into two pencils of parallel screws consisting of
rays perpendicular to 9 and of rays perpendicular to k, the fir~t

having the pitch k, the second the pitch fl. So the corresponding
plane in 2 1 passes through two goneratricos of the cones '1 2k and
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'j 2" and both pencils contain at the same time the ray at infinity
of the plane lllr. The latter is a line through which the bitangen
rial planes of CS pass; the point in 4 1 corresponding to it is Du. So
the point Gu is found by constructing the plane T2 gT2k Du and
determining its point of intersection with Kf·u •

Physics, - "On the vibrations of electrified systems, placed in a
magnetic field. A contribution to the theory of the ZEEM AN- ,

('(feet". By Prof. H. A. LORENTZ.

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.)

Mathematics. - "On Trinoda l Q16artics". By Prof. J AN DE VRIES.

1. If we consider the nodes DJ I ])2 I D3 of a trinodal plane
quartic as the vertices of a triangle of reference, that curve has an
equation of the form: .

The equations

ep2 = bl .1'2 a's +b2 a's a'l +bs a'l a'2 = 0 , (2)

yJ2=Cl a'2 ,t's +C2 ,t's a'l + Cs :VI a'2 = O. • . (3)

then represent two conics passing through the nodes.
If the coefficie~ ts of these equations satisfy the conditions

it is evident from the identity

that the two new couples of points common to 1'4 and each of the
two associated conics c])2 and 'lJ12 are situated on the right line
corresponding to the equation

. (0)
'18*
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Eliminating with the aid of (4) the coefficients Cl' C2' Cs we shall
find for the chord common to if)2 and r4 the equation

2. ff the coefficients band c are submitted to the two conditions

(8)

only, it results from

, , . . (9)

that it is possible to bring a conic through the nodes ])2' ])s and
the couples of points B I , B2 and °1 , C2 common to r 4 and each
of c[:J2 and 1fI2 •

The equation of this conic is

We shall call c[:J2 and <pC), complementary with regard to DC), I Da.
If Cl' C2 are fixed and the conic .QC), varies, the variable pair

B l , BC), describes an involution Ib2 determined on it by the pencil
cjJ'), = O.

Evidently the variable chord Bl B'), is represented by (7), where
in connection with (8) only bl is variable. Substituting b'), c'), and
baCs for a'),'), and ass into (7) we shall find for 81 B 2 the new equation

(cs a''), + C2 .r~) °1 2 + [(b s C2 + b'), Cs - 2 (t2S) a'l - 2 alS .r'), - 2 a12a'S] hI+
+ all (bs .v2 + b2 .rs) = 0, . . (11)

which is quadratic with regard to hI' So the curve of involution is
a conic ~2 with the equation

From the symmetry of (12) w. r. to the quantities hand c it is
now evident that .1)2 is at the same time the envelope ofthe joining
lines of the pairs Cl C2 of the involution Iog which is generatol}
when B l , B2 are fixed and .QC), is variable. These two complemeniari
involutions are characterised moreover by the property that each
pair of 1bC), can be joiner] to each pair of 10

2 by a conic cO:1taining
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also D 2, o, 1). In particular every chord B 1 B 2 determines one pair
of the 1c

2 and reversely,

3. In connection With (8) the curve of involution .1)2 is fully
determined by the value of (b2 /'s + bs ('2)' Substituting 2 k for this
parameter wo can l'r})1 cscnt .1)2 by the equation

which is quadratic w. 1'. to the parameter k; therefore the conics .Q2
form a system with index two.

Generalizing for shottness the equation (13) to

P k2 + 2 Q lc + R = 0 , • • . • • (14)

where P, Q. R denote known quad:atic forms, the envelope of the
system is given by

PR - Q2 = O. . . • • • . . (15)

By mere reckoning this equation proves to be identical with (1);
so the envelope of the system (14) is the given trinodal r~.

Out of the identity

follows, that each conic .1)2 touches the curve r 4 in the points
common to .1)2 ann Q 1..' + R = 0, or, '\\ hat comes to the sclme, in
the points common to the conics Qk -l- R = 0 and P k+Q= o. So
the four points of contact of r 4 with the conic ,1)2 indicated by
k1 are also situated on

. (17)

The equation (17) being' symmetrical ill the parameters k1 and
kz the conic represented by it will also contain the points of con
tact of the conic .1)2 indicated by lc')..

Hence wo may conclude that each conic of the net

1) In a paper published in VoI. XIV of the IINieuw Archief voor Wiskunde"
(pages 193-200) I have pointed out that suchlike complementary systems of pairs of
points present themselves all the binodnl quarries. Likew ise the special involutions
of ~ 5 have their nnalogn on these curves.
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),P+,uQ+lIR=O (18)

contains two quadruples of points of contact of four times touching
conics '\;)2'

The corresponding parameter-values follow out of:

4. To determine the pairs of line belonging to the system we
substitute Y.: ~ for k into the condition that the discriminant of (13)
disappears. After reducing we find

Evidently for A= 0 'We have the right lines DC), Ds to be counted
twice; for Y.= AV a29 ass we have the four times touching conic

breaking' np into two double tangents.
Likewise Y. = - AV~22 ass gives two double tangents.
Finally Y. = a2S A produces the conic

composed of the two tangents drawn through DI to the curve F4•

On any right line l the comes {l2 determine a (2,2) - correspon
dence; the point of section of l with DC), Ds belonging to the coin
cidences of this system, there are three curves {lC), touchi ng It givon
right line. These agree with the three manners in which the points
common to land r ... can be divided into two pairs. Each of these
pairs determines an involution, i. c., a curve {l2' This contradicts
in appearance only the fact that an 12 is determined. by 2 pails,
for the two points lying in J)1 form a pair common to all Ib2 •

Evidently It system of four times touching conics is conjugated to
each pail' of nodes of F ....

5. If the conics rP'), and lJf2 alluded to in § 2 are identical, it
follows out of the equation

. • . (22)

that the conic .Q2 drawn through Df!. and Ds touche') the curve T4
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In both points common to Q Il and the conic £fill passing through the
three nodes.

It is therefore rational to put

62 = ± V a22 en b3 = V a3;:' • • • • (23)

Of the two systems pointed out hereby we shall consider only the
s)stem determined by the upper sign. All conics epll belonging to
this are defined by

So we get

£22:= (l_).2) all X23'S + 2 (al!~-). Van a22) J'l J's +
+ 2 (alS-A V all ass) J'1 .112 + 2 (a2S - Va2Z ass) .r12= 0, (25)

which proves that these conics drawn through D2 and Ds, touching
two times elsew here, form a system with index two.

For the connecting line of the points of contact B 1 , Ell we find
wit h the aid of (6)

So these chords of contact form a pencil whose vertex is the
point common to the Imes

Each ray bears two pairs of the involution formed by the pairs
131' Ell' The values of)" corresponding' to the pairs borne by the
ray

are found out of

1,2 + 2 fl ),+1 = 0 . • • • • • • (29)

For p. = ± 1 we get two rays do and dl , on which the twopairs
coincide; so these are double tangents.

Likewise is proved that the negative sign in (23) produces a
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system of conics of double contact drawn through D2• Ds, whose
chords of contact pass through the point of intersection of the
remaining double tangents d2 and ds'

6, The conics through V 2• Ds touching T4 in B l determine an
P,. Of its two double points one, B 2, is joined with B, by means
of a ray passing through the point (do dl ) = DOl; the second B H
lies with B l on the ray through D23=(d2 ds)' Now El is a double
point of the complementary 1 2 ; let us indicate the second double
point by Bi , As any pair of the first involution can be united to
any pair of the second by a conic containing D2• Ds, there are two
twice touching conics 1.22, touching T 4 in Bi , B 2 and Br , Bn,
Hence n, B2 passes through fl2S and ». »« through DOl'

So in r 4 an infinite number of quadranolee may be inscribed;
one pair of opposite sides passing ihrouql: DOl, the other through D23.

Their vertices form the groups of a biqundratie involution.
Each couple of pairs of the involution (BI • B 2) collinear with

DOl lies in a conic containing the nodes D 2• Ds' This follows readily
from the equation -

an T4 - (If1 1f2 V aS3 + Ifl a'gV a22 +Al a'2 a'3 Van) (.1'1 a'2 ,/(/S3 +'VI a'3 V a22+

+ A2 a'2a'S VaIl) =all aJ2a'sl2 (a2S - V a22 a3S) a'12 +

+ [2 alS - (AI + A2) Van a3S] a'l a'2 +

+[2 aI2-()'1+A2) Van a221 a'la's+(J -AI A2) J'2 aJS Va22aS31 • • (30)

To find the equation of the conic joining D 2 and D3 with the
vertices of one of the above mentioned quadrangles El B 2 Br Bii

let us consider the following identity

(I(.1'1.r2Va33+a'1a'3v'a22+Ala'2·'l:3Vall) (J'1·1'2V a3S+·1'1a'Sv'a22+ A2,'I:2,rSv'aIl)+

+ a (.1'1 .1'2 V a33-,'I:lJ's V a22+,ul J'sa's v'an)(.rl aJ2 V aS3-xl.r9 V a22+
+ fl2 a'2 ,rsVall) = an (Ian a'22a,'S2 +2 I a12 U,'l ,1'2 a's2). • • (31)

We easily find that this is satisfied if we put

By substituting the value of Al +).2 following out of (31) into
the equation of the conic indicated in the part on the right side of
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Here v is a new parameter dependent on Al A2, whilst A ilc denotes
the minor corresponding to ailc in the determinant formed by the
quantities _a ilc.

Of the biquadratie involution formed by the points B the qua
druple 1/ = 0 is the only one, the points of which are collinear,
So the right line DOl D23 has the equation

. . . . (33)

By remarking that the third diagonal point 6 of quadrangle
B1 B2 Br Bn is the pole of DOl D23 with respect to the conic (32),
we easily find that the coordinates of 6 are determined by

Yl • • • (34)

Thus the locus of b. is the right line

7. The relation

proves that the tangents of r 4 passing through DI are represented by

whilst their points of contact RI' RI are determined by the conic

Out of the equation
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of the conic (D 1 ])z ])3 R2 Rn) is found (according to § 2) the
equation

for the pencil of conics complementary to Q2 with respect to D 2, D3•

Consequently to this pencil belongs

The points D2, Ds, Rz, RH, Bs, Bus can be joined by a conic.
By applying (10) we find that this conic is indicated by

So it belongs to the pencil represented by (32). This was easy
to foresee, the pails of tangents through D z' Ds furnishing one of
the inscribed quadrangles alluded to in § 6.

In a similar manner by considering the pencil complementary
to (Jl we deduce that Dz, Ds• RI and RI lie in a conic with the
pair of points c', COl determined by

Hence out of the syrnmeti y of this equation follows that C', C',
AfC also joined by conic" with the quadruples D1, £)2' 1's, HIlI

and D1, Ds' s; RII.
For the conic (Dz o, RI RI C' e") the equation

rl = (a12 AI2 + al3 A 13) .rlZ+ (a13 A23 - alZ Azz).rl oXz +
+ (alZ A~3 - al3 AS3) ,rl ·/'3 +all A2S .rz ,rs = 0 . . (44)

is furnished by (10).
According to a wellknown property the six antitangential points

R lie in a conic. 'I'his is confirmed by the identity

A 2r - 223 4 - (JZ3 rl =.Tl (1123' . • • • (45)

where (1123 represents a quadratic form.
But moreover (45) proves that this conic has still the points C'

and CJII in common with r4•
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. . . . (48)

00 == .r23'3 Van + 3'3 Xl V a22+3'1 .1'2 V038 = 0,

01 =-:1'z 3'8 1/ all + .r3 Xl V 02Z + 3'1 iCZ Va33 =0,

02 = 3'z :1'8 Vall - 3'3 .1'1 I/Ozz +- 3'1 J'z Va33 =0,

(J8 = J'z :1"8 Vall +3'3 3'1 V'0zz - 'xl .I'z V088 = 0.

9. Evidently there are four conics c]J2' coinciding with their
associates, each determining the points of contactofa double tangent.
They are represented by

out of which follows thftt C' and C" are also connected with the
six points T by a conic 'Z"lZ3'

Thus the conic T123 of the six tangential points and the conic
~123 of the six ant?:tangential points intersect in two points tying
on r<j,.

Mr. BRILL has pointed out that also the six points of inflection
are connected by a conic 6J (Math, Ann. XII, 106:, intersecting
1"4 still in two points belonging to the conic 1"123 (Math, Ann.
XnT, 182).

Out of the preceding follows that the complementary points are
lying on three remarkable conics (1IZ3' 'Z"123 and' 6J.

the tangential points Tl and Tr of J)l lie on the conic

It is complementary to the conic (43); so there is a conic 1'1

passin,q through Dz, D8, r; TI, 0', 0".
It is similarly proved that Dz, D3 , Tz, Tu, T3 , Tm lie in a

conic T23'

And now again we can form an identity

S. According to the identity

( 271 )
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By applying (6) the equations of the double tangents do' dl • d'),. ds
can be easily found. Of course they can also be deduced from (26).

There are two identities of the form

r4 - (Jo (Js= 2 il'l il'2 gOB I

r4 - (Jl (J2= 2 .r] ,'1:2 gIll ,
• • . • . (50)

(JO and (Js, (Jl and (J2 being complementary W.1'. to D l and D2•

hence it follows that DJ and D2 are connected with the points ot
contact of do and dd by a conic gos = 0 and with the points of con
tact of d1 and d2 by a conic g12 = 0 .

Furthermore the identical equation

furnishes the proof of the wellknown property that the eight points
of contact of the four double tangents lie in a conic

We easily see that the points of contact of d1 and d2 determine
with the node Ds a conic with the equation

rJI2 = d] d2 - (al2 + V an 022) gl2 = (a12 + V an 022) l?s 

-(An .r12-2A
l 2 JJI ,x2 + A22,r22) =0 . (53)

Out of the second form of rJl2 now follows that it also contains
the antitangential points of Ds'

In the same way we can show that Ds is joined by a conic to
its antitangential points and the points of contact of do and ds '

The six points R lying in a conic (1123' whilst Dos = (R) Rn, R2Rr),

D 02 == (Rs Rr, RI llru) and DOl = (R2 Rm, RsRn), the inscribed hexagon
RI RuRs RI R2 RIll has the double tangent do for its line of
PASOAL. Similarly is proved that the remaining tliree double
tangents are lines of PASCAL for three other hexagons formed out
of points R.
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Physics. - "Oalculation of the second correction to the quantity b
of the equation of condition of vAN DER WAiLS. II By
Mr. J. J. VAN LAAR. (Communicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DER

WAALS.)

In a paper, published in the Proceedings of the Meeting of the
Section for Mathematics and Physics of the Royal Academy of
Sciences 29th of Oct. 1898 (appeared Nov. 9th 1898), Prof. VAN

DER WAALS has pointed out among others how a second correction
to the quantity b of his equation of condition might be found. The
integrations necessary to it, proving to be extremely tedious and
lengthy, have not been calculated at full length.

I then tried to work out these integrations; I shall communicate
\

in short the results found, referring, with respect to the various
mathematical developments which led to my results, to a more
extensive treatment that will shortly be published elsewhere (in the
uArchives du Musee Teyler"),

The form to be integrated 1) ran as follows (see pages 142-143
of the cited Proceedings):

J]~: .2 n (It + a cos 0)2 dlt so X part of segment,

in which that part of segment is found to be:

I ( V R,2 _ a2)
1/3 a2 sin cp cos tp VR2 - a2 + 2is R3 tan-1 tan cp R -

VR2- a2
- a sin cp (R2 - lJs a2 sin2 cp) tan-1 •

a COB (P

If we now first perform the integration with respect to 0 between
the limits 0 and 0l, where 01 is given by the circumstance that the
centre C of the third sphere cannot lie within the two spheres A

and B (see fig. on page 142), we have to integrate:

91

2.f't + a cos 0)2 ao,
o

• I) The angle AMG indicated as a by Prof. v, D. WAAts has here been called (!' I

whIlst the angle indicated as rp has here been called e.
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giving after some reduction:

If we now call the angle C.J'lA, point C lying on the sphere .A. .'21/1, we have evidently, 01 being = 180 - cp - 2 tp ;

sin rp cos 2 l/J + cos cp sin 2 1/1 tIsin (cp + 21/1) =
cos 01 = - cos (cp + 21/1) = - cos cp cos 2 1/1 + sin er sin 21/1

or as

• 1/2 r
SUI q;=-

a

It
COS cp =

a

• 1/2 R
sm 1/1=-

a

so, taking into consideration the relation

after reduction, we ~nd:

01 being equal to (180"": cp) - 2 l/J •

Now the form to be integrated is

41/; .f [(1) + (2)] X part ofsegUlen't Xdlt.
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To simplify still further we put:
I

a=yR,
so that

I! = RVy'/, - n2

and
dy2

dlt = 1/2 RV 2 2'
Y -n

The above mentioned expression for the part ofsegment passes into:

(1) becomes

1 ' __
1/2 n 2

4 [n (3 y4'_1/2) j/y2 _ n2 +~ 3y4 +1/2y2(1 - 4n2) _ n2
jlV y2_ 1/ !l-] '

y

(2) becomes

1/2 R2 (3!J~ - 2 n2) [tan-1 - - - n 0 - 2 tetn- I 1/
2 J,'V y2_ nw j/y2_ 1/i

so that our integral is now, writing everywhere .1' for ,y2, trans
formed into:

Hr;
J = Ifs It R6 V J (A + B + C+ D) de,

where ( . . bei 1 d,e )paymg attention to ell! emg aqua to ]/2 R V :
;/'-n2
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I
X [2tan- I (n VI a:) -n(3-n2)tan-I VI :] I

a--n2 x - n2

In the integrations following now we shall for the present not
pay attention to the limits for l~ (or .v). To simplify the notation
I still propose the following abridgmenrs :

(3)

2 x - 5/4
dp' = - lfz , d»

p

, 1 d»
d tan-1 z = - 12-,

p

dx
d tan-1 1/2e'= _1/,~_

:cp'
n d»

'ltP [P 1 + n
2

]A 2 = - 1/2 W - d» = 1/2 n2 - - 2 tan-1 z +-- tan-1 ne
.2'2 tlJ 11

We then easily find for the five parts of the integral f A dx :

As = 3 nJp' d,1J = 3/4 n [(2 x-5/.j)p'_9h6 tan-1 iJ
A 4 = 1/2 n (1-4 n2)J~'dJ! = 1/2 n (1-4 n2) [p'_5/.J, tan-1z'+ian-I 1/2Z'] , (4)

cltan- 1 ~z =

d tan-1 z = - 1/2 !!:!-.
p

as is to be verified by means of the relations.
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Furthermore, as

we find for both parts off Bd.c :

s,=- 211 [(1-% n2) (1-:rlf2 - %(l-,rt/~J tan- l In,;; - \
V 1lI-n'" \

o [( 3 7 13 0) (3 3, 13) I
-n" 10 31 - 20 - 60 11~ P - "4 - "2 n~ + 60 1t4• tan-lz+

4(1 1)+ - - - - n2 ian-l nz
n 5 3 .

[(
3 19 2 )' ( 27.1 11 0)-n -x----n2 p - --- -n~ tan-lz'+

10 80 3 320 6
\
)

(5)

The integration of the four parts ofJ~C d» is already more difficult.

Comparatively easy are Cl and C2 :

Cl =- n2(3-1t2)fS :J)2:;% tan-l z . dJJ = )

:::: -n2(3-n2) [-%p.+- ~ 3JJ+2.-3fo (1+n2) 1\tan-lz-~ tun-1n.:;lJ I
't 231 ~ ~n \ (6

J3 x2_1/2 (
C2 == 2 n x

2
tan-1 ne • dx = I

=2 n [4 p - 3 n tan-1 z +(3,1' +2._ 1 +0n
2
) tan-1nz]I

n iC 2.v 4 no'
19

Proceedings Royal Aoad, Amsterdam. VoL I.
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To integrate Cs we add to this integral :

JV.r- 1/ 4
- 11 (3-n2) --2 tan-1 s . d» ,

x-n

which afterwards will be subtracted from Ds. So Cs becomes:

C
' (2f4~2+ %.&(1-4n2)-1I2V,v_l/4

il = - n 3-n) " --0 iaicr) :; • d» .
X" .r-n'"

But now we find:

so that we get (the various developments - as was said before 
will be published elsewhere):

[
4(.&_ 1/4)

C3' = - 11 (3-n2) x V(.c- 1/ 4) (,v-n2) tan-1 z-

- 2 ~p' + 1/4 tCtn-; z' +1/4 tan-1 1/2 .e' n. (7)

Likewise to the integral C4 is added:

JV.r- 1/ 42 -- tan-1 7/::: • d» ,
x-n2

which RhnJl directly be subtracted from DoJ.. For

Wt' find in quite the same wa,y as for C3' :

\ 1 p' ,11 J]+2 n - - - 2 tan- 1 z + ~ tan- l 1/2 ::;'\ • (S)! 4 x 8
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J3.r-2112

As d.r is equal to 2 :JJ V.r-n~, we shall find after
V:JJ-n 2

l'ious reductions successively for the 4 parts Of!D doe:

va-

Likewise:

+ 3 n2 tan-1 z - n (oe + 2) tan-1 ns ] •

The integral Ds) viz.

can first be reduced to

(10)

rV :r- n2

But as --1- tan-1 z , dJ.' can be transformed into
:JJ- !4

-(,Voe- 1
/ 4J I --2 tan-1 z , d» +2 V (JJ-%) (:JJ-n.l) lan-1 ,; - r-»: tan-1 .:;',a:-1l

19*
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we subtract from o, the part 2 n{3-n2) X-112JV .i_

1
/; tan-1z,dx,

, .&-n

which part, as we saw above, was already added to Cs' After
various lengthy developments we find at last:

2 11 4 ]- 3 p' - 12 tan-1 e' + stan-1 1/2 z' ... (11)

And in the same way for

after transformation of the integral l/<;,J'V .c-:t~ tan-I nz , d.r into
.c- /4

- 2 It tan-1 z I + u tan-1 1/2 e' ] ,

and subtraction of the integral already added to C4 :

JV.c- lf42 --~ tan-1 nz . d.r I
$-n"

we find:

T , A [2 -- 1/2 1 C) -- 1/2 +D 1 =- J: • ,'ll!/,I-U4 tau-1--=tan- n':-"lq/1-J tan-1 _
V,i- I / .] V.1'_1/ 1

+V(.~--=1/1) (,;;....:::1~2) tC1I1- 1 u~-2u t((U-1 z'+5h n tan-I 1/<;,:::']' (12)

If we now join all the similar terms, we shall find for

.fCA + B + C+D) d.!'
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the following:

,I +n
2

G 2 0 2 4 Q ]
I~ + l:, n a'+ ~/5 11 ( -3 n-) Vel-a') (x-not) +

(13)

[ ( V 1- ,V) V 1-:11 ]X 2 tan-1 n --, - n (3 - n2) tan-1 --2
a'-n2 :I1-n

Let us now introduce the limits for It. These are (see the paper
of Prof. v. D. WAALS) for values of r lying between Band RI/3:

whilst for values of r between R V3 and 2 R they are:

So with our notntions we g'ot (It = R 1/,'II-n2) :
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1-2n2

VJJ-n2 from ---
2 Vl-n2

For n = 1/2 V3 to 1:

V m-n·t from - V 1-n2 to V I-n2 ($ from 1 to 1) .

Substitution of these limits in (13) gives, paying attention to the
circumstance that wherever 1/JJ-n2 appears in tan-I, the value of
tan-l is equal to n for 11JJ-n2 = - 11J-nll , when at the same
time V l-:r (which becomes 0) appears in the numerator:

21 V;1-4 n2 39 V3-4 n2+ -ntan-I --ntan-1----J
5 n 10 2 n

(14)

[
1 57 17 9 6]

Ib(n= 1/z113 to 1)=n ---n +- nZ - - n4 +- nO +
2n 10 2 2 5

+2 n (2-3 n + n3) Vl-n2 (tan-l n -Ifs "lE)
1I1-n:3

Here I have also availed myself of the circumstance that

1 ( 1-2 n
2

)disappears for m= (1 2) 11x-n2 = .
4 -It 2 Vl-nz

The expressions found fur la and lb have been verified by me in
various ways and every timo found true. They are both still to be

multiplied by lfs re RO ;. Before passing to the second integration

with respect to 11, we mustcalculate a complementm'y term for the eases
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(not mentioned in the cited paper) in which point111 falls outside the
segment and an eniire segment is included by a third sphere. It is
CfLSY to sec that that complementary term is obtained out of

r.= 2f f~ 2 re (It +acos 0)2 dA dO X scgmcnt,

which produces after some reductions,

Of this integral we mention only the result taken between the
__ 1-2n2

limits V.v - n'l, = --== to
2 VI-n2

I / iJ.'-n2 = _ VI _ n 2 (w from 1 to 1 )
v 4 (1-n2) .

It is evident that this integral relates only to the seconrl tempo
(11 = 1/2V3 to 1)

We find:

_ 2 1/] - n2 (tan-1 n - 1/3 re)] (15)
v - l/l-n'" I

by which most remarkably the above named value of lb is
considerably simplified and, with the omission of the factor

lIs n R6 ~., passes into:

" [1 47 2 4 6 ]h + I b = re - -- n + 7 n - 4 n' + _nO • • (16)
2n 10 5
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If we now multiply by

n N N
4 tt r- dr X - = 32 tt R3 - X n2 dn

V V '

we have still to integrate:

This integration we break up into parts again.

f2V J

11 =J(- 1/2 n2 - 3/2 n4 + 3fo nO) Vi:I - 4 n'l. dn

1/2

furnishes:

[(
735 89 83" 3)11 = --n---n'3--nu+ - n7 Vi:I-4n2 +

8192 J 024 320 40

1/2V3
2205 1 V -a---4-n2J

+ tau»:
16384 2 n '

1/2

as is to be verified by means of the relations:

--~2 -4ndn
dV 3 - 4 n =t/-

v 3 - 4n2

dtan-1 Vii - 4 n'~ - 2 dn
2 n V3 - '1 71"

Introduction of the limits gives further:

2169 2205
11 = - ·/2 - iar.-l • /2. . . (17);) X lU384 v 16384 v

In the second place, see (I4) and (16):
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Vd - 4n.&
As fan-1 - takes for n = 1/2 V3 the value lC, we find by

1-2 n2

means of

Vd -4n.&
dtan-1 - - ------::

1- 2n2

2 n dn

1 - n2 V3 _ 4 nJ I

and, paying attention to the relation tan-I 2 i/2 = n-2 tan-1 i/2:

1. - ( :J7HI -~)n +( 169 __1_) tan-1 1/2-
2 - 15.256 7.32 15.128 '1.16

In the third placo :

n V is - 4 n J 3 - 2 n2 dn
With d tasrr) ,Q = 1 2 V" Q we easily find:

1 - 2 nw - n tJ - 4 n~

. (19)

• • (18)

3 161 47
-n2 _ - n4 +_no
4 40 20

- dn
(1 - n2) V i:I - 4 n.&)

For

We find by means of

t/if-4n}, -iln V1:l-4n~ -2dn
dtan-1 = " I d tan-1 - •

n (l-n2) V 3-4 n~ 2 n t/3-4,r
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(
21 21 ) 39

I!,.= --n+-tan-1 \12 +-tan-ll/2+
3~0 160 040

where again in the first part I made use of the relation
tan- 1 2 1/2 = n-2 ian-1 1/2.

If we then join the terms obtained, weshall get besides the foro
most factor

2169 ( 383 127 )
I= - 5.16:384 11'2 + 3.256 - 7.32 st +

2205 559 1)
+(- 16384 + 15.128 - 7.16 tan-

1
V2 + (20)

For the integrating of this last integral we again refer to the
more lengthy paper; it is sufficient to mention the result for 1.
I only draw attention to the fact that after having successively
determined

r. n2k dn

)11'3-4 n2 '

where k = 1, 2, 3, 4, besides

all the above-named integrals are found by parts. So is e. g.

etc. The result now becomes, after multiplication by the foremost
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factor and by N for all N spheres:

32 N3[ 73 153 153 ]
-n2 R9- V2 - -- n +--tan-1 1/2 . (21)
3 V2 7.45.64 7.5.256 7.5.64

If for a moment we call the expression between brackets (iJ, this
may be written:

(
4 )3 N3 9 6.J
-nR3 -X--'
3 V2 2 n

For the double volume of the N spheres of distance remains
also, after paying attention to the pt and 2lld corrections:

, 2 17 ]\,'2 3 9 eo N3
N. %n R3 - (4fs n R3) - _ + (4/3 tt R3) . =

64 V 2 tt V2

[
17 8 b 9 to 64 b2J

=8b 1-- -+---
64 V 2 n V2 '

N . '% n R3 being equal to 8 b. If now 4 b = boo, then in

[
17 boo to (boo )2]2000 1--- +18- -
32 V n V

the 2nd correction sought for evidently becomes equal to 18 ~, so:
n

(1=-3
9

[73 V2 +153 (tan-1 V2- 1/ 4 n)],35. 2n 9
or

(1 = 11~0 n [ 73 V2 + 81.17 ( ian-1 V2-% tt )] , (22)

this being our definite result. The value of this is, exact m 4
decimals,

(1 = 0,0958,

So almost 1/. 0, whereas the 1st correction was fully %.
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Physics. - "Mea;:,ul'emenis on the system of isothermal lines nea1'
the plaiipoini, and especially on the process of the ?'etl'ogmde
condensation of a mixture of carbonic acid and hydrogen".
By Dr. J. VERSCHAFFELT. (Communication N°. 45 from
the Physical Laboratory at Leiden by Prof. H. KAl\rER

LINGH ONNES).

(Rend in the Meeting of December 24111 1898).

§ 1.

In one of his first communications on- the process of the retrograde
condensation KUENEN has given some measurements, from which the
course of the ratio of the volume of the Iiquid-phase to that of the
vapour-phase along one definite x-line (VAN DER WA.ALS' ltJ·surface)
may be deduced. It was desirable to get a general view of the
process of condensation along different x-lines on one and the same
w-surface (especially between the fl' at the critical plaitpoint and the
,'I] at the critical point of contact) or, what comes to the same in
this case, to get to know, for a definite composition of the mixture,
the process of the condensation along' lines belonging to lJt-surfaces
for different temperatures, near and especially between the tempera
ture of the plaitpoint and that of the critical point of contact for
this definite fl'.

An opportunity for making measurements on this subject was
offered by a more ample investigation on isothermals of mixtures of
carbonic acid and hydrogen which was undertaken by myself1).

§ 2. Method.

The pure hydrogen was prepared by means of the apparatus used
in filling the hydrogen-thermometers for the measurement of low
temperatures, and formerly described 2).

The pure carbonic acid was obtained from the commercial liquid
gas, following the method first applied by KUENEN 3) and now re
gularly used in the Physical Laboratory at Leiden. The way of
preparing the mixture and the apparatus used were mainlythe same
as those formerly used bij KUENEN in a similar investigation (see
the annexed figure).

') Compare KA~fDRL1NGIT ONNES, VersI. ICon. Aklld., Dec. 1894, pg. 179.
2) KAMfRLINGII ONNES, Versl, Kon, Aka(l., Mny 30th 1896;June 27th 1896.Comm

fr. the Phys. Lab. of Leyden, NO. 27.
J) Diss. Leiden, 1892.
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Even small quantities of hydrogen, added to the carbonic acid
cause a great increase of pressure when the latter gas is condensed.
In order that the end of the condensation can be reached wi thou t
danger to the glass tube, the experiments were made with a mixture I

containing 5 mol. hydrogen on 100 mol.
The volumes of the mixture were measured in a manometer-tube

of about l),05 c.m.s in section, on which a graduated scale in m.m.
had been etched tested carefully hy a kathetometer. 'I'he calibration
Was made hy filling the tube with mercury and by causing this
liquid to flow out in small quantities; the columns of mercury thus
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run out were weighed and afterwards measured by the kathetometer.
Perfect equilibrium of the phases was secured by stirring with

an electro-magnetic stirring apparatus, first used and described by
KUENEN 1), afterwards applied 'by VAN ErJDlK 2) and HAR'rMAN 3).
In measuring the volumes, the contents of the stirring-rod had to
be taken into account. This volume was caiculated from the shape
of the stirring rod; this was vel'y regular, and consisted in all

almost perfectly cylindrical part 28,5 rn.m. long and on an average
of 1,450 m.m. in diameter, and two globules, ono on each end, of
2,300 m.m. and 2,383 m.m. diameter respectively. From these data
the volume of the stirring-rod was found to be 6004 m.m.s,

The compressibility of the mixture was compared with that of
pure hydrogen. To this end the experimental tube was connected
with another manometer-tube on which, like on the former, a gra
duated scale in m.m, had been etched. The scale was tested by a
kathctometer and the manometer was carefully calibrated. This tube
however was much narrower than the first, its section being only
about 0,006 c.m.", It was filled with a known quantity of pure
hydrogen.

From the specific volumes of the hydrogen, the pressures were
calculated by means of the formula

P (v-0,000690) = 1 + 0,00370 t 4)

borrowed from .A.MAGAT'S latest observations on the compressibility
of hydrogen 5).

Volumes and pressures were carefully calculated to within lhooo,
as in these experiments no higher degree of accuracy was 10 be
expected.

The two glass manometers were screwed in the usual way into
two steel cylinders, which were partly filled WIth mercury, and for the
rest with glycerine which transfered the pressure from a compres
sion-pump. The lower ends of the cylinders were connected by a
steel tube filled with mercury; at their higher ends they communi
cated by means of a brass tube with Tvpiece for joining on to
the compression-pump.

By connecting the cylinders at their lower ends, a contrivance

1) loco cit.
2) Versl. Kon. Akad., 29 May 1897; 21 June 1897. Oomm., No. 30.
3) Versl. Kon. Akad., 25 June 1898. Oomm., N°. 43.
4) For explanation see a following communication.
Ii) Annalee de Ohim, et de Phys., 6e serie, t, XXIX.
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recently introduced by HART1IAN 1) a difference of the levels of the
mercury in the two cylinders is avoided, a difference which we
should have to take into account without being able to determine it
with sufficient certainty. The only thinA' now left to be taken into
account was the hydrostatical difference of pressure caused by a
different height of the mercury in the two tubes, and of the diffe
renco in capillary depression caused by the difference in diameter
of the two tubes. An experiment made 011 purpose showed this
difference to Le about 7 m.m., a quantity which could, be neglected
as being smaller than the possible error of observation in the mea
surement of the pressures.

Suitable temperatures ranging between that of the room to a
little above the critical temperature of carbonic acid, were obtained
by means of an apparatus first used by YAN ELDIK, and at the same
time with me by HART.MAN. The bath was constructed in a way
as described by me in a former paper and as it was used afterwards
by YAN ELDIIC. 'Whenever small fluctuations of temperature occurred
the observations were reduced to one and the same mean temperature
by making' use of an approximated coefficient of temperature which
could be deduced from the uncorrected experiments.

In table I the results of the determination of isothermals arc
communicated. The prcssure is expressed in atmospheres, the
volumes have been measured by taking' as unit the theoretial volume,
viz.: the volume that would be occupied by the same quantity
of the mixture at a temperature of 0° C. and under a pressure of
1 atm., if it followed the laws of a perfect gas 2).

The reduction to 0° C. was made by means of the coefficient ol
expansion of carbonic acid 0,00371 3), the reduction to 760 m.m.
by means of nOYLI~'b law which in th« range of pressures hero
coming into account wns sufficiently accurate.

I) loo, .u.
2) Por I'U! flier expl.uution sec .t Iollowing commnnie.uion.
J) Sce ,l following communication.
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MIxture ll,0494 Isothermuls

2

2

l'emp I VOJ~81e IPressllle,/ 'l'emp I VOlul1Ie'l p 11 'l'el1lp /-Volume Presso 0 ressure. o 0

15°.30 2710 3J 41 26°.80 06180 79 30 27.30 0406J 92.15

2171 34,]9
(cont,)

SO.05
(Cont.)

06050 03750 95.10

~O74 JO 12 05704 82.:,5 03390100 6--
1688 45 08 05:3:10 83 00 02005111 8-
1302 52 75 01197 90 25 27°.50 06180 79 95-- (cr t.)
1187 55.35 04.]63 90 55 06005 81.55-
1152 56 25 04028 91.55 05710 83.20

57 20 I --
1110 03979 92.05 05540 83 VO- --
1074 57 55 03950 92.25 05380 84.60- --
09180 59 25 034.03 99 05 04975 86,60-
07240 I 62.]5 03013 109.4. 01045 88.45-
0,275 67.75 27°.10 05710 82 'to 04573 8S 05- (VI V.lemv)
OJ5S9 80.55 05'l45 84 ~O 04.415 89.60- --
025t3 102.9 04205 90.65 01410 SO SO
-- -
02,00 108 1 (VI. V,) 0400'1 91.85 - 04306 89 95-
02471 III 3 0402~ 92 20 042[17 00.55

02428 117.0 0399~ 92 15 04255 00 85

1°.50 2071 40.6J 0"%3 92 00 ~7° 90 04.57J 80 J5

1880 43 56 03U28 OJ.OO 04184. 92.05

1691 46.07 03915 9d.20 (13788 96.00

1495 50.90 03716 95.10 033H) 103 4

1302 55.4.5 27°.30 2079 41.87 03051 111.2

1112 60.4.0 1688 48.78 02952 115.5

09J90 65.05 1305 57.80 32° 10 2074- 4.2 98

08450 68 UO 09HlO 60.85 1880 46 36-
07240 70 30 06470 70.80 1686 50.25

I
-
05285 76.00 I 06120 81.25 14~1 51.65-
03629 88.00 I 05700 81 05 1302 59 90

I -
102.9

I 0;330 84.55 1106 66.0502832

II --
I 02782 105 2 0'104.6 86 50 09190 72.05

I
I --

027J2 107.7 0/52J SS.U5 07235 81 35
I --

02675 112(j 01255 00 55 05:310 90 00

02612 118.4. 04.219 90,85 04.100 00.4.0

0°.80 00125 69 SO 04197 01,05 0,377 111.9

I 07220/ 76 60 I 01105 91.65 I
I

1) l3y coirectrons uiteiwmds Illude, and which will he discussed ill II following
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Fig. I shows the system of isothermal lines 1) At temperatures
below 27°.50 I observed separation into two phases; 27 50 is the
temperature of the critical point of contact of the mixture. The
isothermals of 15°.30 and 21n.50 show distinctly a discontinuity in
slope resulting from the separation into two phases.

In the diagram the points where condensation begins and ends
are connected by a curve, which forms the limit between the area
where there is only one phase and the area where there are two.
The common tangent to the border-curve and the isothermal is
not horizontal as in the case of a pure substance. As for the
course of the border-curve at still smaller volumes, it if': bound
to show a point of inflection somewhere and to be reversed
finally towards the axis of the volumes. In the figure however the
convex side is turned towards this axis, so that the reversing will
probably occur only at a very high pressuie. I observed that at a
temperature of 27°.10 at a decrease of volume the meniscus became
more and more indistinct and disappeared at last in the middle of
the tube as a mist when the volume 0,004063 and the pressure
91.85 atm, were reached. And so this point is the plaitpoint for the
composition ,~= 0,0494. The critical point ofcontact cannot be deduced
with accuracy from the experiments themselves; the best way is to
find out from the figure the point of contact ofthe critical isothermal
and the border curve. In doing so we find with pretty great certainty
the elements of the critical point of contact for the composition
.r= 0,0494; t = 27°.50; v = 00048; P = 87.4 atm.

The value of the coefficient of pressure for different volumes ran
be determined from the isothermals abovethe critical isothermal. These
coefficients of pressure within the narrow limits of the temperature
may be considered as constant, and the observations at large volumes
point to this fact. 'I'hese coefficients of pressure <1.1'e:

( JP)- = 0 138
Jt v

0.170
0.216
0.245
0.283
0.336

communic'ltion, the numbers here given uud others ocounug 1ll tins eoimnunicuuou
do not e...actly agree with those' published in the dutch corumunioution. The volumnm
ll11delhned ale those where sepnration In two phases takes place.

1) li'lg. 1 has been constiucted at un arlntimy scale. The e...act one we obtum by
InlllhplYlllg the abscissae by 1,]2 17, .iud the cidnutos by O,9!.J

20
1'10CCClhllg~ Roy,11 Aa,td. Amsterdam Vol 1
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( dP ) = 0.138
dt v

0.409
0.515

0.58
0.68
0.83

1.00

1.22

1 50
2.40

With the aid of these coefficients of pressure the unstable parts
of the isothermal lines were extrapolated and mapped on the figure.
Only for 15°.30 and 21°.50 the extrapolated parts deviate suffi
ciently from those observed, to be clearly distinguished. As in
the case of a pure substance the two curves intersect and the areas
thus included must be equal as in the case of a pure substance I),
We can immediately see on the figure that this condition is satisfied,
in so far as we can judge by examination only. A more accurate
test by measuring the areas is useless on account of the uncertainty
of the extrapolation we have made.

§ 4. The course of the condensation.

Below the temperature of the plaitpoint the process of the conden
sation was normal: the quantity of fluid was constantly increasing
while the volume was decreasing, so that finally the whole space
was filled with liquid. Between the temperature of the critical point
of contact and the plaitpoint-temperature retrograde condensation was
distmctly observed.

In order that we might represent the process of the condensation
graphically, I measured volumes ofliquid belonging to definite volumes.
The results of these measurements are given in Table n.

This table is graphically represented in fig. 2. There we can dis
tinctly see the normal course of the condensation below the plaitpoint
temperature 27.°10; the lines of condensation are constantly rising'
and end in points lying on a straight line with a slope of 4:)°: at
these points the volume of the liquid is equal to the total volume
Above the plaitpoint-temperature the condensation-line rises first
but finally returns with great rapidity to the axis of abscissa ; the
course of these condensation-lines is therefore veryasymmetrical, and
even more so the closer we get to the plaitpoint; in approaching

I) See BLUMCKJI, Zeitsehr, f. physik. Ohem., 1'1, p. 157.
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TA.BLE n.
Mb.tUlc x = 0.0494. Condensation lines.

Temp.
Total Lq vol 11 Temp. 'rotal I Lq VOI.] Temp Total ILq. vol.

vo!. 0.0 0.0
11

vel 0.01 0.0 11 . vol. 0 0 I 0.0 __

15°.30 1111 00015 26°.80 05700 00076 27°.30 04513 0064.4
(cont.)

1074 00050 05330 0030!! 04523 00758

091!!0 00388 041U7 1)1522 04418 007!!!!

07235 00875 04103 01585 04374 00786

05275 014281 04028 01798 04.331 00877

03539 02093 0397!! 01!!36 04298 0064.~

02543 02543 1 27°.10 05120 0039.l 04318
1

00174
(PI. P. temp.)

21°.50 08450 00021 04:524 00!!66
04.

283
1

00438

07285 00446 (PI. P.) 04073 01486 04297 00383

C5285 01231 27°.30 05330 00057 04255 00190

03000 02115 04!!48 00376

the plaitpoint from below the condensation-lines ill the last part
become more and more steep. As for the condensation-line of the
plaitpoint-temperature itself, this terminate's in the point with the
abscissa 0,004073, and the ordinate 0,001486. We may however
also consider the perpendicular through that point as forming part
of this condensation-line, and then the steepness of the acclivity on
the one side and the steepness of the declivity on the other sideare
easier to be understood.

Finally I give the volumes and pressures at the beginning and
the end of the condensation as read on figures 1 and 2.

Hegiuning of the condensation. End of the condensation.

I'emperature. Volume. Pressure. Volume. Pressure.

15°.30 O.OUll 57.20 0.002543 102.9
21°.50 0.00854.5 67.90 2892 100.0
2()o.80 5850 81.75 3833 93.20
27° .10 (pI. p. t.) 5625 83.00 4063 91.85
27°.30 540 84.6 427 90.5
27°.50 (cr. t.) 48 87.4 48 87.4

'I'hese data when brought in connection with those for other mix
tures may serve for mapping the binodal curves Oil the l/l-surfaces, and
for constructing the p- t- x-diagram.
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Physics. - "Measurements on the JIIagnetir; rotatory dispersun» of
.gases." By Dr. L. H. SIERTSElIIA. (Communioation N°. 46
from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden by Prof. H. KAIlrER

L1NGH ONNES.)

(Head in the meeting of December 24th 1898.)

1. Description of the apparatus. The figures given here are intended
to complete and to illustrate the description 1) of the apparatus used
in the investigation.

Fig. 1 shows a general view of the wholeapparatus and of the dif
ferent electric circuits, fig. 2-5 show the two nicolbearers in section.
For the description of these I refer to the communication of March
1896, for the coils to that of June 1893, for the optical apparatus
and several other details to that of January 181-15. The description
of the mirror-reading of which fig. 6 gives a general view, and
fig. 7 and 8 represent some details, may also be found in the latter
communication. Fig. 9 represents the high-pressure tubes with the
manometer, fig. 10 shows one of the high-pressure stopcocks that
have been used. Fig: 11 represents a section of the system of tubes
for the circulation of water together with the thermometers.

EX]' LA N A T ION 0 F THE FIG U It F. S.

Flg. I. Geneml al'1'allge1llellt of the apparatus. d collimator, B smaller nicol
bearer, C and 1J coils, .l!J greater nicol-benrer, JJ' JJ' experimental tube,
G screw for the rotation of the smaller nieol-bearer, which is connected.
with it by the steel wire H Il, guided by the pulley Oj I weight for
pulling back the nicol-benrer, L vertical graduated glass scale on which
the rotation of the mirror N is read in the telescope K by means of
the intermediate mirror M, P prism and Q telescope of the spectre
meter, X switchboard where the currents are supplied, r arc-lamp, the
motor of which is fed through a thinner wire originating from terminnl B,
Cl: resistance and {3 amperemeter in the arclamp-circuit, E switchfor tians
feuing the current from the coils to the resistance Y or for breaking the
current, d commutator for reversing the current in the coils, Z switch
by means of which the whole apparatus can he switched out except
the shunt 2.~ which sends a derived current to the galvanometer J1
with the stop-commutator U.

Irig. 2-5. Section of the t100 uiool-bearers. a nicol, mounted in a cylinder q, and.
kept in its place 11' the rricol-bearerlib by means of a ring b withadjusting
screws, f expernnental-tube, on to which the tube with flunge It lMS
been solder ed and which is fastened to the nicol-bearer by the nut !/
with the stuffing ling t, e connecting nnt for the high-pr essu:e conduit,
It level, 0 flange with six bolts and' nuts 11, o glass plate with nut d
and lenden-stufhugling r,which IS prevented from being forced out by small
rings s, n handle to which the steel wile h (eomp. .H fig. 1) is fastened.

1) Veislng Kon, Aknd, 1893/94, 1). ai , 1894f\15 p 230; 1895/90 p. 29~, 317;
18\)r,/\)7 p. 131, 132; Connn Phys. Lab. Leiden N", 7, 15, 24, 31.
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General Q1'rangemellt of the mi"I'OI',,'earlillf/. K telescope, L graduated
glass scale, illuminated by the mirror-strips Q, M intermediate mirror,
N reading mirror.

Fig. 1 and 8. Mounting of the mirror on the lmt in the flallfle of tlie smaller nicol
betu El'. d nut, X and Y two rings, Z fastening-screws, N reading-mirror.

Jig. 10.

.Flg 12.

lli[jlt-pl'eS81tl'e conduit. F cylinder with compressedgas, A high-pressure
stopcock for closing the former, B stopcock for closing the mano
meter, U and lJ stopcocks for drawing oft the gas, T connection with
the experimental tube.

II/[jlt-jJ1'eS81I1'e stopcock. See A, B, (, and lJ of the preceding figure.

Sedions of the tules for tlie oiroulaium. of 1oa~el' to[jr-ther 10lllt thermo
meters, i i tubes in sections, 1.'1 supply, 10'2 outlet, l, and l2 thermo
meters, 1't 1 and 1n2 nuts.

U1I1?:IJS (If tlie 10tat01l/ C011StuutS, 8ee further on.

2. Formulae for interpolation of different forms. It has been
slated in a previous communication 1) that the different theories of
the magnetic rotation lead to two forms of formulae for the rotatory
constants of cu, viz.

(I)

(11)

With a view to the fact that in the case ofoxygen we obtained with
the first form a better accordance with the rotatory constants ob
served than with the second form 2), we have published in the later
communications only formulae for interpolation of the form (I) with
two terms. In the meantime the continuation of the calculations
showed that for nearly all gases the form (U) with two terms was
more satisfactory. The contrary proved to hold only for oxygen and
for the mixtures of oxygen and nitrogen, among which we may
mention in the first place air, further a mixture with 87.8 percent
oxygen, on which some observations have beeu made in the be-

1) Versl, Ken. Akad 1894/1)(; p. 237 j Comm, Phys, Lab. at Leiden N°. 15, p, 27.

2) 1/ 1/ 1/ 1/ p. 238; 1/ 1/" "N°, 15, p. 28.
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ginning 1), and a mixture with 26.0 percent, on which only a few
observations have been made not published hitherto. For these
mixtures form (IT) required three terms, as was the case with
oxygen.

For judging of the accordance of the formulae we have always
calculated the probable error of an observation of the weight one,
according to the rules of the method of least squares. In the
two first columns of the following table these probable errors are
to be found. They are computed by taking three terms in the form
11 for oxygen and mixtures containing oxygen as saidabove, and tWQ
terms for the other gases, and belong- to the rotatory constants
expressed in minutes, multiplied by lOG and for the pressure and
the temperature mentioned in the observations.

PRO B A 13 LEE R R 0 R S.

I) Versl. KOIl. Akad. 1894/95, p. 236. Comm. Phys. Lab. at Leiden N°. 15, p. 26.
2) Observations with gas from two cylinders of unequal purity.

An investigation of the errors which are to be anticipated in the
different adjustments and readings, always yielded for the e~ror to
be expected in the rotatory constant numbers larger than those of
the table given above, c. g. for oxygen 11 in the violet and 6 in
the red. With a view to this fact the accordance for all formulae
mentioned may be considered satisfactory. Yet in the gases without
oxygen the errors of the form (Il) with two terms are always
smaller than those of (I), so that if in choosing between the
two form!'> we had to consider this only, we should prefer for these
gases the form (H). But it is not excluded that other forms of for
mulae for interpolation should yield a still smaller error. This
appeared to be the case with the form

Form of formula for interpolation: I If
J

Oxygen 58 5.4

Mixture with 87.8 percent 0 69 7.8

11 11 260 11 0 3.9 30

Ail' 3.2 2.7

Nitrogen 9.S 7.4

Hydrogen 89 4.7

Carbonic acid I 0117 O.Ln

11 1/ 112) o18:J, 0081

Nitrogen monoxide 51 3.0

III

50

44

7.7

42

O.lOG

n047

2.2
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which gave the errors given in the third column of the table.

3. Law of mixtures. When we wish to apply the corrections
for impurities in the gases investigated, we have to assume a law,
from which the magnetic rotatory constant of a mixture can be
calculated from the constants of its constituents. In a former com
munication 1) a simple law has been assumed, without any conside
ration of its theoretical basis.

We can deduce this law from the supposition that the magnetic
rotation is an additive property, and that the rotatory constant of
a mixture is therefore equal to the sum of a number ef terms, to
which each molecule contributes one. Let the condition of the mix
ture be determined by the pressure p, by the temperature t and for
the rest by assuming that in the unit of volume u N grammolecules
of one component are mixed with (1 - fl) N of the other. Let
~'p, t, f' be the amount which a grammolecule of the first component
contributes to the rotatory constant, and ,/'p, t, 1-f' the same for the
other component and let N {lp, t,f' be the rotatory constant of the
mixture, then we find that

N (lp, t, f' = N fl (/'p, t, f' + N (1 - fl) (if/p, t, 1-JL

and therefore

(lp, t, JL = # (/p, t, JL +(1 - p) (/,p, t,1-f' •

The quantities (jp, t,JL, introduced here, which we might call
molecular rotatory power, will depend on the condition of the
molecules determined by p, t and p. The way in which they depend
on these variables cannot be deduced from the observations without
the aid of a molecular theory, except in the case when ,U =0 and
we have therefore to deal with simple substnnces.

In applying this law we assume these quantities (i to beconstants
and then we can deduce them from those for the simple gases, Let
1" and '1'" be the rotatory constants for the two gases at the pressure
P and the temperature t. Let further JJ and y be the volumes of
the two substances which we should have to mix in order to obtain
the unit of volume of the mixture, all thesevolumes beingmeasured

1) Yerslag Ken, Akud. 1894/95, p, 236. Comm, Phys. Lub. Leiden N°. 15 p. 26.
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at the pressure p and the temperature t, Then we may deduce
from the foregoing law that

'1' = $1" +Y'1'''

which expression agrees with the one assumed before. It may be
remarked that the quantities 1', '1", r", $ and y are taken at oneand
the same pressure p and one and the same temperature t, and moreo
ver that Oil account of discrepancies from DALTON'S law a; +!J may
differ from 1. \

This law of mixtures ded uced for gase~, agrees, if the molecular
rotatory power is considered to be constant, with that which has
been adopted by JAHF 1), W.A.CHS:MUTIl 2) and others for mixturesof
liquids and saline solutions.

4. Results. Dij applying the above-mentioned law of mixtures
we can calculate the rotatory constants of the pure gases, as has
been shown before. The following table gives the coefficients of
the formulae

. . . . (Il)

which represent the rotatory constants (u, expressed in minutes, and
multiplied by lOG.

4

6

1

xygcn 100 Kg. 70 0 272.2 l[lI510.0704 29a.7 - 48.03 4. 204.

Ib.t with 87SOfoO 1/ 1/ 170.0 240.a 2&.30 0.097 249.1-30.57 2.521

" 1/ 2601/ 0 1/ 1/ }7°.a 2(0.7 40.03 0.204 210.1- 7.7] 0.805

ir 1/ 1/ 130.0 101.5 46.10 0.241 21a.3 -12.57 1.410

itrcgeu " " 140 0 171.2 52.860.309 183.6 2.27 0.0]2

ydrogen 85.0 1/ 90.5 138.8 45.190.325 151.5 2.38 0.0157

CRIbonie acid 1 alm. 60.5 2.682 0.8305 o 310 2.804- 0.0337 0.011

itrogen monoxide 30.5 arm 10°.0 75.85 22.05 0.303 81 26 0.820 0.010

o

h

a

n

11

n

1) JAHN. Wied, Ann. 43, p. 284.
2) 'WAOIISlIIUTJI. Wied. Ann. 44, p. 380.
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I) Verslag Kon. Akad. 1896/117, p. 132. Comm. Phys. Lab. Leiden N0. 31, p. 56.
2) Verslag Kon. Akad. 18\:15/96, p. 301; 1896;97, p. 132; COlUID. Phys. Lab. Ley

den, No. 24 1). 10, Nil. 31 Il. 6.
I) H. BECQUEREL. Ann. de Ch. et de Ph. (5) 12 p. 85. Oomp. also Vereleg Ken.

Akad. 1893/:.14 p. 31; Comm. I'hys. Lab. NO. 7 p. 9.
') The extraordinary large dispersion, observed by BECQUEREL in substances with

negative magnetic iotutiou (hew my attention to the negative constant which QUINCJ\U

[\Hell. Ann. ..24. p. 615 l1885)J found in amber. A fresh measurement with a piece
of trauspnrent, light brown umber of 1.7S cm. thickness actually showed negative
rotation. Yet it appeared that the emerging lay of light, even without the action of
t~le electro-magnet, was strongly elliptically polarized. In connection with the theore
tleaI investigations 011 the magnetic rotation in doubly refracting bodies (GOUY,

0.0116 -0.172

00157 -0.176

0.0704.1-0 05( 1
) 0.662

0.30d +0.0101 -0.158

0.30\) 00124 -0.165

o 310

I0.3~5

nitrogen

carbonic acid

oxygcn

bydrogen

nilrogenmouoxyde

'1'he IIUmlJ<3I'S given differ slightly from those communicated before 1)

on account of a general revision of the calculations.
The law of mixtures may further be applied, as has been done

before 2), to the mixtures of oxygen and nitrogen and the observed
rotatory constants may be compared with those computed from the
cam ponents. This comparison will prove very satisfaetoi y in the
case of air, but loss so in the case of the two other mixtures.

In fig. 12 curves are given showing the relation between
magnetic rotatory constant and wave-length, which are drawn by
making use of the values calculated from some of the communicated
formulae for interpolation. They prove clearly that the dispersion
of the magnetic rotation for all gases, oxygen excepted, is pretty
much the same. If we consider the large coefficient of magnetisa
tion of oxygen, it becomes evident 3) that the magnetic rotatory
dispersion depends on the magnetic properties of the substance, a
fact to which H. BECQUEREJJ has drawn the attention 4).

It is a striking fact that the order of the gases examined, when
they are niranged according to the values of the coefficients d1 and
d2, should be the same as the one found for the coefficients of
magnetisation. This appears from the annexed table:
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The fact that dl is almost the same for all gases with small
coefficients of magnetisation seems favourable to :MASCAR'f'S form ula
which leads to a formula for interpolation of the form (1); coeffi.
cient r in this form is related in a simple way to dl l and is aecor
ding to JOUBIN'S investigation 3) in a high degree dependent on the
coefficient of magnetisation.

If we express the rotatory constants in circular measure instead
of minutes, we obtain the following coefficients

. (1)

(11)

100 Kg. 7°.0 792 55.7 0.0704 b03 -13!J.7 12.49

.8% 0 1/ v 17°.0 700 67.8 0.097 725 - 88.0 7.33

e.o I 0 q 1/ 17°.6 5S:l- 119.1 0.204 611 - 22 43 2.34.2

11 1/ 1:3°.0 557 134.4 0.241 62!J - 36.57 4.10

1/ 1/ 14° 0 498 153.8 0.309 534 6.60 0.0124

85.0 Kg. go 5 4.04- 1;H.5 o 325 441 6.92 0.0157

1 atm. 6° 5 7.80 2 416 o 310 Is.42 0.09S0 O.OU6

idc 30.5 aim IJ0°.9
1
220 e M.8 0.303 236.4. 2.385 0.0101

I
nitiogen 1l10110ll.

carbonic acid

hydrogen

air

1/ 1/ 2

mixture with 87

nitrogen

For practical use the following table may serve, which gives the
mag-netic rotatory constants for different wave-lengths, expressed in
minutes and multiplied by lOG.

\\'mNBR) this result 1lI11y easily be explained without assuming It negative rotatory
constant, it is not improbable that QUlNOKU'S result may he accounted for in a
similar way.

1) According to a formula for interpolation (II) with two terms, which is not
mentioned in this paller.

2) QIJINOKE's constants relative to nil'. l'oPLER aud IInNNIG-. Wied. Ann. 34, p. 790
(1880).

3) JOUBIN. These Paris lSSS, p. 24. Ann. de ci, et de Ph. (6) 16, p. 78 (18S9).
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e

mixture mixture nitrogen
).. oxygen with with air nitrogen hydrogen oxygen monoxid878% 0 26.0% 0

pressure 100 Kg. ion Kg. 100 Kg 100 Kg. 100 Kg. 85.0 Kg. 1 atm. 30.5 atm

temp. 7".0 17°.0 17°.6 13°.0 14°.0 9°.5 6°.5 10°.9

0.4.23 908 877 1074. 1062 1097 921 17.23 480

431 875 840 1033 1020 1054 884 16.56 461

4.54 799 770 030 914 944, 701 14,.83 413

4.8fi 721 698 812 707 818 684 12.86 359

517 663 634 720 707 719 (600 11.30 315

527 646 616 694 682 691 576 10.86 303

555 604 570 628 618 620 517 9.75 272

589 559 522 561 553 548 456 8.62 241

619 523 487 510 504 495 412 7.78 218

656 484 4.49 457 452 439 365 6.91 193

-1= 0.531 0.559 0.563 0.570 0.838 o 616
Fw

PEIUGN finds for oxygen 0.194 or 0.261 according to the way
of composition, and for hydrogen 0.254, numbers as we sec of the
r,amc order. PERKIN'S number 0.717, calculated fOI' nitrogen in amines

In the last line of this table the values of the molecular rotatory
power for Na-light divided by that of water, are given according
to the example of PERKIN 1). Although it appears from his investi
gations and those of others that the calculation of the molecular
rotatory power of a chemical compound as the sum of that of its
atoms does not hold good throughout, it may be interesting to
compare PERKIN's atomic rotations with those resulting' from our
observations. From the above-mentioned values of the molecular
rotatory power follows for 1 atom:

0=0.265

N = 0.281

H = 0.285.

1) PEUKIN. J. of Ohem, Soc. 45, p. 421 (1884), and following volumes.
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does not agree with our number; neither is our value of N20 to
be composed from PRRI\IN'S atomic values.

If following PBRKIN we take in CO2 for 1 atom carbon 0.515,
we find O2 =0.323, which would be more agreeable to the value
0.39, which HINRIOHS 1) deduced from organicacids. Taking' everything
together the agreement is fairly well, except for nitrogen.

1) HnmI01lS. C. R. 113, p. 500 (1891).

(February 2311 1899.)
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The following paper::; were read:

Nlathematics. - II On the ortlwptical circles belonging to linear
systems ot' conics." By Prof. J. DE VRIES.

1. The locus of the points through which we can draw ortho
gonal tangents to the conic

x2 y2
i1+B=G,

21
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. 1.
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is the circle represented by

w0 +y'}, = (A +B) C.

This orthoptical circle (MoNGE's circle) is real for the ellipses
and the hyperbolae situated in the acute angles of their asymptotes,
and imaginary if the hyperbola lies in the obtuse asymptote-angles i
it degeneratos into a point for the rectangular hyperbola (A+B=O)
and for the system of two right lines (0= 0). With the parabola
it is represented by the directrix.

The orthoptical circle being concentric with the conic to which
it belongs, the centres of the orthoptical circles (,J of a pencil of
conics lie on the conic r, containing the centres of the pencil.

If now, following Mr. FIEDLER, we represent each circle by the
vertices of the two right cones of which it is the base-circle, the
system (c<» is represented by a skew curve or'the 4th order Q4'

Indeed, each plane perpendicular to the plane V of the orthoptical
circles intersects the conic in two points and bears two pairs of
points representing orthoptical circles.

The skew curve 124 being intersected in four points by a plane
parallel to V, there are in (m) four circles with given radius.

So the system (m) contains four point.circles ; it is evident that
we find these in the double points of the three degenerated conics
and in the centre of the orthogonal hyperbola belonging to the
pencil.

2. The system (m) contains two orthoptical right lines, viz. the
direetrices of the two parabolae in the pencil. Each of these lines
is represented by two planes inclined to the plane V at angles of
45°, i. e. parallel to four generatrices of each rectangular cone n2

having its vertex in a point P of V and placed symmetrically with
respect to this plane.

The cone D 2 bearing the images of all the circles through P, and
the above named four points at infinity representing' two right lines
not passing through P, the remaining four points of intersection
of 112 with .Q4 will represent two circles (m) intersecting in P.
Therefore:

The orihoptical circles of a pencil of conics form a system witA
index two.

This can also be shown as follows. The tangents through P to
'the conics of the pencil are arranged in a (2,2)-correspondellce,

each ray through P being touched by two curves. Tllid system has
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two pairs of rays in common with the involution of the lines,
intersecting in P at right angles; so through P pass two circles 01.

Two planes intersecting the plane V in the right line 1 at angles
of 45° have four pairs of points in common with the curve .Q4'
This shows that 1 is touched by' four orthoptical circles. Their
points of contact are the coincidences of the (2,2)-correspondence,
determined on 1 by the system (01).

3. If we represent the form

a;2 + y2 + a.v + by + e

by C, the system ((li) is represented by the equation

The power of the point (x, y) with regard tofhe circle indicated
by a definite value of }.. is then represented by

Cl+ 2 }, C2 + },2 Cs
1 + 2 }, +},2

This expression becomes independent of }, if we assume the radi
cal centre of G\, ell, Cs for (a', v). So all the circles 6.1 ha-ve a com
mon radical centre 01', in other words, all orthoptical circles cut a
fixed circle A at right angles.

As A must bear the point-circles of (01) we may conclude to the
following theorem:

The circle ihrouqh. the diagonal points of a complete quadrangle
contaIns the centre of the orthogonal hyperbola determined. by the ver
tices of the quadrangle. Through its centre pass the directrioes of
the parabolae which can be draum through those vertices.

Considering the obtained results as a property of the rectangular
hyperbola it can be expressed in the following terms:

The diagonal points of each complete quadrangle inscribed in a
rectangular hyperbola can be connected by a circle with the centre
of that curve.

4. All circles 01 being orthogonal to the fixed circle A their
images lie on the orthogonal hyperboloid of revolution with one
sheet cutting V in A at right angles.

So the image .Q4 is the section of this hyperboloid with the eylin
del', which is orthogonally cut by V in the conic r.

21*
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When the base points of the circle form an orthocentric group 1)
all the conics are rectangular hyperbolae; so the system (liJ) consists
entirely of point-circles.

The orthogonal circle A, bearing them, pa,sses through the diago
nal points of the complete orthogonal quadrangle and coincides with
the circle of :B'EUERBACH (nine-points circle), containing as is known
the centres of all the orthogonal hyperbolae through the vertices and
the orthocentre of a triangle.

5. According to the method of FIEDLER the orthoptic circles
of a net of conics will be represented by a surface, intersecting the
plane V of the net in the locus of the orthoptical point-circles.

Any point P determines a pencil belonging to the net, one of
the base points of which is P; so through P passes an orthogonal
hyperbola. From this follows, that the orthogonal hyperbolae form
a pencil situated in the net. As was said above the orthoptical
point circles of this pencil lie on the circle A, passing through the
diagonal points and the middle points of the six sides of the qua
drangle of the base points.

The remaining point-circles to are centres of pairs of lines and
form the cubic curve, called the HESSIAN of the net.

Three pairs of lines of the net belong to the pencil of orthogonal
hyperbolae and consist of orthogonal right lines. The double points
must lie on the HESSIAN as well as on the circle A; so these curves
must touch each other in three points.

Both loci of point-circles forming together a curve of the 5th order,
the image of the system of orthoptical circles is a surface of the 5th

order 85,

Each right line of V is touched in each of its points by one conic
of the net; each right line determines the direction of the axis of
a parabola belonging to the net, From this follows, that the point
at infinity of each right line cutting V at angles of 45° is to, be
regarded 3S the image of an orthoptical right line.

So the points of contact of the asymptotes of the rectangular
hyperbola representing all the circles through two points belong to
the ten points common to 85 and that hyperbola. The remaining
eight points of intersection representing four circles it is evident
from this that we can drcu: four orihoptical circles of the system
through any two points.

I) Thnt is to sny: four points, each of which is the orthocentre of the triangle
hnving the others for vertices.
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6. If Ux and Uy represent the differential quotients 01 the qua
dratic function U with regard to ill and v, the centres of the conic,
of the net

are indicated by the relations

o, +AVx + fl Wx = 0,

Uy + ), Vy +It Wy = o.
So in general any point (tr, y) is the centre of one conic. On the
other band any of the four points determined by

u; : Uy = Vx : Vy = Wx : Wy

is the common centre of an infinite number of conics. For each of
these points the above mentioned linear equations are dependent of
each other, so that 'A and p are connected by a linear relation; RO

in this way It pencil of conics is characterized.
Consequently the surface 85 contains (OU?' right lines perpendi

eular to V.

7. Let us now consider the orthoprical circles belonging to the
conics with four common tangents, Any right line through the point
P determining It conic of the tangential pencil, the tangents through
P form an involution. This contains only one pair of rectangular
rays i so P lies on one orihoptical circle.

The wellknown property according to which the centres of the
tangential pencil lie in a right line, also proves that the orthoptical
circles of a tangential pencil form a pencil.

According to the circles of that pencil passing through two fixed
points or intersecting a fixed circle orthogonal or touching each
other in a fixed point, the system (CtJ) will be represented by a rec
tangular hyperbola with its real axis perpendicular to V or situated
in V, or by two right lines cutting V at angles of 45°.

So the system (6)) contains no more than two point-circles or, in
other words, the tangential pencil can contain only two rectangular
hyperbolae.

A conic of the tangential pencil degenerating into two points, the
line joining these points is the diameter of the corresponding CIJ. In
connection with the statement above the wellknown propertyresults
from this:

The circles described on the diagonals of a complete quadrilateral
as diameters belong to a pencil.
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8. Finally We consider a tangential net.
Two right lines through P which intersect at right angles are

touched by one conic of the net. If the right angle included by
these lines turns about the vertex P the pairs of tangents drawn
through Q to the variable conic form an involution. For every ray
s, drawn through Q, determines a tangential pencil belonging to the
net, having the pairs of an involution (1', -') in common with the point
P. The conic touched by the orthogonal pair ('l', r') has a second
tangent s' through Q, forming' with s a pair of the involution indi
cated above. The orthogonal pair (s, s') determining a conic for
which l' and 1,1 are at right angles to each other, we can draw but
one orthopiical circle through the points P and Q.

According to the circles (m) possessing an orthogonal circle or
intersecting a fixed circle in two diametrically opposite points or
passing through a fixed point, the obtained net of circles is repre
sented by an orthogonal hyperboloid of revolution with one or two
sheets or by an orthogonal right cone.

Chemistry. - "On solubility and meltingpoi1tt as criteria [or
distinguishing racemic combinations, pseudoracemic mi[ted crystals
and inactive conglomerates." By Prof. BAKIIUI!3 ROOZEBOOM.

Though several times attention has been drawn to the phenomena
of solubility and melting in order to distinguish between the types
mentioned above, no certainty has been attained as yet.

1. Solubility. We only get a clear insight in the phenomena of
solubility by drawing attention to the number of solubility curves
obtainable at a given temperature.

If Oa is the proportion of the
saturated solution of the dextrosub
stance D, and Ob the same for the
laevosubstance L, these t wo are equal
at the same temperature.

By adding L to the D-solution
and vice-versa we now get, if no
racemic combination appears at the
temperature used, nothing else than
two solubilitycurves, starting from

IG--------'''':::---..>..a- the points a and b and meeting in
Fig. 1. c. Their precise direction depends on

the manifold actions that ean take place in the solution. From
the perfect equivalence of Land D it results however necessarily
that c must always lie on the line OB, which halves the angle of
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the axes, so that the solution which is equally saturated with L
and with D is inactive, no matter how great the excess of L or D
with which it is in contact.

If at another temperature a racemic combination is possible, we
get three solubility-curves de, efg and gh. The second regards the
solutions of the combination; here f represents the pure solution, e
and 9 those which are acquired in presence of an excess .of D or L.

At the transition temperature the curve in the middle disappears
(point A). Here too the solution is always inactive. If therefore an
inactive substance is a conglomerate (by which I mean a solid mix
ture in which the components lie side by side separately) of Land
D, we shall never get as a saturated solution anything else than
point Ci if the substance is a combination we can get three solu
tions, as we dissolve it alone or with an excess of L or D.

Phenomena observed at evaporation. On this subject experiments
have lately been made by RIPPING and POPE. From the figure of
the solubility-curves it is easy to deduct, in the graphic manner first
instituted by SCHREINEMAKERS, that in case of the evaporation of a
solution containing an excess of D or L, the solution arrives at last
in point c - that is to say becomes inactive - in case no racemic
combination exists at the temperature used. If on the other hand
this combination does exist - we arrive with an excess of D to
a final point in e, with an excess of L in g.

In this manner it would be equally possible to make out what is
deposited: conglomerate or combination - if in these evaporation
experiments care were always taken that the necessary crystallisa
tionnuolei were present - a. circumstance to which K. and P. have
paid no attention.

Partially racemic combinations. These have lately been discovered
by LADENBURG and been studied with a view to the solubility in
D- and L strychninetartrate.

The symmetry of fig. 1 disappears in that case owing to the
unequal solubility of the two components. Consequently point A
will generally lie no longer on OB. It results therefrom that the
combination, even before its transition-temperature if! reached, already
poesessea a temperature-interval ofpartial decomposition. So Mr. LADEN

BUM is wrong in the opinion that this combination in its tlansinon
temperature must furnish a solution, contaming an equal amount of
D- and L-tartrate. -

At temperatures situated in the decomposition interval, we now
oDly get two kinds of soluuons in case the combination is drssclved
alone and with an excess of D or L.
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sontation as the one -used here, a horizontal line connecting A and
B-as was the opinion of KIPPING and POPE, but may quite as well
show a maximum or a minimum, which then however lies at 50
pOt. I even suspect such to be the case in camphersulfonic chlorid
and carvontribromide.

Accordipg to these views, neither a higher nor a lower melting
point furnishes a proof on the nature of an inactive substance, but
the study of the entire melting-line does.

A single curve serves in case of mixed crystals, two curves in
case of an inactive conglomerate, three in case of a combination.

Other remarkable phenomena may still present themselves, in
case transformations of the combination, mixture or conglomerate
appear after the congelation.

Mathematics. - "A geometrical interpretation oj the invariant
11 (ab)2 of a bi1w1'Y form a2 11 of even degree". By Prof.

11+1

P. H. SCHOUTE.

With regard to the creation of the beautiful theory of the in
variants undoubtedly very much is due to SYLVESTER as well
as to ARONHOLD, BOOLE, BRIOSCHI, C.A.YLIW, CLEBSCH, GORD.A.N,
TlERMITE and others. As early as 1851, indeed, he developed in his
treatise: "On a remarkable discot'ery in the theors] of canonical [orms
and of hyperdeterminants" (Phil. Mag., Vol. rr of Series 4, p.
301-410) the foundation upon which the theory of the canonical
forms is based. The principal contents consist of tbe proof of two
theorems. According to the first the general binary form of the odd
degree 2n-l can always be written in a single way as the sum
of the 2 n-1st powers of n binary linear forms; according to the
second the binary form of the even degree 2 n can be written as
the sum of the 2 nth powers of n binary linear forms - and in
that case in a single way too - only when a certain invariant
vanishes. For this invariant with which we shall dealhere compare
a.o, GUNDELFU1GER'S treatise in the "Journ. f. Math.", Vol. 100,
p. 413-424, 1883, and S.A.LMON'S "Modern highe1' algebra", 4th ed.,
p. 156, 1885. So the theory of invariants of a certain form of any
kind is ruled by the question about the minimum number of ho
monymoue powers of linear forms by which it can be represented,
(Compare a.o. REYE in the "Journ. f. ]lath.", VoJ. 731d , p.114-122).
With tbis the theory of involutions of a higher dimension and order
are closely allied. Likewise theorems are deduced from it relating to
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hypergeometry. For all this we refer to two important papers by
Mr. W. FR. MEYER. The first, publishedat Tubingen 1883, is entitled;
".Apolaritat und Rationale Cutven"; the second, inserted as "Bericht
iiber den ge,qenwu1·tigen Btand del' Inuarianieniheorie" in the 1at Vol.
published in 1892 of the "Jalwesbericltt del' Deutschen Mathematilce1··
Vel'einigung", is an invaluable repol t about this branch ofMathematics.
On page 365 of the former work a theorem appears under r4
which is closely connected with our subject.

It goes without saying that it must be possible to reach con
verrely the above quoted theorems of SYLYESTl-:R and the higher invo
lutions connected with them starting -from the theory of poly
dimensional space. Indeed, Mr. CLIFFORD has stated already in
1878 in his important treatise "On the classification of loci" (Phil.
Trans., Vol. 169, part 2nd, p. 663-681) that in this direction a
geometrical interpretation of any invariant of a binary form is to be
found. So in trying to determine a certain locus in space with an
even number of dimensions I have fallen back upon a geometrical
interpretation of the invariant of SYLVESTER; however examining
the above mentioned literature I soon discovered that this interpre
tation had already been found.

Yet I wish to publish my study. In the first place because it may
prove that the geometrical way is at least equally simple as the
algebraical. Secondly on account of its containing a method of eli
mination I have as yet nowhere met with in this form. Thirdly
because it is not quite impossible that entirely corresponding inves
tigations may lead to a geometrical interpretation of other general
invariants 1).

1. A. curve allows of a twofold infinite number of chords, con
taining together a threefold infinite number of points. If this curve
is situated in the space S3 with three dimensions these points will
fill the whole space and one or more of these chords will pass
through any given point. If the curve is situated in the space S4
with four dimensions the locus of the points through which chords
pass, i.e. the locus of those chords themsel ves, is a eurved space of
the third order. The point from which we start here is the investi
gation of this curved space for the simplest possible case, namely

1) I think e. g. of the invariant (ab)2n (cdr (ac) (od) of a general binary form a;n+
1

of odd degree (compare SALMON 1. c., p. 129, problem 2nd) forming an extension of
the discriminant of az3, of which as yet no general algebraical interpretation seems
known.
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that of the normal curve of the space 8 4 that is of the rational 04 or
the fourth order, represented by the equations:

where J'o, orI' :1'2' :113' :114 are the homogeneous coordinates of the
point L of the curve belonging to the parametervalue A.

2. If Al and 1..2 are the parametervalues of any two points LI

and L 2 on 04 , the coordinates of any point A of the line joining
LJ and L 2 are given by the relations

Xl X2:1'3 =0 . • • • . • (2)

. • . . . . . (1)

~o =PI + P2

Xl = PI Al + P2 1.2

:l'2 = PI 1.12 + P2 1.22

:1'3 = PI AI3 +P2 1..23

:114 = PI A14 +P2 1.. 24

and now by eliminating the four quantities AI' A2 , PI' 'P2 we find
the equation of the locus required.

The result of this elimination is the cubic curved space

For if

PI

PI Al +Pt;, A2

PI 1.12 +P2 1..2
2

PI Al + Pt;, 1..2

PI 1..12 + Pt;, /"22

PI }.I3 +Pt;, 1..23

PI AI2 +P2 I..l'

PI Aj 3 +P2 A,}

PI 1.14.+Pt;, At;,4.

is written down, it is immediately evident that every combination
of partial columns vanishes after easy simplifioations, two of the
three columns being equal to each other 1).

. 1) As I already stated above, I nowhere met with this simple deduction of the
Invariant of SYLVr.STER which can be pursued through all spaces 8 2n• 111 the original
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3. The osculating space belonging to the point L of 04 has for
equation

Il'o. A4 - 4 $1 I,S + 6 1l'2 ).,2 - 4 Xs A+ X4 = 0 • • • (3)

So the coordinates Il'o' Xl' $2' als, .r4 are the coefficients of the form

of the fourth order in (- A), bare of the binomial factors.
So the result (2) can be written as j = 0 and represented symboli

cally by (bc)2 (ca)2 (ab)2 =0 (see a. o. OLEBSCH-LTNDEMANN'S "Vorle
sungen iiber Geomeirie", I, page 229). From this ensues at the same
time that any point of the obtained locus is distinguished moreover
from any point taken at random in the space S4 by the property that
the four osculating spaces of C4 passing through it belong to four
harmonic points of the curve. We shall point this out more directly.
We suppose in the formulae (1) the quantities All All' PI' P2 to be
given; then by substituting in (3) the values ensuing from this for
Xk we shall find

as the equation which gives us the pararnetervalues of the four
points L of C4 , whose osculating spaces intersect in the point A
of the line L] L 2 given by (1). If for convenience'sake we take the
points Ll and L2 as base points with the parametervalues 0 and 00,

this equation can be reduced to ),4_1 = 0 and the roots 1, - 1,

V -1, - V=i show immediately that the pairs of points belonging
to (1, -1) and lV-I, - V -1) separate each other harmonically,
whilst each of these pairs behaves in the same way with reference
to the pair of base points L l L 2 belonging to (07 (X)). By this, not
only the harmonic position of the four points (4) has been indicated
but moreover the following theorem has been proved:

"Any two points L l , L 2 on C4 determine on this curve aqua
"dratic involution 12 of which they are the double points. If at
"this 12 we join two pairs separating each other harmonically we
"get the biquadratio involution 14 represented by the equation (4)

work (Phil. MaD' 1. e.) first a binary form of odd degree is discussed and the
invariant belonging to forms of even degree are reached at the end by a round-about
way. In SALMON (I. c.) and otherwhere the determinant is regarded aa an extension
of the covariant of HESSE built up out of second differentialquotients, here differen
tialquotients of the 4th order, etc.
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"characterized by the particularity that each of the two points
"L1 , L 2 counted four times represents a quadruple of it. The oscu
"lating spaces belonging to the points of any quadruple intersect in
"a point A of L 1 L2• And if this quadruple describes 14 , the point
"A generates on L 1 hfl, a series of points in projective correspondence
"with 14.'"

Moreover we easily find 1) :
"If A and A' are two points of the line L 1L2 harmonically sepa

"rated by L 1 and L 2, the quadruple of 14. belonging to A has the
"combination of L 1 and L 2 with the quadruple of 14 belonging to
"A' for its sextic covariant T. And combination of the quadruples
"belonging to A and A' generates an involution of the eighth order."

The indicated Is is represented by the equation

so it is characterized by the particularity that. each ofthe twopoints
£1 and L 2 counted eight times represents an octuple of it.

4, We now pass to the space Br, and there we determine the
locus of the planes having three points L 1 L 2 L 3 in common with
the normal curve GB

of that space. This is obtained by eliminating the six quantities
AI' A2' A3' PI' P2' P3 between the seven relations

where It, must take the values 0, 1, .. , 5, 6. In quite the same way
as above we find here the curved space 845 with five dimensions of
the fourth order represented by ,

XJ J'l a'2 ·1'3

a'l ·'1:2 a'3 X4

·('2 ·1'3 a'4 '/'.
0

ili3 a'4 a'5 a:~

o.
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The first member of this equation is again an invariant ofthe sextic

which made equal to nought indicates the osculating space belonging
to the point L.

Now we find in the ordinary manner by passing to the use of
symbolic coefficients and by noticing their mutual equivalence that
the indicated invariant may be represented by (ab)2(ac)2(ad2)(bc)2(bd)2(cd)2.

Naturally if the invariant 1) vanishes there is a connection between
the six points of Cc, whose osculating spaces pass through the point
A of the plane L1 L2 L3 indicated by the formulae (5), for substi
tution of the values following out of (5) for the seven coordinates
3'k in the equation of the osculating space of the point L gives

(6)

So we have the following theorem:
"Any three points L1l L21 L3 on Ca determine on this curve an

"involution I a2 of the second dimension and the sixth order of which
"each of the three points counted six times represents a sextuple.
"The osculating spaces belonging to the points of any sextuple inter
"sect in a point A of the plane L 1 L2 L3 ; if the sextuple describes
"Ia2, the point A generates in the plane L1 L 2 L 3 a plane system in
"projective correspondence with I a2." -

The considered invariant of a3P is indicated by SYLVES'fER as
"catalecticant" because its vanishing is the condition under which
aa;a can be represented as the sum of three sextic powers; in con
nection with this an aa;a allowing this reduction is called a "meio
cat~lectic" sextic (Phil. Mag. 1. c. page 408).

5. Fiually we examine in the space 8211 the locus of the lineal'
space 811- 1 having n points L 1, L 2 l ••• L II in common with the
normal curve C2 11 represented by

1) If according to the common notation f= a:rl and le =(j, /)4 = (ab)4 a,,2 6.2 :::
the fourth transvectant of f with itself, then the indicated invariant is the fourth
trnneveetnut (le, 1.:)4 of le with itself (see GORDAN-KmscHBNsTEINER "170I'le81I1t/lCI& iibol'
Inva1'iantonthool'ie", Vol 2, page 286).

For the following case1= az8 we have got to deal with an invariant of the fifth
order in the coefficients. There being (see a.o. VON GAL1,'S two papers in the "Main.
Ann." Vol11, p.31-51 and 139-152, 1890 on "IJas voUstancliuo Forlltensystom ei1t~r

biniil'on Eorn: adder Ordmmu") but 0110 invariant of this kind, our invariant must in
this case correspond to the one indicated by the sign h k.
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02'211-1 02'2n

= ),211-1 = ),2n •

For this the 2n quantities AI' ),2' ••• An, PI' P2' ••• pn must be
eliminated between the 2n + 1 equations

. . • . . • . (7)

where successively 0,1, ... 2n-1, 2n has to be substituted for e.
In the indicated way we shall get the result

I) Probably the general notation n (a b)2 makes its first appearance here. At
n+l

lenst I fOU11t1 everywhere the notation in the form of a determinant and nowhere
a symbolic representation nor a reduction to transvectants.

Likewise in this general case the left hand member of this equa
tion represents an invariant of the binary form of the 2nth degree
in (-A), which made equal to nought indicates the osculating space
belonging' to the point L of A. In symbols this invariant is indica
ted by Il (ab)2 where 11 is the general sign of multiplication and

n+l /

where the index n + 1 points to the fact, that the multiplication
must be extended to the t n (n + 1) factors (a b)2 which can be
formed of n + 1 set of coefficients a, b, c, ... 1).

By substituting the values (7) in the equation of the osculating'
space we find

that is to say:

l=n
~ PI (A - Al )2n = 0 •

1=1
. • . • . (9)
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"By taking on the normal curve C2n the n points L 1 , L2 , · •• Ln

"arbitrarily we dotermine on it an involution 1;~1 of the dimension

"n-l and the order 2n, of which each of those n points taken 2n
"times forms a group. The osculating spaces belonging to the 2n
"points of any group of that involution intersect in a point A of

"the linear space s;-\ containing the n given points; if this group

"describes the involution1;~1 the point A generates in S :-1 a linear

"system in projective correspondence with 1;:1."

As far as I am aware of up to now a polydimensional interpre
tation suiting all values of n is known of three general invariants,
namely of' the discriminant D, of' the invariant (ab)2n, and of' the

invariant of SYLVESTER dealt with here. If a:~). is again the equa
tion of the osculating space of the normalcurve rJ'k = )J", (k= 0, 1, ... n)
in the space with n dimensions, corresponding to the parametervalue

A then D = 0 represents as is known the curved space Sn-(1 )
, 2 11-1

with n-l dimensions of the order 2 (n-l) which is enveloped by the
osculating space if Avaries; leavingalone the supposition n = 2, which
has no sense, we get that n=3 gives in the ordinary space the develo
pable surface having the cubic normal curve of that space as cuspidal

line. According to CLIFFORD (1. c.) (ab)2n = 0 is in the space S;ll

the quadratic curved space S:n- 1 with 2n-l dimensions repre-

senting the locus of the point lying in a space s~n-1 with the points

of contact of the 2 n osculating spaces of the normal curve of that

space s~n passing through this point; whilst the corresponding inva-

riant (ab)2n-1 of the normal curve of the space S~1l-1 vanishes iden

tically and the indicated particularity presents itself there, compare
the case of the skew cubic in our space, for any point.

For the case n=4 the invariant (ab)4=O is identical with i=O
(CLEBSCH-LINDEMANN 1.e.) and at the same time the condition that
the four points of contact of the osculatingspaces through any point
of the locus form an equianharmonic quadruple. Moreover D is a
linear combination of i 3 and p, from which finally ensues that any
plane cuts the space D = 0 according to a curve of the sixth order,
having the six points of intersection with the surface ofintersection
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of both spaces i = 0, j = 0 for cusps; in each of these points the
section of the plane with the osculating space of j =0 form the
cuspidal tangent. As is known the space ]) = 0, also by the aid of
its double surface i = 0 I j = 0, divides the space 8 4 into three parts
containing the points for which the number of the real osculating
spaces passing through thorn is successively 4, 2 and O.

Physics. - Prof. HAGA made, both on behalf of himself and Dr.
O. H. WIND a communication: Il On the deflexion of X-tays".

Deflexion of X-rays was proved on the experiment being' arranged
as follows:

The RONTGEN-tube was placed behind a slit 1 cm. high and
14 microns wide; at 75 cm. from the latter was the diffraction slit,
which gradually diminished in width from 14 to about 2 microns.
The photographic pIate was placed at 75 cm. from the diffraction
slit. Time of exposure from 1(J0 to 200 hours. The image of the
slit first became narrower and then showed an unmistakable broa
dening. From the width of the part of the diffraction slit corres
ponding to this broadening and the character of the broadening an
estimination can be made of the wavelength. It appeared that X-rays
exist of about 0.1 to 21/ 2 ANGSTROM units, comprissing 4 octaves.

(A detailed paper will appear in the Proceeding's ofthe next meeting).

Physiology. - Prof. STOKVIS presented for the Library the
inaugural dissertation of Dr. G. BELLA.AR SPRUYT: Il On the
physiological action of rnetltylnitmmine ill connection with its
chemica l constitution."

At different occasions our meinber Prof. FRANCHIl\fON'f exposed
in our meetings his views about the chemical structure of nitra
mines, especially of methylnitramine. Till yet the question about

I the intimate chemical constitution of these compounds, in reference
to the manner, in which their nitrogen is linked with the other
elements, is an open one. Whereas some authors believe, that the
nitrogen of nitramines is linked with hydroxyle, so that the whole
compound is a species of nitrite: H - °-N =0, Prof. FRA.N
CHIMONT rejects this view, and considers it linked in a cyclical

/0 ~o
way, for instance H-N, I or H-N . As Prof. FRANCHI-

"0 ~O

MONT considered it of some value to study the pbysiological action
of uitramines, to the aim of throwing more light on the open

22
Proceedings Royal Aead. Arnstcldam. Vol. 1.
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chemical question, Dr. SPRUYT took the matter in hand in the
Pathological Laboratory of A.msterdam. In applying to nitramines
and nitrites the wen known law of the relation between chemical
constitution and physiological action, which is best expressed in
this formula: "compounds of homologous chemical structure possess
homologous physiological action," we may conclude, that if nitra
mine should belong really tp the group of nitrites, its physiolo
gical action must be also that of a nitritecornpound. The physiolo
gical action of nitrites is a well known one. They are all toxic
substances. Dr. SPRUYT considered it as ~ first step in his researches
to state the physiological effects common to all nitrites without
exception, to the nitrites as wen derived from alcoholic radicals,
as to the simple alkali-nitrites. A.s such he found invariably:

1st the formation of methaemoglobine out of the haemoglobine of
the blood in the living body as well as in the blood "in vitro" j

2nd dilatation of the arteriolae, and rapid sinking of the arterial
bloodpressure;

3ld injurious effects on the intensity of the contraction of the
isolated frog's heart, as fast as the nitrites circulate with the blood
through it j

4th paralysis of the nervous system in frogs, convulsions ill
mammalians.

In experimenting on frogs and rabbits with methylnitramine
natrium, dissolved in a physiological salt-solution, Dr. SPRUYT never
found one of the essential phenomena, which are produced by
nitrites. The methyl-nitramine-natrium compound behaved itself in
the animal body and its liquids on the contrary as a fast indiffe
rent substance.

If we consider, that nitrite of amyle 05 H4, - 0 - N = 0 is one
of the best known nitrites, with an eminent toxic action, in which
all the physiological effects of nitrites are represented in the most
typical way, and if we pay attention at the same time to the
remarkable fact, that SOHADOW in his study of the physiological
action of nitropentan, which is an isomeric compound of nitrite of
amyle never met with one of the essential phenomena, produced
in animals by nitrites, the conclusions, which Dr. SPRUYT arrived
at, are easily conceived. These ccnclusions are: that the study of
the physiological action of methylnitramine makes highly probable
the opinion of FRANCHIMONT about its chemical structure (nitrogen
linked in a cyclical way), and is in direct contradiction with HANTSCll'S

hypothesis, that it should contain nitrogen linked to liydroxyle, and
belong to the nitrite-group.
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Physics. - »On a simplified them'y of the elecirica; and optical
, phenomena in moving bodies". By Prof. H. A. LORENTZ.

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting).

Physics. - "STOKES' aberration theory presupposing an ether of
inequal density". By Prof. H. A. LOREN'fZ.

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting).

Physics. - ."Measurements on the system of isothermal lines near
the plaitpoint, and especially on the process of the retrograde
condensation of a mixture of carbonic acid and hydrogen".
By Dr. J. VERSCHAFFELT. (Continued). (Communication n".47
from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden by Prof.. H. KAMER

LINGH ONNES).
,

§ 5. The course of the plaitpoint curve.

Two other mixtures ,'I) = 0,0995 and w= 0,1990 were investigated
in the way described in § 2. But in the case of these two
mixtures the investigation could not be made so completely as in
the case of the first mixture. For w= 0,0494 we could trace the
isothennals pretty far above the plaitpoint-pressure ; but for $ = 0,0995
the plaitpoint was situated towards the endof the series ofobservations,
and for a:: = 0,1990 the observations could only be made till near
the critical point of contact. By means of these observations, the
results of which are communicated in the tables III and IV, we
can derive some information regarding the course of the plaitpoint
curve in mixtures of hydrogen and carbonic acid in the neighbour
hood of pure carbonic acid.

22*
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TABLE HI.

Mixture :c = 0,0995. Isothermal lines

~l'emp.1 V~~le·lpressure." Temp V~~ne. !l'ressure." Temp I VOlume'lpo 0 ress,

16°.90 2774 32.24 22°.80 07185 81 60 I 25°.00 039741no.8
(COllt.)

2490 35.25 06495 85.05 25°.45 06685 86.85

38 90 05955 87.80
(or,p. of 0,

06070 90.502199 temp,)
~

2066 40.80 05325 91.95 04918 99.45

1874 43.91 05260 92.45 04580 102.9

1683 47.51 04171 104.1 04196 108.2

1490 5J.65 03612 114.6 03776 115.3

1296 56.60 24°.20 09145 73.45 26°.05 2069 42.82

1106 62.25
(Pl j. temp,)

07245 8:UO 1873 46.27
1067 63.50 06700 85.40 1685 50.20

1029 64.85 06470 86.6G 1486 54.90
09940 66.00 06120 88.60 1300 60.25
09565 67.30 05685 91.60 n07 66.85
09145 68.30 05270 94.30 09185 74.50
08800 69.10 04902 97.45 07240 84.20
08360 70.25 04566 101.1 05300 96.90

07990 71.35 04171 106.3 04566 103.9-
07165 74.00 03904 110.8 03806 liS.8

05240 84.20 03821 112.2 32°.30 2052 44.58

03551 106.9 (pI. P,) 03738 114.2 1870 47.93

03284 113.6 25°.00 07260 83.25 1675 52.20

22°.80 2061 42.20 06685 86.40 1479 57.15

1877 45.40 06090 89.95 1297 62.85

1683 49.26 05700 92.60 1109 96.95

1480 53.90 0,330 95.30 09t45 78.60

1293 59 10 04948 98.45 I 07220 89.70

1110 65 15 04551 102.5 I 05255 105,4.

09145
1

72,55 ~1104 7 I 04249 118.1
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TAB L E IV.

Mixture x = 0,1990. Isothe-mal lines. -
Volume

T Volume
'I'emp Pressure. Temp Volume Ip r Temp Press.

0,0. 0,0. r13SS11fC 0,0

-
15°.35 2960 31.34 15° 35 05180 105 9 22°.80 J3W 63.20

(CODI.) - tCOm)
2700 33.84 04552 1174 1082 72.85-
2423 37.27 200.90 07810 89 15 09025 82.45

2142 41.26 074.65 91.75 071] 5 96.05

2031 43.03 07105 94.55 05255 116.0

1844 46.58 06735 97 70 0514.0 117.6

1653 I 50. j 5 06335 101 5 05070 118.S-
14.61 55 70 05\165 105.l 04965 120.6-
1276 61.55 05575 109.6 310 SO 2018 47.00-
)090 68.90 05210 114. 2 ] 838 50 90-
1051 70.55 22°.20 06715 99.05 1651 55.50

1016 72.10 06340 102.5 1465 61.15

09745 ';3.95 05965 106.4 ]275 68.20-
09385 75.80 05585 1109 1090 77.00-
09020 77.75 05240 1154 09020 88.10-
08605 79 75 220 80 2030 44...79 07105 104.1
--
08275 81 40 1833 48.78 05965 117.1-
07860 83.60 1651 53.00
--
07125 88.20 H6l 58.35
--

For the three mixtures the volumes and the pressures at the be
ginning and the end of the condensation were read on the p-v-t dia
grams, constructed by means of the data in the tables I, III and IV,
and of which only one was given in the previous communication; these
volumes and pressures are given in table V. Only for x = 0,0494
the end of the condensation was observed for temperatures at some
distance from the critical point of contact; for :r = 0,0995 the
increase of pressure during the condensation was so great that for
temperatures a little below the plaitpoint-temperature observations of
the end of the condensation could not be made. In the case of the
mixture a' = 0,1!J90 no observations could be made on the liquid.
branch of the border-curve.
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TAB L E V.

Border- curves.

Begin. condensation. End condensation.

Volume. I Pressure, Volume. /pressure.

Temp. 1---------;----11-------;---

$=0,0494

15°.30 0.01111 57,20 0.00254'3 102.9

21°.50 0.008545 67.90 2892 100.0

26°.80 5850 81.75 3833 93,20

27°.10 5625 83.00 4063 91.85
(DJ. D, t.)

540 84.627°.30 427 90.5

27°.50 48 87.4 48 87.4
er.D. ofcont.

temD.)

:c=0,0995

16°.90 0.009440 67.80

22°.80 6890 83.20

24°.20 6255 87.90 0.003737 114.3
(DJ. D. t.)

56525°.00 92.9 412 108.4

25°.45 47 101 47 101
(cr.D. ofcont. ,temD.)

0'1:=0,l990

15°.35 0.008795 79.10

20° 90 6335 101.5

22°,20 560 110 9

+22°.8 ±50 ±120
(ci.ll.ofcont.
-..lli!~.)..:...__....:.. _

Fig. 4 shows a graphical representation of table V. In this dia
gram t is abscissa, p ordinate and ,e parameter. As will be known this
diagram consists of the vapour-pression curves of the two pure sub
stances, connected by the plaitpoint curve; in between are the loop-
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shapeJ border-curves of the mixtures which touch the plaitpoint
curve in the plaitpoint. In the critical point of contact the tangent
is parallel to the p-axis.

In this fig-ure I have also drawn the vapour-pressure curve
of pure carbonic acid, as determined by AMAG AT 1). By con
necting the plaitpointe with the critical point of carbonic acid:
t = 31°,35, P = 72,9 atm., we obtain a part of the plaitpoint curve.
This plaitpoint curve rises steeply. It is probable that it also rises
steeply from the critical point of hyJrogen: t = - 234°,5, p = 20
atm. 2) .

The course of the plaitpoint curve found thus agrees with KUNDT'S3)

observations on the influence of the pressure of compressed hydrogen
on the surface-tension of liquids in contact with it, if they are
understood as VAN ELDIK 4) has explained in his doctor-paper. VAN

ELDIK points out that the pressure at which the surface-tension
would become zero is the plaitpoint pressure which corresponds to
the temperature of observation. Moreover he has investigated the
law of the surface-tension as a function of the pres'lure. He con
cludes that the plaitpoint pressure for hydrogen and ether at the
ordinary temperature would be no less than 750 atm, from which
follows a steep rising of the plaitpoint curve for ether and hydrogen
on the etherside.

The experiments communicated in this paper are not the first
that have been made on the critical phenomena in mixtures of hy
drogen and earbonic acid. CAILLETET 5) has made experiments with
a mixture containing about 5 mol. of CO2 on 1 mol. of H2 • 'I'hey
were undertaken in order to show, with a view to JAMIN'S expla
nation of the critical phenomena, that by increase of hydrogen-pres
sure the carbonic acid is bound to disappear. CAILLETET has found
that this really occurred and this at a higher pressure as the tem
perature was lower; for instance at 245 atm. at 15°, and at 153
atm. at 25°. But when we have to construct the border-curves and
the plaitpoint-curve we can set no value upon these observations,
as CAILLETET did not secure the equilibrium of the phases by
stirring; and only since KUENEN 6) has avoided the appearing of

1) Comptes iendus, 114, p, 1093, 1892.

~) See OLSZE\\SKI, Wied. Ann, 56, I)' 133, 18\l1i.

d) Ber, d. Kon. Aead, v, Wiss. Beihn, 21 Oct. 1880.

4) VAN ELDIK, Dissertation, Leiden 1898. Commumc, Leiden No. 39.

G) Uomptes rendus, 96, p. 14'18, 1883.

0) KunNcN, Disse, tanon, Letden 1892. Oommunic, Leiden N0. 4.
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phenomena of retardation, the experimental investigation of the critical
phenomena in mixtures has led to reliable results. That phenomena
of retardation give rise to important deviations is shown by the fact
that CAILLETET has observed condensation at 25°, whereas my expe
riments show that the critical point of contact of his mixture after
equilibrium of the phases has been obtained, ougli] to be found at
about 23°.

Physics. - "Measurements on the chanqe ef pl'essul'e ~y substitution
of one compone It by the ether in ini:ttUJ es of carbonic acidand
hydrogen". By Dr. J. VERSCHAFFELT. (Communication N°. 47
from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden by Prof. H. KA
MERLINGH ONNES. (CJntinued.))

§ 1. Change of pressure by substitution.

Tables VI-X contain the resultsof the determination ofisothermals
in mixtures with a still larger quantity of hydrogen than those
treated of in the former communications. In these mixtures no conden
sation-phenomena appeared in the area observed; and so they cannot
reveal to us anything more about the further course of the plaitpoint
curve, but in connection with the results communicated before, they
show us in what way, at a given temperature and a given volume,
the pressure of the mixture depends on its composition.

With the aid of all the determinations communicated we have
first calculated the coefficients of pressure, the values of which for
different compositions and volumes are given in Table XI. Then
we have calculated for one and the ~ame temperature (18° C.) the
isothermals of the different mixtures and represented them in a new
diagram, the P-V-a' diagram. On this diagram wo have read the
pressures belonging to one and the same volume for different mixtures:
table XII contains the values read in this way for some volumes.

As will be explained in § 2 we have chosen the units of volume
for the different mixtures so that 1 c.m." of each mixture contains
the same number of molecules, when the volumes of these mixtures
expressed in the units accepted for this purpose, have the same
value. Table XII therefore shows the change in pressure when,
starting' from one of the two substances in pure condition, we gra
dually substitute the molecules of this aubstanco for an equal number
of molecules of the other substance.
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The character of this "change
~ of pressure by substitution" is il

lustrated in the annexed figure: in
;r. this diagram the abscissae repre.

sent the compositions, and the
" ordinates the pressures for the

volume 0,020 and at the tempe
rature 180 C. From this figure it

1. appears that this change of pres
sure is not proportional to that of
the composition, the pressure is

P.

always greater than would follow
from a linear relation; if only a

.t small fraction of the number of
a '11 Ir,t qj at qF q6 "/ 'l.f 49 1.0

hydrogen molecules is substituted
by an equal number of carbonic acid molecules hardly any change
in the pressure takes place.

Table XII shows clearly that neither the coefficients of pressure
undergo any material change, when the number of hydrogen mole
cules substituted by carbonic acid molecules is only a small fraction
of the whole number of hydrogen molecules.

§ 2. The u,nit of volume.
(

It was desirable to express the volume for each mixture in a
special unit of volume, chosen so that one e.m." of each of the
mixtures contains the same number of molecules when its volume,
expressed in this unit, has the same value. We can dothis by taking
for each mixture as unit of volume: the volume which the quantity
of substance used would occupy at 00 C. and 1 atm., if the mixture
behaved like a perfect gas. This volume I will call the theoretically
normal volume; it is obtained by multiplying the volume generally
called the normal volume viz. the volume which is actually occupied
by the substance at 10 C. and 1 atm., by a factor expressing the
deviation from AVOO.ADHO'S law.

In connection with AVOGADRO'S law this measure for pure
substances has been proposed by KAMERLINGH ONNES in 1881. At
the same time he pointed out the desirability of expressing hence
forth the molecular quantities also in absolute measure. In order
to determine the deviation of the normal volume of hydrogen from
that which is to be used in applying AVOGADRO'S law, he employed
VAN DER WAALS'S law and the value 0,00050, deduced byVAN DER
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WAALS for a-b (Continuiteit p. 91) from REONAUL'l"S observations,
And so he obtained in KG. M. S. the equation

which he thought fit for determining the deviation of the gases
from AVOGADRO'S law 1).

In the case of hydrogen we shall however use AMAGA.T'S obser
vations below 200 atm., which we have also used in determining
the pressures. With sufficient approximation they yield for the
isothermal of 0° C.

p (v - 0,000690) =0,99931 2).

when the normal volume is chosen as unit. Hence in order to
obtain the theoretically normal volume we must multiply the volume
at 0° and 1 atm, by 0,99931.

From the weight of 1 liter of hydrogen: 0,08955 gramme at 0°
and 760 m.m. mercury, 0° C. and 45° latitude and the molecular
weight of CO2 : 43,89, we deduce the weight of a liter carbonic
acid to be 1,9652 gramme under the samecircumstances; REGNAUL'r
found for this 1,9771, which means a deviation of 0;0060 from the
theoretical value with respect to hydrogen. The density of carbonic
acid is therefore 0,0053 higher than the theoretically normaldensity,
so that in order to find the theoretically normal volume of pure
carbonic acid we must multiply the volume at 0° and 1 atm.
by 1,0053.

An observation made by BRAUN 3) gives us some information on
the deviations of AVOGADRO'S law shown by mixtures of carbo
nic acid and hydrogen. He has found that when we mix two
equal volumes of hydrogen and carbonic acid under a pressure
of about 71 c.m. mercury, the pressure rises 0,097 c.m, thus
0,0014. And so we may accept that when taking two equal
volumes of hydrogen and carbonic acid we obtain by mixing a

1) The problem in general has been treated by v. D. WAALS in his communications
"On the accurate determination of the molecular weight of gases fromtheir density."
Proo. Nov. '98 and "Variation of volume and of pressurein mixing Il." Proc. Dec.'98

2) See KAMEUL1NGH ONNES. Verh. Kon, Akad. v, Wet. 1881. Algemeene theol'ie
der vloeistoffen, P: 5-7. Abstract: Arch. Nderl, t. XXX.

3) Wied. Ann., 34, P: 948, 1888. KUEN,CN has pointed out a similar change of
pressure in mixing compressed gases by stirring.
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double volume under a pressure of ].0014 atm. Let n be the number
of molecules which one volume of a perfect gas would contain at
00 and 1 atm., so that 0,99931 n is the number of molecules of
hydrogen and 1,0053 n the number of molecules of carbonic acid,
then it is easy to see that one volume of the mixture at 0° and
1 arm. must contain 1,0009 n mol. And so in order to find the theo
retically normal volume of a mixture consisting of an equal number
of molecules of hydrogen and carbonic acid we must multiply the
volume at 0° and 1 atm, by 1,0009.

Let, as in v. D. WAALS'S paper, .'l! be the proportion of the number
of hydrogen-molecules to the whole number of molecules, then we
can represent the deviation from AVOGADRO'S law by the numbers:
1,0053 for x= 0, 1,0009 for x=0,5, and 0,99931 for IV=1. The
deviation for intermediate mixtures can be found with sufficient ap
proximation by applying a parabolic formula ofthe form y =a+bx+cx2;

and then we find that the deviation may be represented by

y = 0,99931 + 0,0060 (l-x)2 .

According to this formula the influence of small admixtures of
carbonic acid with the hydrogen is very small, a fact to which the
attention will be drawn later on.

For the reduction to 0° O. we had to use the coefficients of
expansion of the mixtures. As a first approximation I might have
calculated the coefficients of expansion with the aid of a linear
formula from the coefficients of expansion of the pure substances:
0,00366 for H2, 0,00371 for CO2 , But led by the previous result
regarding the deviations from AVOGADRO'S law I thought it probable
that the dependence of the coefficient of expansion on the compo
sition .v would show the same characteristics; and so I was obliged
to put it thus:

In determining the theoretically normal volume ofhydrogen it was
mentioned that by starting from different experimental data we
arrive at different deviations from AVOGADRO'S law.

This is even more so in the case of carbonic acid. If by the side
of the number 0,99950 forhydrogen formerly accepted by KA.MERLINGU
ONNES we also borrow from v. D. WAALS'S Continuiteit (p. 76) the
number 1,00646 for carbonic acid (deduced from REGNAUW"S iso
thermal lines) and if we substitute this for HEGNAULT'S determination
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of the density of carbonic acid we should find for the mixture %
hydrogen-% carbonic] ,00158, whence:

y = 0.99950 + 0,00136 (I-a) + 0,00560 (1-x)2 .

From the point of view of a consistent application of VAN DER

WAALS'S law a calculation of the theoretically normal volume of
the carbonic acid from the normal volume and the compressibility
would be preferable to the method of calculation followed by me.
But then the proportion of the weights of one volume of carbonic
acid and hydrogen in the state of perfect gases and the molecular
weights would be discordant, and it are the latter which we want as a
basis for our choice of units of volume (with a view to v. D. WAALS'S

theory of mixtures). The influence of the differences yielded by the
calculations from the different data is not such as to render doubtful

, the character of the change of pressure when substitution takes place,
hut still in my determinations the discrepancies differ little from the
errors of observation. From this we see once more the necessity of
accurate observations with perfectly pure substances in order to make
progress in the knowledge of the laws which govern the gaseous state.

TABLE VI. $ =0,3528. TABLE VII. (C=0,4993.

Volumo
PI6

0 'OO /P310
' 60

VOlumo
'P'So •00 Ip3S0 • no0,0 0,0

2810 34.44 36.85 3168 32.l1 33.84

2585 37.17 39.80 2975 34.09 35.95

2442 39.15 4.1. 96 2825 35.78 37.78

2299 41.:38 44.38 2667 37.85 39.97

2159 43.77 46.95 2512 40.08 42.36

2014 46 54 49.99 2355 42.60 45.07

1869 49.70 53.45 2206 45.34 47.97

1724 53.35 57.40 2045 48.7J 51.55

1587 57.3I; 61.80 1889 52.35 55.50

)480 60.90 65.75 1736 56.SIl 60.20

1340 66.35 71.75 1624 60.45 64.05

1207 72.40 78.45 1468 66.35 70.40

1067 80.31l 87.25 1:;23 73.05 77.65

0!l255 89.90 98.30 lli2 81.85 87.10

07\)!L0 101.60 1I2.0 J017 03.15 99.50

06510 115.3 08694 107.3 114.9
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TABLE VIII. TABLE IX. TABLE X.

$=0,64i5. $=0,7963. $=0,8972.

- ---
v61umel v61ume-i-- Volume I~ 0
~ P160'BO P240 'SO P3IO' 00 0,0 PIBO'~O 0,0 P17 '10

2979 34.85 35.821 36.85 3293 32.61 3234 83.46

2746 37.76 38.79 39.95 2999 35.81 2989 36.29

2600 39.90 41.00 42.13 2723 3U.47 2840 38.15

2446 42.35 43.53 44.80 2474 43.49 2692 40.31

2294 45.10 46.34 47.88 2253 47.78 2532 42.94

2143 48.21 49.60 51.00 2032 53.00 2384 45.72

1989 51.90 53.35 54.95 1840 58.60 2217 49.22

1836 56.05 57.60 59.35 1630 66.20 2076 52.65

1686 60.90 62.65 64.55 1484 72.95 1904 57.50

1576 65.20 67.05 69.05 1335 81.35 1764- 62.25

1433 71.45 73.60 75.80 1212 89.65 1635 67.40

1284 79.50 82.00 84.55 1090 100.1 1485 74.55

1140 89.25 92.05 94.85 09650 113.2 1336 83.15

09935 102.2 105.5 108.9 1173 95.20

08495 119.2 1028 109.5

TABLE XI. Coefficients of tension. (150-300 C.)

Volume Compositions $=

0,0 o. oowlo, 049 ~!(). 0995:0.1(90)0.35281°.499310.6445 0.7963 0.897211. 0000

30 0.162 '0.15U 0.156 :0.150 0.1421°.134. 0.130 0.127 O. 126 '0.126

28 175 172 168 163 155 146 141 138 136 135

26 190 186 183 177 168 159 154 ]50 148 146

24 209 204 199 193 183 174 168 163 161 159
,

22 229 223 218 211 201 191 ]85 ]79 176 173

20 257 2~9 242 231- 223 212 204 ]97 194 192

18 295 285 276 265 250 237 227 221 216 214

16 346 333 321 306 286 270 256 249 244 242

14 412 395 3111 360 331 312 296 286 281 278

]2 503 481 461 431 395 373 353 339 331 327

10 620 590 566 433 495 464 4:36 415 4:05 397
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TAB L.E XII. Pressures at 18°.

Volume Compositions x=

0,0 0.0000 0.0494/0.099510.199010. 3528!0. 499310 644510.7963\0.897211.0000

30 \28.901
) 29.68 30.37 31.33 32.70 33.81134.77 I 36.3135.801 36.]{)

29 29.73 30.43 31.33 32.25 33.75 34.92 35 95 37.09 37.46 37.59

28 130.58 31.35 32.25 33.24 34.8b 36.12 37.19 38.43 38.83 38.97

27 131.45 32.32 33.23 34.34 36.04 37.39 38.56 39.81 40.29 40A5

26 32.40 33.33 34 28 35.53 37.32 38.80 4.0.05 41.33 41.87 42 04

25 33.36 34·.40 35.37 36.77 38.64 4.0.23 41 64 42.98 43.62 43.77

24 34.38 35.53 36.54 38.0d 40.12 41.80 43.33 44.80 45.48 45.65

23 35.47 36 73 37 78 39.43 41.72 43.57 45.17 46.73 47.4.8 47.70

22 36.55 38.00 39.11 40.91 43.4.0 45.46 47.18 48.90 49.67 49.94

21 37.75 39.40 40.55 42.50 45.26 47.50 49 39 51.20 52 15 52.40

20 139.08 40.85 42.10 441.26 47.30 49.65 51.80 53 75 54.801 55.10

19 40.40 42.40 :1:3.76 46. ]Ij 49.4.9 52.10 54.45 56.65 57.80 58.10

18 41.90 44.02 45.56 48.22 51.90 54.05 57.45 59.85 61.15 61.50

17 43.43 45.70 47 47 50.40 54.60 58.00 60.75 "63.45 64.90 65.25

16 45.00 47.52 49.55 52.80 57.50 61.30 64.55 67.45 69.10 69 50

15 4ll.64 19.45 51.85 55.45 60 80 65.00 68.75 72.10 73.85 74.35

14 48.35 51.65 54.30 58.40 64.60 69.30 73.35 77.50 79.25\79.95

13 50.05 54.00 56.00 61.75 ll8.80 74.30 78.80 83.55 85.65

1

86.45

12 51.85 56.40 59.85 65.60 73.60 80.00 85.30 90.85 93.10 94.10

11 53.65 59.00163.05 69.75 79 10 86.75 93.00199.25102.0 103.1

10 55.50 61.65 66.55 74.25 85.40 94.4.0 102.1 109.6 112.9 114.3

Chemistry. - "On the velocity of electrical reaction". By Dr. ERNS'f

COHEN, (Communicated by Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM).

1. If two elements, arranged as follows.

Electrode, rever- Saturated solution of a
sible with respect salt S in presence of the
to the anion. stable solid phase of the

salt.
and

') 'l'his column has been deduced from isothermal determinations of pure carbonic
acid, not yet published.
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Saturated solution of the
salt S in presence of the
meiasiable solid phase of the
salt.

Electrode, rever
sible with respect
to the cathion.

are coupled up in opposition to each other, a transition element of
the third.kind 1) is obtained.

If the salt S is zinc sulphate, the combination in question lUay
be composed of two CLARK-cells; in the one Zn 8°4.7 H20, in the
other Zn S04 . 6 H2 0 forms the solid phase provided that the tem
perature lies between the eryohydratic temperature of ZnS04,' 6H20

and the transitionpoint (39°).

2. The electromotive force E of this transition element is the
measure of the maximum work which the reaction occurring in the
element at the temperature T can perform.

In a later communication I shall show how E may be calculated
by thermodynamics.

Experimentally, E may be directly determined or it may be eal
culated from the measurements of JAEGER 2), who has measured the
E. M. F. of CLARK-cells at different temperatures) Zo 804 • 7 Hs 0
(the stable phase) or Zn S04' 6 H2 0 (the metastable phase) being
present as the solid phase between 0° and 39°.

In this way the following numbers are obtained:

Temperature. E.MI". of the tran~ition element.

_ 5°,0 16.Z Millivolts.
0°,0 14.9 "+ 5°,0 13.5 11

9°,0 12.3
"15'\0 10.3 11

25°,0 6.4 "
30°,0 4.2 11

350,0 1.9 11

39°,0 0 11

3. The velocity with which the reaction which occurs in the

I) See COHEN, Zeitschrift flil' phys. Chemie, Bd, 25 (1898). S. 300.

t) WIEDE~lANNJS Annalen, Bd. 68 (j 897), 854.
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transition element proceeds at the temperature 1 is represented by
the equation

K=== E
.I( W)

, , , • • , (1)

where .I( W) is the sum of the internal resistances (at TO) of the
elements of which the transition element is composed, and E the
electromotive force of the transition element at TO.

I have shown 1) that the internal resistance of a CLARx-cell at
TO is proportional to that of the zinc.sulphate solution, saturated
at TO,

Let the measured resistance of a saturated solution of

and that of a saturated solution of Zn 804 ' 6 H20 at the same
temperature = W2• Then

where PI and 'P2 are constants depending- on the capacities of the
CLARK-celIs used and of the vessels in which the resistancea of the
saturated solutions were determined.

If the same vessel is used for all the measurements, the equation
may be written

If we call .Q1 and .Q2 the specific reaistances of the saturated
solutions of Zn 804 • 7 Hs 0 and Zu 804 ' 6.H2 0 at TO ana Y. the
resistance-capacity of the vessel employed in measuring W1 and W2,

then
.Q1 = x 1f1

Q2 = y. W2

and

Or

K= E

~ (..Q1+ ..Q2)

1) The paper relating' to this will appear sllOrHy ill the Zeitschrift fUr physikalische
Chemie.
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The values of the electrical reaction l'elocity constant, ](1' are
placed m the last column of the following table, which contains
the results of the observations.

p E (Mlllivolts) W)

16.2 445.9

14.9 384.2

13.5 337.0

12.3 305.75

10.3 271.60

6.4 236.40

4.2 225.10

1.9 218.50

° 215.0

524.1

452.2

396.3

3uO.35

315.50

274.25

248.85

228.35

215.0

" E
A)= +n, n~

0,0167

0,0178

0,0184

0,0185

0,0175

0,0125

0,0088

0,0042

°
The observations cannot be continued below - 5° because the

cryohydratie temperature of Zn SO~ . 7 Hg 0 lies at about _ 6°.
Representing' the values of ](1 graphically as a function of the

temperature the following curve is obtained.

1~l1lpf'1·atltl·e.

23
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Y01 1.
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From this it is clearly seen that starting from 39° the velocity of
electrical reaction rapidly increases, reaching a maximum at about 1)0

and then diminishing again.
It is worthy of note that the curve, which here represents the

l elocity ot' electrical reaciica» at different temperatures, possesses the
same form as that representing' the rate of crystallisation of many
substances at temperatures below the melting-point 1). I shall take
up this subject more fully later, as also the study of the velocity
of the following reactions:

Zn+CuS04 = Cu +ZnS04 (DANIELL-element).

Zn+JIg-2 804 = IIgit +ZnS04 (CLARK-element).

Zn+2AgOl = Ag2+Zn 012 (WARREN DE LA HUE-clement).

Zn+2Hg 01 = Hg 2 +Zn 012 (HI!:Ll1HOL'I'Z clement).

Amsterdam, February 1899.

Chemistry. - Prof. l!'ltANCHIlIIONT presents to the library of the
Academy the dissertation of Mr. L. T. C. SCl:IE.Y entitled:
"On synthet~ca lly prepared neutral glycel'y l-eihereal sa lis 
triacflins - of saiuraied. monobasic acids with an even number
of G-atoms" and elucidates it in the following words:

Since CHEVREUL'S experiments in the first quarter of this century,
fats, at least animal fats, are considered as mixtures ofglyceryl-ethereal
salts, on account of the products formed by themafter treatmentwith
solutions of bases; but it is extremely rare that il. glyceryl-ethet' hus
been extracted from it in a pure form. The difficulties attached
to such separations have as yet not been sufficiently overcome.

Abuut the middle of this century some of these glyceryl-ethereal salts
have been made synthetically by BERTllELO'l' and others, but generally
they did not obtain them in a pure coudition. Now MI'. SCl-lEY has
with a view to the acids said to have been obtained from butter, made
synthetically eight glycerides, called by him, in order to prevont
confusion with polyglycerinderivatives, triacyli1l8 and has determined

I) See (TtllNLZ, JUUlHul de phybi1ltle (2) 4, (1885) p. lH\l. 'l'UIMAN, Zeitsllhrlft
fur phys, Ohemie, o. ll. 2~, ~2(j (1808). v '~ Iloi r, Yoile-ungen ubei theor. und
phys. Chenue (18118). S. 226.
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their density, refractive power and melting-point. Of these eight, three
wore entirely unknown viz caproin, caprylin and caprin; three: buty
rin, palmitin anti stearin had formerly been prepared synthetically,
but the former two certainly not pure; two: laurin and myristinhad
only been obtained from natural products, but neither quite pure.

The method of preparation adopted by Mr. SCIIEY consists simply
in heating glycerin with an eXCGSS of the acid up to a temperature
ltt which neither the glycerine, nor the acid, nor the ethereal salt
suffer decomposition and under circumstances in which -the water
formed is immediately drawn off as completely as possibly e. g. by a
slight current of air and under diminished pressure in the apparatus,
this being followed by fractional distillation in vacuo or crystalli
zation from different solvents, until one of the properties mentioned
underwent no further noticeable alteration by this treatment. This
fact led to the conclusion of the purity of the product; Mr. SCHEY
attaching little value to elementary analyses in these cases, they
have not been made.

The determination of the specific gravity was always done by
weighing a certain volume of the substance and an equal volume of
water at the same temperature; the exactness acquired in this way
holds good up to one or two unities of the 4th decimal.

The refraction-index was determined for sodium light with a refrac
tometer of PULFlUCH with which generally the 4th decimal is certain.
The determination of the melting-point has not been so exact, but
that differences of one or two tenths degrees may occur.

Mr. SCH~Y has not only determined the three properties of his
products, but also of' the original substances (the acids), whichwore
purified to the highest possible degree, except the two highestacids,
which Dr. L. K O. DE VISSER of Schiedam had kintlly procured
him in n very pure condition. Of the eight triucylins prepared,
tricaprin offers the highest guarantee of purity because it crystallizes
best of all and was obtained in great, clear, well-formed crystals; the
lower terms are at the ordinary temperature liquids of which tribu
tyrin alone has an intensely bitter taste.

Finally Mr. SCIlEY treats of' the methods by which it is possible
to calculate, approximatively at least, density and refractive power
of these substances. The calculation with the numbers determined by
others for the atomicvolumes (even TRAuBE's with the eo-volumes)
aud for the atomicrefraetions, gives results differing pretty much from
those found by l.im. He here points out the little certainty offered
by the generally accepted values for atomicvolumes and atomic
lef'ractioll.

23'"
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Another method of calculation already indicated by Blm'rHELoT

in 1856 viz. from the molecular-volumes and the molecular-refrae,
tions of the substances that have interacted, at equal temperatures,
led to better results. It has already been remarked by others, that
the ethereal salts of the fatty acids in general often seem to be formed
without great change of volume and this seems equally to be the
case with triacylins. For caprin the result of this calculation of the
molecular-volume even perfectly agrees with the one really found;
it does not result therefrorn that this should necessarily be the case
with the other terms as well, and in the subjoined table given by
Mr. SCHI!;Y their deviations are shown. ~

A third method of calculation starts from what is found for ono
of the terms and as all of them rise or fall with an equal diffe
rence of composition, it .takes into account the average value of this
difference. Starting from caprin, as the purest product, the values
calculated on this base and those for molecular-volumes and molecu
lar-refraction concurred pretty well, as will be seen from subjoined
tables.

As to the meltingpoints it was found that they were quite or
nearly quite equal for capric acid and for tricaprin, while for the
lower terms of the triacylins the meltingpoint is below that of the
acid, for the higher ones on the other hand above it, which does
not agree with what Banrner.or thought to have found,

This work will be published in the Recueil des Travaux Chimiques
des Pays-Bus et de la Belgique.

Physics. - "Vu the Vlhrailon« of Electrified Systems, plw;ell in a
lIIafJllefic Field". By Prof. H. A. LOlU:N'l'Z.

(Relld'ill the meeting of Junuury ~Slh ISI)!).

§ l , Many spectral lines show the ZI!:UlIIAN-effeet according to
the well known elementary theory; and are thus changed into
triplets or, if viewed along the lines of force, into doublets, yet thOHJ

are a rather large number of cases, in which the phenomena are more
complicated. COHNU 1) found that the line D1 becomes a quartet,
whose outer and inner COIllPOIlClItl:l uro polarized, the first parallel
uud the latter perpcnd icularly tu the linos uf force. Similar quarlets
have been observed in other cases. Sometimee 2), in triplets and qual'-

1) Oousu, Oouiptes roudus, T. J ;!Ij.

~) BI:Cllll1:11I:J, uud DJ;S]JfI.NJ)HE~, Coiuptes reiulu-, 'f 127, p. 18.
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tctH, the inner nnrl nutor linos have intorchnngod their ordinary
stateR of polarization. Finally MWTIELSON, PRESTON 1) and other
physicists have seen a division of some lines into 0, G or oven 11101'r

eompononts.
I shall examine in this pap(\r, to what extent such multiple lines

mar be explained by appropriate assumptions concerning' the way in
which light is omitted. Of course I am perfectly aware of the possi
hility that my interpretation of the facts will have to be replaced
by a more adequate one. The special form of my hypotheses has
the less value, as in the only case in which I have endeavourer]
to account 1'01' all the peculiarities of the phenomena, I have SIlC

needed but poorly, at the best.

§ 2. Since the components, into which a line is broken up by
ihe magnetic force, are in many cases as sharp as the original line
itself, it must be admitted that the periods of all the luminous par
ticles of the source of light are modified in the same way. This is
only possible in two ways. Either, in the magnetic field, all the
particles must take the same direction, or the modification of the
periods must remain unchanged, into whatever position the particles
may be turned. The first assumption leads however to some diffi
culties 2). I shall therefore suppose the luminous particles to be
spherical bodies, having the same properties in all directions. This
may be true, even though the chemical atoms be of a much less
simple structure; indeed, the vibrating spherical ion may very well
be only a part, perhaps a very small part, of the whole atom 8).

It has been shown in a former paper') that a triplet may beobser
ved if, among the principal modes of vibration of the system, there
be three, for which, outside the magnetic field, the time ofvibration
is the same, or, as we may say, if the system have three equiva
lent degrees of freedom. Afterwards Mr. PANNEKOEK;) remarked
that a quartet may appear if there be, in the same sense, four equi
valent degrees of liberty, and in general, a 1I·fold line, if n of the
principal modes have equal periods.

Now, spherical systems, vibrating in one of their llighel' modes,
have indeed more than three equivalent degrees of freedom.

I) l\{lCHELsoN, Phil. Mug., 1'01. '15, p. 348. PJlFS~'ON, ibidem, p. 325.
2) See LOREN1Z, VersIng der Yerg. Akad, van Wetf'llsrll. VI, p. 197, nnd Arr-h,

11I:er1., Ser. 2, T. 2, p. 5.
I) See J,OllEN'!';I" Verslng del' Verg. Aklldemie van WetellscIlnppf'1I VI, P: 5l 'k
4) Wied. Ann. na, 63, p. 278.
5) VersIng del' Verg'. Akademie van Wetensclwppell VII. p. 120. Proceedings Hor.11

Ac~d. 1'01. I, p. 96
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§ 3. I shall consider in the first place an infinitely thin spheri.
cal shell of radius a, charged, in the state of equilibrium, to a
uniform surface-density a. The surface-densi ty of the pondera ble
matter itself will be denoted by (}. We shall f:,uppose that the points
of the shell can only be displaced along its surface, that the elements
carry their charge along with them, and finally that, after a displa
cement, each element is acted on by an elastic force, which is
brought into play merely by the displacement of the clement itself,
and nut by the relative displacement of' adjacent elements.

When the motions are infinitely small, the elastic force may be
taken proportional to the displacement 11. Let it be

-I/~ 11

per unit area, the constant 1.2 having the same value all over the sphere.
The only connexion between the different parts of the shell will

consist in their mutual electric forces. If the wave-length of the
emitted radiations be very large in comparison with the radius of
the sphere, we have merely to consider the ordinary electrostatic
actions, depending solely on the configuration of the system. Hence
there will be no resistanccs proportional to the velocities, and con
sequently no damping'. In fact, it is "ell known that the damping
which, in some degree, must always Le caused by the loss of
energy, accompanying- the radiation, may be neglected when the
wave-length is yelY much larger than the dimensions of the vibra
ting system.

§ 4. In the absence of magnetic forces the shell can vibrate, in
the following way.

Let Yh be a sutfacc harmonic of Older It. Then the displacement
of a point of the sphere is

. • • . • (1)

Here l is the direction in the surface In which rh increases mOl't
. aYh . l

rapidly, and at IS to be regarded as a vector in this direction .

The coefficient p is the same all over the sphere; it has the form

• • (2j

so that nIl is the frequency of the vibrations.
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In consequence of the displaccmonts (1), thr electric density will
have changed from (J to

(J

(J -\- 7/ (11 -\- 1) -2- P Y" •
Cl

Hence, there will he an electric force

(V = velocity of light) along the surface and, as the density
differs from o by an infinitely small amount, wo may write for
the force pCI' unit area

_ 4 st V 2 _It-=-(It_-\-.:..--:l)
2ft -\- 1

The equnlion of motion becomes

(j2 d YIt
-p-- .

Cl d l

anrl the frequency n" is determined by

o ,1t(7t-\-l) (J2
() n,t = 7c2 -\- -i n V~ ---~ • •••• (3)
, 2ft-\-1 a

Thus, we see that the frequency is the same for all motions
corresponding to a harmonic of order 7t, no matter what particular
harmonic of this order may be chosen. "

If we put It = 1, we obtain the frequency of the slowest vibra
tions; 7t = 2 corresponds to the first of the higher types of motion,
and so on. However each of the different types includes a certain
number of different modes of motion.

In the motion we have considered there is a kinetic energy

f( d 1': 2
'1' - 1 (J L~2 __It) It OJ
-~. at I

d C,) being an element of the sphere, and the integration extending'
all over the surface.

In virtue of the properties of spherical harmonics we ma} also
write
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The potential energy is given by

If we put

and
Q

B,. = 7t (7t + 1) -2" ,
a

these formulae may be replaced by

and

§ 5. We shall now take for 7t a determinate number and consider
only vibrations corresponding to harmonics of this order. These
motions of the common frequency ?ll. may differ from oneanother by
the position of the poles of the harmonic Y/t. Moreover, vibrations
depending on different functions Y/t may be superposed with any
amplitudes and phases we like.

However, not all of these modes ofmotion are mutually independent.
Since any surface harmonic of order It may be decomposed into
2 7t + 1 particular harmonics of the same order, there are only
2 7t + 1 equivalent degrees of freedom, for which the frequency is
'I1/t. As for those 2 71 + 1 fundamental harmonics, as we shall call
them, they need only satisfy the condition that none of them can he
expressed in terms of the other ones. After having chosen these
functions, which I shall denote by
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we may write for the displacement in the most generalcase we shall
have to consider

where each term represents a vector along the surface in the manner
indicated in § 4, so that l has different meanings in the different terms.

The potential and the kinetic energy will now be found to be

+ uI2PI P2 + alSPIPS + etc.

7' = 1b11 h 2+ -1 b22 P22 + 1 bS3 Pl' + etc. • • +

where

As long as we limit the investigation to the vibrations of order11,
we may ignore the other degrees of freedom; we may then consider
the ~ li -I- 1 coefficients PII 2721 Ps ... as the general coordinates.
The equation of motion for the coordinate PI' will be

it will take the form

. • (5)

if, besides the forces which we have considered thus far, there are
other forces whose general components are QI"

§ 6. If an electrified system be vibrating in a maguetic field, its
parts will be acted on by electromagnetic forces proportional to the
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charges. Per unit charge these forces are 16vcn IIJ' the vector prod uf't
of the velocity and the magnetic force in the field.

Let there be a mode of motion A; with frequency 11, before thero
is any magnetic force, and let F be the electromagnetic forces arising
from this motion as soon as the field is produced. The direction of
these forces will obviously change with the frequency ?'I, and to deter
mine their action on the system is a problem of ,,] esonance" or of
"forced vibrations". In general, the system will respond to the forces
F by a motion in several of its other fundamental modes. In fact,
any particular motion B will certainly be excited if only the forces
F do a positive or negative work in an infinitelysmall displacement
corresponding to that mode B.

Since the electromagnetic forces are perpendicular to the velo
cities, the forces P will do no work if the infinitely small displa
cement belong Ito the mode A itself. A direct influence of the forces
F on the motion A which gave rise to them is thereby excluded.

As to the other modes, all depends on their frequency. If the
frequency n' of a motion B be considerably different from n, the
forced vibration B, if it exist at all, will be very insignificant, for
experience shows the forces F to be very feeble as compared with
the other forces acting in the system. As well as the forces F
themselves, the amplitude of the forced vibrations B will be pro
portional to the strength H of the field. Hence, the electromagnetic
forces F ', which exist in consequence of the vibration B, will be
of the order H 2, and it will be permitted to neglect their reaction
on the original motion.

The case is quite different as soon as the frequency of B is
equal to that of A. The amplitude of the new motion B will then
rise to a much higher value; as may be deduced from the equll
tions of the problem, it will reach the same order of magnitude as
the amplitude of A itself. The influence of the forces pIon the ori
ginal motion will likewise be much greater than in the former case.

One may see by a simple reasoning that this influence will
consist in a modification of the period. Since the forces F have
the same phase as the velocities in the motion A, there will be a
difference of phase of 1/4 period between them and the displacements
A. On the other hand, the displacements in the motion B have
the same or the opposite phase as the forces F, and the phase of
the forces F ' will differ by J/4 period from that of the displacements
B. These latter forces will therefore have the same or the oppo
site phase as the displucements A, and this is precisely what is
required, if the)" are to change the frequency of A.
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We sec at the same time that the simultaneous motions A and
B will differ in phase by 1/4. period, This is the reason why cir
cularly polarized light can be emitted in the direction of the lines
of force.

§ 7. The foregoing reasoning shows that, in the magnetic field,
the vibrations of order h will never be perceptibly modified by
the vibrations of different mders, We may therefore continue to
consider them by themselves. Now, the meaning of the term Q,.,.
in equation (5) is this, that Q,.,. ,Yp,.,. is the work of the electromag
netic forces coircspouding to the infinitely small displacement deter
mined by (~p,.,.. But the electromagnetic forces are linear functions
of the velocities ; consequently, Q,.,. will take the form

• • • (G)

The coefficients E arc easily calculated. Let the centre of the
shell be the origin of coordinates, the axis of z having the direction
of the magnetic force 11. Thon, if l' be the distance to the
centre, and

the -solid ha!monic of degree It, con esponding to the SUI face har
monic Y"(l-, I find

:1', y, N.v,

Ha f awh ,.,. ~h"" aw",.,.c - z d (0) (7)(l-J - a:l h + 2 ~' all oz
aWh J oWhy aW".

a.e ay oz

I shall suppose that the axis of y points to the place the observer
occupies when viewing- the phenomena across the lines of force.

It will sometimes be found convenient to distinguish the funda
mental harmonics by suffixes, indicating the position of their poles.
Thus Yz will be the surface harmonic of the first order whose pole
is determined by the intersection of the axis of III with the sphere;
Yxy the harmonic of the second order, having its poles on the axes
of .'!I and y, Yxz the zonal harmonic, whose poles coincide on the
axis of J'. If these notations be used, the suffix which indicates
the order of the harmonic may be omitted,
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By (7) we see that

1'1'-1'-=0 ,

These relations would hold for all electrified systems, vibl'ilting
in the magnetic field.

§ 8. We shall begin by examining the vibrations, depending on
harmonics of the first order.

Let the fundamental harmonics be

Thcn:

Yn=Yx ,

Wn = x,

Y12 = I y ,
W12 =y,

Y13 = Yz ,

TV13 = z •

• (8)

(9)

From these equations we conclude that, for IJ = 0 and 1-1 _ 0,
all vibrations have the frequency 111, given hy

'"hich follows also from (3).
When there is a. magnetic field, the vibrations coiresponding to

Yz will still have this frequency 111, but besides these there will be
two motions with a modified time of vibration. In order to find
them; wo mny suppose that 1J} and P2 contain the factor emt multi-
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plied by quantities independent of the time. 'I'hen, neglecting'
quantities of the Older of H2, we may satisfy (8) and (9), by as~

Burning either

01'

In these formulae

or, writing e for the total charge 4. 1lu2a, and m for the total
mass 4 n:a,2(/,

In the two modes of motion, which correspond to p2=+ipI' and
P2 = - i PI, and the expressions for which are got in the ordinary
way by taking only the real parts of the complex quantities, the
coexisting Y~- and Yy-vibrations will show a difference of phase of
1/4 period. This difference will have opposite signs for the two modes.

The vibrations corresponding to surface harmonics of the first
order may be roughly described as OSCIllations of the entire charge
III the direction of one of the axes of coordinates, or, to speak more
correctly, in these vibrations there exists at every instant an "electric
moment" parallel to one of the axes. Thus it appears that the mode
of motion we have now examined closely resembles the one that is
assumed in the elementary theory of the ZEEMAN-effect and it is but
natural that we should again be led to the triplets and doublets of
thi::. theory. Only, for equal values of e and m the change 1/) of
the frequency is half of what it would be in the elementary explanation.

~ 9. In iuvestiguting the vibrations of the secoud Older wc shall
illtl'OUllCC two new axes OX' aud OY', which are got by rotating
ox and UY in their plane and the first of which bisects the angle
WY. Wc shall take fur the fundamental harmonics:

'YP may lc,llly UU so, because any harmonic uf the second order
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may be decomposed into these five functions. Now we have the
o lowing solid harmonics

and, putting

the followius values of the coefficients:e

b -- =4 Ro
DO I" '"'

f1Z =+ 2fZ I ~Zl = - 2 EZ

All coefficients that have not been mentioned here have the
value o.

The equations of motion become

3 fJz PI =- 3 (,(2 PI + 2 f2liz .

3 fJz jJz = - 3 (,(zpz - 2 fzh.

3 (iz jj3 = - 3 (,(zPs +E2li4

3/1z [14 = - 3a2P4 -E2h

• (10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

It appears that, in the absence of a magnetic force, all vibrations
of the second order will have a common frequency n2, given by

o (,(2 _ Az
~o~=- -,., (12 - Bz •

When the shell is placed in the magnetic field, it will he only
for the Yzz-vibrations that this frequency remains unchanged, 3nJ
there will be [our motions with a slightly increased or diminisheo
frequency.
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Operating again with expressions that contain the factor !ill t , we
can satisfy (10) and (11) by the values

P2 = +i PI , n = 11:3 +1/2' ,

and likewise by

P2 = - i PI , n = n2 - n~ I

the change in the frequency being given by

III both cases we have to do with a combination of a Y.:ty- and
a YX'y'·vlbration, the two vibrations having- equal amplitudes, and
differing in phase by 114 period.

From (12) and (13) we deduce the possibility of two similar
combinations of a yx~- and a Y'y~-vibration; the frequency is

n2 +i 112' I

for one combination, and

for the other.

§ 10. Similar results are obtained by supposing that a charge
is distributed with uniform volume-density Cl over a spherical space
and that each element of volume, after having undergone a dis
placement 11 from its position of equilibrium, iSI acted on by an
clastic force, proportional to the displacement. Let k2 11 be this force
pel' unit volume, (J the uniform volume-density of the ponderable
matter, and let us suppose that this density is invariable and that,
besides the churge a, the sphere contains an equal charge of opposite
sigil that is iuunocable. '1'l1e11 , outside the magnetic field, a motion
represented by

a WlLa=PaT (14)

may take place.
By l I hnve now indicated the direction in space in which the

solid harmonic WA increases most rapidly, and the differential coeffi
cient is to be understood as a vector in that direction. The factor p
is still of the form (2), and for the frequency I find
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This formula is of some interest in connection with an important
phenomenon that presents itself in the series of spectral lines. If,
namely, the number l~ is made to 'increase indefinitely, the frequency
11ft approaches to a determinate limit.

It appears from (14) that in the present case, as well as in the
former one, each type of motion corresponds to a certain spherical
harmonic. Hence, all the reasonings of-the foregoing articles may
be repeated with only a slight modification.

I shall not dwell at length on this subject; suffice it to say, that
in the magnetic field the vibrations of the first order have thc
three frequencies

He
nl± -,

2m

whereas the frequencies of the motions of the second order are

Ile
112 ± - and

2m

He
71 2 ± - .

4m

In these expressions e again denotes the total charge, and m the
total mass.

§ 11. The fundamental electromagnetic equations for the sur
rounding ether enable us to determine the vibrations emitted by
the systems whose motion we have examined. The expressions for
the components of the dielectric displacement will contain terms
inversely proportional to the distance r, but also other termsvarying
as the second and higher powers of r-1 • Now, it is clear that
only the terms of the first kind are to be taken into account when
we treat of the emission of light. If these terms are calculated for
the vibrations of the first and the second order, they are found in

the latter case to contain the factor ~, a being, again the radius

of the sphere, and)., the wave-length of the emitted radiations. If,
therefore, the displacements on the sphere itself in the Y2-vibrations
were of the same order of magnitude as those in the Y1-vibrations,
the light produced by the first would be very much feebler than that
which is due to the latter, All determinations of molecular dimen-
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sions tend to show that ~ is an excessively small fraction; if it

were otherwise, there would lie so much damping that the spectral
lines could not be as sharp as they are.

Now one might believe that on the sphere itself the amplitude of
the Y2-vibrations were so much greater than that of the Yrvibrations,
that the motions of the second order could produce a perceptible

amount of light, notwithstanding the smallness of the factor ;. As

suming this for an instant, improbable though it seemed, and deter
mining by my formulae, for the shell as well as for the solid sphere,
the properties of the emitted rays of light, I was led precisely to
CORNU'S quartet if I supposed the observations to take place across
the lines of force, the middle line of the quintet vanishing alto
gether. This seemed very promising at first sight, but, considering
the radiation along the lines of force, I found that in this case it
ought to be the two inner lines of the quartet tl;at remained, and not
the outer ones, as observation has shown to be the case. This suffices

to banish all idea that the influence of the factor ~ might becom

pensated by a large amplitude in the sphere. We cannotbut take for
granted that the vibrations corresponding to harmonica ofthe second
order are incapable of radiating. This is due to the circumstance
that in adjacents parts of the sphere there are equal and opposite
displacements of equal charges.

Of course, the vibrations of still higher orders will be equally
incapable of producing rays, and similar remarks will apply to sys
tems of a totally different nature. Thus, the higher tones of a
sounding' body whose dimensions are very much smaller than the
wave-length, will be very feebly heard, and it is for a similar
reason that the tone of a tuning fork has to be reinforced by a
resonance case. After all it seems very probable that the light of a
flame is in every case caused by vibrations in which there is a
variable electric moment in a definite direction, and which may in
so far be called of the first order, though they need not depend
precisely on a spherical harmonic. If this principle be admitted, it
may be shown that, along the lines of force, only those components
remain visible which are polarized in the direction of these lines ,
when viewed across the field.

§ 12. Seeking for some means by which the vibrations of the
second order might be made to reveal themselves in the spectrum,

24
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vel. 1.
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and by which therefore the multiple lines in the- ZEEMAN~effect migh
perhaps be explained, I have been led to the assumption that in a
source of light there exist not only the primary vibrations we have
so far considered, but also secondary vibrations which are produced
in the way of VON HELMHOLTZ'S combination tones. This assumption is
by no means a new one. Many years ago, Mr. V. A.. JULIUS 1) has
remarked that the many equal differences existing' between the fre
quencies of different lines of a spectrum, seem to indicate the presence
of such secondary vibrations. Indeed, it seems difficult to conceive
another cause for the constancy of the, difference of frequencies
which is found e.g, in the doublets of the alkali metals. It ought to
be remarked that secondary vibrations, the word being taken in its
widest sense, may arise in very different ways. The displacements
may be so largo that the elastic forces - and in our spheres also
the electric forces - are no longer proportional to the elongations,
Or, perhaps, the vibrations will cause the superficial density of the
charged shell to vary to such a degree, that the convection current
cannot be reckoned proportional to the velocity and the original
density. Moreover, two vibrating particles may act upon each other
and each or one of them may thus be made to vibrate as a whole.
This case would present itself e.g., if there were two concentric
spherical shells, each of them capable of vibrating in the way we
have examined. They might have different frequencies, or even ono
of them might have the frequency 0; i. e., one sphere might be
charged to an invariable density proportional to some surface harmonic.

It is not necessary to make any special assumption concerning the
mechanism by which the secondary vibrations are produced. It will
suffice to assume that the system is perfectly symmetrical all around
the centre of a particle and that, if in one primary VIbration we
have to do with expressions of the form:

q C08 (nt + c), • • . • • • • • (15)

and in a second one with similar expressions:

q'C08 (n't + c')I' • • • • • • • (16)

the derived vibrations will depend on the product

I) V. A. JULIUS, De Iineaire spectra del' elementen, Verh. der Kon, Aknd. s,
Wetensoh., Deel 26.
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q (/ cos (nt +c) cos (n't+c') ::::: 1q q' cos [(n - n') t + (c - c') J+
+ t q q' cos [(n + n') t + (c+ c')].

Of the two vibrations, I shall only consider the one whose fre
quency is n-n'.

§ 13. It is easily seen, and may be verified by working out some
example, that we can obtain a secondary vibration of the first order,
i. e. one which really emits light, by combining a vibration of the
second order with one of the first order, these primarymotions being
executed either by the same sphere, or by two concentric shells.

Let us now imagine the three vibrations corresponding to the
functions Yx, Yg and Yz, and the five vibrations determined by Y.y,

Y3:'l1' =! (Yyy- Y,ex), Yxz, Yyz, Yz~. Let the factor p that has been intro
duced in § 4 be of the form (15) for oneof the former vibrations, and
of the form (16) for one of the latter. By considering the symmetry
of the system, it may be shown that a secondary vibration in the
direction of one of the axes of coordinates can only be produced by
the combination of these two, if, among the three indices ofthe two
harmonics, the one that corresponds to the axis considered, appeal'
an uneven number of times. 'I'hus the mutual action of a Y:rlF and
a Y:1-vibmtion will call forth only a vibrationin the direction of 0Y.

Another question is to determine the amplitudes of the derived
vibrations taking place along OX, OYand OZ. In everyspecial case
the amplitude must be proportional to qq'; we may therefore denote
it by multiplying- qq' by a certain amphtude factor,

These factors are not independent of one another i they may all
be expressed in terms of one of them. To understand this, it must
be kept in mind that, if the first of the two coinbilled primaries
It and b be decomposed into some components, say into al , a2, etc.,
the secondary vibration Ia, b ] may be considered as the resultant
of {all bl, {a~l bI, etc. If we denote the amplitude factors by
[Y.,t-x, y x]x, etc., the last index indicating the direction of the
secondary vibration, we shall have

and

The last formula is a consequence of the relation
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Let us put

Then

so that the amplitude factor is now known in all cases in which the
harmonic of the second order is It zonal one whose pole coincides
with that of the other harmonic or is 90° distant from it. All other
cases may be reduced to these two by suitable decomposition of the
harmonics. In this way I find the values of the amplitude factors
inscribed in the following table; the letters x, y, z again serve to
indicate the direction of the secondary vibration.

y YX'Y' Yxz Yyz Yzzxy

Yx + %7. (y) - 3/47. (x) + %,7. (z) 0 - ! 7. (x)

Yy + 8/47. (x] + %7. (y) 0 +3/4~(Z) - i ~ (y)

Yz 0 0 + 3/4~ (x) + 3/4? (y) + ~ (z)

§ 14. In the magnetic .field there are three modes of motion of
the first order, whose frequencies are

nJ + n'l I nl - nil I nl' . (17)

We shall call the amplitudes of the variable PI (§ 8) in the fir&t
two motions, and that of the variable Pa in the last one

Then there are five motions of the second order, having the
frequencies

Let

respectively be the amplitudes of Pl (§ 9) for the two first motions,
of Ps for the third and fourth, and of P« for the last vibration.

We shall now take as an example the combination of the first
of the vibrations (17) with the first of (18).

The motion of the second order consists in a Yxy~ and a Y\',y"

vibration for which we may respectively write
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and

On the other hand, there are at the same time a Y~·vibration

and a Yy-vibration

ql cor; [(nl + nl') t + c + 1: n] •

Oonsulting the small table of the last Art., I find a vibration

3/4 Y. ql Ql' cos [(n2 - nl + 112' - nl') t + c' - C- in] 

- % Y. ql qi' cos [(112 - 111 + 112' - 111') t + C' - C+ t »I =

= Sf2 Y. Ql ql' cos [(112 - 111 + 112' - 111') t + C' - 0 - § n]

parallel to OX, and a vibration

8/4 Y. ql Ql' cos [(112 - nl + 112' - nl') t + c' - c] +
+ 8/4 Y. ql Ql' C08 [(112 - 111 + 112' - nl') t + c' - 0] =

= 8/2 Y. ql Ql' C08 [(112 - nl + 122' - nl') t + 0'- 0)

in the direction of OY Hence, across the lines of force we shall
see light whose vibrations are perpendicular to the lines offorceand

whose intensity may be put proportional to .! y'
2 qI2 Ql'2. Since there

• 4
is a difference of phase of 1/4 period between the two secondary
vibrations, both together will produce circularly polarized light along
the lines of force.

By similar reasoning it is found that the second of (17) and
the second of (18) do not produce any secondary vibrations.

Examining all the 15 combinations, I find the following results,
as reg-ards the radiation across the lines of force.

A. There will be seen in the spectrum the following lines, whose
vibrations are parallel to the lines of force.

1. A central line whose frequency is 112-111' and whose in
tensity is proportional to

Q82 Q'52 [12] •
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2. Two side lines, each at a distance of ~ 1l'},'-n1' from the
preceding one. Their intensities are

9 2 '2 9 2 ,4" ql qg 19] and 7 q2 q4 2 [9] .

B. The following lines will bo produced by vibrations perpen
dicular to the lines of force.

1. Two lines at distances 112'-72/ from A, 1. Intensities:

2. Two lines at distances ~ n'2 from A, 1. Intensities:

3. Two lines at distances n'l from A,1. Intensities:

: q12 q'5
2

[:] and : q22 q'5
2
[: J.

In the observations along the lines of force, the lines B only
will be seen, with the same relative intensities. 'I'hey will then be
circularly polarized.

Of course, the source of light will contain innumerable molecules
for which the quantities q and q' will have widely different values.
Assuming- that both the vibrations of the first and those of the
second order take place indifferently in all directions, and that even
a particular vibration of one kind may be equally accompanied by
vibrations of the other kind ill all possible directions, I find for
the relative intensities the numbers inclosed in brackets.

Perhaps the way in which the ions are made to vibrate will be
unfavourable to the existence at the same time of certain particular
vibrations of the first and the second order; some ofthe derived vibra
tions would then have a smaller intensity than the one indicated.
As to the middle line A, 1, it must always be weakened by ab
sorption in the exterior parts of the source. Yet, in the case of
luminous particles of a symmetrical structure, it seems impossible
that this central line should ever vanish altogether.

§ 15. If there were no ZEEMAN-effect for the vibrations of the
first order, we should have n'l = 0, and the lines E, 3 would form
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a single line in the middle, whose intensity would be 3. If in this
case, for one reason or another, this line B, 3, and the lines A, 1
and E, 2 were to disappear or to become imperceptible, we should
only see A,2 and B, 1 and this would he a quartet as has been
observed by CORNU.

The case n'2 = 2/8 n'l (§ 9) is likewise of some interest. B, 1 and
E,2 would then form a single pair, each of whose components would
have the intensity 27/2, The distance of these strong lines would be
half that of the lines A,2, and, if it were not for A, 1 and B, 3 we
should have a quartet, the outer components of which would be
polarized perpendicularly to, and the inner components in the direc
tion of the lines of force. Quartets of this kind have been really
observed.

§ ] 6. The following remarks remain to be made.
1. Since the frequency of the secondary vibrations is wholly

determined by that of the primary ones, we need not trouble our
selves about a direct ZEEMAN-effect in these secondary vibrations.

2. Any explanation of the spectral lines must accountfor their re
ve1·sibility. Consequently, the foregoing theory, whichattributes some
lines to derived vibrations, will hold only, if a system can be made
to vibrate by the action of forces, whose period corresponds not to
a primary, but to a secondary vibration of the system. I believe
this to be really possible, but for want of space, I shall Dot now
insist on this point.

3. If one wishes to apply the above considerations to vibrations of
an order, higher than the second, one soon perceives that it is
impossible to obtain a motion of the first order by combining these
higher modes with vibrations of the first order.

Vibrations that are capable of radiating Illay however be derived
from two vibrations whose order differs by unity. lfnow the primary
motions showed the peculiarity that has been mentioned in § 10
and has been observed in the series of spectral lines, this peculiarity
would also present itself in those derived vibrations whose frequency
is the sum of the frequencies of the primaries; it would not exist
in the secondary vibrations corresponding to the difference of these
frequencies. I must acknowledge however that this conception of
the series of spectral lines seems hardly reconcilable to the fact of
so large a number of lines becoming simple triplets in the magnetic
field.

(Dlal'cll 22th, 1899.)
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of uberration in the supposition ofu vnriable density of the ether", By Piof H. A. LOREl\TZ,
p. 448. - "On reducible hypeielliptic Integrals", By PIOf. J. C. I{LUYVER, p. 448.

The following papers were read:

Physiology. - U The effect produced upon Respiration by faradic
excitation of some nerve-tracts", By C. WnlKLER and J.
WIA.RllI BECKMAN.

In one of the previous meetings 1) of the Academy, we made a
communication about the results of our experiments upon the chan
ges of respiration, occasioned by faradic excitation of the cortex of
the frontal brain in dogs. We then demonstrated, that a defined spot
(our point 16).'&) answers to that excitation by increasing the func-

~) C. Vl'INIO,ER, Attention and respiration. Proceedings of the royal Academy of
SCiences. Amsterdam. Saturday, October 20th 1898. p. 121.

2) Ibidem, cf. :l!'ig. XX-XXHI.
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ions of the inspiratory centres, which are supposed to exist in the
medulla oblongata.

Strong currents call forth a forced permanen t inspiration (oeca,
sionally a deep inspiration folio wed by lengthening (suppression) of
the expiration). Weak currents cause acceleration of respiration.
Often, both these effects, may be observed combined.

So with respect to this problem, we took the side of li{UNK 1)

and SPENCER 2) against HITZIG 3) and FRANQOIS FRANCK 40).
During our experiments we found that a regular respiration was

to be considered extremely rare, with the animals at our disposal.
Acceleration of rhythm, variation of-amplitude, superficial inspi

ration alternating with a deep or a very deep one, all these applt
l'cntly spontaneous disturbances were often observed, and may occur
without any electric stimulation of the cortex. They were a hin
dranco to our experiments.

Two circumstances could be considered to be the cause of the
irregularity in the respiration of our animals; the narcosis, which
could not be dispensed with, as a painful operation had to be per
formed, and the serious operation, necessary for the exposure of the
cortex of the brain. Both influence the respiration, increasing the
action of the inspiratory functions.

The influence of morphia-narcosis.

All the animals experimented on, were operated in ether-narcosis,
aftet the injection of a small quantity of murias morphiei
(± 0.005-0.010 Gr. pro kilogramme weight of the animal).

It may be true, and we also stated the fact, that the irregular
respiration may be made into a regular one, in rhythm and in amplitude,
by means of ether, but we did not dare make useof this poison, con
sidering the uncertain influence exercised by it on the excitability of
the psycho-motor centres of the'cortex.

On the other side it is a well-known fact, that ether-narcosis passes

1) HEn~fAN MUNK. Ueber die Fuuetionen der Grosshim-Rinde. Elfte Mittheilung.
18\!0. S. IS\!. (Gelesen in der Gesnmmt-Sitzung del' Koniglichen Akndemie del' Wis·
senschuften zu Berlin, am 20 Juli 1882).

2) W. G. SPENCER. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society. London 1895.
Vol. 185. p. 609. The effect produced upon Respiration by faradic excitation of the
cerebrum in the monkey, dog, cat and rabbit.

3) EnUARn Hl'rZIG. Untersuchungeu ueber das Gehirn, Berlin 1874 S. 84.
I) FRAN90IS FltANOK. Leeons sur lea fonctions du cerveau, Paris 1887. P 126-162.
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off quickly and our experiments began at the earliest, an hour after
the cessation of the narcosis.

As for our experiments, a discussion of the influence of ether can
therefore have no 'Value.

It was a different case, with the small quantity of morphia which
we injected four hours before the beginning of our experiments.
Onr reason for doing so was partly to keep the dogs a long time
quiet (insensible to pain), partly to use its influence for the stimu
lation of the cortex as morphia increases the irritability of the psy
cho-motor centres to a certain extent.

The influence of morphia on the respiration was evident in all
the tracings we obtained of our animals. In consequence of the very
moderate dose of morphia which was used, the respiration may be
somewhat slower and deeper than before, but (and this is a charac
teristic feature in the tracing of the respiration in morphinised dogs),
every now and then, in some cases frequently, the regular tracing
is interrupted by a quick and very deep inspiration, followed by a
slow and prolongated - a suppressed - expiration (Fig. 1).

This long and deep sigh which we cunei! the morphia-sigh, we
always met with in the tracing of the respiration of morphinised dogs.

Sounds in the neighbourhood, e. g. the clapping of hands, the
rattling of the hammer of the induction- apparatus, maycall it forth.
Often, in the majority of cases even, it seems to come, without any
exterior influence.

Another irregularity, which is closely connected with the typical
one 'we described, is the following:

Short inspirations, not very deep, but quick, are noticed in the
tracing, during the prolongated expirations, characteristic to the sigh.
They change the aspect of the sigh. It seems, as if a secundary type
of respiration with a quick rhythm, is superimposed upon the ordinary
type. This superposition may be seen at the veryfirst in the expiration
phase of the morphia-sigh, but often the quick respirations appeal' in
the expiration-phase of several respirations, sometimes even in every
one of then. (Fig. 2.)

Both changes, the deep inspiration with lengthened expiration,
and the quickened respiration, at first only noticeable during the
period of expiration, speak in favour ofincreased inspiratoryfunctions.

They are of the same nature as the inspiratory effects, observed
during the excitation of our point 16 of the frontal part of the
cortex 1). As we mentioned before, it is known that morphia increases

1) G. "YIXKLDR. J. c. p.158 find lig. XXV, XXVII und XXYIII.
25*
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somewhat the excitability of the psycho-motor centres 2). We stated,
that ether, in diminishing the irritability of those centres3),causes all
those irregularities to disappear.

We also observed that acoustic and opticimpressions werein many
cases the perceptible causes of these sighs, and it is knownin human
pathology, that a general stimulation of the human cortex (menin
gitis, tumour of the frontal lobe) may occasion similar sighs.

So there is room for the opinion, that morphia exercises the same
influence on the point 16 of the frontal cortex as on the other
psycho-motor centres, and that our experiments were made on dogs,
whose inspiratory functions were increased by a tonus, proceeding
from the cortex of the brain. We notice at the same time twodiffe
rent effects upon those inspiratory functions, 10 the deep inspira
tion, 20 the quickening of rhythm.

The influence of the operation.

Of still greater importance is the effect of the operation on the
animal, after the increasing (by morphia) of its sensibility to influences
which promote inspiratory effects.

Nerves (the optic Nerve and two branches of the trifacial Nerve)
are exposed and cut through, and so are stimulated mechanically.

This stimulation changes the respiration,

Effect of the faradio excitation of the optic Nerve

upon the Respiration.

The tracing of the respiration registered during the faradic excita
tion of the optic Nerve (fig. 3 N. opt.) is a very characteristic one.

When stimulating with a very weak current (12 cm. distance
between the two coils) a quick and very deep inspiration is piodu
ced, immediately followed by a lengthened, suppressed expira
tion. The stimulus not being of too long duration, the suppression
of the expiration lasts as long as the stimulation, and sometimes
even longer.

After stimulating with moderate currents (l0-6 cm. distance
between the two coils) the tracing of respiration is that which is
reproduced ill fig. 3. A. series of quick respirations is superimposed

1) HITZIG 1. C. p, 38.
2) HITZIG 1. C. p. 39.
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upon the tracing of the deep, sigh-like respiration, mentioned above,
Always the deep inspiration sets in at the beginning, the suppression
of the expiration lasts till the stimulus ceases. Usually the stimulation
causes also stretching of the neck.

It proves that it is necessary to control the tracing ofthe thoracal
movements (registered with the pneumograph of M.A.REY) by the
tracing of the changes which the pressure of the air in the trachea 1)
undergoes. The quick respirations then appear as violent gasps,
eausing Yel'y extensive movements of the lever, inspiratory as well
as expiratory.

The stimulation ceasing, the inspiratory effect still continues. After
a strong stimulus a few quick respirations take place followed by
deep inspiration.

The effect of the excitation of the N. trigeminus upon
the Respiration.

Equally characteristic is the effect of the excitation of the first
branch of the N. trigeminus upon the respiration.

We examined the N. frontalis and the N. lacrymalis of the ramus
ophthalmicus Nervi trigemini (Fig. 3 r. lacr, N. V.). As yet we
will not speak of the N. ethmoidalis and the N. naso-ciliaris.

Even the weakest currents (12 cm. distance between the coils)
cause quick, violent gasps, inspiratory as well as expiratory, such
as we mentioned previously, in speaking of the opticNerve. The first
of the quick respirations may be an expiration, in general this is
not tbe case. The tracing now obtained, forms however a perfect
contrast to that of the respiration produced by the excitementof the
optic Nerve; the effect is not characterised by the sigh, the maximal
inspiration followed by suppressed expiration does not exist. On the
contrary, the inspiratory position of the thorax slowly increases. The
stimulus having ceased, the slowly extended, but now distinctly inspi
ratory position of the thorax changes suddenly and makes place for
a forced expiratory position, though the quick respiration continues

1) For this purpose the vertical tube of a hollow T-oanule is introduced into the
trachea. The air enters freely through one horizontal arm, the other is connectedwith
MAREY'S drum. The tracings show only the quick changes of pressure of the air
in the trachea. Continuons conditions, such as a permanent inspiratory or expiratory
condition of the thorax are registered as zerolines, and slow variations of pressure,
even if they are noticeable, are registered (one of the legs of the T-canulebeing open)
in an incomplete manner.
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for a time. Then generally one or more sighs follow, after which
normal respiration is restored.

The N. infra-orbitalis rami supra-maxillaris N. trigemini answers
to the excitation by a change of respiration different from that
produced by stimulation of the N. opticus, but also differing
at least in some measure, from the effect of the excitation on the
first branch of this Nerve. The effect, even when but very weak
currents are used, is always the same, a strong permanent inspi.

-ratory situation of thorax, accompanied by very quick respiration
(Fig. 4). The tracing of the respiration differs, in this case, from
the maximal sigh-like inspiration produced by stimulating the optic
nerve, by its permanence, and by the after-effect, which is a forced
expiration and long cl uration of the quickened rhythm. It differs also
from the tracing produced by excitation of the first branch, the
quickening here taking place in a more marked manner and during
permanent deep inspiratory position of the thorax, and the after-effect
also being more marked and lasting longer.

These facts prove, that the effect ofexcitation of the N. opticus and
of the N. trigeminus on respiration cannot be so simply formulated
as CHRISTIANI 1) did by saying that excitation of the optic Nerve
produced an inspiratory, that of the N. trigeminus an expiratory effect.

Faradic excitation of' the three nerves mentioned, always accelerate
the respiration, that is to say, each of them exercises the same
influence on the second of the inspiratory effects above mentioned,
but each of them has a somewhat -different effect on the first of
the so called inspiratoryeffects i. e. Oll the deepening ofthe inspiration.

The faradic excitation of the optic Nerve calls forth the maxi
mal deep inspiration, directly followed by lengthened expiration,
suppressed as long as the stimulus lasts - what we have called
sigh -, that of the first branch of the N. trigeminus produces none
or very little effect, it increases slowly the inspiratory position of
the thorax, that of the second branch of this Nerve maintains the
thorax in a permanent and maximally extended state.

The different tracings of respiration, obtained during excitation of
the nerves, make it advisable to suppose that two different inspira
tory effects, acceleration of rhythm and deepening ofamplitude, exist.

The deepening of the amplitude however may appear in twoforms 1°,
as the quick, maximally deep inspiration followed by a suppression

1) AUTHUR CHRISTIANI. Ueber Athmungseentra und centripetale Atl1mnngsner"en.
Monntsberichte der koniglich preussischen Akudemie der Wrssenschaften zu Berlin.
H82. (Sitz. 17 Febr. 1881). S. 213.
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of the expiration our sigh -, 20 as a permanent and maxi
mal inspiratory position of the thorax (SPENCER'S over-inspiratorytonus).

'I'he excitation of these nerves makes it possible to distinguishand
separate the two inspiratory effects. The optic Nerve, when excit
ed with a very weak current only produces the rise of the sigh,
the excitation of the first branch of the fifth Nerve in that case
quickens respiration. Somewhat stronger currents generally call
forth' both effects (SPENOER'S over-inspiratory clonus) together. A
very strong current may give in both cases a permanent inspiratory
effect. .At the same time the tracing of respiration during the exci
tation of the optic Nerve, can in no case be confounded with one,
written during the excitation of the first branch of the fifth Nerve.

If the cortex of the brain is excited at the point 16 of our dia
gl'am the same order of effects is produced. Weak currents cause
acceleration of .rhythm, 1) moderate currents deep inspiration, length.
ened and suppressed expiration, often with a quick rhythm of res
piration superimposed in the tracing,2) strong currents may produce
an over-inspiratory tonus. 3)

The same effect is produced as soon as the side wall of the
third ventricle is stimulated. We fully confirmed OIIRJSTlA.:NI'S

results on this subject, as opposed to those of KNOLL 4). The
excitation of a spot in the side wall of the ventricle, situated under
the commissura posterior, produces inspiratory effects. Again weak
currents cause acceleration of rhythm, moderate currents cause deepe
ning of inspiration combined with acceleration, strong currents pro
duce a forced, permanent inspiration (Fig. 5). It seems probable too,
that in this case, no centres are excited} but nerve tracts ori
ginated from the cortex cerebri in the region of point 16 of our
diagram.

Our operation often causes the accelerated type of respiration, by
mechanical excitation of the Nerves. This is nearly always the case, if
it is necessary to remove the contents of the orbita, in order to make
1'0011\ for the exposure of the frontal and basal parts of the brain.

The ophthalmic artery and the ophthalmic vein must be tied and
often it is impossible to tie the ligature, without taking the optic

I) WlNKLER 1. c. fig. XXIV.
2) WINKf,ER 1. c. fig. XXV and fig. XXVIII,
3) WINKLER 1. c. fig. XXVI and fig. XXVII.
1) Prof. Ph. KNOLL. Beitriige zur Lehre van der Athmungs-Innervetion. 6te Mittb.

ZUf Lehre vom Einflusz des centralen Nervenaystems nuf die Atbmung. Sitzungsber.
(l. K. Ak. d. Wissensch. in Wien. Bd. XII. Abth. IlI. S. 283.

-- - _.--- ._---~--'----
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Nerve and the first branch of the N. trigeminus into it. If this
happens, one may suddenly see the regular rhythm which existed
before quickened not only, but the acceleration of rhythm may be
superimposed upon the existing rhythm (Fig. 6).

Then a very typical tracing of respiration is obtained. Not always
the superposnion of the quick rhythm takes place socompletely, often
the acceleration covers the former type partially, and if the sighs,
men tioned before, into] fere with the two rhythms of respiration des
cribed, the tracing may become of an extreme irregularity. In such
cases it is impossible to experiment on the changes, which respira
tion undergoes during the stimulation of the cortex.

The effect of the excitation of bulbus, tractus and lobus
olfuctorius upon respiration.

If the consequences of the narcosis and the operation are known,
and the tracings obtained in such abnormal conditions understood,
it may be possible to study the strange effects, which the excitation
of the bulbus, the tractus and the lobus olfactorius produces upon
respiration.

MUNK, DANILEWSKY, 1) UN"VEltRICllT 2) and others obtained expira
tory effects on stimulating different parts, principally the basal parts
of the brain. SPE:KOER mentions the effects after stimulating the
lobus olfactorius in a most accurate manner.

Our results differ in many points from the results reported uy these
authors. In a single point our experiments agree with, and confirm
the view of SPENOER viz. with regard to the existence of a well
defined spot on the lobus olfactorius, stimulation of which produces
slowing of respiration and arrest of the respiration in expiration,
even if weak currents are used.

In our diagram (Fig'. 9) this point is indicated by the letters
f and g. It is found on the lobus olfactorius, on the border of
the fissura rhinica, exactly behind the place where the fissura prae·
sylvia touches the fissura rhiniea,

But our experiments teach us more. The same effect may be
obtained from the tractus and also from the caudal end ofthe bulbus
olfactorius. However, we can state, that it can only be produced
from the basal surface of the ollaotory bulb, and from the basal

I) DANILEWSKY. Experimentelle Beitrage zur Physlologie des Gehirns Pl'LUGER'S Arch.
f. Phys, Bd. XI. 1875. p. 128.

~) UNVERRIOHT. Experimentelle Untersuohungen uberdie Innervation der Atlunungs
bewegungen, Verhnndlungen des Congresses fur Innere Medioin, Wle~baden 1888.
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parts of the tractus. 'I'hei efore it is easier to find it at the points
f and 9 of our diagram, where the tractus ani! lobus olfactorius
reach each other, instead of exposing the basal surface of the brain,
which is much more difficult.

Perhaps this is the reason why SPENCER does not state, that the
expiratory effect, we now shall describe, may be produced by exci
tation of the olfactory bulb.

There is still another point, wherein our results differ from those
of SPENOER. This author obtains "arrest" (and it sometimes takes
place in inspiration, sometimes in expiration) at the beginning of
the excitation with rather strong currents, and as soon as the sti
mulation stops, the "arrest" ends.

We observed, that even weak currents (10 c.m, distance between
the two coils) and even better currents of moderate strength (8-6 o.m.)
exciting the points t, 9, or the basal middle part of the tractus and
the bulbus olfactorius, produce the following effects.

The respiration may become slower (Fig. 7). In generalhowever,
after a few slow 1espirations, the thorax gains the position ofexpi
ration, and at last "arrest in expiration" takes place. This arrest
may occur before the stimulus (during 10 seconds generally) ceases,
but more often this arrest begins only a few seconds later. It may
then last half a minute and longer. The current not being stopped,
the arrest sets in, and may last for 1 or 2 minutes; ultimately
deep inspirations set in.

If the currents last 10 sec. only, the arrest often begins after
they have ceased, is prolonged 15 to 45 seconds, and then a few
superficial respirations appear (often only visible in the tracing of
the trachea-respiration), the thorax meanwhile taking an inspiratory
position. This period may he indicated by a few inspirations only,
(Fig. 9) at other times the thorax abruptly takes an inspiratory
position and remains a long time in it, some irregular and super
ficial respirations coming between (Fig. 10), and often the thorax
reaches its inspiratory position only very slowly after a greater
number of irregular, superficial, gradually deepening respirations
(.Fig. 11 upper tracing). At the end one or two deep sighs appear,
followed by very deep and slow respirations. 15 minutes and more
may elapse before all has returned to the normal condition.

'I'he arrest and the described mechanism of compensation of the
arrest - as we have called this after-effect, because it may be supposed
that deepening of the inspiration) compensates the arrest in expira
tion - may be called forth) by exciting the points f and9 with the
utmost constancy. Wlth no greater constancy are the movements in
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the opposite fore-leg caused by faradisation of the psycho-motor
centre of the foreleg.

Occasionally the compensation-movements may be seen, even
without the pre-existence of the arrest itself (Fig. 11 lower tracing).

Exceptionally, the mechanism of compensation is not brought
forth, and in two cases the dog died from the shock, respiration
being arrested in expiration. In the csses, in which this event took
place, the inspiratory functions had been injured by precedingexpe·
riments of long duration.

It is clear, that these expiratory e!fects are due (to the stimu
lation of the olfactory bulbus, tractus and lobus, consequently of
a nerve-tract, not of a centre. It may be conceived, that the dog,
as soon as strong olfactory impulses reach him, arrests the respira
tion in expiration, to prevent his smelling more. Then prudently,
with irregular, superficial respirations, the thorax is brought into an
inspiratory position and as soon as the danger seems past, he restores
his respiration with deep sighs and long, deep inspirations. The
tractus olfactorius answer s faradic excitation by expiratory effects.

The difference between our results and those of SPENCER, which
will make further experiments necessary, may perhaps be due to
the fact, that SPEKCER worked with ether-narcosis.

DESORIPTION OF FIGURES

Fl!~. 1. Morphia-sigh of a dog.
1 is the zerolme.
2 is the tracing of a tuning-fork of 2 vibrations per second
3 IS the tracing of the movements of the thorax registered with the pneu
mograph of MAREY.

4 IS the tracing of the respiration registered from the trachea.

Fig. 2. Morphia-sigh with quickened 1espiration superimposed upon the phase of
expiration.
1 is the zeroline.
2 is the tracing of a tuning-fork of 5 vibrations per second.
3 is the tracing of the movements of the thorax: registered with the pneumo
graph of MAREY.

4 is the tracing of the pulsation of the arteria femoralis.

Fig. 3. Effect upon respiration during faradic excitation of the optic Nerve and
during that of the first branch of the fifth Nerve.
1 is the tracing written by the electric signal, noticing the moment of
excitation.
2 is the tracing of the tuning.fork of 2 vibrations per second.
S is the tracing of the movements of the thorax: registered Wit11 the pneumo.
graph of MAREY.

4 is the tracing of respiration registered from the trachea (in 011 the
following figures, the ciphers 1-4 have the signification here mentioned).
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At N. opt. the optic Nerve is stimulated, At 1'. lacr, N. V. the firs]
branch of the fifth N erve, The signal causes the rise of the zeroline as long
as the faradisation lasts. The distance of the coils in exciting the optic
Nerve was 8 cm., in exciting the 1'. laerymnlis it was 12 cm.

l1ig. 4. Effect upon respiration during farndisation of the second branch of the fifth
Nerve.

The tracings 1 and 2, does not exactly part from the same point as the
tracings 3-4. Tile rise of the signal takes place at a moment that the
tracing 3 and 4, have already passed. Tracing 1 and 2 must be read, placed
somewhat more to the right side.

Fig, 5. Effect upon respiration during faradisation of the wall of the posterior end
of the 3th ventricle.

In I, II, III and IV the stimulation takes places with increasing currents
(Distance between the coils of 9, 7, 5 and (,1, cm.).

:Fig. 6. Effect upon respiration of a mechanical stimulation (ligature) of the Nerves,
which reach the orbita,

The slow respiration existing before, immediately varies. 1here exists a
type of respiration, wherein two different rhythms can be recognised. The
one is slow and the other, quick one, is superimposed upon it.

Fig. 7-11. Effect upon respiration during and after the stimulation of the olfactory
tract and of the lobus olfactorius.

Fig, 7. During the faradisation of the olfactory tract respiratiou becomes slower.
(Distance between the coils G C111.),

Fig. 8. Faradisation of the lobus olfaetorius (Distance between the coils 8 cm.) in£!.
Arrest in expiration, follows the stimulus. A few irregular respirations bring
the thorax in an inspiratory position. Deep and slow inspirations follow.

Fig. 10. Idem in point e. Slowing of respiration. increasing of the expiratory state,
arrest in expiration. Afterwards arrest in inspiration, deep sighs and finally
deep and slow respirntion, lasti ng a very long time.

Fig. 11. Upper tracing. Idem in point f1 (7 cm. distance between the coils). Slowing
of respiration, arrest in expiration, afterwards irregular and superficial respi
rations extending the thorax, sighs, and finally deep and slow respiration.

Lower tracing, Idem in point fJ (10 cm. distance between the coils),
Without a precedent arrest in expiration, the described movements of inspiration
apllear nearly at ihe same time after the stimulus, as in the upper tracing.

.!!'ig. 9. Diagram of the brain of a dog, showina the lateral parts of the rhinenoephalon
which were stimulated. After farndisation of the point f and f1 the expiratory
efleots are noticed.

Physiology. - Cl The 1:nfiuence of salt-solutions on the volume of
animal cells". (2nd Communication). By Dr. H. J. HA.MBURGER.

At the May-meeting of last year was discussed the influence
of salt-solutions of the volume of red blood-corpuscles, white blood
corpuscles and spermatozoa. We can now communicate the result of
similar experiments made with epithelium-cells, derived from four
different places: the intestines, windpipe, urine-bladder and the
oesophagus.
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The epithelium was invariably obtained by carefully scraping it
from the organ of an animal just killed. The scrapings were distri.
buted in a little fresh blood-serum or in a Na Cl-solution of 0.9%
and afterwards filtered through a small filter of unprepared gauze,
in order to have the cells as far as possible quite free or in small
aggreg-ates. Equal quantities (+ 1/4 c.c ) of the fluid thus obtained,
were measured off and inserted in test tubes in which were equal
quantities of the salt-solutions, to the influence of which the epithe
lium cells " ere to be exposed. After exposure for half all hour
equal quantities of the mixtures were put into funnel-shaped tubes
to be subjected to the influence of centrifugal force, When the
level of the sediment had become fixed, the volume of the epithe
lium-column was considered to be determined. If after being centri
fugalized for a short time, the small column of cells did not appear
to be quite homogeneous, by far the greater part of the clear fluid
was pipetted off, the small column with the remainder of the fluid
stirred by means of a platina wire into a homogeneous mixture and
again centrifugalized. If this was necessary with one of the tubes,
the same was done with the other three. '

1. INTESTINE·EPITHELIUM.

Experiment 1.

Epithelium of the small intestine of a horse, at about one meter's
distance from the pylorus. _

The epithelium is distributed in a little blood-serum of the same
animal. /

Salt-solutions employed Volume of the epithelium

Na Cl-sol. of 0.7 Ofo d55

11 H /1 09 % 34

11 n 11 1 % 33

11 u /1 15 % 29

Ii will be seen that the volume of epithelium 1'egularly decreases
with the rise in the concentration of the salt-solution.

1) Of. Verslag der Vergad. Kon. Akademie, April 21 1897 and May 28, iess.
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A pnorJ, another result might have been expected. The intestinal
mucosa may be considered as a resorbing organ par excellence, and,
as experience teaches us, diluted Na Cl-solutions pass through it with
the greatest facility. Hence it seemed obvious that when scraped - off
intestinal epithelium would be distributed in large quantities of NaGI
solutions of different concentrations, the cells would be saturated
with these solutions, so that there would soon be no more question
of a difference in osmotic pressure between the contents of the cell
and its surroundings; in other words, it was to be foreseen that the
volume of the intestinal epithelium would not be affected by the
influence of salt-solutions of different concentration.

The following experiment, made in the same manner and with
the same sort of epithelium, was to give results quite different from
those of the first experiment.

Experiment 11.

Epithelium of the small intestine of a horse, at about half a meter's
distance from the pylorus.

The epithelium is distributed in a little blood-serum of the same
animal.

Saltsolutiona employed Volume of epithelium.

NaCl-solutlOn of 0 5% 106

11 (/ 0.7% 103

If /I v 09% 103

(/ IJ 1.5 ]05

In this experiment the volume of the epithelium remained unchanged.
The difference in the results of the two experiments made a

number of similar experiment'! necessary. I) They confirmed and
enlarged the knowledge we had obtained from the two first:
occasionally it appeared that, as in experiment I, the volume of
epithelium was greatly under the influence of the concentration; in
by far the most cases, however, the concentration exercised no per-

1) A full and detailed description of the experiments, hereby made, would require
lUOle space than we can here ntloi d ; llmt is also the case with other particulars. They
WIll, however, be inserted in the Arclnv f. Auat. u, PhYSlOl. Physiol, Abth.
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ceptible influence. This result was obtained not only with NaCl-solu
tion, but also with grape-sugar and with mixtures of serum and water.

Seeing this difference in the results, obtained with the same
sort of epithelium, only two possibilities suggested themselves: either
the method of investigation was not to be relied on, or the epithe
lium, though drawn in the different cases from the same spot, was
not always in the same condition.

The first possibility had to be rejected; 1. because in one and
the same experiment the results with salt-solutions of different con
centration corresponded, not only two totwo, but also mutually, and
that, indifferently whether the result did, or did not, indicate an
influence on the volume i 2. because the method with the red and
the white corpuscles, the spermatozoa, and also with the bladder
and oeeophagus-epitbelium obtained by seraping, had yielded uniform
results. -

There is nothing left but to assume that the epithelium is not
always in the same state of permeability.

With respect to this we may form two conjectures: we may sup
pose that it is merely a question of time, in other words, that in
those cases in which the volume of epithelium appears to be influ
enced by the concentration of the salt-solutions, the cells after half
an hour's immersion are not yet, or but very imperfectly saturated
with the solution, whereas the osmotic equilibrium has already been
established. Under these circumstances more salt-solution might,
after half an hour's action, have penetrated into the cell, and the
concentration of the salt-solution would in a less degree cause its
influence to be felt on the volume of the cells.
\ This, however, proved not to be the case.

Consequently we must consider the second possibility, viz, that we
have to do with a modification in the state of the epithelium which
continues till it is removed by some agent, a chemical one,for instance.
And indeed, we sometimes succeeded in bringing epithelium from
one state into the other j and that, by means of MgS04, which is
known to be able to bring about a modification in the resorbing
power of the intestine, and also by the addition of traces ofan acid.
I say purposely "sometimes", for now and then we failed.

For the rest, the conditions under which the intestinal epithelium
passes from one state to another and what changes, the cell thereby
undergoes, have hitherto remained unknown to us 1).

1) 1 may here observe that this result is by no means a contradiction of the views
I formerly expressed, viz, that the resorption phenomena, hitherto known, may be
explained physically. At the time 1 stated emphatically: III do not think of asselting
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Involuntarily we are reminded here of what HEIDENHAIN observed
in the live animal with respect to the power of the interstitial sub
stance between the epithelium cells to allow methyleneblue to
pass through it: in the same field he saw amidst cells whose inter
stitial substance was coloured blue, otherswhose interstitialsubstance
had remained absolutely colourless.A).

In the most recent times they have tried in the Zurich laboratory
to answer the question, whether in the intestine, besides the inter
stitial substance situated between the epithelium cells, the cells them
selves allow dissolved substances to pass through them. 2)

The investigations described above have, in my opinion, given an
answer to this question. For, save in those exceptional cases, in
which the scraped-off epithelium appears to be in a peculiar condition,
the volumina of cells, influenced by salt-solutions of different concen
tration for half an hour, exhibit no mutual differences.

Now this phenomena might be explained by the supposition, that
the epithelium cells are quite indifferent to the' salt-solutions, that is
to say, that they allow neither water nor salt to pass throughthem;
but the supposition that they would not allow water to pass through
them is immediately disproved by the fact that when, immediately
after mixing them with salt-solutions, we centrifugalize them, and
thus do not wait half an hour before doing so, a difference in volume
is distinctly observed, viz., the volume increases as the concentra
tion rises.

The cells then, must be permeable to water. Yet the fact, that
the volumina of the epithelium cells after a longer immersion in
salt-solutions approach nearer and nearer to each other, forces us no
less to conclude that the salt-solution penetrates, as such, into the cell.

Our experiments teach us something, also with respect to the
permeability of the cell-nucleus. They teach us that it is most pro
bable that, beside the body of the cell, the cell-nucleus ofthe intestinal
epithelium also allows salt solutions to pass through it. For, just

I/that life neither can, uor will exercise an influence on the resorption process."
»Under physiologionl and pathological conditions finely-shaded changes mny unques·
IItionnbly manifest themselves in living membranes, exercising no smnll influence
lion the physical pl'ocess taking place in them, but by which these processes do not
IIcease to be purely physicnl " (On liThe significance of respiration and peristaltic
for the resorption in the intestine." Verslug der Verg, Jan. 2,th, 1896, 1l0tC').

1) Ih.IDENlfAIN. Heitruge zur Anntomie und Physiologie del'Dunndnrmschleimhaut,
Pfluger's Arohiv, Supplemoutheft, 1888, S. 49.

~) H. HOllIJR. Ueber Resorptiou im Dunndann. Zweite Mittheilung, Pfluger's
Archiv, B 74, S. 2{j9, 189U.
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suppose that the nucleus of the intestinal epithelium was per
meable exclusively to water, its volume ought to be modified
by the concentration of the surrounding salt solution, and the cell
in its entirety would experience the influence. What do we observe,
however? That the total volume of the cells is independent of the
concentration of the surrounding salt-solution. Hence, it follows that,
considering the relatively great share the nucleus has in the volume
of the cell, the nucleus has also allowed the surrounding salt-solu
tion to pass through it.

However, if the nucleus were quite impermeable, even to water,
the total volume of the cell might still have been independent of
the concentration of the surrounding salt-solutions. Considering howe
ver ItU we have seen concerning the influence of salt-solutions on
the volume of spermatozoa, red and white corpuscles, bladder- and
oesophagus-epithelium, the impermeability to water is highly impro
bable, and can hardly be supposed, if we consider the part, played
by water in the vital processes of the cell.

n. CILIARY-EPITHELIUM.

The second sort of epithelium we have investigated is ciliary
epithelium from the trachea. The advantage of this is, that during
the whole experiment, we can ascertain whether the object is yet in
a live state. .After the cells had been, four hours and even longer,
in contact with the salt-solutions, cilia were or could be set in move
ment. .Also after centrifugalizing ciliary movements could be produced.

Since the experiments were performed in the same manner as
with the intestinal-epithelium, it will suffice to record the results.

Experiment XXI.

Ciliary-epithelium from the trachea of a horse just killed.
The epithelium is distributed in a little Na Cl-solution of 0.90/°.

Immediately afterwards equal quantities of it -are brought into con
tact with 15 c.c. of a solution of Na Cl 0.7% and 1.2%. After
half an hour's immersion, 8 c.e. are centrifugalized.

Salt-solutions employed. Volume of the epithelium.

NaOl 0,70/0 98

" 0.9% \)8

" 12% 85
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If we compare the numbers, obtained after an immersion in NaCl
0.7% and 0.9%, it appears, that the difference in concentration hall
exercised no influence on the volume of the cells, but it has with
respect to the Na Cl-solutions 0.9% and 1.2°70,

It was possible that the Na Cl- solution 0.9% and 1.2 % had
therefore caused some contraction, as half an hour's immersion had
been insufficient to effert It complete exchange between the contents
of the cell and its surroundings.

Under this supposition it seemed to us roeommendable to centri
fugalize the now remaining, but already two-hours old mixtures.

Salt-solutions employed. Volume of the epithelium.

Na Cl-sol. of 0.7% 86

R 1/ 11 091/ .

" 11 ,,12%

86

83

While thus after half an hour's immersion the difference in volume
of the epithelium, lying in 0.9 %and 1.2 % Na Cl solution amounted to

98
9885

X 100 = 130/ 0, this difference, after two hours amounts only to

86~83 X 100 == ± 4%.

Jt appears thus, that after a sufficiently long immersion of the
epithelium in salt-solution, the difference in concentration exercises
no influence on the volumina.

Of the many experiments, made in this direction, I will add two.

Experiment XXII.

Epithelium from the trachea of a horse just killed, distributed in
serum and afterwards in salt-solutions,

!'roceedings Royal Acad, Amsterdam. V01 1.

Salt solutions

employed.

NaCl-sol of 07%

1/ /1 If 0.9%

" 1/ ~ 1.2%

• 11 1/ 1.5%

I Volume of the epitheliu: after an immersionin salt-solutions for

1/2 hour 2 hours 4 hours

68 00 02

63 6<j, 61

57 59 57

54- 57 57

26
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It will be seen that the longer the epithelium is left in contact
with the salt-solution, the less is the difference in volume. In this
case a contact even of two hours is not sufficient to effect a complete
exchange between the contents of the cell and its surroundings. At
the end of the experiment, we can, by putting a preparation in a
gas-camera and passing CO2 through it, still set the cilia in movement.

Experiment XXIII.

Salt-solutlona

employed.

NaCl·sol. of 0.7%

11" ,,0.9%

11 11 11 1.2%

,,11 11 1.5%

Volume of the epithelium after an immersion in
salt-solutions for

'/2 hour 2 hours 3 hours

90 83 80

86 79 81

78 76 78

74 75 78

From this experiment we learn that, after half an hour's immer
sion, the volumina still differ, but after two hours only very little,
and as little after three. After two hours thus the exchange
between the contents of the cell and its surroundings is almost
completely accomplished here.

At the end of the experiment the epithelium was still alive.
'Prom these experiments, then, we may conclude that the ciliary

epithelium in a live state allows Na Cl-solutions to pass through it,
though not so rapidly as does the intestinal epithelium,

This permeability of the isolated epithelium, whiqh, although con
siderable, will of course be more intense in situ, is quite in accor
dance with the clinical experience, that remedies injected intratra
cheally are very rapidly resorbed. About the permeability of the
nucleus, can be said the same what has been observed with respect
to the intestinal epithelium.

In. BLADDER-EPITHELIUM.

If with the intestinal- and tracheal-epithelium we had to do with
cells which might be expected to he easily permeable to salts, the
reverse was to be expected of bladder-epithelium. The bladder,
indeed, would very badly answer its purpose, if it possessed a great
permeability for dissolved substances.
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As is well known, the urine-bladder is lined inside with a fourfold
layer of epithelium cells. In a pig- bladder these may be easily elimi
nated. It proved however to be necessary to wash the bladder out
well, because not infrequently in the pig, and commonly in the
horse, sediment is found on the mucous membrane.

Experiment XXXI.

Bladder epithelium of a pig just killed; distributed in a little
Na Cl-solution of 0.9%'

Equal quantities of this are left for half an hour in contact with
Na Cl-solutions of 0.7%, 0.9%, 1.2% and 1.5% , After being cen
trifugalized for about two hours, the contents of the tube are well
stirred up by means of a platina wire, left an hour to themselves
and again centrifugalized.

ssu.solutions Volume of epithelium after injection of

employed. 1/2hour 11/2 hour

NaOl·~ol. of 0.7% 78 78

" " " 0.9% 70 70.5

• " • 1.2% 62.5 62

" • • 15% 58 58

From this experiment it appears, that the volume of epithelium
decreases regularly and also considerably, with the rise of the con
centration of the salt-solution, and that the figures obtained after
an hour and a half's immersion are found to be the same as after
an immersion of only half an hour.

On the ground of similar observations, made on red and white
corpuscles and spermatozoa 1), we came at the time to the conclusion,
that the cells consist of two substances: which behave differently
with respect to hygroscopic power; one, the protoplasmatic, which
has no share in the hygroscopie power of the cell, and the other,
the intracellular fluid, representing the whole hygroscopic power of
the cell. It was then possible by a simple calculation to determine
the proportion of the volumina of protoplasmatic to intracellular

1) Proceedings Royal Academy AllI~terdmn, May 1898.

26*
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substance. And the figures obtained with the same species of cell
by means of different salt-solutions agreed well with each other.

If we calculate this proportion also here (l,st column), considering
the Na Cl-solution of 0.9% as the physiological one, we find for
the volume of the protoplasmatic substance with respect to that of
the whole cell

from a and d ..•. 57.8%

from a and c

from b and cl

58.2%
~

57.1%.

These figures correspond well to each other and, joined to other
experiments yielding the same results, which we must omit however
to describe here, justify the same conclusion which, at the time, we
arrived at with respect to blood corpuscles and spermatozoa.

But not only is there considerable agreement among the figures
obtained for the volume of protoplasmatic substance of the bladder
epithelium of different pigs and horses, but it struck us that these
figures deviated so little from those, which we had found with the
red and the white corpuscles of the latter animal (Proceedings Royal
Academy Amsterdam, May, 1898).

Hence the idea occurred to us that we should once more try
simultaneously with the same animal to determine the volume of
protoplasma-substance in bladder- epithelium and blood-corpuscles.

As will appear from the following experiment, the agreementwas
striking, indeed.

Experiment XLI.

Bladder-epithelium of a pig and defibrinated blood of the same
animal are mixed with Na Cl-solutions of 0.711/ 0 and 1.5%, and half
an hour afterwards both pairs are simultaneously centrifugalized.

Volume of Contraction by

sediment Nael 1.5%

a. NaCI·sol. of 07% 96 96-69 0

\.5%
Bladder-epithelium !lil X ]00 = 281/0

b. , 11 11 69

c. Nael sol. of 0,7% t Red corpuseles.
134. 134-96 °

,
" " 1.5% 96

~XIOO=28'''/o
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Consequently there is a very striking agreement between the
contraction of the bladder epithelium (containing the nucleus) and the
red blood-corpuscles (void of nucleus), effected by the same salt-solution.

Influence of Urea.

Considering the above-described behaviour of bladder-epithelium with
respect to Na Cl, it appeared further of importance to me to ascer
tain whether this applied to urea, a substance which is present in
large quantities in the urine of omnivora, and which according to
determinations of the freezing-point made by me, constitutes in man
more than a third part of the hygroscopic power of the whole of
the urine.

TIle question interested me, especially from a general physiological
point of view. As is well known, GRIJNS and KOPPE observed that
red blood-corpuscles let urea easily pass through them. And I should
not lIe surprised if that were the case with most of the other cells
too. It could not but appear fitting to us, that the cells should be
able to get rid of' urea, the principal final product of albumen analysis.
But it would certainly appear unfitting, if the urea should be able
as easily to penetrate through the wall of the bladder. In that case
the bladder would answer very badly to its purpose as a reservoir
for the refuse products, of which the urea constitutes an important
part, and one not without danger to the organism.

The question then arose: does the bladder-epithelium, in contrast
with the reel-blood corpuscles possess the power of refusing a pas
sage to the urea? In order to answer this question we prepared
urea-solutions, isotomic with Na Cl 0.7, 0.9, 1.2 and 1.5%, caused
them to act 011 the bladder-epithelium, but obtained only a compa
ratively slight influence 011 the volume. On a longer action the
difference between the volumina was 0; in other words, in four
different solutions the epithelium exhibited the same volume; the
urea-solutions had thus penetrated as such into the cells.

Formerly we had observed that red-blood corpuscles are destroyed
in pure urea-solutions 1) j perhaps the epithelium was injured too by
such solutions. We, therefore, resolved, instead of pure urea-solu
tions to take mixtures of Na Cl and urea-solutions, which were, two
and two, isotonic with each other, the more so, because in the urine
there is much Na Cl besides urea.

Here is all experiment that speaks distinctly.

1) Archiv. f. Annt. u, Physiol. Physiol. Abth. 1896. S. 481.
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Solutions employed.

a NaCl.solution of 0.7%

b. 75cc NaCl-~oJ. of0.7°/0 +25cc ur, sol iSllt. with NaCl07°/0

c. Nafll-solution of 1.5°/0

cl 75 cc NaCl·sol 1.5% +25cc ur. sol. isot, with NaCl.1.5°/o

Volume of the

epithelium

85.5

102

61

70

Had the Na Cl-urea-solution b acted"Jike the Na Cl-solution a,
with which it was isotonic, the volume would then have become,
not 102, but 85.5. Anti had the Na Cl-urea-solution d acted like
the Na Cl-solution c, with which it was isotonic, the volume would
have become, not 70, but 61.

But the 'Volume of b corresponds exactly to what would have
been found, if 75 c.c, Na Cl-solution 0.7% had been diluted with
25 c.e, of water, instead of with 25 cc. of urea-solution.

The same applies to d with respect to c.
The urea has thus dIstributed iisel] equally over the cell and its

surroundings, without curtailing the power of the epithelium to
resist Na Cl. For the calculation of the volume of protoplasma
substance from cl and b (supposing the urea-solution added, be con
sidered as water) and from c and a gi"ITe the same fig-ures.

We are, therefore placed before this question: What is the reason
the urea so easily enters the scraped - off epithelium, whereas the
intact wall of the bladder appears to exhibit if not an absolute, y.et
but a very slight permeability to urea.

With the answering of this question I am now engaged.

IV.: OESOPHAGUS-EPITHELIUM.

We now wish to examine another species of epithelium ofwhich,
as was the case with bladder-epithelium, an impermeability to salt
was to be foreseen.

For this purpose we tried the epithelium of the oesophagus, which
for resorption has no more significance than has the bladder. What
we scrape oft' here consists of great flat cells in which are found
no inconsiderable number of round and oval grains which make the
impression of being bacteria, and which may also be deeply stained
with alkaline coloring matter.

The experiments performed in precisely the same way as those
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with the other species of epithelium, taught us that there is, as is
the case with bladder-epithelium, a regular connection between the
volume of the cells and the concentration of the salt-solution used.
There was, however, considerable difference in the amount of the
alterations of volume under the influence of salt-solutions in different
oesophagi of the same species of animal.

On studying our notes, however, it was soon obvious that a slight
dilation or contraction was always accompanied by the presence of
many grains in the cell,

And so the idea occurred to us that these grains were answerable
for the relatively slight changes in volume.

With this hypothesis in view, we made some comparative deter
minations with oesophagus-epithelium and blood-corpuscles ofthe same
animal, and we found a striking correspondence between the mag
nitude of the changes in volume of the two cells produced by the
same salt-solutions ; but only in the case that the microscope showed
a small quantity of grains in the epithelium.

As an instance of this we communicate the following experiment:

Experiment LII.

Oesophagus-epithelium of a pig and defibrinated hlood of the
same animal are mixed with Na Ol-solutions of 0.70f0 and 1.5%,
and both pairs are simultaneously centrifugalized half an hour
afterwards.

Volume Oontiactiou of NIICl
of epithelium. of 1.5%

a NaGI·sol. of 07% I oesohhagus
82.5 825-59

11IoJ epit ehum 59
~X 100=28 80f0

b u 11 1/

c. NaGIsol. of 07°10 I red blood- 90 90-64.5 lOO _ 283°1
d. l.1iOfo \ corpuscles. M5

90 X - 10
11 p 11

The change of volume of the oesophagus-epithelium corresponds
in a striking manner to that of the blood-corpuscles.

The experimenis, then, have slwcessively taught us that in white
blood-corpuscles, spermatozoa and oesophagus-epithelium the proportion
of the volume of the protoplasmatic substance (including the chro
matine-ihreads of the nucleus) to the volume or the intracellular
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(includiug the uuranucleor) substances, is the same as in the COl'

1'tsponding red blood corpuscles.

We may ask outselves whether we have not here to do with a
general phenomena which, consequently, also applies to the other cells.

Before we art- justified to answer in the affirmative, we should
of course have to investigate a number of the other cells. Most of
them however don't admit of this. Cells such as the intestinal anti
the tracheal epithelium, which allow salt-solutions of all concentra
tions to pass through them and thus neither contract nor dilate, are,
as is obvious, excluded.

SU1mnm'y.

The principal results to which the preceding investigation has led,
are as follow,

1. Of the four kinds of epithelium examined, the intestinal-epithe
lium and the ciliary epithelium ofthe tracheaundergo no modification
of volume under the influence of Na Cl-solutions of different concen
tration; they allow the Na Cl-solutions easily to pass through them.
And this IS the case, not only with the body of the cell, but pro
bably also with the nucleus,

n. The fact, that the ciliary-epithelium, at the end of the expe
riments, is found to be still alive, increase the value of the results,
not only with respect to the CIliary-epithelium itself, but also with
respect to the intestmal-epithelium.

Il l, In contrast with the intestinal and the ciliary-epithelium, the
bladder- and oesophagus-epithelium exhibit a contraction by hypcr
isotonic and a dilation by hypisotonic Na Ol-solutions.

I V. From the amount of this contraction and dilation may be
calculated the proportion between the volume ofprotoplasma substance
and the intracellular contents.

This proportion, for the oesophagus-epithehum as well as for the
bladder epithelium, appears to correspond to that in the red blood
corpuscles of the same animal.

V. Urea-solutions, in contrast with Na Cl-solutions, leave the
volume of the Isolated bladder-epithelium unaltered. From mixtures
of urea- and Na Cl-solutions indeed only the urea makes its way through
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the cells, whereas exclusively the Na Cl-solution exercises an in
fluence on the volume in consequence of its concentration.

This does not seem to be in accordance with the function of
the bladder as a reservoir for the refuse products, of which the urea
constitutes an important, and for the organisation oa veryinjurious part.

There must be factors then, which counteract the resorption of
urea in the wall of the bladder.

Physics. - "An anomaly in the course of the plaiipoinicurne in
a mixture of anomalous substances." By Prof. J. D. V.A.N

Dl!JR WAALS.

In the "Zeitschrift fur physikalisehe Chemie XXVIII Heft 2"
KUENEN and ROBSON have communicated observations on the mutual
solubility of liquids, which give occasion for a short remark. In
mixtures of ethane and ethylalcohol or one of the following alcohols
they found, that the plaitpointcurve consists of two isolated bran
ches, which intersect, and end on the curve which indicates the
pressure of the three phases. In the following figure their result
has been represented schemetically.
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Fig. 1.

Let Cl be the critical point of ethane, C2 that of alcohol, then
C4 indicates the point, in which the plaitpoint, originating in Cl
can be observed no longer and it seems to serve as terminating point
of the pressure of the three phases. Then Cs indicates the point,
in which the plaitpoint, originating in C2 cannot be observed any
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longer, because it disappears there above the triangle of the three
phases-pressure. It appears then as the beginning point of the three
phases-pressure.

Led by the thought that if the temperature rises a plaitpoint can
only appear on the surface 1/1, if a plait splits into two palts or can
disappear, if two plaitpcints fall together, and that therefore a branch
of a plaitpointeurve can never end in any other point than in the
critical points of the components or in a point at an infinite dis
tance. I have occupied myself with the question how the two sepa
rate branches can be joined into one curve. The simplest way of
doing this is by joining the two branches, as is indicated by the
dotted line in the figm e.

'I'he vertical lines, between which the closed part ofthe curvelies,
represent then a maximum and a minimum temperature. The mini
mum temperature is the temperature at which the transverse plait
splits into two parts and from which a plaitpoint starts to the
right and to the left towards the critical point of the components.
The greatest irregularity of the point, going towards C2, the critical
point of alcohol, is that in its course it approaches a little nearer
to the side of the small volumes. But the point, describing its way
to Cs has greater irregularities. At the maximum temperature it
meets another, which has come from the opposite direction, starting
from (/1 and at their meeting- its movement ends. The three branches
mentioned however, form a continuous curve on the v.r-pl.tne.

At a given temperature, between the minimum and the maxi
mum temperature, the projection of the spinodal curve consists of
two separate parts. One part forms a small closed curve round the
point where the meeting WIll take place; the other part has an
almost regular form.

But the two plait-points, which belong to the first part, are quite
covered by the ruled surface of the connodal curve of the second
part. Moreover the peculiarity presents itself that there is a great
distance between the spinodal and the connodal curve- a distance
great enough to contain the closed branch of the spinodal curve.
After I had convinced myself that an exact description of the pheno
menon has been given in what I have said before, the question wall
to be solved, how this would agree with the fact, which I had
remarked before, I have remarked (Molekulartheorie V 2) that for
a mixture of two substances there can only be question of a maxi
mum or of a minimumtemperature, but that the existence of the
two at once is excluded. I think that we must look for the expla
nation of this in the fact that in the experiments of Km:NEN and
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ROBSON one of the components is an anomalous substance. It is
almost generally accepted, especially because they do not follow
the law of the correspondent states, that alcohols when in the liquid
state possess complex molecules. At:r = 1, i. e. for pure alcohol,
the association into complex molecules is perfect or maximum. But
when .r is very small the dissociation into simple molecules is
nearly perfect. Under these circumstances the critical temperature

is not determined by the course of
ax

alone.
bx

The critical temperature would be proportional to this quantity,
If the molecules of alcohol also in a rarefied solution continued to be,
what they were in the dense state when the substance is taken pure.

Now in general the critical temperature of smaller molecules will
be lower than that of more complex molecules. Starting from ethane
the temperature would have to rise considerably till it reached that

of alcohol according to the course of
ax

• In consequence of the dis-
bx

sociation of the alcohol molecules the course will be determined by

f ::' where f is smaller than unity. If OJ is near unity this factor

too will not differ much from unity. For values of OJ which do not
exceed 1, an idea of the value of this factor is obtained by equating

it to _1_. Now it is easy to see that even if "7: had no mini-
l+.r ~

mum or maximum, there would be numerous cases, in which the
factor f causes such a maximum, and this would involve that there
was also a minimum.

If the true interpretation of the phenomenon is to be found in
this, a course such as KUENEN and Ronsos have found for mixtures of
alcohol, can never be found if the substances do not associate But
the reverse may not be stated. What appeared as a longitudinal plait
in KUENEN and ROBSON'S experiments, was in reality nothing but
a somewhat modified transverse plait. The following phrase already
refers to such a modification: (Mol. Theorie P: 172) "Es zeigt sich
dann aber, dass in diesem Falle die beiden Falten auf ihre Bildungs
weise anders angesehen warden miissen u. s. w." In the figure on
p. 173 the spinodal curve has, however, not been traced correctly.
The bulging' to the right of P should not be there. It should be
replaced by a small isolated closed curve, which has separated from
the other parts at the minimum temperature.

It is not without interest to remark that the mixture of ethane
and methylalcohol behaves so differently. To find the probable cause
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of this deviation I have construed the locus of the point fOI' which
dp d2p .
-- and -2 = 0, as has been done In "Een benaderde loop Nor de
dv dv

plooipuntslijn van een mengsel" (VersIag del' vergadering Kon. .A.kad.,
27 Nov. 1897). Now we had also to take into consideration, that
one of the substances is abnormal. The influence of this property
can only be calculated in a very incomplete manner. because the
way in which association of the molecules takes place in such an
abnormal substance, is not known. In consequence the result which
I have obtained by this wholly approximative calculation may only
be accepted with great reserve. -

The locus mentioned may occur in two different forms, which
depend on the fact wbether in the gaseous state the molecules ofthe
abnormal substance are larger or smaller than the molecules of the
substance with which they are mixed. If they are larger the curve
has a loop which hangs down as in the figure (1). That the
molecules of O2 Ho 0, 03 H, 0, etc. are greater than that of
O2 Ho will not be doubted. If on the other hand the molecules
of the abnormal substance ill the gaseous state are smaller, tho loop
is turned upwards. To all probability, however, the molecules of
OH4 °will be smaller than those of O2 Ho. In this case the follo
wing schematieal figure may make clear the probable course.
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Let A be the critical point of ethane, B that of methylaloohol
Let EO be the pressure-curve of the three phases and C the point,
in which the plaitpoint-eurve, originating in A, meets the three-phase-
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pressure-curve. In this case point D, which lies on that branch of
the plaint-curve that originates in B above C, is the last of the
plait-points that may be realized if the phenomena of retardation
arc excluded. From this follows, that however much we may lower
the temperature, the presslll'e of the three phases will continue to
exist. The points between C and D, marked on the curve, indicate
plait-points of such values of 3', at which they lie above the derived
surface, resting on the connodal line which encloses the two separate
branches of the spinodal line. From the phrase of KUENEN and
HOBSON, p. 357: "Oberhalb 35,37° ist nul' eineFalte vorhanden, deren
Faltenpunkt wir beiMethylalcoholnicht erreichen konnten, weil Druck
und Temperaiur Zll hoch waren" seems to follow, that point D of
our figure 2 must not lie above C, but that it would have to be
taken more to the side of B. As there remain so many uncertain
ties, it is to be regretted, that in the case of methylalcohol they
have not been able to carry out their investigation. We must not
attach greater value to fig'. 2 than that it has v led to the supposition'
that the cause of the difference in behaviour for mixtures ofethane
and methylalcohol must be found in the smallness of the methyl
molecules 1).

L shall avail myself of this opportunity to make the following
rem~rk about what is really properly to be called "longitudinal plait."

In a mixture of normal substances a relation may exist between
the quantities ai' a12' a2' b1, b12 and b2, of such a nature that there
actually exist two plaits, each of which possesses a connodal curve
of its own. At a same temperature both may be proved experi
mentally; 'I'hen the principal direction of the transverse plait is
II e-axis and the principal direction of the longitudinal plait is
II x-axis. But in this case the plaitpoint of the longitudinal plait
lies on the side of the large volumes. This has been proved
theoretically by Prof. J{ORTEWEG in the special case of sym
metry and a similar case has beeu worked out experimentally by
Mr. VAN DER LEE. (Proc. Royal Acad. 1898). Theory has uot yet
been able to decide whether this plait may be again closed if the
volumes are much smaller still, or whether it continues to diverge,
even when the limiting volumes are reached. If the latter should

1) The geometrical locus of the points, for which dd
p

and ddP~ is equal to 0, cannot
v v·

tench anything about the plaitpoints of the real longitudinal plait. Moreover I do
not share Mr. KUENEK'~ expectation that also for methylalcohol the plait is the same
as for the following alcohols. I expect that the course of the plnitpoint-curve of n
mixture of methylulcobol and ethane shows great resemblance to that of a mixture
of water and ether.
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be the case, a plait, which appears as a longitudinal plait, but
which has its plaitpoint on the bide of the small volumes, as in
the observations of KUENEN and ROBSON, is not a longitudinal plait:
but a somewhat modified transverse plait. If then in the liquid
state complete mixture does not take place under all circumstances,
the phenomenon is to be ascribed to other causes than in case of
a real longitudinal plait.

If further investigations confirm what has been said, we should
have to find the cause in this case in the fact that at least one
of the substances is abnormal.

Physics. - I,l On variation of volume and of pressure", IH. By
Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS.

In order to be able to judge about the extent of' the variation of
volume and of pressure in mixtures of two substances, it will be
necessary, to find for the different proportions of mixing the pres
sures at which the number of the molecules is the same for the
two substances, if the volume and the temperature are also the
same. If there were no deviations from the law of BOYLE, the pres
sures required would be equal. Assume that for a mixture the elm
racteristic equation is :

at a given temperature the 2nd member of this equation has a con
stant value for mixtures with the same number of molecules, and
so we may find the pressure which satisfies the preceding condition
in solving the value of P from this equation, if the value of v is
constant. Take as unity of pressure 1 atmosphere and as unity
of volume, the volume occupied by a molecular quantity of the
mixture under that pressure. 'I'he value of the second member is then

(1 + ax) (1 - bx) (1 -+ at),

for which we may write with a sufficient degree of approximation

(1 +ax - bx) (1 +a t) •

If we write Po for the value of the pressure'taken as unity, and
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(vo),., for the volume occupied by a molecular quantity at 0°, the
characteristic equation is

from which we deduce that the conditions that in 1 eMs. the same
number of molecules be found are, that we have different mix
tures with the same value for v, the same value for t and that we
have that value of P, for which the first member and therefore also
the second, is the same. The simple result is that the quantity of
the different mixtures is to be chosen in such a way that
(vo)z (1 +Gz) (1 - b:c) has the same value for them all.

As Po (vo'z (1 + a:r) (l - bz) (1 + it t) is the limiting value of the
product pv, the preceding condition is also fulfilled, whenthis limiting
value is the same for the different mixtures.

In the two preceding proceedings of the Academy Mr. J. VER

SClIAFFELT has published observations about mixtures of carbonic
acid and hydrogen. In order to determine the volumes, whichcontain
an equal number of molecules, the observer has followed a course
which agrees with the determination of (t·o):c (1 +Gz) (1 - bx) . He
is of opinion that the investigation of the limiting value ofpv would
not serve the purpose. I think that this conclusion must be drawn
from his remark p. 332. »From the point of view" etc.

Be this as it may, I shall prove that both ways may befollowed.
At the same time I shall investigate, in how far his observations
agree with my characteristic equation. But first a remark about the
accurate form of the characteristic equation, or rather about the
value of the quantities az and b:r.

I have always taken for them the following- expressions:

az = aJ (1-,,/:)2+ 2 GJ2 x (l-,v) +a2.c2

and b:c = bI (I-,v)2 + 2 bJ2.r (1-.r) +bzx2 •

It is easy to see that if we want to be perfectly accurate we
must put:

a:c (110); = aI (l'o)i (1-.1')2 + 2 a12 (VD)) (VO)2 or (I-a') + a2 (vo)~ x2

and b1 (vo).~ = bJ (1)0)1 (1-.r)2 -I- 2 bJ2V (vo)J (vO)2 x (I-a') +b2 (l!oh x2 •

If we were allowed to equate (vO)1 ' (voh and (vo).r, there would
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be no difference between the two values of O.r and brt ; and at any
rate the difference will bp scarcely noticeable, if the observations
on the mixtures do not leach the highest degree of accuracy. But
to know the accurate form is necessary in the first place for the
sake of perfect accuracy of the theoretical considerations, and in the
second place in his observations lV1r. VERSCHAFFELT seems to have
aimed at and perhaps reached that high degree of accuracy, at
which differences between the two sets of values of art and brt might
he of influence.

Lct us now proceed to investigate in how far Mr. VERSCHAFFELT

has succeeded in determining the volumes which contain an equal
number of molecules under a pressure of 1 atmosphere.

He puts for this:

y = 0,99931 + O,OO() (1-x)2 •

t

From this formula we obtain the value 0,99931 for hydrogen
(.1' = 1), the value 1,0053 for carbonic acid (.'!: = 0) and the value
1,00081 for or = t. By means of these three values, taken from
observations, he has calculated his formula, assuming that y might
be put under the form a + bJJ + c.c2•

According to the theory the factor, with which (t'o).r is to be
multiplied in order to obtain the volume, which contains the same
number of molecules, must be equal to:

If we take the latter form, viz (1 + art - b;), we make already
use of an approximation, But even with this approximation wefind:

so that we must make use of another approximation to get a form
like y = a +b»+ c.c2• All this may cause deviations, but the er1'OL'
which is committed by assuming this form, will remain but insigni
fioant. My objection to the formula:

y = 0,99931 + O,OOG (1-x)2
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has another ground. Mr. VERSOHAFFELT himself remarks, that ifhe
had made use of other experimental data to determine the values
of a, band c, he would have found the following formula:

'!J = 0,9995 + 0,00136 (l-:r) + 0,0056 (1_$)2.

But he uses the former - and now I shall show that the latter
agrees to a great extent with what his own experiments teach, and
that the former certainly cannot be true.

When two gases are mixed in different proportions - and one
of the gases (carbonic acid) deviates in one direction from the law
of BOYLE, whereas the other gas (hydrogen) does so in the other
direction, we may expect the existence of a mixture, which follows
the law of BOYLE. What may be brought about by change of tempe
rature in case of a simple gas, occurs here by change of the mixing
proportion. For such a mixture '!J = 1. From the formula

1 = 0,99931 + 0,006 (1-x)2

follows x = ± 2/3, From the formula

1 = 0,9995 + 0,00136 (l-.v) + 0,0056 (l-:c)2

follows a: = 0,8.
Mr. VERSOHAFFEL'l' has made observations for .c = 0,7963 and

It = 0,6445. The products pv for a = 0,7963 are respectively

1,0740, 1,0756, 1,0764, 1,0749, ],0748.

At v = 0,02 pv has still the value of 1,0750, and not before
v = 0,01 it has reached the value of 1,0960.

From these values of pv we may conclude that the mixture has
nearly that composition, in which it would follow the law of BOYLE

in great volumes. From the long series of larger volumes, in which
actually constancy of this product has been found, we mightdeduce,
that the mixture deviates still in the direction of carbonic acid 
and that therefore x should have a somewhat greater valuein order
to form a mixture, which follows the law of BOYLE only in very
large volumes, but yet shows an increasing product from the be
ginning.

If we take the value of pv that belongs to the mixture, in which
x:::: 0,6445, we find:

Proceedings Royal Acad. AlllSterdam, Vo!. 1.

1,0431, 1,0425, 1,0413, 1,0411, 1,0413, 1,041,
27
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while at v =0,002 the product is diminished to 1,036 and at
v = 0,01 it descends still more down to 1,021. From the former
series of values we might still be in doubt whether this mixture
also possibly follows the law of BOYLE, but the value at v = 0,01,
which has perceptibly decreased, decides, and shows eonvincibly,
that this mixture still deviates in the direction of carbonic acid.
My conclusion is therefore that for the mixture for which y = 1
the value of x cannot descend below 0,8.

In such a mixture the product pI) = (1 + at), or (t = 18°)
pv = 1,06606. For this value we found above 1,074. This would
lead to the conclusion that if Mr. VERSCHAFFELT equates the volume
to 0,03, it is in reality no more than 0,02983. As a similar diffe
rence is also found for the following volumes, it would point to
the fact that he has taken the unity of volume in this mixture
± If2 pOt. too large, an error which surpasses the amount of the
above discussed corrections. If we would not acknowledge this error,
we should have to take as the mixture for which pv = 1 + a tone
for which x is smaller, which is contradicted by the experiments
on compression, as has been shown before. .

Put 35,80 as the value of the pressure, which a gas would exer
cise, if it should follow the law of BOYLE. For every series of
observations if the volume IV = 0,02983, we find in 'I'able XII,
p. 334 indicated the pressure which is to be subtracted from 35,81

to find the influence of the deviations.
If we put

(35 8 ) _ a~ - uz(1 +at)
, -p - 2 'v

the value of az-b~(I+a t) may be calculated for everymixture from
this approximated equation. If we calculate aI-VI (1 4-a t) (for
carbonic acid) we find 0,00614 and - 0,000454 for a2-u2 (1 +at)
(hydrogen). By means of these values we may determine the
constants for '!J = a + b» + ex2, if we make also use of the circum
stance that the value of y =1 is to be found for 3J=0,8. Then
we find:

y = 0,999546 + 0,001189 (I-a') + 0,005405 (1-02·)2 ,

an equation which closely resembles that one, which Mr. VERSCHAF
FELT thought, that he ought not to make use of, and which yet
has been deduced from his own observations only. In the following
table we find the value of y for values of a; =0,1, 0,2 etc.
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....... t ......

................

:e = 0 .......•..

0,1 .' .

0,2 .....

0,3

0,4
0,5
O,G

0,7
0,8

0,9

1

. . 1/ = 1,00614

l,004\Hl

1,00396

1,00303

1,00220

1,0014,0

1,00089

1,00039

1
0,99912

0,\)\)954

By application of the approximated formula

(35,8 - p) v2= az - air (1 + et t)

we find from the series of observations

z = 0,0995
t = 0,1990

:c = 0,3528

:c = 0,4993
z.= 0,G4.45
x = 0,7963

x = 0,8972

• • • • • • • • !J = 1,00483
. . . • . . . . 1,003\)8

1,00276
1,00177
1,000\)3

1
0,\)9965

Only at a; = 0,5 a deviation of importance is found.
For t = 18° we may calculate from

az-oz (1 + at) = - 0,000454 + 0,001189 (I-a:) + 0,005405 (l-:vr~

According to this value of alll-b12 (1 + a t) the deviation 1) from
the law of DALTON would be in the usual direction, i, e. in such
a way that the pressure of the mixture at larger volumes is smaller
than the sum of the separate pressures, whereas at smaller volumes
the sign of the deviation is reversed. In consequence of the small
value of a12-b12 (1 + at) = 0,0001375, the deviation will be but
slight. Wo may examine whether this is confirmed by the observa
tions of Mr. VERSCIIAFFELT (table XII), if a: = 1/2. So for v = 0,03

the value a12-b12 (1 + at) = 0,0001375 and

1) See Proceedings of Nov. 1898.
27*
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PI = 28,0 and P2 = 36,31. If an equal number of molecules of car
bonic acid and hydrogen 80 that .v =~/2, are mixed in the samevolume
v = 0,03, the volume contains twice as many molecules, so the same
number in v = 0,015. For this volume Mr. VERSCHAFFELT finds
P = 65. The value of PI +P2 = 65,21.

In the same way

at v = 0,028 PI = 30,58 P2 = 38,D7 PI + P2 = 69,45 and at v= 0,014 P = llD,30
H v=0,02ll PI=32,40 P2=42,04 PI+p2=74,4.L and at v=0,013 p=74,20

v v = 0,024 PI = 34,38 P2 = 45,65 PI + P2 = 80,03 and at v = 0,012 p = 80,00

1/ V = 0,022 PI = 36,55 P2 = 4.9,94 PI + PJ= Sll,49 and at v = 0,011 P = 86,75
v v=0,020 PI=39,08 Pl=55,10 PI+pJ=94,18 and at v=0,010 p=94,40

So in the case of carbonic acid and hydrogen, the quantity
a12-b12 (l+at) is not large and (al + a2 - 2 a12) - (b1+ b2 - 2 b12)
(1 +at) small, but the contrary. The latter may be expected for
substances which differ much in physical properties.

In my communications under the same title, in the proceedings
of November and December 1898, I have discussed two rules of
approximation for mixtures, viz. the law of DALTON and that of
AMAGAT. As a third rule ofapproximation the following rule might be
given: In a mixture a substance exercises the pressure that it would
exercise if the' other molecules were substituted by molecules of its
own kind. Let us eaU the pressure which the first mentioned gas
would exercise, if all the molecules were of the same kind PI, and
that of the second gas P2, then this rule of approximation comes
to the same as putting

From the graphical representation of Mr. VERSClIAl!'FELT p. 329
it appears that for carbonic acid and hydrogen P - [PI (I-x) +P2:l'J
is positive.

From the characteristic equation we may deduce for this difference:

b v
for all volumes large enough that we may put 1 +- for -- .

v v-b
So we see that for large volumes this third rule of approximation
is exactly the same as that of AMAGAT.

At a given volume P is a function of a: of the second degree
and the maximum deviation will be found at x = 1/2,
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For v = 0,024 the following table gives the calculated and the
observed values of the pressure.

In the formula p = PI (1-:r) + P2 X + A ill (I-x) we have taken
A as equal to 8.

a:

fI calculated
Jl observed

° 0,05 0,1 0,2 0,3528 0,5 0,64.45 0,8 0,9 1
34,38 35,32 30,22 37,91 40,18 42,01 43,47 44,67 45,24 45,65
34,38 35,53 36,54 38,04 4.0,12 41,80 43,33 44,80 45,48 45,65

For the value of A which might have been calculated by means of
the relation

we should have found about 9,5, if b.Cl -b.b (1 + !Xt) = 0,005401)

(see p. 395).
The value of p, putting A = 9,5, agrees nearly perfectly

for small values of x and 1-:r, but in this case the differences
are larger again for values of m near %. From A = 8 would
follow b.n-b.b (1 + et t) = 0,00461 1) .

From all this follows that absolute agreement between the theory
and the observations of Mr. VERSCHAFFELT does not yet exist. But
the differences remain below 1 pOt. It would be premature to try
to decide as yet whether the differences are to be ascribed to the
theory or to the experiments. Yet we may say that in these obser
vations the differences are smaller than in those that I have tested
before. And the fact that up to now the differences grow lessas the
observations grow in accuracy, seems to plead in favour of the theory.

I) In calculating the coefficient in the equation

!I =0,999540+ 0,001189 (I-a:) + 0,005405 (1-31)2

we hnve made use of the data for carbonic acid nnd hydrogen, nnd of the supposition
that'!!= 1, if IV= 0,8.

If we take !I = 1 for IV= 0,82, the coefficients become

!I == 0,999546+ 0,001618 (I-a;) + 0,00497 (1-31)~ •

l'llese values of the coefficients seem more probable to me j moreover in t1d~ case
the vulues of the two tables on p. 395 agree still better.

With these coefficients is

nnd
a1~-bJ2 (1+:( t) = 0,000355

(al +a2- 2 a12) - (lil +li~ - 2 012) (1+Cl t) = 0,00197 •
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Physics. - Prof. "VAN DER WAALS presents for the Proceedings
of the meeting a paper of Prof. L. ROLTZ}IANN, foreign
member of the Academy,: u. On the characteristic equation of
"V. D. WAALS," with an accompanying letter from which the
following extract has been taken.

VIENNA March 2nd 1899.,
])ear Sir,

Mr. "VAN LAAR has sent me from Utrecht a calculation which he
undertook at your demand. From thisI have calculated the next
correction term of your formula in the same way as I have followed
in the second part of my gas-theory, and I take the liberty ofsending
the MS. to you. The result will differ in some respects from the one
you obtained, but I should consider a discussion about it very inte
resting on mathematical grounds; not so much on physical grounds,
as the further correction terms are certainly not calculable. Under
slight pressures the observations are too inaccurate for this term to
be useful, while for high pressures more approximation terms would
be required. Moreover no observations have been made on Hg-vapour,
argon, helium, wharf) spherical molecules may bepresumed. I should
be pleased if you would lay my MS. before the Amsterdam Academy
of Sciences and I should like it to be printed in its Proceedings,
because I think this the best way to attain my purpose, viz. to
incite those who are interested in this question to a discussion which
might be useful to science.

Yours b'uly
LUDWIG BOLTZMANN.

At the demand of Prof. "VAN DER WA.US, Mr. YAN LAAR has
calculated a formula which may be used for the calculation of a
further approximation term in the former's formula. I shall show
how Mr. "VAN LAAR'S formula may be used for the further deve
lopment of my calculation relating to this subject, and make use of
the same notations as in the second part of my "Lectures on Gas
theory", which I shall always briefly quote as 1. c.

1. Calculation of the space left [or the centre of a new
molecule to be intl'oduced into the qas.

Let V be the volume of a vessel, in which there are found 11 ,,"ct'y
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small, rigid spheres (molecules), all of them having the same pro
perties and of the mass m and the diameter a.

We represent by D1 the first approximated value of the space D
left for the centre of a molecule new added into the gas. This
molecule has the same properties as the others. Then D1 = V. As
a second approximation we must subtract from this the volume of
the distance-spheres of all the n molecules. The term distance-sphere
stands here for a sphere concentric to the molecule and with the

. 4 2 rr: (l3

radius (l, so having a volume of - rr: 0'3. If we put -- = band
3 3m

the total mass of the gas m n = G, then the sum of all the volumes
of all the n distance-spheres is 2 Gb and the second approximated
value of D is therefore

D£ =V - 2 Gb. • • • • • • • (1)

For the third approximation we must take into account that not
the sum of the volumes of all the distance-spheres is to be subtracted
from V, as hero and there two distance spheres cover each other
partially, and that then the space which is common to them, is to
be ~ubtracted but once. So we must add to D'), the sum Z of all
spaces which two distance-spheres have anywhere in common.

We find the volume Z in the following way: We construe round
the centre of everyone of the n molecules a spherical shell con
centrical with the molecule, with an inner radius :c and the very
small thickness d.e, which spherical shell we shall call S. The
volume E, which is the sum of all the spherical shells S construed
in such a way, is 4 n: n:r2 d:JJ. The number dn of the centres of the
molecules which are found in any of these spherical shells is to
the total number of the molecules in the first approximation as R
is to the volume of the vessel V, so that we get

or
dn : n = 4 tt n ,'1)£ d.r : V • • . . • (2)

4n n2 {)J2 d.t:
dn = V •••••••• (3)

The last expression gives the number of molecules whose centres
lie at it distance between {/J and 11' +d» from the centre of any
other molecule. The number of the pairs of molecules, whosecentra
have a distance between these limits, is -l dn. As soon as 11' is
between (J and 2 a, the distance-spheres of the two molecules of
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the pairs in question will have a lens-shaped space of the volume

'J7:
2 K = 12 (16 liS - 1202 x + xS) • • • • • (4)

in common (l.c. p. 166) 1). The sum of all these lens-shaped spaces
which occur with all possible pairs of molecules, is represented by
Z. Therefore

and

D~ = V - 2 G b+ Z . . . . . . . (6)

The value of D, in which the approximation has been worked
out one term further, is called D4• To find it, we must first sub
tract from Ds the sums of all volumes which belong to the distance
spheres of three molecules at the same time, and which is according
to Mr. VAN LAAR

in which (3 is the quantity which he has calculated and which he
has also represented by (ion the last page of his discussion.
Secondly however we have also to add a correction term to Z, which
we shall represent by;, so that

17 G2 v GS bS

])4 = V - 2 Gb + 16 V - 2 (3 V2 t s . . . (7)

We get the correction term S by the following consideration. The
proportion (2) is only right as a first approximation. If we try to
obtain to a greater accui acy, the last term of the proportion should
not be represented simply by V, as the whole volume of the vessel
is not at the disposal of all the n molecules. In the same way a
correction term is to be inserted in the last member but one of the

1) Comprue also. VAN mm WAAJ,S, Amst. Aroel 31 Oct. 1896 and 29 Oct. 1898.
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proportion, while also a part of the volume, represented above by R,
will fall in the distance-sphere of other molecules.

Next we may state the following rule. According to proba
bility the relation between the number represented above by dn and
the total number n of' the molecules will be the same as between
that part RI of the space R which is left for the centre of a new
added molecule and the whole space which is left inside the vessel
for the centre of a new-added molecule. 1)

According to formula (1) the last mentioned space is V - 2 Gb.
The last term of the proportion (2) should therefore be represented
by V -- 2 Gb instead of by V. RI is still to be found. For this
purpose we construe inside each of the above considered n spherical
shells with a radius a; and a thickness doe, which we have called
the spherical shells S, a concentrical spherical shell with an inner
radius '!J and a thickness dy. The latter spherical shells we shall
call the spherical shells T. The snm of the number of the centra
of molecules, which lie in any of the spherical shells T is, analo
gous to the equation (3)

4 7"& n2 !J2 dy
dp = V •••••••• (8)

The part

of the surface lies withrn the distance spheres of O"('} y separate one
of the molecules i thence the part

(J2 _ (x _ y)2
6J = 1t a; de . • • • • • (9)

y

of the inner spacG of the spherical shells in question with a radius
a; and a thickness d,v, as an easy calculation shows. That part of
the volumes of all the spherical shells S which is covered by the
distance spheres of all the dv molecules together is therefore (,) dr,

If no molecules were to be found inside the spherical shells S,
we might integrate this expression with respect to y from x - (J to
oX + (7 and

J 16 7"&2 n2 a;2 (J3 2 b G
6J dy = 3 V d» = V . 471 11 x2 doe. • • (10)

would follow.

1) ]'or n fuller exposition of this rule comp, 1. c. § 51.
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Then the space of the sum of the volumes R::::; 4'11: n a:2 d:c of all
the spherical shells S together, which is enclosed in the distance
spheres, would be to this total space R, as the whole space 2 Gb
occupied by the distance spheres of all the molecules of the gas to
the whole volume of the vessel V, whichwas to be expected a priori.

In every spherical shell S, however, a molecule is found, so that
the centre of another molecule cannot come closer than at a distance
(j from the centre of the spherical shell. Therefore we have to
subtract from the value (10).

y="

J 4 '11:2 n2 :1'2 dr ( .T
3 4a3 )

to d" = - - a: (12 + -- ::::; 4'11: n 11'2 dffJ r,
V 12 0

y=x-"

in which
'11:1/ Q Qr= 12 V (.vu - 12:c a2 +16 au) •

Instead of the last term but one in the proportion (2) wo have
therefore to put

As we ought to substitute V(1 - 2~ b) for the last term, it

comes to the same thing as if the last term were left as it is,
and as if

4 '11: n 11'2 d.:r (1 +r)

wore substituted for the last term but one, at least if terms of still
higher order are neglected.

'Ye obtain therefore for dn the correction term

d"'=r dn

and for Z the correction term

2357 1);3 n3 a9

-- 22680 V~

2357 G3 h3

67:W V2 ;



By the substitution of these values, formula (7) becomes:

17 G21/}, 2357 G3 b3
J),=V-2Gb+- -+(--2q)--='. 1() V 6720 IJ VC),

[
17 G b ( 2357) G2b2

]= V-2 Gb 1-- -+ 8--- -- (11)
3~ V . 13440 V 2

This is therefore the space left in the vessel for the centre of a
Gb

molecule, when terms of four different orders with respect to V

are considered.

n. Correction of the equation of VAN DER WAALS.

The shortest way to calculate this correction by means offormula
11 is that which I followed 1. c. § 61. If wesubstitute the expression
D4 , which has now been found for the expression D, which has been
used 1. c. § 61 and has been represented by equation 173 there,
wo obtain

[
17 v 2 m2 b2 (2357 ) 1/

3 m3 b3
]

l V--21/111b-l-- ---+ --2 q --- =
10 v U720 fJ '112

21/ m b 1)) 112 lIt
2 b2 (1283 ) v 3 m8 b3

= l '11- -'11- - ) () '11 2 - G720+ 2 (1 v~ j

instead of the first formula on p. 174, and so instead of the formula
which is found for S six lines lower

3nrf d T [ b 5 b2
( 1283 ;g) b3

]
S=- (1+(1)-+1' lv---- -- --+- - .

2 '1' v 16 '112 20880 2 v:J

The formula for

3 (T S)

3'11

which follows on this one in 1. c. is changed to
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so that the corrected equation of VAN DER WAUS would have the
following form

'1' T

In this formula is according to Mr. VAN LAAR

73 V2 + 81.17 (arc tg V2 - : )
fJ = 235 = 0.0958 •3. 'iI:

(12)

Physics. - Cl TIle galvano-magnetic and thermo-maqnetic phenomena
in bismuth". (Second Communication.) By Dr. E. VAN EVER
DlNGEN JR. (Communication N°. 48 from the Physical Labo
ratory at Leiden, by Prof. H. KULbJRLINGI-I ONNES.)

1. In the Proceedings of the meeting of June 25th 1898 we
have communicated the results of the observations of the four trans
verse galvano-magnetic and thermo-magnetic phenomena, all of
them made in one and the same magnetic field with one and the
same electrolytically prepared plate of bismuth. By means of the
same plate of bismuth we have now observed the decrease of con
ductivity for electricity and heat and also the longitudinal thermo
magnetic phenomenon. It has given us much trouble to measure the
two last phenomena with sufficient accuracy, and the variation of
the conductivity for heat can only approximately be deduced from
the measurements. Yet I communicate the results for two reasons:
in the first place, for a preliminary theory it is sufficient that the
order of magnitude of the phenomena is known, and secondly in
consequence of the small dimensions of the plate it is not probable
that further measurements with the same plate would yield a much
more exact result for the absolute value. Moreover the plate during
one of the last experiments has developed a crack and this has
put an end to all further observations under the same circumstances,
even if we had wished to continue them.

These measurements having been finished wc have obtained for
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the fiJ st time results in oue and the same plate, in the same
magnetic field and at the same temperature, for all the phenomena
relating to the theory of the conduction of electricity and heat in
metals. For a complete theory it would also be necessary to investigate
the variation with temperature of the different phenomena; at the
same time a question would arise about a possible change of the
'I'aoascx-effect in the magnetic field. But at this stage I wished to
leave variation with temperature out of consideration. It is true, in
measurements for which a current of heat is required, differenttem
peratures occur, but we will suppose this variation with temperature
small enough to be neglected in a preliminary theory of the phe
nomena. So far as we can judge from the results obtained, they are
not contradictory to this supposition.

2. I have succeeded in representing variation of resistance and
longitudinal-effect by means of an empirical formula of the form

in which E represents the phenomenon observed and M the magnetic
force (in these calculations expressed in the unit 1000 C. G. S.).

Together with the quanties observed we also give the values ob
tained by means of this empirical formula. It will be shown that
it represents the observations "Very satisfactorily; applied to those
made by others, it offers an easy way of comparing their results
with mine. Moreover the formula is of great use in deciding that
variation of resistance and longitudinal-effect are proportional for all
magnetisations, a result which is very important for the theory of
the phenomenon. If for instance, we consider the longitudinal-effect
as a variation of the thermo-electric powel', it follows that we might
deduce the change of the Tnousox-effect in the magnetic field from
the variation of the increase of resistance with changeof temperature.

3. Variation of the electric resisumee.

a. 1Jfeasurements. 'I'he observations of this variation arc made

1) III the denominator V M2, where the LOot has to be taken with II positive value,
was written ill VIew of GOLDITA:MUlJIt'S remark (Wied. Anu. 36, 1). 824, 1889) that
the phenomena which do not change sign on levelsing the field should be tunctions
at .Ll12•
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following the method, described in the "Verslag del' Vergad." of April
21bt 1897, p. 493 1) .

As resistance electrodes we used the same thermo-elements which
were used in the measurements of the transverse phenomena, the
copper wires of which were again connected with one of the coils
of a differential-galvanometer, Fig. 1 shows the principle of this
method of observation.

E = Element.

8'
5.

, ,
\ .. ' +-,

" -"------ .>

!

:f--'------'
I ,
J r

/
/

P= Plate of

bismuth.

R = Rheotan-

wires.

TA = 'I'hermo-ele-

ments,

WJ and W~ = Resistance

boxes.

01=°,258 O2 =1,000

:tIf.lgnetic field Percentage mcieasc IDlffercnce.Observed I Calculated

I
4650 9,7 9,8 + 0,1

6100 14,5 14,5 0,0

9200 25,1 25,1 0,0

From these observations we could also deduce an approximate
value for the specific resistance of this bismuth ut about 20°, for
which 182,000 C. G. S was found.

'Ve need not be astonished at this IIurn bel' being much larger than
that of FLE:MING and DEWAR, 116,000, which we used in the cal
culations of the previous communication. For, our method, although

I) Comm. Phys. Lab. Leiden, NO. 37, p. 5. Compare also my thesis for the
doctorate.
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it shows us very precisely the proportion of the resistances in the
different magnetic fields, was neither devised nor fit for precise mea
surements of the specific resistance.

First, the distance of the resistance-elecncdes cannot beaccurately
determined, and second, it is not certain that the current-lines are
entirely parallel with the sides of the plate, a supposition which
must be made in the calculation. In order to convince myself that
these circumstances did not influence the measuring of the increase
of resistance I have moreover repeated that measurement with another
plate of a very regular shape, electrolytically prepared in the same
way. The specific resistance being found to be here 121,000, the
percentage increase of resistance was almost the same as in the
case of the other plate.

b. Results of other observers.

HENDERSON 1)

Temp. 18°. 01 = 0,2847 o~ =1,798

Magnetic field. Percentage increase Differenee.
observed I calculated.

960 ],5 1,3 - 0,2

1740 3,4 3,6 + 0,2

2860 8,2 8,1 - 0,1

4160 14,8 14,2 - 0,6

6260 25,9 25,3 - 0,6

71110 30,7 30,5 - 0,2

8740 39,7 3ll,4 - 0,3

9650 45,2 14,,7 - 0,5

101150 53,0 52,4 - 0,6

12750 62,3 63,1 + 0,8

In order to investigate how far the empirical formula retains its
meaning' outside the range of the observations which were used in
calculating the constants, I substituted the value M = 38,900, with
which HENDERSON found 233,4%; this gave 245,7% whichis in suffi
cient agreement considering the extent of the extrapolation.

I) Wieu. Ann. 53 p. 9]2, 189,1,. 'I'he numbers here mentioned concern the measu
iements with the large spiral of bismuth, which are graphically rep!esented in fig. 4
of Tnble X of that Volume.
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VON ETTINGSllAUbEN and NEHNs'r I)

°1 = 0,1341 OJ = 0,8882
----

IDifference,1IIagnehe field Percentage increase
ObSCl ved , calculated

1600 2,58 ],87 I - 0,7

3160 7,87 6,24 - ],6

5880 10.7 17,2 - 2,5

8110 30,S 2D,G -1,2

11200 4.03,6 14.,6 + ],0

FLEl\lI!\G and DEWAR 2)

Temp. 19°. 01= - 0,03084 02= 0,1805

Magnetic field. I Percentage mercase Differenceohseived I caloul..ted

I I
24.50 6,d 1,2 - 5,1

5500 Id,fl 6,6 - 7,0

H200 00,9 64,9 + 4,0

As appe,ns from the negative sign of Cl and the large deviations,
the observations in the last table cannot be represented by our for
mula. But from this discussion it would appear that the accurate
representation of my three results by a formula with two constants
signifies more than would at first be expected.

4. Yariaiion of condztchvlty [or heat.

a. Measurements. It being our object to observe all the pheno
mena as far as possible under the same circumstances, we in this
rase had to determine the variation of temperature at different distances
from the source of heat, in order to calculate from it the variation
of the conductivitv.v

We therefore first observed the temperature in the stationary con-
dition without magnetic field, then that temperature in the new
stationary condition in the magnetic field. It appeared however after

1) WlCd. Ann .303 P 4.74, 1888.
J) Proo, Iioy. Soc. eo, P 425, 189b.
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some time that if the plate were mounted between the poles as had
been done until then, the condition was never steadyenough to make
the measurement in this way; the irregular variations oftemperature
as compared with the fall of temperature to be measured were too
large. This difficulty was almost entirely removed by using a U
shaped water-jacket placed between the poles of the electromagnet,
through which water was streaming under a constant difference of
pres'lure, so that the temperature remained constant for severalhours
within a few tenths of a degree.

The new mounting of the plate may be seen from fig. 2.

P. = Plate of bismuth.

Th, = Thermo-element.

W.= Water-jacket.

K. = Copper tube throughwhich

the stoam is driven.

A. B. O.= Grooves for intro-

ducing the thermo-ele-

menta.

R: = Pieceofwood for clamping

the plate.

[fS
r -,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

: i"+ t ..L... ..J-.L_J _

The plate having been put into this jacket, the remammg space
was filled with cotton-wool. A test-experiment in which the jacket
was closed on all sides with paper did not yieldany different results,
so that we may assume that no errors arise from currents of air.

In inserting the thermo-elements ID their places we had to secure
proper contact on the one hand, and on the other, we had to make

28
Proceedings Royal Aoad. AlllDterdlllll. Vol I.
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sure that the copper or the German-silver wires did not separately
touch the bismuth.

The observations were made in the following way:

1. Observe for five minutes the deflection by the thermo-element
without magnetic field.

2. Observe for five minuteswith the magnetic field in one direction.

3. " "" " without " "

4. " "" " with the " "" other "

5. " "" " without " "
And so on.

During the five minutes after interrupting the magnetising current
the temperature returns slowly to its original value.

Mainly by help of the deflections just before applying the mag
netic field, the remaining variation of the deflection withoutmagnetic
field was represented graphically and from this was interpolated the
value of that deflection at a moment five minutes after the closing
of the current. '1 he difference of this value and the deflection
observed just before interrupting the current gives the fall of tem
perature we require.

By taking the mean for the two directions of magnetisation the
error ill avoided, which would otherwise be caused by the rotation
of the isothermals.

Here follow some of the results obtained. A, Band C again
indicate the three fixed places on the plate; the temperatures above
each column give.approximately the values as they occurred during
the observations.

Magnetic A B C
field ±24° ± 36° ±19°

2800 0°,38 0°,07

4800 0°,48 0°,83 0°,18

6100 0°,67 1°,25 0°,28

The temperature of the water-jacIret in all these observations
was about 8°.

The following are the results from which the number 0°,28 for
C. was deduced, given in order that we may judge of the accuracy
of the separate determinations.
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Deflection Deflection Defleeuou
without magn with with
(interpolated). magu A. magn B Vanatiou Mean

&7,90 36,80 ],10
0,90

38,06 37,35 0,71
0,95

38,14. 36,95 1,19
0,90

38,12 &7,52 0,60
0,86

38,&3 37,22 I,ll
0,89

38,86 38,20 0,66
0,90

&9,42 38,28 1,14
0,90

39,80 39,13 0,67
0,90

With several of the observations mentioned above the agreement
of the separate values was still greater.

c. Calculation of the variation of conductivity for heat.
Let t be the difference between the temperature in the plate and

that of the surrounding atmosphere, and let tr be the distance from
the heated end, then we can assume when using certain simplifying
suppositions that

III which
08

a2 = -
dg

d = section of the plate.

0= circumference of the plate.

8 = coefficient of the exterior conduction of heat.

g= » » » interior » » »

We assume that 8 is independent of the magnetic force.
For t we find

t=pe-a~+qe+az.

The great difficulty in the measurements with our plate of bismuth,
is that, as would be the case for a longer plate, we cannot neglect
the second term for moderate values of aJ and take the coefficient
p constant (this could only be the case if the plate were soldered
immediately to the heated tube). In the magnetic field P, q and a

28*
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vary; it is probable that the temperature at both ends does alsonot
remain the same, and only with the aid of three observed tempera
tures we can calculate a. It is evident that in this way errors of
observation should acquire a great influence, especially as the deter
mination of the falls of temperature could not possibly be made at
the three places at the same time; the stationary temperatures were
about the same in each experiment, but small differences could not
be avoided.

For the calculation, the temperatures, observed at the heated
end and in the places A, Band C were united in a graphical repre
sentation with a: as abscissa. From this the temperatures in the
places x =0, 0,6, 1,2, 1,8, and 2,4 were deduced. These must
satisf~ the relation.

tn + tn+2-'--- = e- 0,6 a + e + 0,6 a.
tn+l

Putting e- O,6a = k, we find k from the equation

Supposing the mean value of k to be correct, I then calculated
from the set of 5 temperatures the coefficients p and q, and from
these again the temperatures themselves. The result being:

le = 0,626 p=43,16 q::.: 0,39

IC (il1terp~lated) I tn+ tnt 2
le t Difference.

In+l (calculated)

-
° 43,5 43,5 0,0

0,6 28,0 2,17 0,666 27,6 -0,4.

1,2 17,5 2,29 0,581, 17,9 +0,4

1,8 12,1 2,22 0,629 12,2 +0,1

2,4 9,4 9,2 -0,2

Fig'. 3 shows the calculated curve. The signs X show the tem
peratures and the places which where used in the calculation, the
signs + show the really observed temperature in the places A, B
and C. I
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Next, we have read the falls of temperature also from a graphical
representation; with a view to the small accuracy of the results I
have confined myself to the observations in the strongest field and
have omitted the value for x = 0 as being unreliable. I then found

M=±6000

~J
t

t-tl t I tn+tn+2
(calculated) tn+l

(J,6 I 1°,25
I 27°,6 26° 35/,

1,2 0,90 17,9 17,00 2,235

1,8 0,55 12,2 II ,65 2,227

2,4 0,26 9,2 8,94

le

0,6185

0,6237

As the distance from C to the heated place was only 2,37 the
value for 2,4 has been extrapolated already. Let us therefore take
the value of k 0,6185 as a basis. From the value 0,626 follows a
value of a =0,778; 0,6185 gives a' =0,801.

g a'2
tr = '2 = 1,058.
~ a
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For an investigation of the variation in different magnetic fields
the observations are not accurate enough; yet they already show
that the increase is more rapid than proportional to the first power
of the magnetic force, but not so rapid as proportional to the second
power 1).

b. Results of other observers.

. As far as I know it is only LEDUC 2), the discoverer, and VON

ETTINGSHAUSEN 3), who have observed this phenomenon.

From the former's observations follows for M = 7800; = 1,057.
~ g

VON ETTINGSH.A.USEN finds numbers varying from 1,052 to 1,021
in a field of about 9000.

In both these cases the bismuth was directly soldered to the
source of heat, and for the calculation use was made of the term
p e-ax only. As my value, 1,058 in the field 6000 is rather too
large than too small, we can deduce with certainty from the obser
vations that this change is considerably smaller than of the elec
trical conductivity.

5. Longitudinal thermo-magnetic phenomenon.

a. Measurements. This phenomenon may be considered as an
increase of the thermo-electric power of bismuth in the magnetic
field. I therefore wished to measure the variation of the deflection,
observed with the galvanometer, when the copper wires of the thermo
electric couples were connected to it, in percentage values for diffe
rent magnetic fields, always with both directions of the magnetic
field, in order to avoid the disturbances caused by tranverse pheno
mena; afterwards it would only be necessary to determine the thermo
electric power outside the magnetic field once for all, in order to
be able to express the longitudinal effect also in absolute measure.
Now it was also desirable to make these measurements with the
thermo-elements at the places Band 0; but as the temperatures of
these places vary on applying the magnetic field, a disturbance arises
which reduces the change in the deflection, because the fall of tern-

1) A variation of U with temperature, outside or in the magnetic field, ought to
appear from a similar change in k. It is evident that the accuracy of the observa
tions is not sufficient to draw from them conclusions as to such a variation; how
ever the variation cannot be very large.

2) U. R. ] 04, p. 1783, 1887.

~ Wied. Ann. 33, p. 129, 18BB.
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perature is greatest at the highest temperature. At first I intended
to calculate this disturbance from the measurements of the fall of
temperature mentioned in the preceding part. But r have changed
my mind because it appeared that in spite of accurate placing of
the thermo-elements, deviating falls of temperature occurred with
different measurements. For the most part, these- deviations must be
ascribed to the existence of an other slope of temperature. There
fore of late I have determined the fall of temperature on both these
places before and after the measurement of the longitudinal effect.
If we knew exactly the difference of temperature between the two
places of contact we might have expressed the correction in percen
tages. Although the temperature of the places of contact between
German-silver and copper is exactly known, there is however no
sufficient certainty that this is at the same time the temperature of
the place of contact of bismuth and copper. The same uncertainty
is the reason that the thermo-electric powe! of bismuth can also
not be exactly deduced from these measurements; the values of the
difference bismuth-copper, calculated from the results of different
experiments, range from 8400 to 10500 per 10 for temperatures
ranging from 20° to 50°. It should be remembered that in the
place B we find a slope of temperature from 2,50 to 5° per mm"
while the whole difference of temperature was 20° to 30°. For
these reasons r have for the time being given up a calculation
of the longitudinal effect in absolute measure and have calcu
lated the correction by taking for the thermo- electric difference
bismuth-copper 10000 per 1°; for the thermo-element German-silver
and copper was found 1590. In the correction there remains an
uncertainty of probably not more than 10ofo; the correction itself
amounted at most to 25% of the total effect, so that for this there
remains an uncertainty ·of 2,5%; as moreover the fall of temperature,
as afterwards appeared, shows almost the same variation with the
magnetic force as the longitudinal-effect, the proportion of the phe
nomenon in different magnetic fields will not be changed by the
error.

A great number of measurements had been made already before
the method of observation described here was applied. In order to
use these in the calculation, I interpolated from all the sets of
observations the percentage variation for the fields 2000 to 6000;
then I always assumed 10 as the value for the field 6000 which
was the result according to the last method, and changed the other
figures proportionally. The following' results were obtained.
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, ' -. '" '" "

Magnet. field. 21 July. 9 Sept. 16 Sept. 18 Febr. 6.9March Mean.

-
2000 1,77 1,60 1,94 2,27 1,60 1,84

3000 3,66 3,21 3,69 3,86 3,35 3,55,

4000 5,79 5,02 5,60 5,70 5,50 5,52

5000 7,83 7,21 7,69 7,67 7,75 7,M

6000 10.0 10,0 10,0 10,0, ]0,0 10,0
, -'

The empirical formula was applied to these mean results.

01 = 0,2341 O2 = 0,6663

Magnet. field. Percentage increase Difference.
observed. I calculated.

2000 1,84 1,81 -0,03

3000 3,55 3,52 -0,03

4000 5,52 5,51 -0,01

5000, 7,63 7,67 ' +0,D4

6000 10,00 9,98 -0,02

As we see, the agreement is very satisfactory. The coefficient Cl
is almost the same as for the increase of the resistance, whence we
conclude: -:- the two phenomena d'iffer in different magnetic fields only
by an almost' constant factor 1).

b. Results of other obse1·vers.

It appears that the observations of VON ETTINGSHAUSEN and
'NERNs'r cannot be represented by our formula. Therefore I shall
only recalculate their results for the longitudinal effect, and compare
them with the increase of resistance in their bismuth.

1) In my thesis for the doctorate (p.111-114) I pointed out that the phenomena
mentioned might have a common cause in a variation of the number of free charged
particles due to the, magnetic field. The found proportionality renders a common
cause very probable.
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~ercenta~e Percentage
Magnet. field. value of .long. increase Ratio.

effect. . of resistance.

2800

4720

9480

1,01

2,57

11,00

7,0

14,7

3,55

0,14

0,18

0,31

That nothing can be seen here of the proportionality found by
me, .may. probably be ascribed to some extent to errors of obser
vation; the more so, as the object of the measurements was not to
determine the relation between the strength of the magnetic field
and the two phenomena, but to compare the behaviour of bismuth
with that of bismuth-tin alloys. .

Moreover their bismuth was cast. Therefore disturbances, caused
by irregular crystallisation were probably present.

Chemistry. - Professor B:aKHUIS ROOZEBOOM presents a eommu
cation by Dr. ERNST COHEN, "On the velocity of elect1'ical
Reaction. n."

The velocity of the reaction Zn +Hgg S04~ Hg2 + Zn 804"

-1. An' open galvanic element is not a system in' equilibrium;
this is obvious from the fact that if the circuit of such an element
is' closed by means of a wire, the reaction which can take place in
the cell at once occurs.

We must assume, that, owing to the resistance of an open cell
being very (infinitely) great,' the velocity of the reaction is practically
reduced to zero 1). .

2. If, on the other hand, it is, for example, desired to"study
the course of. a chemical reaction at different temperatures as a
function of the temperature, a galvanic element may be constructed
in which the reaction will take. place as soon as the circuit is
closed.

In what follows r shall describe briefly the results obtained in
the study of the reaction

1) Compare NERNST, 'I'heor, Ohemie, 2e'Aufl. 1898,658.
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at different temperatures.
The reaction represented by the above equation takes place in a

OLARK-cell when ita circuit is closed.
When the cell is short-circuited by a short, thick wire (whose

resistance is practically zero) the constant of the electrical velocity
of reaction (see my first communication) at to is

where E is the electromotive force of the cell at to and ,Q the
specific resistance of the saturated solution of zinc sulphate in the
cell at the same temperature.

According as the solid substance present is Zn 8 04, 7 H2o °or
Zn 8 04' 6 H2o 0, we shall find at one and the same temperature, two
values for KI since both E and ,Q depend Oll the nature of the
solid phase.

3. JAEGER 1) has found that for an element in which the stable
solid phase is Zn 8 0 4 • 7 H2 0 , the electromotive force at the tem
perature to may be represented by:

Et = 1. 400-0,00152 (t-39) - 0,000007 (t-39)2 Volts.

If, however, the solid phase is Zn804, 6 H20 , we have

E't = 1. 400 - 0,00102 (t-39) - 0,000004 (t-39)2o Volts

I have determined the resistance of the different solutions by
means of a KOHLRAUSCH dipping-electrode 2) (Tauchelectrode) the
resistance capacity of which, at 18°, wasdetermined by a 0.5 N.KOI
solution, and controlled by a 0.5 N. Na 01 solution at the same
temperature.

Table I contains the values of E, ,Q, and K l for the case that
Zn 804, 7 H20 is present in the element and Table Il, the same
quantities for Zn 804,' 6 H20 .

1) WIED. Ann. Bd. 63 (1897) 354.
2) KOHLRAUSCH a, HOLBORN, Das Leitvermbgen der Electrolyte. (Leipzig 1898).

p. 18 u, 19.
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TABLE 1.

Temperature E (Millivolts). .Q K I X 10--2

5°.0 1453.3 0.0491 296.0

0°.0 1448.6 0.042a 342.0

5".0 1443.6 ,00371 388.S

9°.0 1439.3 00337 426.6

15°.0 1432.5 0.0299 478.3

25°.0 1419.9 00260 544.6

30°.0 1413.1 0.0248 574.2

35°.0 14060 0.0241 5836

39°.0 14000 0.0237 5909

1!ABLE H.

- Temperature. E (MiIlivolts). IQ «, X 10-2

5°.0 1437.1 0.0577 248.7

0°.0 1433.7 00498 287.8

50./) 1430.1 0.0437 326.8

go.O 14270 0.0397 359.5

15°.0 1422.2 0.0348 408.5

2:50.0 1413.5 00302 467.5

30% 1408.9 0.0274 513.8

35°.0 1404.0 00252 "557.3

39".0 1400.0 0.0237 590.9

45°.0 1393.7 0.0220 631.8

50°.0 1388.3 0.0211 659.0

4. Representing the electrical velocity of reaction graphically as
a function of the temperature, the two curves shown in the follo-
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wing figure are obtained according as we are dealing with the
modification which is stable, or with that which is metastable
below 39°.

,, ..

,
~5:'-'-~D"-7,-7;;-'---7./5,.,.... --'1.9:;;r----t:s;r---:;;JQ'------;J""s~"7C~o::r--f7;r"--;!JIf·

Temperature.
Af: .J to be foreseen, the velocity of reaction at 39° is the

same in both cases; below this temperature the reaction in the
element containing the stable phase is always the faster (at the
same temperature).

Phys. ~ - UDiffmcUon of RO:NTGEN Rays". By Prof. H. H.A.G.!

and Dr. O. H. WIND.

Investigations 1) formerly undertaken in the Groningen Laboratory
rendered it already clear that, if X rays are due to vibrations ofthe
ether,their wavelength can be but a few ANGSTROM units. In the-course
of the further enquiry a phenomenon was observed, indicating traces
of real diffraction and tending to give a wavelength of ono or two
ANGSTROM units. Now it became possible to perform a new series
of ex"r" iments under circumstances more qualified to exhibitdiffrac
tio.i. A simple consideration makes it clear that in order to obtain
great intensity it is better to use narrow slits than to make the
distances great.

1) C. H. WIIW, "On the influence of the dimensions of the source of light in
diffraction phenomena of FRJ;SNEL and on the diffraction of X rays". Kon. Aknd, van
Wetenschappen. Proceedings, June 1898.
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All the apparatus could now be mounted on one plate of free
stone, whereby moreover greater steadiness was secured.

The first slit (X slit), the second (diffraction slit) and the photo
graphic plate were mounted on heavy metallic stands, resting on
a free-stone plate (200 X 40 X 30 cm.) This plate was supported
by three columns of the same material, resting on the great pillar
of the edifice; stands, plate, column and pillar were united by
plaster of Paris.

Behind the first slit was the RONTGEN tube, one of the excellent
tubes made by MiJLLER (Hamburg) with automatic vacuum regu
lator.

The induction coil was an excellent piece of apparatus made by
SIEMENS and HALSKE, with a maximum spark-length of 30 cm. and
a DEPREZ interruptor with two contacts.

The current for the induction coil was given by 6 accumula
tors. The tube and the first slit were surrounded at all sides 
except at the backside, where space was kept for the connecting
wires between the coil and the tube - with thick leaden plates;
in) the direction of the diffraction slit a small aperture was spared
in order to enable the X rays to reach the photographic plate.
Much pain has been taken to obtain the slits as excellent as possible;
the small platinum plates, thick 1/2 mm., which formed the edges
of the slit, had been very carefully flattened and ground and were
screwed on flattened plates of brass. The width of the X slit was
14, 18 or 25 microns; by means of a leaden plate the height was
limited to 1 cm. .

The diffraction slit (height 3 cm.) was 14 microns at the upper
end and gradually narrowing to a width of a few microns.

On one of the sides of the diffraction slit and very near to it
there had been drilled small round holes in the platinum, near to
the upper and lower end and to the centre 0 the slit, in order to
enable us, in a way afterwards to 11e mentio ned, to knowthe effec-

. tive width of each part of the diffraction slit. The diffraction slit
ended at the top and at the bottom in a slit of considerable width
(3 m.m), the axis of which was the prolongation of the axis of the
diffraction slit; the RON'l'GEN tube was placed behind the first slit
in such It position that these wider slits cut from the pencil of
X rays the most intensive, middle part, as could easilybe controlled,
from time to time, by means of a fluorescent screen; of course the
rays then passed also in the desired manner by the diffraction slit.

'Vith this arrangement were taken the experiments of which the
results are given in the following table, where signifies
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a : width of the first slit in microns.

S l!"" ' diffraction slit" "
a : distance between first and diffraction slit in cm.
b " " diffraction slit and photografic plate in cm.

a= 75 cm. S : 2 a. L4 "'.

Time NO. ofa b of exposition experiment.
Hours.

25 1 2~ 5

25 20 ,57 3

l!5 45 50 4

14 75 50 1

14 75 100 2

25 105,5 150 G

]8 1 80 8

18 75 130 7

18 75 200 9

In the experiment Nr. 1 a plate sensitive on both sides was used 
mark B II of 'the Aceien-Geeellschaft fUr Anilin-Fabrikation. The
image on the second side of the plate however was many times
fainter than that on the first side; moreover on account of the
rather strong fog it seemed very desirable to destroy the image OD

the second side and to remove the gelatine film; in the other expe
riments LOMBERG-plates were used. The plates were developed 8:
very long time (at least half an hour) using rodinal (1 at 35), po
tassium bromide being added.

In experiments (j and 8, the photographic plate was pressed against
the brass plate, on which the diffraction slit was mounted. Measu
rements, in order to give the width of the slit, were made on the
images obtained by these experiments, greater accuracy being attainable
in this manner than by direct measurement of the slit; on account
of the small distance between the plate and the slit, the image could
not be sensibly broadened nor by diffraction nor by the X slit being
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not infinitely narrow. The measurements were made by means of
a microscope made by ZEISS, object-glass D,' compensation eye-piece
6 with micrometer; also Iow powers were used.

The above mentioned small holes in one of the slit sides gave
on {j and 8 circular and on the other plates - on account of the
height of the X ray source - elongated dark images (cf. fig. 1 and 2).
On all plates the distances between the centres of these images
were divided with the dividing engine in the same number of equal
parts. Whenever for a definite division in one of the diffraction
images the corresponding width of the diffraction 'slit was wanted,
we could by this way immediately take it from the measurements
of {j and 8.

If, using small power - object-glass a*, index at 10, compen
sation eye-glass 6 - plate N°. 2 is gradually displaced, one sees
that the image of the slit appears in the broader part as a black
line, dark in the centre and with hazy edges, that however in the
narrower part the darker part - nucleus - ceases and the image
of the slit broadens out somewhat like a plume, showing hut little
difference of intensity in a direction perpendicular to, the length
of the image. In accordance with the gradual narrowing of the dif
fraction slit, the image becomes of course weaker, but narrower
alone at a few places, in such a manner that from the point, where
the nucleus seams to disappear, maxima and minima begin to appear
in the width of the image.

The same thing occurs also in the other negatives, most clearly
in N.D. 2, 6 and 9.

In order to givesome ideaofthe characterof thesefaint broadenings,
which are observed at their best with the microscope, we have made
of the narrowest part of 5 and 2 enlarged photographs by means of
a so called mikroplanar N°. la made by ZEISS. Figures 1 and 2
are reproductions of these enlargements by means of heliography.

Fig. 1 is enlarged 16 times, fig. 2 14 times.
Identical numbers at the divisions indicate corresponding places.

In fig. 1 is given also the width of the diffraction slit.
In order to be sure that the real cause of the described pheno

mena is to be attributed to diffraction, we have carefully consi
dered other different causes which might cause a broadening of the
image of the slit. It appeared however, that though photographic
irradiation, local differences in the sensibility of the photographic
film, secondary rays (SAGNAC), small motions of the stands during
the experiments,' often extending over more then 10 days, mayhave
changed in different degrees the image of the slit, these causes
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cannot explain the broadenings of the image, which as we observed
occur with the narrowing of the diffraction f-<lit.

It might however be argued that if the influence of the width of
the first slit is taken into account, also with linear propagation of
the rays, the image of the slit might make upon us the impression
of a broadening with the gradually narrowing of the second slit.
In this case however the apparent limits of the image should at
the utmost diverge at the same rate as the edges of the second
slit approach each other. In our experiments however the diffrae
tion slit narrows in so slow a manner that a broadening from this
cause would be totally imperceptible.

Hence we can only draw the conclusion, that the broadenings
of the slit image we have observed must be attributed to a Diffrac·
tion of the Rontgen rays. With this hypothesis the different
broadenings of the slit image, which are to be interpreted as mani
fold formations of plumes, are easily explained, because it is only
necessary to suppose that there are rays of considerably different
wavelengths) rays of some definite wavelengths possessing greater
energy than others; the rays with great energy cause the separate
broadenings resembling plumes, the height of the ray source favou
ring haziness.

The small intensity of the broadenings resembling plumes, the
haziness of their edges make accurate measurements and hence a
precise determination of the wavelength impossible. We were obli
ged to make only an estimation of the wavelength of the more
prominent raya.

In FRESNEL'S diffraction theory is introduced the quantity v; in
conformity therewith we now introduce the quantity l's, as given
by the relation

This quantity determines, 8, a, b and I. being given, the kind of
the primary diffraction image to be expected, so that by means of
CORNU'S spiral the intensity curve of the diffraction image can be
constructed. We have done so for the values 2, 1.5 and 1 of the
quantity Vs The width of the first slit, a, must however be taken
into account, or which comes to the same thing, from the prim'iry
the secondary diffraction images must be deduced. 1) ,

1) C. H. WIND, "Over den invloed van de nfmetingen der lichtoron bij FRESNF.T,'Sche

buigingsverschijnselen". Verslng der vergad, April 189i.
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In order to obtui 11 a somewhat general survey of the different
possible eases, which wore for Ui3 of importance, we have made
concemimr the ratioe

b
-rJ
a

a+b
---8

a

the siguifieance of which will be clear, three hypotheses , VIZ.

0=3, 0= 1 and 0= 0,6.
The first slit is with the first hypothesis rather wide, with the

third rather narrow as compared with the second slit. The intensity
CUI vcs for the diflrnction images in the 9 cases are plotted down
ill fig. 3 a-i.

In the same plate are represented also by dotted lines the intensity
curves with the same slits and with rectilineal' propagation, using
the circumstance that the areas enclosed between the intensity
curves and the axis must be the same with and without diffraction.

From these figures it appears that already with great values of
v. broadening will be visible, provided that the least perceptible
intensity, is very small as compared with the greatest intensity,
which with given width occurs in the image of the slit.

However in our case of the broadenings resembling plumes the
last condition is certainly not fulfilled; in the centre of the slit
image the intensity is already small, and a high ratio at the edges
would be necessary in order to be perceptible.

In this case we see at once from the curves, that with a value
t's = 1 there must be in all cases a distinct broadening, with t's = 2
probably never, with Vs = 1.5 only under favourable circumstances
as to the width of the first slit, and then only in a small degree.

It is also clear that, though the influence of the value of 0 on
the visibility of a broadening exists in general, yet this influence
is not great for values of Vs between 1 and 1.5. 'raking this into
account we think to be justified to take Vs = 1,3 in every case the
slit image is sensibly broadened, that is in the case of every plume.

Hence we find by means of the relation

29
Proceedings Royal Acad, Amsterdam, Vol. 1.
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whore 81 is the width of the diffraction RUt corresponding with a
broadening, the values in the following table:

=--
N°. of

81 in micra, )., in ANGS'!'ltOM

experiment. units.

I
7 1,5

6 1,1
2

5 _ 0,8

4 0,5

8 2,7

(5) (1,0)
4

3 0,4

2,5 0,25

8 1,7

7 1,3
6

4,5 0,5

3 0,25

4 0,5
9

2 0,12

If, and this is not impossible, these values of 81, are enlarged by
photographic irradiation, the wave lengths would still become smaller.
Though very desirous to be enabled to give the limits of the RONT

GEN rays with more certainty, we think this an impossibility with
the means at our disposal. Not till RONTGEN tubes are produced,
remaining in good working condition Hl3 long as those we have
made use of, but giving out rays of much greater energy, one may
succeed to make measurements instead of estimations.

Physt'cal Laboratory

University Groningen.
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Physics. - "8imjJlified Theory of Electrical and Optical Pheno
mena in Moving SI/stems". By Prof. H. A. LOREN'rz.

§ 1. In former investigatious I have assumed that, in all elec
trical and optical phenomena, taking place in ponderable matter, we
have to do with small charged particles or ions, having determinate
positions of equilibrium in dielectrics, but free to move in conductors
except in so far as there is a resistanee, depending on their velo
cities. According to these views an electric current in a conductor
is to be considered as a progressive motion of the ions, and a
dielectric polarization in a non-conductor as a displacement of the
ions from their positions of equilibrium. The ions were supposed to
be perfectly permeable to the aether, so that they can move while
the aether remains at rest. I applied to the aether the ordinary
electromagnetic eqnations, and to the ions certain other equations
which seemed to present themselves rather naturally. In this way
I arrived at a system of formulae which were found sufficient to
account for a number of phenomena.

1n the course of the investigation some artifices served to shorten
the mathematical treatment. I shall now show that the theory may
be still further simplified if the fundamental equations are imme
diately transformed in an appropriate manner.

§ 2. I shall start from the same hypotheses and introduce the
same notations as in my "Versuch einer 'I'heorie del' electrischen und
optischen Erscheinungen in bewegten Korpern". Thus, baud ,p will
represent the dielectric displacement and the magnetic force, Q the
density to which the ponderable matter is charged, l) the velocity
of this matter, and Q: the force acting on it per unit charge (electric
force). It is only in the interior of the ions that the density (! differs
from 0; for simplicity's sake I shall take it to be a continuous
function of the coordinates, even at the surface of the ions. Finally,
I suppose that each element of an ion retains its charge while it
moves.

If, now, V be the velocity of light in the aether, the fundamental
equations will be

Div b =!! I • • •

Div.p = 0, • • •

Rot.fJ = 4 n Q \,1 +4 n'b ,

4 n V 2 Rot b = - .~ I • •

1E=4nV2 b + [ u . ,p] ....

(I~)

(IJ~)

• • (HIlL)

. (IVII.)

• • • eVlL)
29*
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We shall apply these equations to a system of bodies,
a common velocity of translation P, of constant direction

ignizude, the aether remaining at rest, and we shall hence
enote by I), not the whole velocity of a material clement,
velocity it may have in addition to p.
it is natural to use a s,} stern of axes of coordinates, which

, of the translation p. If we give to the axil:> of ,e the direc
the translation, so that ~'!J and pz arc 0, the equations

r..) will have to be replaced Ly

Dt» b = l!,

lJiv.p = 0, .

, (0 bz abl/) ( 0 0 )4nV" --- =- --px- .PClay oz at O.e

(llh)

\

( (IVb)

\
J

iese formulae the sign Dio, applied to a vector ~I, has still
.ning defined by

Di» III = a?2tx +a?2t'J +0 i!l:: •o,e o,y OZ

as already been said, t> is the relative velocity with regard
moving OXfS of coordinates. If \):::: 0, we shall speak of a
at rest j this expression therefore means relative rest with
,0 the moving axes.
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In most applications p would be the velocity of the earth in its
yearly motion.

§ 4. Now, in order to simplify the equations, the following
quantities may be taken as independent variables

The last of these is the time, reckoned from an instant tha] is
not the same for all points of space: but depends on the place we
wish to consider. We may call it the local time, to distinguish it
from the universal time t,

If we put

we shall have

ThE:' expression

o~l.t' +(3 ~II a~I%- ~+-0.'1:' ay' az'

will be denoted by

Piv' ~I .

Wc f>11a11 also introduce, as now l1<,punc1rnt variables instead of
tlH' components of band .P, those of two other vectors \5' and .p,
which wr define as follows

In this way 1 find hy transformntiou a11(1 mutual combination of
the equations (h)-(Vb):
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47Z'
hiv' ~' = k V 2 f.! - 4 7Z' le pz (I I.l,t , • I • • (le)

J); ..' .f.:" = 0 , (II ).v C' • • • • • • • • • •• e

aj)'z a.p'y 2 k2 a~'z \
a~/ - aT = 4 7Z' k (I Uz+ V2aT

aj)'z a.~'z 1~2 a~'1fa;r - aT = 4 7Z' k f.! uy + V2 aT ' . . (IIIe)

a~'y _ ag'z __ a·~'z

a.c' ay' - at'

•. (Vc)

Putting t) = 0 in the three last equations we see that

, l~, 1 n-'
~z, k 0y' TOZ

are the components of the electric force that would act ona particle
at rest.

§ 5. We shall begin with an application of the equations to
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electrostatic phenomena. In these we have t) = 0 and~' independent
of the time. Hence, by (lIe) and (lIIe)

J,>' = 0,

and by (IVe) and (le)

4%
Div' ~' =-V2 /}.

k

These equations show that ~' depends on a potential w, so that

, om, dW I ow
~~ = -~, !SI/ =-::i""I' ~z =-::;-r

u.c U'!J o e

am]

Let S be the system of ions with the translation l'x, to which
the above formulae are applied. vVe can conceive a second system
So with no translation and consequently no motion at all i we shall
suppose that S is changed into So by a dilatation in which the
dimensions parallel to OX are changed in ratio of 1 to k, the
dimensions perpendicular to OX remaining what theywere. Moreovel'
we shall attribute equal charges to corresponding volume-elements
in S and So; if then !lo be the density in a point P of S, the
density in the corresponding point Po of So will be

1
£10 = k (I.

If :C, !I, z are the coordinates of P, the quantities x', !I" z', deter
mined by (1), may be considered as the coordinates of Po.

In the system So, the electric force, which we shall call <to
may evidently be derived from a potential wo, by means of the
equations

(f _ a{Oo • _ d (00 aWo
oz - - ~, <toy - - Tt ' <toz = - ~ I

u,l' U y U Z
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and the function lUo itself will satisfy the condition _

Comparing this with (2), we see that in corresponding points-

and consequently

g;, _ If- g;/ _ m g;I _ m
o e - '<:.oz, 0 y - '<:.oy, 0 Z - '<:.0%,

In virtue of what has been remarked at the end of § 4, the
components of the electric force in the system 8 will therefore be

Parallel to OX we have the same electric force in 8 and 80 , but
in a direction perpendicular to ox the electric force in 8 will be

1. I '1 tri £ .k tI~es t le e ec rIC orce III 80,

By-means of this result every electrostatic problem for a moving
system may be reduced to a similar problem for a system at rest;
only the dimensions in the direction of translation must be slightly
different, in the two systems. If, e.g., we wish to determine in
what way innumerable ions will distribute themselves overa moving
conductor C, we have to solve the same problem for a conductor
Co, having no translation. It is easy to show that if the dimensions
of Co and C differ from each other in the way that has been indi
cated, the electric force in one case will be perpendicular to the
surface of C, as soon as, in the other case, the force <to i.s normal
to the surface of Co'

Since

exceeds unity only by a quantity of the second order - if we call

~: of the first order -- the influence of the earth's yearly motion

on electrostatic phenomena will likewise be of the second order.
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§ 6. We, shall now shew how our general equations (Ic)-(Ve)

may be applied to optical phenomena. For this purpose we consider
a system of pondorable bodies, the ions in which are capable of
vibrating about determinate positions of equilibrium. If the system
be traversed by waves of light, there will be oscillations of the'
iona.: accompanied by electric vibrations in the aether.For con
venience of treatment we shall suppose that, in the absence of light
waves, there is no motion at all; this amounts to ignoring all
molecular motion.

"Our first step will be to omit all terms of the second order.
Thus, we shall put k= 1, and the electric force acting on ions at
rest will become ~' itself.

We shall further introduce certain restrictions, by meansof which
we get rid of the last term' in (Ie) and of the terms containing
l)x, l)y, l)z in (Ve) .

The first of these restrictions relates to the magnitude of the
displacement.s II from the positions of equilibrium. We shall suppose
them to be exceedingly small; even relatively to the dimensions of
the ions and we shall on this ground neglect all' quantities which
are of the second order with respect to a.

It . is easily seen that, in consequence of the displacements, the
electric density in a; fixed point will no longer have its original
value (lo, but will have become

Here, the last terrr s, which evidently must be taken into account,

1 f' m . .1 C (lo •f Ill'have the ore er 0 magnitude -,le (,enotes t le amp itude ,of
. ' a

the vihrations ; consequently, tho first term of the right-hand. member
of (Te) will contain quantities of the order

V2 C (10

a
• • • . • • • . • (3)

On the other hand, if T is tho time of vibrntion, the last term
in (Te) will be of t,11C order

p", (Jo (J-rr' . . .. . . . · . (4)
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Dividing this by (3), we get

an extremely small quantity, because the diameter of the ions is a
very small fraction of the wave-length. This is the reason why
we may omit the last term in (le).

As to the equations (Vc), it must be remarked that, if the displa
cements are infinitely small, the same will be true of the velocities
and, in general, of all quantities which do not exist as long as the
system is at rest and are entirely produced by the motion. Such
are .p'a:! .pIYI .p'z' We may therefore omit the last terms in (Vc),
as being of the second order.

The same reasoning would apply to the terms containing ~2' if

we could be sure that in the state of equilibrium there are no
electric forces at all. If, however, in the absence of any vibrations,
the vector ~. has already a certain value ~o', it will only be the
difference ~I_~O" that may be called infinitely small; it will then
be permitted to replace ~'y and ~'z by ~'oy and ~'oz.

Another restriction consists in supposing that an ion is incapable
of any motion but a translation as a whole, and that, in the posi
tion of equilibrium, though its parts may be acted on by electric
forces, as has just been said, yet the whole ion does not experience
a 'resultant electric force. Then, if d 7: is an element of volume,
and the integrations are extended all oyer the ion,

Again, in the case of vibrations, the equations (Vc) will only
serve to calculate the resultant force acting on an ion. In the
direction of the axis of y e. g. this force will be

Its value may be found, if wc begin by applying the second of
the three equations to each point of the ion, always for the same
universal time t, and then integrate. From the second term on the
right-hand side we find
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or, since we may replace ~/11 by ~'Oy and Q by l!o,

which vanishes on account of (5).
Hence, as far as regards the resultant force, we may put Q; = ~/,

that is to say, "We may take ~' as the electric force, acting not.
only on ions at rest, but also on moving ions.

The equations will be somewhat simplified, if, instead of ~', we
introduce the already mentioned difference ~/_~'o' In order to do
this, we have only twice to write down the equations (Ic)-rIVc),
once for the vibrating system and a second time for the same system
in a state of rest; and then to subtract the equations of the second
system from those ofthe first. In the resultingequations, 1 shall, for the
sake of brevity, write g' instead of ~'- g'o, so that henceforth 3' will
denote not the total electric force, but only the part of it that is
due to the vibrations. A.t the same time we shall replace the value
of (I, given above, by

al!o al!o al!o
Qo - (l$::;--/-- (/y;:\, - (/z~ •

u~ ug uB

We may do so, because 'we have supposed 11.1" 11,/, "z to have the
same values all over an ion, and became (In is independent of the
time, so that

Finally we have

no- ~ ( al!o aQo al!o)Dlv' \1' =- 4 n V:O- 11 + ' + 11v $::l""I \IY~ z~ I'
ua: u'!J UZ

Diu' Jj' = 0 I (Hd)

(I1Id)
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Since these equations do no longer explicitly contain the velocity
Px, they will hold, without any change of form, for a system that
has no translation, in which case, of course, t' would be the same
thing as the universal time t,

Yet, str ictly speaking, there would be a slight difference in the
formulae, when applied to the two cases. In the system without a
translation (Ix, (I;, (lz would be, in all points of an ion, the same
functions of tt, i. e. of the universal time, whereas, in the moving
system, these components would not depend in the same way on t'
in different parts of the ion, just because they must everywhere
be the same functions of t. ~

However, we may ignore this difference, of the ions are so small,
that we may assign to each of them a single local time, applicable
to all its parts.

The equality of form of the electromagnetic equations for the two
cases of which we have spoken will serve to simplify to a large
extent our investigation. However, it should be kept in mind, that,
to the equations (Id)-(IVc1), we must add the equations of motion
for the ions themselves In establishing these, we have to take into
account, not only the electric forces, but also all other forces acting
on the ions. We shall call these latter the molecular forces and we
shall begin by supposing them to be sensible only at such small
distances, that two particles of matte]', acting' on each other, may
be said to have the same local time.

§ 7. Let LlS now imagine two systems of ponderable bodies, the
one /3 with a translation, and the other one So without such a
motion, but equal to each other in all other respects. Since we
neglect quantities of the order P:t,2fV 2, the electric force will, by § 5
be the same in both systems, as long as there are no vibrations.

After these have been excited, we shall have for both systems
the equations (Ic1)-(IVd ).

Further we shall imagine motions of such a kind, that, if in it

point (x', y', zt) of So we find a certain quantity of matter or a
certain electric charge fit the universal time t', an equal quantity
of matter or an equal charge' will he found in the corresponding
point of S at the local time t'. Of course, this involves that at
these corresponding times we shall have, in the point (z', y', z') of
both systems, the same electric density, the same displacement a,
and equal velocities and aceelerations. J

Thus, some of the dependent variables in our equations (fd)-(IVd)
will be represented in So and S by the same functions of x', y', z', t',
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whence we conclude that the equations will be satisfied by values
of J~'x, .p'y, ·p'z, ~'x 1 ~'y, 15'z, which are hkewise in both cases the same
functions of x', V', z', t'. By what has been said at the beginning
of this §, not only 15', but also the total electric force will be the
same in So and S, always provided that corresponding ions at cor
responding times (i. e. for equal values of t') be considered.

As to the molecular forces, acting' on ,111 ion, they are confined
to a certain small space surrounding it, and by what has been said
in § 6, the difference of local times within this bpace may be
neglected. Moreover, if equal spaces of this kind ale considered in
So and S, there '\\ ill be, at corresponding' times, in both the same
distribution of matter. This is cl, consequence of what has been sup-"

!

posed conceming the two motions.
Now, the simplest aseurnption we can run ko on the molecular

forces is this, that they uic uot changed by the translatlon of the
system. If this be admitted, it appolUs from the above cousideratious
that coirespoudiug ions in 8u awl S will be aoted on by the same
molecular forces, us well as by the same elect! ic forces. Therefore,
since the masses and accelerations me the same, the supposed motion
in S will be possible as soon as the corresponding motion in 80 can
really exist. In this way we are lod to the following theorem.

If, in a body or a system of bodies, without a translation, a system
of vibrations be given, in which the displacements of the ions and the
components of ~' and .p' are certain functions of' the coordinates and
the time, then, if a translation be given to the system, there can
exist vibrations, in which the displacemeuts and the components of
\'5' and .p' aie the sauio functions of' the coordinates and the local
time. 'I'his is the theorem, to which I have been led in :.t much
more troublesome way in my" Versuch oiuer Theorie, etc.", and by
which most of the phenomena, belonging to the theory of aberration
may be explained.

§ 8. I n what precedes, the molecular for ces helve been supposed
to be confined to excessively small distances. If two particles of
matter were to act upon each other at such a distance that the
difference of their local times might not be neglected, the theorem
would no longer be true in the case of molecular forces that are
not altered at all by the translanon. However, one soon perceives
that the theorem would again hold goon, if these forces were changed
by the translation in a definite way, in such a way namely that
the action between two quantities of matter were determined, not
by the simultaneous values of their coordinates, but by their values
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at equal local times. If therefore, we should meet with phenomena,
in which the difference of the local times for mutually acting par
ticles might have a sensible influence, and in which yet observation
showed the above theorem to be true, this would indicate a modifi
cation, like the one we have just specified, of the molecular forces
by the influence of a translation. Of course, such a modification
would only be possible, if the molecular forces were no directactions
at a distance, but were propagated by the aether in a similar way
as the electromagnetic actions. Perhaps the rotation of the plane of
polarization in the so-called active bodies will be found to be a
phenomenon of the kind, just mentioned...

§ 9. Hitherto all quantities of the order p2zJV2 have been ne
glected. As is well known, these must be taken into account in
the discussion of MWHELSON'S experiment, in which two rays of
light interfered after having traversed rather long paths, the one
parallel to the direction of the earth's motion, and the other
perpendicular to it. In order to explain the negative result of this
experiment FITZGERALD and myselfhave supposed that, in consequence
of the translation, the dimensions of the solid bodies serving to
support the optical apparatus, are altered in a certain ratio.

Some time ago, M. LIENARD 1) has emitted the opinion that, ac
cording to my theory, the experiment should have a positive result,
if it were modified in so far, that the rays had to pass through a
solid or a liquid dielectric.

It is impossible to say with certainty 'what would be observed in
such a case, for, if the explication of MICHELSO!i'S result which I
have proposed is accepted', we must also assume that the mutual
distances of the molecules of transparent media are altered by the
translation.

Besides, we must keep in view the possibility of an influence, be
it of the second order, of the translation on the molecular forces.

In what follows I shall shew, not that the result of the experi
ment must necessarily be negative, but that this might very well
be the case. At the same time it will appear what would be the
theoretical meaning of such a result.

Let us return again to the equations (Ic)-(Vc). This time we
shall not put in them k = 1, but the other simplifications of which
we have spoken in § 6 will again be introduced. We shall now
have to distinguish between the vectors ~ and ~', the former alone

1) L'Eclllirage Electrillue. 20 et 27 1I0llt 1898.
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being the electric force. By both signs I shall now denote, not the
whole vector, but the part that is due to the vibrations.

The equations may again be written in It form in which the
velocity of translation does not explicitly appear. For this purpose,
it is necessary to replace the variables ':1/, y', Zl, t', ~/, ~', a ann (10

by new ones, differing from the original quantities by certain con
stant factors.

For the sake of uniformity of notation all these new variables
will be distinguished by double accents. Let I: be au indeterminate
coefficient, differing from unity by a quantity of the order 1':L2/V2,
and let us put

e "a;= k a;, y = e y", z =8 ~/I, • • • • • (6)

E /I /I
Ilz = k a Zt ay = 8 a y' 11z = 8 Il/z,. • • • (7)

k /I

(10 = 3" (10 ,
8

.. • . • . • . (8)

1 (1;11
~'z= Q 0 z,

8~

f le /I

·:;>·~=2·P.71'
8

f' k ".:;>y= -.\) s :
82

t' = k 8 tn
, •

I k /I

·Po:: = 2"'~ 0::,
8

. • • • • (9)

so that t" is a mollified local time; then we find

Diu" ~" = 4 It 172 ( _ a" alIo" "a (Jo" "a (10")
.C a.1" - a y ay" - a z a;}.' ,

Diu" .l';>" = 0 ,

. . . . (rvc)
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These formulae will also hold for a system wi thout translation;
only, in this case we must take k = 1, and we shall likewise take
E = 1, though this is not necessary. Thus, x", y", z" will then be
the coordinates, t" the same thing as t, i. e. the universal time, (l"

the displacement, Clo" the electric density, ~" and ~" the magnetic
and electric forces, the last in so far as it is due to the vibrations.

Our next object will be to ascertain under what conditions, now
that we retain the terms with P3P/V2, two systems S and So, the
first having a translation, and the second having none, may be in
vibratory states that are related to each other in some dofinite way.
'I'his investigation resembles much the one that has been given in
§ 7; it may therefore be expressed in somewhat shorter' terms.

'1'0 begin with, we shall agree upon the degree ofsimilarity there
shall be between the two systems in their states of equilibrium. In
this respect we define S by saying that the system St) may be
changed into it by means of the dilatations indicated by (6); we
shall suppose that, in undergoing these dilatations, each element of
volume retains its ponderable matter, as well as its charge. It is
easily seen that this agrees with the relation (8). -

We shall not only suppose that the system So may be changed in
this way into an imaginary system S, but that, as soon as the trans
lation is given to it, the transformation really takes place, of itself,
i. e. by the action of the forces acting between the particles of the
system, and the aether, 'rhus, after all, S will be the same material
system as S.

'I'he transformation of which I have now spoken, is precisely such
a one as is required in my explication of MICHELSON'S experiment.
In this explication the factor E may be left indeterminate. We need
hardly remark that for the real transformation produced by a trans
latory motion, the factor should have It definite value. I see, howe
ver, no means to determine it.

Before we proceed further, a word on the electric forces in Sand
So in their states of equilibrium. If E = 1, the relation between
these forces will be given by the equations of § 5. Now E indicates
an alteration of all dimensions in the same ratio, and it is very
easy to see what influence this will have on the electric forces.
Thus, it will be found that, in passing from So to 8, the electric
force in the direction of OX will be changed in the ratio of 1 to
1
'2' and that the corresponding ratio for the other components will
8

1
be as 1 to --.

h 2
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As to the corresponding vibratory motions, we shall require that
at corresponding times, i. e. for equal values of t", the configuration
of S may always be got from that of So by the above mentioned
dilatations. Then, it appears from (7) that (I"z, (I,"y. (1,".; will be,
in both systems, the same functions of x", y", z", t", whence we con
clude that the equations (Ie)-(IVe) eau be satisfied by values of
~"a-, .p"z, etc., which are likewise, in So and in S, the samefunctions
of x", y", Z", t".

Always provided that we start from a vibratory motion in So that
can really exist, we have now arrived at a motion in S, that is
possible in so far as it satisfies the electromagnetic equations. The
last stage of our reasoning will be to attend to the molecular forces.
In So we imagine again, around one of the ions, the same small
space, we have considered in § 7 and to which the molecular forces
acting on the ion are confined; in the other system we shall now
conceive the corresponding small space, i. e. the space that may be
derived from the first one by applying to it the dilatations (6). As
before, we shall suppose these spaces to be so small that in the
second of them there is no necessity to distinguish the local times
in its different parts; then we may say that in the two spaces
there will be, at corresponding times, corresponding distributions of
matter.

We have already seen that, in the states of equilibrium, the
electric forces parallel to 0 X, 0 Y, OZ, existing in S differ from
the corresponding forces III So by the factors

From (Vc) it appears that the same factors come into play when
we consider the part of the electric forces that is due to the vibra
tions. If, now, we suppose that the molecular forces are modified
in quite the same way in consequence of the translation, we may
apply the just mentioned factors to the components of the total force
acting on an ion. Then, the imagined motion in S will be a pos
sible one, provided that these same factors to which we have been
led in examining the forces present themselves again, when we
treat of the product of the masses and the accelerations.

According to our suppositions, the accelerations in the directions

of OX, OY, OZ in S are resp. ~, ~- and 1 times what they
I h. 3 E k'J. E k2 8

30
P roeecdings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. V01. I.
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are in So' If therefore the required agreement is to exist with
regard to the vibrations parallel to OX, the ratio of the masses of

k8
the ions in 8 and So should be -; on the contrary we find for

8

this ratio .!:.., if we consider in the same way the forces and the
8

accelerations in the directions of 0 Y and OZ.
Since k is different from unity, these values cannot both be 1;

consequently, states of motion, related to each other in the way we
have indicated, will only he possible, if in the transformation ofSo
into S the masses of the ions change; even, this must take place
in such a way that the same ion will have different masses for
vibrations parallel and perpendicular to the velocity of translation.

Such a hypothesis seems vcry startling at first sight. Nevertheless
we Deed Dot wholly reject it. Indeed, as is well known, the effec
tive mass of an ion depends on what goes on in the nether; it
may therefore very well be altered by a translation and even to
different degrees for vibrations of different directions.

If the hypothesis might bp, taken for granted, MICHELSON'S expe
riment should always give a negative result, whatever transparent
media were placed on the path of the rays of light, and even if
one of these went through air, and the other, say through glass.
This is seen by remarking that the correspondence between the two
motions we have examined is such that, if in So wo had a certain
distribution of light and nark (interference-bands) we should have
in S a similar distribution, which might be got from that in So by
the dilatations (6), provided however that in 8 the time of vibration
be k E times as great as in 80, The necessity of this last difference
follows from (9). Now the number k E would be the same in all
positions we can give to the apparatus; therefore, if we continue
to use the same sort of light, while rotating the instruments, the
interference-bands will never leave the parts of the ponderable
system, e. g. the lines of a micrometer, with which they coincided
at first.

We shall conclude by remarking that the alteration of the mole
cular forces that has been spoken of in this § would be ono of the
second order, so that we have not come into contradiction with
what has been said in § 7.
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Physics. - STOKES'S Theory of Aberration in the Supposition of
a Variable Density of' the Aether. By Prof. H. A. LORl<lNTZ.

In the theory of aberration that has been proposed by Prof. STOKES
it must be assumed that the aether has an irrotational motion and
that, all over the earth's surface, its velocity is equal to that of the
planet itself, in its yearly motion. These two conditions are easily
shown to contradict each other, if the aethor is understood to have
everywhere the same invariable density.

Prof. PLANCK of Berlin bad the kindness to call mv attention to
"the fact that both conditions might be satisfied at the same time,

if the aether were compressible and subject to gravity, so that it
could be condensed around the earth like a gas. It is true, a certain
amount of sliding is not to be avoided, but the relative velocity of
the aethor with regard to the earth may be made as small as we
hke by supposing the condensation sufficiently large.

At my request Prof. FLANCK permitted me to communicate his
treatment of the case; it is as follows.

Instead of considering the earth moving through the nether ~ e
shall suppose the plauet to be at rest and the aether to flow along
it; this comes to the same thing. Let this motion be steady and
irrotational and let the velocity at infinite distance be 1', constant
in direction and magnitude. Let the aether obey BOYLE'S law and
be attracted by the earth according to the law of NEWTON.

We shall place the origin of coordinates in the centre of the planet
and give to the axis of z the direction of the velocity c. Finally we
shall call the distance to the centre 1', the radius of the earth ro,
the velocity-potential (P, the pressure p, the density k, an-i the poten
tial of gravity per unit mass V. We shall denote by f' the constant

k
ratio -, and by g the value

p

of the acceleration at the surface of the earth.
The motion will be determined by the equations

and

i (k OCfi) +i (k a
Cfi) + i (k a

Cfi)
= 0ax d» oy ay 0.2 oz

JdP 1 I (aCfi)2 (aCfi)2 (OCP)2j
(k + v +"21 a,v + ay + dz ~ = eonst.

. • (1)

. . (2)
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The problem becomes much simpler if, in the second equation,we
suppose the variations of the square of the velocity to be much
smaller than those of either of the first terms. We may then write

f dPk +V= const.,

or, SInce
'1' 9

V - 0--g-,
l'

'1' 2 -
lo,g k - P g~ = const,

'1'

If ko be the density at the surface, and

fl 9 1'02 = a,

the last equation becomes

log k -logko - ex (2-_~) = 0
'1' '1'0

. , . (3)

As we see, our simplification consists in this, that the distribution
of the aether is independent of its motion, that is to ~ay that it is
condensed to the same degree as if it were at rest.

Substituting the value of k from (3) in (1), we find a differential
equation for the determination of cp. It can be satisfied by

the form of the solution being chosen with a view to the remaining
conditions of the problem. These are

1°. for '1'= 00

ocp ()cp ocp
o.-v=oy = 0, oz = c,

2°. for l' = '1'0

orp
a;=0.

They give us the following relations between the constants of
integration a and b:
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• • • • • (5)

(6)
(1,2 a )_.!!..

a = (-2+- + 1 e TO b.
21'0 1'0

The velocity with which the aether slides along the earth IS

found to be

TO b sin () I • • • . . • (7)

where () is the angle between the radius of the point considered
and the direction of the velocity c. Now, Prof. PLANCK remarks

that, by (6), if only !!..- be large enough, et will be very small rela-
Ta

tively to b, SO that, as (5) shows, b is nearly equal to c. But then,
the value of v given by (7) will be a very small fraction of c itself.

If the quotient of the pressure and the density had the same
value for aether as for air of 0°, and if the force of gravity acted
with the same intensity on the aether as on ponderable matter, we
should have

!!- = 800 I approximately.
'1'0

The sliding would then be absolutely imperceptible, but it should
be noticed that this would be duo to an enormous condensation,
the ratio n between the densities for » = 1'0 and '1'= C1J being by (3)

.::..
e TO.

In order that the aether may follow the earth in its motion in
so far as is necessary for the explication of the phenomena, we
need not require that the condensation should have such a high

value. Of course, it would be less, if either.!:... or g were smaller
p

than for air.
We can easily determine what degree of condensation must

necessarily be admitted. Indeed, the constant of aberration may be
reckoned to correspond to within 1/2 pOt. to the value given by
the elementary theory of the phenomenon; consequently, in the theory
of STOKES, the velocity of sliding should be no more than about

1/2 pOt. of the earth's velocity. Now, putting' a = 10, I find for
'1'0

the maximum value of the velocity of sliding 0,011 c. If~ = 11 ,
'1'0
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this value would be 0,0055 c. 'l.'hus we are led to the conclusion

that !:.. cannot be much different from 11, so that the least admis
'1'0

sible value of the condensation is nearly n = ell.

Calculations which we shall omit here may serve to estimate the
error that has been committed in simplifying- the equation (2). It
is found that far away from the earth the error may become rather
Iarge, but that nearer the surface, precisely on account ofthe small
ness of the velocity in these parts, we need not trouble ourselves
about it. Thus, what has been said about the condensation may
be true, even th-ough the state of' motion"in the rarefied aether, at
great distances, depart widely from the equation (4).

Strictly speaking, the condensation must be still marc considerable
than the value we have found to be necessary. If the aether be
attracted by the earth, it is natural to suppose that it is acted on
likewise by the sun; thus, the earth will describe its orbit in a
space in which the aether is already condensed. In this dense aether
the earth must produce a new condensation.

Of course it is not necessary that the attraction follow precisely
the law of inverse squares; any law which leads to a sufficient
condensation will suffice for our purpose. To understand the con
nexion between the condensation and the velocity of sliding, we
may consider a simple case. Let the aether have a constant small
density k outside a certain sphere, concentric with the earth, and
within this sphere a constant density k' > k,

If now the earth were at rest, and the aether flowed along It,
a diametral plane of the sphere, perpendicular to the mean direction
of flow, would be traversed by a quantity of aether, equal to that
which enters the sphere on one side and leaves it 011 the othor
side. If this shall be the case, the velocities inside the sphere must

be of the order ~ c, if ontside the surface they are of the order c.
H '

If we wish to maintain the theory of Prof. STOKES by the sup
position of a condensation in the neighbourhood of the earth, it
will be necessary to add a second hypothesis, namely that the velo
city of light be the same in the highly condensed and in the not
condensed aether. This is the theory that may be opposed to that
of FRESNEL, according to which the aether has no motion at all.
In comparing the two we should, I believe, pay attention to the
following points.

1. The latter theory can only serve its purpose if we introduce
the well known coefficient of FRESNEL, concerning the' propagation
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of light in moving media, Now, this coefficient has heen found to
be tl'IIO by direct measurements and may be calculated by means
of well founded theoretical considerations. It might be deemed strange,
if in these ways we arrived precisely at the value that is required
by a wrong theory.

2. If we hope some time to account for the force of gravitation
by means of actions going on in the aether, it is natural to suppose
that the aether itself is not subject to this force.

On these and other grounds, I consider FRESNEL'S theory as the
more satisfactory of the two. Prof. PLANCK is of the same opinion.
Nevertheless it will be of importance to consider the question from
all sides, and it is for this reason that the following remarks may
here be allowed.

1. If the large condensation that has been spoken of and the
constancy of the velocity of propagation, whatever be the density,
be taken for granted, one can indeed explain all observed pheno
mena. At least, I for one have been unable to find a contradiction.
It is true, as has already been stated, that, far away from. the
earth, the equation (4) will no longer hold. In considering the motion
in those distant regions, the square of the velocity in the equation
(2) has to be taken into account, and the sun's attraction will have
to, be considered. But, after all, I find that there may always exist
an irrotational motion, and this, in addition to a sufficient conden
sation near the earth, is all that is required.

2. If we apply to the moving aether the equations which
HERTZ has proposed for moving dielectrics 1) the propagation of light
will obey very simple laws. Suppose the earth to be at rest, and
the aether to flow, and let the axes of coordinates be fixed in space.
Then, if b be the dielectric displacement, i) the magnetic force, l)

the velocity of the aether and V that of light, and if the electro
magnetic properties of the aether be supposed to be wholly inde
pendent of its density, the equation may be put in the form

Div b = 0,

a,pz a,p.1f [ab.c 3 3 ]-a- - -a- -= 4 n -3+-a (\'y bz - bz by)- -a (\'z bz - \'z bz) ,etc.y z t y e

1) Wied. Ann. lld. 4], p. 369.
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We shall apply these equations to a steady motion with velocity
potential (P, without supposing that Div I) vanishes. We shall how
ever neglect quautitres of the order 1)2.

Now if, instead of t, we introduce as a new independent variable

t' = t +!£.
V2 '

and instead of band .p the vectors 1Y' and .p', defined by

~':& = 4 tt V 2 b.r + (l,)z .py - I)y.pz), etc.,
and

.p':& = pz - 4- % (I)z by - Uy bz) , etc.,

the equations become
Div 1Y' = 0 ,

3.p'z o.p',/ 1 3~'z---ay - a;- = V2 at' etc.

Div .p' = 0 ,

31Y'z O~'y o.p'-r tay----a;-=-V' etc.

These formulae have the same form as those that would hold for
an aether without motion, and this is sufficient to obtain in a moment
the well known theorems concerning the rotation of the wave-fronts
and the rectilinearity of the rays of light. At the same time we
see that at the boundary of the different layers of the aether, which
slide one over the other, there is never a reflection of light.

It is curious that in the two rival theories somewhat the same
mathematical artifices may be used.

3. There seems to be nothing against the assumption that, while
the aether may be condensed by gravitation, molecular forces are
incapable of producing this effect. In this way it might be explained
that small masses, e. g. the flowing water ill FIZEAU'S experiments,
cannot drag the aether along with it. In these cases the coefficient
of FRESNEL would remain of use.

4. A decision botween the two theories would be soon obtained,
if the phenomena of the daily aberration \\ere sufficiently known.
Unfortunately, this is by no means the case; even, as Prof. VAN DE
SANDE BAKHUYZEN assures me, one has never purposely examined
what the existing observations teach us concerning this aberration.

Mathematics. - "On reducible lzypereUiptic Integrals." By Prof.
J. C. KLUYVER.

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.)

(April 22tll 18~9.)
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The following paper:; were read:

Mathematics. - "On 'reducible hyperelliptic Integrals". B;
Prof. J. C. KLUYVER.

(Head 1Il the Meeting of March 25th IS \)9)

In some cases an Abelian integral of the first kind and of defi
ciency p can be reduced to an elliptic integral. According to :
theorem of WEIERSTRASS 1) when such a reducible integral present
itself', it IS possible to transform by a substitution of order '1' th
19-function of the first order into an other one of order l' 7 s
that the p-l constituents 7:\27 7:'131 •••• 7:'lp in the first row of th
period matrix all assume the value zero. If, conversely, it i
possible by a substitution of order '1' to find a 19-function whos
period matrix shows this peculiarity, at least one of the integral

I) KmHLEVSKI, .dcta MatTt. IV, p 395.

31
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsteldam. Vo!. 1.
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of the first kind is reducible, and it is possible to construct rational
functions on the RmMANN surface T, which are doubly periodic
functions of this integral.

Let us suppose that in the 19-function of p variables {} (u; "h),
whore t~ denotes the p normal integrals and r denotes the given
period matrix, we make a substitution of order r associated with
the A.belian matrix 1)

of 2p rows and 2 p columns of integers, in such a way that the
separate matrices a, {~, a', (1' satisfy the equations

ee' = 0 , 7t(3' = 11'a = ali' = (3'(;= r , {i(3' - {:J'(3 = O.

According to this substitution the integrals it are replaced by
other integrals ui determined by the equation

u = aUl,

and () ( It; "h) of the first order' becomes a function (), (UJ; "h') of
order r with a period matrix "h' which can be derived from the
equation

ar' = (3+"h/1'.

From the above relations we can immediately calculate the incre
ments .Q, taken by the integrals w, when by describing some closed
curve on T the normal integrals It are increased by

where k and k' denote two columnletters.
In the first place we find

a.Q =6J =k + "h k',

and also by multiplying by the matrix /1'

1) For the notation compare: BAKIJR, ,d!Jel'8 theorem and the aUied tkeo'l/. Cam
bridge 1897.
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From

a t' = ~+7: (3'

we have

so that we get for the system of the increments.Q, of the integrals w

'l'.Q, = /1'k - /H' + 7:' et k'.

By supposing- that in the first row Of the matrix 7:' the constituents
't'12, 'Z'13 • • • • 7:' Jp are all equal to zero we shall find that every
increment .Q1 of the integral Wl is expressed by

where the first columns of the matrices (3', (3, et are denoted by
~'1, fJl' etl'

Hence the moduli of periodicity of' the integral 1Wl corresponding
to any closed circuit are always multiples of 1 and 7:'11 and therefore
this integral must be an elliptic integral.

It may be noticed that in the case p = 2, the same conclusion
holds for the integral 'I' Wz, so that for p = 2 there exist two l'edu-'
cible integrals or there is none.

Assuming 'I' Wl to be an elliptic integral we can easily find how
many zeros the function o('l'Wl ; 7:'11), of the single variable rWl

and the period 7:'11, possesses on the surface 1'. We have only to
calculate the value of the integral

1 r '-. d log 0 ('l'Wl j 7: 11)'
21U.

T1

taken round the boundary of the simply connected surface 1", into
which T is resolved by the customary p pairs of cross-cuts All and
Bi , On opposite edges of a cross-cut Ah the variable rWl has values
the difference of which amounts to (3"11, so that on both edges
d log 0 (IWl ; T11) has the same value and the integrals taken in op
posite directions round these edg-es, destroy ono another.

31*
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On the contrary by crossing B h the integral '1'Wl increases by

and as

we finally get

Oonsequently the function 0 (1'wl; r'n) admits '1' zeros on T', so
that any quotient of the squares of two theta') must be a uniform
function of position on the undissected surface T with '1' double
zeros and '1' double poles. Hence as soon as ono of the integrals
of the first kind W is reducible, there exist four adjoint curves
Ill, R2, Rg and ]-(,4, belonging to a pencil, which each separately,
letting alone any possible common points of intersection with the
fundamental curve f, touch - or at least intersect in two coinci
dent points - the latter l' times. The three quotients RI: R4,

R 2 : R4, Rs : R4 being quotients of the squares of two thetas save
as to some constant factor, may be taken equal to pW-El, PW -E2,

pW-Es, whence

The function P; W being however likewise uniform on T it must be
possible to replace the product of the four functions R by the square of
a rational function P, otherwise said: through the 41' points of contact
of the curves R there can be made to pass an adjoint curve F,
the order of which is the double of the order of the curves R,
which touches the fundamental curve f in the common points of
intersection with the curves R and which for the rest intersects f
only in the double points. The elliptic integral itself is now given
by the equation
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or, when homogeneous variables :r, y, z are introduced, by

J(:r.yz) d.v
(! dw = 1/ af '

ay

where J (.v, v, z) denotes the Jacobian of f and of the pencil of the
curves R.

Meanwhile it is clear that when a reducible integral TV presents
itself the curves R are not yet uniquely determined. The lower
limit of the integral TV is still arbitrary and what is said of the
squares of thetas with the argument TV is also applicable to the
squares of thetas with the argument TV +a. Hence the functions R
can be replaced by -

which functions can be expressed rationally in Rh R2, Rs, R4 and
F. Evidently the constant a may be regulated in such a way that
one of the curves S, e. g. Sb touches f in a given point {1/, V/,
and by the prescription of this point the remaining r-l points of
contact of SI are completely determined. Thus we infer that the
existence of an elliptic integral W implies an involutory grouping of
the points of the curve f in such a way, that the r points of any
group may be regarded as the points of contact of some curve S.

The fact that the system of the curves R depends on an arbitrary
parameter is important when we consider hyperelliptie curves. For
then in the equation of the curve f one of the coordinates, say V,
occurs only in the second power and the rational functions contain
no power of V higher than the first. So it is always possible to
choose the constant a in such a manner that in the ratio 81 : S4,
and then also in the two others 82 : 84 and Ss: S4, the term con
taining '!J is wanting. In other words: in the case ofan hyperelliptic
curve admitting a reducible integral we can suppose beforehand that
each of the curves R, by means of which the reduction has been
effected, breaks up into a group of r right linos, drawn through
the multiple point of the curve.

In the preceding the existence of the funtions R proved to be a
necessary cunsequence of the roducibility of ono of the integrals of
the first kind; conversely, if the existence of the functions R is esta
blished at least ono of the integrals is reducible.
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For in this supposition the elliptic integral

is an integral of the first kind belonging to the curve, because it
can assume the form

f J (.T, y, z) d»

F W'
a,1I

As for reducible non-hyperelliptic integrals the case p = 3, '1' = 2
has been treated by SOPHIE KOWALDV"~Kr. The curve f is here the
general quartic upon which, '1' being equal to 2, an involntory
correspondence one to one exists. It can be shown that in this case
the curve can be transformed into itself by a reciprocal projective
transformation of the plane. Oonsequently four double tangents of
the curve pass through the centre of the transformation, so that its
equation can always be thrown into the form

f=.Ty ta,/) + b!J) (ex + dy) - K2= O.

Evidently the four double tangents passing through the ongin
can be identified with the curves R. For each of these tangents
touches f in two points, together they belong to a pencil and the
eight points of contact lie on the conic K.

Accordingly we get for the elliptic integral

pW-El pW-E:z
a: y

d e

and the integral itself is

pW -ES ].

aa> +by C.ll + dy

ex + cl!)

81{

f az
W= Wd.~..

all
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The simplest case of the reducible hypereIliptic integral, P =2,
'1' = 2, was already known to LkOE:NDRE. Again the curve f is of
the fourth order, but it has now a node from which six tangents
can be drawn to the curve. If there is a reducible integral each of
the first three functions R is made up by a pair of these tangents,
as fourth function R4 we must take one of the two double elements,
counted twice, of the involution which is now necessarily formed
by the three pairs of tangents.

The equation of the curve being

f= :ry2 - (oT - 1) (.v - kl) (a; - le) (31 - l) = 0

we get in this way

RI = x, RC), = (x - 1) (.v - kl), Us = (x - k) (a: - l), R4 =(.v ± Vkl?

and the reducible integral is

W =-::f (m =F V kl) d.v
try

In accordance with what resulted from the theorem ofWEIERSTRAss
for the case p = 2 two independent reducible integrals are obtained.

Also the case p = 2, "= ~ has been considered from various sides.
As before the integral is relative to a nodal quartic I the equation
of which wc take in the form

BURKHARDTl) has pointed out the invariant relation existingbetween
the binary cubics (.v-al) (.r-a2) (.v-as) and (tr-CI) (tr-('2) (.v-cs) when
one of the integrals is reducible. Previously GOURSAT 2) had treated
a more or less particular case of the reducibility and finally BURN
SIDE 3) indicated in connection with his more general researches a
remarkable form which the reducible integral can always assume.

After the deduction of some of their results a few remarks will
be added.

The curves R, each of which breaks up into three right lines, must

1) Mat'k. .dunal», Va!. se, 1890, 1). 410
2) UOlil:pt. Reudiu, 100, 1885, p. 622.

3) P? oc, Loud. MatTe. Sac, 23. 1892, 1). 173.
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be required to touch - or at least to intersect in tWD coincident
points - the curve f three times. From the node six tangents, the
inflexional tangents included, can be drawn to the curve, three of
which (x - aj), (.I: - ail)' (.v - as) make up together the curveR4 ; by
joining to each of the remaining tangents (tr-cI), (.v-C2) , (x-cs) a
line through the node (x - bI)' (.I: - b2). (x - lJs), counted twice, the
four functions thus obtained

RI = (.I: -CI)(a: - b))2, R2= (m - c2)(.r - b2y2,

Rs == (a: - csKr - bS)2, R4= (x --.al)(.l' - G2)(.I: - as)

indeed satisfy all the demands, if only we take care to choose the
quantities b in such a way that the four functions are in involution.
With the aid of this condition we can eliminate the b's, after which
sti1l one relation remains between the a's and the c's. Hence of a
reducible integral five branch-points out ofsix may be chosen arbitrarily.

Reducible integrals of the kind considered here are easy to con
struct if we observe that the four binary cubics belong to the
system of first polars of a binary biquadratie a:JJ4. Among these polars
there are four of the form (:r - c)(.r - b)'J, having a double point, so
besides R l t R2• Rs also (a: - 1'4) (.r- b4)S belongs to the system
and the four quantities b are at once recognised as the roots
of the Hessian .6;. Also Cll C9' I's' C4 are the roots of a covariant,
found by the following consideration. The four points y, whose
first polars ayazS contain a double point b, are the roots of the
covariantI) 3 i .6~ - 2 j Ua 4, where i and j denote the two invariants
of az4• The result of the elimination of y between this eovariant
and (Ix a y

S, which result is of the 12th order in :r and of the 8th

order in the coefficients a, must be a eovariant having the quan
tities b for double roots and thc quantities C for single roots. After
division by the square of .6; a covariant of the 4th order in the
coefficients a will remain, necessarily of the form }.i.6~ +,ujaz4,

the roots of which are I'll ('2' I's. C4. To determine the coefficients It
and 1', we consider the special case

In this case a.l'4 has a double point, the four values of care

1) ULtIlSCu-Ln'lD1;\HNN. J70rl(,8111/fJPII, T, P 231.
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evidently 0 and CIJ, each taken twice, and, as

i L 4 + 2 j Ct:l4i= - 2 i 3)2 ,:z:

we must take ').. = 1 and fl = 2. So in general the quantities care
determined by the equation

As soon as we regard as known one root C4 of this equation we
can construct a reducible integral. For then we can put

whence it follows that

so that
(a' - b4) d.r

c-

1
-- (i L4 +2j a:z:4 )
a' - ('4 :c

is an integral of the first kind relative to the' quartic f, which is
transformed hv the substitution

"

pW -E2 _

(J2(V- C2)(.r- bg)2 -

pW-l's _ 1
- (Js (x - ('s)(:V - bS)2 - (J4- (.v - al)('!' -ag)(x - aj)

into an elliptic integral with the variable p W.
It is now clear that in this wayit is possible to construct the integral

out of five assigned branch-points. If the five branch-points aI' a~, aS I CII C2,
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arc given, a binary biquadratic U3,4 must be sought which has a given
cubic Axs with the roots aI' az, Us among its first polars, So there
is an identical equation of the form

from which we deduce

In the first place these equations determine z, moreover for the
coefficients of Cl x4 two relations remain, expressed by any two of
the four following equations

6 .A2 6.a - 12 Al 6.1 + 6 Aa 6.z = Ao1',

2 As 6.0 - 6 Al 6.2 + 4 Ao6.s = Al i,

4 As 6.1 - 6.04 2 6.z + 2 Aa 6.4 = A2 i,

6 As 6.2 - 12..42 6.s +6 Al 6.4 = As i.

There are still two other conditions for ax4, namely that the fourth and
the fifth of the given quantities are roots of the covariant i 6.: +2j ux4•

By the four conditions together the quantic ax4 is entirely deter
mined, and thereby the sixth branch-point Cs of the integral.

We obtain the example treated by GOURSAT by putting

Al = 0, «1 = 0, ClZ = 0 •
Then we have

the coefficients a satisfying the equation

Lastly,

therefore Cl' C2' Cs axe the roots of the cubic
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and C4-' associated with the root b<j,=oo of the Hessian 6;, is deter
mined by 3 a4x + a4 = o.

Hence the integral

proves to be reducible under the condition that the coefficients
A and C obey the relation

The formulae of transformation will be found to be

1

from which we can also deduce

We obtain the second reducible integral by regarding
Co x3 + 3 Cl.'I: + C3 as first polar of the biquadratic a.\4. In this
supposition the Hessian b.; will admit the root b<j, = 0, the polar
(.v-c<j,)(x-b<j,)2 takes the form x2 (A 2 x-A3) and the required integral
itself is

The reduction of the integral is obtained by putting

Another means of constructing reducible integrals is founded on
a peculiar form which can always be given to the invariantrelation
between the six branch-points.
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From the identical equation

wc derive by the successive substitutions a: = all a21 as

(aI-cl) (al-bl) 2 (02- Cl) (a?-b l ) 2 (as-Cl) (as-bl) 2

(al-c2) (al-v2).I. = (a2-C2) (02-v2) .I. = (as-£2) (as-b2) .I.'

or

---------

After multiplying numerator and denominator of these three frac
tions successively by (as-as), (as-al) and (al-a2), addition gives

Similarly by interchanging I's and 1'3 wo obtain

arul hlt\'iT~g moreover the identity

the quantities (al- bl), (03-01) and (as-b l ) can bE' eliminated and
the invariant relation between the hl'itllC'h·points of a reducible into
gral takes the form



-------
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1 1 1

Va.-~
--

V a2-Cl VaS-cl

1 1 1
0= ----

V al-C2 V02-C2 V aS-C2 ,

I 1 1

Val-cS Va2-cS Vas-cs

the arguments of the nine surds being determined save as to a
multiple of m, The symmetry between the a's and the e's shows,
that, as soon as there exists the involution we started with, a
similar involution can be found by interchanging the ,'s and the
a's, so that reducible integrals always present themselves in pairs.

BURNSIDE stated incidentally that the curve

admits reducible integrals. The form given here to the invariant
relation between the six branch-points readily provides a proof for
this asset tion.

In order to obtain this proof we introduce elliptic arguments in
stead of the a's and the e's by putting

C2 = pu],= p (u + v2) ,

Cs = PUs =p (u +Vg).

So the invariant relation becomes

0111 rll}, a ltJ

(jIltl uIU~ o IU3

0= ou) (jl/C), oUs

()2UI u21t2 (j2u3

(jUl oU3 uus

(jsl6I uaU2 °sus

As a function of u the determinant is doubly periodic; manifestly
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it has several zeros, e. g. U = - VI, hence the equation is identically
satisfied, if we choose VI' V2' Vs in such a way that the function has
no poles. There might be nine poles, since each of the denominators
can be made to vanish, Consequently we have to find out whether
it is possible to make the corresponding residues equal to zero. If
we take e.g, the pole corresponding to (J,. UI = 0, that is if we take
u = - Vj + (j},., the residue is proportional to

Or U2 0[3 U3 - 0[3 U2 Or U3

(Jr U2 (J[3 U2 0''1' Us 0[3 U3

The above expression however can be written

and this is zero, if only for U = - VI + (j),. we have at the same
time -2 (U2 + Ug) = 6',..

This takes place if we have

! (v2 + V3 - 2vI) = 0,

and the residues of all nine poles will vanish if moreover we have
simultaneously

i (v3 +VI - 2v2) =0,

! (VI + 1.'2 - 2V3) =°.
As solution of these equations can be taken

where 2.QI, 2.Q21 2.Qa denote periods connected by the relation

So we find the reducible integral
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Every reducible integral, with five assigned branch-points
all aliI as, Cll e21 can be brought into this form by a linear substi
tution. For by means of the equations

4.Ql
p(u +--a)-e2

4.Q I

p (u +_l)-es
3

4.Q2p(u+-
S

)-e2
al-a2 . e2 -a2 _ el-e2-.--- ---:
aI-aS (,2-a3 el-e3 p (u + _4J's_l2)_es

WC can determine the ratios el: ell : e3 and the argument 1~.

A somewhat laborious calculation gives the values of the quanti
ties b and the formulae of substitution.

Putting

the following results are obtained

61 + 21ntl 62 +2Plt2 63 + 2pus

b4 = b1pul b2pU2 6Spu3

PUl pU2 PllJ

61 611 b3

1 1 1 1 1 1

Furthermore the formulae of substitution are

_ (x-pus) (.1'-63) 11
PW-E3 = (pu) + pUll +pv) -4~3----:c -g2,l'-gS
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so that the roots of the p-fullction arc determined by

By interchanging the a's and the e's we can obtain the second
reducible integral.

Proceeding to consider reducible hyperelliptic integrals ofdeficiency
p=3, it is clear that by the same methods also these can be con
structed without great difficulty. If the curve f is givon by the
equation

hat is: if the curve f is a quintic with a triple point, from which
eight tangents can be drawn, each of the curves R l , R2o , Rs' R.j, in
the case r=2 is to be made up by a couple of these tangents.
The twofold condition for the reducibility expresses that these four
pairs of tangents are in involution and it is easily verified that
when A,/2o + Ex + C defines the double elements of the involution,
the reducible integral will have the form

The investigation of the next case p = 3, I' = 3, is closely allied
to tha.t of the case P = 2, r = 3 treated before.

Suppose the equation of the curve to be

We regard the product of three tangents (.c-al)(.c-a2o)(.c-aJ)
as the curve RI, in the same way we join the second three
(x-a'J(.r-a'2o)(x-a's) to a curve R2 ; the third curve Rs will be the
product of the next tangent (.c-cI) and of a line through the node
(x-b2), counted twice, similarly the CUl'\Te R{ is furnished by the
tangent (.I:-C2) and the double line (x-b2).

The twofold condition for the reducibility is that the four binary
cubics

RI = (.c -al)(.c-a2)(.c-aS) I

Rs =(x-cI)(.c-b l)2o ,
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are in involution. This will evidently take place when Cl and
C2 are two roots of the covariant i 1:::.4 + 2j ax4• where ax4 is the

x '
biquadratic which has RI and R2 as first polars. The quantities
VI and v2 are two roots of 1:::.;; if we call the other two Os and b4,

is a reducible integral,
As an example we may point to the following case

i = 2 (kl k2 - 1) (kl k2 - 3), j = - 6 (kl k2 - 1)2,

1:::,4 = 2 (k1 k2 - 1) (2 k1 $s + (k1 k2 + 3) J)z + 2 k.z.r),
x

The Hessian 1:::,;' has two special roots Os = 0, b4 = 00, the cor
responding quantities Cs and C.j, are given by 3,1'+ kz= 0, .v k1+ 3=0,

Cl and Cz are the roots of kl x2 + (3 - kl kz) x + k.z = ° and the
resulting reducible integral is

where under the radical sign we may replace each of the two cubic
factors by anyone of their linear combinations. The reduction of
the integral will be effected by the substitution

A pW + B .vS kl + 3 x2

CpW+D=~= 3x+k
2

•

The case p = 4, '1'= 3 evidently allows quite a similar treatment.
Seven branch-points of the integral can be assigned arbitrarily; the
triple condition determining the three remaining branch-points is
again readily obtained by the consideration of the cubic involution.

32
Proceedings Royal Acad. Awsterdam. Vol. I
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Chemistry. - "On melting points in systems of optic isomers:"
By Prof. H. W. Bsxnms ROOZEBOOM.

In order to test the views on melting points of mixtures ofoptic
isomers, as communicated in the Proceedings of the Meeting of Feb. 25th

1899, page 3] 2, Mr. ADRIA.!U has now in the first place examined
two examples in which the certainty existed of the inactivesubstance
being a racemic compound.

The first example is the dimethylie ethereal salt of tartaric acid.
Here the d- and l-torm have a lower melting point than the racemic
compound.

The second example is the dirnethylic ethereal salt of diacetyl
tartaric acid, where the d- and l·form have a higher melting point
than the racemic compound.

For the present only the melting points of mixtures of d- and
r-forms have been examined in all their proportions. Consequently
we could only get the right half of fig. 3 and 4 (vide page 312).

Vve found:

1. Dimethylic ethereal salt of tartaric acid.

Mol. percent racemic compound

in the mixture.

o
1.96

3.02

4.78

6.59

9.17

20

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Final melting point.

43°3

41.7

41.6

4.5.0

50.6

57.0

66.8

78.7

81.8

84.2

85.9

87.3

88.5

89.4
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n. Dimefhylic ethereal salt of diacetyltartaric acid.

Mol. percent of racemlo compound
in the mixture.

Final melting point.

..

o

20

40

60

70

80

90

100 •

90.3

87.4

84.6

83.4

83.8

If we represent the numbers graphically, we get the following
figures.

05°

100°10 80 60' 40 20
Mol. °10 racenlc compound.

90°

80°

50°

I

:--........r-,
-,

'\

\

\
\

100°

85°

80°

/
]I /

,:/
/

---.;

o

]00 % 80 60 40 20 0

Mol. °10 racemic compound.

In their general form they correspond entirely with the right
halves of fig. 3 aud 4, page 312. In fig. I we remark however
that the melting line for the racemic compound extends very consi

32*
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derably so as to run as far as the concentration 3% before meeting
the melting line of the d-substance. This is connected with the
flat course of the meltingline near the melting point of the racemic
compound, which points to a great measure of dissociation in the
two active components in the liquid state.

In fig. II it is the melting line of the racemic compound that,
owing to the lower melting point, has the smallest extension (final
point near 86%) but this too has a very flat form near the melting
point.

Physics. - "On the deduction of the characteristic equation." By
Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS - discussion with Prof.
BOLTZMANN.

In the proceedings of the former meeting Prof. BOLTZMANN has
inserted a communication, accompanied by a letter. In this letter
Prof. BOLTZJlIANN has expressed the wish that his communication
would give rise to a discussion. As the result for Prof. BOLTZMANN'S

values of the coefficients of ~, b: etc., which appear in the cha-
v v

racteristic equation, differs from that which I have obtained, I con
sider the invitation to discussion as also addressed to me. And
though as a rule I prefer to leave the discussion between different
results, obtained in two different ways, to the gradual development
and extension of our views, which is brought about in course of
time, I WIll not abstain from complying with his request, in the
hope that this discussion may be »useful to science."

I am perfectly aware of the difficulties attending this discussion.
Prof. BOLTZMANN'S »Vorlesungell" form a logical coherent whole,
and the different results agree so well, that we may be sure that
they contain a perfectly correct solution of the problem, as Prof.
BOLTZMANN conceives it. On the other hand I am convinced, that
also my solution, leaving same unsolved questions and some minor
points out of account, gives a true explanation of the problem, as
I see it. So I pass by the question whether in equation (11) p. ,103

f f 2 . b 17 b R ~2 Rthe actor 0 Gb IS to e put as 1 - - - +1.1 - 01' whether 1.1
32 v v'2

t ibl b di .. h d b 2357 thi f'mi . t tmus pOSSI y e ImlDIB e y 13440' as IS IS 0 mmor III eres .

As our results differ so much, we cannot but have considered
two different problems, and to get some certainty on this point, I
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have looked more closely into one of Prof. BOL'l'ZMANN'S equations,
viz. the equation 1. c. pag. 169

which equation is to be applied, when two phasesare in equilibrium.
It is well known from thermodynamics that when two phases of

a simple substance coexist, besides p and T, the thermodynamic
potential must also be equal. The preceding equation of Prof.
BOLTZMANN must therefore be the kinetic interpretation of the ther
modynamic relation

fig = IN

or

In a paper (Verslag del' Vergadering 26 Januari '95, also published
Arch. Neerl., T. XXX)~ entitled "de kinetische beteekenis van de
thermodynamisehe potentiaal" I have given the kinetic interpre
tation of this thermodynamic relation. For a fuller discussion I
refer to this paper, and when I compare this result with the equa
tion of Prof. BOLTZMANN for that equilibrium, it is evident that we
have a different conception of the problem. I do not mean to say,
that our results do not agree at a first approximation. But they
.are not identical.

In the first place there is the following difference. According to
Prof. BOL'rzlIuNN the energy required to remove one molecule from
the liquid phasis is simply the work required to overcome the cohe
-sion; according to me that work must be diminished by the quantity
which I have called the work of the thermic pressure. In the second
place Prof BOLTZlI[A:NN subtracts from the specific volume a quantity
twice as large as the quantity which I think must be subtracted
from it.

In my opinion there is no doubt that also the work of the ther
mic pressure must be taken into account, if we ascribe real dimen
sions to the molecules, If a molecule leaves a phasis, not only the
increase ol its potential energy is to be taken into account, but we
must also pay attention to the fact that the quantity from which
the molecule has escaped, has diminished, that the surface of that
quantity has contracted, and that therefore a quantity of work has

I
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been performed, equal to the product of the thermic pressure and
the volume which the molecule occupied in the phasis.

And if a priori we should not be convinced of this, it would
appear as soon as the significance of fl = E - T 7J +pv is examined.

The quantity, which must be equal for the two phases, we may
denote

-'I + E+pV
T

or according to the notation of Mr. GIBBS:

in which ;( is the function which Mr. GIBBS has called "heat
function for constant pressure" (Equilibrium of heterogeneous sub
stances, p. 148).

To compare it with the equation of Prof. BOLTZMANN we put

pV-E 2E
-7J+ l' +T······· (V)

If E=-!:..., PV-E=V(P+~) .
v v2

The quantity P + -;-, the sum of the external and molecular

pressure we call "thermic pressure."
a

1£ we put p +-2 = 'I' T F, not inquiring for the present into the
v

form of P, the above formula becomes

Even in this form we see that the quantity 'I' F Tv, which may
be considered as work of the thermic pressure, is of the same nature
as the quantity 2 E.

1
This is still more evident, if we put F = - and substitute

v-b

, b f v'l'T+'l'1-- or '('--T.
v-b v-b
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We may namely diminish the quantity which is to be the same
for both phases, by an arbitrary constant or function of the tempe
rature, and we put then

2a
rTFb-

v

T

If
a rT

P + - then
v2-v-b' (

dn) r
dv T =v-b

and

rJ = r ~109 (v - b) +f~ db b~

and the quantity which is to be equal for the two phases, may be
given under this form:

f 2a
rT{Fb - Fdb}--

log (v _ b) _ v •
rT

In my communication to which I have referred before, I have
deduced this formula, starting from the idea that there exists a
thermic pressure, which expels the molecule and is counteracted by
the molecular attraction.

We may write the quantity which must be the same in the two
phases in this way:

By comparing it with the formula of Prof. BOLTzMANN, we find
that he substitutes r log tv - 2 b etc.] + G for

If the formula under the symbol log. was perfectly accurate,
Prof. BOLTzMANN should be able to prove, that the entropy could
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be calculated perfectly accurately from

Oll
'fJ - v QV = T log Cv - 2 b etc.)

.Approximativoly there is equality, but I have not succeeded in
proving that the entropy of Prof. BOLTZMANN is really identical
with the quantity 'fJ of this relation.

These considerations have suggested the question to me, whether
the problem, the accurate solution of which Prof. BOLTZMANN gives,
might be the following: In what way do-a great number of moving
material points arrange themselves, when they are subjected to an

attractive force, which leads to a surface pressure ~ , when they
v2

cannot come nearer to each other than at a certain distance (dia
meter of a molecule). If they are really material points, the work
of the thermic pressure does not exist - and Prof. BOLTZMANN'S
equation for coexisting phases might he defended. But then the
real problem, how do molecules with dimensions arrange themselves,
remains unsolved.

But then there would be no reason to be astonished, that there
is no perfect agreement in the results. I am sooner astonished that
the agreement is as great as it is.

For a full discussion it would of course be necessary to compare
also other equations of Prof. BOLTZMANN with those I have deduced.
Only if this were done it would be possible to make clear the
difference in the nature of our views. This would be specially
desirable for the calculation in first approximation of the influence
of the molecular dimensions on the value of the pressure. l.c. p. 7
etc. Here too, the result at which we arrive is only equal at a
first approximation, without the results being identical.

And the question presents itself, whether the problem which is
treated in BOLTZlIfANN'S "VorJesungen", might be formulated still
more accurately than has been done above, by saying: .A. great
number of moving material points move in spaces which are dimi
nished by eight times the molecular volume - a conception, accor
ding to which the material points would move in a space, which
would lie outside the distance spheres, which they themselves form.

It is indeed remarkable that Prof. BOLTZMANN succeeds in pre
venting that in this way he would find an influence on the pressure
which is twice too large. By assuming a perfectly flat wall, and
by using this wall as a means to eliminate the distance spheres
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on one side, he gets in first approximation the same result as I had
obtained from the beginning. But only in first approximation.

All this is the cause that I still prefer the simple direct deduc
tion of the pressure, as I have given it. (Proe. of the meeting Nov.
1898) -- even though there remain questions whose solution I have
tried to find already for some time, but in which I have not yet
succeeded.

Physics. ~ »The galvano-magnetic and ihermo-maqneiic phenomena
in bismuth." (Second communication continued). By Dr. E.
VAN EVERDINGEN JR. (Communication N°. 48 (continued)
from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden, by Prof. H. KAMER
LINGH ONNES).

6. In § 6 of my first communication on this subject 1) I men
tioned that in my opinion RIECKE wrongly ascribes the entire con
duction of heat to the motion of charged particles, and that for the
theory we might perhaps derive some profit from such suppositions
as I have introduced in the theory of the HALL-effect in electro
lytes. 2) It certainly is remarkable, that, starting from the supposition,
that the current of heat in metals is a pUl'e current of energy, not
accompanied by a current of ponderable substance, we for all trans
verse galvano-magnetic and thermo-magnetie phenomena can offer
at least a qualitative explanation. For, we have only to represent
the matter in the following way:

In the electric current the positive and negative charged particles,
which for the sake of brevity we shall call ions, move with different
velocities, while also their numbers may differ.

In the magnetic field the electro-magnetic force causes transverse
displacements and consequently charges which increase until the
currents of positive and negative eleotricity have reached the same
value. This equalisation may be due to the arising difference of
potential (this is the HALL-effect) as well as to currents of diffusion
of the ions (If the latter are accompanied by a perceptible difference in
the number of ions per unit of volume in different places, the diffe
rence of potential to be observed at the Har.t-eleetrodes might be

1) Proceedings Royal Acnd. Amsterdam June 25th 1898 p. 72. Comm, Phys. Lab,
Leiden N°, 42 IJ. IS.

2) Proceedings Roynl Acad. Amsterdam May 25th tSIlS p, 27. Comm. Phys. Lab.
Leiden N°. 4U
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modified by an electromotive contact force). After the condition
has become stationary, there will still exist a transverse current of
ions, and so on one side free ions must be captivated, a process
by which heat is generated, and on the other side new ions must
be freed, which is accompanied by lossofheat; in this way a transverse
difference of temperature (galvano~mafJnetic difference of temperature)
arises; together with this a displacement of unelectrified particles
must be brought about.

So far as the free ions are concerned, we must imagine the cur
rent of heat (now that no displacement of substancemay be assumed)
to be such, that although across a surface perpendicular to the direc
tion of the current of heat an equal number of ions goes in both
diroctions per unit of time, yet the ions have on an average a
greater velocity during a displacement in the direction of the current
of heat than they have during a displacement in the reverse direction.
The electromagnetic force may then cause transverse displacements,
which have opposite directions for positive and for negative ions. In
the same way as with the electric current there will arise in general
a difference of potential (transverse thermo-maqneiic effect) and a
difference of temperature (rotation of isothermale). The answer to
the question in how far these suppositions might lead to a quanti
tative explanation must be left to further investigations.

7. It is important to inquire whether molecular theories of
thermo-electricity enable us to determine the sign of the variation in
the magnetic field of the thermo-electric difference, for instance between
bismuth and copper, only by means of the hypothesis mentioned in
the previous communication 1): viz. that the longitudinal phenomena
would be explained by a variation of the number of free ions, due
to the magnetic field. This however appears not to be the case, as
new suppositions must still be introduced.

As an instance 1 choose the formula for the electromotive contact
force, lately published by RIECKE 2), which can be put down in
the form:

where the quantities with A relate say to copper, and those with

1) Proceedings Royal Aead. Amsterdam. March 25tb. 1899, p. 416 Comm. Phys,
Lab. Leiden No. 4B p. 20.

2) Wied. Ann. 66, p. 554, 1898.
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B to bismuth, and in which V represents the potential, Ca positive
function of temperature, P and N numbers of positive and negative
ions per unit of volume.

The electric conductivity for bismuth has been represented by
RIECKE by a formula of the form

in which ep and ell are again functions of temperature. In the
magnetic field the conductivity decreases. The simplest supposition
is now that PB and NB decrease proportionally; a thing which
would be self-evident if Ps were equal to 1'1JJ, as in electrolytes.

Let us further suppose, which is also very probable, that only
the quantities relating" to bismuth vary in the magnetic field, then
a proportional decrease of PJJ and NB appeara to lead to a variation
of the difference V,B- VA with a negative amount, and so to an
increase of the therrno-electric difference between bismuth and copper,
which is neg-ative outside the magnetic field. If on the contrary
we should suppose that the variation of NB is small as compared
with that of PB, then the variation of VB-VA would become positive
and the thermo-electric difference between bismuth and copper would
decrease.

The observations show that the variation of this thermo-electric
difference in the magnetic field corresponds to an increase, and so,
in consequence of the proportionality of increase of resistance and
longitudinal effect found by me, we should have to prefer the former
of the two suppositions.

(May 12th, 1899.)
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